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1. 
INTRODUCTION

1.1. 
PURPOSE OF THE MANUAL

This manual is designed for practitioners involved in post-conflict humanitarian reconstruc-
tion and rehabilitation programmes. It provides relevant and practical information 
to effectively plan and implement holistic assistance to conflict affected returnee 
populations using a participatory needs-based approach. It draws on experiences and 
lessons learned from a programme implemented by the Swiss Agency for Development 
and Cooperation SDC, in Northern Sri Lanka during 2009-2015 following the end of a 
thirty-year armed conflict. The manual describes the holistic and systemic ways of thinking 
adopted by the programme and highlights the importance of linking relief, rehabilitation 
and development, in response to complex post-conflict needs on the ground.

1.2. 
HOW TO USE THE MANUAL

The manual is a pragmatic guide, linked to a range of useful tools and forms which can 
be easily adapted to different contexts. The content of each chapter is arranged in the 
following sequence:

Background: For readers interested in the specific situation in Sri Lanka, this section refers 
to contextual challenges and case studies to illustrate commonly encountered post-conflict 
needs and challenges (blue color).

Generally applicable procedures and best practices which can be used in response during the 
implementation of a rehabilitation and reconstruction programme in a post-conflict context.

Links to practical tools, guidelines and forms useful for project planning, designing 
and implementation (red color). 

Important: Each document has a reference number and all the documents are embeded in 
this operational manual (PDF file). Should the links not work you can access the documents 
through the navigation pane under “Attachements”. In case your computer has high security 
restrictions you will only be able to open the  attached PDF-files. 
Recommendations and conclusions based on lessons learned (at the end of relevant 
section  marked as : : : : : ).

Quick access: Overview of manuals and tools referred to in the relevant chapter (at the 
end of relevant chapter marked as : : : : : )

Each chapter is a complete module, and the reader can either skim through the entire 
manual or navigate directly to the relevant chapter of interest.

.

.

.

.

.
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2. 

A CASE STUDY - SUMMARY OF SDC’S REHABILITATION 
AND RECONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE IN SRI LANKA

SDC’s 13 years of humanitarian aid experience in rehabilitation and reconstruction in 
Sri Lanka can be described in the following stages:

AFTER 2003: INITIAL EXPERIENCE IN JAFFNA

In the aftermath of the signing of a ceasefire agreement between the Government of 
Sri Lanka (GoSL) and the LTTE, a SDC field coordination office in Jaffna was set up to 
support the construction and rehabilitation of educational facilities in Northern Sri 
Lanka. In addition, several livelihood projects were also implemented. Between 2003 
and 2009, 18 conflict and tsunami-affected schools were rehabilitated as a result.

DECEMBER 2004: POST TSUNAMI PROJECTS

In the post-Tsunami reconstruction efforts, SDC became active in the reconstruction of 
houses, in collaboration with a Consortium of Swiss Organisations. Upon request of the 
GoSL, Switzerland agreed to contribute to the government-led island-wide Cash for 
Repair and Reconstruction (CfRR) programme. The CfRR programme was jointly funded 
by Swiss Solidarity, Swiss Red Cross and HEKS, and was successfully implemented in Matara 
(Southern Sri Lanka) and Trincomalee (Eastern Sri Lanka) districts. The Consortium of 
Swiss Organizations coordinated the reconstruction and repair of over 10,000 houses 
with a financial volume of CHF 19.5 Mio. During this time, SDC and partner organisations 
acquired a wide range of knowledge on how to use the cash transfer programming 
approach successfully in post-disaster rehabilitation and reconstruction.

AFTER 2009: CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT THROUGH A HOLISTIC PARTICIPATORY 
NEEDS-BASED APPROACH 

After the end of the armed conflict in May 2009, recognising the success of SDC’s previous 
rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes, SDC was requested by the GoSL to support 

Background : After a period of 30 years, the armed conflict between Sri Lankan Armed Forces and the LTTE (Liberation 

Tigers of Tamil Eelam) ended in mid-May 2009 with the military defeat of the LTTE, and the full recovery of formerly LTTE-

held territory. The North of Sri Lanka was the worst affected area during the conflict. The region was characterised by 

massive destruction and damage to private property and public infrastructure. Public services were barely functional and 

needed to be restored. Over 90% of the private houses were damaged or destroyed by the armed conflict. The majority of 

the displacement occurred during the final months of fighting as the civilian population living in the area was forced to 

flee. The vast majority of the internally displaced people (IDPs) were detained in camps. From October 2009 onwards the 

government facilitated the expedited release of approximately 300,000 IDPs from camps to their places of origin.
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the resettlement process in the conflict-affected North of Sri Lanka. As a response, 
SDC launched a pilot project in December 2009, in the small village of Maravanpulo, 
(Jaffna- Northern Sri Lanka). During this pilot initiative SDC supported the reconstruction 
of 300 permanent houses by returnee families through an owner driven cash-for-housing 
approach, the restoration of essential community infrastructure, and the provision of 
livelihood support. Based on the positive outcomes of the pilot initiative, SDC extended 
the reconstruction programme to the Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts of Northern Sri 
Lanka, in collaboration with several donors and implementing partners.

     

By the end of 2015, SDC assisted over 32,000 conflict-affected returnees from 45 villages 
to durably resettle in their places of origin with safe housing, essential community 
infrastructure and restored livelihoods. This represents approximately 11% of the post-
conflict housing reconstruction needs in the districts of Jaffna and Kilinochchi.

Since 2010 over 5,050 conflict-affected families (14% female headed households), have 
durably resettled in their places of origin, in secure permanent shelters, and in a safe 
living environment with dignity. Over 50% of the assisted families have incomes below 
the national poverty line with female-headed families reporting less than one third 
of the national poverty line’s minimum income. Post completion village assessments 
show 98% of beneficiaries highly value their houses constructed on the principles 

Location of the rehabilitation and reconstruction programme
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of building back better, addressing their vulnerabilities. A psycho-social counselling 
component was designed to provide assistance to families struggling with the completion 
of their houses and to link them with existing local support systems. Alerted by increasing 
indebtedness levels among beneficiaries, SDC also added a financial counselling 
component to the programme resulting in over 95% of housing beneficiaries 
showing improved awareness of financial management. This tool was presented to 
stakeholders and highlighted the need for better access to attractive credit options in 
future housing assistance programmes.

        

The community infrastructure component ensures access to education and safe 
drinking water. By constructing and capacitating 39 preschools, SDC has enabled all 

Housing beneficairy rebuilding his own house

Community infrastructure - access to education             Community infrastructure - access to water
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preschool-aged children (including girls, boys and children with disabilities) in 39 
villages to attend a preschool with trained teachers and adequate equipment in line 
with National guidelines. An external evaluation of the preschools confirms that they 
provide a quality, child-friendly and protective environment for children. SDC has also 
provided all returnee families in 42 villages with access to drinking water within 500 
meters of their homes as recommended by Sphere Minimum Standards. The rehabilitation 
of ponds, construction of wells and hygiene facilities is done with the active involvement 
of women at all stages, taking into consideration the needs of women and children. SDC 
has disseminated lessons learned and best practices in infrastructure reconstruction 
through several knowledge sharing events.

The livelihood component has benefited over 1,260 households, of whom 20% are female 
headed and would otherwise have had no livelihood opportunity, and 70% are below 
the national poverty line. These families have increased their monthly income by an 
average of 40% as a result. Small producer groups have been formed and linked 
with large private sector actors under long-term purchasing agreements for future 
sustainability. This provides members with local options and alternatives to unskilled 
migration abroad. The majority are women who now fully manage their own small 
enterprises, with independent incomes and access to mainstream production chains.

SDC’s advocacy and community strengthening efforts based on a conflict sensitive 
approach assisted communities to advocate for better public services. SDC also supports 
the release of land held by the military, back to returnee families and commissioned an 
evidence-based consultative study to launch a broader discussion on this topic from 
grassroots upwards.

Community infrastructure - rehabilitation of common well
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3. 

DESIGNING A HOLISTIC RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

To comprehensively address the needs of a conflict-affected population appropriately, 
a systemic and holistic approach has to be considered linking relief, rehabilitation and 
development in order to restore entire returnee communities. Besides permanent shel-
ter, returnees need other essential services for sustainable resettlement, such as: ac-
cess to water, basic public infrastructure, access to public services, access to education 
and livelihood opportunities. 

The following aspects should be considered in a programme designed for implemen-
tation in a post-conflict context:

Access to safe shelter: Reconstruction of permanent houses, wash and sanitation facilities;

Access to safe water: Construction of wells, rain water retention ponds and rain water 
harvesting facilities, establishment of water boards and water management services;

Access to education: Construction of preschools and schools; capacity building for 
teachers, parent-teacher associations and local educational authorities; support for 
curriculum development;

Access to basic community infrastructure: Construction of community buildings to 
facilitate community gatherings and social cohesion;

Environmental considerations and Disaster Risk Reduction: promotion of eco-friendly 
construction methods and consideration of Disaster Risk Reduction measures;

Advocacy for restoration of basic public services: Health, administration, postal services, 
communication, bank facilities;

Empowerment of community based organizations and relevant local authorities 
through capacity building trainings;

Background : During 30 years of internal armed conflict entire villages were abandoned and completely destroyed in 

Northern Sri Lanka. The returning population found their earlier lives and properties in shatters. The most pressing needs 

towards a safe and timely return to normalcy for returnees were: demining, housing, infrastructure reconstruction, and 

livelihood restoration. Successful resettlement not only depends on the reconstruction of houses. More elements have to 

be added to holistically restore a village to become a fully functional unit for the returnee population.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Development of sustainable livelihood opportunities through income generation 
measures;

Coordination: establishment of strong coordination mechanisms among all stakeholders 
involved in order to ensure flexible and responsive programme steering in a dynamic 
and fast evolving post-conflict context; and
Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development (LRRD): Setting up reflexive programme 
planning mechanisms to ensure implementation approaches are adapted to the evolving 
needs of a returning population.

3.1. 
CONCEPT AND APPROACH

HOLISTIC NEEDS BASED VILLAGE APPROACH

In order to achieve the above mentioned objectives the intervention follows a holistic 
needs based village approach where identified village needs are addressed focusing 
on the three following main components:

Reconstruction of secure and permanent houses for the returning families in their 
villages of origin, providing a safe living environment with dignity.

Reconstruction of essential community infrastructure (access to water and education).

Restoration of livelihoods ensuring the sustainable long-term development of the 
communities.

These three components are prioritized respectively to the concept of a village as a 
complex social system comprising many stakeholders, each with their own traditions, 
values, needs and political priorities. 

1.

2.

3.

ADVOCACY AND COORDINATION

FLANKING MEASURES

DEMINING

             SOCIAL
HOUSING          LIVELIHOOD                    INFRASTRUCTURE

.

.

.
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The village approach consists in the rehabilitation of entire communities in their places 
of origin. All members of a community regardless of their socio-economic-background 
are supported to have an equal chance to rebuild their lives and return to normalcy. 
Special attention is given to most vulnerable families such as: female managed house-
holds, households with disabled persons and families below poverty line. Community 
based organizations are integrated in the programme to support them to reconstitute 
and resume social and economic activities. The reconstruction of entire villages creates 
a critical mass of households and ensures a representative mix of the population will 
advocate for further development interventions with local authorities. 

VILLAGE ASSESSMENT

To define the key communal needs for durable resettlement a comprehensive participatory 
village assessment (301) is carried out. During meetings with the villagers, community 
based organizations and the local authorities’ needs are defined and prioritized. The 
scope of intervention is designed accordingly. During the village assessment, a village 
map is roughly constituted and baseline needs figures are collected.

STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PARTICIPATORY APPROACH

The list of stakeholders depends on the administrative setup of a country and on the 
political situation. Usually, the stakeholders may be:

Administrative bodies at local and central government level;

Coordinating body for NGO activities under the central or local government;

Village Map elaborated by stakeholders during a village assessment

.

.
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Community based organizations and societies;

Other development agencies  (UN, INGO’s, NGO’s);

Community Members; and

Armed Forces / Security Forces. 

The implementation method for each component is different: 

Housing: Cash grants, Owner-driven approach

Infrastructure: Depending on the type of construction:
. Contractor-driven: schools and larger buildings
. Community-driven (through Community based organizations) to ensure maintenance           
  and ownership ( community centers, rain water retention ponds, wells) 

Livelihood: 
. Post emergency intervention: Start-up cash grants, cash for work
. Development approach: Creation of producer groups and facilitating market linkages    
   to rebuild local value chains (LVCDA)

3.2. 
RISK ASSESSMENT

Usually the political and administrative environment is constantly changing in a post 
conflict context, and has to be monitored on a constant basis. Common risks to anticipate 
can include:

Deteriorating collaboration with authorities;

Change of national policy by the government;

Political instability;

Economic instability;

Lack of skilled labor and shortage of materials; 

High inflation rates;

UXO and mine contamination and

Natural disasters such as storms, tsunamis, floods and drought.
 

3.3. 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Programme progress has to be monitored very closely on a bi-weekly basis by project 
staff on the ground and records should be maintained accordingly. Monthly progress is 
reported and monitored. A consolidated monthly report (302) should contain information 
about the progress of the project, executed tasks, challenges and steps taken to address 
them, cooperation with partners and actors, a financial progress report, planned next 
steps and a monthly financial summary.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A monitoring matrix (303) allows the project to follow up on quantitative and qualitative 
progress on a six monthly basis and facilitates overall reporting to headquarters (e.g. 
through an Annual Report). After the intervention a post village assessment (304) is 
conducted in each village in order to measure the results of the intervention.

3.4. 
CROSS CUTTING TOPICS

SPECIFIC VULNERABILITIES OF THE POPULATION

The concept of the project has to consider the specific vulnerabilities of the population 
and make sure inclusive measures are taken to enable them to benefit from the project. 
Specifically in a post-conflict scenario, the following issues can be expected:

A high percentage of female managed households (war widows);

Single male managed households;

A high percentage of elderly persons;

A high percentage of differently abled and physically handicapped persons;

A high incidence of child marriages;

A high percentage of orphans;

Traumatized persons in need of psychosocial support;

High number of people lacking legal documentation (ID Card, birth certificates, death 
certificates, land documents, letters of references); and

Lack of income opportunities.

Deminer clearing the ground

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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GENDER

In relation to Gender, the following special considerations have to be integrated into the 
design of a reconstruction project:

Support to get missing documents such as death certificates and proper land owner-
ship documents;

Ensuring men and women have an equal opportunity to participate in reconstruction 
related decision making from the assessment stage onwards;

The control over the resources (e.g. the house grant) has to be equally shared. Bank 
accounts, land deeds and permits are preferably to be issued under both names; 

Livelihood support, trainings and other supporting measures should empower men 
and women equally;

Partner organizations should apply a gender sensitive approach; and

The implementing staff team should be gender balanced at all levels.

DRR AND ENVIRONMENT

Measures have to be taken to reduce the impact of construction activities on the 
environment (use of environmental friendly construction material, use of local material 
and resources, promoting tree planting to replace timber used for reconstruction).

The construction standards should contain DRR measures adapted to the local risk 
assessment, especially regarding seasonal changes and the risk of tsunamis, flooding, 
typhoons and fires. 

CONFLICT SENSITIVITY

Do-No-Harm principles should be taken into consideration throughout the project. The 
potential for conflict in the project areas is pronounced as returnees place a competing 
demand on the limited resources available. The project should take note of prevailing 
conflict dynamics in the post-conflict setting and mitigate potential risks by setting up 
fair and transparent selection criteria and procedures. Grievance mechanisms are to be 
put in place to fairly assess the selection of beneficiaries.

Through reconstruction of community infrastructure facilities even community members 
who are not selected for the rehabilitation project can profit. This balances the social dynamics 
within the community and increases social cohesion and acceptance of the project.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Think holistic: village communities are complex social systems comprising many 
stakeholders, each with their own traditions, values, needs and political priorities. 

Participatory approach: collaborate with authorities, community based organizations and 
the returning populations in order to promote the inclusion of all relevant stakeholders 
in the decision making processes. 

Cash transfer approaches are excellent methods to promote ownership, initiative and 
independent decision making among beneficiaires.

Trigger-effect: Assisting whole villages creates a critical mass which can then advocate 
for further services from local authorities.

Monitor your project and the local context constantly, adopting your approach to 
any changes. Ensure lessons learnt during the project implementation are factored 
into next steps. 

Integrate Gender, DRR and Do-No-Harm principles into your project design and 
implementation.

QUICK ACCESS
Overview of forms and tools referred to in the chapter 3 Designing a Reconstruction Programme

Village assessment (301)

Monthly report (302)

Monitoring matrix (303)

Post village assessment (304)

 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :             : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
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.

.
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4. 

HOUSING

4.1. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

CONTEXTUAL PRECONDITIONS FOR AN OWNER-DRIVEN CASH FOR HOUSING 
PROJECT 

In a post-conflict context, the following preconditions are necessary for the implementation 
of Owner-Driven Cash for Housing:

Cessation of armed hostilities;

Clearance of mined lands providing safe access;

Return of displaced families;

Re-establishment of functional local authority structures;

Support from local administration to expedite the return of IDPs;

Recovering markets / Access to markets made possible after the conflict;

Commitment from local authorities to provide basic services and rebuild communal 
infrastructure; and

Restored access to banking facilities.

ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES OF THE OWNER-DRIVEN CASH FOR HOUSING 
APPROACH 

Even if all preconditions for successful implementation of an owner-driven Cash for 
Housing programme are met, the approach still has certain advantages and challenges. 

Background - History of Housing Programmes in Sri Lanka: There are two main housing reconstruction approaches 

which have been applied in Sri Lanka: The Owner-Driven Approach where the house owner reconstructs his or her own 

house with technical and financial support from either the Government or a third party; or, the Donor-Driven Approach 

where the beneficiary is given a fully reconstructed house with minimal beneficiary participation in the construction and 

decision-making process. In the history of housing programmes in Sri Lanka since even before the 1970s, the Owner-

Driven Approach has been successfully applied and it is well known and accepted by authorities and local communities.

Why SDC opted for the Owner-Driven Approach in Sri Lanka: Due to the popularity and wide spread acceptance of 

the Owner-Driven Approach which also provides greater ownership and participation on the part of beneficiaries and also 

because it is the most cost effective implementation process, SDC decided to generally adopt the Owner-Driven Approach 

in housing reconstruction in Northern Sri Lanka. 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A contextual vulnerability and risk assessment has to be conducted to make sure that 
the risks and mitigation options are known and well-balanced.

ADVANTAGES:

Ownership and Satisfaction: due to their active participation in the decision making 
and construction process, beneficiaries develop greater ownership and are more satisfied 
with their houses at the end.

Community Participation: Community cohesion improves and local community 
organisation structures are strengthened through active participation at village level 
throughout the programme implementation. 

Local economic recovery: A cash project generates cash flow within the region and 
stimulates the local economy by creating jobs and generating local income opportunities.

Cost effectiveness: Administrative and operational costs are reasonable since the 
beneficiary manages the construction of the house his or herself.

CHALLENGES:

Lack of financial and technical knowledge among beneficiaries to rebuild their houses: 
this can be overcome through close monitoring and technical support throughout the 
construction process.

Rising inflation: Due to the rising prices of construction material and labour, the initial 
cash grant amount might not be sufficient at a later stage. A regular monitoring of market 
prices is essential.

Beneficiaries’ contribution: As the families are asked to contribute with own labour 
and funds there is a risk that more vulnerable families are unable to raise the necessary 
funds and manpower resulting in indebtedness. This can be overcome by providing 
each household with customised technical advice, psychosocial support and financial 
counselling.

4.2. 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

4.2.1. 
BENEFICIARY SELECTION

DEFINING SELECTION CRITERIA

Defining accurate selection criteria is one of most crucial and challenging topics in the 
design of any project, and should imperatively be done with the participation of local 
authorities, communities and other implementing partners. The criteria should be clear 
and simple but also fair and acceptable to the target group. At the first village meeting 
the criteria are transparently presented to the population in order to avoid any future 
misunderstandings and conflicts. If the selection criteria allow too much flexibility for 
interpretation, this will cause confusion and leave room for arbitrary decision-making and 
corruption. However some flexibility must be left to accommodate unique beneficiary 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

needs on a case-by-case basis, with the consent of the community majority, in order to 
make sure the most vulnerable are not excluded. 

Once the programme is started, after the pilot phase, changes to the selection criteria 
should be avoided. Different criteria in different locations or implementation phases will 
create conflict among those not selected.

As an example for the reader, in the context of Northern Sri Lanka the following selection 
criteria were applied: 

The household has been affected by the conflict; newly married couples as well as 
newcomers to the village are not eligible;

The household must be permanently resettled in their village of origin. If a family is 
fully or partly living in another location they will not be selected;

The household must possess a formal right to the land on which the construction is 
proposed and have the necessary documentation to prove it;

The household should possess only one housing plot. In case someone possesses a 
second plot or recently sold/ gave away a plot with a house then they are not eligible;

The household must be in need of assistance to repair or reconstruct the damaged 
house. Households with an income above a minimum level are not considered as 
vulnerable and therefore are not eligible;

The household should not have received any support from similar programmes to 
reconstruct the damaged house. This includes government support and assistance from 
other sources; and

The head of the household must be younger than 60. Couples without relatives are 
eligible up to the age of 65. 

SELECTION PROCEDURE

The beneficiary selection process should be done in close collaboration with local 
authorities. In a post-conflict situation displaced families often return in several batches 
over time. Care should be taken to ensure that all registered families are definitively 
living in the village and that all returnee families living in the village are properly 
registered and have complete land ownership documentation. Many families may have 
lost their land documents during displacement, and some may have purchased a new 
plot or divided up the plot of relatives. Therefore a careful selection of the beneficiary 
households after a detailed assessment is essential.

In an initial community meeting the entire population of a village is invited to participate 
and is then informed about how implementation will be organised, what the owner 
driven approach entails, and how the beneficiary selection procedure will be executed. 
An operations committee is formed in each hamlet, comprising at least 6 volunteer 
members. Maintaining gender balance is a priority in forming these committees.

19



BENEFICIARY AND PLOT ASSESSMENT

After the village meeting a beneficiary assessment is conducted. The project team (engineer, 
technical officers) and the selected village committee visit the plots of all potential 
beneficiaries. The following aspects are assessed using the damage assessment form (401):

Confirmation that the family already resettled on the plot

Damage assessment of the house

Verification of land ownership documents

Village Meeting

.

.

.
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SETTING UP A GRIEVANCE MECHANISM AND APPROVAL OF FINAL BENEFICIARY LIST

In order to guarantee their ownership and involvement, local authorities are held to 
account that the final selection lists are double checked and approved. A list of names 
of selected potential beneficiaries is announced and displayed in public. Any person in 
the village who disagrees with the published list, can submit a written complaint to the 
local authorities within a period of 7 days. Those who submitted a complaint by the 
deadline are then invited to participate in a grievance meeting. The grievance 
committee comprising local authorities, the elected village committee and a project 
staff member, reviews any cases of dispute. The final decision regarding grievance 
resolution and selections stays with the relevant local authorities. 

Prior to the grievance meeting, project staff as well as the local authorities gather 
additional information concerning any criteria in dispute on a case-by case basis. During 
the meeting, following a detailed participatory discussion, a final decision by the local 
authorities is taken. A transparent grievance procedure improves the quality of the 
beneficiary selection ensuring that the correct target group is reached. It also has an 
impact on the overall success rate of the owner-driven housing programme and reduces 
the potential for conflict within the community.

DOCUMENTATION AND SIGNING A BENEFICIARY AGREEMENT

Once the final beneficiary list is approved, the selected households have to submit for pro-
gramme administration purposes the following documents prior to signing the agreement:

Participants in a grievance meeting
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Application form (402);

Proof of bank account (wife and husband) and copy of bankbook;

Copy of land deed or confirmation of right to land;

Copy of NIC (National identity card); and

Copy of family card.

During a beneficiary meeting, the Beneficiary Agreement (403) is signed between the 
beneficiary, SDC and relevant local authority stating that all submitted documents and 
information given are correct.

Every beneficiary receives a sign board with a unique plot number and the following 
documents:

1 signed copy of the Beneficiary Agreement (403);

Construction guidelines (404) and Construction guidelines - Word doc (405), 

Material card for the house construction - Excel sheet (406);

Visitor log sheet (407);

Receipt book (408);

Fund request forms (409);

Risk of indebtedness leaflet (410); and

A water resistant plastic envelope to store the documents

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sign boards with registration numbers awaiting to be handed out to the selected housing beneficiaries
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Transparent and fair selection criteria are key for the implementation of a housing project. 
Once the programme starts, the selection criteria shouldn’t be changed anymore, and 
the final decision should be with the local authorities in line with conflict sensitivity 
principles.

The beneficiary selection process should be done in close collaboration with local 
authorities and the final approval is their responsibility.

Coordination with other implementing partners and relevant stakeholders is essential.

All the household plots in the village should be visited and checked before selecting the 
beneficiaries

A grievance mechanism has to be in place in order to ensure a transparent and fair selection.

The grievance meeting is very important to increase the quality of the selection.

4.2.2. 
DEFINING TECHNICAL STANDARDS 

SETTING HOUSING CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

According to best practice, housing construction standards should be in line with 
government-stipulated minimum standards in coordination with other implementing 
partners. The detailed technical requirements are explained in the Construction 
Guidelines (404), which are explained and handed out to the beneficiaries during the 
initial village meetings.

As an example, the key technical requirements for new/repaired houses in Sri Lanka are 
as follows:

A minimum plinth area of 550 sqft (approximately 50 sqm); 

Permanent sub and superstructure;

Two rooms, one kitchen, one living room;

The house should have at least 2 lockable rooms;

Chimney for a smoke-free kitchen environment;

Plinth and lintel beam according to the engineer’s recommendation (depending on 
ground and soil quality);

Tiled roof with good quality timber (use of asbestos sheets is not permitted in line with 
health & safety considerations);

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Roof has to be fixed to the ring beam with iron bars (joint roof ), cement bands should 
secure the tiles to the roof;

Ventilation holes are required;

Outside plastering: front wall and kitchen required;

Inside plastering and floor rendering for all rooms (hygiene);

Painting: White wash of plastered walls;

Individual toilet with septic tank;

Individual well (if geological conditions permit); and

Building materials should meet basic quality standards.

HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS

The beneficiary has to have access to safe drinking water, either from an individual 
or common well within 500 m from their homes, in line with the Sphere standards of 
humanitarian response. Sanitation facilities are provided within each compound. Health 
hazardous materials such as asbestos are not permitted. Smoke-free kitchens are 
promoted to avoid respiratory problems.

DRR

Several technical requirements are put in place to improve the DRR component. Flood 
prone foundations as well as cyclone resistant roofs are the relevant measures in North-
ern Sri Lanka. 

Environmental Considerations 

Environmental-friendly alternative techniques and materials (e.g. concrete frames in-
stead of timber) can be considered to minimise any negative environmental impact. 
Tree planting is an integrated component within the programme to compensate for 
deforestation due to reconstruction.

MAINTENANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

Maintenance guidelines (411) and relevant trainings are provided to the house owners 
to ensure sustainability. After completion of a house, a Final Completion Report (424) is 
signed and handed over to the house owner and the local authorities.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Coordinate your intervention with other implementing agencies in the area. Especially 
if they are running a similar housing programme.

Set the standards according to existing governmental guidelines and only if appropriate 
to the local context and cultural settings add realistic improvements as needed.

Ensure access to Health and Hygiene facilities (especially access to water and sanitation), 
consider environmental precautions and DRR, and integrate Maintenance and Sustainability 

measures into the technical standards.

 
4.2.3. 
COMMUNITY MOBILISATION DURING PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION 

BENEFICIARY MEETINGS THROUGHOUT THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Regular community meetings with beneficiaries throughout the construction process 
are a useful platform to mobilise, inform, train and support beneficiaries as well as to 
discuss and resolve upcoming problems. Furthermore these meetings help to establish 
and deepen relationships with various local authorities. 

Each beneficiary is informed about the financial and organisational obligations they will 
face during the construction process. Information on essential administrative procedures 
and technical inputs of the housing project are provided to the beneficiaries during sev-
eral community meetings in each village - see the checklist for beneficiary meetings (412). 

In addition, individual meetings on site with technical officers are held on a regular 
basis to ensure that quality standards are met, and to assist the beneficiaries in resolving 
construction-related issues.

.

.

.

Beneficiary meetings             
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In detail, the following topics are covered during the meetings:

Presentation of the project and relevant procedures;

Programme implementation process and responsibilities of relevant stakeholders 
including beneficiaries, local authorities and project staff;

Legal requirements and building permits;

Technical standards, stages of construction;

Recommendations for choosing the right design and location of the new house;

Recommended use of alternative construction materials;

Training on quality control and quality assurance of construction materials;

Management of construction sites;

Options for bulk procurement;

Financial management module including a component on debt awareness;

Hygiene training;

Maintenance of house, well, latrine and environment, operation of wells and septic tanks;

Mechanisms available to resolve conflicts and other problems.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In a fragile and post-conflict context, beneficiaries should be made aware of financial 
risks from the beginning of their resettlement process.

Regular enquiries as to the financial situation of each family is essential right through 
the construction process.

Identify the most vulnerable beneficiaries at a very early stage and ensure a close follow-up.

Explore possibilities to minimise avoidable construction expenses. 

Make sure that your project and technical staff is trained in financial counselling, knows 
the tools and is qualified to advise the beneficiaries.

Attendance at meetings has to be mandatory for beneficiaries.

4.2.4. 
FINANCIAL COUNSELLING

Importance of financial counselling

In a post-conflict context, returnees have to start rebuilding their villages and lives with 
little assets and no stable income opportunities. As a result of this stressful situation, 
there is a risk for beneficiaries to become indebted during the challenging resettlement 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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process (including housing reconstruction). This reality has been proven by studies not 
only in Sri Lanka - see studies conducted by the Centre for Poverty Analysis (413) -  but 
also worldwide. To raise financial awareness and reduce the risk of beneficiaries falling 
into a vicious cycle of debt, a financial counselling system is essential. The system should 
intervene at different stages throughout the construction process:

Before starting the housing construction:

General information about financial challenges and risks (first meeting)
During the first meeting, the project staff explain the procedures of the housing programme 
to the beneficiary, pointing out the financial challenges and risks for beneficiaries. Special 
focus is placed on:

How to reduce construction costs (e.g. through own labour contribution);

Financial implications of constructing a house over the minimum requirement. Larger 
house size means additional costs which the beneficiary will have to cover;

Overall negative consequences of indebtedness and ways to avoid falling into debt.

Prior to individual counselling sessions, project staff asks each beneficiary to provide 
housing plans and household financial details. An informational leaflet (410) to raise 
awareness on indebtedness is provided among all relevant stakeholders.

Individual financial counselling
In an individual meeting, the selected beneficiaries are given one-on-one financial coun-
selling by the project staff. Information regarding the anticipated housing construction 
costs and the financial situation of each beneficiary are compiled in a Housing expenses 
calculator (415) and summarised in an financial information sheet (416).

 

Financial counselling session with a individual housing beneficiary

.

.

.
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Identifying the most vulnerable households
Through the financial counselling sessions, the financial situation of all beneficiaries 
is recorded and the most vulnerable households are identified and monitored closely 
throughout the construction process. Technical staff pay special attention to households 
identified as most vulnerable.
 

   

During the construction process:

Promoting cost efficient practices
During the counselling process, the technical officer transparently informs the benefi-
ciary about the details of the calculations and gives advice on how to reduce extra costs 
in order to keep their own financial contribution as small as possible. The final estima-
tion of the own contribution required of each beneficiary is entered into a form reca-
pitulating the risks of indebtedness. With this information, the beneficiaries reconsider 
their financial planning and discuss financing options with their families. On demand, 
the technical staff provide additional calculations for optimised housing designs and 
gives suggestions on best available financing options.

Close monitoring and financial guidance of most vulnerable households.
Close financial monitoring minimises the risk of beneficiaries spending the money inef-
ficiently or taking high interest loans from private finance companies. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In a fragile and post-conflict context, beneficiaries should be made aware of financial 
risks from the beginning of their resettlement process.

Regular enquiries as to the financial situation of each family is essential right through 
the construction process.

Identify the most vulnerable beneficiaries at a very early stage and ensure a close follow-up.

Explore possibilities to minimise avoidable construction expenses 

Make sure that your project and technical staff is trained in financial counselling, knows 
the tools and is qualified to advise the beneficiaries.

Financial counselling session with the community

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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4.2.5. 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

SITE SUPERVISION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

One of the key elements for the implementation of a successful housing programme is 
the close monitoring of the construction quality and technical standards. The majority 
of the beneficiaries do not possess the required knowledge and experience to build a 
house according to recommended technical standards. Regular site visits by a technical 
officer are essential to ensure the quality of the construction and satisfactory progress.

     

MONITORING TOOLS

Following a monitoring schedule, the technical officer visits the sites on a regular basis. 
At each visit the technical officer documents the construction progress , observations 
and instructions in the visitor log sheet (407) which is always available at the beneficiary’s 
house. The project engineers supervise the technical officer in the field and assist at im-
portant meetings and problematic cases.

The physical and financial progress (418) is reported on a monthly basis. A detailed and 
updated data base (419) is one of the most essential parts of a successful housing programme.

The fluctuations of material prices (422) are monitored on a regular basis.

STAFF CAPACITY BULDING

The changing context and the regional dynamics of the project require constant 
updating of the best practices during the construction process. Internal training is 
held on a regular basis to keep technical staff up-to-date and well trained. Technical 
officers often work independently in remote areas and might develop slightly different 
procedures over time. 

Technical advice to housing beneficiaries and site supervision
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4.2.6. 
CASH TRANSFER AND FINANCIAL DISBURSEMENT MODALITIES 

GRANT CATEGORIES

As with the selection criteria, the grant categories should also be designed in coordination 
with local authorities, communities and other implementing partners. The categories 
should be clear and simple but also fair and acceptable to the target group. At the first 
village meeting the categories are transparently presented to the population in order to 
avoid any future misunderstandings and conflicts. 

In the case of Northern Sri Lanka, two different categories of houses were defined:

Fully damaged houses

Partially damaged houses

Housing grants are provided through conditional cash instalments released upon com-
pletion of construction progress milestones. The grant amount for a partially damaged 
house depends on the extent of damage and the required work to bring the house to 
the standard of a “liveable house”. The extent of damage is assessed during the plot as-
sessment and recorded in the damage assessment form (401).

FULLY DAMAGED HOUSES

The disbursement of a grant for a fully damaged house (LKR 550’000) is divided into the 
following six installments, which are tied to the progress of the construction process.

Installments    Amount (LKR) Payment progress

1st Installment                 100’000  Before starting the construction works

2nd Installment                 120’000  After completion of foundation

3rd Installment                 150’000  After completion of walls, septic tank

4th Installment                   70’000  After completion of roof

5th Installment                   60’000  After completion of plastering

6th Installment                   50’000  After completion of all construction

             

.

.

Background - The information in this chapter showcases specific project cash transfer and financial disbursement mo-

dalities from the case of Northern Sri Lanka. However these modalities are adaptable to other contexts.
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If a beneficiary intends to build bigger than the 550 sqft, the first installment is paid only 
after completion of the foundations or even later, according to the size of the house. This 
slight change of procedure helps to identify at an early stage, if the beneficiary really has 
the financial capacity to afford the construction of a bigger house.

PARTIALLY DAMAGED HOUSES

Partially damaged houses are divided into 4 sub-categories based on the extent of the 
damage of the house: 

Category AR: Only a kitchen has to be constructed.
  

Category BR: Roof, windows and doors have to be constructed.
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Category CR: Roof, windows, doors and toilet with septic tank have to be constructed.
 

Category DR: Only foundations and walls are existing. Roof, floor, wall plastering, windows, 
doors, toilet with septic tank have to be constructed.
 

The disbursement of a grant to repair a house (LKR 150’000 - 300’000) is divided into 
three installments according to the construction progress of the beneficiary. The 
first installment is always paid in advance upon signature of a contract prior to 
commencing construction. If the cost for repairing damages is estimated to be more 
than LKR 300’000, the house is considered to be fully damaged.
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Category         Amount LKR 1st Installment        2nd Installment       3rd Installment

AR                       150’000    70’000            60’000                 20’000

BR                      200’000                100’000                   70’000                 30’000

CR                      250’000                100’000                120’000                 30’000

DR                      300’000                150’000                100’000                 50’000

          

FUND REQUEST AND RECEIPT BOOK

After the satisfactory completion of a construction stage, the technical staff assists the 
beneficiary in filling out a Fund Request Form (409) for the next installment in order to 
better monitor and document progress.

Some suppliers or labour teams take advantage of the household`s lack of financial literacy 
and management skills. The beneficiary is advised to always keep a receipt when making 
a housing-related payment for material or labour wages for documentation purposes. In 
case of any dispute, the receipt can be of significant advantage to the beneficiary.

BANKING ARRANGEMENTS

Bank transfers are made three times per week in order to minimise delays in the 
construction process. Smooth flow of funds is essential to avoid loss of time due to 
money transfers from bank to bank. The housing project should have a special agreement 
with local banks in order to ensure that no bank fees apply for transactions. In addition, 
in order to minimise inconvenience and transport expenses for beneficiaries, special 
arrangements should be negotiated with local banks to offer banking facilities close to 
the project areas. These normally have an interest in attracting extra business.
To facilitate swift payment following forms can be used:

Bank payments and progress report database (420)

Payment order to the bank (421)

DATA BASE

The project staff collects fund requests in the field and updates the database. Financial 
and physical progress is constantly updated and reported on a monthly basis. The 
beneficiary database (419) can be maintained in the form of a simple excel sheet.

.

.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Make sure that the housing grant is sufficient. In the case of a long term project 
implementation period, define transparent modalities to adjust the grant to inflation 
without creating conflicts among communities.

Identify families at an early stage who want to build their houses bigger than the 
minimum standard. Assess their financial capacity to do so.

Installments are released according to the construction progress. Trained and qualified 
technical staff should supervise and confirm the completion of the different stages, 
make sure that a logbook is present at each construction site and a supervision journal 
is being updated by the technical staff.

It’s crucial to have a skilled database manager who maintains the database and ensures 
the smooth functioning of payment procedures. If instalments are not paid on time, the 
construction process will be delayed.

Lobby local banks to open new bank branches close to project areas.

The monthly cash flow of a housing programme is difficult to predict in a financial forecast. 

34
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4.2.7. 
PSYCHOSOCIAL COUNSELLING

Psychosocial counsellors (PSCs) are integrated in the project team and identify beneficiaries 
with special psychosocial needs during the beneficiary selection process. The PSC support 
two stages of the reconstruction project:

Support of the rehabilitation project at various stages

The PSCs are integrated in the beneficiary selection process and throughout the 
implementation of the project. At any stage, families with psychosocial problems can 
be identified and action can be taken accordingly.

Strengthening of community solidarity

The presence of a PSC during the reconstruction activities has proven successful in the 
past. Apart from war related trauma, common social problems such as alcoholism and 
family disputes are identified and addressed. Identified cases which need specialised 
support will be referred to the existing counselling system provided by the govern-
ment of Sri Lanka. Family disputes can often be solved on the spot through mediation 
and counselling.

To ensure that the data is not lost after the closure of the project, psychosocial report (423) 
with records of patients are shared and integrated in relevant local medical databases.

Background - War-affected individuals and their families sometimes suffer from trauma. Very often these problems are not 

properly identified and treated, leading to problems in managing daily life. In addition problems in relation to alcoholism, 

family disputes, domestic violence and abuse may increase. This can lead to slow progress in coping with the resettlement 

process. Psychosocial counsellors (PSC) help to identify persons or even families in need of psychological support within 

the project area. The identified persons are referred to specialists within the existing health and social support system. 

Identified beneficiaries receive additional technical support from technical staff in order to finish their house. In Northern 

Sri Lanka, the psychosocial counsellors are trained and coached by a specialized local NGO. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Besides providing help to traumatised and stigmatised beneficiaries, the outcome of a 
housing programme can be enhanced by engaging trained psychosocial counsellors 
within the project.

As psychosocial issues vary and are always closely related to culture and context psy-
chosocial counselling should be provided in close collaboration with local organisations 
or governmental bodies.

Include the psychosocial counsellors from the beneficiary selection stage onwards to 
identify vulnerable beneficiaries.

QUICK ACCESS
Overview of forms and tools referred to in the chapter 4 Housing

Damage assessment form (401)
Application form (402)
Beneficiary Agreement (403)
Construction guidelines (404)
Construction guidelines - Word document (405)
Material card for the house construction - Excel sheet (406)
Visitor log sheet (407)
Receipt book (408)
Fund request forms (409)
Risk of indebtedness leaflet (410)
Maintenance guidelines (411)
Checklist for beneficiary meetings (412)
CEPA study: “No silver bullet”  (413)
CEPA study: “Life and Debt”  (414)
Housing expenses calculator (415)
Financial information sheet (416)
Book keeping form (417)
Physical and financial progress (418)
Data base Beneficiaries (419)
Bank payments and progress report database (420)
Payment order to the bank database (421)
Material prices escalation (422)
Psychosocial reporting sheets (423)
Final completion report (424)

For further cash transfer-related details please refer to the SDC Cash Workbook
https://www.shareweb.ch/site/Cash-Transfer-Programming)

.

.

.
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5. 
INFRASTRUCTURE

5.1.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Complementing the housing and livelihood components the second pillar of the 
reconstruction programme consists in the restoration of community infrastructure. 
During the participatory village assessment, a list of community infrastructure needs 
was established by the community members prioritizing:

Access to water: Reconstruction/construction of wells and rainwater retention ponds

Access to education: Educational facilities like schools and preschools

Access to communal services: Communal buildings like community centers

Access to main roads: Minor road work and culvert construction

Background - During the conflict most of the essential community infrastructure was destroyed, making durable resettlement 

for the returnee communities challenging. Within the rehabilitation programme priority was given to facilitating access 

to water and access to education. 

Access to water: The hydrological setting (Link to hydrological setting) on the Jaffna Peninsula is fragile. Fresh water aquifers 

are recharged only once a year by rain water during the December monsoon period. There are no rivers in the Jaffna 

peninsula, and ground water is the only source of drinking water. The existence of intact rainwater retention ponds is 

essential to retain rain water and stabilize the ground water table. In order to prevent salinity of the soil and ground water, 

salt water intrusion bunds were put in place. During the conflict these bunds and ponds had been destroyed or not maintained 

which resulted in an increase of ground water salinity. This affects not only the availability of safe drinking water, but as 

well agriculture. In some areas rain water harvesting facilities are the only source to get fresh water and farming is almost 

impossible. Famers only crop paddy during the Maha monsoon season from November to January, since they cultivate 

rain water paddy fields without any irrigation. All wells have been destroyed during the conflict. Dug wells are most 

common in Northern Sri Lanka. To avoid the exploitation of ground water, tube wells are restricted on the Jaffna Peninsula. 

Access to Education: After the conflict, in almost each village a preschool was operational but in a temporary shelter 

or a private house. Due to lack of facilities community meetings often took place under big trees. During the war, many 

schools were abandoned and damaged. After the end of the conflict the schools received governmental support for the 

reconstruction of 4-6 class rooms in a permanent building in order to reopen quickly. Additional class rooms were 

constructed as temporary shelters. Several organizations (e.g. UNICEF) provided basic toilet facilities or kitchens.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.2.
IMPLEMENTATION

5.2.1.
WELLS

RESTORATION OF WELLS

The restoration of common wells is a priority need and should start ideally before the 
housing construction to make sure that water for construction purposes is available 
according to Sphere standards. (The Sphere Project –Minimum Standards in Humanitarian 
Response). The community based organizations are actively involved in the planning of 
the construction or reconstruction of wells. Common wells have to be accessible for all 
and special attention has to be paid to safety features for women and children. After 
completion the water quality of each well is tested by the Water Board and a certificate 
is issued as part of the handover process (completion certificate well - 513). In addition, as 
a proxy indicator for water quality, the number of diarrhea cases in the area is monitored.

In the case that construction of open wells is not possible, the use of Indian Mark lll 
Handpumps might be considered, as they are internationally well known, of high quality 
standards and easy in maintenance (Indian Mark lll Handpump - 504). 
 
MAINTENANCE

The local authorities are in charge of overseeing the maintenance of common wells. 
The technical maintenance is conducted by community based organizations while the 
Ministry of Health is responsible for chlorination and monitoring of the water quality. 

Due to hygiene reasons the wells should be covered with a solid slab. However, in 
accordance with religious beliefs, many wells are kept uncovered in order to allow the 
sun to shine on the water. The Ministry of Health has to approve the locations of the well 
and toilet prior to receiving a building permit. A minimum distance of 16 meters has 
to be maintained between the well and toilet. Usually, the area around the well will be 
fenced and used as a washing area. 

Culvert Construction of destroyed road Dug well with cover and maintenance access
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An assessment of the local water conditions is essential. If water is scarce, make sure that 
you avoid harming the hydrological setting with new interventions. The water quality of 
each well has to be tested.

Preferably wells are constructed before the housing construction starts in order to make 
water available.

Identification of locations for wells: Follow the “The Sphere Project – Minimum Stand-
ards in Humanitarian Response.” A minimal distance of 16m between well and septic 
tank has to be maintained.

Promote well construction using local labor sources such as CBOs and local masons for 
optimal use.

If religious beliefs have an influence on well construction, they should be respected, but 
priority should be given to hygiene and safety considerations.

If possible families close to the well should be entrusted with taking leadership for 
maintenance of the wells. They have the most vital interest in having clean water available.

5.2.2.
RAINWATER RETENTION PONDS

Purpose of small and minor ponds:

In the Northern Province of Sri Lanka, the rainwater retention ponds are used: 

To collect rainwater and to reduce the loss of rainwater running off into the sea;

To regulate water flows in the surrounding land and to mitigate the risks of flooding 
during rainy season; and

To stabilize the ground water table and improve the water quality in the surrounding areas.

     

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pond in Alipallai during rainy season                    Pond in Alipallai during dry season
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Purpose of salt water intrusion bunds close to the sea:

To increase the water quality by avoiding the intrusion of salt water into soil and ground 
water; and

To improve quality of the groundwater.

Efforts are taken to renovate damaged or neglected ponds, and increase their capacity 
especially in the very arid areas. For further technical information please see: Technical 
construction guide, Small and minor pond renovation 2010 - 2015 (502), Northern Sri Lanka.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A stable groundwater table with water of good quality is a precondition for sustainable 
resettlement. Therefore an investment in restoring primary water resources is crucial. 

Coordinate your interventions with governmental bodies, national and international 
organizations.

5.2.3.
RAINWATER HARVESTING / RAINWATER INFILTRATION

As an integral part of the community infrastructure reconstruction programme, the 
project promoted individual solutions of rainwater catchment approaches using either 
rainwater harvesting tanks or rainwater infiltration systems. 

RAINWATER HARVESTING SYSTEM 
In arid areas with salty ground water rainwater is a valuable source of drinking water. The 
rainwater is channeled from the roof to a tank with a pre-flush system and chlorination 
treatment sump. 
    

.

.

Rainwater harvesting tank in school                                                  Gutter for rainwater harvesting in school
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Tank for rainwater harvesting in school                                         Rainwater harvesting in preschools

Rainwater infiltration system in school                                    

    

RAINWATER INFILTRATION SYSTEM

In areas where drinking water is not scarce the rainwater is collected and led into a 
drainage system in order to recharge the groundwater table in close proximity to a well.

    

For more information please refer to: 
Technical construction guide, Rainwater harvesting systems in school and preschool re-
construction 2010 - 2015 (503), Northern Sri Lanka.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The construction of rainwater catchment facilities as part of community infrastructure 
restoration is a viable option to ensure water security in arid areas with seasonal rains.

Principals or preschool teachers should be involved in the construction process and be 
trained on how to operate and maintain the system.

5.2.4.
PRESCHOOLS

Preschool construction planning

The construction of the preschools should be planned in close collaboration with local 
authorities and stakeholders of the educational sector. According to the context the 
design of a preschool might be different. If possible a separate room for village-level 
maternal and infant health care clinics should be included in the design of the preschool.

Selection criteria for the construction of a preschool are:

Already existing preschool operating in a temporary structure;

The number of children is known; the teachers get a regular salary and are well accepted 
by the village;

The preschool is registered at the relevant local authority;

Request letter for the preschool reconstruction of the relevant local authority is available; and 

Valid land documents for the preschool construction site are available.

Temporary and former preschool Vetrilaikerny in Vadamarachchi East

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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While selecting the premises for the construction of a preschool, the following criteria 
have to be considered:

Environment should be conducive to the child’s health and protection;

Avoid plots close to open wells, ponds, streams, rivers, tanks or slopes;

The main entrance of the building should not face the main road and there should be a 
wall around the premises to ensure children’s safety;

Play area and adequate space for outdoor play equipment such as swings, climbing 
frame, mats slide etc. should be available; and

Trees should be planted in order to provide shade for children.

 

Design of a modular construction system

The design of a modular construction system for a preschool is based on governmental 
standards with the following specifications:

The layout of the building has to be in line with the standards defined in relevant national 
guidelines: for the Sri Lankan version see “Starting Right Guidelines” (505).

The layout of the preschool should be adapted to the needs of 3 -5 year old children 

Flexibility concerning size of the preschool: In relation to the number of children the 
preschool building size can be easily adapted.

Additional multipurpose rooms can be added according to needs (e.g. additional Midwife 
consultation room or family officer room)

Preschool in transitional shelter 
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BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

The main building requirements of a functional preschool are: 

The construction should be a permanent structure and should be easy to maintain; 

Adequate light, ventilation and access to child-friendly water  and hygiene facilities 
should be ensured;

DRR: Protection from wind, rain and floods should be ensured. Anchoring of the roof 
and bands to fix the tiles on the roof are essential to avoid damage from heavy winds. A 
ramp around the building keeps the water away from the foundation (reducing the risk 
of damaging the foundation);

The building should be large enough to provide at least 20 sqft per child;

A store room and lockable shelves for toys and bags should be provided;

A child-friendly perspective should be kept in mind when designing the preschool. For 
example, adapt height of windows and black board to not higher than 60cm;

Provide a rough floor surface in order to avoid accidents during rainy season;

Access for adults and children with special needs has to be considered; and

Health considerations should be carefully considered, for example the use of Asbestos 
sheets should not be permitted.

HYGIENE, WATER AND SANITATION REQUIREMENTS 

The main hygiene, water and sanitation requirements to be considered in the designing 
stage of the preschools are: 

Availability of a clean source of drinking water (well or tap);

Dug wells should be protected with a concrete slab;

Toilet and water facilities should be made available to suit preschool children’s needs;

The toilet door should be in two parts (of a “horse stable” type), making it accessible to 
an adult in an emergency;

Elumuduthuval Preschool (Killinochchi)

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.
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Size of the toilet should be large enough to accommodate an adult person who can give 
a hand to a child;

Interior walls of the toilet should be painted with a washable paint at least 5 feet high 
from the ground;

Enough sunlight is essential (using transparent roof tiles and windows) to make dirt visible 
and to ensure child safety;

Dusters, waste-paper baskets and waste disposal must be provided in classrooms;

Downpipes should be protected so they are not damaged by children during play; and

The rain water is channeled and leads into an infiltration trench in order to replenish the 
groundwater around the dug wells. In dry areas, a rainwater catchment system is in place.

 

PLAYGROUNDS

The playground is an important pedagogical tool for the mind-body development of 
a growing child. It develops essential motor skills such as running, balancing, jumping 
and climbing. The child learns to take decisions, to copy and develop strategies by 
following the example of other children.

From left: Preschool latrine with stable door,  Preschool with Consultation Room , Preschool with rainwater infiltration trench 

Playground Killali Preschool / Pallai

.

.

.

.

.

.
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In each preschool a playground is part of the project. In collaboration with parents and 
preschool teachers, individual designs of the preschool environment and play equipment 
are developed. To ensure endurance and durability, all equipment should ideally be 
constructed using concrete and steel.

 

     

     

     

Example of a climbing frame                                   Slide

Jumping Stones                Seesaw

Balance bars                   Pirate boat
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For additional information please see Technical and architectural construction guide: 
Post-conflict preschool reconstruction 2010 - 2015 (506), Northern Sri Lanka. 

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR PRESCHOOL TEACHERS AND PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS 
(PTA) 

Engaging expertise in early childhood education development is recommended to 
ensure the training of preschool teachers and capacity building of early childhood 
development committees (parent-teacher associations) in reconstructed preschools. 
This helps to address child protection issues, preschool maintenance etc. 

For further information please refer to the implementation report (517) and the review report (518). 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The design of the preschool building has to be adapted to the environment. Include 
parents and teachers in the designing process.

A modular design approach allows to adapt the size of the preschool according to the 
number of children and gives the option for future expansion.

Make sure that you plan the preschools and premises from a children’s perspective. The 
environment should be conducive to the child’s health and protection; and prevent 
birds and other animals from entering the building.

Plan the building with adequate natural light and sufficient ventilation. The building 
should be easy to maintain. All surfaces should be painted with washable paint up to 
3-5 feet high. 

If there is a need, include facilities for midwife consultations or other family health 
related services in the preschool building design. 

Include a store room and lockable shelves for bags and toys.

Water and sanitation: A child friendly toilet and access to clean water (tap or well) should 
be put in place. The plumbing should be solid and pipes should not be exposed. 

Each preschool should be equipped with a playground.

If the preschool is used for other community gatherings or purposes the preschool 
activities might be disturbed. To prevent this, educational facilities should be separated 
from business and meeting areas.

Include the community and early childhood development committees in maintenance 
and further development activities (e.g. fencing, tree planting) to create ownership.

A maintenance kit (tools) should be handed over to the preschool teacher.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.
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5.2.5.
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

During the conflict many schools were damaged and abandoned. Initially schools 
recommenced to operate in temporary shelters. Since it’s a key prerequisite for the 
returning population to have access to good educational facilities for their children within 
close distance, the renovation of a school enhances the attractiveness of a neighborhood. 
Preferably a school is reconstructed on the original site where it stood.

The schools are planned according to the governmental standard for primary and 
secondary schools in close collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Principal, Teachers, 
Parents and Communities.

The school layout is based on the standard size for class rooms according to Sri Lankan 
construction guidelines. The advantage of a given modular structure is its flexibility to 
adapt easily to the changing numbers of students. This reduces planning efforts in the 
long term. Nevertheless restoring each school is a unique task which depends on various 
factors such as the level of damage and layout of the existing structure, size of the plot, 
accessibility and water situation.

Non-technical components such as interior decoration, tree planting and design of the 
environment are realized in close collaboration of the involved partners to create ownership.

For further information please see Technical and architectural construction guide Post-
conflict School reconstruction 2010 - 2015 (507), Northern Sri Lanka.
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BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

The main building requirements of a functional school are: 

The building should be a permanent structure and easy to maintain;

Adequate light, ventilation, and access to water and hygiene facilities should be provided;

DRR: protection from wind, rain, floods should be ensured. Anchoring of the roof to the 
beam and concrete bands to fix the tiles on the roof are essential to avoid damage due 
to strong winds. A ramp around the building keeps the water away from the foundation 
(reducing the risk of damaging the foundation);

Rough floor surface should be provided in order to avoid accidents during rainy season; 

Access for adults and children with special needs has to be considered;

Emergency exits ensure the safety of the children.  In addition, spacious corridors and 
broad staircases enhance accessibility and circulation within the building;

Health considerations should be carefully enforced. E.g. use of asbestos should not be 
permitted;

Internal electrical wiring should be part of the construction even if no electricity grid 
is yet available. The connection to the grid should be ideally paid by the school parent 
society;

The schools are connected with 3 phase electricity. The capacity of the 3-phase-connection 
should be equally balanced. An underground cable wiring between the buildings on 

Before                  After

Finished school compound Ithavil school
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the compound and in-wall installation in the buildings are the best option to ensure 
safety and durability;

Drawings of the whole electricity installation plan are part of the handover; and

Access to the school and footpaths, locations of outside water taps, design of the school 
garden, sports ground, arrangement of trees and plants etc. should be planned in 
collaboration with the school principal, teachers and parents.

HYGIENE, WATER AND SANITATION REQUIREMENTS 

All plumbing should be of good quality, solid and if possible installed inside the walls 
in order to avoid damages. Maintenance valves are placed at each water tap to prevent 
loss of water in case of defects in taps. Before plastering and tiling, a reliable pressure 
test has to be conducted.

.

.

Exit staircase with store room                    Veranda

Class room
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According to the size of the school sufficient toilet facilities should be provided, covering 
the needs of all students of different ages. The toilet compartments and especially the 
space at the hand washing basin should be spacious enough. Sufficient light is a must in 
each compartment (using glass tiles for example);

Maintenance and cleaning are crucial to ensure maintenance of toilet facilities. A 
Maintenance Manual (508) is handed over at completion stage of the school;

To avoid taps being broken after a short period of time protective tin boxes are mounted 
around them;

In order to have enough pressure at each water point, the water circle should be closed 
(circular water supply system). Maintenance chambers at each branch should be in place;

All pipes should be protected from playing children; and

Drawings of the water system plan and a maintenance tool kit are part of the handover.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Toilet facilities            Toilet interior

Outside water     In-wall plumbing, maintenance valves and maintenance chambers           
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

In close collaboration with the environmental officer a waste management component 
is introduced in the schools. See chapter 7.3. Waste management for schools.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

Working in a post-conflict context, for a humanitarian organization it’s important to 
ensure that the bidding process is fair and transparent. Before calling for tenders a solid 
bill of quantity with actual market prices has to be established. 

To ensure that the construction works are of high quality, constant monitoring and 
sound construction knowledge are required. An experienced construction professional 
has the overall responsibility to assure a satisfying result at each stage of construction. A 
Technical Officer oversees the construction site and gives instructions to the contractor 
if necessary. 

Weekly meetings with the contractor, principal, teachers, educational department and 
school society will ease the involvement of all partners in the process, create ownership, 
and facilitate the transfer of responsibilities in view of future maintenance needs.

For more information please see as well:

Letter of award (509)

Construction contract (510)

Variation order (511)

Contract extension (512)

Completion certificate well (513)

Completion certificate school (514)

Handing over sheet (515)

Payment sheet (516)

Access road in Ithavil school with tree planting              Footpaths in Ithavil school before tree planting           
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If there is a governmental standard for school construction it should be used as a basis 
for the planning, but improvements based on lessons learnt have to be discussed with 
authorities, beneficiaries and partners, and implemented as appropriate.

All involved stakeholders including authorities, principal, caretakers and cooking staff, 
parents and the school society have to be involved in the planning and construction 
process to ensure ownership and sustainable maintenance of the school. 

Plan the building with adequate natural light and sufficient ventilation.

Take measures to prevent birds and other animals from entering the building.

The building should be maintenance friendly. All surfaces should be painted with washable 
paint up to 3-5 feet. 

The plumbing should be of solid quality: taps should be protected and maintenance 
valves should be in place at each tap in order to avoid wasting water due to leaking taps. 
The pipes should not be exposed to playing children. 

A circular water supply system increases the pressure at each tap.

The water situation has to be assessed and the use of rainwater should be considered.

For a large building such as a school a 3-phase electricity connection should be in place 
to avoid an overload of the electrical system.

Maintenance training especially concerning plumbing systems, electricity and rainwater 
harvesting systems should be provided.

A maintenance kit (tools) should be handed over.

Landscaping and design of the exterior spaces are part of the planning.

Environmental training / waste management should be introduced in schools.

The selection of a reliable contractor and regular supervision is essential to ensure 
smooth progress of construction and adherence to quality standards.

Ensure constant monitoring of the construction process and check all material.

5.2.6. 
COMMUNITY CENTERS

Besides access to water and restored educational facilities a village needs public spaces 
for community gatherings. Community centers are often found on the priority list of 
needs established during a village assessment as they help to improve the social cohesion 
of a community. The centers are used for multi-purposes such as meetings, services, 
consultations, events, receptions etc. 

The structure of the community center is similar to that of preschools. The design of the 
community centers is based on a modular system which allows to adapt the size of the 
hall according to the number of families in the village. A toilet and washing facility, a 
store room for furniture etc. are an integral part of the layout. 
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QUICK ACCESS
Overview of forms and tools referred to in the chapter 5 Infrastructure

Access to water

Hydrological setting (501)

The Sphere Project –Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Response 
http://www.sphereproject.org/)

Technical construction guide, 
Small and minor pond renovation 
2010 - 2015 (502), Northern Sri Lanka

Technical construction guide, 
Rainwater harvesting systems in school and preschool reconstruction, 
2010 - 2015 (503), Northern Sri Lanka

Lanka rain water harvesting forum 
http://lankarainwater.org/wp/

Manual Indian Mark lll Handpump (504)

Access to education

Starting Right Guidelines - Ministry of Women’s Empowerment and Social Welfare (505)

Technical and architectural construction guide 
Post-conflict preschool reconstruction, 
2010 - 2015 (506), Northern Sri Lanka

Technical and architectural construction guide 
Post-conflict school reconstruction,
2010 - 2015 (507), Northern Sri Lanka

Maintenance Manual for Schools (508)

Letter of award (509)

Construction contract (510)

Variation order (511)

Contract extension (512)

Completion certificate well (513)

Completion certificate school (514)

Handing over sheet (515)

Payments (516)

Final ECD Report of TdHL (517)

ECD Review Report of CEPA (518)
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6. 
LIVELIHOOD

6.1.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS / IMPLEMENTATION

After a long period of conflict, return to normalcy is a challenge for the returning popu-
lation. Livelihood support is essential for families to recover and regain sustainable in-
come opportunities.

The project works closely with a livelihood partner, covering several approaches based 

Background - After the end of the conflict in May 2009, families returned to bare lands without most of their assets and 

personal belongings. Accordingly, local authorities, I/NGOs and UN organizations provided returnee families with emergency 

relief such as temporary shelter kits, jungle clearing tools and basic cooking items. The resettlement process was followed 

by the construction of transitional shelters and latrines. 

Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development - transition of livelihood approaches from post emergency 

interventions towards development oriented approaches: Post emergency livelihood interventions focused on 

immediate support to the population to regain basic income possibilities, through provision of cash grants, cash for work 

and in-kind support such as: fishing nets, wooden catamarans, tool kits, livestock, farming equipment, and equipment to 

start up small businesses. 

A comprehensive housing programme was launched with the support of several governments (India, Switzerland, 

Australia, the EU) in order to support sustainable resettlement Simultaneously, the Government of Sri Lanka invested 

in large scale public infrastructure development such as road construction, and the renovation of public buildings, 

market places, schools and hospitals.

As a result, improved mobility within the region and increased access to local markets allowed the returning communities to 

purchase raw materials and sell products, find potential suppliers and buyers and access improved public services.

Despite these major improvements of the local context, the majority of the returnee population continue their struggle to 

cover basic needs. Small-scale individual businesses still face challenges accessing markets leaving many vulnerable and 

rural communities dependant on middlemen claiming high profits.

Therefore there was a need to shift livelihood support from typically post emergency interventions towards development 

projects. This was achieved by creating and supporting producer groups linked to the regional, island wide and even 

international markets, through a Local Value Chain Development Approach (LVCDA).
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on the concept of linking the subsequent intervention phases of relief, rehabilitation 
and development in a post-conflict context. 

Emergency and rehabilitation interventions: Cash for work und cash grants to individual 
families.; and

Development interventions: Introduction of the Local Value Chain Development 
Approach (LVCDA) by supporting producer groups to establish private companies and 
linking them with local and national markets. 

 

6.2.
POST EMERGENCY INTERVENTION

CASH FOR WORK AND CASH GRANTS

During the conflict entire villages were abandoned and damaged, and the returning 
population had to clear roads, irrigation channels, tanks and culverts from the jungle. 
Main access roads had to be repaired. Through the introduction of a cash for work 
programme these preliminary clearing works were completed efficiently.

The distribution of livelihood cash grants to the most vulnerable conflict-affected 
returnee families helped to kick-start income generation and meet basic household 
needs. Through close monitoring, most vulnerable individuals received specific business 
counseling.

CAPACITY BUILDING COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS (CBOs)

The CBOs of the returnee communities had to re-organize themselves and received 
capacity building trainings in order to better mobilize and advocate for improved 
community services with local authorities. 

.

.

Provision of catamaran                                         Dry fish training          
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IMPROVING POST-CONFLICT PROTECTION AND SECURITY OF COMMUNITIES

Through measures such as:

Psychosocial support to traumatized persons;

Mine-risk awareness programme; 

Health and hygiene workshops; and

Legal-advice to support obtaining basic legal documents (such as birth certificates, 
death certificates, identity cards and land deeds) which were lost during the displacement.

 

6.3.
DEVELOPMENT ORIENTED LIVELIHOOD INTERVENTION

LOCAL VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT APPROACH (LVCDA)

The local value chain development approach (LVCDA) involves high level of community 
participation at every stage of analyzing, developing and eventually establishing the 
value chain. This includes selecting the most appropriate business for the community; 
formalizing producer groups; closely analyzing strengths and weaknesses of existing 
value chains; working together to address challenges and reduce the overall cost of 
production, and ensuring overall improvement of shared benefits.

.

.

.

.

Small scale business promotion Kaithadi/Jaffna (Cash grant)
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By introducing the LVCDA the intention was to further support individual producers assisted 
during the post emergency phase and unite them into functioning legally recognized 
producer groups formed through common business interest. The transition from supporting 
individuals and families to the creation of producer groups brings the livelihood 
beneficiaries to the next level and helps them to generate more sustainable income. 

Market analysis: A comprehensive market assessment is conducted to research producers, 
producer capacity, existing products, markets and value chains in the target area. Market 
solutions, gaps are identified, such as quality, quantities, packaging, transport and actual 
potential consumers who are likely to lead producers to conduct more profitable transactions.

Analysis of the economic infrastructure: A large number of industrial units such as 
markets, processing centers, mills and small-scale factories were damaged or abandoned 
during the conflict resulting in the disruption of many community based industries. In 
most cases, these have not yet been adequately replaced or are not well functioning 
due to mismanagement, lack of community ownership or commitment.

Entrepreneurship development: The success of microenterprise development requires 
entrepreneurial capability and managerial competence. The long-term conflict and 
repeated displacement of the population reduced opportunities for potential entrepreneurs 
to develop their skills. Due to these issues, a vast majority of the population depends on 
daily paid labor, which is highly unsustainable.

Skills development and technology transfer: The availability of adequate indigenous 
raw materials is a major advantage to the region. The main constraint however remains 
the non-availability of relevant processing technologies, necessary infrastructure facilities 
and trained and skilled people, to service these industries. The LVCDA should provide 
them with the necessary support, counseling and advisory services they need.

Access to economic and business information and networks: The lack of knowledge 
on how to acquire basic information related to markets, pricing and business trends 
hampers the ability of producers to orient their products towards current market trends or 
demand better prices for their products. Communities and producers still require appropriate 
guidance on acquiring information about market potential, available modern technology, 
credit facilities, demand based skills, job opportunities, and infrastructure facilities, 
activities of state and private institutions that are supporting the industrial development 
and the ways and means of obtaining other relevant information.

Marketing: The non-availability of appropriate show rooms and sale stalls in the Northern 
Province means that locally produced items are sold to the middlemen, who take 
advantage of purchasing items at the lowest prices, and neither the producer nor 
customer benefits from the industrial production. Direct linkages with potential customers 
or market promotion centers need to be established to minimize the middleman 
capitalization. Further, to improve the quality and market of the products, items need to 
be exhibited in a competitive environment so that the producers are able to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of their products.
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OUTLINE OF THE LVCDA 

Through adoption of the LVCDA the project will select specific potentially lucrative sectors 
in target communities, addressing key issues such as:

Improving the market information available to producers;

Establishing relationships and linkages between producers and potential buyers;

Building the capacity of producers (and potentially other market players) to meet market 
demand;

Increase the market literacy of producers and embed greater market understanding and 
ownership within producer groups to reorient their production towards market demand;

Improved bargaining power of the community producers will be built on social capital 
and collective action;

Focus on maximizing the input and collaboration of communities and market players to 
overcome market barriers in a participatory way. This will be done through an action-

Seaweed production by a producer group  in Pallikuda/Killinochchi 

.

.

.

.

.

.
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research approach whereby producers and the private sector engage in research, analysis 
and problem solving with support from specialists; and

Further training and guidance is provided to the producer group members to improve 
business and marketing knowledge and to facilitate and enable communities to achieve 
expected results on their own.

Working in a post-conflict context, the applied Local Value Chain Development Approach 
(LVCDA) is to be operationalized towards the following objectives:

Quick-win short term incentives: Simple recommendations that stakeholders of the 
different targeted value chains can quickly implement, showing quick returns. Short 
term development is an important incentive for taking up long term challenges;

Strategic long term reorientation: Guidance for improved sustainability and competiveness 
in the long run, in a national and international business environment;

Networking with and integration of relevant overarching structures: In order to provide 
for sustainability and continued support it is advisable to also involve relevant local 
bodies;

Psychosocial support for extremely vulnerable households such as female headed 
households, widows, families with persons with disabilities and other community 
members dealing with unresolved post-conflict stress and trauma. Provision of individual 
counselling and formation of support groups will be essential to integrate them into 
producer groups so that these most vulnerable strata of population may also benefit 
from group business activities; and

Basic capacity building for producer groups introducing main concepts of good governance, 
organization development, social inclusion and gender sensitivity.

.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The LVCDA is considered the most sustainable approach to supporting local micro and 
medium businesses and improving economic well-being of target communities since 
it promotes “market-based” or “commercially viable” solutions that: contribute to both 
firm and industry level competitiveness, have good impact and scale, avoid distorting 
private sector markets.

Time factor and sustainability – linking relief, rehabilitation and development: Post-
emergency interventions as a first step allow to cover the most urgent needs of the 
beneficiaries at an initial stage after a conflict. Regular monitoring of the dynamic 
environment (market, governmental actors, and infrastructure) of a conflict affected 
programme target area is essential. According to the developing context, post-emergency 
interventions with quick recovery mechanisms should be shifted towards a long-term 
development approach in order to render the intervention sustainable.

Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development: While short-term interventions address 
mainly families or individual needs, the long-term development approach has a broader 
perspective and is a tool to restore the local economy of entire communities through 
the creation of producer groups linking them with markets in a sustainable way.

QUICK ACCESS
Overview of forms and tools referred to in the chapter 6 Livelihood

ILO document (601)

Log frame LVCDA (602)

Process for business investments allocation per producer group (603)

.

.

.
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7. 
FLANKING MEASURES

7.1. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The holistic reconstruction project is complemented by flanking measures. The aim of 
these activities is to support the project by covering identified gaps in training, education, 
job creation and in addressing environmental issues. Through close monitoring of the 
changing situation in Northern Sri Lanka these measures are adapted constantly. 
As soon as a need is identified, an appropriate response is developed and implemented. 
Hand in hand with the restoration of the villages, regular lobbying (provision of 
electricity, improved public transport, repair and construction of internal roads, rain 
water harvesting, and provision of health facilities) is an integral part of the project. 

Flanking Measures were implemented either directly in collaboration with the relevant 
authorities or via implementing partners.

Background - Lack of skilled labor in a post-emergency context: After the conflict in 2009 there was a shortage in 

skilled laborer in the villages in Northern Sri Lanka due to travel restrictions and increased reconstruction activities. As a 

response, construction skills related trainings (such as mason trainings) were urgently required. 

Organic gardening: In remote villages in Northern Sri Lanka - especially in fishing villages – malnutrition among villagers is 

prevalent due to poverty and bad road conditions resulting in poor access to markets and limited variety in nutrition patterns.

Tree planting: During the conflict many trees were cut down or damaged due to shelling or lack of maintenance. Reconstruction 

activities further deplete natural resources.

Hygiene training: Especially in rural areas in Sri Lanka many villagers lack modern toilet facilities and awareness about 

maintenance, health and environmental issues In response the housing programme included the construction of a toilet 

with septic tank, and provided hygiene and maintenance related trainings.

Waste management: In Sri Lanka, no national waste management system is currently in place. Concepts were developed, 

but not introduced. Local Councils have started to separate at least biodegradable waste, polyethylene and non-

degradable waste. 
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7.2. HYGIENE PROMOTION

HYGIENE TRAINING

A KAP (Knowledge, attitude, practice) survey helps to identify prevailing gaps in the 
community related to hygiene and health awareness. In close collaboration with the 
Ministry of Health trainings concerning personal and environmental hygiene practices 
such as use of latrines, hygiene in households, diseases and waste management are 
conducted in the villages in the target area. The goal is to provide communities with 
basic training and follow up on good health and hygiene practices. During the training 
a health and hygiene manual (704) is handed over to the participants, covering key topics 
such as disease, personal hygiene, household hygiene and environmental hygiene.

STREET DRAMA

As an additional activity a street drama and theater organization raises awareness among 
the community on health, social and community issues. Hygiene practices among the 
children and women are improved through health promotion seminars, play back theatre, 
street dramas and exhibitions.

The following steps are undertaken to ensure that the hygienic practices highlighted 
during trainings are implemented:

Adolescents are selected and trained to conduct street dramas in their villages and 
among peers; and 

The Ministry of Health monitors and follows up on behavioral changes in the villages. They 
use the  manual developed by the project to conduct hygiene trainings in additional areas.

Street drama for awareness raising among communities
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7.3.
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR SCHOOLS

Rapid economic development causes people to consume more non-compostable 
material and therefore the disposal rate of paper, plastic waste, glass bottles and metal 
cans increases. The population should be sensitized to proper waste management and 
garbage disposal in order to avoid pollution of the environment and the spread of disease. 

BASIC SETUP IN SCHOOLS

Within the newly constructed schools, a pilot project for a waste management and 
separation system is introduced. A designated group of students is responsible for the 
collection and correct storage of the garbage and can earn rewards. A composting area 
allows for recycling more than 90% of the school garbage. Paper, polyethylene, glass, 
metal and non-degradable waste is collected at a waste collection point. The collection 
point is as easily accessible also to the villagers. The collected material can be sold to 
waste collectors and generate a small income for the school.

Close collaboration with the relevant school principals, the Ministry of education and 
the environmental secretariat is essential. The responsibility for provision of training to 
students and teachers as well as for regular follow-up lies with the environmental secretariat. 
A manual for waste management in schools is designed (Manual for Waste Management 
in Schools 2015 in Northern Sri Lanka - 705).

     

Studying the color code in the Itthavil School                                        
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7.4. 
ORGANIC GARDENING

HOME GARDENING

A sufficient in-take of vegetables is essential to avoid malnutrition. Since many of the 
villages in the target area have sandy and dry soil they can grow only a very limited variety 
of vegetable. Where access to markets is limited the project promotes home gardening 
projects to ensure the availability of organic vegetables and to make a change in the 
nutrition patterns of the villagers where possible. 

Beneficiaries are trained on how to produce organic vegetable by using local and organically 
produced fertilizers, in order sustain a non-polluted environment. Vulnerable people 
such as women managed households, youth coming from the welfare centers and farmers 
with low income are the main target groups.
     

Compost pipes made out of cement blocks (left) and traditional compost system (right)

 

Waste collection hut for recyclable material (outisde and inside)
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7.5.
TREE PLANTING

As an additional value to the project trees are distributed to housing and infrastructure 
beneficiaries. By engaging in reforestation the impact of construction activities on 
depleting natural resources in the project area is mitigated. Moreover the project raises 
awareness about climate issues, promotes a healthy environment, and creates future 
income possibilities for beneficiaries. 

According to a tree planting assessment (706) conducted in each village in collaboration with 
the local community leaders and community mobilizers the appropriate trees (variety 
and number) are selected. The project supplied the trees and the local community leaders 
managed the distribution with the support of community mobilizers. 

Home gardening in Gowtharimunai

 

Tree distribution in Vaddamarchchi East  
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7.6. 
MASON TRAINING

In order to face the shortage of skilled masons in the villages after the end of conflict the 
project offered at the initial stage, mason training in collaboration with NAITA (National 
Apprentice and Industrial Training Authority). Under the supervision of instructors 
provided by NAITA men and women in remote villages of the project area received 
vocational training according to the national apprenticeship training standards. 
     

Reinforced concrete column (above) and mixing of concrete (below)
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QUICK ACCESS
Overview of forms and tools referred to in the chapter 7 Flanking measures

Manual “Encouraging Public Participation in Solid Waste Management” by the National 
Solid Waste Management Support Center NSWMSC, 2008 (701)

Solid waste management projects at the community level, Terre des homes, 2011(702)

Color Code English and Tamil (703)

Health and hygiene manual (704)

Manual for Waste Management in Schools in Northern Sri Lanka, 2015 (705)

Tree planting assessment (706)
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8. 
OFFICE SETUP AND MANAGEMENT

A solid administrative and logistical infrastructure is key to the smooth implementation 
of a programme. The setup of a fully operational field office needs time and this is 
often underestimated. Frequently the focus lies on the fast implementation of the 
project without having a proper administrative and logistical backbone. 

This chapter provides a list of useful tools and templates to be used in setting up a field 
office in a post-emergency context. 

8.1. 
CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF OFFICE PREMISES

The planning and setting up of an office depends on several factors and depends on the 
local situation and available funding.

SIZE OF OFFICE PREMISES: THINK BIG AND NOT SMALL 

Experience shows, that it’s better to go for bigger rather than smaller options when it 
comes to the design of the overall project office management setup.

A few key points, which have to be considered in a post-emergency context:

Security context -  Is the Office located in a safe area? Can the premises be protected by 
passive protection measures such as boundary walls?  (ICRC manual “staying alive” - 801)

Is it close to the offices of the key stakeholders (e.g. administration or government bodies, 
other organizations)? Is it close to the expat residences?

Infrastructure: water supply, electricity supply (single phase, three phases), phone lines, 
internet connections, roads?

What type of building is adapted to the situation? Compound, single story building, 
multi-story building, apartment? Is it earth-quake prone or prone to flooding?

How many rooms are needed? Is a meeting room, driver room, kitchen, dining area, 
archive and store room, server room, generator room, workshop, spare parts and fuel 
storage, watchmen hut or bunker required? 

Is there parking space for cars and motorbikes, as well as space for staff vehicles, vehicle 
repairs and cleaning?

.

.

.

.

.

.
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8.2. 
FORMS AND TOOLS FOR A PROJECT OFFICE MANAGEMENT SETUP

Below are key tools and templates which can be used for project office management. 
These documents are provided in word and excel format, and they can be easily adapted, 
edited and replicated in different contexts.

8.2.1.  
STAFF MANAGEMENT
RECRUTMENT 
Evaluation Candidates (8101)
Interview Agenda (8102)
Interview Template Driver (8103)
Interview Template T/O (8104)
Job Advertisement Technical officer (8105)
Job Advertisement Engineer (8106)

STAFF 
Attendance Sheet (8107)
Leave and Mission Application Form (8108)
Staff Salary Calculation and Bank Transfer Form (8109)
Summary Absence Sheet (8110)
Terms of References Staff - see attached files in navigation pane - 8111 - 8124

8.2.2. 
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Call for Tender (8201)
Delivery Order (8202)
Donation Certificate (8203)
Inventory Items for Write off or Sale (8204)
Inventory (8205)
Receipt Sold Items (8206)
Repair Request (8207)

8.2.3. 
FLEET MANAGEMENT

Driving Policy and Safety Rules (8301)
First Aid Kit Content (8302)
Fuel Contract with Gasoline Station (8303)
Incident Monitoring Template (8304)
Key Inventory (8305)
Vehicles – Waiver of Liability (8306)

......

.....

.......

......
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8.2.4. 
FLEET LOGBOOK AND MAINTENANCE SHEETS

Logbook (8401)
Weekly Checklist City Car (8402)
Weekly Checklist Land Cruiser Heavy Conditions (8403)
Weekly Checklist Truck (8404)
Weekly Checklist Land Cruiser Light Conditions (8405)

8.2.5. 
FLEET MONTHLY REPORTS 

Fuel Consumption (8501)
Fuel Voucher Follow Up (8502)
Individual Card Fuel Intake (8503)
Monthly Report Driver (8504)
Registration Vehicles Bern Database (8505)
Vehicle Management Table (8506)

8.2.6. 
PROCUREMENT

Bid Matrix (8601)
List of Vendors (8602)
Orders Follow Up (8603)
Purchase Orders (8604)
Purchase Requests (8605)
Quotation Request Sample (8606)

8.2.7. 
PETTY CASH AND TRAVEL FORMS

Advance Clearance Form (8701)
Leave and Mission Form (8702)
Per Diem Form (8703)
Petty Cash Book (8704)
Travel & Accommodation Claim (8705)
Weekend and Overtime Request Form (8706)

8.2.8. 
VARIOUS OTHER FORMS

Repair and Service Agreement AC (8801)
Request for Educational Support (8802)

.....

......

......

......

..
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Evaluation of Candidates for project ……

		Criteria


Name

		Education




		Experience with NGO

		Social skills




		Language

		Communication skills

		Test




		Total




		Salary

		Remarks



		Name 1

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Name 2

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Cash for Housing Jaffna 09/10 




		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna





CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA

Application Form


1. Primary Beneficiary Information


		District:                                                                       DS Division:  


GN Divison :                                                                



		Owner of Land / Applicant

Name:





          NIC:


Gender  m / f 


Age:

         Occupation:  


Income
:












		Address:


No:                                   Street:                                     Village:


Phone Number:



		Bank Account


Account Name as per Book:


        Bank Name:


Account Number:




        Branch Name:





2. Details of Family in same Household


Name                           Age     M/F     Relationship           Profession                         Remarks


		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		





3. Landownership

		Do you own/hold title to the land where resettlement will take place?


yes / no


Type of ownership   


Title deed         
LDO Permit         
Temple permit            Other: …………………






		I certify, that above given information ( section 1 to 3 ) are correct

Confirmation of GN      …………………….      Date & Stamp     …………………….








4. Declaration of Applicant

		I confirm:


· My house was damaged due to the war             
yes / no


· My house was permanent/semi permanent/temporary


· I presently live on my plot



yes / no


· I am the legal owner of the plot                         
yes / no


· I do not own any other house in Sri Lanka          yes / no


· Neither I or my wife/husband has ever benefited from any other housing programme either implemented by the Government of Sri Lanka nor any other organisation in Sri Lanka



yes / no


· My family and I have taken firm decision to resettle permanently    yes / no


· All my information given are true and correct
yes / no


While certifiying that the above mentioned particulars are correct, I am aware that I shall lose the right to become or be part of the Project, if particulars are found incorrect.


Applicants Signature  ………………………….       Date   …………………………


   Signature of GN      …………………….      Date & Stamp     …………………….








5. List of Mandatory Documents

Please note, that an agreement only can be signed, when copies of following documents are handed over to SDC:


· NIC of Beneficiary


· Copy of Bankbook


· Fully completed application Form


· Copy of Land deed or legal document for land ownership


· Sketch of plan of the house – well – latrine


Please note, that you are fully responsible to obtain a building permit/PHI approval for the house, the latrine and the well.
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Sheet1

		SSD-France Vavuniya Logistic Contacts

		Type		Company Name		Conatct Person		Title		Address		Landline		Mobile No		Comments

		Carpenter								Vavuniya

		Construction, 
Prefabricated, Steel						Manager Project

		Mason, TILE						Head Mason

		Electrician						Owner

		Wood supplier/
Carpentry						Owner

		Car Rental						Owner								Pramac Gene MKF (loan)

		WFP						Staff

		Fancy Goods, Cycle 
Parts & Gift Items

		Textiles

		Textiles

		Fancy Goods, Cycle 
Parts & Gift Items

		Furniture

		Furniture

		Textiles
Fancy Goods

		Hardware

		Water, Drinking

		Hardware

		Wood supplier/
Carpentry						Staff

		Gully Tank						Cleaner

		House Rent						Owner

		Electrician						Owner

		Computer						Manager

		House Office						Owner

		Car Rental						Direcotor

		Metal Crusher						Propritor

		Metal Crusher						Propritor

		Metal Crusher						Propritor

								Manager

		Stationery

		Computer

								Manager

		Aluminum Fibrication

								Propritor

								Branch Manager

		Printing						Manager

		Electrical Wiring

		Hardvare

		Vanni Hardware
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This Report covers the SDC activities in Jaffna and Killinochchi District of October 2015.



General Situation



· 21st and 22nd of October 2015 mark the 28th anniversary of the Jaffna hospital massacre committed by the Indian Peace Keeping Force troops (IPKF) on 21st and 22nd of October 1987. Soldiers of the Indian Army entered the premises of the Jaffna Teaching Hospital in and killed between 68 and 70 patients and staff including doctors and nurses. 

· Sri Lanka’s Minister of Rehabilitation, Resettlement and Hindu Affairs has given a statement in the parliament, that 1318 families remain displaced and live in resettlement camps across the Jaffna district as of 7th of October. 4737 internally displaced persons of 1318 families, camps live in 32 welfare camps across the Jaffna district, including in Point Pedro, Karaveddi, Kopai, Thellipalai, Uduvil, Sandipalai and Nallur divisional secretariats.

· Increased efforts are made on political levels to put back the situation of the displaced muslim population on the political agenda

· New police Station for Children and Women. A new police station to handle issues related to children and women was declared open by Chandrani Bandara, Minister of Children and women’s Affairs on 1st October at Pannai, Jaffna together with Vijayakala Maheswaran, State Minister of Children’s Affairs. In addition, efforts are made to recruit 1500 tamil speaking police constables.

· Jaffna High Court Judge M. Ilancheliyan sentenced four army personnel found guilty of raping a woman and subjecting another to sexual abuse at Vishwamadu, Kilinochchi in 2009 to 25 years imprisonment. The incident happened 2009. A study published last year by South African human rights lawyer, Yasmin Sooka, alleged that Sri Lankan troops carried out horrific sexual abuse of ethnic minority Tamils even after the war's end.

· Month of October 73 refugees returned home from camps in India. Since January, a total of 315 refugees returned back to SL.

· Jaffna University released figures in relation to psychological effects on children in the north. Within the study is quoted, that 57 % of the children have a functional disorder, 29% are full cases of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 79% of the children were exposed to combat situations, 58% have seen bombing, 40% experienced shelling, 30% experienced attacks on their home, 40% have seen killings, and 77% experienced multiple displacement.

· According to the president of the Vali North resettlement and rehabilitation committee, 1150 children living in the Jaffna welfare camps face severe educational problems, as parents do not have means to support their children to get adequate education.

· The rainy season started with moderate rain fall.















Jaffna Office



· Writers of the “Coffee Table Book” came to Jaffna on 2nd October and went back to Colombo on 6th.

· Project Manager and National Project Officer attended meeting on JAIPUR at Governor’s Office in Jaffna on 6th.

· D and Journalists visited Jaffna 7th He gave a brief account on the intentions of the Swiss Embassy and the Migration Programme after the closure of the SDC Jaffna Programme to the staff during a meeting and left to Colombo on 9th. 

· Head of Programme Office  returned to Jaffna on 12th after completing his training in Swiss.  

· Project Manager and Engineer met Government Agent Jaffna on 14th to discuss about Preschool opening at Akkarai.   

· Project Manager attended the CEPA presentation on financial counselling on 21st in Colombo. 

· Head of Programme Office went to Kilinochchi on 15th to meet the evaluation team of the Caritas housing intervention in the northern Sri Lanka.

· Staff made a field visit to see Enechchai pond and Eluthumadduval Pappadam factory on 16th afternoon.  

· accountant visited Jaffna from 19th to 21st.

· Head of Programme Office, Project Manager and Engineers met National Housing Development Authority (NHDA) on 23rd in Jaffna to discuss about their housing loan scheme. 

· Obtained the renewal of MOD to enter in the Palaly airport for the month of September. 





1. Current Credit Proposals 











2. Progress Summary by Type of Activity



2.1. Housing (Cash for Housing)



· 21 nos of 5th instalments and 36 nos of final instalments out of 1128 housing units are not paid yet in Vadamaradchi East. 23 houses are integrated into the  brush-up programme.

· 11 nos of 5th instalments and 83 nos of final instalments out of 1093 housing units are not paid yet in Palai. Among them, 58 houses are integrated into the brush-up/amendment programme.

· 18 nos of 5th instalments and 39 nos of final instalments out of 252 housing units are not paid yet in Idaikadu, Tellipalai and Sandilipay. 13 houses are integrated into the brush-up programme.

· Distribution of building maintenance manual and final report are ongoing in the villages started after 2013.

· 85 toilets have been identified to be completed through toilet brush-up programme in Palai and Vadamaradchi DS divisions and 70 are completed.

· 16 toilets have been identified to be completed through toilet brush-up programme in Poonakari.

· The progress review meeting was conducted in Palai DS division.

· Housing construction under brush up programme is ongoing in Vembodukerni, Iththavil, Kilali, Arasarkeni, Aliyawalai, Mulliyan, Vettilaikerni, Thambakamam, Sandilipay and Tellipalai.

· 5 nos of 5th instalments and 12 nos of final instalments are not paid yet in Poonakary Division.

· 8 nos of 5th instalments and 16 nos of final instalments are not paid yet in Kandawalai Division.



2.2. Infrastructure 



· Kollarkuruchi preschool – – Work completed and handed over.

· Alankerney  preschool –– Work completed and handed over.

· Karampaham preschool  – Painting work in progress.

· Karampaham  common hall– Completed.

· Korakankadddu toilet work –Completed.

· Korakankadddu preschool – Work completed and handed over.

· Mankulam traveller’s stop – quotations for the construction material made, meetings with authorities conducted

                                        

2.3. Water and Sanitation (WASH)



· Enichchai Pond – completed

· Tikiri Pond – completed 

· 7 wells in Idaikadu, Tellipallai, Sandilipay area ongoing.  







2.4. Schools



· Elutumaduval – Completed and handed over.



2.5. Training, Capacity building



· Medical field Staff of MOH Poonagery and Pallai conducting health awareness programme on good hygienic practices focused on importance of using toilets for SDC housing beneficiaries in collaboration with SDC Psychosocial Counsellors.

· Toilet training for beneficiaries of new toilets and SDC housing in Korankankaddu was conducted by the Public health Inspector with the collaboration of SDC staff of infrastructure unit, psychosocial counsellor.



Livelihood (SAH)





· 3 buildings and fish dryer facilities are handed over to the producer groups in order to increase quality of the dried fish and in order being able to produce dry fish during rainy season.

· The construction of a 4th drier facility started

· Sewing centre building tender process completed. The work will start within this month.

· Fishermen society exposure visit to multi day boat yard.



· Resource persons trained the fibre shareholders in the operation of the machinery; Members are getting practical knowledge and analysing the outcomes before the work starts officially.





Psycho Social Counsellors (PSC’s )



· Since the month of August both PSC’s have additional tasks on the promotion of the use of toilets. In October the Poonaryn PSC conducted an assessment covering 154 houses and home visits covering 169 houses. And PSC of Pallai conducted home visits (18 numbers) in Kandavalai area. Awareness programmes (Proper toilet use) in Thampakamam (3), Kovilvayal (1) and Thattuvankotti (1). Revisited Panikeri, Kovilvayal, Kottantharkulam, Vinayakapuram and Thampakamam in regard of proper toilet use and maintenance. 



TdH Improving preschool education in line with the national “Starting Right Guidelines,” in 30 preschools reconstructed with SDC support in Northern Sri Lanka (TDH)



· Staff of CDDF and NPO had joint monitoring visit to 5 preschools, and had brief discussions with the ECCD committee members, preschool teachers, parents. Observed that almost all the committee members are active, need to give awareness for some parents of Karukaithivu preschool on “an importance of preschool education

 



· Post village assessment 



· Post village assessments were conducted in the 3 villages of Pallai division, and 1 village of Kandavallai division. The most common issues are water shortage, internal roads, and livelihoods in Kandavallai divisions. 



· Solid Waste Management in Schools



· The environmental authority is taking necessary action to promote waste management system in schools of Ithavil, Maravanpulavu and Eluthumuthuval.



· Small Action Project 



· SDC Funding 20,000 CHF to Jaffna Jaipur Centre for Disability Rehabilitation (JJCDR) to Purchase of materials to fabricate prosthetics for disabled patients identified as economically vulnerable in the conflict affected areas of the Northern Province.



· Meetings/Coordination with authorities and NGO/INGO, other Stakeholders



· Governor of Northern Provincial Council called for a meeting with the management committee of Jaipur to thanked SDC for giving 20,000 CHF to Jaipur. SDC housing Project manager and NPO participated to the meeting. 

· International symposium on disaster resilience and sustainable development was held in Jaffna on 5th of November organised by CHF along with Asian Alliance Foundation. NPO participated to the event.

· Head of Field office and NPO met the GA’s of Jaffna and Killinochi to organise the event of the launch of the research report on the effects of financial counselling on decision-making behaviour of housing beneficiaries in Jaffna and Kilinochchi.

· Head of Field office and NPO met the Minister and the Secretary of the Education Department and the ECD coordinator to organise the event of Sharing of the findings of CEPA’s capitalization review of the ECCD work carried out by Tdh and SDC in Sri Lanka.



· 9.1   Partners 



· SAH 

· UNHABITAT 

· Social Organisation for Networking and Development SOND

· TdH Terre des Hommes

· CDDF Community Driven Development Foundation

· Shanthikam

· Women Action Network for Transformation (WANT)

· Centre for Advancement of Resource Mobilization (CARM)

· Acted 

· JSAC Jaffna Social Action Centre

· LRWHF Lanka Rain Water Harvesting Forum

· JAIPUR centre for handicapped

· CEPA

· MATRAM

· VARESDO Traveller’s stop



· Program Management and Administration 



· SDC Jaffna accounts files of 2014 were sent to Colombo on 10th by vehicle.  

· The document containing new organization chart / responsibilities division Europe, Asia and America Humanitarian Aid and SAH was received on 12th.

· List of office holiday of SDC for 2016 was received on 13th.

· PAYE tax for over time payment during the year 2014 has been calculated and transferred.

· Martin’s birthday was celebrated on 16th at Enechchi pond.

· wedding ceremony was conducted in Baticaloa on 19th.  

· Two social mobilizers’s (Nishanthini and Sutharshini) casual employment contract ended 31st October.

· SDC hired from 14th September for 02 months on a casual basis (on call) as a Consultant / Communication Officer for extra visitors of SDC Colombo. 

· Adaption of beneficiary name list according to the instruction of archivist Sri. 



· 10.1 Logistics



· Human Resources:



· Total 6 drivers are allocated for project movements. Thaya resigned October 31st 2015. 

· Therefor a casual driver for Embassy requirements and Jaffna Programme office movements is required. 

· 24/7 security provided by a private company for Jaffna and Pallikuda offices and two residences – Totally 4 Locations left from September onwards, as Uduthurai Office has been closed. 



· Procurement



· The last 9 Push bicycles were purchased and handed over to 6 preschools.

· 3 preschool sign board ordered

· 700 copy of housing maintenance manual ordered

· Furniture ordered for the last two 2 preschools





· Vehicles Operation and Maintenance:



· 6 vehicles for SDC operations, and 1 for embassy use.

· – periodic maintenance done

· 



· Motor Cycles:



· 24 Motor cycles are in operation – for technical officers and 2 for the mental health staff 

· 8 motor cycles done periodic maintenance and repairs



· Energy 



· PLK office solar panel will be moved to a suitable location in September.







Outlook November



· Opening Akkarai Village 12th

· Arrival Lea 11th

· Visit 11th to 14th

· Visit 13th to 16th 

· Visit  25th to 28th

· CEPA ECD presentation Jaffna 12th

· CEPA “Silver Bullet” presentation Jaffna 12th and Killinochchi 13th

· 14 technical staff will leave SDC end of month

· Staff party will be organized end of month



		Field office addresse
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tree distribution 

		

																														SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																														SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

				Assessment of Tree Distribution

				Name of the Division												Name of the village												Date

				NO.		Name of the Beneficaries				Coconut Tree		Lemon		Mango		Pomagenature		Jack Fruit Tree		Papaw		Jambu		Mahogany		Teak		Samandalai		Kadju		Guave Tree		Total

						TOTAL

				Prepared by :

				Date    :



SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
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Part I: What and why? 


 


This guide describes a project approach to value chain development that can be 
used on a local basis within a timeframe of four to eight weeks. By local, we refer 
to a limited geographical area, such as a town, a village or a district. Contrary to 
common Local Economic Development (LED) approaches, this is a one-sector-
only approach that looks at a particular sector (e.g. dairy farming) within a local 
community and how this sector is integrated into markets. The guide combines an 
LED approach with a value chain approach to strengthen the competitiveness of 
small and medium enterprises and their integration into markets. 


The outcome of a Local Value Chain Development (Local-LVCD) project as 
proposed in this guide is a value chain analysis that identifies opportunities and 
constraints of a particular local sector and its market integration. The analysis 
which uses a participatory approach and combines it with further detailed research 
includes a set of recommendations on how the competitiveness of the local sector 
can be increased within the value chain. It is an action-oriented approach, which 
shows local stakeholders the way they need to go.  


Local value chain development consists of two main objectives:    


Strategic long-
term re-
orientation 


Providing guidance for a strategic and sustainable re-
orientation of a particular local sector with the aim to 
increase its long-term competitiveness in a national and 
international business environment.  


Quick-win short-
term incentives 


Providing simple recommendations that stakeholders can 
quickly implement, showing quick returns. These proposals 
aim at short-term development and are important incentives 
for taking up long-term challenges. 


Part I of this guide will give you a brief introduction into value chain concepts, 
whereas Part II focuses entirely on the practical implementation. 
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1. What are Value Chains?  


 


Definition: Value Chain  


A value chain is a sequence of target-oriented combinations of production factors 
that create a marketable product or service from its conception to the final 
consumption.  


This includes activities such as design, production, marketing, distribution and 
support services up to the final consumer. The activities that comprise a value 
chain can be contained within a single firm or divided among different firms, as 
well as within a single geographical location or spread over wider areas.  


Source: ILO (2006): An ILO guide for value chain analysis and upgrading, Geneva. 


 


Terminology: The term Value Chain refers to the fact that value is added to 
preliminary products through the combination with other resources (for example 
tools, manpower, knowledge and skills, other raw materials or preliminary 
products). As the product passes through several stages of the value chain, the 
value of the product increases. This is illustrated by the following figure: 


 


Figure 1.1: Value Chain for Dairy products (product: 1 litre ultra heated fresh milk 
package)  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


! 
Attention 
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2. Why is it important to understand value chains?  


Value chain development is all about making the consumer/customer at the end of 
the chain happy – as in the Figure 1.1 above. If enterprises cannot satisfy the 
needs (or requirements, preferences, desires) of their buyers, the buyers will 
sooner or later turn to another supplier. Value chain development is therefore a 
market-oriented approach. All activities of a particular chain are directed towards 
the market. 


It is therefore important to understand that all stakeholders along a particular 
value chain need to cooperate and coordinate their activities to satisfy the needs 
of the end consumer. If there is one weak link in the chain, the competitiveness of 
the overall value chain is endangered. This is especially true in a business 
environment in which local enterprises increasingly compete with foreign 
companies not only on the national market, but also and especially for export 
markets. We need to understand that not individual enterprises compete with each 
other, but entire value chains. Figure 1.2 provides an example. 


 


Figure 1.2: Costs per T-Shirt – a comparison between Kenya and Honduras 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Source: Presentation by Uma Subramanian, FIAS, in Vienna to Donor Committee Working Group on Linkages 
and Value Chains, 2006 


 


It is clear from the example above, that buyers will be more inclined to buy T-shirts 
from Honduras, rather than from Kenya. The T-shirt value chain from Honduras 
therefore directly competes with the T-shirt value chain from Kenya. The same 
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applies for example to the competing tea value chains from Sri Lanka, Vietnam 
and India. They all compete for consumers – for example, in Germany.    


The example also shows that not only enterprise-internal factors (such as labour 
costs and productivity) matter to make a sector more competitive, but also factors 
related to the business environment: duration of customs clearance, tariffs on 
imports, administrative procedures etc. 
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3. The target: LOCAL value chain development 


Value Chain Development is in the meanwhile used as a technical approach by 
many international development agencies. In Sri Lanka, the GTZ Value Chain 
Promotion Component is the most prominent and successful example.1 However, 
the approach is mostly used for regional or national development of particular 
sectors – only rarely for local (or rural) economies and sectors. This guide intends 
to fill the gap. 


The target of a Local Value Chain Development (Local-VCD) project divides itself 
into a primary and secondary target:    


Primary target: 
integrating the 
local sector 


The primary target is to improve the integration and position of 
local enterprises into a particular value chain. Local-VCD is a 
local initiative aiming at improving the competitiveness and 
market integration of a local sector.  


However, by linking up local enterprises to the national 
economy, larger business stakeholders at the upper end of 
the chain will ultimately benefit from an improved supply 
basis. Or the other way round: supply companies will benefit 
from an improved local market to sell their input products and 
services (see example in Box 1.2). 


Secondary 
target: 
developing 
other value 
chain levels 


The development of value chain levels which are not part of 
the local economy (e.g. national-level retailers and exporters) 
is only a secondary target.  


Whether or not you will be able to also address these levels, 
is determined by your resources and the outreach/influence of 
your organisation. Certainly, improving the situation of 
national retailers and exporters will ultimately benefit the local 
sector, but the idea behind Local-VCD is to focus on 
immediate solutions and solutions which local stakeholders 
themselves can also implement. 


More important than improving the particular situation of value 
chain levels outside of the local economy is the relationship 
between them and your local target sector: Always keep in 
mind: value chain development is all about improving 
cooperation and coordination along the value chain (see next 
section 4).    
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1 For information contact: GTZ VCP office: +94 11 473502. Dr. Peter Richter (Senior Advisor) has 
been project manager until recently – email: richter@sltnet.lk. A new manager is currently being 
appointed.  
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Box 1.1: Example from a Local-VCD project on the vegetable sector in Sri Lanka2 


During a Local-VCD exercise in Kalpitiya on the vegetables sector, long custom 
clearance times at the airport were identified as a major constraint towards export 
of perishable products (such as fruits and vegetables). This is a concern of 
national importance. It concerns mainly exporters who are located in the Colombo 
area and source fruits and vegetables from all over the island.  


Nevertheless, the project manager who was in charge of the Kalpitiya Local-VCD 
exercise tried his best to gather further information on clearance times and 
quantity of daily turn-over of fruits and vegetables at the airport. He also tried to 
contact responsible authorities to make them aware of the problem. Nothing has 
happened despite all the efforts. The local initiative proved to be too weak to 
address issues of national importance.    


 


The above example shows that you need to carefully trade off the options 
available to you. Value chain issues of national importance should only be 
approached if you possess the resources and the backing of influential 
stakeholders. You should however also keep in mind that the solution for local 
sector upgrading often is found outside of the local economy, as the example in 
Box 1.2 shows. In other words, distinguishing between primary (local) and 
secondary (national) target is often not so easy when it comes to value chain 
development. Nevertheless, you should always keep in mind who’s situation your 
are trying to improve.  


 


Box 1.2: Upgrading productivity of local farmers with the help of a supply company 
in Bangladesh   


The problem 


The performance of Bangladesh’s important vegetable sector is undermined by 
very low productivity at farm-level. As a result income is very and poverty rates 
high. KATALYST, a multi-agency development project, initially started by 
focussing on farmers of the Rangpur district. 


The intervention 


KATALYST conducted a value chain analysis, under which it specifically looked at 
sources from which farmers get information about how to use fertilizers and 
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2 Contact Mr. Haritha Wedathanthi (District Programme Manager, ILO Enter-Growth) for further 
information on this case: hw@entergrowth.com. A similar experience has been made with the 
tourism sector in Anuradhapura – contact Mr. Nihal Devagiri (District Programme Manager, ILO 
Enter-Growth): dv@entergrowth.com,  
 


i 
Example 


i 
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pesticides, how to grow and harvest vegetables, etc. Apart from sharing 
information amongst each other and other sources (extension services, media, 
NGOs etc), supply retailers were identified as a major source of information. It 
was concluded that an intervention should target knowledge and information 
services embedded within the value chain as a means of addressing the 
productivity problem. 


KATALYST then set out to look for a partner and found it in SYNGENTA, a large 
supply company for agricultural inputs (fertilisers, pesticides etc.). Under a mutual 
agreement, costs were shared for the development and delivery of a 3-day 
residential training programme for retailers on a range of generic and product-
specific issues, reflecting both wider development as well as narrow commercial 
goals. KATALYST made significant technical inputs on training content and 
process, but the organisation and delivery of training – the main part of the project 
– was managed directly by SYNGENTA. 


The outcome 


480 supply retailers, 20% of all Rangpur retailers and serving approximately 200-
350,000 farmers, were trained over a 2-year period. Costs for the training were 
shared between SYNGENTA and KATALYST 60:40. As a result of the 
intervention,  


• Farmers’ perception of their experience with retailers’ service has 
improved;  


• Retailers have greater self-confidence, place more emphasis on advice 
and information, have better customer relations and, in most cases, 
increased sales; 


• SYNGENTA’s sales have grown 3 to 4 times faster than in other regions. 
The strategic importance of knowledge and information in the supply-chain 
has been re-emphasised. SYNGENTA plans to invest in retailer training 
throughout the country; 


• Other input suppliers, who have often lost out competitively in the short-
term, are now showing positive signs of interest in retailer training. This is 
the critical issue – “crowding in” - in determining wider market change. 


Source: KATALYST, 2006: Bringing knowledge to vegetable farmers. The case study can be downloaded from 
www.katalystbd.com/downloads .  


 


The question is: What can local stakeholders do, to make their sector more 
competitive and integrate it into value chains and markets? The two following 
assumptions are made as an important addition:    
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The consumer is 
king! 


The market has very specific requirements that are often not 
known to local stakeholders (especially with regard to export 
markets). Hence, their inability to compete. Unless local 
enterprises will meet market requirements, national and 
especially international markets will always remain closed to 
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them. Therefore the compliance with market requirements 
and demand conditions is an important pre-condition for local 
enterprises and sectors to successfully integrate themselves 
into markets and become more competitive.  


The main aim of the Local-VCD project therefore is to find out 
a) what these market requirements are, b) whether local 
business stakeholders comply with them, c) why they do not 
comply and d) how they could meet these requirements. 


 


Definition: Market requirements demand conditions 


Direct market requirements are set by the buyers. The buyer determines product 
quality and specifications for which he is willing to invest a certain amount of 
money. Such immediate market requirements include: price, quality, delivery time, 
design, quantity, reliability, flexibility, grading of products into categories etc. The 
exact requirements vary from sector to sector and are subject to negotiations 
between buyer and seller. 


There are however market requirements which are not necessarily subject to 
direct negotiations between buyer and seller, which include for example formal 
standards and certifications for specific sectors (HACCP, GAP, GMP, ISO norms, 
health standards etc.), international sectoral trade agreements, social and 
environmental standards (no child labour, fair trade, non-toxic inputs, corporate 
social responsibility etc.), etc. Many of these indirect market requirements are set 
through macro-economic policies or are demanded by the end consumer.  


Demand conditions are characterised by consumer trends (for example in fashion 
or taste), seasons (for example in tourism or clothing retail), consumer needs etc. 
Usually medium and large retail companies and producers of consumer goods 
would conduct market surveys to analyse demand conditions. This market survey 
would then enable them to design a product/service that meets consumer demand 
and therefore has market potential.   


 


The local target 
sector competes 
against other 
local 
competitors! 


 


The Local-VCD project aims at putting the local sector in a 
better position compared to competitors. These competitors 
often would be located in different regions in the same 
country. For example: Ornamental fish growers in 
Polonnaruwa compete with growers in Anuradhapura, 
Negombo and other districts in Sri Lanka.  


Your primary target sector is only your local sector – not the 
same sectors in other regions of the country! This will also 
ensure local support.  


! 
Attention 


A Local-VCD project looks at the role of a local sector within a value chain. Figure 
1.3 below summarises the main questions which are relevant for Local-VCD.  
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Figure 1.3: Main questions for Local-VCD (example from ornamental fish value 
chain) 
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4. The means: five triggers of value chain development  


The target is to improve the competitiveness of a local sector within a particular 
value chain. However, as the example in Box 1.2 has shown, value chain 
development as such includes other stakeholders as well, who are not necessarily 
located in your local economy. Though you are working on a local level, you need 
to understand that your target sector is part of a wider game and that its fate is 
bound to markets outside the immediate local environment.  


In other words: To reach the end consumer outside of the local market, small and 
medium enterprises in most cases need to go through other business 
stakeholders. If therefore market access and competitiveness is to be improved, 
the other business stakeholders need to be included. 


  


! 
Attention 


Definition: Value Chain Development  


By “Value Chain Development” we mean an improvement of cooperation 
between stakeholders of a particular sector and the coordination of their activities 
along different levels of a value chain with regard to the following “five triggers”. 
The ultimate goal is to increase the competitiveness of this sector on the 
(international) market.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The five triggers are the means by which to achieve local value chain 
development. Using them as a methodological framework helps to identify 
opportunities and constraints to making the local target sector more competitive 
and integrate it more effectively into value chains and markets. The five triggers 
are explained in the following section. 
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4.1 System efficiency   
 
 


System 
Efficiency 


 1  


Definition: Efficiency 


In general economic efficiency describes the way in which a given target is 
achieved and the costs that are related to this process. It has two aspects: 


1. Productive efficiency describes the ratio between costs and benefits (or 
inputs and output) of certain productive activities with regard to specified 
targets. The less costs are needed to achieve a target, the more efficient the 
production process is. 


2. Allocate efficiency is characterised by the degree as to which supply meets 
consumer demand and a tendency of market prices going towards long-term 
marginal costs (means costs per unit).   


 


Opportunities exist to lower costs and increase efficiencies in the market if value 
chain stakeholders work together. Buyers want to buy products at the lowest 
possible price at the highest possible quality; they want quick and flexible 
responses to their orders and short delivery times. In order to achieve these 
market requirements all opportunities for increasing system efficiency need to be 
explored – and this requires cooperation and coordination of activities amongst 
value chain stakeholders.      


SMEs mostly face difficulties in applying efficiency criteria to their business 
operations: usually they are part of very extensive value chains with many 
intermediaries adding high costs and resulting in economic waste; they cannot 
achieve economies of scale, because they are not organised properly and 
production is on a small-scale and often scattered throughout a larger area; they 
are too small to appear on the map of large buyers; they have no access to 
information about market requirements or knowledge about new technologies and 
production methods.  


We therefore need to look at how stakeholders communicate with each other; 
their relationship to each other; where in the chain it comes to unnecessary delays 
and costs; how information and knowledge is passed down the chain; what kind of 
services are provided within the chain; the role of every value chain stakeholder; 
how reliable and flexible stakeholders react to orders etc.   


 


 
 
 


Product 
Quality 


 2 
4.2 Product quality and specifications  


Markets today are changing fast and competition is becoming increasingly fierce. 
If enterprises want to stay in the market, they need to make sure that their 
products and services meet continuously changing market requirements and 
demand conditions. What counts, is the end product that the consumer receives, 
and the level of satisfaction that it creates.  
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Apart from looking at how market requirements and demand conditions can be 
fulfilled, we also need to know exactly, what des requirements and conditions are! 
Are there any international standards that we need to observe, when we enter into 
export markets with a particular product (e.g. ISO norms, Health standards such 
as HACCP, Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) or Good Manufacturing Practices 
(GMP))? Does the product comply with these standards? 


What are the demand conditions with regard to product quality, design and price? 
Does our product fulfil the buyers’ demand? How do we present our product? 
What kind of packaging do we use? Do we provide sufficient customer service 
along with a product that we sell? These are some of the questions that we need 
to look at when it comes to product quality and specifications, because if we don’t 
meet the market requirements, some one else will do that!  


Looking particularly at the food industry, there is an opportunity to produce the 
safest food in the world when producers, processors and retailers track products 
through the food chain. Product traceability is nowadays critical. Traceability is 
only possible through improved cooperation amongst value chain stakeholders 
and coordination of their activities – means: through value chain development. 
Premiums also exist for consistently high quality produced and processed food 
products. 


 


 
 
 


Product 
Differentiation 


 3 
4.3 Product differentiation (competition)  


Consumers are always demanding new products that require value chain partners 
to share information and systems or provide unique specialised inputs (e.g. 
special varieties, trademarked processes, unique genetics, etc). These products 
often require consistently high quality, proof of adherence to protocols and 
legislated standards throughout the production, processing and marketing 
channels. 


The better stakeholders cooperate along the value chain and coordinate their 
activities, the harder it will get for competitors to copy the product and the 
production process – because its not just the product they need to copy, but the 
entire system. It is therefore crucial to know who your competitors are, what they 
are doing and how they are doing it. What is the price of their product on the 
market? How are they perceived by the buyers compared to your local target 
sector? What is your local competitive advantage? And how can you use this 
competitive advantage to increase the market share of your local sector? 


Remaining competitive on the market requires continuous innovation. The product 
quality, design and specifications need to be updated; the production process, 
technology and methods should be upgraded; new raw materials and input factors 
can be used to produce a product in a new quality; new markets are there to be 
discovered; local enterprises can add value by taking in the next step in the value 
chain.  


All this requires research and development, good business development services 
(BDS) and government extension services. NGOs and development agencies can 
also play a useful role in this regard. Public Private Partnership is essential to help 
SMEs develop differentiated products that are able to compete with others on the 
market.   
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Social 
Standards 


 4 4.4 Improve social and environmental standards  


Consumers are increasingly becoming more conscious of social and 
environmental standards and are increasingly demanding products that fulfil these 
requirements. Large retail companies in Europe and America, for example, have 
come under pressure from media, NGOs and consumer associations to abolish 
child labour and labour exploitation along their supply chains. The “green 
revolution” sees consumers increasingly demanding organic products and 
consumer goods that ensure high environmental standards (for example furniture, 
which needs to be from certified foresting wood). If they ignore this demand, they 
will simply loose the market to those competitors who do comply with social and 
environmental standards.  


The excuse for not introducing good labour practices is mostly that they cost 
money. This is only partially true: some investments are certainly necessary, but 
the benefits outweigh the costs. Having good labour standards in a company does 
not only improve the image (thus ensuring that socially and environmentally 
conscious consumers buy the product) but it also increases labour productivity. 
Well-treated, healthy, trained and good paid employees tend to have a higher 
loyalty towards the company and are more motivated to work hard and contribute 
to the success of the overall business.  


An example from India shows, how even SMEs can benefit from better labour 
practices without much costs:  


 


Box 1.1: Improving labour standards in the brassware sector in Moradabad, India 


The Moradabad brassware sector in India is known to produce very skillful brass 
products that are also exported to distant markets, for example in Europe. Many 
of the enterprises operating in the sector are micro and small enterprises and 
mostly informal.  


The working conditions for the workers are miserable: smoke from the fireplaces 
in which the brass is melted fills the small rooms in which not seldom several 
workers would not only work during the day, but also sleep in the nights. The air 
is full of dust that comes from grinding the brass. The workers would often work 
in uncomfortable positions on the floor. As a consequence, many workers fall 
sick and have to stay away from work without income. Adding to this is the fact 
that the bad work environment prevents workers to produce larger quantities of 
brassware products.  


An ILO project aiming at upgrading the Moradabad brassware sector, has 
managed to convince some entrepreneurs to improve the working conditions for 
their labour force: smoke chimneys and dust collectors have been installed, work 
benches with fixated grinding machines enable a more secure and healthier 
working position and the previously dark rooms were lightened up. As a 
consequence, productivity has increased significantly in the enterprises that have 
introduced these improvements.  


i 
Example 
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Source: Herr (2006): A Guide for Value Chain Analysis and Upgrading, ILO, Geneva. For further information 
contact: Roel Hakemulder (rh@entergrowth.com) or Gopal Joshi (joshi@ilo.org)  


 


 


 
 
 


Business 
Environment 


 5 
4.5 Business environment 


Every value chain and every enterprise operates in a business environment that 
consists of mainly two dimensions:  


Immediate 
environment 


The immediate environment which is determined by the 
market conditions, existing regulations and administrative 
procedures and interventions carried out by public service 
providers or development agencies – all of which directly 
interact with the enterprise and affect its performance. 


Wider 
environment 


The wider environment, which does not directly interact with 
SMEs, but certainly has a great influence on their ability to 
compete on (international) markets.  


The wider environment would include for example monetary 
and fiscal policies that determine stability of prices and the 
availability of low-interest credits; school education and 
vocational training which lays the foundation for a national 
economy to develop itself and compete with other countries; 
infrastructure which greatly influences the availability of 
production factors, delivery times and costs. 


These two dimensions of the business environment are illustrated in Figure 1.3 
below.   
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Figure 1.4: Dimensions of the business environment  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Source: The Springfield Centre (www.springfieldcentre.com), Rob Hitchens, 2001. Here taken from: Asian 
Development Bank-GFA Management-Swiss Contact, Asian Development Bank SME Development TA: Policy 
Discussion Papers 2001/2002: Best Practice in Creating a Conducive Environment for SME, Policy Disc. Paper 
No.1, June 2001.  
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5. Further reading 


Box 1.3: References for literature on value chain development  


 
Literature:  
• Hubert Schmitz (2005): Value Chain Analysis for Policy Makers and 


Practitioners, International Labour Office, Geneva 
• ILO (2006): A Guide for Value Chain Analysis and Upgrading, International 


Labour Office, Geneva.  
 
Websites:  
• Institute for Development Studies: www.globalvaluechains.org 
• Agriculture and food council of Alberta: 


www.agfoodcouncil.com/initiatives/value-chains.aspx 
• Local economic development, ILO: http://www.ilo.org/empent  
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Part II: The How of Local-VCD 


 


The project approach described in this guide builds on a methodology for Local 
Competitive Advantage developed by Mesopartner (PACA, see 
www.mesopartner.com). For a particular reason, the name has been changed to 
LOCA in Sri Lanka. The LOCA guide can serve as a useful complementary to this 
Local-VCD guide.  


Whereas the sequence of activities and workshops is the same, there are on the 
other hand some substantial differences:  


o Local-VCD is a sector specific approach, means: contrary to LOCA, it 
focuses only on one single sector in a local environment.  


o The analysis is therefore more in-depth and targets not only short-term 
results, but also a strategic (more long-term) re-orientation of the target-
sector towards improved competitiveness and market integration.  


o Local-VCD looks beyond local boundaries: It looks at how local SMEs are 
integrated into value chains and aims at improving the competitiveness of 
the entire chain focussing on one particular (weak) link.  


Similar to the LOCA exercise, the Local-VCD project consists of 6 modules plus 
the implementation of the outcomes. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and described 
in detail in the following sections.  


 


Figure 1: Modules of the Local-VCD project process 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Adapted from the LOCA guide, Mesopartner 
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Module 1: Build-up (Initial Research) 


A


Module 

1 


! 
ttention 


 


1.1 What is a ‘Build-up’?  


The Build-up phase is the first module within the Local-VCD project (see Figure 
2.1 above). You should take up to two weeks time to achieve the following 
objectives: 


Local-VCD Team Putting together a support team consisting of stakeholders 
from the target sector. 


Initial Data and 
information 


Collecting initial information and secondary data relevant to 
the target sector. 


Value Chain Map Mapping the value chain and identifying private sector key 
stakeholders and relevant public and private Business 
Development Services (BDS) along the value chain. 


This guide uses a systematic approach by the end of which an Action Plan will be 
presented to the sector stakeholders. This Action Plan will be developed step-by-
step within the following 6 modules of the Local-VCD project. Table 3.1 gives you 
an idea of how the plan should be organised.  


During the Build-up stage you would fill out columns 1 and 2and gather additional 
information to lay a foundation for further research and analysis in the next 
modules. It is suggested to make a large wallpaper on to which the Action Plan 
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can be posted with cards during the course of the project. An example of a 
completed Action Plan is given in Module 5 “Results Workshop”. 


 


Table 1.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Business 
Develop


ment 
Services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehol
ders) 


Weaknes
ses and 


opportuni
ties 


Causes 
for 


weaknes
ses 


Proposal
s to 


address 
weaknes


ses 


Activities Impleme
nting 


organisat
ion 


Time 
frame 


Expected 
outcome 


 Consum
er 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers 
 


       


  Build-up phase 


 


1.2 Why do a Build-up?  


The Build-up stage is essential in several ways: 


1. The initial research will help to understand the potential of the sector and 
facilitate a final decision on whether the selected sector has been a good 
choice for a Local-VCD project and whether to continue. Already the 
selection of a sector is a decisive success factor for a Local-VCD project. It 
needs to be done with care.   


2. The identification of key stakeholders is an important starting point. Once 
key stakeholders have been identified, they can help to establish contacts 
to further stakeholders. This underlines the importance of having 
stakeholders from the target sector in the support team and also using a 
participatory approach. Team building is therefore one of the most 
important aspects at this stage.  


3. The information collected in the Build-up stage will provide an important 
basis when conducting interviews and focus group discussions with larger 
stakeholders along the value chain. If these stakeholders are approached 
without information about market size and potentials, it will be difficult to 
get their support. 


4. Public and private business service providers are important partners when 
it comes to the implementation of proposals. Therefore they should be 
identified at an early stage of the project and initial contacts should be 
made.       
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1.3 How to do a Build-up? 


The following section will give you instructions on how to assemble a project team, 
how to map the value chain of your target sector and what kind of initial data you 
need to collect during the Build-up of your Local-VCD project. 


 


1.3.1 Local-VCD Team 


The team which carries out the project as described in this guide ideally consists 
of the following members: 


Team leader A team leader who is knowledgeable and has experience in 
Value Chain Development and Local Economic Development 
and possesses strong leadership characteristics. 


Core team A core team of 2-5 persons who are trained in the Local-VCD 
methodology and who can independently carry out interviews 
and workshops, collect relevant data and find solutions. These 
team members could be from private/public business service 
providers or other development agencies/NGOs. Local 
government authorities usually have departments dealing with 
SME development – these would be ideal partners. The core 
team members can be recruited for different Local-VCD projects 
on different sectors. 


Support 
team 


A support team of another 3-5 persons from within the local 
target sector. These persons do not need to be trained in the 
Local-VCD methodology. Their asset for the project lies in 
intimate knowledge about the target sector itself and their 
contacts to key stakeholders. The support team is recruited only 
for a particular Local-VCD project on a particular sector. 


 


Note that it is important that the persons in you support and core team actively 
participate throughout the entire Local-VCD project. Delegate the work and make 
sure that it is the same persons that participate.  Consistency is essential in order 
to secure good results!  
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Tool 


 
1.3.2 Mapping the value chain and identifying private sector stakeholders 
 


Definition 


Mapping means giving visual representation business actors along the value 
chain and the connection between them, illustrating the entire production (or 
service-delivery) process from the beginning (raw materials, conception, design, 
input supply etc.) to the final consumer. 


 


The initial purpose of the mapping exercise is to identify the key value chain 
stakeholders that are connected to the local target-sector. It also helps to 
understand which business channels exist to sell a product (or service) on the 
market. To know these channels has important implications for the proposals: they 
can now be much more specific and market oriented. 


Annex 1 provides some examples of different value chain maps created in Local-
VCD projects in Sri Lanka. It becomes clear that there is no single answer to 
different sectors: every sector has a different value chain, which has to be 
illustrated also in a different way. This guide therefore proposes two different 
mapping approaches:  


Integrated 
Value Chain 
Map 


The integrated map is part of the Action Plan and simply 
illustrates the different levels of a value chain (Table 1.1, 
column 2). Under the name for the level (e.g. ‘Exporters’) you 
would fill in the names and contact details of respective 
stakeholders. Along this value chain, column 1 gives the 
names of relevant business development services (BDS) 
along the chain. 


This value chain map will be given priority in this manual, as it 
can easily be integrated as part of a action-oriented plan. 


Separate Value 
Chain Maps 


Annex 1 explains two alternative value chain maps. These can 
be used as a useful complement to the integrated map, if you 
want to illustrate further details of the value chain of your 
target sector. Additionally to the different levels in the value 
chain, these maps illustrate the number of target markets, the 
different channels into which local enterprises feed, as well as 
business support services along the chain.  
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Checklist 


Checklist1.1: Preparation of the mapping exercise 


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Conduct a meeting with your core team in 
advance to discuss the coming Local-
VCD procedure (dates, deadlines, 
availabilities & responsibilities etc.) 
 


   


2 Invite 2-5 stakeholders from your target 
sector to join the mapping exercise (they 
could further act as support team) – the 
exercise should not take longer than 2 
hours – depending on which kind of map 
you want. 
 


   


3 Materials needed: Cards (about 12.5 x 
22.5 cm, preferably different colours), 
Wallpaper, pins, tape, markers, flipchart, 
2 pin boards. See also Box 2.1 below. 
 


   


4 Prepare a short introduction about a) the 
target-sector, b) what are value chains 
and why they are important c) the Local-
VCD procedure. 
 


   


5 Print-outs of mapping template (Figure 
1.1) 
 
 


   


 


The following instructions help you to construct a very simple value chain map, 
which can be integrated into your Action Plan. Use these steps in your mapping 
exercise together with your core and support team. It should take you no longer 
than two hours. Alternatively to the template given in Figure 1.1, you can also use 
a pin board and cards to do the mapping exercise.  


Step 1 Start by identifying the end product (or service) that will be going 
to consumers. Write down the name(s) of the product(s) as well as 
the target market(s) into the first box in Figure 1.1 below. 


Step 2 Once you have identified the end product(s) and market(s), ask 
“What happens to the product (or service) right before it gets 
here?” Write this answer into the next box in Figure 1.1 (‘level 7’). 
Repeat this question until all the levels in the production (or 
service-delivery) process have been captured.  


Examples for value chain levels would be distribution, marketing 
and packaging, transportation, processing, collection, farming, 
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input supplies. 


Note that you have to simplify the process by grouping related activities under 
one level (for example heating, flavouring, cooling, packaging, etc. under 
“chocolate production”), and by drawing a line which limits the value chain to a 
certain number of levels and location (suppliers for example have their separate 
value chain, and should therefore simply be grouped under the label “suppliers”, 
otherwise your value chain map will become too complex to work with). 


 


Step 3 


 


Now look at all your value chain and identify what enterprises and 
companies are involved in each level. Write down all the names 
that come into your mind into the open space in Figure 1.1 below. 
It might be best to start with stakeholders who are closest to the 
local market.  


It is important to be as specific as possible. If contact persons and 
addresses are known, then add them to the name of the 
enterprise. Examples are given in the Figure below. Try to find 
names for every level of the value chain. 


Note that you will not be able to immediately come up with a number of names 
for every level at this stage. The names gathered here, are just a start and you 
will definitely come across more during the course of your Local-VCD project. 
However, you will need some names to start with, which underlines the 
importance of having 2-5 stakeholders from within the sector joining the mapping 
exercise. These persons should also be part of your support team. 


 


Step 4 


 


 


 


 


 


In step 2 you have identified mainly private sector stakeholders 
who are directly involved in the value chain as business 
stakeholders. Now you need to consider all available business 
support services at different levels of the value chain. 


Start with the local level in the value chain. For example, ask: 
“What kind of business support services are available for dairy 
farmers?” Repeat this question for every level in the value chain 
and not down the answers into the open space in Figure 1.1. 


Note that the term “business support services” is not defined exactly on purpose. 
Business support services could be government extension services (e.g. of the 
agricultural department), public service providers (such as the export or industrial 
development board), private business service providers (specialised consultancy 
firms, training providers, technical support, marketing companies etc.), public and 
private training and research and development institutions, etc. 


You will further notice that some service providers cannot be confined to one 
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particular level in the value chain, but rather provide services to stakeholders at 
different levels. This is especially the case for industry/sector-specific 
organisations (e.g. Association for Small and Medium Enterprises in Tourism 
(ASMET) or Sri Lanka Spice Council). 


 


Step 5 


 


Once you have completed step 1 to 3, take your Action Plan 
matrix and fill in column 1 and to as high-lightened in Table 1.1. 
Write the name of the key stakeholders (step 2) together with their 
respective levels into column 2.  
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Figure 1.1: Template for value chain mapping  


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
(e.g. Cargills Food City, Mr. Haridas
Fernando, Agricultural Manager, Tel:
011-123456) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e.g. Nestlé Milk factory, Polonnaruwa,
Mr. Sunil Gunewardena, Tel. 037-
123456) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e.g. Mr. Mattayis Her, trader, Sunetra
Lane 23, Colombo 06) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Final Market & 
Product 


(e.g. national market, 300 
ml Milo milk package) 


Level 3 
(e.g. collector) 


Level 2 
(e.g. Farmers) 


Level 1 


Level 4 
(e.g. Chilling) 


Level 5 
(e.g. processing factory)


Level 6 
(e.g. wholesale) 


Level 7 
(e.g. retail & exporter) 


usiness Service 
Providers (BDS) 


Step 1: Value Chain Step 2: Key stakeholders & 
contact details 


(e.g. Consumer Protection authority) 


Sri Lanka Chambers of
Colombo – Export


(e.g. Industrial Development Board,
Mr. Guneratne, Tel. 037-123456) 


s Association, Mr.
National Bank,


sekara, Tel. 011-123456) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e.g. Farmer
Subasinghe – Hatton 
Mr. Abey
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
(e.g. 
Commerce, 
Development Board) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Step 3: B


(e.g. suppliers) (e.g. CIC, Anuradhapura, Mr.
Fernando, Fernando@cic.com) 
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1.3.3 Collecting initial data on the target sector 


Once you have completed you mapping exercise, you will have to decide on what 
data and information needs to be collected before the Start-up workshop (Module 
3). Discuss with your team (core and support) the necessary data to be collected 
as well as responsibilities. This data and information will help you a) to verify the 
selection of the sector as appropriate, and b) form a basis on which larger value 
chain stakeholders can be approached.  


The information and data to be collected will initially focus on the local sector 
(means: the enterprises of the target sector operating in your project area, which 
will probably belong to a particular level in the value chain – e.g. dairy farmers). 
However, some national data on the overall sector is also useful.  


The following checklist gives you an idea of what kind of data and information 
might be useful:  


 


Checklist 1.2: Collection of initial data 


Available No. Information Yes No Remarks 


Local sector 
1 Size of the local sector (numbers of 


businesses, contribution to income and 
employment) 
 


   


2 Development of the local sector 
(growth/decline over past few years) 
 
 


   


3 Type of businesses (or sub-sectors) 
available at local level (e.g. farming, 
processing, packaging etc.) 
 


   


4 Size of enterprises in the local sector (how 
many large, medium and small enterprises?)
 
 


   


5 Income level (maybe distinguishing between 
the entrepreneur and his employees) – 
poverty level 
 


   


6 Sector-specific information: required 
inputs/supply, major markets, cost structure 
 


   


7 Some initial qualitative information: labour 
conditions, motivation of stakeholders, etc. 
 


   


8 Small business associations (SBAs) and 
other forms of local business organisations 
 


   


 
Checklist 
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Available No. Information Yes No Remarks 


National sector 
6 Contribution to GDP and employment 


 
   


7 Export contribution and foreign market 
destinations 
 


   


8 Growth/decline over past years 
 
 


   


9 Sector specific imports (input factors) 
 
 


   


10 Foreign direct investment to the sector 
(foreign ownership and relationship to 
international market players) 
 


   


 


Note that in order to convince larger value chain stakeholders to support the 
Local-VCD project, you need to make the local sector interesting for them as a 
potential market or supply source. For this reason, you need information about 
size, growth and type of enterprises of the local sector.  
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1.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist helps you to prepare for the Local-VCD Build-up and 
achieve your objectives.  


 


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Have you completed your Value Chain 
Map(s) as described in this module? 
 


   


2 Have you visited (or spoken to) key 
stakeholders for an initial assessment and 
to get their support? 
 


   


3 Have you invited local key stakeholders 
and other important personalities to the 
start-up event (module 3)? 
 


   


4 Have you collected initial (secondary) data 
of your target sector?  
 
 


   


5 Have you gathered a project team 
consisting of stakeholders from the target 
sector (support team) and Local-VCD 
trained persons (core team)? 
 


   


 


 


 
Checklist 
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Module 2: Hypothesis workshop 


A


Module 

2 


! 
ttention 


 


2.1 What is a Hypothesis Workshop? 


The Hypothesis Workshop is the second module in our Local-VCD project. It is an 
internal team meeting (core and supporting team) at which the following objectives 
are achieved: 


Align team 
understanding of 
Local-VCD 
objectives 


It needs to be ensured that the objectives are clear to every 
team member. The workshop will therefore start with a 
short introduction to value chain development (see Part I of 
this guide) and emphasise the importance of the local 
sector as beneficiary of the Local-VCD project. 


Refining the value 
chain map: 


During the Build-up, an initial map of the value chain has 
been prepared. During your initial research you might 
however realised that certain changes and additions are 
necessary. Therefore the value chain map will be presented 
again and discussed amongst the team. 


Expression of 
team expectations 
towards the Local-
VCD outcomes: 


This is the most important part and main objective of the 
Hypothesis workshop, which is identical to the LOCA 
methodology (see LOCA guide). Every team member will 
express his/her expectations towards opportunities and 
weaknesses of particular levels in the value chain as well 
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as expected proposals to address these weaknesses. 


Planning the next 
steps in the Local-
VCD project: 


The Hypothesis workshop is the last team-internal meeting 
before the Start-up workshop (next module) at which the 
project finally goes public. The following steps therefore 
need to be planned with care in the team. 


With regard to your Action plan, the hypothesis workshop will revise column 1 and 
2 and make assumptions on expected outcomes for column 3 (weaknesses and 
opportunities) and 5 (proposals) and made. This is high-lightened in Table 2.1.  


 


Table 2.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Business 
support 
services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehol
ders) 


Weaknes
ses and 


opportuni
ties 


Causes 
for 


weaknes
ses 


Proposal
s to 


address 
weaknes


ses 


Activities Impleme
nting 


organisat
ion 


Time 
frame 


Expected 
outcome 


 Consum
er 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers 
 


       


                   Hypothesis Workshop 


 


2.2 Why conduct a Hypothesis workshop? 


It needs to be ensured that every person in the team ‘speaks in the same 
language’ especially when encountering the stakeholders. The Hypothesis 
Workshop therefore is an important team building measure and helps to align the 
members’ expectations towards a specific target. At the same time it serves as a 
knowledge-sharing platform, on which the results of the initial research during the 
Build-up are presented and discussed and knowledge gaps identified. With regard 
to the Local-VCD procedure as a whole, it also is a planning session for the 
following Start-up workshop. 
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2.3 How to conduct a Hypothesis workshop 


With regard to the objectives stated above, the following agenda is suggested for 
the Hypothesis workshop:  


 


No. Time Title Remarks 


1 5 min Team 
introduction 


In case some team members are new 
(especially in case of the support team) 
everyone is asked to shortly introduce 
him/herself. This could also be done by a small 
game in order to loosen tensions.  
 


2 10 
min 


Introduction: 
Target & means 
of Local-VCD  
 


The development of the local sector is the 
target and the five triggers of value chain 
development are the means by which to 
achieve this target. The methodology is quickly 
revised and explained to the new team 
members who are unfamiliar with the Local-
VCD approach. See 2.1 below for explanation.  
 


3 30 
min 


Summary of 
Build-up 
 


Ask your core team members to briefly 
summarise their activities in the build-up and 
present some findings (data & information). 
Also give a summary of your own activities. 
Discuss remaining gaps that need to be filled 
with additional data.  
 


4 10 
min 


Refining the 
value chain map 
 


Present the value chain constructed in the 
Build-up and make necessary changes that 
have become apparent. With the participating 
members of the support team (who are from 
the target sector), this will be much easier.  
 


5 1 hour Expected 
weaknesses 
and strengths 


Card exercise (see Box…). Level-by-level 
assessment of weaknesses and strengths (e.g. 
“What are the weaknesses and strengths of 
dairy farmers?”). See 2.2 below for explanation. 
 


6 10 
min 


Local 
competitive 
advantage 
 


Card exercise (see Box...). Ask the participants 
to answer the following question with regard to 
the target sector: “What is the local competitive 
advantage?” In terms of local competitiveness, 
this is an important question to ask. 
See 2.3 below for explanation.  
 


7 15 
min 
 
 


Expected 
outcomes 


Card exercise (see Box…). Ask the 
participants, what kind of proposals they expect 
as outcome of the Local-VCD project to 
address the identified strengths and 
weaknesses. See 2.4 below for explanation.  


 
Tool 
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No. Time Title Remarks 


 
8 15 


min 
Planning Start-
up workshop 
 


The Start-up workshop immediately follows the 
Hypothesis workshop. It needs considerable 
preparation, as it marks the public beginning of 
the Local-VCD project, to which local 
stakeholders and decision-makers are invited. 
Discuss organisational matters with your team. 
 


Total: 2 h 45 min  
 
9 -- Evaluation of 


the Hypothesis 
workshop 


The findings, discussions and decisions of the 
Hypothesis workshop need to be evaluated and 
put into the right format. Especially the card 
exercise results need to be documented and 
entered into your Action Plan.  
 


 


2.3.1 Introduction to Local-VCD 


A quick rehearsal of the Local-VCD approach is useful not only for the support 
team to get familiar with the methodology, but also for the trained core team 
members to freshen up their knowledge.  


Start by quickly explaining what a value chain is. Use your value chain map which 
you have constructed in the Build-up. Experience has shown that using a flipchart 
is the best way to do this part: draw the value chain levels on to the chart, give 
examples for the inputs used at different levels (cost factors) and the price 
development. The outcome would be something similar to Figure 1.2 in the 
introduction of this guide.  


It is important to explain the objectives of Local-VCD and the means by which to 
achieve these objectives.  


Primary target: 
the local 
sector 


The primary target is to make the local sector more 
competitive and integrate it better into value chains and 
markets. Developing value chain levels outside of the local 
economy is only a secondary target and depends on your 
resources. Use Figure 1.4 in Part I of this guide on a flipchart 
to explain the following points. 


The means: 
five triggers of 
VCD 


The five triggers of value chain development (Part 1, 3) are the 
means by which to achieve the target. The triggers give you a 
methodological framework under which to analyse the 
competitive situation of the local sector within a value chain. It 
is essential that the team members know what is meant, so 
quickly summarise the five triggers. Try to be as practical as 
possible, by using your target sector as an example.  
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2.3.2 Expected strengths and weaknesses along the value chain  


Using your value chain map, ask the workshop participants to write down 
expected strengths and weaknesses for every level on cards (see Box 2.1 below). 
Go through the chain level by level, by asking “What are the expected strengths 
and weaknesses of (for example) local ornamental fish growers”; “what are the 
strengths and weaknesses of exporters (as seen in connection to the local 
sector)”; etc. Calculate about 10 to 15 minutes for every question and answer.  


After the workshop, you can fill the answers into column C of your Action Plan. 
These answers are however only temporary, as they reflect the expected 
strengths and weaknesses. They have yet to be confirmed through a proper 
research (see module 4: Interviews and focus group discussions).  


An example for an Action Plan will filled-in strengths and weaknesses is given in 
module 5 (Results workshop).  


 


 
Tool 


Box 2.1: Card exercise 


 
Also known as ZOPP-cards or Meso-cards, this workshop tool guarantees active 
involvement of all participants and helps to focus on key messages (rather than 
having detailed and time-consuming statements by individual participants).  
 
Required equipment and materials 


o 1-2 large pin boards and lots of pins 
o plenty of cards in different colours (size about 12 x 22 cm) 
o brown wallpaper (used as background on to which to pin the cards) 
o mask tape 
o markers for every participant 


 
Procedure 
For a card exercise, every participant receives some cards and a marker. They 
are then asked to write down their answers/thoughts to a particular question (e.g. 
what are the strengths and weaknesses of dairy farmers in Polonnaruwa?). The 
answer has to be given very short in large letter on the card. Several cards may 
be used for several answers/thoughts (e.g. one strength per green card and one 
weakness per red card). 
 
The moderator would then collect the filled cards, and one-by-one read them out 
load and pin them to the board (on to which a title/question has been pinned 
previously). 
 
Clustering 
Many filled cards will repeat themselves once they have been pinned to the 
board. The moderator (or alternatively two participants) then summarises the 
cards into categories by grouping cards with similar messages.  
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2.3.3 Local competitive advantage 


Finding the local competitive advantage of your local target sector is the key to 
improve its competitiveness. Without such an advantage, it will be difficult to 
integrate the local sector into the market, especially if other locations do possess 
such advantages. This should also have an impact on your decision on whether to 
select a specific sector for a Local-VCD project or not. So the question is: “what 
makes your location unique/special compared to others?”  


Mind that local stakeholders often have a wrong perception of their sectors’ 
performance, as they have not been to rival locations. What they perceive as 
competitive advantage might be irrelevant to the market due to technical 
advancement elsewhere or other more important competitive factors that the local 
sector does not possess. It is therefore always useful to visit competitors to the 
local sector and see how they do business in order to learn from them and to 
identify the true local competitive advantages of your target location.  


Use the same approach as in the previous card exercises on strengths and 
weaknesses of particular value chain levels: Ask the participants to write down 
answers (one key word per card) to the following question: “What in your eyes is 
the local competitive advantage of our local sector?” A short explanation of ‘local 
competitive advantage’ will be necessary. 


 


2.3.4 Expected outcomes  


This card exercise anticipates the outcomes of the results workshop (module 5) at 
which proposals are developed to address the identified strengths and 
weaknesses of the local sector in the value chain. In other words: a ’hypothesis’ is 
set up. It helps the team to start thinking about possible solutions to problems and 
get an idea of the direction into which the Local-VCD project might go. Starting to 
think about possible solutions only in the results workshop is too late. Reflection 
must take place already throughout the research process starting after this 
hypothesis workshop. This will ensure high quality proposals, which also have 
been cross-checked with stakeholders from the target sector, thus being more 
realistic. 


Use the card exercise again: Ask the participants “What kind of proposals to 
develop the local sector do you expect to come out of this Local-VCD project?” Or 
more simple: “How can the local sector be developed, addressing the strengths 
and weaknesses identified?” Gather the answers on cards, pin them to the board 
and cluster them (see Box…).  
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Checklist 


2.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist helps you to prepare for the Hypothesis workshop and 
ensures that you achieve your objectives.   


 


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Have you achieved you objectives for the 
Build-up? What information/data is still 
missing? 
 


   


2 Have you invited 2-5 stakeholders from the 
local target sector to join the Hypothesis 
workshop and your support team? 
 


   


3 Have all team members (core and support 
team) understood the methodology and 
objectives of the Local-VCD project? 
 


   


4 Have you formulated your expectations 
towards the Local-VCD outcomes 
(Strengths & weaknesses, proposals)? 
 


   


5 Have you clearly distributed the 
responsibilities for the start-up workshop 
amongst you core team members? 
 


   


6 Have you invited all key local stakeholders 
and decision makers to the Start-up 
workshop? And have you made the 
necessary logistical arrangements? 
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Module 3: Start-up Workshop 


A


Module 

3 


! 
ttention 


 


3.1 What is a Start-up workshop? 


The Start-up workshop sets an official starting point, to which stakeholders from 
the local target sector and other value chain stakeholders (if possible), related 
public and private business service providers, political decision-makers and media 
are invited. Having all key stakeholders together, the opportunity is used to assess 
strengths and weaknesses of the sector and get some initial answers about VCD 
related topics.  


Publicity Make the public and especially stakeholders from the target 
sector aware that “something is happening” 


Verification of 
value chain maps 


Verify the value chain maps and if necessary revise the 
maps together with the participants 


Identify key 
stakeholders & 
support services 


Identify key persons and institutions involved in the value 
chain and other support services and decision-makers. 


Initial assessment 
of target sector 


Assess strengths and weaknesses of main value chain 
levels, business environment and support services.  
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Table 3.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Business 
support 
services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehold
ers) 


Weaknes
ses and 


opportuni
ties 


Causes 
for 


weaknes
ses 


Proposal
s to 


address 
weaknes


ses 


Activities Implemen
ting 


organisati
on 


Time 
frame 


Expected 
outcome 


 Consume
r 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


       


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers 
 


       


         Start-up Workshop  


 


3.2 Why carry out a Start-up workshop? 


The Start-up workshop basically fulfils two functions (or objectives):  


1. Information: Having various stakeholders from the target sector together in 
one room, offers the opportunity to gather some general information about 
the sectors’ performance. Similar to the Hypothesis workshop, strengths 
and weaknesses of the main value chain levels as well as local 
competitive advantages are assessed through card exercise. Above that, 
some VCD specialised information can be gathered. In order to 
understand the relationship between value chain stakeholders.    


2. Publicity: Apart from the information function, the Start-up workshop also 
helps to create awareness amongst the stakeholders of your target-sector 
that ‘something is happening’. It serves as a basis for building confidence 
and winning the support of your target group. From here you will be able to 
expand your network of contacts for the next Local-VCD modules. This is 
also the reason, why local media should be invited. News needs to be 
spread amongst those who have not attended the workshop.   


 


3.3 How to carry out a Start-up workshop? 


The Start-up workshop should take no more than two hours since you do not want 
to take too much time of invited business stakeholders. You want to develop the 
private sector, not prevent it from doing business. So always remember: ‘Time is 
money’.   


The points on the agenda as suggested below should be divided equally amongst 
you and your team members. Delegate your work, but remain in control! Only this 
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way you can ensure maximum participation of local stakeholders, while ensuring 
at the same time high-quality results.  


See 3.3.1 below on who should be invited to the Start-up workshop.  


 


No. Time Title Remarks 
1 5 min Welcome 


address 
As project manager, welcome the participants 
and special guests (esp. political decision 
makers and media). Shortly introduce your 
organisation. Perhaps one of the special 
guests is also willing to give a short welcome 
address. This would also show participants 
that the Local-VCD project is supported by 
local decision-makers. 
 


2 15 
min 


Introduction: 
Target and 
means of Local-
VCD  


The development of the local sector is the 
target and the five triggers of value chain 
development are the means. Briefly explain the 
objectives of the Local-VCD project and the 
methodology. You can use a similar approach 
as suggested for the Hypothesis workshop 
(see 2.3.1). Emphasise the fact that in order to 
make the local sector more competitive in the 
value chain, support by all stakeholders is 
essential, and eventually everyone will benefit 
through better business.  
  


3 10 
min 


Refining the 
value chain map 


Hand out your value chain map, which gives 
space for participants to fill-in further 
information (you could use Figure 1.1 from 
Module 1 again) and make corrections. See 
3.3.2 for instructions.  
 


4 15 
min 


Questionnaire Hand out a short questionnaire, together with 
your value chain map. Go through question-by-
question and ask participants to fill in the 
answers.  
 


5 5 min Card exercise Explain the use of cards: how and what to write 
on the cards (see Box 2.1 above).  
 


6 45 
min 


Assessing 
strengths and 
weaknesses 


Similar to the Hypothesis workshop, use the 
card exercise to assess strengths and 
weaknesses of particular value chain levels as 
well as business support services and 
business environment (policy and regulatory 
frame work). See 3.3.4 below for explanation.  
 


7 10 
min 


Local 
competitive 
advantage 


Similar to the Hypothesis workshop, use the 
card exercise and ask the participants about 
the local competitive advantage of your target 


 
Tool 
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No. Time Title Remarks 


sector. See 2.3.3 (previous section, Hypothesis 
workshop) for explanation.  
 


8 5 min Closing Give a short summary of the Start-up 
workshop and an outline of what will happen 
next. Emphasise that the start-up workshop is 
only the beginning and that everyone will be 
invited for a focus-group discussion or 
contacted for an interview. Ask one of the 
prominent participants to give some closing 
words of appreciation. 
 


Total: 110 min 
 
9  Evaluation & 


Follow-up 
 
 
 


 


3.3.1 Whom to invite to the Start-up workshop 


The Local-VCD approach is a market-focussed approach. It is therefore most 
important to involve value chain stakeholders from outside of the local economy. 
However, experience has shown that it is very difficult to get larger value chain 
stakeholders involved from the very beginning. Only during your research (next 
module) will you be able to establish direct contact to some of the major buyers, 
suppliers and supporting organisations of your local sector and invite them to your 
results presentation (Module 6).  


The Start-up workshop should therefore focus entirely on the local stakeholders. It 
is important to build your local support basis before going to outside value chain 
stakeholders.  


Make sure that you invite the participants well in advance. Your value chain map, 
with the names (and contacts) of key stakeholders should give you a good starting 
point. Invitations need to be sent out already in the Build-up phase. Experience 
with LOCA exercises has also shown that it is of benefit, if the invitations are sent 
out by a neutral private/public organisation that enjoys a certain degree of 
reputation amongst the target group – in LOCA terminology this is referred to as a 
‘host’.  


If stakeholders cannot participate in the Start-up workshop, you should either 
invite them for a focus-group discussion or ask for an interview (see next module).  
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Tool 


 
Checklist 


Table 3.1: Whom to invite to the Start-up workshop 


Business 
Stakeholders of 
local target sector 


As mentioned above, you will initially only be able to invite 
local stakeholders to your start-up workshop. These could 
be local producers (small, medium and large), traders, 
collectors, supply retailers, farmers etc. 


Local Business 
support services 


 
BDS providers: Consultants, training & skills, technical 
support services, banks & insurances 
 
Business association: Small business associations, 
chamber of commerce 
 


Local Government 
officials & 
authorities 


 
Responsible departments, extension services, head of local/ 
district administration, major or town chief etc. 


Public sector 
 
Institutions: Training & education, research & development 
 
NGOs & donor organisations 
 


Media 
 
Journalists from: Local newspaper, local/regional Radio, 
local/regional TV, (internet portals), etc. 
 


 


3.3.2 Refining the value chain map 


Show your value chain map to the workshop participants and ask them to 
comment, fill-in additional information and make corrections if necessary. In recent 
Local-VCD project in Sri Lanka, this has been done, by handing out a printout of 
the value chain map. A short explanation was given, and participants were then 
asked to note down their remarks on to the paper, which was returned again to 
the project team. For this purpose, a translation of the value chain map from 
English into the local language is very useful.   


The verification of your value chain map is important in order to make sure that 
the target sector has been correctly depicted and key stakeholders have been 
identified. Especially ask the participants to fill in further names of enterprises, 
business service providers, organisations etc. 
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i 
Example 


 
Tool 


Figure 3.2: Example for a corrected value chain map 


 


 


Note that the example shows a different value chain map as has been explained 
in Module 1.3.2 of this guide. The steps of constricting a map as depicted above 
are given in Annex 1. It is therefore suggested that you use the template in Figure 
1.1 as handout for your Start-up with the mapped simple value chain. This map 
also gives the participants enough space to add further names.   


 


3.3.3 Questionnaire 


Finding out about strengths and weaknesses of a particular value chain level is 
not sufficient for value chain development. Using an Local-VCD approach, you are 
particularly interested in the relationship and interaction between various value 
chain stakeholders. The five triggers mentioned in the introduction of this guide 
give you some guidance as to what information exactly is needed.  


The format of the Start-up workshop will however not allow you to go into detail. It 
only allows you to make an initial, rough assessment of the relationship and 
interaction between your local business stakeholders (your target group) and the 
rest of the value chain. Detailed analysis is therefore the objective of the following 
Local-VCD module (Focus-group discussions and interviews). This initial 
assessment is nevertheless important for you and your team to get a ‘first picture’ 
of the current situation.   
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best be done in form of a questionnaire handed out and filled out together with the 
participants. This has worked quite well in a recent Local-VCD project on 
ornamental fish in Polonnaruwa (Sri Lanka).  


The questionnaire below can be used as a template (leave enough space for 
answers). You could however add some sector-specific questions of interest. The 
questionnaire needs to be collected again by the team.  


 


i 
Example 


Box3.1: Example questionnaire for an ornamental fish Local-VCD Start-up 
workshop (Sri Lanka) 


 
1 Value chain position: What is your role in the ornamental fish value chain? 
 
2 Product specifications: What are the fish varieties produced in Polonnaruwa? 


And which of these are exported? 
 
3 Market information: Where are these fish sold? Who is the final costumer? 


Which are the export countries? 
 
4 Market requirements: Does the buyer have any specific requirements? If yes, 


what are these requirements? 
 
5 Price information: What is the price at which you sell your fish? (Name 3-5 


main varieties and give the price per fish) 
 
6 Cost information: What are your main cost factors? Name 3-5 and the 


amount that you spend on it per month.   
 
7 Supply information: Where do you get your supply from? Is it easily available 


(in Polonnaruwa)? 
 
8 Embedded business services: Do you receive any services from your buyers 


or suppliers (for example training, equipment, logistical support etc.)? 
 
9 Sector support: What kind of business services and support do you receive? 


Are you aware of all services available to Ornamental fish farming? 
 
10 Competition: Who are your main competitors? Which other regions in Sri 


Lanka also produce the same fish varieties? 
 
11 Competition: At what price do your competitors sell the fish? Are they more 


successful in business? 
 
12 Competition: Are ornamental fish imported from other countries (for example 


Singapore) and sold directly on Sri Lankan consumer market? Which are 
these countries? 
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3.3.4 Assessing strengths and weaknesses 


Again – similar to the Hypothesis workshop – ask the workshop participants to 
write down strengths and weaknesses of particular particular value chain levels. 
Also include the business environment (see Part I) and business support services. 
You might find it necessary to group some value chain levels in order to keep time 
short. For example exporters, retailers and collectors could be grouped under the 
category ‘buyers’ of ‘marketing’.   


 


Box3.2: Example of ornamental fish Start-up workshop in Polonnaruwa (Sri 
Lanka) i 


Example 


 
At the Start-up workshop for the ornamental fish sector in Polonnaruwa, 
participants were asked to write down strengths and weaknesses for the 
following value chain levels (the levels were of course done one-by-one):  
 


o Ornamental fish growers & hatcheries 
o Buyers (collectors, exporters, retailers) 
o Suppliers (equipment, feed, fingerlings etc.) 
o Business support services/environment 


 


 


To include the business environment and business support services is essential, 
as not only local stakeholders from within the target sector will participate at the 
Start-up workshop, but also services providers and political decision makers (see 
3.1). This is another reason, why you should group certain value chain levels 
under one category – you want the attention of everyone in the room.  


  


3.3.5 Closing & Evaluation 


You need to ensure that the results of your Start-up workshop are well 
documented. The results of the card exercise can be secured already during the 
workshop by fastening the cards to the wallpaper with mask tape. You can then 
simply role-up the wallpaper (e.g. with cards for ‘strengths and weaknesses of 
local producers’) and evaluate them back in your office.  


Alternatively one of your team members could take notes during the workshop 
and write a short report giving the main results.  


The following evaluation sheet helps you to summarise the findings of your Start-
up workshop. Use the card wallpapers and the filled out questionnaires as 
information source.  
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Checklist 3.1: Evaluation of Startup-workshop 


No. Question Remark 
1 Card exercise: What are the main 


strengths and weaknesses with 
regard to level 1 (e.g. suppliers) of 
the value chain? 
 


Strengths:  
 
Weaknesses:  
 
 


2 Card exercise: What are the main 
strengths and weaknesses with 
regard to level 2 (e.g. local 
producers) of the value chain? 
 


Strengths 
 
Weaknesses:  


3 Card exercise: What are the main 
strengths and weaknesses with 
regard to level 1 (e.g. buyers) of 
the value chain? 
 


Strengths:  
 
Weaknesses:  


4 Card exercise: What are the main 
strengths and weaknesses with 
regard to the business environment 
(policy and regulatory framework)? 
 


Strengths:  
 
Weaknesses:  


5 Card exercise: What are the main 
strengths and weaknesses with 
regard to public and private 
business support services? 
 


Strengths:  
 
Weaknesses:  


6 Questionnaire - Market: Which are 
the main markets of the local 
sector? And what kind of 
requirements do buyers have? Are 
local stakeholders aware of these 
requirements? 
 


 


7 Questionnaire – price/costs: How 
does the price increase along the 
value chain? And what are the 
main cost factors for every level? 
 


 


8 Questionnaire – embedded 
services: Do local stakeholders 
receive services/support from other 
value chain stakeholders? 
 


 


9 Questionnaire - competition: Does 
the local sector face strong or weak 
competition? Who are the main 
competitors? 
 


 


10 Your feeling about the Start-up 
workshop: Do local stakeholders 


 


 
Checklist 
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support your Local-VCD project? 
How was the participation? 
 


 


You will probably not yet find answers to all questions. It is however important for 
you to identify the gaps in your checklist, and find answers for them during your 
focus group discussions and interviews (next module).  


 


3.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist helps you to prepare for your Start-up workshop and 
ensure that you achieve your objectives.  


 


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Did you invite all the stakeholders as 
suggested in 3.1? 
 


   


2 Did you prepare the value chain maps to 
present to participants (power point slide 
and/or handout)? Have you translated the 
maps into local language? 
 


   


3 Did you prepare a questionnaire with 
additional questions to ask from the 
participants? 
 


   


4 Have you discussed the agenda with your 
team and have you delegated 
responsibilities? 
 


   


5 Have you ensured that proper 
documentation is done during the 
workshop (note taking and/or preserving of 
card exercises for evaluation)? 


   


6 Have you passed around a list into which 
the participants have filled in their names 
and contact details?  


   


7 Have you arranged subsequent 
appointments for interviews and focus 
group discussions with the participants? 
   


   


8 Have you ensured local media coverage of 
the Local-VCD start-up (e.g. by writing a 
press release and providing information 
material about your organisation and the 
Local-VCD approach)? 


   


 
Checklist 
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Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


 
9 Have you evaluated and documented the 


results of the workshop as suggested 
under 3.4? 
 


   


10 Did you have a subsequent meeting with 
your team to plan the next steps? 
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Module 4: Focus group discussions & interviews 


A


Module 

4 


! 
ttention 


 


4.1 What are focus group discussions and interviews? 


The analysis of the value chain is done by conducting a series of focus group 
discussions and interviews with key value chain stakeholders and supporting 
industries and organisations. 


It is crucial for an Local-VCD project to include all value chain stakeholders to 
which the local target sector has a relation – and even a potential relation. These 
are small and medium enterprises as well as large companies (buyers and 
suppliers), exporters and international buyers, national (sector-specific) 
organisations and public authorities and institutions etc. – all outside of the local 
sector. 
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Focus group 
discussions 


Focus group discussions are workshops with several 
stakeholders of one particular level in the value chain. 
Usually these would be local entrepreneurs (e.g. cow farmers 
or collectors) who are more easily to contact and to invite for 
such a workshop. A series of card exercises and questions 
are used to assess strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats of this particular level as well as their relationship and 
interaction with other levels. 


Interviews Interviews are conducted with individual value chain 
stakeholders that are more difficult to reach through a 
workshop format. Such stakeholders would be for example 
large lead companies (buyers/suppliers), national retailers or 
exporters. Usually these interviews would be conducted 
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separately at the interview partners’ location. Such interviews 
need careful preparation, as the time of the interviewees is 
limited and reassurance for still open questions is difficult 
once the interview is over. Additionally, you will not only ask 
questions, but you also will have to provide information in 
order to win the interviewees’ support for your local initiative. 


With regard to your Action Plan this module will provide you with information to fill 
out Columns 3 and 4. However, you will also gather additional information which is 
relevant for the sector as such and turns the focus more to relationships and 
interaction between value chain stakeholders (and which cannot be necessarily 
attributed to specific levels in the chain). Your research will also provide you with 
some first ideas on how certain weaknesses and opportunities could be 
addressed (Columns 5 and 6), and who could play an important role in 
implementing your proposals (Column 7).  


 


Table 4.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Business 
support 
services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehol
ders) 


Weaknes
ses and 


opportuni
ties 


Causes 
for 


weaknes
ses 


Proposal
s to 


address 
weaknes


ses 


Activities Impleme
nting 


organisat
ion 


Time 
frame 


Expected 
outcome 


 Consum
er 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers Findings Cause(s)      


                              Focus group discussions & Interviews (VC Analysis) 


 


4.2 Why conduct focus group discussions and interviews? 


The purpose of focus group discussions and interviews (or the purpose of value 
chain analysis in general) is 


1. to identify market requirements and demand conditions and see whether 
local enterprises comply with these requirements – and if not: why not; 


2. to assess strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of 
individual levels in the value chain and of the value chain as a whole; 


3. to understand causes of problems that were identified at specific levels 
(and which might be related to other levels in the value chain) as well as 
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the local competitive advantage which opens up market opportunities for 
local enterprises; 


4. to assess the nature of relationships and interaction between a particular 
level and other value chain stakeholders (for example in form of embedded 
business services and the flow of information and knowledge); 


5. to analyse the availability and appropriateness of business support 
services and constraints in the policy and regulatory framework affecting 
the local sector;  


6. to get an idea of how possible interventions could help the local target 
sector to integrate successfully into the value chain and secure its market.   


 


4.3 How to conduct focus group discussions and interviews? 


The following section provides you with some instructions on how to conduct 
focus group discussions and interviews. For your value chain analysis you should 
however keep two rules in mind:  


1. Research serves the project – not the other way round. Means: focus on 
the information you really need and which is relevant to business 
stakeholders rather than wasting your and others’ time and resources. 
Keep it short and to the point! 


2. For this reason: Put on the hat of a business man (or woman). What would 
you want to know if you were a buyer or a supplier or a small producer? 
Sometimes the required information is simple: quality, quantity, delivery 
speed, price and reliability – these are some of the factors that count in 
business world! 


 


 


4.3.1 Whom to interview 


You need to conduct focus group discussions and interviews with as much value 
chain stakeholders as possible. There are mainly three restrictions:  


1. Your limited time frame (you have only 2 to 3 weeks for your research),  


2. a prioritisation on stakeholders to which the local target sector has some 
form of relationship and 


3. the geographic/national borders. 


Apart from business stakeholders in the value chain, you also need to conduct 
interviews with supporting organisations, business service providers, supply 
companies and retailers, authorities and relevant political decision makers. This is 
illustrated in the following figure: 
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Checklist 


Table 4.1: whom to interview 


Value Chain 
Stakeholders 


 
Buyers: Retail companies, exporters, local collectors, 
traders, lead firms/foreign buyers 
 
Suppliers: Supply companies, (local) supply retailers 
 
Local enterprises: SMEs & Large-scale enterprises 


Other enterprises (not-local producers) 


Business support 
services 


 
BDS providers: Consultants, training & skills, technical 
support services, banks & insurances 
 
Business association: Small business associations, 
chamber of commerce, national/regional industry bodies/ 
associations 
 
Other support services: Accreditation agencies, etc. 
 


Government 
officials & 
authorities 


 
Local administration: Responsible departments, extension 
services, head of local/ district administration 
 
National/regional administration: Responsible ministry, 
the minister himself, parliamentarian 
 


Public sector 
 
Institutions: Training & education, research & development 
 
NGOs & donor organisations 
 


 


Resources 


For Sri Lanka, the following organisations provide contact details and useful 
information about value chain stakeholders. You might want to use these sources 
in order to find interviewees.  


1. Export Development Board: The following website of the EDB gives sector 
specific contact details and is a must: www.srilankabusiness.com.   


2. National Chamber of Commerce: They have a ‘Directory of members’, 
which is available as hard copy and provides contact details of members. 
The names are ordered into sectors and business categories. Also look at 
the online directory, which makes the search much easier: 
http://www.nccsl.lk (look under ‘membership’ – ‘members’) 
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3. Federation of Chambers of Sri Lanka: The ‘Small Enterprise Developers ’ 
(SMED) is a project by FCCISL that has developed a database on SMEs 
in Sri Lanka. This database is administered in cooperation with UNIDO 
and is connected to similar databases of other countries. Contact Mr. 
Cooray (Tel: 011-2304253).   


4. Industrial Development Board: Through your local office of the IDB, you 
should also be able to access their national database on industrial sectors 
in Sri Lanka.  


 


 


4.3.2 Some logistical aspects 


When conducting your value chain analysis, you need to consider some logistical 
aspects:  


Time frame As indicated in Figure 1 (introduction to Part II) above, your 
value chain analysis (focus group discussions and 
interviews) should not take longer than two to three weeks. 


Travelling Since many value chain stakeholders (supply and retail 
companies, exporters etc.) are located outside of the local 
sector, you will have to plan some trips to other towns and 
cities. Personal interviews are always better than telephone 
interviews or email correspondence. 


Geographic 
scope 


Local-VCD is a local economic development project. This 
usually means that your interviews will end at the national 
border. However, you might be able to contact some foreign 
companies who are related to your target sector in some 
way to get information about international market 
requirements. 


Team work Delegate your work. Let your team members conduct 
interviews and focus group discussions on their own. The 
questionnaires provided in this section give some guidance 
– you can also design interview guidelines yourself. Just 
make sure that all interviews and discussions are well 
documented. 


  


4.3.3 Using the five triggers for Local-VCD as analytical framework 
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Tool 


The five triggers for value chain (see Figure 4.1) development serve as an 
orientation for the focus group discussions and interviews. Questions and card 
exercises will be directed to find out more about 
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System 
efficiency 


Access to information and knowledge, delivery time and 
reliability, flexibility, communication between value chain 
stakeholders and embedded business and customer 
services. 


Product quality 
& specifications 


Product design and quality, price and costs (value addition), 
market and buyer requirements, consumer trends, product 
presentation (packaging & advertisement). 


Product 
differentiation 
(competition) 


Main competitors, price and cost comparison, local 
competitive advantage/disadvantage, research & 
development, buyers’ appraisal of different (competing) 
suppliers. 


Labour 
practices 


Labour standards and wages (and other labour costs), 
gender equality, workplace security, motivation of workers, 
training and skills, organisation, self-employment. 


Business 
environment 


Business support services, availability and capacity of SME 
organisations, legal and regulatory framework. 


 


Figure 4.1: Triggers for Local Value Chain Development 
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4.3.4 Focus group discussions 


 


! 
Attention 


 
Tool 


Definition 


A focus group is a group discussion that gathers together people from similar 
backgrounds or experiences to discuss a specific topic of interest to the 
researcher. The group of participants are guided by a moderator (or group 
facilitator), who introduces topics for discussion and helps the group to 
participate in a lively and natural discussion amongst themselves. 


A focus group is not a group interview where a moderator asks the group 
questions and participants individually provide answers. The focus group relies 
on group discussion and is especially successful where the participants are able 
to talk to each other about the topic of interest. This is important as it allows the 
participants the opportunity to disagree or agree with each other. It can provide 
insight into how a group thinks about an issue, about the range of opinions and 
ideas, and the inconsistencies and variation that exist in a particular community 
in terms of beliefs and their experiences and practices. 


The discussion is usually "focused" on a particular area of interest. It does not 
usually cover a large range of issues, but allows the researcher to explore one or 
two topics in greater detail. 


Focus groups are also "focused" because the participants usually share a 
common characteristic. This may be age, sex, educational background, religion, 
or something directly related to the topic. This encourages a group to speak 
more freely about the subject without fear of being judged by others thought to 
be superior, more expert or more conservative. For example, young women may 
not be as forthcoming in their ideas and opinions in the presence of their mothers 
or mothers-in-law, as they might be if they participated in a group that excluded 
older women. 


For more information go to the following website from which the above text is 
quoted:  http://www.unu.edu/Unupress/food2/UIN03E/uin03e00.htm#Contents   


 


For your value chain research, focus group discussions will especially be useful 
when gathering information about the local target sector. Local small stakeholders 
of a particular business background (for example ornamental fish growers) are 
much easier to bring together into such a workshop format than large buyers, 
suppliers or exporters from outside the local sector.   


It is suggested, that you use a mix of card and question-answer (maybe with an 
accompanying questionnaire) exercises. Annex 2 provides you with a format for 
focus group discussions that has proven to be useful in previous Local-VCD 
exercises, and can serve you as guidance for your own focus group discussion. 
The combination of card exercises, Q&A and discussions should keep the 
workshop lively and interesting for participants. Maximum duration should be 2 
hours. 
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4.3.5 Interviews with key stakeholders and decision makers 


You will conduct a wide variety of interviews with different value chain 
stakeholders, representatives of organisations, business service providers, 
political decision makers, government authorities and extension officers etc. The 
interview form is particularly useful, when gathering information from stakeholders 
that are located outside of your local target sector. You will have to travel to meet 
them.  


Annexes 3 to 9 provide interview guidelines for different types of value chain 
stakeholders. They have been used in previous Local-VCD projects in Sri Lanka.  


Interviews need careful preparation, especially when you go to larger business 
stakeholders like retail chains, exporters, large supply companies etc. The 
following checklist helps you to prepare for your interviews.  


 


Checklist 4.1: Preparing for interviews 


Completed No. Task 
Yes No 


Remarks 


1 Objectives: Which value chain 
stakeholders are relevant for your local 
target sector? Make a list of stakeholders 
with whom you need to conduct separate 
interviews. 
 


   


2 Information: What kind of specific 
information do you require from the 
different stakeholders? Write the 
objectives for every interview behind the 
names in your list (e.g. Ornamental fish 
exporter – objective: information about 
grading, demanded varieties and quality 
standards). 
 


   


3 Method: kind of interview do you want to 
conduct? An open or a closed interview, 
or a mix of both? See Box 4.1 for 
explanation. It is good to have a 
questionnaire or an interview guideline. 
Write your most important questions down 
before the interview. Annexes 6-13 
provide examples for interviews with 
different value chain levels. 
 


   


4 Contact: Once you are certain about your 
objectives and method, pick up the phone 
and contact your interviewee to arrange 
for an appointment. Make sure you can 
briefly explain your project and objectives 


   


 
Tool 


 
Checklist 
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on the phone to catch the interest of your 
contact person.  
 


5 Documentation: Answers during the 
interview need to be documented for your 
analysis. In case of a closed interview 
where you use a questionnaire, answers 
are filled into a form. In the case of an 
open interview, you will have to take 
proper notes. It is best if you do not go 
alone – take someone with you so that 
you can concentrate on asking questions, 
while the other takes notes. Do not rely on 
your memory – take notes! 
 


   


 


Box 4.1: Interview methods 


 
 
Open interview 
form 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Closed interview 
form 
 


 
 
An interview with an open form allows your interviewee to 
freely formulate his answers without restrictions. As an 
interviewer, you have prepared a guideline for the 
interview (a list of important questions for which you seek 
an answer), which however leaves the answer open to 
your interviewee.  
 
An example: “What do you think of the new government 
policy towards import regulation of livestock? Does this 
have negative impact on your business?”  
 
An open interview form is appropriate, if you want to gather 
as much information as possible. It is often easier to get 
information this way, rather than pressing your 
interviewees into a format that does not allow them to 
express themselves freely.  
 
A closed interview would be based on a questionnaire and 
limits the interviewee to a set of answers. This form is 
especially useful, if you intend to bring answers of several 
interviewees (who have all been asked the same 
questions) into a statistical format. 
 
Example: “If you evaluate the performance of your 
suppliers along a scale of 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good), 
what mark would you give them for ‘quality’?”  
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Tool 


4.3.6 Star diagram 


The star diagram is a useful tool to assess your target sectors’ performance with 
respect to certain buyers’ requirements and compared to competitors. The 
assessment is done by the buyer himself within your interview.  


Though this tool has not yet been used successfully in previous Local-VCD 
exercises in Sri Lanka, it is highly encouraged to use it. When shown to local 
stakeholders at the results presentation (Module 6), it potentially functions as an 
‘eye-opener’, pointing out to specific problems that local enterprises have in 
fulfilling market requirements. It points out to necessary and specific changes. You 
should therefore make yourself and your core team familiar with the star diagram.     


 


Steps how to construct a star diagram:  


Step 1: 
Requirements 


What are the most important requirements that buyers have 
towards their suppliers? Stating the main requirements can 
often already be done after some initial research on the target 
sector (for example after the Start-up workshop). You could 
also ask the buyer himself during the interview: “What are your 
five main requirements towards ornamental fish growers” (if 
these are your target group). 


Examples for buyer requirements are: fast delivery, low price, 
high quality, modern design, freshness, reliability/regularity of 
supply, fast response time to orders, flexibility, hygienic 
packaging, labelling, traceability, compliance with international 
standards, good customer services, product information etc. 


Try to limit the selection of requirements to about five. If you 
have pre-selected the requirements prior to your interview with 
the buyer, you could reassure yourself during the interview, by 
asking whether the requirements have been identified 
correctly. 


Step 2: 
Competitors 


Who are the main competitors of your local target sector? 
From which other regions (within the country and even 
outside) does the buyer source his products? Ask the buyer 
during the interview to give the names of his 3-6 main sources. 
If you interview several buyers, it is better to pre-select some 
sources, in order to summarise all interviews into one star 
diagram later.  


If your local target sector is for example ornamental fish 
farming in Polonnaruwa, then competitors are: Anuradhapura, 
Negombo, Kalutara (in the country) and Singapore.   


Step 3: buyers’ 
confidence 


Now ask the buyer to evaluate the performance of your target 
sector and that of its competitors along a scale of 1 (very bad) 
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confidence to 5 (very good) by going through the main requirements.  


For example: “With regard to delivery time, how would you 
estimate the performance of ornamental fish farmers in 
Singapore … in Anuradhapura … in Kalutara … in Negombo 
… and in Polonnaruwa – using a scale of 1 to 5?” Note the 
answers down as shown in Box 4.2 below.  


 


Box 4.2: Example for a star diagram  


i 
Example 


Questionnaire Star diagram example 
 
Along a scale from 1 to 5, how do you assess the 
performance of your 4 most important suppliers* 
from different regions with regard to the following 
business criteria (make a cross for your answer):  
 


Weakness        Strength  


1 2 3 4 5 


Innovative 
design 


 a** B C,d  


Regular and 
reliable product 
quality 


 b C A d 


Price  a D B,c  


Delivery time  a B C,d  


Response time 
(from order to 
delivery) 


 d A B,c  


Flexibility: coping 
with small orders 


  a,b C,d  


Flexibility: coping 
with changes in 
large orders 


 a,d C  b 


 
 


* Even if your local target sector is not one of the most important suppliers, include it to this list! 


**India: a; Italy: b; Brazil: c; China: d. Could be done for competing national sectors or international sectors (as in 
example) 


 


Step 4: 
Evaluation 


A star diagram is easily constructed with an Excel programme 
(a template is available from Matthias Herr, Lesego@gmx.de). If 
you have interviewed several buyers, asking them the same 
questions above, you need to calculate the average mark for 
every performance criteria.  


For example: Delivery time – Buyer 1 gives your target sector 
a mark of 2, buyer 2 gives 3, buyer 3 gives 4 and buyer 4 
gives 2. The average mark for delivery time for your target 
sector would therefore be 2.75 (11/4). Do the same with 
competitors and other performance criteria. 


The star diagram gives very useful information. From diagram 
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above (Box 4.2) you can see for example that the local target 
sector can compete with India in terms of flexibility, but looses 
heavily in the other areas (especially in quality and price). 
Local stakeholders therefore need to improve their design and 
production methods in order to increase quality and reduce the 
price. The price and delivery time can also be further improved 
by avoiding unnecessary intermediaries along the value chain.  


Star diagram questions have been included in the sample 
questionnaires in Annex 3. However, you need to modify them 
to fit your purposes. 


 


4.3.7 Documentation and evaluation of results 


The results of every focus group discussion and every interview needs to be 
documented for the results workshop (next Module 5). It is suggested that you use 
one of the following documentation methods – or both of them: 


Results 
wallpaper by 
VC level 


Short after your interview/focus group discussion, write down 
your most important findings on to cards and stick them on a 
wallpaper under the heading of the particular value chain level 
(e.g. ‘supply companies’ or ‘Exporters’, etc.). Keep these 
wallpapers hanged in your offices as you add more 
information during your research. 


While writing your findings on to cards, think of strengths and 
weaknesses that you have identified as well as information 
regarding the five triggers for value chain development.  


Evaluation 
sheet 


 


Table 4.2 provides you with an evaluation sheet template. You 
can either fill out a hardcopy after every interview and focus 
group discussion, or if you use it as electronic version, you can 
continuously add information. In the latter case, you would 
then have one evaluation sheet for every level of the value 
chain (plus business service providers), in which you enter the 
results of several interviews and discussions. The sheet would 
then serve as a level-specific summary which you can use for 
your results workshop.    


In both cases, you need to be careful that essential information does not get lost. 
Apart from assessing strengths and weaknesses for particular value chain levels, 
you need to ensure that the five triggers for value chain development are reflected 
in your evaluation. 


As illustrated in Figure 1.3 (Part 1, 3), the most important question for which you 
have to find an answer is: 
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1. What are the market requirements and demand conditions for products 
from your local target sector? 


Then you need to answer the next question:  


2. Do producers of the local target sector comply with the market 
requirements? And if not: Why not? 


 


All the other questions are designed to find the reasons, why local producers find 
it hard to access markets; why they do not comply with market requirements. The 
five triggers are used as an analytical framework and it is essential that you keep 
in mind what they mean, when you document and evaluate your findings. 
Therefore 


3. ask yourself questions with regard to the triggers and try to answer 
them. Section 4.4.2 above serves as an orientation. For example when 
it comes to system efficiency, ask yourself: How do value chain 
stakeholders communicate with each other and how often? Does the 
buyer provide the supplier with information about market requirements? 
Etc. or with regard to product differentiation: Who are the main 
competitors? what is the local competitive advantage? How do local 
stakeholders preserve their advantages?  


 
Tool 


These are the questions you need to ask yourself, when either filling out your 
evaluation sheet (as in the template below), or when you write down your findings 
on to cards and stick them to a wallpaper. 
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Table 4.2: Template for evaluation sheet 
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Checklist 


4.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist helps you to prepare your value chain analysis and ensure 
that you achieve your objectives. 


 


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Have you interviewed stakeholders from all 
levels in the value chain? 
 


   


2 Have you also interviewed stakeholders 
related to the target sector (e.g. service 
providers, authorities, institutions etc.)? 
 


   


3 Have you made sure to collect information 
on the five triggers for value chain 
development? 
 


   


4 Have you conducted a focus group 
discussion with local business 
stakeholders? 
 


   


5 Have you carried out interviews outside of 
the local sector? 
 


   


6 Have you prepared your interviews in 
advance? 
 
 


   


7 Have you taken notes during the interviews 
and focus group discussions? 
 


   


8 Have you made evaluations after every 
interview and discussion? 
 


   


9 Have you used the star diagram? 
 
 


   


10 Have you invited all interviewees and focus 
group discussion participants and other 
stakeholder to the Results Presentation 
(Module 6)? The best is to give them 
invitations during the interview/discussion, 
rather than sending it later by post. 
 


   


11 Have you ensured that the findings have 
been documented well for the results 
workshop? 
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Module 5: Evaluation & Results Workshop 


A


Module 

5 


! 
ttention 


 


5.1 What is a Results Workshop? 


The Results Workshop is an internal meeting of your core and support team, 
where all findings of your interviews and focus group discussions are brought 
together, evaluated and formulated into proposals. By the end of this workshop 
you should have a set of proposals related to your target value chain, which 
address identified opportunities and weaknesses at different levels and help the 
local target sector to integrate itself into the market.  


The objectives of the Results Workshop can be summarised as follows:  


Identifying 
opportunities and 
constraints at 
different levels 


Based on the five triggers for value chain development and 
the results of your interview and focus group discussions, 
opportunities and constraints are related to different value 
chain levels and stakeholders.   


Mapping value 
addition (optional) 


The value addition along the value chain and contribution of 
individual levels (especially the share of your local target 
sector) and their cost structure is evaluated and mapped.  


Identifying value 
chain governance 
(optional) 


The way a value chain is governed, has an impact on the 
solution proposed. Therefore you need to identify 
governance structures which affect the ways in which value 
is distributed. 


Evaluating 
buyers’ 
confidence 
(optional) 


If you have managed to collect data for a star diagram (see 
Module 4.3.4), it will provide useful implications for your 
proposals. The findings reveal information about buyers’ 
confidence towards your local target sector and will 
therefore be discussed in the team. 
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Formulating & 
mapping 
interventions 


Having identified opportunities and constraints as well as 
governance structure and value addition, you will formulate 
interventions directly targeting different value chain levels 
and which can be implemented by local stakeholders. 


In this module you will finalise your Action Plan which is a useful tool to 
summarise findings and proposals on to one – or two – sheets of paper. An 
example of such an Action Plan has been given in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 as 
well as in section 5.3.6.  


 


Table 5.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Busines


s 
support 
services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehol
ders) 


Opportu
nities & 
constrai


nts 


Causes 
for 


constrai
nts 


Proposa
ls to 


address 
constrai


nts 


Activitie
s 


Impleme
nting 


organisa
tion 


Time 
frame 


Expecte
d 


outcome 


 Consum
er 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


Findings Cause(s)      


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers Findings Cause(s)      


                                           Results Workshop 


 


5.2 Why conduct a Results Workshop? 


The reasons for conducting a Results Workshop are given by the objectives 
stated above. The workshop itself is an internal team meeting (core and support 
team) at which the results of the value chain analysis are discussed and proposals 
are formulated. The proposals will then be presented in the Results Presentation 
(Module 6), where the stakeholders can take over responsibility for 
implementation.  


The Results Workshop is therefore an essential milestone on the road to high 
quality solutions for local value chain development.  


 


5.3 How to conduct a Results Workshop? 


The Proposals of your Results Workshop and the procedure during the workshop 
itself will depend to a great deal on your documentation of interviews and focus 
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group discussions (see previous Module 4.3.7). During the workshop you will use 
your evaluation sheets and results wallpapers as a basis for finding solutions to 
certain identified opportunities and constraints.  


The main component of the Results Workshop is the identification of opportunities 
and constraints along the value chain as well as the causes (point 5 and 6 on the 
suggested agenda). By adding further components such as the mapping of ‘added 
value’ along the chain, the star diagram and/or the identification of value chain 
governance, the quality but also the extent of the workshop can be increased. 
These optional components can either be prepared in advance by the team leader 
and serve as useful input to formulating proposals, or left away if insufficient 
information for their realisation has been gathered.  


The following agenda is suggested for the Results Workshop: 


 


No. Time Title Remarks 
1 15 


min 
Introduction: 
Target & means 
of Local-VCD 


The development of the local sector is primary 
target and the five triggers for value chain 
development are a means of achieving this 
target. See 5.3.1 below for explanation. 
  


2 45 
min 


Mapping value 
addition 
(optional or in 
advance) 


Mapping main cost factors and prices at 
different value chain levels provides useful 
information about competitiveness. Section 
5.3.3 provides instructions.  
 


3 30 
min 


Value chain 
governance 
(optional or in 
advance) 


The relationship between different value chain 
stakeholders has important implications for 
your proposals. You will therefore identify 
different governance types of individual chains 
into which your local target sector feeds.  
   


4  Star diagram 
(optional or in 
advance) 


Buyers’ confidence in the local sector 
compared to competitors has very useful 
implications for competitiveness. The star 
diagram should best be prepared in advance 
and then presented to the workshop 
participants. See Module 4.3.6 for explanation.  
  


5 1,5 h Identifying 
opportunities 
and constraints 
at different VC 
levels 


Using your evaluation sheets, notes and card 
wallpapers with the findings of your focus 
group discussions and interviews, you will 
analyse every value chain level separately in 
order to identify opportunities and constraints. 
See section 5.3.5.   
 


6 30 
min 


Identifying 
causes / 
reasons for 
constraints 


What are the reasons for constraints and 
problems (but also opportunities) identified at 
different levels of the value chain? Based on 
your findings, you will discuss causes and 
insert them into your Action Plan. See section 


 
Tool 
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No. Time Title Remarks 
5.3.5. 
 


7 1 h 


 


Once you have identified opportunities and 
constraints as well as the underlying causes 
you will formulate proposals. You will find 
however that already during your interviews 
and discussions, stakeholders will propose 
certain solutions themselves. It is often a 
matter of writing them systematically down. 
Section 5.3.6 provides instructions, examples 
and tools. 
 


8 30 h Completing the 
Action Plan 


Gathering initial information for the remaining 
columns of your Action Plan: Who could 
implement certain proposals? How long would 
it take? What would be the expected outcome? 
And how much would it cost? 
 


9 30 
min 


Preparing for the 
Results 
Presentation 


Delegating responsibilities to the team for the 
Results Presentation. Also presentations 
(Powerpoint, wallpaper etc.) need to be 
prepared.  
 


Total: 6 hours 
 


Formulating 
proposals and 
activities 


 


5.3.1 Before you start  


Before you start with the evaluation of the results of your focus group discussions 
and interviews, make sure that the objectives of the Local-VCD project are clear to 
everyone. Emphasise the following two targets (see Part I, 3: ‘What is local value 
chain development?’):  


 


Target 1: The local sector is primary target of the Local-VCD 


When looking at the results of your focus group discussions and interviews (in 
form of evaluation sheets and card wallpapers lying in front of you), always ask 
yourself: “How is this issue/opportunity/constraint related to my local target 
sector?” And when it comes to formulating proposals: “What can local 
stakeholders do to overcome these constraints (or to take advantage of the 
opportunities)?” Or: “How can local enterprises become more competitive in 
terms of meeting market requirements and how can local enterprises integrate 
themselves more effectively into value chains and markets in general?” 


 


! 
Attention 
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Target 2: Other levels in the value chain are only secondary target, but their 
relationship to the local sector is crucial 


All your proposals must have some relation to your local target sector! Of course 
you will also identify opportunities and constraints related to other value chain 
levels outside of the local economy. You should therefore classify your findings 
and proposals into ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ importance, because value chain 
stakeholder outside of the local economy might also show interest in your 
findings. Therefore, do not neglect them completely but put them second in your 
priority.  


In your proposals try to focus more on the relationship between other value chain 
stakeholders and your local target sector. How can local enterprises benefit from 
information and services of other value chain stakeholders? Which are the 
requirements that local enterprises need to fulfil if they want to supply a large 
company or exporter at the upper end of the chain? How can you better market 
the products/services of your local sector? And so on. These are the relevant 
questions to ask.  


However, take a look again at the example in Box 1.2 (Part I, 3). Solutions to 
local value chain development often lie outside the local economy. In order to 
upgrade the local target sector, you might have to work together with large 
companies (buyers or suppliers). You therefore carefully need to consider the 
options available to you.  


 


Once you have explained this to your team members, quickly rehearse the five 
triggers for value chain development (Part I, 4) as means to achieve your targets. 
It is helpful to orient your proposals along these five triggers.  


 


5.3.2 Some logistical aspects 


For the preparation of your Results Workshop, you need to consider some 
logistical aspects, of which a few are mentioned here:  


Time frame You need to calculate with one whole day for your Results 
Workshop. In some cases it has even taken one and a half 
days.  


Participants All team members – core and support team (see Module 
1.3.2) –need to attend. It is absolute essential that everyone 
who has conducted interviews and focus group discussions 
is present. Otherwise important knowledge and findings will 
be lost. Having the findings written on cards and evaluation 
sheets is not enough.   
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Required 
Equipment 


o A large Action Plan matrix on a wallpaper on to which 
cards can be posted as you fill out the remaining 
columns (see Table 5.1) 


o Your evaluation sheets and card wallpapers with the 
results of your focus group discussions and interviews 
(you could hang them to the wall in the workshop room) 


o Equipment and materials for card exercises (see Box 2.1 
in Module 2) 


o Food and beverages in order to make a long workshop 
as pleasant as possible 


o Perhaps a computer and a projector to show and 
prepare a Powerpoint presentation as well as summarise 
the findings and proposals into your Action Plan.  


 


 
Tool 


5.3.3 Mapping value addition (optional) 


Finding out about prices and costs at different value chain levels is an extremely 
difficult but just as useful task. Entrepreneurs are very reluctant to share this 
information and it requires a great deal of trust between you and the entrepreneur 
to get the required information. In the best case, you have even identified prices 
and costs of different levels of a competing value chain (as shown in Figure 1.2 in 
Part I).  


Because of the difficulty to achieve this task, it is presented here as an optional 
tool. But mind that it is a very useful instrument to show local value chain 
stakeholders, where they lack competitiveness in terms of costs and price. 


It is recommended to prepare the map in advance rather than within the Results 
Workshop. The finished map can then serve as an input for making proposals. 


Step 1: VC map Write down the different levels of your value chain next to 
each other as illustrated in Figure 5.1. You can also do this 
with cards on a wallpaper.  


Step 2: Adding 
cost information 


In order to be able to complete step 2 and 3, you must have 
gathered information on costs and prices already during your 
interviews and focus group discussions. If you have done so, 
use your notes and evaluation sheets (or filled out 
questionnaires) to fill in the main cost factors below each 
level of your value chain (e.g. ‘Electricity’, ‘shop rent’, ‘cow 
feed’ etc.).  


If your interviewees have even given you information on the 
amount of costs of the main cost factors, then add them to 
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the list (e.g. ‘Elactricity: LKR 1,500/month’, ‘shop rent: 
LKR10,000/month’ etc.).  


Step 3: Adding 
price 
development 


Above each level of your value chain, fill in the price at which 
the entrepreneur sells his product to the next level in the 
chain. The price increases as you advance further towards 
the end consumer. Also consider value added tax (VAT).   


 Note that you have to take one specific product in order to 
map the value addition. For example ‘a 100g chocolate bar’ 
as in the example below, or a ‘T-shirt’ as in the example in 
Figure 1.2 in Part I.  


 


Figure 5.1: Template for mapping value addition 


VC level 1 VC level 2 VC level 3 VC level 4  
Etc


Cost Factors 
 
 


 
 
 


Cost Factors
 
 


 
 
 


Cost Factors
 
 


 
 
 


Cost Factors
 
 


 
 
 


Selling Price 
 
 


Selling Price
 


Selling Price
 


Selling Price
 
 


 


An example is given already in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 in Part I. Figure 5.2 provides 
another example for the value addition of a chocolate value chain. In this example 
it is assumed that a 100g chocolate bar would cost the consumer 0.69 Euro. This 
chain only covers manufacturing and retail and was prepared by the McKinsey 
consulting company for the chocolate industry in Germany. 


i 
Example 
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Figure 5.2: Value addition of a standard 100g chocolate bar with a retail price of 0.69 Euro 


 
                                                                                     Administration, interest                                               Profit of the retailer 
  Ingredients                                       Logistics            2 cent                                            Rent, energy                            1 cent 
  18 cent*              Production            2 cent                                               Personnel       5 cent 


                     6 cent                                                        Taxes           8 cent                                              Administration 
                                                                                        1 cent                                                                  2 cent 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                            
                                      Packaging                                                                                 VAT 
                                      4 cent                                                               Stock                5 cent   
                                                            Advertisement, Mark
                                                            8 cent    
 
 
                                                                                   Produ


 
* of which 11 cent are paid for cocoa beans 


 
Source: McKinsey Wissen, 2004: 49 


 


5.3.4 Value chain governance (opt


Value chain governance is an ac
important implications for the su
relationships between value cha
intervention that you are proposing.
products dominates the market of sm
will take a different form than in 
competing against each other for loc


 


Box 5.1: A short excursion into Value


 
Dealing with value chains requires 
organised (or coordinated) and in p
relations). This is what is meant wh
chains display a variety of differen
of different forms of governance in 
for the question of upgrading, tha
higher value-added activities. 
  
Figure 5.3 illustrates different gove
The degree of power asymmetry in
between enterprises are indicat
relationships. The stronger the rela
the arrow.  
1. Many chains have a dominant p


the chain. The powerful playe
govern the chain. Lead firms 
other actors in the chain oper


i 
Information 


 


roducer                                     
                                     Profit of the p

eting                                                4 cent         


ction      Retail 


ional) 


ademic concept, which however can have 
ccess of your proposals. The nature of 
in stakeholders determines the type of 
 If for example a large manufacturer of dairy 


all local milk producers, then your proposals 
the case of several medium sized buyers 
al milk supply.   


 Chain Governance 


an understanding of how the value chains are 
articular, who has the say in the chain (power 
en referring to value chain governance. Value 
t “governance structures”, and the recognition 
global value chains has important implications 
t is to say, how enterprises can move into 


rnance types that can occur in value chains. 
creases from left to right. Loose connections 


ed by a thin arrow, as in market-based 
tionship between enterprises gets, the thicker 


layer who determines the overall character of 
rs are often called lead firms, who seek to 
often set and/or enforce terms under which 
ate. When a lead firm possesses extensive 
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control or even takes over direct ownership of parts of the value chain, we 
speak of hierarchical relationships. A central concern of value chain analysis 
is to understand the relationships between global lead firms and local 
producers – and the opportunities and constraints that result from entering 
such relationships. 


 
Figure 5.3: Types of Value Chain Governance 
 


  Source: Gereffi et al, 2003: 9  
 
2. In other chains there is intensive interaction, but the relationships between 


the enterprises are uneven. We would speak of more network-type 
relationships. These relationships include: a) modular relationships, where 
suppliers make products or provide services to a customer’s specifications, 
and tend to be highly competent with an ability to provide “turn-key” or “full-
package” services; b) relational relationships that are often complex 
interactions between buyers and sellers and often create mutual dependence 
and asset specificity; and c) captive relationships that are typical for 
situations where small suppliers are transactional-dependent on much larger 
buyers. Suppliers face significant switching costs and are therefore “captive”. 


 
3. Not all chains are governed by powerful lead firms. In some chains there is 


buying and selling (transaction) but little exchange of information and learning 
from each other (interaction). This type of value chain governance consists of 
market-based relationships, because the conditions of exchanging goods and 
services are negotiated daily on the basis of the market price. 


 


Quoted from: Matthias Herr (2006): An ILO guide for value chain analysis and upgrading, Geneva. 
See also www.globalvaluechains.org 


 


The following steps give you some advice on how you can identify value chain 
governance in your target sector. It is best to prepare the steps in advance and 
present the result to your team members during the Results Workshop.   
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Step 1: 
Construct 
alternative VC 
map  


Local enterprises of your target sector will not all supply into 
the same chain. Some will sell their products to exporters, 
others to collectors who again sell it to national retailers, and 
again others will sell their products on the local market.  


You therefore need an overview of the main individual chains 
into which your target sector feeds. Therefore construct a 
value chain map as described in Annex 1. It is useful to 
separate individual chains according to the size of 
companies/enterprises involved – as shown in the example 
below (Box 5.1) 


Step 2: Identify 
governance 


With the help of this value chain map, you will be able to 
identify different chains that are characterised by different 
types of stakeholders. Chains with large stakeholders that buy 
from (or supply to) the local sector usually tend to be more 
hierarchical than chains with only small and medium-sized 
stakeholders.  


In order to identify value chain governance, you must have 
already asked your interviewees during the focus group 
discussions and interviews about their relationship to your 
local target sector. Therefore use your evaluation sheets, 
notes and results wallpapers to find an answer. 


Step 3: 
Mapping VC 
governance 


You can note down the type of governance above every 
individual chain of your new value chain map. Present this 
map then to your team in the Results Workshop and quickly 
explain the different governance types. This will serve as a 
useful input for formulating proposals that address the different 
needs of different individual chains. 


 


Box 5.2: Example for the relevance of value chain governance 


A Local-VCD exercise on the dairy sector in Kurunegala (Sri Lanka) has 
demonstrated the relevance of value chain governance: Within the exercise, four 
individual chains that local milk producers supplied were identified: 1) small scale 
milk processing for the local market, 2) fresh milk delivery to local households, 3) 
large-scale milk processing for the national market and 4) medium sized milk 
processing for the regional market by a local cooperative.  


Each of these chains is governed in a different way: The chain with large-scale 
milk processing was dominated by Nestlé and Milko – two large companies that 
both have a wide supply and marketing network, whereas the small-scale milk 
processing is characterised through market-based relationships. Proposals were 
then developed to address the specific needs of these different value chains.     


 
Tool 


i 
Example 
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5.3.5 Identifying opportunities, constraints and causes 


Identifying the main opportunities and constraints and their causes is the objective 
of the Results Workshop before starting with the formulation of proposals. It is a 
group evaluation of the findings of your focus group discussions and interviews.  


For this purpose you need your evaluation sheets and/or the results wallpapers 
(see Module 4.4.5). For the workshop is highly recommended to have results 
wallpapers, with the main findings on cards, organised under a specific value 
chain level. However, you can also use the evaluation sheets – one for every level 
– and distribute copies to your team members.  


 
Tool 


The following steps help you to conduct this exercise:  


Step 1: 
opportunities 
and 
constraints 
(group work) 


If you have only evaluation sheets, divide your team into 
several small groups and give each group one or two 
evaluation sheets for a specific level. Ask them to discuss the 
findings (as documented on the sheet, from their personal 
notes and from what they remember) and write all 
opportunities and constraints on to cards. Every group gets a 
wallpaper for a specific level, on to which they can paste the 
cards. 


If you have documented your findings on to a results wallpaper 
already during your research, you can skip his step.  


Step 2: 
Clustering & 
prioritisation 


Ask the groups to cluster (or categorise) the opportunities and 
constraints on the wallpaper. Then hang up the wallpapers for 
individual value chain levels that document the main 
opportunities and constraints. Ask two members of each group 
to briefly present their findings. 


Give markers to every team member and ask them to priorities 
the identified opportunities and constraints for every level. For 
this, every team member has three votes for every level. 
He/she will come up to the wallpaper and put three bars on to 
three cards of his/her choice. This would be done for the other 
value chain levels as well.   


Once everyone has cast his/her votes, you will be able to 
identify the 3-5 most important opportunities and constraints 
for every value chain level.  


Step 3: Insert 
into Action 
Plan 


Take the 3-5 most important opportunities and constraints for 
every level, write them on to cards and paste these cards into 
your Action Plan wallpaper under ‘Opportunities and 
constraints’ (column 3, Table 5.1) 


Step 4: Causes Now go through the identified opportunities and constraints 
and ask your team members for the reasons/causes. Note 
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down the answers on cards and paste them into the column 
next to the opportunities and constraints (column 4, Table 5.1). 


 


Note that as a team leader, you are responsible to direct the team, by 
continuously pointing out to the five triggers for value chain development (see 
chapter 4, Part I).  


Intervene in group discussions, by asking related questions. For example “Does 
the buyer provide any training and information to his suppliers – why, or why 
not?” Or: “How long does it take the product to reach the final consumer? Why 
does it take so long?” Or: Are the available business support services 
appropriate for the needs of the sector? Why not?” Or: “How and how often do 
local enterprises communicate with their buyers? How much do they know about 
the market? Why is there a communication gap? Why do local producers not 
trust the buyers?” and so on. 


 


5.3.6 Formulating & mapping interventions 


After you have mapped the most important opportunities and constraints (5.3.4) 
the difficult part begins: You need to find answers on how to address the 
opportunities and constraints. This requires a certain degree of knowledge about 
upgrading solutions for value chain development as well as some creativity of 
mind.  


In order not to rely completely on your creativity and team knowledge, it is of 
utmost importance that you have already asked the stakeholders of your target 
sector themselves, how they think a solution would have to look like. The 
questionnaires in Annexes 5 to 12 have included such questions. Mostly, value 
chain stakeholders already have an idea of possible solutions. You should have 
noted these down in your evaluation sheets and notes.    


Therefore you should already have developed some ideas for proposals during 
your interviews and focus group discussions. It is maybe simply a matter of writing 
them systematically down:  


 
Tool 


Step 1: 
Explaining the 
rules 


Explain to your team, for what kind of examples you are 
looking: 1) they should be realistic and viable, b) quickly 
implementable by local stakeholders themselves, and c) if 
possible show quick and visible results. See also the LOCA 
guide for explanation.  


Step 2: 
Formulating 
general 
proposals 


Now look at your incomplete Action Plan (hanging as 
wallpaper for everyone to see) and go through the 
opportunities, constraints and causes one-by-one (or level-
by-level). Ask your team members: “How can we address 
this opportunity/constraint?” Also look at the suggestions 
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that stakeholders themselves have given during the 
interviews and focus group discussions.  


Gather the ideas on to cards and paste them into the column 
‘Proposals’ next to the ‘causes’ (column 5). Initially the 
formulation of proposals will be more general. For example: 
“Improve linkages between local dairy producers and 
processors”, or “improve access and availability of market 
information”.  


Step 3: 
Formulating 
specific 
activities 


Once you have formulated more general proposals, you 
need to get specific. For example: “How exactly are we 
going to improve access and availability of market 
information?” One proposal can contain several activities. 
Write down these activities on to cards and paste them into 
the column next to the proposals (column 6).  


Table 5.2 provides some examples, tools and ideas for 
activities that could be formulated in the context of value 
chain development. Section 5.3.5 gives an example for a 
complete Action Plan.  


Note that value chain interventions should seek primarily for private sector 
solutions and should be strictly market oriented. Therefore the ownership of 
initiatives should and activities as proposed in your Action Plan should be 
handed over to private business stakeholders.  


Government authorities and officials should only get involved where they play an 
important role: in creating an enabling business environment for the development 
of your target sector. Figure 1.4 in section 4.5, Part I summarised the areas 
which are of concern to government authorities and officials.   


Also note that most proposals can not anymore be made specifically for a 
certain level in the value chain, since they primarily target the local sector and its 
relationship to other value chain levels. In the example in Section 5.3.5, the 
division between value chain levels has therefore been given up from column 5 
(‘proposals’) onwards.   


Step 4: 
Completing the 
Action Plan 


Columns 7 to 9 (Table 5.1) still remain empty in your Action 
Plan. Of these remaining columns, column 9 ‘Expected 
Outcome’ is most important. Ask your team “If we implement 
these activities, what will be the expected outcome?” Or: 
“What is the goal which we are trying to achieve with this 
proposal?” Note down the answers on to cards and paste 
them next to the respective proposals. Section 5.3.6 
provides an example.  


The columns on ‘time frame’ and ‘implementing organisation’ 
can not yet completely be filled out. In fact one of the 
objectives of your Results Presentation (see next Module 6) 
is to find stakeholders who take over responsibility for 
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implementing certain activities. However, some proposals 
target specific stakeholders, such as certain authorities. You 
can already fill in some names or organisations, as has been 
done in the example below. 


For the time frame you can already give an educated guess, 
but this also has to be discussed with the implementing 
organisation in the Follow-up of your Local-VCD project 
(Module 6)  


The following table summarises some possible solutions that take into 
consideration the five triggers for value chain development. However, every Local-
VCD project is different and requires distinct solutions that fit the needs of your 
target sector. The solutions below therefore only give you an idea of what is 
possible.   


 


Table 5.2: Possible value chain upgrading solutions (for Sri Lanka)  


1. Building Linkages 


1.1 Buyer-Seller 
Forums 


Buyer-seller forums are gatherings of business people to 
display or trade products and services, to exchange 
business ideas, introduce new technologies and services 
to the market, establish new business contacts and 
relationships, initiate new contracts, find business 
partners etc. Buyer-Seller Forums can have different 
forms, for example:  


o Large business fairs/exhibitions. Enter-Growth has 
experience in organising such MSE fairs at local 
level. However, fairs can only be effective if a 
relatively large number of sellers also meet a 
relatively large number of buyers. They do not work in 
the case of highly concentrated markets (e.g. with 
large lead firms or even a monopolist dominating the 
value chain) 


o Smaller and informal forums. Examples include 
inviting a large buyer to the local sector to give a 
presentation on his business; business lunches, 
dinners and receptions;  


1.2 Business 
partner 
databases 


1. SMED-UNIDO “Sub contracting & Partnership 
Exchange (SPX)”, www.smed.lk (go to “projects” 
then “SPX Sri Lanka”), contact Mr. Cooray 
(Manager), projsmed@slt.lk, +94-11-304287/9. 


SPX is a centre for Industrial Subcontracting and 


i 
Information 
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Partnership between main-contractors, suppliers and 
subcontractors. This centre compiles technical and 
other and information on potential and existing sub-
contractors and main contractors. The SPX also 
facilitates matchmaking between main contractors 
and subcontractors on specific requirements. It is 
linked to 62 other international centers in 31 
countries, and therefore offers good opportunity for 
SMEs to find international buyers/suppliers. 


2. EDB Website, www.srilankabusiness.com  


The website has an “e-market place” for different 
sectors. Within the categories (e.g. “fruits and 
vegetables”) you will find different products at offer 
and – most importantly – the name of the 
vendor/exporter. This is useful information to link 
local SMEs to export markets.   


3. Chambers of Commerce, member directories, also 
www.nccsl.lk  


The national chamber of commerce Sri Lanka has 
just recently published a directory of members. This 
directory offers a list of member companies together 
with short profiles. Local chambers of commerce 
should also have such directories – maybe less 
sophisticated. Also check out www.nccsl.lk – go to 
“members”, then “corporate members” – the online 
database here will allow you to find businesses 
operating in specific sectors – also a useful tool for 
business partner search.  


1.3 “System 
Integrators” 


Sri Lankan Guide on small business associations in 
preparation by Mr. Amarapale, contact 
ar@entergrowth.com  


It is often difficult for SMEs to access new markets 
individually, because as such they a) do not have 
bargaining power, and b) often cannot alone meet the 
buyers’ requirements for quantity, quality, delivery time, 
reliability, flexibility etc. 


It is therefore one of the most immediate steps in vale 
chain development to organise SMEs. This can take 
different forms: business associations, cooperatives, 
franchise businesses, temporary interest groups, 
chambers etc. These Small Business Associations (SBA) 
can therefore act as “System Integrators” for SMEs – 
means: help them to integrate into value chains more 
effectively. 


SBAs can a) improve bargaining power of SMEs (e.g. in 
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negotiating discounts for supply goods through bulk 
purchasing, or negotiating collectively with buyers), b) 
improve marketing and distribution of SMEs’ products 
and services, and c) deliver services to members (such 
as trainings, shared machines, consultancy etc.) 


1.4 Linking local to 
national 
business 
associations 


Development agencies and BDS providers often build up 
SBAs at the local levels without considering their 
relationship to other associations. It is however important 
to link local and national associations to create 
“economies of scale” through knowledge transfer and 
also access to improved services. This will enhance the 
capacities of SBAs at the local levels. 


Encourage SMEs to become members in national 
associations (for example the “Association for Small and 
Medium Enterprises in Tourism Sri Lanka” (ASMET)) 


Link local SBAs for a particular sector with national roof 
organisations (for example the informal guide association 
of A’pura with the National Tourist Guide association). 
This could be initiated by simply inviting members of both 
associations to a round table.  


1.5 Public-Private-
Partnership 
(PPP) 


Public institutions and authorities in Sri Lanka often 
advice SMEs on business matters without having an 
understanding of how the private sector and markets 
function as such. Mutually beneficial communication 
between private and public sector therefore is essential in 
a) improving business environment and services 
delivered to the private sector, and b) keeping the private 
sector informed about relevant laws and regulations.  


MSE forums at district level (in which Enter-Growth has 
substantial experience) are such a PPP. In the long-run, 
these forums could be institutionalised on a permanent 
basis to facilitate dialogue between private and public 
stakeholders. 


1.6 Value Chain 
Management 
through 
stakeholder 
groups 


 


For effective (target-oriented) and efficient (economic) 
value chain management, it is necessary for business 
partners along the value chain to meet and discuss 
matters of their particular value chain. Starting from the 
results presentation a “Value Chain Core Group” (VCCG) 
could be formed by representatives of different levels of 
the value chain. This core group can help a) to set 
business targets, b) to monitor implementation and 
progress of proposals, c) plan and carry out a pilot 
project (within three months). This Core Group could be 
planned as temporary body, but may also become 
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permanent, if stakeholders perceive it as beneficial.  


Experiences with VCCGs have been made by the GTZ 
Value Chain Promotion Component. Contact Dr. Peter 
Richter, richter@sltnet.lk, +94-11-4737502 


1.7 Sub-
contracting 


Sub-contracting is a way by which larger enterprises 
outsource parts of their production to smaller enterprises. 
Often the large enterprise would provide training, 
equipment, continuous advice and even financial support. 
This way, knowledge and information about new 
technologies can be transferred to SMEs at local level. In 
order for larger companies to invest in a local sector 
through sub-contracting, certain pre-conditions need to 
be given. An local investment promotion unit of a 
development agency can support SMEs in establishing 
these pre-conditions.   


2. Market access, Market requirements and demand conditions 


2.1  Standards, 
certifications 
and norms 


Standards, certifications and norms are often barriers for 
SMEs to access new markets (especially export 
markets). For example, many small and medium-scale 
farmers of fruits and vegetable ca not export their 
products to the European market because they do not 
comply with hygienic standards (HACCP). It is therefore 
essential that information on such market requirements 
also reaches the lower levels of the value chain.  


The GTZ Value Chain Promotion Component has done 
some substantial work in this area. Mr. Bernhard 
Hettiarachchi is an expert for international market 
standards. He has developed Good Agricultural Practices 
(GAP) and Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) for the 
Spices Sector in Sri Lanka and is working as a consultant 
in this area. He will be a good contact: GTZ VCP, Tel: 
+94-11-4737502, hettiarachchi@sltnet.lk.   


2.3 Learning-by-
visiting 


Many rural small enterprises perform badly, because the 
entrepre-neur does not know it better. Exposure visits to 
business stakeholder with good business practices that 
use new technologies and production procedures often 
has the effect of an eye-opener.  


For example in the case of the Polonnaruwa ornamental 
fish sector, it was suggested to visit a large producer and 
exporter in Colombo together with a group of OF growers 
from the local sector. The Local-VCD had met and 
interviewed the large producer during its research and 
was impressed by the advanced technology and the 
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scale of production.  


2.4 Market 
research 


Knowing about the market requirements and demand 
conditions (especially consumer trends) is essential for 
competitiveness and enterprise growth. The Local-VCD 
project does not replace a proper market analysis. You 
might therefore think of conducting a market research or 
contract a service provider to do one.  


In Vietnam for example, Oxfam (Hong Kong) has 
conducted a thorough international market research for 
furniture made of Bamboo. International designers were 
invited to develop new designs, and products of 
competitors (especially from China) were carefully 
analysed. For further information contact: John Marsh, 
Oxfam in Vietnam: johnm@ohk.org.vn, 
www.oxfam.org.hk.      


2.5 Buyer/customer 
feedback 


Communication between buyer and seller is important. 
SMEs of ten lack the market feedback and therefore do 
not improve their products and services according to new 
market trends.  


In the Local-VCD project on the tourism sector in 
Anuradhapura, it was for example suggested to hand out 
feedback papers to trained guides, who would then ask 
their customers (tourists) for their opinion. The guides 
would then give the filled out feedback papers back to the 
tourism information centre for evaluation.   


3. Embedded services (costumer services) 


3.1 Increasing 
promotional 
activities of 
suppliers in 
rural areas 


Lack of information on new technologies and input goods 
is often a problem in rural areas. Suppliers should 
therefore be encouraged to introduce their products and 
services in rural areas and remote towns. This can be 
done in several ways: 


o Road shows: marketing personnel for supply 
companies would travel to rural areas with samples of 
their products and introduce them to potential buyers. 


o Small outlets/agents/sub-contracting: Suppliers 
should be encouraged to open outlets where there is 
a potential customer basis. This could be done 
through sub-contracting of franchising (see 3.3). 


o Presentations: suppliers could be invited (e.g. by the 
business chamber) to give a presentation on their 
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products and services before potential buyers.  


o Small fairs/exhibitions: see 1.1 


3.2 Improving 
customer 
services of 
suppliers 


Suppliers of various input factors (e.g. of fertilisers, 
pesticides and seeds for farmers) often provide customer 
services such as training on how to use the equipment, 
maintenance services, information on new technologies 
and products, advice on business related matters (e.g. on 
cropping), etc. They are therefore an important source of 
information and knowledge for local stakeholders.  


A case example from Bangladesh shows that increasing 
the capacity and outreach (means: improving the 
customer services) of suppliers in rural areas helps to 
improve productivity and income of small stakeholders. In 
this particular example, the development agency 
cooperated with a large agriculture supplier to provide 
training to small and rural suppliers on how to use 
fertilisers, pesticides and seeds in a correct way and on 
how to advice their customers (small farmers) on these 
matters. As a result, the trained small suppliers could 
improve their image amongst farmers and increase their 
sales. Those farmers who received advice from the 
trained suppliers could also increase the quality of their 
products as well as productivity.   


The case study is available from Enter-Growth office in 
Colombo, please contact Roel Hakemulder, 
rh@entergrowth.com.  


3.4  Media An example from Uganda shows that embedded services 
can be promoted through media: The ILO project there 
published information on radio and in newspapers about 
what kind of services larger companies would provide to 
their buyers and suppliers. This information is essential 
for small enterprises, if they also are to benefit form such 
services.  


The case study is available at Enter-Growth Office in 
Colombo, please contact Matthias Herr, lesego@gmx.de. 
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5.3.7 Example: Action Plan for ornamental fish sector in Polonnaruwa (Sri Lanka)  


BDS Value Chain Opportunities Problems Causes Proposals Activities Expected 
outcome 


Implementing 
organisation 


 
EDB, NAQDA, 
NCP Ministry of 
Fisheries, 
National 
Ministry of 
Inland 
Fisheries, IDA 
NCP 
 


 
Exporters 


 
Interviewed:  
- Aquamarine 
- North-West 


Aquarium 
- Negombo 


Aquarium 
- Aqauworld 
- Tetra 


 
- SL market share in world is 


about 5% 
- International exhibitions 
- Many exporters available in 


Colombo and Negombo 
- EDB website and 


promotional activities (one 
appointed officer for the 
sector) 


- NAQDA training and 
breeding centre facilitates 
export varieties and 
standards 


 
- Only  about 3% of OF fro 


Pol. are exported 
- Varieties from Pol. are not 


suitable for export markets 
- Low quality of OF from Pol. 


(diseases) 
- Information on exporters not 


available to OF growers in 
Pol. 


- Customer clearance at 
aiport too long (3h wait + 2h 
transport + 1h packing = 
time wasted in Colombo) 


- Packaging can keep oxegen 
only for 2-3 days 


 


 
- Lack of awareness about 


export market requirements, 
quality standards & grading 
amongst growers 


- Insufficient quality control at 
farm level 


- Knowledge and skills of OF 
growers not sufficient to 
meet demand for quality 
products 


- No R&D for new export 
varieties 


- Lack of official recognition  
no priority setting for 
perishable products 


- Lack Communication 
between exporters and 
growers  


 
 
  


Retailers 
 
Interviewed:  
- Negombo 


Aquarium 
- North-West 


Aquarium 
- Tertra 
 


 
- growing national market – 


97% of OF are for the 
national market 


- NAQDA promotes OF also 
on consumer level (e.g. 
training for household 
aquarium) – on national and 
international level 


- Exhibitions (EDB Aquarama, 
Min Visitara) 


- NAQDA information centre 
- Growing supply from 


growers in SL (although 
meaning higher competition 
on national market) 


 
- low quality of OF from 


Pollonaruwa 
- high mortality (diseases, 


packaging, transport) 
- long delivery times for OF 


from Pol. to Colombo (due 
to harassment by police) 


- Supply from Pol. is 
unreliable 


- High transport costs 


 
- Lack of technical know-how 


of growers 
- Most growers only work 


part-time – now 
specialisation 


- Growers often change 
collectors/buyers (no long-
term business relationships) 


- War  checkpoints  long 
delivery time 


- Mortality: lack of medicals, 
no seasoning at grower 
level, packaging and 
transport 


- Lack of communication and 
info about market 
requirements  


 


 
1) Improve access 


and availability of 
information (esp. 
on market 
requirements) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) Improve 


knowledge and 
skills of OF 
growers, 
collectors and 
hatcheries 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
- Establish an information centre for 


OF in Pollonaruwa that provides 
regularly updated information to all 
stakeholders (incl. buyers) 


- Information booklet on hatcheries, 
growers, collectors, retailers, 
exporters (incl their requirements) 
and BDS providers 


- Regular events/lectures/ 
workshops to which retailers, 
exporters, suppliers and BDS 
providers are invited to provide 
training and information 


 
 
- Exposure visits to NAQDA 


breeding/training centre, large 
exporters and retailers (if possible 
even to Singapore) 


- Organising training by exporters 
and retailers. Also disseminate 
information about their support 
services 


- Strengthen linkages between 
NAQDA training centre and OF 
sector in Polonnaruwa 


- Provide certificate/ID-card for 
NAQDA trained OF producers and 
make info available to buyers (could 
also be a precondition for official 
support, bank loans etc.) 


- Training growers: farm 
management, quality control & 
improvement (selection, grading), 
concrete pounds, new varieties, 
feed (brine shrimps) & feeding 
cycles, harvesting methods and 
post-harvest treatment (incl. 


 
Availability of 
information on 
market 
requirements & 
demand conditions, 
training courses, 
business services, 
contacts details, 
events, products 
etc. 
 
 
 
General: better 
knowledge about 
technology, 
management, 
requirements, 
quality, product 
specifications etc. 
 
Specific: regular 
participation of 
stakeholders at 
NAQDA training   
 
Product: Improved 
quality, new
varieties, better 
services, cost 
efficiency 
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BDS Value Chain Opportunities Problems Causes Proposals Activities Expected 
outcome 


Implementing 
organisation 


  
Collectors 


 
Interviewed:  
- Basil Fernando 
- Shante 


Rubesinghe 
- A. Jayaratne 
- S. Pattiranu 
- Wimalasiri 
- Wewettennu 


Farm 


 
- Collectors have market 


linkages and information 
- Good collectors provide 


support services 
- Some do seasoning of OF 
- Collectors are the first step 


in quality control 


 
- Strong mistrust between 


collectors/buyers and 
growers (about quality and 
price) 


- Wrong transportation and 
packaging 


- Transport often done too 
fast after harvesting (no 
seasoning and medical 
treatment) 


- Lack of information about 
farms/collectors 


- Too many bad collectors 
- Harassment through police 


at checkpoints increases 
delivery time and transport 
costs 


 


 
- lack of information and 


communication 
- lack of organisation of 


growers (no bargaining 
power, no scale, no 
information dissemination)  


- Lack of own collection 
system of small growers 


- Growers have no own 
seasoning tanks (increases 
dependency) 


- no official recognition (Police 
has no prioritisation at check 
points) 


- no proper training on 
handling after harvest 
(seasoning) 


 
Irrigation 
Department, 
SEEDS, 
NAQDA, IDB, 
OF Association, 
Mahaweli 
Authority, 
Chambers of 
Commerce, 
Rajaratha 
Development 
Bank, SME 
Bank, NAQDA 


 
Growers 


 
 


 
- Increasing supply basis 


(estimated 2000 ponds) in 
Pol.  good for buyers, 
although more competition 
amongst growers   


- Good environmental 
preconditions 


- Availability of natural feeds 
(e.g. blood worms) 


- NAQDA information centre 
for (intl.) buyers 


- NAQDA training and 
breeding centre 


 


 
- Market access for small 


growers (seasonality, low 
prices) – mistrust towards 
buyers/collectors 


- Knowledge and skills about 
OF farm management 


- Lack of market orientation 
- Use of low quality breed and 


supply inputs 
- Lack of organisation 
- Not supportive government 


(esp. irrigation) policies 


 
- communication gap between 


buyers and growers 
- lack of professional training 


(also lack of readiness to 
being trained) 


- Information gap: Lack of 
awareness of opportunities 
and available facilities 


- No official recognition (focus 
is on paddy production) 


- OF is mainly Informal 
business 


 
 
 


 
NAQDA  


Hatcheries 
 
 


 
- Big market in Pol. 
- Training & breeding centre 
- 20 breeders in district 
- private laboratory planned at 


28 mile post 
- Exporters in Colombo, 


Negombo develop own 
breeds and import quality 
parental stocks 


 
- Low quality of breeding 
- Lack of technology 
- Limited varieties 
- Not available R&D 


(experiments) 
- Wrong feeding methods 


(brine shrimps) 


 
- no quality control system 
- lack of 


technology/knowledge 
- wrong feed and feeding 


practices 
- Lack of linkages to a) 


NAQDA centre and b) large 
producers 


- No information system 
- Lack of awareness for 


business opportunities  
 


 
3) Strengthening 


organisation of 
small OF growers 
and improve 
capacity & 
services of their 
organisation 


 
 
 
 
 
 
4) Improve official 


recognition and 
promotion of OF 
sector 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5) Improve industry 


supply and 
availability of 
financial 
resources (inc. 
insurance) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


seasoning, medical treatment etc.) 
- Training collectors: post-harvest 


handling, packaging & transport 
 
 
- Training for association member 


on SBA a capacity building 
- Improving services to members: 


info events, training, exposure visits, 
newsletter etc. 


- Discourage political interference 
- Promote divisional specialisation on 


specific varieties – association acts 
as roof organisation for divisional 
groups 


- Strengthening lobbying capacities 
towards policy makers 


 
 
- Make irrigation department aware 


of the needs of the sector 
- Declare Pollonaruwa district a 


special economic zone for OF (tax 
benefits for investors, subsidies for 
nets & equipments, provision of 
land, priority treatment at 
checkpoints etc.) 


- Bring forward nylon net problem to 
GA  DGP  national EDB forum 


- Discuss police harassment 
problem with chief of police 


 
 
- Make development banks (esp. 


SME Bank) aware of sector in 
Pollonaruwa and their needs (e.g. 
for cement tanks) 


- Make supply companies aware of 
business opportunities in 
Pollonaruwa (to send permanent 
agents of open retail shops) 


 
 
- Train supply retailers to improve 


customer services (e.g. dosage of 
chemicals) 


- Organise promotional/ information 
presentations for supply 


 
Improved 
bargaining power 
of small growers, 
internal collection/ 
seasoning system, 
official awareness 
through lobbying, 
better services for 
members 
 
 
 
 
Improved water 
supply 
Financial benefits 
and public support 
 
 
 
Continued use of 6 
inch nylon nets 
Stop of 
harassments 
 
 
Improved credit 
facilities for OF, 
more investments 
for quality 
improvement,  
 
 
 
 
Availability of more 
specialised supply 
for OF farming, 
better customer 
services by supply 
retailers 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
ILO Enter-Growth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OF association 
 
GA 
 
 
 
 
GA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAQDA training 
centre 
 
 
 
 
 
ILO Enter-Growth 
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BDS Value Chain Opportunities Problems Causes Proposals Activities Expected 
outcome 


Implementing 
organisation 


 
NAQDA  


Suppliers 
 
Interviewed:  
- Lanka Medicals 
- Mr. Wimalasiri 
- Tetra 
- Negombo 


Aquarium 
- Prima dealers 
- Rice mill 


owners 
- North-West 


Aquarium 
- NAQDA 
 


 
- growing market in 


Pollonaruwa supply 
equipments 


- suppliers are willing and 
ready to come 


- Wholesalers from Colombo 
ready to support new supply 
retailers on 2-month credit 
basis  


 
- No presence of special OF 


supply agents/ retail shops 
- High costs due to long 


transport from Colombo 
- lack of 


knowledge/information 
about industry and its needs 
and requirements 


- Price variation amongst 
supply retailers 


- Suppliers only interested in 
selling quantity 


- Government plans to ban 4-
inch nylon nets (used to 
cover ponds) 


- Lack of water supply 


 
- Information gap between 


suppliers and growers 
- Suppliers are not aware of 


growing sector with market 
potential and supply needs 


- Oligopoly of few retails in 
Polonnaruwa 


- Water/nets: interest conflict 
between inland fisheries and 
OF 


- Lack of industry lobbying  
- Insufficient customer 


services (e.g. giving advice 
on proper use of chemicals) 


 
 
6) Introducing new 


and high quality 
OF varieties to 
Pollonaruwa 
(additional 
activities) 


 
 
 
 
 
7) Increase trust 


and promote 
formalisation of 
relationships 
between buyers 
and growers 
(additional 
activities) 


 
 


companies in Pollonaruwa 
(subsidies could be provided) 


- Explore private sector alternatives 
for nylon net problem (e.g. 
subsidised greenhouse nets) 


- Invite OF suppliers to SME fair, 
Pul.Nav. 


- Link interested retailers to OF 
wholesalers in Colombo that 
provide 2-month start-up credit 
basis 


 
 
- Promote selling of quality breed 


stocks as business opportunity 
amongst existing 20 hatcheries in 
Pollonaruwa 


- Training hatchery owners at 
NAQDA training centre: breeding 
and selling new varieties for export 
(especially from SL) 


- Link hatchery owners in 
Pollonaruwa to large retailers and 
exporters with own breeding 
facilities (exposure visits) 


 
 
- Promote formal business 


agreements/ contracts between 
growers and buyers for mutual 
benefit (improve reliability of supply 
for buyers, improve price and 
support services for growers)  


 
 
More varieties, 
higher quality, 
increased exports 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Improved 
relationships 
(trust), better 
embedded services 
 
 
 


 
 
NAQDA 
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5.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist will help you to prepare for your Results Workshop and 
achieve the objectives as mentioned in Section 5.1.  


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


Preparation 
1 Value-added (5.3.2): Have you prepared a 


map that illustrates the value addition 
along the VC in advance? (in case you 
have the information required). Make a 
print-out for the workshop. 
 


   


2 Governance (5.3.3): Have you prepared 
the alternative value chain map (Annex 1) 
and identified value chain governance for 
individual chains? Make a print-out for the 
workshop.  
  


   


3 Documentation: Have you prepared your 
evaluation sheets and results wallpapers 
(see 4.4.5) that document the findings of 
your interviews and focus group 
discussions? 
 


   


4 Participation: Have you invited all team 
members – core and support team – to the 
workshop? Are all active members 
participating? 
 


   


5 Time frame: Have you ensured that every 
team member has time for a full-day 
workshop? 
 


   


6 Logistics: Do you have all equipment and 
materials as described in 5.3.2? 
 


   


7 Workshop procedure: Have you prepared 
an agenda? Are you sure about the 
procedure – from evaluation of findings to 
formulating proposals? 
 


   


8 Action Plan: Have you prepared a large 
Action Plan wallpaper that you can use 
during the workshop? 
  


   


Workshop 
9 Are all participants informed about the 


objectives of the Local-VCD Results 
Workshop? 
 


   


10 Have you filled out the Action Plan by first    


 
Checklist 
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Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


looking at opportunities and constraints, 
then causes, then Proposals, then 
Activities and finally expected outcome? 
 


11 Did you use your evaluation sheets, results 
wallpapers and personal notes during the 
workshop? 
 


   


12 Have you as a team leader ensured 
through constant intervention and 
moderation that the five triggers of value 
chain development are considered for the 
formulation of proposals? 
 


   


13 Have you delegated responsibilities for the 
Results Presentation and prepared 
handouts and other presentation materials 
(e.g. Powerpoints)? 
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Module 6: Results Presentation and follow-up 


A


Module 

6 


! 
ttention 


 


6.1 What is a Results Presentation and follow-up? 


The Results Presentation is the end and beginning at the same time: It is the 
formal end of your Local-VCD series of workshops, interviews and exercises and 
presentation of your findings and proposals, but the beginning of local value chain 
development.  
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Presentation of 
findings and 
proposals 


At the Results Presentation you will present the findings of your 
Local-VCD research (Module 4 and 5) as well as the proposals 
and activities to address the identified opportunities and 
constraints. Your Action Plan will serve as a summary and 
basis for discussion.   


Beginning of 
Local-VCD 


Local value chain development itself only starts with the 
Results presentation. The most important objective of your 
presentation is to stimulate a discussion on the basis of your 
Action Plan and to motivate stakeholders to take over 
responsibility for the implementation of certain activities. The 
important question is: “Who does what and when?” In the best 
case, you will be able to fill out column 7 ‘Implementing 
Organisation’ in your Action Plan.  


Follow-up After the presentation comes the follow-up. Most probably you 
will not be able to get direct commitment for the implementation 
of specific activities by the stakeholders – but you will get a lot 
of approval and expression of support. Contact the participants 
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and stakeholders again and discuss with them about their role 
in the implementation of certain proposals.   


The Results Presentation will be attended by all value chain stakeholders – 
including also business stakeholders from outside and at the upper (or lower) end 
of the chain, plus business service providers, political decision-makers and 
government officials and representatives of authorities. Media should be invited to 
cover the presentation. This will also serve as an incentive for top-level officials 
and business stakeholders to attend the presentation.  


 


Table 6.1: Action Plan 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Busines


s 
support 
services 


Value 
chain 
(key 


stakehol
ders) 


Opportu
nities & 
constrai


nts 


Causes 
for 


constrai
nts 


Proposa
ls to 


address 
constrai


nts 


Activitie
s 


Impleme
nting 


organisa
tion 


Time 
frame 


Expecte
d 


outcome 


 Consum
er 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Retailers 
 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Wholesal
ers 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Producer 
 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Collector 
 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Farmers 
 


Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 


BDS, 
SBAs… 


Suppliers Findings Cause(s) Proposal
s 


Activities Name Time Outcome 
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6.2 Why do a Results Presentation and follow-up? 


The reasons for conducting a Results Presentation can be summarised in three 
words: publicity, motivation and commitment.   


Publicity The Results Presentation has – similar to the Start-up Workshop 
(Module 3) – a strong publicity function. Why not start local value 
chain development with a big bang?! For everyone to know that 
something is happening and to commit stakeholders for taking 
action on certain proposals. This underlines the importance of 
inviting local media to the event.  


Motivation Similar it is important to invite top-level decision-makers and 
business stakeholders in order to demonstrate local small and 
medium entrepreneurs that the project is supported by decision-
makers and that the proposals have a good chance of being 
implemented. Apart from publicity, the Results Presentation 
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therefore has a strong motivational function.    


Commitment Translating motivation into real commitment is the object of your 
follow-up. Once local stakeholders have seen that there is 
support for the Local-VCD initiative, they will be much more 
willing to take over responsibility for the implementation of 
certain activities. You therefore need to discuss these 
individually or at a follow-up meeting with a particular 
organisation or group of stakeholders.    


 


6.3 How to conduct a Results Presentation and do follow-up 


 


6.3.1 Whom to invite to the Results Presentation 


It is important that you invite the participant of the Results Presentation already 
during your research (Module 4), when you directly interact with them in interviews 
and focus group discussions. A personal invitation always works better than 
sending a formal letter later, when the interviewee has perhaps already forgotten 
about your interview.  


Short before the presentation, give all stakeholders a phone call and ensure their 
participation. The following Table 6.2 summarised all stakeholder which should be 
invited.  


 


Table 6.2: Whom to invite to the Start-up workshop 


Value Chain 
Stakeholders 


 
Buyers: Retail companies, exporters, local collectors, 
traders, lead firms/foreign buyers 
 
Suppliers: Supply companies, (local) supply retailers 
 
Local enterprises: SMEs & Large-scale enterprises 


Other enterprises (not-local producers) 


Business support 
services 


 
BDS providers: Consultants, training & skills, technical 
support services, banks & insurances 
 
Business association: Small business associations, 
chamber of commerce, national/regional industry bodies/ 
associations 
 
Other support services: Accreditation agencies, etc. 
 


 
Checklist 
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Government 
officials & 
authorities 


 
Local administration: Responsible departments, extension 
services, head of local/ district administration 
 
National/regional administration: Responsible ministry, 
the minister himself, parliamentarian 
 


Public sector 
 
Institutions: Training & education, research & development 
 
NGOs & donor organisations 
 


Media 
Journalists from: Local newspaper, local/regional Radio, 
local/regional TV, (internet portals), etc. 
 


 


6.3.2 Results Presentation 


The Results Presentation should not take more than 2 hours (including a small 
snack or meal). Keep in mind that you do not want to waste people’s time. The 
following agenda is suggested for the Results Presentation:  


 


No. Time Title Remarks 
1 15 


min 
Welcome 
Addresses 


Ask one or two of the top-level guests to give a 
welcome address. This will help to underline 
the importance of the event and demonstrate 
support from decision-makers.  
 


2 5 min Introduction to 
Local-VCD 


Give a brief explanation of your Local-VCD 
project: What is Local-VCD? What have you 
done in the past weeks? And what are the 
objectives? 
 


3 10 
min 


Presentation of 
value chain map 


Show your value chain map and explain it 
shortly. Describe the activities taking place at 
different levels and where these activities are 
taking place. Also say, why you have chosen 
this particular sector. You could give a hand-
out with the map to the participants. 
 


4 15 
min 


Constraints and 
opportunities 


Using your Action Plan (maybe initially blinding 
out columns 5-9) explain the main 
opportunities and constraints and their causes 
that you have identified during your value chain 
analysis. Distribute copies of your Action Plan 
– it is important that the participants can take 
the plan with them.  
 
 


 
Tool 
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No. Time Title Remarks 
5 15 


min 
Proposals & 
Activities 


Then, how are you going to address these 
opportunities and constraints. Introduce one 
proposal and its respective activities after the 
other. Again, use your Action Plan. For 
presentation purposes you can either use your 
Action Plan wallpaper or a Powerpoint slide.  
 


6 15 
min 


Discussion on 
the Action Plan, 
Q&A 


Now it is time for the participants to ask 
questions and discuss your proposals. You 
have to watch out, that the discussion is about 
the proposals, not about further problems. The 
idea is to make people talk about solutions – 
not problems.  
 


7 15 
min 


Way-forward Try to get people committed to your proposals 
and even specific activities. In the best case, 
you will be able to add further names into the 
column of ‘implementing organisations’ in your 
action Plan. Also discuss with the participants 
the next steps: follow-up meetings etc. 
 


8 10 
min 


Closing 
Addresses 


Ask one of the special guests to give a closing 
address in which he/she emphasises the need 
to take up the proposals and implement them 
as soon as possible. This person should again 
express support for the Local-VCD.  
 


 30 
min 


Snacks, lunch or 
dinner 


Give people time and a platform to discuss 
your proposals informally in small groups. 
Therefore offer drinks and snacks or a meal 
after the presentation.  
 


Total: 130 min 
 
9  Evaluation & 


Follow-up 
See 6.3.3 
 
 


 


6.3.3 Press Kit 


You need to prepare a nice map for journalists that contains the most essential 
information:  


Press release On one paper shortly summarise: What is Local-VCD (the 
objectives)? Why have you chosen your sector? How have 
you conducted your Local-VCD project (workshops, 
interviews, etc.) and with whom? What is the outcome of your 
project? And what will happen next? 
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Value chain 
map 


Add a handout of your value chain map 


Action Plan Add a copy of your Action Plan 


Results 
Presentation 
Agenda 


Journalists also require some information about the event 
itself. The best is you add the agenda for the Results 
Presentation.  


Information 
about Local-
VCD 


Add one or two pages to the map on which Local-VCD is 
explained: The objectives (targets, see section 3, Part I) and 
the methodology (means, see section 4., Part I).  


Information 
about your 
organisation 


Also provide some information about your organisation. Maybe 
you have a flyer or a brochure with nice pictures to add.  


 


6.3.4 Follow-up 


There is no formula for successful follow-up and implementation. Much will 
depend on your personal commitment and management. Use your Action Plan as 
a tool with which to monitor the implementation of your proposals. You could even 
add further columns such as  


o Estimated budget – for the implementation of specific activities 


o Time frame – further specify the date of beginning and ending 


o Target group – which group do specific activities target (beneficiaries) 


o Etc. 


After the Results Presentation, you will have to immediately contact and meet 
stakeholders individually (or in their groups) to discuss their role in the 
implementation of proposals. Always keep in mind, that it is not you who is 
supposed to implement the proposals, but the stakeholders themselves! In our 
experience it has also proven to be useful to conduct follow-up workshops with 
specific value chain stakeholders to clarify and discuss further matters with regard 
to implementation.  


It will be difficult to convince large enterprises from outside of the local economy to 
become engaged in your Local-VCD initiative. That is also why you should have 
categorised your proposals into primary (implementable by the local business 
community) and secondary (targeting other value chain levels). However, in order 
to convince large enterprises, you would probably need information that makes 
the local sector attractive to them as a market or a supply source. A further 
meeting at which you personally present and discuss your findings to the manager 
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would be useful. Make sure that your underline that Local-VCD is also for the 
benefit of his/her company!     


 


6.4 Final Checklist 


The following checklist helps you to prepare for the Results Presentation and 
achieve your objectives:  


Completed No. Task Yes No Remarks 


1 Have you prepared handouts – value chain 
map and Action Plan? 
 


   


2 Have you prepared the Action Plan as 
large wallpaper or Powerpoint slide? 
 


   


3 Have you delegated responsibilities to your 
team? One or two could present for 
example the VC map, whereas other 
present the opportunities & constraints etc. 
 


   


4 Did you invite special guests 
(local/regional top-level decision-makers) 
and asked them to give a welcome (or 
closing) address?  
 


   


5 Have you personally invited all 
stakeholders mentioned in Table 6.2?  
 


   


6 Did you invite Media? Did you prepare a 
media information map with a short press 
release, essential information on L-VCD, 
the VC map and the Action Plan? See 
6.3.3 
 


   


7 Did you carry out the agenda as suggested 
in 6.3.2? 
 


   


8 Did you make sure that the discussion and 
Q&A focussed more on solutions rather 
than problems? 
 


   


9 Did you make appointments with some 
participants immediately after the 
presentation?  
 


   


10 Have you put up your Action Plan visibly in 
your office for implementation and follow-
up? 
 


   


 
Checklist 
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Annex 1: Alternative value chain maps 


In the following, an alternative way of constructing a value chain map is described. You can use 
the steps in your build-up or Hypothesis Workshop. Value chain map 1 is especially useful, if 
you want to illustrate the number of individual chains and markets into which your local target 
sector feeds.  


  


Value Chain Map 1 


Value Chain map 1 illustrates the process, main stakeholder within the value chain(s) as well as 
number of value chains. 


Step 1 Start by identifying the end product (or service) that will be going to 
consumers and work backwards from there. Write down the name(s) of that 
product(s) on a card and in the circle on the value chain in Box 1.1 below. 


Step 2 Once you have identified the end product, ask “What happens to the product 
(or service) right before it gets here?” Write this answer on a card and also fill 
it into the process box before the end product on the next page. Ask that 
question again and fill in the box before the process box and write it on 
another card. Do this until all the processes have been captured. Some 
examples of processes are: distribution, marketing and packaging, 
transporting, processing, collecting, planting, raw material supply. 


Step 3 Now look at all your processes and identify what companies are involved in 
each process. Identify other members of the chain and their roles. Write 
down all the names that come into your mind on cards as well as into the 
open space beside the process (Box 1.1). 


Step 4 Dealing with “collective value chains” (as opposed to individual enterprise 
value chains), makes it necessary to identify the different markets on which 
the product is sold and the different channels through which it reaches there 
(means: identifying the number of value chains for a particular sector). 
Therefore: Ask yourself where the product can be bought. A classical 
distinction would be between local, regional, national and international 
markets. Write down the markets on cards as well as into the circles in Box 
1.2.   


Step 5 Align the market cards next to each other. Now take the cards with the 
names from companies (from step 3) and link them to specific markets. Make 
sure that you keep the order of the process under every market. Note: Some 
companies (especially larger ones) will supply to several markets 
simultaneously. You can also enter the names into the open space under the 
markets in Box 1.2. 
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Box 1.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Process    Names of Enterprises 
 
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
         
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
 
        __________________________ 
 
        __________________________ 
 
 
        __________________________ 
 
        __________________________ 
 
        __________________________ 
 


End Product / 
Service: 
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Value Chain Map 2  


Value Chain Map 2 illustrates business services and supply industries for different levels of the 
value chain. 


Step 1 Take the process from value chain map 1 (Step 2, Box 1.1): Write down 
the steps of value chain map 1 to cards (and into Box 1.3) and put them in 
one row in front of you.  


Step 2 Write down the names of all business services and supply industries that 
come to your mind and that are located along different levels of the value 
chain to cards. 


 Business services 


Business services is used in a very broad sense in this context: business 
and technical training provided BDS providers; schools, technical colleges 
and higher education institutions such as universities; government 
authorities such as EDB and IDB; ministries that provide regulations and 
extension services, business associations and SME organisations; 
industrial councils; ministerial taskforce groups; private sector consultants; 
R & D institutions; internet platforms (e.g. online support) 


 


Supply industries 


Examples for supply industry include: packaging, transport companies, 
equipment and input suppliers, raw material supply, marketing and 
advertisement providers, banks & insurances, etc. 


Step 4 Take the cards and allocate them to different levels of the value chain. 
Some of the providers and suppliers might be situated along several 
levels. You can also fill in the names in the open space in Box 1.3. Then 
take a look at the map again and think of BDS providers and suppliers that 
you have maybe forgotten. 
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Annex 1.1: Example Value Chain Map 1 (Kurunegala dairy sector)  
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Annex 1.2: Example Value Chain Map 2 (Kurunegala dairy sector) 
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Annex 1.3: Example Value Chain Map 1 (Kalpitiya vegetable sector) 
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Annex 1.4: Example Value Chain Map 2 (Kalpitiya vegetables sector) 
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Annex 1.5: Example Value Chain Map 1 (Anuradhapura Tourism sector) 
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Annex 1.6: Example Value Chain Map 2 (Anuradhapura tourism sector) 
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Annex 2: Format for focus group discussions with local producers 


 


Time Activity 
 
10 min 


 
Introduction 
Show participants the value chain map of their sector and explain it to them as well 
as the purpose of the Local-VCD project (see Part I, 3). If necessary ask them 
again whether the steps and the key stakeholders have been correctly identified. 
 
Explain to the participants that it is important now to understand their position in 
the value chain and the particular challenges and opportunities. 
 


 
15 min 


 
1. Market access (card exercise) 
With regard to the selling of your products/services and your buyers, what are the 
strengths and weaknesses? 
 


 
15 min 


 
2. System efficiency (Q&A) 
2.1. The following questions can be printed out and given as a questionnaire to 


the participants or serve as basis for a joint discussion. 
 
2.2. How do you interact with your buyer(s)? 
 O  
 Directly, face to face Through an intermediary (e.g. collector) 
 
2.3. How often do you meet your buyer(s) to discuss business related matters 


and exchange new information? 
 


Daily Once per week At least once per 
month 


At least once 
every three 
months 


Other (specify) 


     
 
2.4. What kind of information do you get from your buyer(s)? 
 


Information about 
new market 
trends 


About market 
requirements (e.g 
quality standards) 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
business services 


About costs and 
prices 


     
 
2.5. Is this information enough? Please specify 
 
2.6. What kind of information do you get from your suppliers? 
 


Information about 
their products &  
services 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
services 


How to use and 
maintain input 
factors (e.g. 
machines) 


Other 


     
 
 
2.7. Is this information easily available? If no, why not? 
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2.8. What other sources of information do you have (e.g. for market information, 


new technologies etc.)? Specify 
 


BDS providers Extension 
services 


Media NGOs & 
development 
agencies 


Others (specify) 


     
 
2.9. Which of these sources is the most important? 
 
2.10. What is the nature of relationship between you and your buyer(s)?  


O   Formal contract    O   or verbal agreement 
O   Buyer dictates the terms   O   or equal rights relationship 
O   You can easily find another buyer  O   or you are bound to a particular buyer (for various  
          reasons) 
O   You are satisfied  O   or not satisfied with the business relationship 


 
2.11. How long does it take to fulfil the order of a buyer (days between order and 


delivery) 
 


1-3 days 3-5 days A week Two weeks 
(specify why) 


More (specify 
why) 


     
 
2.12. Can you always fulfil the order (i.e. meet the buyers’ requirements in terms 


of quantity and time)? 
O   O 


 Yes   No, you had to reject some orders. Why? 
 
2.13. Are you flexible enough to react to changing orders (e.g. an 


increase/decrease in quantity, a sudden and unexpected order, or shipment 
to other destinations) 
 O   O 


 Yes   No. Why not? (Specify) 
 
2.14. Does your buyer or your supplier of input factors provide you with certain 


services? If yes, what kind of services (e.g. loans, training, maintenance 
services, equipment, marketing support etc.)? 


 
 
15 min 


 
3. Evaluation of target sector (card exercise)  
Looking at their own businesses within the value chain, what are the particular 
strengths and weaknesses? 
 


 
15 min 


 
4. Product quality and specifications (Q&A) 
 
4.1. Describe the product/service which you sell. 
 
4.2. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main 


items)? 
 
4.3. What are your 3-5 main cost factors? Give an estimate on how much you 


spend on them  
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4.4. If you have to evaluate your own performance, what grades would you give 
yourself? (1 = very bad, 2 = bad, 3 = average, 4 = good, 5 = very good) 


 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Quality      
Reliability      
Price      
Design      
Delivery 
time 


     


 
4.5. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your 


field of business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, 
etc.) 
 O       O 


 Yes. What are these standards? Describe below No 
 
4.6. What requirements do your buyers have? 
 
4.7. Do you regularly change the specifications of your product/service according 


to new trends and developments on the market? (e.g. the design of a 
product) 


 
4.8. What kind of packaging materials do you use for your product? 
 
4.9. How do you transport your products to the buyer/market? 
 
 


 
15 min 


 
5. Supply industries (card exercise) 
With regard to supply industries and input factors (for this particular level of the 
value chain): what are the strengths and weaknesses?  
 
Careful not to confuse supply industries with support services 
 


 
15 min 


 
6. Product differentiation – competition (Q&A) 
 
6.1. Who are your main competitors (either names of companies, or other 


regions that produce similar products/services)? 
 
6.2. Is there competition between you and other producers for buyers here in the 


same region? 
 
6.3. Do you know the price at which your competitors sell their 


products/services? If yes, what is the price? 
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6.4. From where do you get knowledge about how to improve your products and 
services (to make them more competitive)? 


 
Research 
and 
development 
Institutions 
(e.g. 
universities) 


Extension 
services 


Private BDS 
providers 


Own 
research 


Other 
sources 


I have no 
research and 
development 
at all 


      
 
6.5. What makes your product different from that of competitors? 
 
 


 
15 min 


 
7. Local competitive advantage (card exercise) 
What is the competitive advantage of your sector here in this specific locality? 
Name a few factors that distinguish you from your competitors. 
 


 
5 min 
 


 
8. Labour Practices 
 
8.1. Mow many workers do you employ? 
 
8.2. Have you signed a contract with them, which specifies the responsibilities of 


both sides (i.e. employer and employee)? 
 
8.3. Are there any health hazards within the workplace? And if yes, how do you 


provide protection for your workers? (e.g. masks, training, body protection 
etc.) 


 
8.4. How high are your costs for labour? 
 
8.5. Are you satisfied with the productivity of your workers? 


 O  O 
 Yes  No. Why not?  
 


 
15 min 


 
9. Business environment and support services (card exercise) 
With regard to available business support services (government extension, BDS, 
Banks, etc.) and the policy and regulatory framework for your sector, what are the 
strengths and weaknesses? 
 
Attention: Also ask for the availability and capacity of SME organisations and 
representation. 
 


Total 
130 
min 
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Annex 3: Interview guideline for local producers  


The following questionnaire can be used as a guideline for interviews with small producers (as 
alternative or addition to the focus group discussion above). Keep your watch in eyes’ view: 
with consistent time management you will able to get through the interview within 30 to 45 
minutes.    


 


Activity 
 
Introduction 
Show the producer the value chain maps of their sector and explain it to them as well as the 
purpose of the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive!). If necessary 
ask them whether the steps and the key stakeholders have been correctly identified. 
 
Explain to the producer that it is important now to understand his position in the value chain 
and the particular challenges and opportunities. 
 
 
1. Product quality and specifications (Q&A) 
Start by asking the producer to show and explain to you the products which he produces 
and sells. It is always best to start the interview with a topic in which the interviewee is safe. 
 
1.1. Describe the product/service which you sell. 
 
1.2. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
 
1.3. What are your 3-5 main cost factors? Give an estimate on how much you spend on 


them  
 
1.4. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your field of 


business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, etc.) 
O         O 


 Yes. What are these standards? Describe below   No 
 
1.5. What requirements do your buyers have? (e.g. with regard to quality, delivery time, 


reliability, health standards, production standards etc.) 
 
1.6. Do you regularly change the specifications of your product/service according to new 


trends and developments on the market? (e.g. the design of a product) 
 
1.7. What kind of packaging materials do you use for your product? 
 
1.8. How do you transport your products to the buyer/market? 
 
1.9. With regard to your production: What are the strengths and weaknesses? 
 
1.10. Do you have any suggestion on how to address the weaknesses? 
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2. Markets & System efficiency 
 
2.1. Who are your buyers? Do you export (if yes, to which countries)? 
 
2.2. How easy is it to find buyers? What kind of difficulties do you face? 
 
2.3. How do you interact with your buyer(s)? 


 O   O  
 Directly, face to face Through an intermediary (e.g. collector) 
 
2.4. How often do you meet your buyer(s) to discuss business related matters and 


exchange new information? 
 


Daily Once per week At least once per 
month 


At least once every 
three months 


Other (specify) 


 
 


    


 
2.5. What kind of information do you get from your buyer(s)? 
 


Information about 
new market trends 


About market 
requirements (e.g 
quality standards) 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
business services 


About costs and 
prices 


 
 


    


 
2.6. Is this information enough? Please specify 
 
2.7. What is the nature of relationship between you and your buyer(s)?  


O   Formal contract     O   or verbal agreement 
O   Buyer dictates the terms    O   or equal rights relationship 
O   You can easily find another buyer   O   or you are bound to a particular  
           buyer (for various reasons) 
O   You are satisfied   O   or not satisfied with the business  
           relationship 
 


2.8. How long does it take to fulfil the order of a buyer (days between order and delivery) 
 


1-3 days 3-5 days A week Two weeks (specify 
why) 


More (specify why) 


 
 


    


 
2.9. Can you always fulfil the order (i.e. meet the buyers’ requirements in terms of quantity 


and time)? 
 O   O 


 Yes   No, you had to reject some orders. Why? 
 
2.10. Are you flexible enough to react to changing orders (e.g. an increase/decrease in 


quantity, a sudden and unexpected order, or shipment to other destinations) 
 O   O 


 Yes   No. Why not? (Specify) 
 
2.11. Does your buyer or your supplier of input factors provide you with certain services? If 


yes, what kind of services (e.g. loans, training, maintenance services, equipment, 
marketing support etc.)? 
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2.12. Where do you get your supply (raw materials, designs, tools, machines etc.) from? 


Who are your suppliers? 
 
2.13. What kind of information do you get from your suppliers? 
 


Information about 
their products &  
services 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
services 


How to use and 
maintain input 
factors (e.g. 
machines) 


Other 


 
 


    


 
2.14. Is this information easily available? If no, why not? 
 
2.15. With regard to supply: What are the strengths and weaknesses? 
 
2.16. Do you have any suggestions to address these weaknesses? 
 
2.17. What other sources of information do you have (e.g. for market information, new 


technologies etc.)? Specify 
 


BDS providers Extension services Media NGOs & 
development 
agencies 


Others (specify) 


 
 


    


 
2.18. Which of these sources is the most important? 
 
 
 
3. Product differentiation – competition (Q&A) 
 
3.1. Who are your main competitors (either names of companies, or other regions that 


produce similar products/services)? 
 
3.2. Is there competition between you and other producers for buyers here in the same 


region? 
 
3.3. Do you know the price at which your competitors sell their products/services? If yes, 


what is the price? 
 
3.4. From where do you get knowledge about how to improve your products and services 


(to make them more competitive)? 
 


Research 
and 
development 
Institutions 
(e.g. 
universities) 


Extension 
services 


Private BDS 
providers 


Own 
research & 
development 


Other 
sources 


I have no 
research and 
development 
at all 


 
 


     


 
3.5. What makes your product different from that of competitors? 
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3.6. What is the competitive advantage of this locality? Why have you decided to produce 


here? 
 
3.7. Do you have any suggestions how the competitive situation can be improved in the 


local business environment? (e.g. better cooperation between producers) 
 
 
4. Labour Practices 
 
4.1. How many workers do you employ? 
 
4.2. Have you signed a contract with them, which specifies the responsibilities of both 


sides (i.e. employer and employee)? 
 
4.3. Are there any health hazards within the workplace? And if yes, how do you provide 


protection for your workers? (e.g. masks, training, body protection etc.) 
 
4.4. How high are your costs for labour? (Or how much do you pay your workers?) 
 
4.5. Are you satisfied with the productivity of your workers? 


 O  O 
 Yes  No. Why?  
 
 
5. Business environment and support services 
 
5.1. With regard to available business support services (government extension, BDS, 


Banks, etc.) and the policy and regulatory framework for your sector, what are the 
strengths and weaknesses? 


 
5.2. What kind of business services are available? And which ones do you make use of? 
 
5.3. Are you member of a business association? Is there an association specifically for 


your sector? 
 
5.4. Are financial resources available? 
 


Banks Village 
rotation loan 
schemes 


Membership 
loans of 
organisations 


Grants, 
subsidies, 
donations etc. 


Joint venture 
companies 


Other 


      
 
 


 
5.5. Other observations:  
 
5.6. Are you insured? Or more general: are insurances for your sector available? 
 
5.7. What kind of support does the government provide? 
 
5.8. Are regulatory issues and obstacle for your business? If yes, what are these 


regulations? 
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Annex 4: Interview guideline for collectors and other intermediaries  


In general it is important to interview collectors and intermediaries without any prejudice. They 
are not “the bad guys” as often said. On the contrary: 


1. Without them, many small-scale producers would not be able to bring their product to 
the markets. 


2. Intermediaries are often important to achieve necessary quantity, that one producer 
alone could not achieve. 


3. They would often act as a first instance in a quality control and selection process 


For these reasons, intermediaries can play a potentially important role in passing on information 
about market requirements and new technological developments down to small producers. 
They cannot simply be ignored (often also because they have a certain degree of power over 
small producers). 


So rather than trying to avoid intermediaries, we should look at the potentially constructive role 
that they can play in the value chain.  


 


Activity 
 
Introduction 
Show the producer the value chain maps of their sector and explain it to them as well as the 
purpose of the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive!). If necessary 
ask them whether the steps and the key stakeholders have been correctly identified. 
 
Explain to the producer that it is important now to understand his position in the value chain 
and the particular challenges and opportunities. 
 
 
1. Markets & System efficiency 
 
1.1. Who are your suppliers? From how many small producers do you collect? 
 
1.2. How often do you collect products from your suppliers? 
 


Twice per week Once per week Every two weeks Once per month Other (specify) 
     


 
 
1.3. How do you collect the products?  
 


I have a 
collecting centre 


I go round by 
vehicle to collect 


I do not collect, 
but link the 
producer directly 
to the buyer 


I am a agent for a 
retailer/exporter 


I work 
independently 
together with 
several buyers 


     
 


 
 Further remarks:  
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1.4. What is the nature of relationship between you and your suppliers?  


O   Formal contract    O   or verbal agreement 
O   you set the terms    O   or supplier sets the terms O   or: both (equal rights)  
O   Suppliers can easily find another collector  O   or you are the only one to whom they can supply 
O   You are satisfied   O   or not satisfied with the business relationship 
 


1.5. With regard to supply: What are the strengths and weaknesses? 
 
1.6. Do you have any suggestions to address these weaknesses? 
 
1.7. What kind of services do you provide your suppliers with 
 


Information about 
market 
requirements and 
developments 


Equipment and 
input factors for 
production 


loans Technical 
assistance and 
training 


Other 


     
 
 Further remarks:  
 
 
1.8. Where do you sell the collected products? Who are your buyers? Are they 


exporters? (if yes, to which countries)? 
 
1.9. How often do you meet your buyer(s) to discuss business related matters and 


exchange new information? 
 


Daily Once per week At least once per month At least once every three months Other (specify) 
 
 


    


 
1.10. What kind of information do you get from your buyer(s)? 
 


Information about 
new market 
trends 


About market 
requirements (e.g 
quality standards) 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
business services 


About costs and 
prices 


 
 


    


 
1.11. Is this information enough? Please specify 
 
1.12. What is the nature of relationship between you and your buyer(s)?  


O   Formal contract    O   or verbal agreement 
O   Buyer dictates the terms   O   or equal rights relationship 
O   You can easily find another buyer  O   or you are bound to a particular buyer (for various reasons)  
O You are contracted by one company O You are an independent trader with several buyers 
O   You are satisfied   O   or not satisfied with the business relationship 


 
1.13. How long does it take to fulfil the order of a buyer (days between order and delivery) 
 


1-3 days 3-5 days A week Two weeks 
(specify why) 


More (specify 
why) 


 
 


    


 
1.14. Can you always fulfil the order (i.e. meet the buyers’ requirements in terms of 


quantity and time)? 
  O  O 
  Yes   No, you had to reject some orders. Why? 
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1.15. Is the supply reliable or irregular? 
 
 
2. Product quality and specifications (Q&A) 
Start by asking the producer to show and explain to you the products which he produces 
and sells. It is always best to start the interview with a topic in which the interviewee is safe. 
 
2.1. Describe the product/service which you buy and sell. 
 
 
2.2. What are the main strengths and weaknesses with regard to the products that you 


source from this area? 
 
2.3. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
 
2.4. Do you have a grading system for quality? And what price do you pay for different 


quality? How do you select? Please describe: 
 
2.5. What are your 3-5 main cost factors? Give an estimate on how much you spend on 


them  
 
2.6. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your field of 


business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, etc.) 
  O       O 
  Yes. What are these standards? Describe below No 
 
2.7. Are your suppliers aware of such standards and regulations? 
 
2.8. What requirements do your buyers have? (e.g. with regard to quality, delivery time, 


reliability, health standards, production standards etc.) 
 
2.9. Do you inform your suppliers about the buyers’ requirements and market/production 


standards? 
  O   O 
  Yes  No (why not?) 
 
2.10. How do you transport your products? 
 
2.11. What kind of packaging materials do you use for your product? (for transport) 
 
2.12. Do you have any suggestion on how to address the weaknesses? 
 
 
 
3. Product differentiation – competition (Q&A) 
 
3.1. From which other regions do you source? 
 
3.2. If you would have to evaluate the performance of your 5 main supplier regions along 


a scale of 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good), what kind of marks would you give for the 
following criteria:  
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3.3. (Put in the regions name into the correct cell – e.g. Polonnaruwa: quality 2, 


Anuradhapura: quality: 5, Kzrunegala: quality 3 – same with the other criteria) 
 


Criteria Very poor poor average good Very good 
 
 


1 2 3 4 5 


Quality      
 


Reliability      
 


Flexibility      
 


Price      
 


Product design 
(specifications) 


     


Costumer service      
 


 Note: The criteria need to be adapted to the requirements of a particular sector. This 
 should already be done in the build-up phase 
 
3.4. Is there competition between you and other collectors for suppliers here in the same 


region? 
 
3.5. From where do you get knowledge about new developments in your trade (e.g. new 


products, services, technologies, methods etc.)? 
 


Research 
and 
development 
Institutions 
(e.g. 
universities) 


Extension 
services 


Private BDS 
providers 


Own 
research & 
development 


Other 
sources 


I have no 
research and 
development 
at all 


 
 


     


 
3.6. What is the competitive advantage of this locality? Why have you decided to source 


products from here? 
 
3.7. Do you have any suggestions how the competitive situation can be improved in the 


local business environment? (e.g. better cooperation between producers) 
 
 
 
4. Business environment and support services 
 
4.1. With regard to available business support services (government extension, BDS, 


Banks, etc.) and the policy and regulatory framework for your sector, what are the 
strengths and weaknesses? 


 
4.2. What kind of business services are available? And which ones do you make use of? 
 
4.3. Are you member of a business association? Is there an association specifically for 


your sector? 
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4.4. Are financial resources available? 
 


Banks Village 
rotation loan 
schemes 


Membership 
loans of 
organisations 


Grants, 
subsidies, 
donations etc. 


Joint venture 
companies 


Other 


      
 
 


 
4.5. Other observations:  
 
4.6. Are you insured? Or more general: are insurances for your sector available? 
 
4.7. What kind of support does the government provide? 
 
4.8. Are regulatory issues and obstacle for your business? If yes, what are these 


regulations? 
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Annex 5: Interview guideline for large producers (same area of business as the target 
sector) 


Medium to large-scale producers have already proven that they can successful run a business 
in the selected sector. The emphasis should therefore be on a) learning from their experiences, 
b) getting to know about difficulties to make business with small stakeholders, d) looking for 
opportunities to improve interaction between them and your target-sector stakeholders. 


If you meet larger value chain stakeholder, it is important to be well prepared and equipped with 
some knowledge about your target sector. You will only manage to catch the attention and get 
the cooperation of the company, if you can explain the benefits of getting involved. You can be 
sure to get attention, if you can convince the manager, that there is a potential market out there.  


However, at this stage you should also emphasis that the project is still in an initial stage, at 
which definite information about potential markets cannot yet be given. You should clearly 
communicate this to the manager. 


Questions 
 
Introduction 
Show the manager your value chain maps of their sector and explain it to them as well as 
the purpose of the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive!). If 
necessary ask them whether the steps and the key stakeholders have been correctly 
identified. 
 
Explain to the participants that it is important now to understand their position in the value 
chain and the particular challenges and opportunities. 
 
Ask the manager how he has started his business and what were the main success criteria 
for him to expand his business 
 
 
 
1. Market access 
 
1.1.   Who are your buyers? Do you export? And if yes, which countries? 
 
 
2. System efficiency (Q&A) 
 
4.1. How do you interact with your buyer(s)? 
  O    O 


 Directly, face to face Through an intermediary 
 
4.2. How often do you meet your buyer(s) to discuss business related matters and 


exchange new information? 
 


Daily Once per week At least once per 
month 


At least once 
every three 
months 


Other (specify) 
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4.3. What kind of information do you get from your buyer(s)? 
 


Information about 
new market 
trends 


About market 
requirements (e.g 
quality standards) 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
business services 


About costs and 
prices 


 
 


    


 
4.4. Is this information enough? Please specify 
 
4.5. What kind of information do you get from your suppliers? 
 


Information about 
their products &  
services 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
services 


How to use and 
maintain input 
factors (e.g. 
machines) 


Other 


 
 


   


 
4.6. Is this information easily available? If no, why not? 
 
4.7. What other sources of information do you have (e.g. for market information, new 


technologies etc.)? Specify 
 


BDS providers Extension 
services 


Media NGOs & 
development 
agencies 


Others (specify) 


 
 


    


 
4.8. Which of these sources is the most important? 
 
4.9. What is the nature of relationship between you and your buyer(s)?  


O   Formal contract   O   or verbal agreement 
O   Buyer dictates the terms  O   or equal rights relationship 
O   You can easily find another buyer O   or you are bound to a particular buyer (for various reasons) 
O   You are satisfied  O   or not satisfied with the business relationship 
 


4.10. How long does it take to fulfil the order of a buyer (days between order and delivery) 
 


1-3 days 3-5 days A week Two weeks 
(specify why) 


More (specify 
why) 


 
 


    


 
4.11. Can you always fulfil the order (i.e. meet the buyers’ requirements in terms of 


quantity and time)? 
  O  O 
  Yes  No, you had to reject some orders. Why? 
 
4.12. Are you flexible enough to react to changing orders (e.g. an increase/decrease in 


quantity, a sudden and unexpected order, or shipment to other destinations) 
  O  O 


 Yes  No. Why not? (Specify) 
 
4.13. Does your buyer or your supplier of input factors provide you with certain services? If 


yes, what kind of services (e.g. loans, training, maintenance services, equipment, 
marketing support etc.)? 
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5. Product quality and specifications (Q&A) 
 
5.1. Describe the product/service which you sell. 
 
5.2. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
 
5.3. What are your 3-5 main cost factors? Give an estimate on how much you spend on 


them  
 
5.4. If you have to evaluate your own performance, what grades would you give yourself? 


(1 = very bad, 2 = bad, 3 = average, 4 = good, 5 = very good) 
 


 1 2 3 4 5 
Quality      
Reliability      
Price      
Design      
Delivery time      


 
5.5. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your field of 


business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, etc.) 
  O       O 
  Yes. What are these standards? Describe below No 
 
5.6. What requirements do your buyers have? 
 
5.7. Do you regularly change the specifications of your product/service according to new 


trends and developments on the market? (e.g. the design of a product) 
 
5.8. What kind of packaging materials do you use for your product? 
 
5.9. How do you transport your products to the buyer/market? 
 
 
6. Supply industries (ZOPP-card exercise) 
 
6.1. What kind of input factors do you source from other enterprises/companies? 
 
6.2. Are some of your suppliers SMEs? 
 
6.3. Do you face any difficulties in working together with your suppliers? If yes, what are 


these difficulties? 
 
 
7. Product differentiation – competition (Q&A) 
 
7.1. Who are your main competitors (either names of companies, or other regions that 


produce similar products/services)? 
 
7.2. Is there competition between you and other producers for buyers here in the same 


region? 
 
7.3. Do you know the price at which your competitors sell their products/services? If yes, 


what is the price? 
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7.4. From where do you get knowledge about how to improve your products and services 


(to make them more competitive)? 
 


Research 
and 
development 
Institutions 
(e.g. 
universities) 


Extension 
services 


Private BDS 
providers 


Own 
research 


Other 
sources 


I have no 
research and 
development 
at all 


 
 


     


 
7.5. What makes your product different from that of competitors? 
 
7.6. What is the local competitive advantage of this area in which you run your business? 
 
 
8. Labour Practices 
 
8.1. Mow many workers do you employ? 
 
8.2. Have you signed a contract with them, which specifies the responsibilities of both 


sides (i.e. employer and employee)? 
 
8.3. Are there any health hazards within the workplace? And if yes, how do you provide 


protection for your workers? (e.g. masks, training, body protection etc.) 
 
8.4. How high are your costs for labour? 
 
8.5. Are you satisfied with the productivity of your workers? 
  O  O 


 Yes  No. Why not?  
 
 
9. Business environment and support services (ZOPP-card exercise) 
 
9.1. With regard to the legal and regulatory framework, have you experienced any 


difficulties to grow your business? If yes, what were these difficulties? 
 
9.2. What kind of services does the (local) government provide? Are these services up-to 


date and useful? 
 
9.3. Are you member of any business association? If yes, are you satisfied with the 


services that you receive?  
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Annex 6: Interview guideline for exporters 


Local SMEs are often at the very bottom of global value chains. The national boundary poses a 
limit to Local-VCD. This is where our influence ends. The exporter however, is the link between 
national and international market. He sources products and services from national producers 
and sells them to international buyers. Often the exporter is also an importer of equipments and 
other input factors.  


Within the interview with exporters, we therefore have five main objectives:  


1. What are the requirements for export markets? 


2. How does our local sector perform, compared to other regions, from which the exporter 
sources? 


3. What are the major obstacles for export? 


4. What opportunities are there on the export market?  


5. Under which circumstances can the link between the exporter and our local sector be 
strengthened? And what can the exporter do for our sector? 


 


Questions 
 
Introduction 
Show the manager your value chain maps of their sector and explain it to them as well as 
the purpose of the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive!). If 
necessary ask them whether the steps and the key stakeholders have been correctly 
identified. 
 
Explain to the participants that it is important now to understand his position in the value 
chain. 
 
Ask the manager how he has started his business and what were the main success criteria 
for him to expand his business 
 
 
Export Markets and buyer relationship 
 
1.1. To which countries do you export? Who are your buyers there? (Name 5 main export 


markets) 
 
1.2. How do you find a foreign buyer? 
 


They find me Personal friendship, 
introduced on a 
conference, by 
coincidence 


International fair / 
exhibition 


Business platform 
(online portals), 


By BDS providers 
(e.g. export 
development board), 
chambers etc. 


     
 


 
 Other:  
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1.3. What opportunities are there on the export markets? (e.g. new markets, new 


products and services, increasing demand, etc.) 
 
1.4. What kind of requirements do your buyers have? (e.g. in terms of quantity and 


quality, delivery time and frequency, standards and certifications, ) 
 
1.5. What kind of problems do you face, when supplying to export markets? 
 
1.6. How do you interact with your foreign buyers? 
  O    O     O 
  I visit them personally  phone calls, emails etc. intermediary 
 
1.7. Do you regularly exchange information and knowledge with your buyers? 
  O O O 
  Yes No Only sometimes 
 
1.8. What kind of information do you get from your buyer(s)? 
 


Information about 
new market 
trends 


About market 
requirements (e.g 
quality standards) 


About new 
technologies and 
methods 


About available 
business services 


About costs and 
prices 


 
 


    


 
 Other information: 
 
1.9. What is the nature of relationship between you and your foreign buyer(s)?  


O   Formal contract   O   or verbal agreement 
O   Buyer dictates the terms  O   or equal rights relationship 
O   You can easily find another buyer O   or you are bound to a particular buyer (for various reasons) 
O   You are satisfied  O   or not satisfied with the business relationship 


 
1.10. How long does it take to fulfil the order of a buyer (days between order and delivery) 
 


1-3 days 3-5 days A week Two weeks 
(specify why) 


More (specify 
why) 


 
 


    


 
1.11. Can you always fulfil the order (i.e. meet the buyers’ requirements in terms of 


quantity, quality, price and delivery time)? 
  O  O 
  Yes  No, you had to reject some orders. Why? 
 
1.12. Do your foreign buyers provide you with certain services? If yes, what kind of 


services (e.g. loans, training, maintenance services, equipment, marketing support 
etc.)? 


 
 
2. Product quality and specifications 
 
2.1. Describe the product/service which you sell. 
 
2.2. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
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2.3. Do you have product categories? Means do you grade products according to 


quality? If yes, what are these grades? And what are the selection criteria? 
 
2.4. What are your 3-5 main cost factors (e.g. shipment, customs etc.)? Give an estimate 


on how much you spend on them  
 
2.5. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your field of 


business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, etc.) 
  O       O 
  Yes. What are these standards? Describe below No 
 
2.6. How do you transport your products to the buyer/market? 
 
 
 
3. Supply  
 
3.1. Which are the main (5) regions from which you source your products for export? 
 


 
 
 


    


 
3.2. What kind of difficulties do you face in working together with your suppliers 


(especially those of the target region)?  
 
3.3. Do the products from the target region meet international market requirements? (in 


terms of quantity, quality, price, design, delivery time etc.)? 
 
3.4. If you would have to evaluate the performance of your 5 main supplier regions along 


a scale of 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good), what kind of marks would you give for the 
following criteria: …. 


 
3.5. (Put in the regions name into the correct cell – e.g. Polonnaruwa: quality 2, 


Anuradhapura: quality: 5, Kzrunegala: quality 3 – same with the other criteria) 
 


Criteria Very poor poor average good Very good 
 
 


1 2 3 4 5 


Quality      
 


Reliability      
 


Flexibility      
 


Price      
 


Product design 
(specifications) 


     


Costumer service      
 


     Note: The criteria need to be adapted to the requirements of a particular sector. 
     This should already be done in the build-up phase 
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3.6. Do you get sufficient information (and services) from your suppliers about available 


products, prices and quantities? 
  O  O 
  Yes  No (why not?) 
 
3.7. What kind of business relationship do you have with your suppliers? 


O  legal contract 
O  verbal agreement 
O  no agreement at all, we negotiate on a daily basis 


 
3.8. How do you collect your products? 
 


Suppliers come to 
me 


I go to the suppliers 
(e.g. through an 
agent, or 
personally) 


I have collecting 
centres at central 
places 


I use an out-grower 
system: suppliers 
sell exclusively to 
me 


 


     
 
    Other:  
 
3.9. Do you have any suggestions, how the difficulties with your suppliers/supply can be 


addressed? (if you have any) 
 
3.10. Do you provide any services to your suppliers? 
 


Technical 
assistance (e.g. 
training) 


Equipments (input 
supply) 


loans Information about 
market 
requirements and 
demand conditions 


Research and 
development 


     
 


 
    Other:  
 
 
4. Competition  
 
4.1. Who are your main competitors on the world market? 
 
4.2. What makes your product different from that of competitors? 
 
4.3. What is the local competitive advantage of products from Sri Lanka? 
 
 
5. Business environment and support services (ZOPP-card exercise) 
 
5.1. With regard to the legal and regulatory framework, have you experienced any 


difficulties to grow your business? If yes, what were these difficulties? 
 
5.2. What kind of services does the (local) government provide to exporters? Are these 


services up-to date and useful? 
 
5.3. Are you member of any business association? If yes, are you satisfied with the 


services that you receive?  
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Annex 7: Interview guideline for (large) retailers and other buyers  


Retailers are the ones closest to the final consumer. They therefore have the best knowledge 
about consumer preferences and market requirements and trends. They know what sells, and 
what does not sell.  


When interviewing retailers, we therefore need not only to look at current market requirements 
and demand conditions, but also at whether this market information is passed down to the 
suppliers (means: also to our target region) within the value chain. Market information is crucial 
to remain competitive!  


 


Questions 
 
Introduction 
Show the manager your value chain maps of their sector and explain it to him as well as the 
purpose of the Local-VCD project. Also explain to him that this local exercise could be 
beneficial for him to improve his supply basis. If necessary ask them whether the steps and 
the key stakeholders have been correctly identified. 
 
Explain to the manager that it is important now to understand his position in the value chain. 
 
 
1. The Market 
 
1.1. Who are your buyers? 
 
1.2. With regard to the products from our target region: Is the demand growing or 


declining? And how much? 
 
1.3. Do you face any problems by selling products from the target region to the 


consumer? 
 
1.4. Do get regular feedback from your customers about the products which you sell? 
  O O O 
  Yes No Only sometimes 
 
 
2. Product quality and specifications 
 
2.1. What kind of products (categories) do you sell in your retail shop? 
 
2.2. What kind of preferences do your customers have (e.g. in terms of quality, design, 


functionality, health standards etc.) 
 
2.3. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
 
2.4. Do you have product categories? Means: do you grade products according to 


quality? If yes, what are these grades? And what are the selection criteria? 
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2.5. What are your 3-5 main cost factors with regard to supply? Give an estimate on how 


much you spend on them  
 
2.6. Are you aware of international/national standards and regulations for your field of 


business (e.g. ISO norms, GAP, GMP, quality standards and laws, etc.) 
  O       O 
  Yes. What are these standards? Describe below No 
 
 
3. Supply  
 
2.1. Which are the main (5) regions from which you source your products for export? 
 


 
 
 


    


 
2.2. What kind of difficulties do you face in working together with your suppliers 


(especially those of the target region)?  
 
2.3. Do the products from the target region meet your customers’ requirements? (in 


terms of quantity, quality, price, design, delivery time etc.)? 
 
2.4. If you would have to evaluate the performance of your 5 main supplier regions along 


a scale of 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good), what kind of marks would you give for the 
following criteria:  


 
2.5. (Put in the regions name into the correct cell – e.g. Polonnaruwa: quality 2, 


Anuradhapura: quality: 5, Kzrunegala: quality 3 – same with the other criteria) 
 


Criteria Very poor Poor average good Very good 
 
 


1 2 3 4 5 


Quality      
 


Reliability      
 


Flexibility      
 


Price      
 


Product design 
(specifications) 


     


Costumer service      
 


  Note: The criteria need to be adapted to the requirements of a particular  
  sector. This should already be done in the build-up phase 
 
2.6. Do you get sufficient information (and services) from your suppliers about available 


products, prices and quantities? 
  O  O 


 Yes  No (why not?) 
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2.7. What kind of business relationship do you have with your suppliers? 


O  legal contract 
O  verbal agreement 
O  no agreement at all, we negotiate on a daily basis 


 
2.8. How do you collect your products? 
 


Suppliers come to 
me 


I go to the suppliers 
(e.g. through an 
agent, or 
personally) 


I have collecting 
centres at central 
places 


I use an out-grower 
system: suppliers 
sell exclusively to 
me 


 


     
 
  Other:  
 
2.9. What is the most pressing problem with regard to your small-scale suppliers (or your 


three most pressing problems)? 
 
2.10. Do you have any suggestions, how these problems can be addressed? (if you have 


any) 
 
2.11. Do you provide any services to your suppliers? 
 


Technical 
assistance (e.g. 
training) 


Equipments (input 
supply) 


Loans Information about 
market 
requirements and 
demand conditions 


Research and 
development 


     
 


 
  Other:  
 
 
3. System efficiency:  
 
3.1. How long does it take until you get your order from your suppliers in the target 


region? 
 


One day Two days Up to one week Up to two weeks More than two 
weeks 


    
 


 


 
3.2. How fast do you pay your bills? 
 


On the same 
day I receive 
the order 


Within a week Within two weeks Within three weeks Within four weeks 


    
 


 


 
3.3. Other: (also specify why it takes so long) 
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3.4. What kind of services do you provide to your suppliers? 
 


Equipment 
(machines, 
inputs etc.) 


Technical training 
and assistance (e.g. 
how to maintain 
quality standards) 


loans Research and 
development 


Marketing support 
(e.g. advertisement, 
branding etc.) 


    
 


 


 
  Other: 
 
3.5. Do you regularly update your suppliers with regard to new market developments? 
  O  O 
  Yes  No 
 
3.6. What kind of customer services do you receive from your suppliers? 
 
3.7. How do you communicate with your suppliers? 
 


By phone By email/post Face to face Through an 
intermediary (e.g. 
agent) 


Other 


     
 


 
3.8. How often do you communicate with your suppliers? 
 


Every day At least once per 
week 


At least once every 
two weeks 


At least once per 
month 


Other 


    
 


 


 
  
 
4. Competition  
 
4.1. Who are your main competitors on the market? 
 
4.2. What makes your product/service different from that of competitors? 
 
4.3. Do the products from the target region put you into a competitive advantage? 
 
 
5. Business environment and support services 
 
5.1. With regard to the legal and regulatory framework, have you experienced any 


difficulties to grow your business? If yes, what were these difficulties? 
 
5.2. What kind of services does the (local) government provide to retailers in this sector? 


Are these services up-to date and useful? 
 
5.3. Are you member of any business association? If yes, are you satisfied with the 


services that you receive?  
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Annex 8: Interview guideline for supply retailers and companies 


 


Questions 
 
Introduction 
Show the supplier your value chain maps and explain it to them as well as the purpose of 
the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive and maybe increasing their 
market share). If necessary ask them whether the steps and the key stakeholders have 
been correctly identified. 
 
Explain to the supplier that it is important now to understand his position in the value chain 
and the particular challenges and opportunities. 
 
Start by asking, why the supply retailer has chosen this region to sell his products/services. 
Or if you are interviewing him outside of your project region, then ask him about his 
business relation to you region. If he has no relation yet (means, he is not yet selling 
products in your region), then ask him, under which circumstances he would supply your 
target sector. 
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1. Market access & System efficiency 
 
1.1. Who are your buyers? 
 
1.2. What kind of equipment do you supply? 
 
1.3. How do you sell your products/services? 


 
I have a local 
retail shop 


I have a local 
agent who takes 
orders 


I am wholesaler, I 
only sell to 
intermediaries 


I have no shop in 
the target region, 
but buyers come 
from far away to 
buy equipment 
from me 


I directly visit my 
customers and 
deliver to their 
homes 


 
 


    


 
1.4. How do you make customer aware of your products/services? 
 


Through 
advertisement 
(e.g. in news 
papers or radio) 


Through word-by-
mouth 


I visit potential 
customers 
directly 


I have a sales 
agent who does 
the marketing in 
the region 


I do not care 
much about 
marketing and 
advertisement 


 
 


    


 
1.5. How frequently do you meet your regular customers? 
 


Daily Once per week At least once per 
month 


At least once 
every three 
months 


Other (specify) 


 
 


    


 
1.6. What kind of information do provide to your customers? 
 


Information about 
new products and 
services 


About new 
technologies 


About how to use 
the equipment 
(training)  


About prices and 
costs and 
available 
financing 
schemes 


I do not provide 
any information. I 
just sell my 
products/services 


 
 


    


 
1.7. What costumer services do you provide to your buyers (e.g. loans, training, advice, 


maintenance, etc.) 
 
1.8. If you are a supply retailer, where do you get your information from? 
 


I am licensed 
agent for a supply 
company which 
provides me with 
regular updates  


I visit 
(international) 
fairs and 
exhibitions 


From the media 
(newspapers, 
radio, internet, 
etc.) 


I have order 
catalogues from 
several supply 
companies 


BDS providers 
and extension 
services, or other 
business services 


 
 


    


 
1.9. With regard to market access (means: supplying local producers): What are the main 


difficulties that you are facing? 
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2. Product quality and specifications 
 
2.1. Describe the product/services which you sell. 
 
2.2. What is the price to which you sell one item (or the price for your 3-5 main items)? 
 
2.3. Do you regularly adopt your range of products/services according to new trends and 


developments on the market? (e.g. you are always informed about latest 
technology and try to sell it to your customers) 


 
 
3. Supply industries 
 
3.1. Who are your suppliers? 
 
3.2. Do you import supply goods? If yes, from which countries? 
 
3.3. If you import products, do you face any constraints/difficulties in doing so?  
 
3.4. Do your suppliers provide you with certain services? If yes, what kind of services 


(e.g. loans, training, maintenance services, equipment, marketing support etc.)? 
 
 
4. Product differentiation – competition 
 
4.1. Who are your main competitors (either names of companies, or other regions that 


produce similar products/services)? 
 
4.2. Is there competition between you and other suppliers for buyers here in the same 


region? 
 
4.3. What makes your product different from that of competitors? 
 
4.4. What is the local competitive advantage of this area in which you run your business? 
 
4.5. Could you increase your sales in this area over the past few years? 
 
 
5. Labour Practices 
 
5.1. Mow many workers do you employ? 
 
5.2. Have you signed a contract with them, which specifies the responsibilities of both 


sides (i.e. employer and employee)? 
 
5.3. How high are your costs for labour? 
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6. Business environment and support services 
 
6.1. With regard to the legal and regulatory framework, have you experienced any 


difficulties to grow your business? If yes, what were these difficulties? 
 
6.2. What kind of services does the (local) government provide? Are these services up-to 


date and useful? 
 
6.3. Are you member of any business association? If yes, are you satisfied with the 


services that you receive?  
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Annex 9: Interview guideline for BDS providers 


 


Questions 
 
Introduction 
Show the BDS provider your value chain maps and explain it to them as well as the purpose 
of the Local-VCD project (it’s all about becoming more competitive). 
 
Explain to the BDS provider that it is important now to understand his role to support and 
promote the target sector. If it’s a private sector BDS provider, you might also explain to him 
that this Local-VCD exercise might come up with certain proposals which he could take up 
as implementing organisation, and which again provides business opportunities for him.  
 
 
1. General information 
 
6.1. Are you a government  or a private sector organisation? 
   O   O 
 
6.2. Is your BDS organisation involved in the target sector? 
  O  O 


 Yes  No (then, why not?) 
 
6.3. Which level in the value chain is your organisation targeting (e.g. EDB targets 


exporters, IDB targets producers, etc.) 
 
6.4. What kind of service does your organisation provide to the target sector? Specify 
 
 Training: ___ 
 Loans: ___ 
 Provision of equipment: ___ 
 Marketing support: ____ 
 Research and Development: ____ 
 Information services: ____ 
 Creating linkages/ business partnerships: ___ 
 Provide a business platform: _____ 
 Financial support/ sponsorship/ subsidies: ____ 
 Other: __ 
 
6.5. In which areas (geographical) is your organisation present and active? 
 
6.6. Can SMEs access your services? 
 
6.7. What are the conditions for receiving your services? 
 
6.8. How much do your services cost? (or if your services are free of charge: from where 


do you get funding?) 
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2. System efficiency 
 
2.1. How do you make enterprises aware of your services? 
 


Through 
advertisement 


They know, we 
don’t have to 
promote our 
services (word-by-
mouth) 


We actively search 
and contact 
potential clients 


Through 
recommendation 


Other 


     
 


 
2.2. How do you make sure your services are on the latest  
 


Our head office 
regularly briefs us 
about new 
developments 


We receive regular 
training to update 
our knowledge and 
skills 


I inform my self 
through media  


I visit fairs and 
exhibitions and 
actively look for 
business 
partnerships 


Other 


     
 


 
2.3. Do you get feedback from your clients and what do you do with this feedback? Do 


you use it to improve your services? 
 
2.4. Do you do regular needs assessments of your target sectors? 
  O       O 
  Yes (please tell us about your most recent one) No (why not?) 
 
2.5. What are the most urgent needs of the target sector? 
 
2.6. What kind of difficulties do you find in getting access to the target sector as a 


services provider? 
 
2.7. Any suggestions on how to improve these difficulties? 
 
 
 
3. Product specifications and quality 
 
3.1. Do you (or can you) provide technical assistance – e.g. in form of training – to 


enterprises of the target sector (for example showing them how to improve quality 
and quantity, how to find business partners, training on market requirements such 
as international standards etc)? 


 
3.2. Do you have knowledge about market requirements and demand conditions of the 


target sector? If yes, what are these requirements? 
 
 
4. Product differentiation – competition 
 
4.1. Do you work on the same sector in different regions? 


 
4.2. How is our target region positioned compared to other regions, that produce the 


same products? 
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4.3. Compared to other regions, which are the areas, where our region needs to 


improve? 
 
4.4. How can you support the target sector to become more competitive? 
 
 
 
5. Labour Practices 
 
6.1. What do you know about the situation of workers in the target sector:  
 


Organisation:  
Payment:  
Workplace safety:  
Treatment/recognition:  
Legal situation:  
Other: _______ 


 
 
6. Business environment and support services 
 
6.2. Are small enterprises in the target sector organised? 
  O   O  O 
  Yes  No  Only to a certain degree 
 
6.3. What kind of constraints do enterprises of the target sector face with regard to laws 


and regulations? 
 
6.4. Are the enterprises registered? 
 


About 10 % are 
registered 


About 20% 30% 40% 50% 


 
 


    


 
 Other:  
 
6.5. What kind of support does the government give to the target sector? 
 
6.6. Do SMEs also benefit from this support? 
 
6.7. How could the government play a more constructive role? 
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Annex 10: Template for Star Diagram 


 


 
Evaluating and the performance of suppliers 
 
1. What are the most important criteria (3-6) on which you base your purchase decisions? 
 
2. Which are your 3-5 most important suppliers? (include your target sector, even if it does 


not belong to the most important suppliers) 
 
3. Along a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (very good), how do you assess the performance of 


your 3-5 most important suppliers* with regard to these business criteria: 
 
 


Performance Evaluation 
 


 
 
Performance Criteria 
 


1 2 3 4 5 


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
Performance Criteria are important business indicators on which the buyer bases his 
decisions. Examples are: product quality, delivery time, design, flexibility in order quantity, 
price, etc.   
 
Number stands for performance evaluation as follows:  
1 = very good; 2 = good; 3 = indifferent; 4 = bad;5 = very bad 


C =  


 
Letter stands for regions from which the buyer sources:  
A = 
B =  


D =  
E =  
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Dear Sir;



Request for Quotation





The SDC is the agency of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) responsible for international cooperation. It is engaged in construction programs in the northern part of Sri Lanka operation form  Field Office in Jaffna.  



SDC hereby invites interested qualified vendors to submit their detailed proposals and bids for the supply following trees to reach the undersigned ASAP.



Description of Goods / Services / Activities:  

		Item

No.

		Description of Items or Services required

		Qty.

		Remarks / Additional information



		1

		Writing Table, Steel, IWT 04

		2

		



		2

		Teachers Chairs

		4

		



		3

		Cupboard, Steel, Library, ILC02

		2

		



		4

		Cupboard, Steel, Office IOC003

		2

		



		5

		Students Chairs

		61

		



		6

		Students Chairs

		12

		



		7

		Shoe Shelve

		5

		



		8

		Bag Shaves – 3 row 

		5

		









Terms and conditions:

1. SDC is exempted from the payment of VAT; as such all bidders are required to submit their VAT free prices. 

2. This bidding process can become null and void without any obligations to the bidders whatsoever, in case that the final  clearance is not granted by the SDC or SL Government authorities.

3. All the rules and regulations applicable for SDC & GOSL tender procedures will apply for this tender process.

4. Decision made by the SDC Board will be the final at this bidding process.

5. Payment will be made by cheque upon receiving the goods and original invoice

6. Additional conditions / requirements as needed such as delivery period, warranty, installation etc.



Thanking you,





Logistrician , 

		

		SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA

SDC Field Office Jaffna

18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280
E-Mail.      www.swisscoop.lk
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Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka


SDC Field Office Jaffna


Terms of Reference


For:

……………………….

(Further referred to as “the employee”)


Function: 
Senior Engineer


Place: 

Jaffna


Duration:
 01-Jan-2012 to 31-Dec-2012

1. Reference Documents

· Instructions SDC


· Operations Manual SDC Sri Lanka


· Security Plan Swiss Cooperation Sri Lanka


2. Job Description

The Swiss Cooperation Team in Sri Lanka is responsible for the management and/or follows up of all


Projects implemented and/or funded by SDC in Sri Lanka. SDC employees work as a team and help


each other to fulfill the assigned tasks. All employees are expected to fulfill tasks not included in their


TOR or task list if deemed necessary by the respective Head of Field Office (HoFO).

Within the Jaffna Field Office, the employee is responsible for the following main functions


· Responsible for the preparation of tender documents;


· Responsible for the preparation of technical documentations including project and working drawings, structural calculations and structural drawings with details, bill of quantities;


· Responsible for site supervision, quality and time control;


· Responsible for organizing and conducting meetings.


· Responsible  for timely delivering Reports (Monthly-, Progress-, Financial and Final Report)


· Responsible for contracts and agreements signed by the contractor.


3. Reporting Relationships

As Senior Engineer the employee reports to the HoFO.

4. Delegation of responsibilities, competencies and duties


The Country Director bears the overall responsibility for all tasks delegated to the Swiss Cooperation team by SDC HQ, and the corresponding competencies and duties have been delegated to him in person, too. The Country Director has further delegated responsibilities, competencies and, duties to the HoFO. Standard working procedures of SDC in Sri Lanka are laid down in the, “Operations Manual


(OM) SDC Sri Lanka". Within this regulatory framework, the following responsibilities, competencies and duties are delegated by the HoFO of Jaffna to the employee.


Responsibilities:


The employee is responsible for the overall implementation of the tasks delegated to him/her.

Competencies:


· The employee has the competence to independently execute the tasks assigned under the Job Description including communicating and signing of Correspondence in relation to those tasks.


· There is no transfer of financial competences. 

· General travel permits within the district of assignment. Duty trips outside the district need approval from the HoFO.


· The  employee is not authorized to promise any products, results or: to place orders on behalf of SDC.

· Information to media may be given only upon explicit approval by the Country Director.


Duties:


· The HoFO is to be briefed on all milestones of the tasks delegated (milestones include: initialing new activities; seeking approval from authorities, partners etc. for major next steps; termination of activities). This “information delivery duty” is to be fulfilled normally during the weekly bilateral.


· Major problems in the implementation of the tasks delegated are to be reported immediately to the HoFO ("major problems” refers to problems which may impact on the relationship of the field Office with SCO and/or SDC HQ, with Government authorities or partners; problems with other team members; security incidents; and especially problems in relation to the regulatory framework mentioned above).


· When preparing the handover of functions to his successor, the employee will draw up one or several operational handover note(s) to brief his successor on all relevant aspects of the functions he has been responsible for. Sign and have counter-signed by successor 


I


5. Safety, Security and Health


It is the employer’s responsibility to get acquainted with the specific health, safety and security issue in the specific area of his deployment (see SDC security plan Sri Lanka) and to keep the HoFO updated on these issues at all time.

The Senior Engineer






Head of Office

…………………………………………………                                                                        …………………………………………..





 


     


 


Objectives / Strategy  
of intervention 


Key Performance  
Indicators 


Data Sources  
and Means of Verification 


Overall Risks  
and Assumptions  


Objective:   


Sustainable livelihoods through in-
creased economic capacity of pro-
ducers and producer groups in areas 
of Kilinochchi, Northern Province of 
Sri Lanka. 
 


 


 


 


 
• Disturbances or disapproval by the 


Sri Lankan Government (e.g. the 
Presidential Task Force and mili-
tary structures) 


• Political and security environment 
in the target area remain stable 


• No major climatic disasters (major 
floods, long-term droughts and oc-
currence of cyclones) 


Outcome 1:    


Sustainable improvement of the pro-
duction and processing capacity of 
selected producer groups 
 


 


• Improved capacity and knowledge of project 
staff 


• A list of suitable and motivated producers 
and existing producer groups 


 


 


• Results of participatory anal-
yses of local economic activity 
(baseline, mid-term, end of pro-
ject) 


• Results of the study to identify 
market gaps, etc.  


• Project monitoring reports 


• When producers opt to work in 
producer groups, they will obtain 
better prices than if selling individu-
ally. 


Outcome 2: 
The Engagement of producers with 
markets and service providers is im-
proved. 
 


 


• Volume of products sold  


• Improved knowledge of producer groups in 
potential trades and products  


• Linkage of producers to collectors, whole-
salers, processors, retailers, sellers and 
other actors  


• Volume of products sold per producer group  


• Increase of achieved prices of products sold 
by producer groups 


• # of contractual arrangements with market-
ing agents of producer groups  


 


• Survey results  


• Map of relevant key stakehold-
ers 


• Individual records of the pro-
ducer groups 


• Results of regular price surveys 
amongst the producer groups 


• Contract documentations / 
agreement 


Output 1.1: 
Producer groups have the capacity to 
increase their production  
 


 


• # of producers trained in production 


• # of producers able to access improved and 
appropriate inputs   


• Increment of membership / individual sup-
pliers and producers (male / female) in the 
producer groups adopting new technologies  


 


• Training records 


• Project monitoring reports 


• Documentation about adopted 
new technologies 


 


 


• Producers who are trained in pro-
duction improvements will apply 
and share their new skills  


 







 


     


 


Output 1.2:  
Producer groups across the prede-
fined target regions have the capacity 
to improve the quality of their produc-
tion  


 


• # of PGs members trained in quality im-
provements 


• # of producers able to access technologies 
to improve quality 


• Improved productivity per producer group 


• Higher sales numbers per producer group 


• # of investments common business infra-
structure (e.g. common buildings as train-
ing, knowledge and production centers  


• % growing income / turnover from produc-
tion per producer group 


 


• Baseline & final evaluation 
survey  


• Training and training attend-
ance documentation 


• Sales records of individual 
producer groups. 


  


• Producers who are trained in quali-
ty improvements will apply and 
share their new skills  


Output 1.3:  
Producer groups across the prede-
fined target regions have the capacity 
to improve their processing capacity  


• Producers who are trained in pro-
cessing improvements will apply 
and share their new skills  


 


Output 2.1: 
Producer groups have been selected 
or are established through or within 
selected CBOs and other entities and 
are functional. 
 


 


• Product quality assurance and collective 
marketing is in place. 


• improved and stabilized income to their 
producer groups’ members 


• producer groups have a transparent owner-
ship structure of shareholding members  


 


• records of the producer groups 
compared prior during and after 
the intervention 


 


• Producers will see the benefit of 
working in producer groups and will 
be eager to work in groups.  


 


Output 2.2: 
Selected Producer Groups have im-
proved market literacy and build link-
ages with markets and service provid-
ers  


 


• Regular exchange with other relevant stake 
holders 


• Improved sales 


 


• Baseline & final evaluation 
survey  


• Individual value chain analysis 
documentation 


• First supply contracts 


 


• High impact market opportunities 
are available in the area. 


 


Output 2.3:  
Producer groups understand local 
market demand, respond accordingly 
and develop their own links with mar-
ket buyers and traders. 


 


• Improved marketing, packaging, promotion 
and distribution channels 


• Improved marketing as a groups 


 


  


• Baseline & final evaluation 
survey  


• Sales records of individual 
producer groups. 


 


• The decision making criteria is 
effective in identifying high impact 
products. 


Output 2.4: 
Market stakeholder network is estab-
lished and functional in the target area  
 


 


• Improved regular communication and ex-
change between the participating stake-
holders 


• More efficient value chain is in place 


 


• Documentation of regular semi-
annual meetings. 


 


 


• Other market players and local 
economic stakeholders will want to 
take part in the Market stakeholder 
networks  







 


     


 


Activities  Indicative 
timeframe 


 Phase 1 – Preparation 


• Training of project staff on value chains  and other activities in to increase the staffs competency  
• Identification of suitable and motivated producers and existing producer groups  
• Conducting of first meetings with participation of other key stakeholders within the different value chains including a stakeholder mapping 
• Design of a partnering and mobilization strategy to form networks with producer groups in the target area 
 


Phase 2 – Situation Analysis 


• Conducting of a study to identify market gaps, potential products, quality, quantities, packaging, transport and other logistics that might enable 
more viable deals for poor producers including an analyses of local economic activity (baseline, mid-term, end of project) 


• Conducting of a ‘scoping’ exercise that identifies the economic drivers, shortlists potential trades and products and maps relevant key stakehold-
ers  


• Undertake research with producers, collectors, wholesalers, processors, retailers, sellers and other actors  
• Identify a set of agreed criteria to prioritize up to 3 potential trades or products  
• Conduct a participatory value chain analysis to validate or reject hypotheses that the 3 prioritized products  
• Encouraging of local value chain actors to take responsibility by assigning certain key roles and responsibilities to selected members of the pro-


ducer groups and other stakeholders to ensure ownership and responsibility  
• Conduct a more intensive value chain analysis to either validate or reject hypotheses that the 3 prioritized products present strong a market and 


scale up opportunity.  


 


Phase 3 – Engaging producer groups and capacity bui lding 


• Establishing of functional producer groups (through mobilization or organizational strengthening).  
• Conduct capacity building in legal aspects of group formation, establishing a constitution and a board, and building the capacity around producer 


group management and administration and revise producer groups’ required legal status  
• Conducting a series of trust building exercises for producer groups including building of capacity to build the social capital (trust, confidence and 


hope) to bring the members and potential members together to identify ways to work together 
• Building the market and business literacy capacity of the selected producer groups to understand markets by using material gathered through the 


previous situational analysis  
• Presentation of identified and short listed value chain products to the producer groups and analysis by themselves (aided by the project staff) 
• Together with producer groups design and implement a series of workshops and meetings presenting key challenges to develop plans for improv-


ing producer groups’ engagement with markets  
• Facilitation of producer groups’ design of interventions and activities that can address their market barriers. 
• Conducting of trainings to introduce appropriate technologies and build the capacity for value-adding activities that can be undertaken by the se-


lected producer groups to increase the prices and profit margins. 
• investment capital and advisory support to invest in storage, transport, processing, packaging, certification, labeling or retail outlets 
• investing in small scale infrastructure for elected producer groups 
• Social and Psycho social mobilization 


 


 


 
Jan – Feb 2014 


 
 
 
 
 


Feb – Mar 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Mar – Aug 2014  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 


     


 


 


 
Phase 4 – Understanding market demand and structure  


• Supporting of producer groups in undertaking a value chain analysis confirming the or rejecting the hypothesis made about the market potential  
• Facilitate forming of research teams that are composed of members from the producer groups 
• Train and lead the research teams in understanding and on the process of analyzing the respective value chains.  
• Facilitate research within a value chain framework analyzing the end market and addressing all of the key stages in the value chain 
• Facilitation of communication back to all of the members within the producer groups in order to decide about whether or not new market oppor-


tunities will be pursued  
• Facilitate meetings between producers and potential buyers  
• Facilitation of improved marketing of products, such as labelling, packaging, promotion and distribution channels. 
• Facilitation of relationships and networks with input suppliers to improve the supply of needed inputs for production including a mapping exer-


cise 
• Facilitation relationships with microfinance institutions or credit providers to improve the cash flow and financing of production and between pro-


ducers and new potential buyers. 


 
Phase 5 – Participatory planning for change 


• Support for business plan development and business counseling 
• assisting with market information, collective marketing programs, internal control systems and direct trade linkages 
• training, extension, learning workshops, study and exchange visits  
• Facilitation of planning for events and meetings between producers, buyers and others to encourage business relations 
• Facilitation of first contracts between producers an, byers and other stakeholders for quick win opportunities.  


 
Phase 6 – Facilitation of relationships, capacity b uilding and market change 


• Implementation of planned capacity building activities 
• Facilitation of the establishment of a value chain stakeholder network as a group of stakeholders from within the respective value chains  
• Facilitate network meetings on a semi-annual basis to consider the constraints facing each point of the value chain, and to design interventions 


and activities to address these issues.  
• Identification of selection of one or two members per producer group who can perform the role of local market facilitators for their group 
• Facilitating communication between producers and potential buyers in the market to overcome potential market failure by inadequate market 


information 
• Facilitate producer groups’ designs and implementation of economic development activities that allowing taking advantage of the information 


and identifying market orders.  
• Building capacity of producer groups and training producers in necessary technologies and quality assurance, and improving access to capital.  
• Supporting of poor producers to enter into new, beneficial deals with buyers.  Establishing of a simple market information service for providing 


up-to-date information to producers on demand, prices, volumes, quality, variety and other key market information. 


 


 
Aug – May 2015  


  (2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
May – June 2015  


 
 
 
 
 
 


Feb – Dec 2015 
    
 
 
 






		LANDCRUISER N°

		KILOMETRAGE:



		WEEK N°

		DRIVER:





LANDCRUISER  WEEKLY CHECK BY THE DRIVER  


IN SEVERE WORKING CONDITIONS ( WITH SAND AND MUD ) 


		N°

		Control Description 

		Done

		Observation



		1

		Detect possible leaks under vehicle

		

		



		2

		Clean vehicle ( sub-body, body and engine )

		

		



		3

		Control condition of radiator grill and state of mosquito net

		

		



		4

		Engine oil level

		

		



		5

		Cooling fluid level

		

		



		6

		Brake and clutch fluid level

		

		



		7

		Power steering fluid level

		

		



		8

		Windshield washer liquid level

		

		



		9

		Drain main fuel filter

		

		



		10

		Clean air filter and bottom cup

		

		



		11

		Check battery : fastening, level of water, clamp state

		

		



		12

		Listen for abnormal noises with engine working and hood opened

		

		



		

		

		

		



		13

		Control steering freeplay ( turn steering wheel while watching wheel  )

		

		



		14

		Tire state ( wear, defects )

		

		



		15

		Tire pressure : 3 kg ( 44PSI ) or 3,5 kg ( 51PSI ) on rear wheel if loaded

		

		



		16

		Rear and front wheel bearing freeplay ( shake wheel on jack )

		

		



		17

		Control and clean front brakes ( pads, disc ventilation )

		

		



		18

		Control and clean rear brakes ( shoes, inside drum )

		

		



		19

		Rear and front axle breathers not blocked

		

		



		20

		Exhaust pipe state and fastening

		

		



		21

		Leaf spring state ( wear, alignment, fastening )

		

		



		22

		Leaf spring bushes

		

		



		23

		Shock absorbers ( leak, fixation ) and bushes

		

		



		24

		Other bushes ( sway bar., low arm, ... )

		

		



		25

		Gear box and engine mounting condition

		

		



		26

		Body and chassis condition ( cracks, weelding, buckling )

		

		



		27

		Greasing ( steering, propeller shaft and universal joint, knuckles )

		

		



		28

		General tightening of bolts ( especially on leaf spring )

		

		



		

		

		

		



		29

		Control lights, turning signals and warning lights on dashboard

		

		



		30

		Radio cables and tightening of earth

		

		



		31

		Door, window, mirror, seat condition and working

		

		



		32

		Presence of in-board tools ( according to inventory )

		

		



		33

		Hilift jack working and greased

		

		



		34

		Fill up the fuel tanks

		

		



		35

		Note important comments in Logbook and check service timing

		

		





		Work done during this weeckly check-up






		Work to be planned with mechanic








Driver’s signature :


                                                                  Date :



Waiver of Liability


I, ___________________________________, ____________________________________



(please print full name)


(function, company / organisation)


agree to travel free of charge by an SDC vehicle:


From:____________________To____________________on  Date: ______/______/______


I agree to use free transport provided by the Swiss Agency for development and cooperation (SDC). I have not paid any fee or other compensation to travel by SDC vehicle. I understand and accept that the SDC and its employees and agents make no guarantee regarding this free transport, which I am using at my own risk.


I understand and acknowledge that the very nature of the SDC’s work in conflict zones is such that it must frequently be performed in dangerous conditions. I am aware that by using SDC transport I am exposing myself not only to the risks associated with armed conflict but also to those of crime, abduction, serious illness and accident, and that physical and psychological harm, with possibly fatal results, are also among the irreducible risks. I understand and accept that in the event of any abduction the SDC will firmly adhere to its policy of not paying any ransom.


I understand and accept that I am not covered by any insurance policy taken out by the SDC. I hereby acknowledge and confirm that it is my responsibility to ensure that I have sufficient insurance coverage for myself and my dependents, in particular against accidents (especially car), and that war risk is covered by my insurance.


I hereby release the SDC and its employees and agents from any liability in connection with my use of SDC transport. I shall not hold them accountable for any claims or costs related to personal injury, death, or loss of or damage to property in connection with the performance or non-performance of the SDC’s obligations regarding this free transport.


Any dispute or claim arising out of or in relation to this contract shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers of Commerce in force on the date when the Notice of Arbitration is submitted. The place of arbitration shall be Geneva (Switzerland), the language English.


Swiss law shall govern this waiver and any arbitration, suit, action or claim arising out of this agreement, without regard to conflict principles.


Nothing in this waiver implies or may be construed as a renunciation by the SDC of its privileges and immunities as a governmental organization, whether customary or stemming from the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, of 18 April 1961.


By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read, understood and agree to all conditions stated in this waiver.


Signature_____________________________

Date: ______/______/______
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VILLAGE ASSESSMENT



		Date completed

		

		Completed by

		







1. Context Analysis



1. Village Generalities

		a

		GN Division

		

		f

		GN Division Number

		



		b

		Area of GN

		

		g

		Coordinates

		



		c

		District

		

		h

		District Capital

		



		d

		Distance from nearest town 

		

		I

		Distance from District Capital

		



		e

		Total number of villages in GN

		

		j

		Total population

		







2. History of the Village

		a

		Initial Settlement

(Year, Major Events)

		



		b

		Displacements

(Year, Major Events)

		



		c

		Resettlements

(Year, Major Events)

		







3. Basic Information (HH = households)

		a

		HH pre-displacement

		

		l

		Female headed HH



		



		b

		Registered HH



		

		m

		HH headed by elders > 65 years

		



		c

		Returned HH

		

		n

		Minor headed HH

		



		d

		HH resettled elsewhere

		

		o

		Households with disabled members

		



		e

		Male population

		

		n

		HH with < 4 members

		



		f

		Female population

		

		o

		HH with members killed/ missing

		



		g

		Children (0-5)

		

		p

		No. released ex-combatants

		



		h

		Children (6-17)

		

		q

		No. deaths during conflict

		



		i

		Youth (18-35)

		

		r

		HH with members still detained

		



		j

		Elders (>65)

		

		s

		Security restricted areas in village?

		



		k

		Single male headed HH

		

		t

		Military brigade in GN

		











1. Livelihoods

		a

		Main Livelihoods

		

		n

		How many women involved on livelihood after resettlement

		



		b

		Seasonal Livelihoods

		

		o

		What type of livelihood?

		



		c

		Alternative Livelihoods

		

		p

		Different Sources of income?

		



		d

		Challenges facing livelihoods

		

		q

		Type of common food intake everyday by the HH

		



		e

		Skilled Labor(Nr.)

		

		r

		Type of common health problem? 

		



		f

		Farmers(Nr.)

		

		s

		what reasons the community often go to the hospital

		



		g

		Fishermen(Nr.)

		

		t

		Average HH income LKR

		



		h

		Daily unskilled labor (Nr.)

		

		u

		HH with monthly income < LKR 5,000

		



		i

		Private sector workers (Nr.)

		

		v

		HH receiving Samurdhi

		



		j

		Registered Businessmen (Nr.)

		

		w

		HH or members in abroad as refugees, skilled workers 

		



		k

		Public Servants (Nr.)

		

		x

		HH with unskilled migrant remittances

		



		l

		Unemployed youth aged 18-35 (Nr.)

		

		y

		HH with bank savings account

		



		m

		How many women involved on livelihood before displacement? What type of livelihood?

		

		z

		HH eligible for bank loans

		

















2. Education

		a

		Children of school age (6-19 years)

		

		j

		Are all three streams offered at A/Ls?

		



		b

		Children of school age not in school

		

		k

		Do the children have facilities to go for tution classess? If yes  

		



		c

		Children with disability

		

		l

		How many at least   O/L educated (Nr.)

		



		d

		Orphans

		

		m

		How many at least A/L educated (Nr.)

		



		e

		Children of Preschool age(3-5)

		

		n

		Number of graduates

		



		f

		Pre-schools

		

		o

		Average education level of men

		



		g



		Schools with only grades 1-5

		

		p

		Average education level of women

		



		h

		Schools with only grades 1-11

		

		q

		Vocational training opportunities available?

		



		i

		Schools offering A/L subjects

		

		r

		English/IT raining facilities available?

		







3. Housing Information 

		a

		Permanent houses before conflict

		

		g

		Private latrines

		



		b

		Permanent houses after conflict

		

		h

		Average size of plots

		



		c

		Fully damaged houses

		

		i

		HH with land deeds

		



		d

		Partially damaged houses

		

		j

		HH  with permits

		



		e

		Temporary shelters

		

		k

		Landless HH

		



		f

		Private wells

		

		l

		Was village land survey completed (Yes/No)?

		



		m



		Other land/ housing related issues

		







4. Physical Infrastructure	

		c

		Common drinking wells

		

		h

		Functioning irrigation tanks/ channels

		



		b

		Common toilets

		

		i

		Sports/ recreational centers

		



		c

		Shops (MPCS/Private)

		

		j

		Waste disposal services available (Yes/No)

		



		d

		Religious Places



		

		k

		Postal services available (Yes /No)

		



		e

		Functioning community halls

		

		l

		Culverts/bunds in good condition (Yes/No)

		



		f

		Functioning storage/cooler centre

		

		m

		Access roads in good condition (Yes/No)

		



		g



		Reliable public transport

		

		n

		Electricity to houses (Yes/No)

		



		o

		Additional Comments

		







5. Access to Essential Services

		a

		Distance to nearest govt. health clinic

		

		h

		Distance to nearest school offering A/Ls

		



		b

		Distance to nearest govt. hospital

		

		i

		Govt. agrarian services available?

		



		c

		Distance to nearest private health clinic

		

		j

		Govt. veterinary services available?

		



		d

		Mid-wife services available?

		

		k

		Distance to nearest bank

		



		e

		Distance to nearest pre-school

		

		l

		Postal savings facilities available in village?

		



		f

		Distance to nearest school: Grades 1-5

		

		m

		GS services avalable in village?

		



		g



		Distance to nearest school: Grades 1-11

		

		n

		Samurdhi assistance offered in village? 

		



		o

		Other services/facilities

		









6. Disaster Management 

		a

		How often do you face flood situation in your village?

		

		g

		Have you received any capacity building programme on disaster prevention and mitigation?

		



		b

		How long it last long?

		

		h

		If yes who gave?and what are they?

		



		c

		Did you have to displace yourself?

		

		i

		Do you have CBDRM groups in your village?

		



		d

		How do you cope up with the flood situation?

		

		k

		If yes how active they are? And what is their responsibility?

		



		e

		Do you receive any external assistance? If yes what are they?

		

		l

		Any other disasters.

		



		f

		Do you have any mitigation or preventing measures?

		

		m

		What is your suggestion to reduce the impact of disaster in your village?

		



		n

		Any other comments.

		









7. Main Government Actors and Activities 

		a

		Name of Govt. Agency

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of Govt. Agency

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of Govt. Agency

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







8. Main CBO Actors and Activities

		a

		Name of CBO

		

		c

		Registered? (Yes/No)

		



		b

		Date established

		

		d

		Exec. Committee Members 

		



		e

		Services provided

		



		f

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of CBO

		

		c

		Registered? (Yes/No)

		



		b

		Date established

		

		d

		Exec. Committee Members 

		



		e

		Services provided

		



		f

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of CBO

		

		c

		Registered? (Yes/No)

		



		b

		Date established

		

		d

		Exec. Committee Members 

		



		e

		Services provided

		



		f

		Comments regarding service

		









9. Main NGO/INGO/Donor Activities

		a

		Name of agency

		

		d

		When did activities start-until when?

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of agency

		

		d

		When did activities start-until when?

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of agency

		

		d

		

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







10. Other Supporting Structures (religious /informal groups, private donors etc) 

		a

		Name of Entity

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of Entity

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of Entity

		



		b

		Services provided

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







2. Problem Mapping and Needs Analysis



1. Vulnerability and Social Tension Assessment

		a

		Issues of caste/ marginalization 

		



		b

		Issues of alcoholism



		



		c

		Prevalence of gender based violence

		



		d

		Issues of domestic violence

		



		e

		Recent incidences of suicide and reasons

		



		f

		Recent trends in social change 

		



		g

		Recent conflicts among community

		



		h

		Issues over resource distribution

		



		i

		Other

		







2. Priority Needs Assessment

		a

		Site clearance/ surveying

		

		



		b

		Land related  legal advise

		

		



		c

		Construction of individual houses

		

		



		d

		Construction of toilets

		

		



		e

		Cleaning/ renovation of common wells

		

		



		f

		Cleaning/renovation of agro wells

		

		



		g

		Cleaning/renovation of private wells

		

		



		h

		Renovation of irrigation channels

		

		



		i

		Securing drinking water for households

		

		



		j

		Construction of community buildings

		

		



		k

		Construction of preschool

		

		



		l

		Construction of schools 

		

		



		m

		Livelihood inputs

		

		



		n

		Business training/ market links

		

		



		o

		Vocational training

		

		



		p

		Strengthening/ training of CBOs

		

		



		q

		Public transport

		

		



		r

		Storage/ cooling facilities

		

		



		s

		Renovation of access roads

		

		



		t

		Construction of markets

		

		



		u

		Coop/MPCS facilities

		

		



		v

		Other priority interventions recommended

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		







3. Annexes



1. Please attach village map with relevant places of importance marked to this.

2. Please attach list of participants present at the assessment meeting to this.
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Abbreviations used 


   
CEPA  - Centre for Poverty Analysis  
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CSD - Civil Security Division 
DS - Divisional Secretary 
ECCD  - Early Childhood Care and Development 
ECCE  - Early Childhood Care and Education 
ECD  - Early Childhood Development  
ECDO - Early Childhood Development Officer 
ECCDC  - Early Childhood Care Development Centre  
EFA - Education for All 
FGD - Focus Group Discussions 
GN - Grama Niladhari 
KPI - Key Person Interviews 
MOH - Medical Officer of Health 
MoE - Ministry of Education 
MoH - Ministry of Health 
NCPA - National Child Protection Authority 
OfERR - Organization for Elangai Refugee Rehabilitation 
PHI - Public Health Inspectors 
PO - Probation Officer 
SDC  - Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation  
SHA - Swiss Humanitarian Aid Unit 
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UNCRC 
UNESCO 
UNICEF 


- 
- 
- 


United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child  
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
United Nations Children’s Fund 


ZDE - Zonal Education Division 
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1. Executive Summary 


The Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) and Terre des hommes (Tdh) are jointly 
implementing 30 preschools in areas in Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts that were severely affected by 
the three decades long armed conflict in Sri Lanka. SDC provided the hardware support to the 
project that included pre-school building, a play area and furniture for the preschool. Tdh provided 
the soft support that included capacity building of pre-school teachers, pre-school coordinators, 
community members and government authorities, sensitisation of parents and community on the 
importance of pre-school education and linking pre-schools with relevant government institutions.  


The Centre for Poverty Analysis (CEPA) was requested to carry out an assessment of the 
appropriateness of the methods and approaches used and the sustainability of the support extended 
by SDC and Tdh. For this purpose, we visited nine (9) of the supported preschools and met with 
teachers, Early Childhood Development Committee (ECDC) members, parents, Preschool 
Coordinators, Educational officials at Provincial and Zonal level and Divisional level administrative 
and protection officers. We also visited two (2) preschools that had been implemented earlier by 
Tdh and Organization for Elangai Refugee Rehabilitation (OfERR) using similar methods and 
approaches in Mullaitivu. Our findings are discussed below.  


The project mobilized the target communities to ensure education and health for all preschool 
aged children in their locality. Home visits by the teachers and Early Childhood Development 
Committees (ECDC) were made to register all children of preschool age. Follow-up visits are made to 
households with preschool children who are absent from preschool for a longer period of time or 
whose attendance is irregular and assistance is given to vulnerable households to enable children 
from these households to participate in preschool educational activities. This contributes to the 
possibility for all children of preschool age in the village to go to preschool. The parents’ involvement 
in the provision of nutritional food, and government officers being involved in primary health care 
and hygiene, contributes to the healthiness of the preschool children in the village. Thus, the project 
has established processes that contribute to education for all and preventive health care objectives 
enshrined within the Conventions of the Rights of the Child (UNCRC).  


Tdh’s training to ECDCs has equipped them to handle the needs and issues related to the 
preschools by themselves.  ECDCs and parents express confidence in managing the preschools at 
the same or better levels after Tdh leaves. Long serving preschool teachers indicate that 
capacitated ECDCs allow them to concentrate on teaching at the preschool than having to also deal 
with management issues that used to plague them earlier. In addition to the current ECDCs, to 
enable the transfer of knowledge to future ECDCs, Tdh has provided the training on managing 
ECDCs to preschool teachers and Preschool Coordinators and created networks for the ECDCs with 
education, health and protection government officials. Documentation, especially of the training 
provided and a knowledge transfer process from the current ECDCs to incoming ECDCs would 
greatly enhance the capacity of future ECDCs. 


The facility including the play area, education material and equipment and more importantly 
the training has enabled the teachers to adopt participative teaching method in an effective 
manner. The play-based and interactive education method helps the teachers to keep the attention 
of the children throughout the period the preschools are in school and makes them engaged and 







 


wanting to come to school regularly. External requirements such as entrance examinations for 
primary schools results in pressure from parents for deviating from the participatory teaching 
methods and teach reading and writing at preschools. In addition, as other preschools are teaching 
to read and write and preschool teachers’ own desire to ensure that children from their schools are 
not left behind in primary schools also result in them teaching children of five years age in their last 
terms reading and writing. Thus, adequate monitoring of the preschools by relevant government 
authorities is important to ensure that the children receive the education that is appropriate for 
their age.  


Awareness on child protection is high amongst the community and Tdh has linked the 
relevant protection officers to the ECDCs and preschools. Cases so far reported on preschool 
children are on non-attendance to preschools and have been dealt by the ECDCs, teachers and 
village level officials (Grama Niladhari). The protection of preschool children will be enhanced if 
officers from government entities involved in protection work hold awareness meeting as done by 
Tdh for parents, teachers and general public and at least participate in cluster ECDC meetings. 


Participative teaching methods have provided the means for the children to develop various 
life skills and the confidence in interacting and stating their preference to teachers’ as well new 
acquaintances. This is likely to assist the children with handling life situations related to their 
protection.  


The communities prioritised preschools to be built in their locality as part of their 
resettlement process because they did not want preschool children to travel too long. As education 
is considered a means for coming out of poverty in Sri Lanka and the schools were built in areas 
that suffered much destruction due to the war, SDC’s decision to support preschool is indeed 
appropriate. 


Communal spirit is reflected in many of the actions of the community in the development of 
preschools in the locality. This include prioritising preschools in the participatory rural appraisal 
conducted by government officials and where required contributing to purchasing the land for the 
preschool. We could not find evidence that family members were making use of the time their 
children were at preschool for investing in livelihoods. This is because the preschools were located 
in rural or semi-urban areas where both parents working is rare with women playing the caring role 
and/or neighbours / extended families taking care of the children. 


Given the foregoing it is not surprising that the Northern Province’s government ECCD sector, 
considers this as one of the most comprehensive projects in ECCD under implementation. The 
project outcomes on education, health and protection are likely to be sustained. The sustainability 
will be further enhanced if the government entities involved in ECCD at Zonal and Provincial Levels 
hold regular forums with ECDCs on their operational and investments needs. In addition, the ECCD 
Unit needs to increase resources for regular updating of the knowledge of preschool teachers and 
adequate supervision of preschools in the Province.  More importantly the Provincial ECCD Unit 
also needs to give adequate attention to the low levels of salaries of the preschool teachers, which 
in the long-run can contribute to reducing their motivation.  







 


2. Introduction 


The Northern and Eastern Provinces of Sri Lanka have been affected by a three-decade long 
armed conflict that destroyed much of the infrastructure. Educational infrastructure was also not 
spared during the conflict in these Provinces. Clearly education is a means of coming out of poverty 
in Sri Lanka1. Surveys in the North and East indicate that children do complete the primary 
educational cycle, but the level of achievement in the next levels (secondary and tertiary) is lower 
than the national averages2. In this context, studies show that there are a number of benefits 
through multi-sectoral Early Childhood Development (ECD) programmes that combine health, 
nutrition, education and protection. These benefits include school readiness which enhances 
children’s cognitive skills, literacy and social skills, increases school achievement in the elementary 
grades, reduces the need for special education and grade retention and contributes to higher 
educational attainment3. 


Terre des hommes (Tdh) and the Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) are jointly 
implementing 30 ECD Centres in Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts of Sri Lanka. The general objective of 
the project is improved preschool education, safety and protection of war affected children through 
capacity building of early childhood development service providers and strengthening of community 
based child protection mechanisms (see Annex 1 for a more detailed description of the projects). 
The support included both hardware and software components. The hardware support included pre-
school building, provision of a play area, tables, chairs and other furniture for the preschool. This 
was part of SDC’s holistic village rehabilitation support and complemented its housing, hygiene and 
health and library support extended to the resettling population. The software support was 
implemented by Tdh and included capacity building of pre-school teachers, pre-school coordinators, 
community members and government authorities, sensitisation of parents and community on the 
importance of ECD, linking pre-schools with relevant government institutions and provision of play 
equipment.  


SDC would end its support in Sri Lanka by December 2015 and Tdh in the North of Sri Lanka by 
July 2015. In relation to their ECD Programme, Tdh and SDC are seeking to understand:  


Tdh – software component. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and 
methodology with regard to: 


 
• The integration and promotion of key principles of education, health and child rights into 


the communities’ ECD work.  
• Increasing the involvement of the children and the communities’ ownership of early 


childhood development.  
• Promoting behaviour change on the part of the teachers to adopt a more participative 


teaching approach. 
• Raising and improving child protection awareness and understanding with all the 


stakeholders – teachers, parents, coordinators, ECDC committees, and ECDC Unit and 
government agencies. 


                                                           
1 Department of Census and Statistics (2013). Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2012/3, Preliminary Report, 
Ministry of Finance and Planning, p.28 
2 K Romeshun, V Gunasekara & M Munas 92014). Life and Debt. Study Series No 7, Centre for Poverty Analysis, Colombo 
3 UNICEF (2012). Education and Early Childhood Development. Issue Briefs. UNICEF Indonesia; Ou S R and Reynolds A J 
(2014). Preschool Education and School Completion. Encyclopedia of Early Childhood Development 







 


• Strengthening the child protection system at ECDC, community and statutory levels.  
• Improving the quality and development of a protective environment for early education. 


 
SDC – hardware component. Examine and report on: 


The appropriateness of the programme of ECD hardware development in the light of the 
development factors prevailing at the time of commissioning. These include, but are not limited 
to:  


a. The prevailing post war situation  
b. The post war condition of ECD hardware 
c. The educational needs of post resettlement populations, specifically the importance of 


preschools and thus the significance of the support of donors to build preschools.  
 
Impact – Sustainability. Reflect on the long term impact (sustainability) of the methods adopted 


by Tdh/SDC and their replicability elsewhere.  
 


• The impact of Tdh and SDC’s preschool programme as a;  
- Contribution to the improvement of the early childhood development system in the 


country, 
- Contribution to the durable resettlement process of displaced populations, 
- Contribution to restoring normalcy to returnee villages but also towards building the 


communal spirit,   
- The contribution to livelihoods of returnees, and  
- Contribution to communal harmony, since preschools are a meeting place for young 


parents and older grandparents. 
 


• The scope of the sustainability of the ECD programme after Tdh and SDC exit.  
 
3. Methodology 


 
The method adopted in this study to report on the above included 
  


• Reviewing project documents including project proposals and filed reports.  
• Reviewing literature both from Sri Lanka and in other countries on pre-school 


education.  
• We adopted qualitative data collection methods in the field.  


o In depth interviews with project officials, pre-school teachers, primary school 
teachers, pre-school coordinators, educational administrators in the Northern 
Province and Central government, officials working at Divisional level on child 
protection, village level officials such as the Grama NIladharis, Divisional 
Secretary, Family Health Workers and organisations that are funding or 
supporting pre-schools in Sri Lanka 


o Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with Early Childhood Development Committee 
members (ECDC) and parents 


• Observation of the functioning of pre-schools was done to reflect on the conduct and  
behaviour of teachers and children on participative teaching methods and hygiene 
practices of children, respectively.  


 
 
 
 







 


a. Literature Review 


We started the review by going through the project proposals and the progress reports to 
acquaint ourselves on the details of the project. Subsequently we reviewed policy and guidelines 
that have been issued by the government of Sri Lanka and the Northern Province on ECD. The 
intention is to understand the expectations of the government in relation to the ECD. We also 
reviewed documentation on ECD by academics, United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) and other donors involved in ECD 
in Sri Lanka to get a broader understanding of early childhood development.  


b. Interviews with Community Members/ Parents and Teachers/ Coordinators 


We visited 9 of the 30 preschools jointly implemented by Tdh and SDC in Kilinochchi and Jaffna. 
The schools were chosen by Tdh project staff based on their experiences with the preschools. The 
locations were a mix of semi-urban (2 schools) and rural schools (7 schools) and mixed in terms of 
the performance of the ECDC School Committee and teachers4. Given the short period of time and 
the wish to reach as many members of the ECDC, parents and teachers, we used Focus Group 
Discussions (FGD) to obtain data from them. In all these locations we spoke to the ECDC of the 
school, parents who were not in the Committee and teachers. The purpose of these interviews was 
to understand the significance of the appropriateness of the hardware and software provided by Tdh 
and SDC, the level of involvement of the supported communities in managing the ECD Centre, the 
integration of education, health, nutrition and protection in to the communities ECD work and the 
ability to sustain the pre-school at current standards after the withdrawal of Tdh and SDC. 


We also met with pre-school coordinators in the Jaffna and Killinochi Districts. Whilst we had 
questions related to their monitoring role in pre-schools and how it got reflected in action, we also 
discussed with them the differences they observed between Tdh / SDC and other schools under their 
supervision. We also spoke to primary school teachers to understand their reflection on the 
knowledge imparted at preschools.   


 In addition, we also visited two schools that had been implemented by Tdh and Organization for 
Elangai Refugee Rehabilitation (OfERR) in Mullaitivu5. The support to these schools ended in 2013 
and hence we sought to understand the level of sustainability of the preschools that had been 
provided with similar support. Here we met with the ECCD School Committee, parents not in the 
Committee and pre-school teachers.  


In the pre-schools we also observed the activities in the pre-schools and also spoke with the 
children in three of the schools. This was to understand their desire to come to school, their social 
skills in confidently communicating with strangers and skills related to play acting.  


c. Meetings with government officials and others engaged with ECD 


We also met with a cross-section of government officials at both the national and provincial 
level. At the national level we met with officers of the Ministry of Education and the Children’s 


                                                           
4 4 well performing committees, 4 not so well performing committees, 1 new and not classified 
5 The project’s title was - Support to War Affected Children through Early Childhood Development Centres and Community 
– Based Child Protection 







 


Secretariat. At the regional level, we met with the Northern Provincial head in charge of ECD, District 
Assistant Directors of Education, Divisional level staff engaged in ECD and protection and Grama 
NIladharis at village level.  


We also met with development partners such UNICEF and non-governmental organizations such 
as World Vision and Aaruthal in the project area and in Colombo, to understand their efforts in 
supporting ECD. 


d. Project staff 


We had considerable interaction with Tdh staff both in the field and elsewhere. The briefings 
provided us with the opportunity to reflect through discussions and to understand undercurrents 
after interviews with the community – as well as their reflections on our initial findings - were 
helpful for us to improve our findings.  


e. Limitations 


The assignment was limited to the ECD project called Improving Preschool Education in line with 
the National “Starting Right Guidelines” that had been jointly implemented by Tdh and SDC. Our 
field visit was only eight days, and covering eleven schools in those seven days meant that the time 
available for interaction with the respondents was limited. In addition, it also meant that if 
interviewees were not available at the scheduled time then it was also difficult to reschedule 
meetings with them. Our interactions with SDC staff on the ground were minimal due to timing 
issues related to field visits. As we adopted a qualitative data collection method we will not be able 
to generalize findings. To ensure the reliability of our findings we have met with a cross-section of 
people engaged with the project and in ECCD6 and as much as possible triangulated both the 
information collected and our recommendations, with as many people as possible.  


                                                           
6 Sri Lanka uses the term Early Childhood Care and Development (ECCD), whilst international literature refers to it as Early 
Childhood Care and Education (ECCE). Whilst there are likely to differences in the actual implementation we are refer to 
the programmes as ECD in this document 







 


4. Policies and Practices related to Preschools in Sri Lanka  


Policies and Guidelines: The position of the government of Sri Lanka has changed from open 
hostility to preschools in 1960s to recognizing the importance of preschool education in the 1980s 
and recently in 2013, the Ministry of Education wanting direct control over preschool education. Still 
the position of the government is one of regulating and not including the preschool into the formal 
system and hence preschools are largely organized and run by non-governmental actors. 


Sri Lanka had its first Montessori teacher training centres established way back in 1944, but even 
in 1960s the government’s policies were not supportive of preschool education. A submission to 
Parliament in 1964 states that, the best place for children of preschool age is at home under the care 
of parents. Changes are observed in late 1970s with submissions to Parliament in 1979 and 19817 
stating that the government should play a regulatory role to maintain satisfactory standards in 
preschool institutions. In 1997, the Ministry of Education (MoE) for the first time included ECCD as 
part of the General Educational Reforms. A national policy on Early Childhood Care and 
Development was published by the Children’s Secretariat in October 20048. The Children’s 
Secretariat - with support from UNICEF - published the “Starting Right” guidelines in 2005 that 
provided guidelines on the building standards for pre-schools. A submission of the Ministry of 
Education in 2013 suggests a direct role by the Ministry and that policy making should be the 
responsibility of the National Education Commission with the Children Secretariat assisting it. The 
Government of Sri Lanka is currently reviewing the ECCD Policy of 2004, and details of new 
prescriptions are currently not available. 


The allocation by the central government for preschool education is extremely small at 0.0001 
percent of Sri Lanka’s GDP in comparison to 1.75 percent of the GDP for education9. Whilst the 
Starting Right provides guidelines on the building and environment of the preschools, the curriculum 
used by the various Provinces varies with the Northern Province using the Play but not Play 
developed by UNICEF and all the other Provinces (except Western) using a manual developed by 
Plan International. Formal educational opportunities for preschool teachers to enhance their 
knowledge beyond the Diploma programme are not existent, with no Sri Lankan University 
conducting courses on ECD. Research based in Sri Lanka on preschool education is minimal making 
advocacy based on Sri Lanka data/ information for changes in the system difficult.  


Provincial Policies and Guidelines: Article 154G (1) of the 13th Amendment to the Constitution 
empowers the Provincial Councils to legislate supervision of preschool. The Provinces are at various 
stages and levels in terms of legislating to manage ECCD. Wayamba, North Western, Uva and North 
Central have established Early Childhood Education and Development Authorities through statutes. 
Central Province is in discussion with the Children’s Secretariat to establish an Authority. In the 


                                                           
7 Ministry of Education (1981). Education Proposal for Reform – General University and Tertiary (Vocational, Technical and 
Professional) 
8 Amongst many, the policy promotes the integrated approach of bringing together health, nutrition, psychosocial 
stimulation, safe water, hygiene and sanitation services and mobilizing and increasing financial resources for ECCD 
Programmes 
9 World Bank (2014). Laying the Foundation for Early Childhood Education in Sri Lanka. Human Development Unit, South 
Asia Region. Kathmandu 







 


North, East and Western Provinces, ECCD Units operate largely within the Ministry of Education and 
the Department of Education of the Province. 


In the Northern Province, the Governor of the Northern Province introduced a Management 
Scheme for preschools in 2011 and the elected Provincial Council is in the process of developing a 
statute for ECCD. The Provincial Assembly has completed the second of the three readings of the 
preschool statute. The ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education Northern Province with inputs from 
Tdh and others published a Guideline on the roles and responsibilities of the ECDCs. 


5. Main Findings 


a. Tdh – software component 


i. Appropriateness and Sustainability of the integration and promotion of key principles of 
education, health and child rights into the communities’ ECD work  


  Preschool education is key to later educational performance, especially in economically 
disadvantaged children10. We find communities’ work on education, health and child rights 
appropriate in ensuring that no child in the vicinity of the preschool is left behind due to the family’s 
vulnerable status and / or parental apathy. Space has been created for government officials to be 
directly involved, especially in health, which increases the sustainability of the communities’ ECD 
work. However we are left with two concerns, a. the irregularity of monthly fee payment by parents 
for their children’s participation in preschools and b. the teaching of reading and writing at 
preschools.  


The attendance rates in the supported schools ranged between 60 and 70 percent11, largely 
due to higher absenteeism amongst 3 year old children who are given greater leeway by their 
parents due to their young age. However the teachers report that parents are indeed conscious of 
the absence of their children from school. The fact that parents are informing teachers of the 
absence of their child is an indication of the importance that community is placing on preschool 
education.  


“Now, if the child does not come to school for one day, we talk to the parents and see 
whether he/she is unwell or is there any family issue. From the parents’ side, they also inform 
us the reason through phone if their child is not able to attend the school that day.  Now, 
even if they go out of the village, they do not stay for more than two days as they do not wish 
their child to miss attending the preschool.” 


                                                    FGD, preschool teacher 


                                                           
10 Eshetu A A (2015). The Impact of Attending Preschool Education on Later Academic Achievement of Students: Empirical 
Evidence from Dessie, Ethiopia. Journal of Education Research and Review, Vol 4(3) pp 72-80; Reynolds A J, Ou S-R (2004). 
Paths of Effects of Early Childhood Intervention on Educational Attainment and Delinquency: A Confirmatory Analysis of 
the Chicago Child-Parent Centers. Child Development Vol 75 No 5 pp 1299-1328; Goodman A and Sianesi B (2005). Early 
Education and Children’s Outcomes: How Long do the Impacts Last? Institute of Fiscal Studies, Britain; Barnett (2008). 
Preschool Education and Its Lasting Effects: Research and Policy Implications. National Institute for Early Education 
Research, The State University of New Jersey 
11 Progress Review Reports of Tdh 







 


The community demonstrated its ownership of the issue by prioritising the construction of a 
permanent preschool in their locality during the participatory rural appraisal by the government of 
Sri Lanka (section b.i). Thus we consider ECDCs home visits together with the teachers to ensure 100 
percent registration of children of preschool age and follow-up on registered children who do not 
attend school as an appropriate means to ensure that children of relatively poorer and vulnerable 
families allow their children of preschool age also obtain an education.  


In addition to stressing the importance of preschool education, the ECDCs took concrete 
action in the event the households are found to have financial and other difficulties to provide their 
children with preschool education. In one instance, where a female headed house indicated 
difficulty in paying the school fee, she was supported with the provision of livestock (by Tdh). The 
school’s ECDC reports that she now pays her child’s fees regularly. In another instance when a 
female headed household provided a letter indicating the child will be picked by a person other than 
her, the ECDC allowed this, so that she did not have to compromise on her livelihood or the child’s 
preschool education.  


The community is seen to support extensively the hygiene habits and nutrition practices 
introduced by the preschool, which ensures the good health of the child12. The community reports 
that the children insist on following the same hygiene practices at home13 and they are supportive of 
their children doing so, as it concerns preventive health of the child. The Family Health Worker 
reports that children have gained weight after joining the preschool and that the provision of 
nutritious food in the preschool has contributed to developing healthy eating habits, particularly 
eating leafy vegetables amongst preschool children. The community is directly involved in the 
provision of the mid-day meal14 and indicates that the mid-day meals have been instrumental in 
changes in food they eat at home too, especially for breakfast, as they mostly eat pulses now. The 
involvement of government officials in the preschool - such as the Family Health Worker on health 
and nutrition (who has been given space in the preschool if such space is not available in the village) 
and the Public Health Inspector on hygiene issues - ensures that health related aspects remain on 
the agenda of the community and they will continue to use the new health practices introduced to 
them by the school for the benefit of their children.  


We are indeed concerned about the tardiness in tuition fee payment by parents to the 
preschool. The majority of the preschools15 visited indicated irregular payment by the parents of the 
monthly preschool fee ranging between Rs 150 and Rs 200. The reason attributed by the ECDCs and 
parents for this is the poor quality of the resettling population’s livelihood. We however note that 
parents contribute much higher financial sums for activities such as sports meets, religious16 
functions, teachers’ day and children days at the school and for external tuition17 for their children 
to learn to read and write in preparation for primary schools. Our apprehension is that whilst 


                                                           
12 Article 24 of the Child Rights Convention postulates that, children have the right to achieve the highest attainable 
standard of health 
13 E.g.: Washing hands prior to a meal and using slipper in the toilet 
14 sending a meal with their children, cooking rice/ pulse/ vegetables supplied to the preschool by non-governmental 
organizations or bringing their own rice/ pulse/ vegetables to cook at the preschool 
15 ECDCs/ preschool teachers in 9 out of the 11 preschool visited 
16 Vanie Vizha 
17 Rs 200 or more 







 


parents say that education at preschools should happen through play, they may still harbour the 
belief that preschools should teach children to read and write. 


Preschool teachers do acknowledge that they help children with reading and writing in 
the last quarter of the 5 year olds’ stay at the preschool. This is to ensure that the children from 
their preschool would not be behind other children in primary schools and also perform well in 
qualifying examinations if they intend to go to schools that are competitive to access. The preschool 
teachers are not trained to teach children how to write, as primary school teachers are expected to 
introduce students to writing.  A child must be introduced to writing in the correct manner. Failing 
to do so could have a long-lasting negative effect on the child. In the post-Tdh period pressure 
could increase on the preschool teachers to extend the period in which they teach reading and 
writing and this would be detrimental to the child. The preventive measures need to come from the 
educational officials through stronger monitoring of the preschools and the implementation of the 
educational circulars that prohibit written examinations at primary school entrance. Tdh should 
consider this as one of the exit discussion points with the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education of 
the Northern Province. 


ii. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in increasing 
the involvement of the children and the communities’ ownership of early childhood 
development 


Communities enthusiastically express that they will be able to manage the preschool 
even after the exit of Tdh. Their confidence comes mainly from three appropriate investments -  a 
well resourced education facility that children on their own will want to come to, well trained 
teachers who are able to provide participative teaching, and the community’s own capacity to 
manage the preschools. The sustainability of community ownership in ECD will however depend on 
the performance of the ECDs and the level of knowledge transfer to the new ECDCs.  


The preschools have been made attractive in order to induce the children to regularly 
come to school on their own accord. Such enticement comes from the structural and process 
factors18 that have been infused in to the preschool. Tdh has provided the preschools with 
sufficient material and toys that are much appreciated by the children. The participative teaching 
methods adopted by the preschool teachers ensure that there is communication throughout the 
day and play based activities keep the attention of preschools students on classroom activities. The 
preschool also provide various corners including for creativity and mathematics that stimulates the 
varying interests of different children. The class sizes are kept within the ratio of 20 students per 
teacher, with at least two teachers per school. This ensures that the teacher pays sufficient 
attention to each individual child’s requirements and development needs. The result is seen in over 
80 percent attendance amongst children between the ages of 4 and 519.  


“Now, my son asks me to send him to the preschool every day, even on weekends.” 


                                                             FGD parent participants, 4th Mile Post and Maravanpulo 


                                                           
18 Espinosa L M (2002). High Quality Preschool: Why We Need it and What it Looks Like. National Institute of Early 
Education Research, Preschool Policy Matters, Issue 1 
19 Tdh Progress Reports on the project indicate average attendance to be around 60% when 3-5 year olds are considered. 







 


Thus, appropriate approaches and methods have been adopted to increase the 
involvement of children in early childhood development. The sustainability of maintaining this 
interest would depend on the upkeep of the preschool and ensuring that the trained teachers 
remain with the preschool teachers (Section a.iii).  


There is caution expressed in literature20 on the suitability of community involvement in 
education in post-conflict situations. The factors that need to be taken into consideration include, 
that it is not a stop-gap measure before formal government structure takeover, whether the 
continued resettlement of population in the area would decrease the homogeneity of the 
population (which is seen to increase conflict) and government policies that promote community 
involvement and partnership with education officials are in place to give credence to community 
participation. It has been five years since the resettlement began and hence it is unlikely that the 
community structure amongst the resettling or resettled population will change. The community 
participation has been mandated through the guidelines issued by the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of 
Education Northern Province. Hence Tdh’s decision to support capacity development of this Early 
Childhood Development Committee (ECDC) to preschools is indeed appropriate. There is 
appreciation amongst preschool teachers, especially those who have been serving for a long time, 
for the strengthening ECDC’s capacity to manage preschools. They contend that the ECDC’s 
involvement has enabled them to focus on teaching which was not possible earlier as they were 
saddled with multiple responsibilities.   


“ECDC is very helpful for the successful running of the preschool. I was working as a 
preschool teacher before also. Previously some people would not attend the preschool 
meetings, but would criticise about the preschool outside. Sometimes, some parents come 
during school hours and question us (teachers) about management related things. Now, 
there is no chance for such things to happen because the ECDC looks after the management 
related issue. Because of that now we can completely focus on teaching during school time.” 


                                           FGD, preschool teacher 


Tdh’s training21 to ECDCs has equipped them to handle the needs and issues related to 
the preschools by themselves. Parents participate in monthly Shramadana (voluntary) activity to 
clean the premises every month to ensure a safe environment for their children in preschools. 
Parents are making a monetary contribution and also actively engage in raising funds for 
conducting events at preschools. The importance of such events is that they attract representatives 
from other preschools, the community in the immediate vicinity and also teachers from primary 
schools. This makes it possible for the preschools to showcase not only the physical and cultural 
talents of the children, but also other creative produce that had been accumulated through the 
year by the children and also to create greater awareness of child protection in the wider 


                                                           
20 Sullivan-Owomoyela J and Brannelly L (2009). Promoting Participation – Community Contribution to Education in Conflict 
Situations, UNESCO and CfBT Education Trust, France; Burde D (2004). Weak State, Strong Community? Promoting 
Community Participation in Post-Conflict Countries. Current Issues in Comparative Education Vol 6(2) 
21 Constitution, Role and Responsibilities, Vision and Mission, Starting Right Guidelines,  Risk and Resource Mapping, Action 
Plan, Importance of ECCD Committee and pre-school, Financial Management. Trainings on Conflict resolution, Leadership, 
Corporal punishment, Child protection system, Pre-school management, Team building will be organized during the coming 
year. 







 


community.  Overall, the Tdh preschool ECDCs have shown ownership towards early childhood 
development. 


 
“During sports previously we had sports events only for the parents of the children.  However, 
now we do not have sports events for parents separately, rather we have a sports event for 
the community in which elders also take part and are very happy about their participation.” 


                                     FGD, preschool teacher 


 
Whilst there is much optimism expressed by ECDCs on their ability to manage preschools 


in the post-Tdh period, we find that the level of activeness of ECDCs varies. All preschools have 
developed actions plans for the academic year, which includes routine matters (e.g. monthly 
meetings), fund raising activities (e.g. electricity connection) and events (e.g. sports meets). 
However, we found that progress in the displayed activity plan was lagging with only one ECDC 
evidencing that it had completed all activities that had been planned until May 2015.  


The ECDCs have been trained by Tdh on fund raising. Since February 2015 the ECDCs are 
engaged in raising funds for various investments purposes. These include funding for name boards, 
temporary kitchens and more importantly for fencing for protection. The ECDCs have been able 
raise funds from variety of sources for these purpose including individuals (largely for the name 
board), societies in the villages, private enterprises and Members of Parliament. The amount raised 
varies between Rs 90,000 to Rs 400,000 in the visited preschools. In addition, all the preschools 
supported by Tdh organised a Preschool Week22 in May/June 2015 so that preschool can meet 
routine, emergency and investment expenses. The collected amount varied from Rs 5,000 to Rs 
50,000.  


The ECDC management structure has a bearing on the sustained use of the Tdh training. 
The structure of ECDCs is based on guidelines issued by the ECCD Unit of the Northern Province. 
They allocate the main positions of the ECDC to parents of children in the same school, with only 
one position as an Advisor available for an outsider. Many have raised the issue on the need for 
greater flexibility in the management structure to accommodate experts as well as significant 
members of the locality who could then be in the ECDC for a longer period of time. From the 
project’s perspective our concern is on sustaining the knowledge provided to the ECDC to manage 
the preschool.  Tdh has provided training to the members of the initial / current ECCD committees. 
It has also trained teachers, preschool Coordinators and government officials with the expectation 
that this would ensure that the training provided will be transferred to the new committee 
members. Whilst the trained ECDC members might have internalised the training, their recollection 
of elements of the training is weak. Hence we suggest that Tdh develop a document on the training 
so that outgoing members have a reference document that they can use to train new members. In 
addition, to ensure that training does occur we would also recommend that it should get added to 
the Action Plan for the year of the preschool. 


 


                                                           
22 E.g. Selling lottery tickets, flags, markets 







 


iii. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in promoting 
behaviour change on the part of the teachers to adopt a more participative teaching 
approach 


The support provided by Tdh to the teachers in the preschools wherein it intervened has 
successfully helped them adopt a participatory teaching approach. This change is acknowledged by 
the teachers, Preschool Coordinators, Zonal Educational Officials and the ECCD Unit of the Ministry 
of Education of the Northern Province. The evaluation team also witnessed this during direct 
observation of teaching activities and through discussions with the teachers and parents of children 
in preschools. The continuation of the participative teaching approach is observed in preschools 
supported earlier in Mullaitivu. However, issues related to possibilities of continuous training, 
expenses related to replacing play material and quality of supervision may have a bearing on the 
quality of participative teaching approach being sustained in the long-term.  


 Training. A number of studies indicate that there is a correlation between preschool 
teachers’ education related to early childhood development and positive student achievement23. 
Studies also further state that through mentoring, monitoring and supervision the quality of 
education offered by the preschool teachers can be enhanced24. Tdh has used all these approaches 
and methods in capacitating the preschool teachers to adopt participative teaching approach. The 
fact that Tdh funded over 80%25 of the teachers with their Diploma course26 in the supported 
schools is an indication of the level of education of these teachers prior to the intervention. In 
addition, Tdh staff intervened to enhance the quality of the courses that were conducted by 
Aaruthal by providing feedback from the teachers to the Aaruthal management. One of the 
important feedbacks was the recommendation to use interactive training rather than lecturing, 
which Aaruthal agreed and used in subsequent training.  Tdh followed up with regular monthly 
training to the teachers on various aspects27 related to ECCD and preschool management. Such 
training was intended to complement what the teachers learnt in their Diploma Courses (e.g. 
practical training on first aid) and fill gaps (e.g. resolving conflict between children in the preschool). 


“Diploma gave us an overall idea about how to provide first aid. But, Tdh demonstrated us 
how to provide first aid using a toy. Also, they also gave us a flyer on first aid to explain 
about it. Tdh generally teaches us things practically through demonstration and it is helpful.”  


                    FGD, Preschool teacher, Muthamil and Vickneswara Preschools, Vathirayan  


Teachers in supported preschools are able to perceive the change in their approach to 
teaching after the diploma and the additional training they received from Tdh. Many of these 
teachers acknowledged that before the training they taught children to read and write and when 
the children played, they did their own work.  More importantly, the primary school teachers from 


                                                           
23 Barnett W S (2005).  Better Teachers, Better Preschools: Student Achievement Linked to Teacher Education. Greater 
Philadelphia Regional Review 
24 Early, D M, Maxwell K L, Burchinal et al …Zill N (2007). Teachers’ Education, Classroom Quality, and Yong Children’s 
Academic Skills: Results from Seven Studies of Preschool Programs. Child Development, Vol 78, Number 2 pp. 558-580 
25 Assuming 2 teachers per school and 30 schools – 53 teachers were supported with their Diploma in Preschool Teaching 
26 Course content included philosophy and principles of early education, teaching methodology, elements of psychosocial 
theory, health and nutrition, language development, education technology, child rights and child protection, lesson 
planning, music and dance, early mathematical experience and classroom management 
27 Training on movement, games and sports (MGS), conflict resolution, team building, child protection, starting rights 
guidelines, first aid, Olympic themes, and the importance of the ECCD committee 







 


schools to which children from the supported preschools have graduated to, indicate that the 
supported preschools are producing graduates with whom they are able to easily work with.   


“Students from Tdh schools can sing and story-tell. They can manage some writing and 
reading and hence it is possible to group them with the more intelligent group from a 
privately run preschool”. 


Primary school teacher, Chavakachery 


The teachers and the Preschool Coordinators reported that they do require continuous 
training to ensure that the quality of their teaching is retained. Teachers and Preschool 
Coordinators recommended that the Tdh type training should be extended to preschools that were 
not supported by Tdh too. The preschool teachers indicated that there is a difference in teaching 
styles between the schools Tdh supported schools and those they did not, and training would assist 
those teachers to adopt participative teaching methods. In the absence of Tdh, the Zonal 
Educational Offices are expected to provide continuous training. The teachers and the Preschool 
Coordinators expressed the opinion that Tdh training was regular and the resource persons 
employed by Tdh were specialised in the area of training. They highlighted that in the absence of 
Tdh, to provide similar continued and specialised training, the Provincial/ Zonal Educational Offices 
need to increase allocation for training of preschool teachers and be able to bring in subject 
specialists to ensure the training is effective. Tdh is in discussion with Aaruthal to establish a 
training of the trainers (ToT) programme on interactive teaching and group work. CEPA suggests 
that Tdh also produces a guide book or manual on the training that it had provided. The 
documentation would provide a structure to replicate the training that the teachers and Preschool 
Coordinators vouch for having improved their performance. It would also ensure the continuation 
of play based training by Zonal Offices in the event the Training of Trainers (ToT) programme with 
Aaruthal does not materialise.  


To support teachers’ play based activities, Tdh has provided considerable learning material 
to preschools. Preschool teachers have been also trained to use local and waste material to develop 
their own resources for play activities and we observed that the teachers have been creative in 
developing their own items28. The teachers in Mullaitivu indicated that building blocks are the most 
preferred play item, and these had suffered wear and tear due to constant use and abuse and are 
difficult to replace. To reduce on the expense for the parents and to save and stretch the use of the 
text books given by Tdh, the schools supported earlier in Mullaitivu are adopting group education, as 
opposed to providing each child with a book. This is indeed affecting the quality of education. As it is 
related to issues of preference and the relative poverty in the area and renewed round of material 
provision will only be a temporary solution, we are not making recommendations on this, but 
highlighting it as an issue that has been raised.  


Monitoring and Supervision. The ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education of the Northern 
Province and the Zonal offices have established a monitoring and supervision system that generates 
data, but the outcomes from using such data to gather information was not evidenced. The physical 
monitoring of the preschools is presently conducted by Preschool Coordinators, who are not 
compensated for their time and or the expenses they incur in their visits to preschools. In April 
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2015 Tdh and the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education of the Northern Province made a 
significant contribution to improving and standardising monitoring and supervision by publishing a 
booklet on Standard Administrative Documentation29 to be used in preschools. All stakeholders – 
from teachers to the administrator - have been trained on how to use it.  


Given the support provided for their personal development and the schools 
development, the preschools hold Tdh staff in high esteem. Unannounced visits by Tdh staff to 
supported preschools were an important element of monitoring and supervision to observe and 
mentor on the use of participatory teaching methods by the teachers. In the post-July 2015 period, 
this crucial element of monitoring is not going to be there; hence we record our concern regarding 
the effectiveness of monitoring and supervision in the coming periods to ensure that the quality of 
participative teaching method is maintained.   


iv. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in raising and 
improving child protection awareness and understanding with all the stakeholders – 
teachers, parents, coordinators, ECDC committees, ECDC Unit and government agencies 


Tdh has adopted a strategy of reaching much beyond its immediate constituency of 
parents, teachers and educational officers for its child protection awareness programmes and has 
targeted whole villages. We considered it an appropriate strategy for child protection, particularly 
so in a post-war situation. For sustained awareness of future batches of parents and ECDC we 
believe additional steps need to be taken to ensure the awareness is of reasonable quality.  


A number of factors in the Northern Province give reason for heightened consideration 
for protection issues of children. These include an increasing use of alcohol, reported cases of abuse 
of children and suicides30. The livelihood options within the Northern Province are not sufficiently 
diverse and except for those with foreign remittances others - previously rich or poor - are finding 
themselves in impoverished conditions31. The main contributory factor is that people in the 
Northern Province have gone through a 30-year old war in which many lived long years in constant 
movement with fear for their life. This would have impacted the people at individual, family and 
community levels and violence ingrained within their psyche. In such conditions it is postulated that 
relief, rehabilitation and development programmes need to address the problem of collective 
trauma, particularly using integrated multi-level approaches32.  


Thus for creating awareness on child protection, the strategy that Tdh adopted of 
reaching as many people as possible and reinforcing it though various means is valid33. Child 


                                                           
29 Forms in the publication include Student Admission Record, details of teacher – education/ experience, student and 
teacher attendance records, weekly activity report, assessment form of performance of children, financial and other 
resource details and forms for incident reporting 
30 Perera A (2014, August 3). Former War Zone Drinking its Troubles Away. Inter Press Service. Retrieved From 
http://www.ipsnews.net ;  (2015, June 14). Five-fold Increase in Consumption of Alcohol in North-East Sri Lanka. Tamil 
Guardian. Retrieved From http://www.tamilguardian.com; (2014, August 19). Suicides in Jaffna on the Rise. Retrieved From 
http://archive.srilankamirror.com; (2012, March 9). Alarming Rise of Sexual Abuse in Jaffna. Retrieved From 
http://www.bbc.com 
31 Herath D (2012). Wounded Society: Social Wounds of the War and the Breakup of Community Social Structures in 
Northern Sri Lanka. In Herath D and Silva K T. Healing of Wounds: Rebuilding Sri Lanka after the War. International Centre 
for Ethnic Studies, Colombo and Kandy. 
32 Somasundaram D (2007). Collective trauma in northern Sri Lanka: a qualitative psychosocial-ecological study. 
International Journal of Mental Health Systems. Vol 1 
33 As per the Progress Reports – village meetings with participation of 400 people 
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protection needs collective action by the society and thus becomes the responsibility of all 
concerned - be it parents, community and government - and Tdh has reached all concerned, with its 
awareness programme - the larger community, parents, ECDC, teachers, preschool Coordinators, 
government officials working on protection issues and the educational officers. To reinforce and 
keep the message alive, sports meets and children’s day events that draw large crowds to the 
preschool were used by the preschools.  A very large notice board at the entrance of the preschool 
is used to reinforcement the child protection message to parents and teachers on a daily basis. 
Thus, awareness has been ensured through a variety of means by the project at all levels of the 
society. 


We could only verify and observe understanding of the child protection at the preschool 
and amongst ECDC. The actors understand the roles that they have to play on child protection 
coming from training and natural instincts. Links had been made for ECDC to refer issues to the 
relevant government officials as required, and they knew how to make contact using the 
emergency. We observed that the parents drop off and pick up their children, with teachers waiting 
until all children are picked up to close the school or where required drop the children at their 
houses, if the parents had requested it. Teachers did not use corporal punishment to discipline 
children at the preschool, but approached indiscipline with firm requests or giving the children 
responsibilities to keep them engaged. The training to the teacher on conflict management 
between children is indeed appropriate as preschool children exposed to aggression, as explained 
in the context to this section, are likely to imitate them on other children34.  


In terms of sustainability, teachers, Preschool Coordinators, government protection 
officers and education officers, by virtue of their office and the work they are doing, are likely to 
retain their awareness and would also have opportunities to enhance it. The same cannot be said 
about parents, ECDC members and the general public. Hence it is important to have awareness 
meetings in the scale done by Tdh. Documentation of Tdh training on Child Protection and 
formalization of links of the ECDC to the Village Child Development Committee / Village Child Rights 
Monitoring Committee through the Protection Officers could enhance possibilities for the 
protection messages to be renewed each time a new committee is formed. Alternatively, 
preschools collectively can add an activity in the annual plan at the beginning of the year for an 
awareness session by the government protection officers working at Divisional Level.  


v. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in 
strengthening the child protection system at ECDC, community and statutory levels 


Tdh took appropriate steps to improve the quality of performance of the Divisional Level 
officials to the submissions of the community / ECDC on protection issues. In the post 2009 period, 
there is a proliferation of government agencies on child rights and protection and forums from 
village level all the way to national level and hence we are of the view that child protection would 
remain strongly on the agenda of school authorities, protection officials, preschool teachers and 
the wider community. 


In the aftermath of the violent conflict ending in the North in 2009, a number of 
government agencies working on child development and protection related areas have been 
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establishing their presence at the Divisional Level. Tdh provided training to Divisional Probation 
Officers of the Department Probation and Child Care Services on how to deal with child rights 
violations cases legally. Attempts at having agreements between Divisional Level Protection Officers 
and the ECDC and regular participation of Divisional Level Protection/ Development Officers at 
ECDC / parent-teachers meeting were however not successful. The reasons for the inability of 
Protection / Development Officers to participate in ECDC meetings include the distances that had to 
cover to travel to the preschools and limitations on means for such travel, the number of 
preschools that they had to cover, and the unavailability of required staff. 


We are constrained in providing an adequate description of the effects of strengthening 
child protections system at the community and statuary levels. The time spent with the community 
was too short for us to develop sufficient trust of the communities to be able elicit insightful 
answers on incidents related to child protection. In fact communities flatly refused the postulation 
that alcohol was an issue in the village. The reporting by the community, which was confirmed by 
the Grama Niladhari, was on preschool children not being regular at school and officials (including 
village level officials) discussing the issue with the parents and getting the children to come to 
school. Thus we are not able to provide significant examples that show understanding on 
protection being practiced effectively. 


In terms of sustainability, central government is in the process of establishing and 
appointing relevant officials to Divisional and District level child rights / development / protection 
offices. Thus we believe that the government will give leadership to ensuring child rights related 
activities are properly resourced with personnel. However, we are not able to comment on the 
quality of implementation of the services. 


vi. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in improving 
the quality and development of a protective environment for early education 


We assess the quality of intervention of Tdh to create a protective environment for early 
education to be quite high, and that it does contribute to the development of the skills of the child 
to handle life situations related to protection. Training on alternatives to corporal punishment to 
parents will extend the protective environment that children have in preschools to homes. The 
sustainability would depend as indicated in other sections to teachers being able continue with the 
participative training methods, continued management of the facilities at the present quality by the 
ECDC and adequate supervision by the government of the functioning of the preschool.  


The buildings, irrespective of the partner who supported them, are built in line with the 
Starting Rights Guidelines and the contents within the building have been chosen with care to be 
child friendly. This is the starting point for a discussion on a protective environment for early 
education. Through the ECDC Tdh has established a process to maintain the physical facilities to 
ensure the sustainability of facility and more importantly a healthy atmosphere for the children to 
learn. Physical protection of the child has been assured by locating the school away from main 
roads and ensuring there is protective fencing around the school. Tdh facilitated the ECDCs to carry 
out risk profiling of the preschool to understand risks and to develop measures to counter or 
minimise them. The monthly Shramadana (voluntary work) and cleaning of the well is carried out 
by the ECDC, parents and teachers are outcomes of such a risk profiling and ensure that the school 







 


premises are secure and healthy for the children. Thus much has been done to ensure the physical 
safety of the preschool children.  


The facilities at the preschool and the teaching methods used allow for the development 
of the physical, literacy and numeracy and social and emotional skills of a child; this provides her or 
him with self-confidence for dealing with life situations. Teachers were observed using play based 
teaching approach and they interact with the child throughout the period the child is in school. The 
schools had been provided a well chosen set play and educational material, special corners35 and 
play ground facilities giving teachers ample options to be creative with their lesson plans. We 
observed that the teachers use a variety of techniques to ensure the attention and the 
development of the children. In a school where children of 2.5 – 5 years are in class, the teachers 
adopted different activities for the different age groups. The younger children (2.5 to 3) were 
allowed to play with structures whilst the other children learned numbering through a play activity. 
We observed rain being used for open ended and spontaneous activities to teach floating and 
sinking together with play using paper boats. We also observed dance movements being used to 
improve the physical abilities of the children. Thus the participative teaching methods play an 
important role in developing the various skills of child. 


This play-centric approach has given confidence to the preschool children, which is likely to 
help them deal with life situations. It creates a child friendly environment at the preschool and a 
good bond between teachers and children. Parents indicate that their children have improved on 
their social skills and are able to communicate without being timid. We also observed that the 
friendliness allows the children the courage to request that the teacher too participates (not only 
instruct) in the activity they were performing36. The children were also assertive with the CEPA staff 
indicating that they would rather partake with their mid-day meal rather than continue to interact 
with us. This confidence can contribute to the child’s healthy development, which would provide 
her or him self-assurance in dealing with life situations. 


The inclusion of special needs children in preschools and them gaining the necessary life 
skills is likely to reduce their vulnerability later in life. In spite of the teachers having received the 
requisite training to handle special need children, amongst the community there was either general 
reluctance on acknowledging such children exist or when acknowledged it was stated that such 
children would be going to a school in Kaithady that is best suited to take care of them. Parents 
however did acknowledge that children with late speech development do improve in the preschool 
due to the interactive teaching style. We observed only one example of a child with special needs in 
school in the 11 schools that we visited. In this instance too, the teachers in that school had done 
an admirable job in increasing the socialisation skills of the child within a very short time period. 
This is an indication that requisite training has been provided to the teachers, the teachers have 
internalised the training and are also operating the school in a manner that allows the children to 
feel protected. 


The value systems of the parents indicate that they reflect the project’s intentions of 
protection and the healthy development of the child. Parents objected vehemently to our 
postulation that extended hours of preschools would assist livelihoods of the families. Their 
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contention was that children between the ages of 3-5 years should not be away from their parents 
or extended family for more than a few hours of the day. They equated keeping such a child at an 
institution, however much pleasant, for longer than three and half hours as putting the child in a 
prison. Further they felt children also need time to socialise and build relationship with them 
(parents), siblings and neighbourhood children and others.  Parents did however confirm that whilst 
teachers in preschools did not practice corporal punishment they still were unable to handle 
indiscipline in their children without corporal punishment and is an area that requires consideration 
in future programmes.  


b. SDC – Hardware component 


i. The appropriateness of the programme of ECD hardware development in the light of the 
development factors prevailing at the time of commissioning 


The area within Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts that SDC choose to support with preschools 
in the Northern Province of Sri Lanka was one of the most militarily contended areas during the 
protracted war between the Sri Lankan Army and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). SDC’s 
choice for supporting preschools was based on the community’s prioritisation during the 
participatory rural appraisal conducted by the officials of the Sri Lankan government. Schools are 
also one of the priority infrastructure areas of SDC. Education is considered a means of escaping 
poverty In Sri Lanka37 and preschool education is postulated to improve school education 
attainment38. Hence, SDC’s decision to support preschool is indeed appropriate.   


The intervention areas of Poonakary, Pachchilipallai (or Palai), Thenmararchchi and 
Vadamaratchi East were subject to multiple major military operations starting with LTTE’s abortive 
attempt to capture Elephant Pass camp in July 199139. Except for short respite between the years 
2002 and 200740 due to the ceasefire agreement, Muhamalai remained a battle zone until January 
20094142. Thus, people living in these areas experienced multiple displacements due to war. In 
addition to the war, the coastal communities had been affected by the Tsunami. At the end of the 
war, people from this area were allowed to resettle - commencing from late 2009. The community 
described the village as resembling a graveyard or a forest when they returned. They also stated 
there were no houses or buildings left standing and they had difficulty in identifying their own land 
plots. The war had not only destroyed personal assets of theirs, but also infrastructure and more 
importantly the livelihoods of the communities. 


The communities reported that they indeed had preschools in their locality prior to the 
intervention but these preschools were of very poor quality. They operated in small, congested, 
thatched huts. These preschools did not have enough resources for play and learning to support the 


                                                           
37 Department of Census and Statistics (2013). Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2012/3, Preliminary Report, 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 
38 UNICEF (2012). Education and Early Childhood Development. Issue Briefs. UNICEF Indonesia; Ou S R and Reynolds A J 
(2014). Preschool Education and School Completion. Encyclopedia of Early Childhood Development 
39 First Battle of Elephant Pass. Available from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Battle_of_Elephant_Pass Accessed on 
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40 Government Unilaterally Terminates CFA (2008). Available from http://pact.lk/issues/ceasefire-agreement/  3rd January 
2008 
41 LTTE loses 2nd FDL in Muhamalai as 58 Division enters Elephant Pass south (2009). Available from 
http://defencenet.blogspot.com/2009/01/ltte-loses-2nd-fdl-in-muhamalai-as-58.html. 6th January 2009 
42 Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam were finally militarily deafened in May 2009 
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ECCD of the children. Furthermore, the preschools were perceived unsafe by parents for various 
reasons, including their proximity to roads, not having a fence or gate and water leakage during the 
rainy season. 


Thus, when government officials carried out a participatory appraisal to find out the 
priorities amongst the resettling community, preschools figured prominently in this list. SDC 
consulted with the Divisional Secretary and Zonal Education Officials of the locality and the ECCD 
unit of the Education Ministry of the Northern Province to ensure that the location chosen for the 
preschool was appropriate. 


Figure 1: A Preschool Prior to Development and an SDC/ Tdh Supported Preschool 


  


In addition to prioritising, the community also showed its commitment through other 
contributions. They assisted in securing new land for the construction of the permanent preschool, 
if the original location lacked space, had land ownership issues or was too close to busy roads. For 
example, the ECDC of Vigneswara preschool in Vathirayan raised Rs 50,000 to purchase the land to 
construct the preschool.  


We observe that SDC has introduced features in its building that are much appreciated by many 
of the stakeholders. One of the most commented upon feature is that the structure allows for 
natural ventilation, whilst providing security. Another feature is the distribution of water from the 
well to the toilet without the use of motors. SDC staff have also learnt and improved on buildings it 
was constructing. An example is extending the roof or developing natural barriers (trees) to prevent 
rain water coming in to the classrooms through the ventilated structure.  


“Previously there was a nursery functioning in the temporary tent like shelter. It was not safe 
and did not have adequate ventilation. The SDC preschool design is good. It is safe and has 
good natural ventilation.” 


                                                                                    GN, Vembodukeni GN division  


There is considerable variation in the additional rooms (Storage Room, Family Health Worker 
Room, and Office Room) that were constructed in the preschools. A number of factors influenced 
the type of room(s) that were provided by SDC. A room for the Family Health Worker has been 
constructed, a decision made in collaboration with the Medical Officer of Health (MOH) where there 
are no other consultation rooms available in the village (e.g. Preschools in Vathirayan). A storage 
room has been built into all the new schools. Such a room is not available in the schools built early in 
the programme and cupboards or additional permanent shelves have been provided to these 







 


schools in lieu of the store room. However there is a demand from these schools for a separate 
storage area to create more space for children and reduce the clutter within the classroom area. In 
fact one of the school’s ECDC has initiated measures to collect money to build a storage room.  


Hence, if resources are available within SDC and such store rooms are technically possible to be 
constructed in schools lacking a storage area, then we would recommend that SDC considers making 
such an investment. 


c. Impact - Sustainability 


i. The impact of Tdh and SDC’s preschool programme 


Contribution to the improvement of the early childhood development system in the country.  
In the Northern Province’s government ECCD sector, the project is described as one of the 


most comprehensive projects in ECCD under implementation. However, knowledge of the details of 
the project amongst international43 non-governmental and multilateral organisations involved in 
the ECCD sector either in the North or in the rest of country and amongst central government 
entities involved in ECCD, is at best marginal.  


The officials we met at the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education in the Northern Province, 
Zonal educational officials and ECCD Coordinators were appreciative of the comprehensive nature 
of the project and described the supported schools as model preschools. Preschools that are not 
supported by Tdh and SDC are replicating activities such as Olympic theme sports meets, 
implemented by the supported preschool. 


“All the 30 supported preschools are being model preschools to others. The teachers in the 
Tdh schools are also different to the teachers in the other preschools.  So, from the other 
preschools, they are coming here to see how these Tdh schools are run and now they are also 
following what Tdh has done;  


                                                                   FGD, ECCD coordinator  


The story on the comprehensiveness of the Tdh and SDC programme needs to be known to a 
wider spectrum of the ECCD sector. This is because there would be numerous other communities 
both in Sri Lanka and in other countries who can benefit out of a preschool programme of this 
nature. The development partners (INGOs and multilateral funding organisations) involved in the 
ECCD sector do have an understanding of the geographical areas and a broad idea on the project 
implemented by SDC and Tdh to ensure that they are not duplicating these efforts. However, we 
were not able to document evidence that they were aware of the detail of the approach of the Tdh 
programme that they could have used in their programmes. There was also no awareness about the 
project at the Children’s Secretariat or at the Ministry of Education, and it would be important to 
brief them prior to the project’s close.   


Contribution to the durable resettlement, normalcy, communal spirit/ harmony and livelihood. 
Durable resettlement and communal harmony is reflected in many of the actions of the community 
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in the development of preschools in the locality. We could not however evidence the preschool 
contributing to livelihoods of the returnees.  
 


SDC invested in preschools because people prioritised it in the participatory rural appraisal 
exercise. People came together to make this decision irrespective of whether they had children 
who would benefit from it. They also came together to raise funds to purchase land for preschools 
and a family gifted land for the Kollakurichi preschool. This reflects that preschool provided 
opportunities for communal spirit and harmony. This desire and commitment is due to 
communities being keen to ensure preschools remain within the locality, so that a preschool child 
feels comfortable during her or his initial period away from home. 


“It is okay for a 6 year old to travel a long distance for education. But, it is unfair to drag a 
three year old child to such a long distance to attend a preschool.  However, if a child does 
not go to preschool, his or her studies at the later stage (after grade 09) gets affected and 
the child will face difficulty in getting jobs” 


                                                                                                     GN, Pallikudah GN division  


In addition to helping the communities meet their early educational needs, the SDC/Tdh 
preschools have contributed indirectly to the resettlement process. This is because after being 
displaced to areas like Jaffna the returning families do look for access to proper shelter, schools and 
tuition before deciding to come back and resettle in their native place. A well-resourced preschool 
within the locality - as noted above - is likely to incentivise parents of preschool aged children to 
resettle in the area.  


“Since there are housing schemes available and there is access to water, people are 
returning, putting fences around their land and taking care of their households. Also, now all 
the families in the village send their children to this (Vinayakar) preschool supported by 
SDC/Tdh”  


                                                                                           ECCD Coordinator, Vethilaikeny  


In all preschools, the ECDC has been chosen without an election indicating harmony in the 
process. Preschool provide an additional forum within the village for socialisation as parents/ 
guardians of the children come to drop and pick children. Playgrounds have been late to start, but 
have thus opened up the possibility for the community to participate through funding and/or 
facilitating fencing. In addition to it being used for lessons and recess by the preschool teachers 
during preschool hours, children now come to play with their parents in the playgrounds in the 
evenings. Thus, the playgrounds provide a further means of socialisation and harmony for children 
as well as parents. As with any other human interactions, preschools can also be a source of 
tension. We did observe that in one school the ECDC had split, with the President in one faction 
with parents and the other ECDC members in an opposing faction. 


Despite the expectation that providing a safe, learning environment for children at the 
preschools would help returnees in livelihoods, we could not evidence it. The reasons for it are 
manifold. Firstly, the schools visited were in rural or semi-urban locations where both parents going 
to work is rare, with women largely playing the caring role. Secondly, extended families are able to 
take care of children in the event of both parents have to work, such as during the agricultural 







 


season. Thirdly there is sharing of the caring role in coastal areas where both parents do work, men 
tend to work in the nights, whilst women work in the morning and hence parents are able to share 
the responsibility of managing the child.  


ii. The scope of the sustainability of the ECD programme after Tdh and SDC exit 


Our assessment is that the ECD programme jointly implemented by SDC and Tdh in 
preschools will be sustained. Based on our visits to the preschools that were implemented by Tdh in 
Mullaitivu we can state that none of the factors identified as limiting factors are killing factors, but 
let to fester over time is likely to inhibit and reduce the effectiveness of preschool education in the 
community managed preschools.  


Almost all the participants at the FGDs stated that they would ensure continued functioning 
of the preschools supported by SDC and Tdh. In one FGD they went to the extent to say that they 
would improve on the school to such an extent that if Tdh and SDC come back they would be 
positively surprised at the development and the quality at which the ECDC will be maintaining the 
preschool. Regardless of all the enthusiasm and hope regarding the future of the supported 
preschools, we have identified the following factors to contribute or hinder the sustainability of 
supported preschools. Whilst we have discussed some items that have a bearing on sustainability in 
the previous pages, we repeat them in this section so that all information related to sustainability is 
in one location.  


The factors that would continue to contribute to sustain the ECD programme jointly 
implemented by SDC/ Tdh in preschools include: 


Commitment by the Community. The community prioritised obtaining the preschool over many 
other needs they had for durable resettlement. Thus they are likely to protect the preschool to 
ensure that their preschool going children do not travel too far. The project has created linkages 
between the preschool and government officials such as Family Health Worker, Public Health 
Inspector, Grama Niladhari, Protection Officer and Child Development Officer to ensure that the 
health, education, child rights and child protection that had been promoted through the project are 
sustained.  


Capacitated Community to manage the preschool. Guidelines of the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of 
Education of the Northern Province provide the mandate for the communities’ management of 
preschools. Tdh has provided adequate training to the current ECDCs including teachers and 
Preschool Coordinators. We believe the sustainability would be further enhanced if a manual is 
compiled on the training provided to the ECDCs and if training is made an activity in the yearly plan 
of ECDCs.  


Fund Raising Mechanisms Introduced: In addition to investment for specific purposes, preschools 
need to maintain adequate funds to maintain the building, make any repairs to it, improve on the 
existing facilities and provide for day-to-day expenses. Tdh has provided training to the ECCD 
committees on finance management, documentation, fund raising and how to approach other 
organizations or well wishers to get help with funding. ECDCs did the first such fundraising in 
February 2015.  







 


Committed and capacitated teachers: Teachers have been supported with the Diploma programme 
and also additional training that enables them to do participative teaching. Regardless of their 
salaries, or who appointed them, or their experience with preschool teaching overall, all the 
teachers in the supported preschools appear committed to teaching at the preschool. Educational 
authorities, to whom teachers make representation on their salary, feel that teachers are unlikely 
to leave preschools and children only on account of salary. In fact, there are examples of older 
people retired and coming back to work without any payment as they feel they cannot stay home 
away from the children. Similarly, the teachers who are appointed by the Civil Security Division 
(CSD) and receiving a high salary have to diligently manage competing requirements of CSD and the 
Zonal Education office and report they do so because they like working with children. Hence, it is 
more likely these committed teachers would continue to teach in the preschools.  


Supportive ECCD Unit. The ECCD unit of the Ministry of Education of the Northern Provincial Council 
has established a system of coordination and referral of issues from the preschool, through the 
Preschool Coordinator to the Zonal ECCD forum and where required to the Provincial ECCD Forum. 
The monitoring of the preschools is done by Preschool Coordinators and they are, in our opinion, 
quite committed to their task despite them not being provided any resources, such as means of 
travel or allowances to go to preschools. Together with the ECCD Unit of the Ministry of Education 
of the Northern Province, Tdh has developed a manual for capturing data at preschools. This is 
appreciated by all those who collect data for monitoring purposes. 


The National Policy on Early Childhood Care and Development and Management Scheme of the 
Northern Provincial Council state that multi-stakeholder meetings of ECCD should happen at 
various levels, including Provincial, Zonal and Divisional levels. Tdh assisted in conducting the first 
Divisional Level meetings in April 2015 with the participation of the Northern Provincial Director of 
ECCD, Assistant Directors of Education, teachers, Preschool Coordinators and ECDCs of the Division.  
The meetings were able to provide solutions to many issues of the ECDCs. They included 
investment needs related to electricity connections and fencing of the preschools; and operational 
issues on changing opening times in a preschool situated in a fishery community44. The meetings 
were considered useful by the community and hence the Provincial and Zonal offices should make 
an effort to conduct these meetings regularly. 


The factors that could hinder the ECD programme in preschools jointly implemented by SDC 
and Tdh include:  


Varying performance of ECDCs: With the sustainability of the preschools in mind, Tdh has provided 
training to all the ECDCs of the schools in which it intervened. There is however variation in the 
level of performance of ECDCs. Of the nine preschools visited in Jaffna and Kilinochchi, only one 
ECDC had been able to complete tasks planned in its yearly Action Plan in a timely manner (until 
May). In terms of fundraising, schools reported that they spent around Rs 10,000 to print flags for 
the preschools week, but the reported collection through their sales varied between Rs 5,000 to Rs 
40,000. Whilst the remoteness of the locations of the schools may have had a bearing on the lower 
collection, we find preschools that collected higher amounts had taken the initiative to go beyond 


                                                           
44 In fisher households both parents work. Males go to sea in the nights returning in the morning, whilst women go to sea 
shore to pick fish from the nets in the mornings. This made it difficult for the fisher families to bring their children to school 
at 8:00 am and hence requested that the school opens at 8:30 which was agreed to.  







 


their locality to nearby towns to sell flags. One enterprising preschool has established a Facebook 
presence to reach people living abroad to raise funds. Thus, there is variation in performance and 
motivation amongst ECDCs and this will have a bearing on the ECD’s work in the community.   


Lack of coordinated system for information sharing between ECDC: Formal links do not exist 
between ECDCs, not even in the same Division, to allow for sharing their experiences and learn 
lessons. If ECDCs in a village can come together in a forum, then they would be more successful in 
bringing in government officers such Protection Officers for training and even consultation.  


Tardiness in parents’ monthly payment: The monthly preschool fee charged by the schools varies 
between Rs 150-200. The ECDCs use the collected money for the operational costs of the 
preschools that include the purchase of soap, sugar and stationary, well cleaning expenses and 
payment of electricity bills where connection is available. In addition, where the teachers’ salaries 
are not paid by the CSD, a portion of the collection is divided amongst the teachers of the preschool 
and the amount received by each teacher varies between Rs 700 and Rs 1,000. Amongst the visited 
preschools two preschools reported that they are able to collect 90% of the fees that are due 
during the month itself. However, in the majority of the schools that we visited, the fee payment by 
parents is irregular. This creates difficulties for the ECDCs to meet operational costs of the 
preschool and more importantly is likely to cause ill will in preschools teachers who depend on the 
parents’ contribution for their allowance.  


Continued knowledge Improvement of Teachers: Beyond the diploma programme on ECCD, there 
are no opportunities within Sri Lanka for the preschool teachers to expand their knowledge through 
formal education. Due to resource constraints the Zonal Educational Offices will find it difficult to 
conduct training programmes at the regularity that Tdh conducted its programme for the preschool 
teachers. This will constrain the accumulation of new knowledge by the teachers on ECCD and 
hence affect the quality of education they impart to the children in the long run.   


Varied salary of preschool teachers: There is much variance in salaries received by the teachers in 
the visited preschools. Teachers appointed by CSD receive Rs 30,000 per month. The second layer is 
teachers registered with the Zonal Education Department. For each registered teacher, the ECCD 
unit allocates Rs 4,000 for school management, which in turn is given by the community to the 
teacher. In these schools, a portion of the facilitation fee given by the parents to the preschool is 
also divided amongst the teachers and can range from Rs 300 to Rs 1,000 per teacher. The range is 
largely due to the payments not being made by parents on time. The third and the most vulnerable 
layer are teachers who are awaiting registration and hence solely depend on receiving a portion of 
the contribution made by the parents. Participative teaching methods require much preparation 
and commitment; our concern is that if teachers feel that their efforts are not be rewarded 
monetarily then their enthusiasm could reduce. 


Monitoring. We also could not find evidence how the monitoring information generated by the 
schools for the Preschool Coordinators is used for decision making by the Zonal Offices. The visits 
by the Grama Niladhari, Zonal Educational Officials, Protection and Child Development Officers are 
not regular enough to make a meaningful impact on the operation of the preschools.  







 


The government’s contribution to preschool education is minimal: The government’s allocation to 
preschool education remains small45 in comparison to its commitment to general education. The 
Northern Province is the only Provincial Council that provides an allowance to the value of Rs 4,000 
to the ECCD committee per teacher to maintain the preschools. Hence, formalizing preschools and 
bringing the sector under a structure similar to that of schools is important. Showing research 
evidence and documentation on the impact and importance of preschool education to primary and 
subsequent educational attainment might help change the government’s existing stand that 
preschool is not part of the formal education system.  


6. Conclusions 


Overall, the review finds that preschool programme jointly implemented by SDC and Tdh to have 
responded to the post-war preschool context, enabled a quality, child friendly and protective 
environment for ECD of children of the returning communities in the conflict affected Jaffna and 
Kilinochchi Districts. In fact it is considered a model programme by the government officials 
engaged in ECCD work in the Northern Province. The communities prioritised the construction of 
the preschool in the locality during the participatory rural assessment conducted by the 
government. They have also been at the forefront to ensure participation of all children of 
preschool age in the vicinity of the school, especially those from vulnerable households.  


The software component of the project implemented by Tdh has ensured that the preschool is 
well resourced with child friendly play and learning materials, the teachers are trained to deliver 
participative teaching and communities have been capacitated to manage preschools and ECD work 
in the area. Tdh has linked the community with various government officials including the Family 
Health Workers, Protection Officers, Child Development officers so that ECDC’s ECD work on 
education, health, child rights and child protection is sustained. 


The hardware component of the project implemented by SDC provided a secure and ventilated 
preschool for children of resettling communities in Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts. We also found 
that it contributed to durable resettlement, normalcy and communal harmony and spirit amongst 
the resettling population.  


Factors such as the inadequate salary46 of teachers, irregular monthly fee payments by parents, 
pressure to teach reading and writing at preschools for children about to graduate to primary 
school, varying levels of performance amongst ECDCs, the lack of formal linkages amongst ECDCs 
and a lack of adequate investment by the central government in the ECCD sector, may have a 
bearing on the long-term performance of the supported preschools.  


 


 


                                                           
45 Directly attributable expenses in 2015 Ministry of Child Development and Women’s Affairs - include Rs 260 mn for 
provision of fresh milk for pre-school children + Rs 40 mn for Early Childhood Development Programme. The total 
allocation for the Ministry of Child Development and Women’s Affairs, Provincial Councils and related organizations for 
2015 is Rs 3.02 bn. The total allocation for the Ministry of Education, Provincial Councils and related organization in the 
educational sector Rs 145 bn: Source, Approved Budget for 2015, Ministry of Finance 
46 Dependent on Provincial Councils allowance for preschool and/or parents contribution 







 


7. Recommendations 


We have the following recommendations based on our assessment of Tdh and SDC supported 
preschools in the Jaffna and Kilinochchi areas.  


For Tdh 
• Similar to the documentation of the Standard Administrative Records, Tdh should 


consider documenting the following to ensure that training can be provided on relevant 
subject at the requisite level of quality after the exit of Tdh:  


o The training it provided to ECDC including on social protection to parents, so 
that it can be used to for the purpose of training new ECDC members and 
parents; 


o The training it provided to preschool teachers so that it can referenced and or 
used for repeat training.   


• The handing over and provision of the requisite knowledge to the incoming ECCD 
Committee members should be included in the Action Plan of each preschool. 


• There are a number of issues that require advocacy and Tdh (as it is leaving soon) could 
provide the information it has to institutions that can take it forward to make a change, 
especially when the ECCD Policy is being reviewed at the Central Level and the statue is 
being discussed in the Northern Provincial Council:  


o At the national level, for including the preschool into the formal educational 
system. This would enable the coordination between preschools and primary 
schools and reduce the current tension as to where the delineation of 
responsibilities lies. In addition, it would allow the preschool teachers working 
for a pittance to be considered for a much higher salary; 


o At the Provincial Level adequate resources for announced and unannounced 
monitoring by a variety of actors of the operations of the preschool.  


• At the Zonal / Divisional level reactivate the ECCD forum that brings together all the 
relevant government officers and ECDCs for coordinated action towards to ECCD.  Tdh 
could consider future programmes to include a primary school readiness study47 
amongst its preschool graduates. This will enable it to understand the quality at which 
the teacher is performing and make improvements especially capacity development 
programmes for preschool teachers. 


• In addition Tdh could also consider supporting research that would assist in improving its 
work and the sector’s performance. For instance there is a lack of research in Sri Lanka 
related to the impact of preschool education on educational achievement in later 
classes, and the evidence used to justify preschools in Sri Lanka, largely comes from 
outside of Sri Lanka.  


For SDC 
 There is demand for separate storage area for preschools supported during the initial 


period. We urge SDC to revisit initially supported preschools, provided resources and time is 
available, to enhance the completeness of these buildings. 


 


                                                           
47 Perera H. Readiness for school entry: a community survey. Public Health 2005; 119: 283-289 







 


For SDC and Tdh 
The project is considered as model project by the Educational officers of the Northern Province. 


Documentation of the experience would provide valuable lessons for future investments of this 
nature. 
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Annexes 
 


Annex 1: Description of projects assessed 


The primary focus of this assessment were 


1. Improving Preschool Education in line with the National “Starting Right Guidelines,” in 25 
Preschools Reconstructed with SDC Support in Northern Sri Lanka. 


2. Improving Pre-school Education in line with the National ‘Starting Right Guidelines’ in 5 Pre-
schools in Northern Sri Lanka 


In addition, to get a better understanding on sustainability we also visited two preschools developed 
by Tdh/ OfERR in the Mullaitivu District under a project called 


3. Support to War Affected Children through Early Childhood Development Centres and 
Community – Based Child Protection 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


Period 1st August 2013 –  


31st July 2015 


1st July 2014 –  


31st July 2015 


1 February 2011 –  


31 January 2013 


Location Districts of 


• Jaffna 
• Killinochi 


 


DS Division of 


• Poonarayn 
• Vadamaratchi East 
• Palai 
• Chavakachery 


DS Divisions of  


• Manthai East and 
Thunukkai 


• Puthukudiyruppu and 
Maritempattu 


Funders SDC/ Tdh SDC/ Tdh Swiss Solidarity/ Tdh 
Other 
partners 


  OfERR – Organization for 
Elangai Refugee 
Rehabilitation 


Budget CHF 313,113 CHF 42,000 CHF 972,237  
Specific 
Objective 


Improved preschool 
education, safety and 
protection of 500 war 
affected children 
through capacity 
building of early 
childhood development 
centres and 
strengthening of 
community based child 
protection mechanisms. 


100 children benefit from 
improved pre-school 
education, safety and 
protection through 
capacity building of early 
childhood development 
service providers and 
strengthening of 
community based child 
protection mechanisms 


At least 1’640 young 
children and their families 
benefit from a safe and 
protective environment 
that is conducive to the 
development of their full 
potentialities 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


Outcomes Outcome 1: Pre-schools 
are adequately equipped 
to provide a safe child-
friendly learning 
environment. 


 


Outcome 2: Pre-school 
teachers are better 
trained to offer quality 
early childhood 
education  


Outcome 3: Early Child 
Development 
Committees are actively 
supporting the Early 
Childhood Development 
Centres to ensure a 
child-friendly and 
protective learning 
environment for 
children.  


 


Outcome 4: Pre-school 
coordinators are better 
skilled to ensure that 
‘Starting Right’ 
standards are 
implemented and 
maintained. 


Outcome 1: Pre-schools 
are adequately equipped 
to provide a safe child-
friendly learning 
environment. 


 


Outcome 2: Pre-school 
teachers are better 
trained to offer quality 
early childhood 
education. 


Outcome 3: Early Child 
Development 
Committees are actively 
supporting the Early 
Childhood Development 
Centres to ensure a child-
friendly and protective 
learning environment for 
children. 


Outcome 1: 30 Childhood 
Development Centres 
provide a safe and child-
friendly environment for 
young children in the target 
areas.  


 


Outcome 2: Childcare 
providers have been 
trained to offer quality 
Early Childhood 
Development services to 
children within a protective 
environment.  


 


Outcome 3: Pre-existing 
community protection 
mechanisms including Child 
Development Committees 
are reactivated and 
reinforced. 


 


Outputs Outcome 1 


• 25 preschool 
environments reflect 
standards of ‘Starting 
Right’ guidelines for 
furnishing and 
learning materials. 


Outcome 1 


• 5 pre-school 
environments reflect 
standards of ‘Starting 
Right’ guidelines for 
furnishing and learning 
materials. 


Outcome 1 


• Build 10 CDCs with the 
basic amenities including 
water and sanitation 
facilities, an adequate 
playground area, basic 
requirements for 
furniture and equipment, 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


including teaching and 
learning materials 


• 20 CDCs water and 
sanitation facilities, 
playground area and 
adequate equipment in 
addition to learning and 
teaching materials 


• 30 CDCs will be equipped 
with basic furniture and 
materials such as paper, 
crayons, pencils, clay, 
paint, musical 
instruments, etc. The 
furniture (tables, desks, 
cupboards) will be a 
onetime contribution; 
however the material 
will be provided each 
quarter 


• second year of the 
project, the communities 
will be expected to 
provide the basic 
learning materials for the 
children following the 
community awareness 
programmes 


 Outcome 2 


• At least 45 pre-school 
teachers pursuing and 
successfully 
completing the ECDC 
Diploma course. 


• At least 45 teachers 
demonstrate 
increased knowledge 
of child rights and 
child protection   


• At least 45 teachers 


Outcome 2 


• At least 10 pre-school 
teachers successfully 
complete the Diploma 
Course in early 
childhood. 


• At least 8 teachers 
demonstrate increased 
knowledge about child 
rights and child 
protection. 


• At least 8 teachers 


Outcome 2 


• child care providers to 
receive the Diploma 
Course support 


• Tdh and OfERR will 
conduct additional child 
protection trainings to 
child care providers 


• targeting OfERR staff 
o how to create playing 


games for children 
from local materials 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


demonstrate positive 
changes in terms of 
knowledge, attitude 
and practices in the 
way childcare 
providers work with 
children. 


• 500 children will 
benefit from play 
based and interactive 
education by end of 
the project period. 


• 500 children display 
greater social skills by 
end of the project 
period. 


demonstrate positive 
changes in terms of 
knowledge, attitude 
and practices in 
childcare. 


• 100 children benefit 
from play based and 
interactive education 
by the end of the 
project 


• 100 children display 
greater social skills by 
end of the project 
period. 


o Movement, Games and 
Sports (MGS) 
methodology 


o Child protection and 
child rights trainings 


 Outcome 3 


• 25 ECDC Committees 
created / reactivated 
by the end of the 
project. 


• 50% of 
mothers/fathers more 
involved in the 
education of their 
children. 


• 350 households 
contributing to CDC 
fees and meals by end 
of the project period. 


• 25 ECDC committees 
indicate clear links 
and agreements with 
local protection actors 
and support systems 


• 50% of identified 
protection cases are 
referred by the 
community to duty 
bearers. 


Outcome 3 


• 70 households 
contribute to ECCD 
fees and meals. 


• 5 ECCD Committees 
created / reactivated. 


• 50% of 
mothers/fathers more 
involved in the 
education of their 
children. 


• 50% of identified 
protection cases are 
referred by the 
community to duty 
bearers. 


• 5 ECCD committees 
have an action plan for 
the running of the pre-
school by the end of 
the project. 


Outcome 3 


• 30 Child Development 
Committees will be 
created and/or 
reactivated 


• Referral and networking 
o creation/reactivation 


of Child Development 
Committees 


o linkage programs will 
be provided with 
government as well as 
the nongovernmental 
organizations (MOH, 
Public Health 
Inspectors (PHI), NCPA, 
Probation, Community 
Health Volunteers 


o encouraged to carry 
out child protection 
awareness-raising 
activities on issues they 
consider the most 
relevant for their 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


• 25 ECDC committees 
demonstrate greater  
autonomy in 
organising fund raising 
activities 


• 25 ECDC committees 
have an action plan 
for running their ECDC 
at the end of the 
project. 


community 
• Self-management of 


Child Development 
Committees 
o proper training on 


book keeping, record 
maintaining, 
presenting monthly 
accounting to the 
members and other 
stake holders on 
income and expenses 
for early childhood 
development activities 


• Promotion of creative 
activity for young 
children 
o Four (4) cultural events 


(dancing, singing, etc) 
• Program for mothers 
o Education to mothers 


on the importance of 
early childhood 
development, child 
health and maternal 
health 


 Outcome 4 


10 pre-school 
coordinators 
demonstrate increased  
knowledge and skills  in 
carrying out their role 
and responsibilities 


  


Achievement 


(April 2015) 


Outcome 1 


• Kits for 35 different 
kinds of learning 
material provided to 
children. 38% 


Outcome 1 


• Kits for 35 different 
kinds of learning 
material provided to 
children 


Outcome 1 


• 10 new pre-schools 
constructed and 18 
existing pre-schools 
renovated to Starting 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


contributed by 
parents 


• 3 Divisional ECCD 
Meetings at Zonal 
educational Offices 


• Parents help in, 
fencing, building 
temporary kitchen, 
shoe racks, bag 
hangers and planting 
trees. Parents 
volunteer on monthly 
basis to clean 
premises 


• Monthly visits by 
Family health worker 
to check physical 
development and 
hygiene practices 


• Starting right 
guidelines training to 
village level 
government officials 


• Art competition to 
parents and youth in 
the area on Child 
protection to increase 
awareness 


• Risk profiling to 
increase awareness 
amongst parents and 
for their participation 
in voluntary work in 
and around the pre-
school 


• Cultural and sports 
events  


 


• 3 Divisional ECCD 
Meetings at Zonal 
educational Offices 


• Parents help in, 
fencing, building 
temporary kitchen, 
shoe racks, bag 
hangers and planting 
trees. Parents 
volunteer on monthly 
basis to clean premises 


• Monthly visits by 
Family health worker 
to check physical 
development and 
hygiene practices 


• Starting right 
guidelines training to 
village level 
government officials 


• Art competition to 
parents and youth in 
the area on Child 
protection to increase 
awareness 


• Risk profiling to 
increase awareness 
amongst parents and 
for their participation 
in voluntary work in 
and around the pre-
school 


• Cultural and sports 
events  


• Creation of various 
learning corners 
(maths, water etc) to 
improve specific skills/ 
aptitude and 
knowledge 


Right Guidelines  
• 18 new latrines and 


renovation of 11 latrines 
• 10 new wells constructed 


and 18 wells 
rehabilitated 


• 28 play areas established 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


 Outcome 2 


• All teachers have 
completed final 
Diploma Examination. 
9 teachers were 
supported for 
obtaining O/L 
qualification 


• Teachers trained on 
first aid; alternative to 
corporal punishment; 
pre-school Olympic 
theme, sports; art and 
craft; and learning 
cycle creation and 
management 


• 2 teachers and 13 
parents attend 
sessions on handling 
children with special 
needs 


 


Outcome 2 


• 8 teachers following 
Diploma courses 


• Teachers trained on 
first aid; alternative to 
corporal punishment; 
pre-school Olympic 
theme, sports 


• Teachers trained on 
applying starting right 
guidelines; teaching 
through job coaching 
and administrative 
tasks 


 


Outcome 2 


• 56 of the 60 teachers 
completed Diploma. 
Around 45% would only 
receive their Diploma 
once they complete the 
O/L requirements 


• Increase in knowledge of 
child protection and child 
welfare (40% to 100%) 
amongst teachers 


• Knowledge on 5 
development domains 
substantially increased 
(Pre-Project Physical 
55%, Emotional 5.9%, 
Cognitive, 19.6%, Social – 
15.7%, Moral – 3.9%. 
Post project: 100% 
teachers could name all 5 
developmental domains) 


 


 Outcome 3 


• ECDC trained on roles 
responsibilities and 
financial management 


• Monthly meetings of 
ECD Committee 
occurred 


• International children 
day ; Vani Vila 
celebrated all schools 


• Home visits by Tdh/ 
Community to ensure 
regular functioning of 
the committee and 
regular attendance by 
children 


Outcome 3 


• ECDC trained on roles 
responsibilities and 
financial management 


• Monthly meetings of 
ECD Committee 
occurred 


• International children 
day ; Vani Vila 
celebrated all schools 


• Home visits by Tdh/ 
Community to ensure 
regular functioning of 
the committee and 
regular attendance by 
children 


Outcome 3 


• Parents are contributing 
but has been capped at 
Rs 50 for pre-school 
teachers taught by Civil 
Defence Force Officers 


• Parents and villagers 
attending National 
Children’s Day awareness 
raising events, National 
pre-school week, art 
competition, cultural 
events and Pongal 
celebrations where 
messages about 
importance of early 







 


 25 Pre-schools  


In Northern Sri Lanka 


5 Pre-schools  


in Northern Sri Lanka 


Mullaitivu District 


• 2 trips by children and 
parents 


• Rs 168,000 raised for 
fencing, kitchen and 
name board from 
government and well-
wishers 


• Rs 135,000 raised 
parents and 
community for events 
at schools 


• Manual on 
Administrative forms 
and launched in April 
2015 


• 9 Committee 
Members sent for one 
day training 
programme at Zonal 
Department of 
Education 


• Rs 140,000 raised for 
fencing, kitchen and 
name board from 
government and well-
wishers 


• Rs 35,000 raised 
parents and 
community for events 
at schools 


• Manual on 
Administrative forms 
and launched in April 
2015 


• 9 Committee Members 
sent for one day 
training programme at 
Zonal Department of 
Education  


education, child rights 
and child protection 


• 28 ECD Committees 
formed 


• Yearly operational and 
financial plan established  


• Fund raising targets not 
achieved 


 


 Outcome 4 


• Coordinators and 
ADEs received training 
on using the 
Administrative 
Manual 


• Training to 
coordinators on 
alternatives to 
corporal punishment 


  


 
 


 


 


 


 







 


Annex 2: People met 


Mr Dayananda Thilkaratne - Plan International 
Mr A A S Athukorala - Assistant Director, Children Secretariat 
Miss Jeya Thambiah, Director ECD, Ministry of Education, Northern Province  
Mr  Sundaram Divakalala, Director, Aaruthal  
Mr Soosaithasan Arulanantham, Child Protection and Psychosocial Coordinator, Terre des Hommes 
Mr Chandru, Program Manager, Tdh  
Mr Ramesh, Tdh 
Mr Krishnakumar, Zonal Director of Education, Thenmaradchi Zone, Northern Province 
Mrs Gnaneswary Sivapalan, Primary teacher, Chavakachcheri Ladies College 
Mrs Yugajothy Visakapperumal, Primary teacher, Chavakachcheri Ladies College 
Mrs Suventhini  Pakkiyarasa , ECCD coordinator  
Mr S Nimalakanthan, GN, Vembodukeni 
Mr R. Srikantha, Consultant Engineer SDC 
Mr Mayilvakanam Rajakopalan, GN, Pallikudah 
Mr Chandila Colombege, Senior Manager, World Vision  
Ms Rushika Dias, Education Specialist, World Vision Lanka 
Divisional Secretary, Palai 
Mr S. Dineshkumar, NCPA, DS office Palai 
Mr V. Jeganathakuru, ECDO, DS office Palai  
Mr Vinothan, ADE, Kilinochchi  
Mrs Priya, World Vision, Kilinochchi  
Ms. S. Karthi, Education Officer, UNICEF, Kilinochchi 
Mr. N. Sutharman, Health and Nutrition Officer & OIC, UNICEF, Kilinochchi  
Mr. S.U. Wijerathne, Additional Secretary, Planning & Performance Review, Ministry of Education 
Ms B P Withanage, Director Education/ Education for all, Ministry of Education 
 
 
 
Teachers, ECCD Committee Members and Parents of 


1. Kavatkulam preschool - Kollarkurichi 
2. Mazhalaikal Preschool – 4th Mile Post 
3. Vinayagar preschool, Vetrilaikerny 
4. Aathavan preschool, Mugavil 
5. Muthamil Preschool, Uduthurai 
6. Vigneswara Preschool, Vithiryan 
7. Valarpirai Preschool , Arasakeney 
8. Pandithamani Preschool, Thanankillappu  
9. Sinnathambi preschool, Maravanpulo 
10. Uppumaveli Preschool, Mullaitivu 
11. Kumulamunai Centre preschool, Mullaitivu 


 





		1. Executive Summary

		2. Introduction

		3. Methodology

		4. Policies and Practices related to Preschools in Sri Lanka

		5. Main Findings

		a. Tdh – software component

		i. Appropriateness and Sustainability of the integration and promotion of key principles of education, health and child rights into the communities’ ECD work

		ii. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in increasing the involvement of the children and the communities’ ownership of early childhood development

		iii. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in promoting behaviour change on the part of the teachers to adopt a more participative teaching approach

		iv. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in raising and improving child protection awareness and understanding with all the stakeholders – teachers, parents, coordinators, ECDC committees, ECDC Unit and government age...

		v. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in strengthening the child protection system at ECDC, community and statutory levels

		vi. Appropriateness and sustainability of Tdh’s approaches and methodology in improving the quality and development of a protective environment for early education



		b. SDC – Hardware component

		i. The appropriateness of the programme of ECD hardware development in the light of the development factors prevailing at the time of commissioning



		c. Impact - Sustainability

		i. The impact of Tdh and SDC’s preschool programme

		ii. The scope of the sustainability of the ECD programme after Tdh and SDC exit





		6. Conclusions

		7. Recommendations
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Technical and architectural construction guide 
Post-conflict school reconstruction 2010-2015  


Northern Sri Lanka 
 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Site and landscaping 
 


 


Approval / Coordination / Sustainability 
 


Architecture and Construction 
DRR considerations 
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Site and landscaping 


 


  


1 


1 


4 


3 
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1 Guard house, gates and fencing 
2 Cycle shed 
3 Toilet blocks with septic -tank 
4 Water tower / Well 
5 Rainwater-infusion 
6 Outside water points 
7 Waste-management hut 
8 Integration of existing buildings 
9 Connecting pathways 
10 Planning of School-extension 
11 School yard / Sports ground 
12 School 
13 School garden & composting area 
 


1 


8 


7 


10


9 
12 


11 
13 


6 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


Gates and Fencing / Guard-house 
- Safe and protected environment for the children 
- Involvement and contribution of the parent’s society to 
create ownership 
- Integrated store room in the guard house 
 


Cycle-shed 
- Provision of a covered space for bicycle / motorbikes 
- Constructed by the community or old boys society if they 
have the capacity 


Toilet block with septic tank 
- Toilet facilities for boys/girls and teacher, 1 toilet for 
persons with special needs 
- Spacious compartments, enough sunlight and ventilation 
in the toilet 
- Maintenance friendly surfaces 
- Solid plumbing, in wall installation, protected taps, 
maintenance valves 
- No hidden access (child protection) 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


Water tower with pump room / well 
- Water tower high enough in order to have enough water 
pressure to supply a two storey building 
- Lockable pump room 
- Hygiene: Well and water tank should be covered with a 
concrete slab, accessible through a manhole. 
- An apron enures safe evacuation of water to avoid 
stagnant water patches 


Rainwater-intrusion 
- Rainwater from the roof is collected and led into an 
infusion channel in order to recharge & maintain the 
ground water table and improve the water quality 


Outside Water points 
- Along footpaths outside water points promote regular 
handwashing, drinking and irrigation 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Waste-Management-hut with composting-facilities 
- A waste separation scheme is introduced to raise 
environmental awareness 
- The communities / schools receive training in waste 
management and composting 
- Collaboration with the environmental secretary 
- Selling recyclable material ideally creates an income for 
the school 


Integration of existing buildings 
- Existing buildings/structures were upgraded and 
included in the setup of the school whenever possible 
 


Connecting pathways  
- During the rainy season the school compound can be 
flooded. Elevated access to the school and connecting 
pathways between the buildings ensures a basic comfort 
for children and teachers. 
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Architecture and construction 


 
  


 
 


 


1 Basic classroom module  6x6m 
2 Hall / classrooms 
3 Principal’s office 
4 Computer room 
5 Science-laboratory 
6 Library 
7 Classrooms 
8 Stairs 
9 Escape stairs 
10 Aluminium-windows 
11 Wood grill windows 
12 Cement grill blocks 
13 Wooden doors 
14 In-wall installation 
15 Rainwater evacuation 
16 Ramp / Foundation 


a) Disability access 
b) Flooding 


17 Bird traps  
18 Colors 
19 Main structural elements 


a) Corner Column 
b) Anchor arrangements between structure and roof 
c) Reinforced concrete slab 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Foundation 
- Material: Rubble work with overlapping stones 
- Height dependent on risk of flooding in the respective 
area 
 


Bearing concrete structure, 2-storey building 
Beams: 
- Above foundation: Plinth beam 
- Above windows: Lintel beam 
- Ceiling: Concrete slab with ring beam and ceiling joint 
columns 
- Reinforced columns 


 


Main building structure  
Typical school structure in Sri Lanka: 
- Foundation 
- Beams, columns, ceiling joist, reinforced concrete slab 
- Steel trusses 
- Wooden roof construction 
- Tiled roof 
- All block work walls are not bearing 
- There is no risk of earthquakes in Sri Lanka 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Reinforced concrete slab 
- The entire slab should be done at once to avoid loss of 
time 
- Ensure good concrete quality (Test blocks, Schmidt 
Hammer) 
- Ensure that the reinforcement is properly laid (connection 
to stair, beam, columns, etc.) 
- Iron bars should be at least 3cm covered with concrete 


Roof 
- Steel trusses 
- Wooden rafters and wall plate timber 
- Tiling batten 
- Roof Tiles with reinforced roof bands (DRR) 
 


Outside and inside color 
- The color of the Selected by the School society 
- Usually, a different color for every classroom is selected 
- Washable up to 150cm along corridor / veranda 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Classroom / Material 
- Size 20’ x 20’ 
- Windows: Backside aluminum / Glass windows, Front side 
Timber grill, concrete blocks for ventilation 
- Floor: Rendering 
-- Ceiling: painted in white or roof 
- Black board (height 90cm) close to door in order that the 
teacher can access without disturbing the students 
 


Multipurpose room 
- Ground floor level in order to ease emergency exits 
- Size of 4 standard class rooms (80’ x 20’) 
- The hall is used for special events but as well for classes 
- A stage is part of the multipurpose hall, ideally including 
a backstage access 
- 3-phase electricity connection allows installations 
according to the requirements for a specific event and 
fans


Computer room 
- Size of a standard class room (20’ x 20’) 
- Sufficient outlets for media and computers 
- Provision of furniture and equipment is the task of 
government and not included in the project  
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Science laboratory 
- Size of a standard class room (20’ x 20’) 
- Demonstration desk for the teacher with a hand washing 
basin 
- Desk for students with a hand washing basin 
- Additional outlets at the desks  
- Provision of furniture and equipment for experiments and 
research is the task of government and not included in the 
project 


Library 
- Size of a standard class room (20’ x 20’) 
- Furniture / books provided by government 
 


Principle office 
- Size of a standard class room (20’ x 20’) 
- Usually the principle office is located on ground floor 
level, close to the gate / access and allows the overview 
over the yard 
- A hand washing basin should be included  
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 


Stairs 
- Spacious staircase is a security issue and eases the daily 
movements between classrooms for teachers and students 
 


Exit stairs 
- In large schools with more than 120 children 1 staircase 
is not enough in case of emergency evacuation 
- If there is no national standard in place, the swiss 
standard applies 
 


Rainwater harvesting 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Aluminium windows 
- In 2-storey buildings usually the backside is exposed to 
wind and rain. Aluminium windows in combination with 
security grills provide protection during the rainy season and 
allow improved incidence of light 


Timber grill 
- The front side of the classrooms is covered by the 
corridor / roof. Window grills ensure both security and 
ventilation  
- Wood is a convenient material for children concerning 
tactility and robustness 


Concrete grill 
- Below the roof / shed, guarantee cross-ventilation in 
each room 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Wooden door 
- Wooden panels in solid wooden door frames 
- Handle and lock should be of high quality 


Elecricity / Plumbing:  
- In general: Install in-wall in order to avoid damages 
- All installations should be of solid nature 
- Electrical installations between buildings underground  
- 3-Phase installation 
- Plumbing: Maintenance valves at each water point 
- Ring installation in order to maintain high pressure 
- Protect Taps and pipes from playing children 
- Maintenance chambers at each branch 


Ramp (DRR) 
- Foundation evlevated from ground level (flooding) 
- Channeled rainwater evacuation and ramp to keep the 
water away from the foundation (risk of washed out  and 
cracked foundations) 
- Access for people with special needs 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 


Roof anchoring (DRR) 
- Prevents the roof from being damaged by cyclons 
 


Bird traps / Nets 
- Prevents birds from nesting and sitting on roof 
construction  


Color 
- Walls: Up to 5’ washable paint, colour according to 
selection of students / teachers 
- Identification through diversity: Each room has a different 
colour. All shades are conducive to learning environment 
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Approval / Coordination / Sustainability 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 


Approval 
- Approval from Ministry of Education after needs 


assessment 
- National and local standards are maintained 
- The education department, the principle and the 


school society are involved in the planning phase 
- Final plans have to be approved by the education 


department. 


 


Coordination 
- Coordination with Ministry of Education , Zonal 


Education Office, principle, School Society, 
contractor 


- Weekly meetings with all stakeholders 
- Solving  construction related and organizational 


problems during the meetings 
- Sharing completion certificates and agreements 


with the  authorities 
 


Sustainability 
- Maintenance trainings 
- Introduction of waste-management at school level 
- Tree planting 
- Include principle and school society in weekly 


meetings 
- Handover full set of documents & drawings after 


completion 
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Partners 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Government partners 
- Ministry of Education 
- Pradeysha Shaba 
- Divisional Secretary 
- Electricity board  
- Rainwater harvesting forum 
 


Partners in the village 
- Parents society 
- Principal and teachers 


Other Partners 
- Contractor 


To create ownership and render the school sustainable a 
constant involvement of the principal, teachers, 
authorities and parents society is crucial. In a weekly 
meeting all relevant issues concerning construction, 
maintenance and responsibility have been discussed 
already during the construction process. 
 
 


Guiding principles versus standardized school 
constructions: Integration of lessons learnt in the setup 
of the school, such as: 
- Spacious stairs 
- Exit stairs 
- Integrated storage room 
- Cross ventilation 
- Follow DRR related construction principles 
- Spacious toilet, no hidden access 
- Solid plumbing, in-wall installations, ring installation, no 
exposed pipes, cover taps 
- Electricity: 3-Phase connection 
- Integrate tree planning and landscaping in the project 
- In arid areas a rain water harvesting system shoulb be in 
place 


- Constructive and architectural lessons learnt: 
Should be shared with local authorities. 
- All drawings should be part of the hand over to ensure 
maintenance and sustainability. 


















































































































		LAND CRUISER N°

		KILOMETRAGE:



		WEEK N°

		DRIVER: 





LANDCRUISER  WEEKLY CHECK BY THE DRIVER  


		N°

		Control Description 

		Done

		Observation



		1

		Detect possible leaks under vehicle

		

		



		2

		Clean vehicle ( sub-body, body and engine )

		

		



		3

		Control condition of radiator grill and state of mosquito net

		

		



		4

		Engine oil level

		

		



		5

		Cooling fluid level

		

		



		6

		Brake and clutch fluid level

		

		



		7

		Power steering fluid level

		

		



		8

		Windshield washer liquid level

		

		



		9

		Drain main fuel filter

		

		



		10

		Clean air filter and bottom cup

		

		



		11

		Check battery : fastening, level of water, clamp state

		

		



		12

		Listen for abnormal noises with engine working and hood opened

		

		



		

		

		

		



		13

		Control steering freeplay ( turn steering wheel while watching wheel  )

		

		



		14

		Tire state ( wear, defects )

		

		



		15

		Tire pressure : 3 kg ( 44PSI ) or 3,5 kg ( 51PSI ) on rear wheel if loaded

		

		



		16

		Rear and front wheel bearing freeplay ( shake wheel on jack )

		

		



		17

		Control brakes ( wear, cleanness )

		

		



		18

		Rear and front axle breathers not blocked

		

		



		19

		Exhaust pipe state and fastening

		

		



		20

		Leaf spring state ( wear, alignment, fastening )

		

		



		21

		Leaf spring bushes

		

		



		22

		Shock absorbers ( leak, fixation ) and bushes

		

		



		23

		Other bushes ( sway bar., low arm, ... )

		

		



		24

		Gear box and engine mounting condition

		

		



		25

		Body and chassis condition ( cracks, weelding, buckling )

		

		



		26

		Greasing ( steering, propeller shaft and universal joint, knuckles )

		

		



		27

		General tightening of bolts ( especially on leaf spring )

		

		



		

		

		

		



		27

		Control lights, turning signals and warning lights on dashboard

		

		



		28

		Radio cables and tightening of earth

		

		



		29

		Door, window, mirror, seat condition and working

		

		



		30

		Presence of in-board tools ( according to inventory )

		

		



		31

		Hilift jack working and greased

		

		



		32

		Fill up the fuel tanks

		

		



		33

		Note important comment on logbook and check service timing

		

		





		Work done during this weeckly check-up






		Work to be planned with mechanic








Driver’s signature :


                                                                  Date :







Criteria for the selection of the DRIVERS Jaffna, April 2013

 Name: _______________________________

		Criteria 

		Points 


1 to 4 

		Remarks                                    Date interview:   April ….

                                                   Present: ….



		Education


Relevant education -

Valid Driving License - 




		

		



		Experience with

Area - 

NGO -

different cultural -  backgrounds - 

vehicle maintenance - and operations -



		

		



		Social skills


Team player


Stress resistant


Diplomacy

Educational skills 




		

		



		Language 


English


Singhalese


Tamil


Reporting skills

 

		

		



		Communication skills


Represent SDC at meetings 

English skills -




		

		



		Test            

Check before leaving –

Indicating – 


Defensive manner –


Drive backwards – 


Using Mirror – 

		

		



		Total




		

		



		Other relevant knowledge




		

		



		General impression 




		

		



		Salary expectation

		

		





Points: 1:  insufficient; 2: barely sufficient; 3: good; 4: excellent



Cash for Housing Jaffna 09/10 




JOB DESCRIPTION

Position Title:		Secretary 

Contract Period:		One year 

Duty Station(s):		Jaffna

Reporting lines:		To Programme Manager and Accountant Jaffna



Purpose

To responsible for the financial and administrative support and follow up of payments and contracts in relation to the different programs undertaken by SDC Jaffna, covering the site offices, the housing beneficiaries, residences and contracted partner organisations.



Data Entry and Housing Payments



· Collecting and processing all data necessary to prepare and carry out the payment sheets and bank transfers for beneficiaries

· Keeps and maintain all documents and records

· Replace IT and Database Specialist when on leave to ensure coordination of the monthly report

· Replace IT and Database Specialist when on leave to ensure the update of the beneficiary database



Payments/accounting



· Control Incoming Invoices and get the authorisation for payment

· Check the accuracy and prepare the payment voucher

· Prepare the Cheque/Bank transfer/Cash and obtain authorised signatures

· Prepare monthly salary and maintain pay sheets (as well for site offices)

· Ensure all statutory payments are made on time without being subjected to any surcharges and penalties

· Check/Review employee expense claims, ensure required authorisation has been received and obtain approvals from superior.

· Prepare and make monthly paymenst such as EPF/ETF, rent, lease payments, phone bills, and other relevant payments

· Prepare and release payments for the housing beneficiaries



Cash / Fund Flow

· Follow up the FO cash flow on a daily basis and report to Colombo

· Prepare and forward fund requests (weekly, monthly, three monthly)

· Monitor the petty cash payments and carry out physical petty cash count of a regular basis in coordination with the programme responsible



Esprit System/ Contract Management 



· Preparation, follow-up and closing of contracts within the ESPRIT System



Main office and residences contract management



· Manage the contacts with the Landlords, Security Services Company and relevant stake holders

· Collaborate with the administration of the Colombo SDC Office for the contract management



Human Resources



· Follow up and update staff salary particulars and budget allocations 

· Follow up update records of staff education support  



Replace Accountant when on leave in the following points:

Book Keeping

· Allocation of account and budget numbers for the booking (coding)

· Control of working advances given to staff and the settlement

· Maintain and file records and documents systematically

· Preparation of the necessary reconciliation statements on a monthly basis 

· Key in all vouchers to Navision or similar accounting system 



Final Accounts Preparation

· Ensure generation of monthly final accounts by the 5th of the subsequent month and send them to the Senior Accountant at SCO.

· Responsible to enter all transaction in the Books of Accounts on a daily basis.

· Assist and provide support services to Auditors

· Pay due attention to Auditors comments and initiate steps to implement the recommendation made by Auditors to improve the current systems & procedures.

· Preparation of separate financial statement for the donors (UN Habitat, SAH etc)



Budget Control

· Preparation of Budget for the field office credit proposal and site office 

· Preparation budget comparison statement for Field Office & program budgets 







					 

14th August 2014 						             14th August 2014 


Inventory_OFF GENERAL

		JAFFNA OFFICE INTENTORY - OFFICE EQUIPMENT / FURNITURE

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Purchased Date		Purchased Value - G/L		Purchased Value - Excel		Vendor		Current Location		Custory		Condition				Remarks

		1		J/TOOLS/002		TOOLS/M		Pressure wash 550FM						2011.07.12				41,500.00		Ark Enterprises		OFF		JK		BAD				Grage
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Inventory_OFF EQUI-FURN

		JAFFNA OFFICE INTENTORY - OFFICE EQUIPMENT / FURNITURE

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Purchased Date		Purchased Value - G/L		Purchased Value - Excel		Vendor		Current Location		Custory		Condition				Remarks

		1		J/LIF/003		OE/F		Microwave-oven		LG - MS 2343G/01		812TAAC00096		2009.10.19		25,500.00						OFF		Common		BAD		7F-04243.05.61		NOT IN USE

		2				OE/F

		3		J/AIR/002		OE/F

		4		J/AIR/004		OE/F

		5		J/AIR/010		OE/F

		6		J/AIR/006		OE/F

		7		J/AIR/001		OE/F

		8		J/AIR/014		OE/F

		9				OE/F

		10		J/CAM/024		OE/F

		11		J/FRID/001		OE/F

		12		J/FRID/002		OE/F

		13		J/OE/F/212		OE/F

		14		J/OE/F/213		OE/F

		15		J/GENE/002		OE/F

		16		J/GENE/001		OE/F

		17		J/LIF/019		OE/F

		18		J/LIF/020		OE/F

		19		J/LIF/021		OE/F

		20		J/LIF/015		OE/F

		21		J/LIF/001		OE/F

		22		J/LIF/018		OE/F

		23		J/PHOTO/02		OE/F

		24		J/PHOTO/01		OE/F

		25		J/TOOLS/001		OE/F

		26				OE/F

		27				OE/F

		28				OE/F

		29				OE/F

		30				OE/F

		31		J/PHOTO/03		OE/F

		32		J/PHOTO/03		OE/F

		33		J/OE/F/209		OE/F

		34		J/OE/F/208		OE/F

		35		J/OE/F/202		OE/F

		36		J/OE/F/203		OE/F

		37		J/OE/F/204		OE/F

		38		J/OE/F/205		OE/F

		39		J/OE/F/206		OE/F

		40		J/TOOLS/001		OE/F

		41		J/WASH/002		OE/F

		42		J/AIR/022		OE/F

		43		J/FRID/003		TOOLS/M

		44		J/AIR/023		OE/F

		45				OE/F

		46		J/AIR/024		OE/F

		47				IT-EQUIP
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Inventory_IT

		JAFFNA OFFICE INTENTORY - IT /  EQUIPMENT

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Purchased Date		Purchased Value - G/L		Purchased Value - Excel		Vendor		Current Location		Custory		Condition				Remarks

		1		J/CAM/030		IT-EQUIP		Camera 5. Olympus		FE 5500		779004022		2005.06.18		31,000.00						OFF		RAJSR		demaged				SALE

		2		J/CAM/040		IT-EQUIP		Camera 5. Olympus		FE 5500				2005.06.22

		3		J/CPU/010		IT-EQUIP		CPU, Compuert Set		HP Proliant MLI50		SGH630X14T		2010.02.10

		4		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2004.10.01

		5		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2004.10.01

		6		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2004.10.01

		7		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2005.01.08

		8		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2007.07.01

		9		J/CPU/011		IT-EQUIP		CPU, UPS, Memory Drive						2007.07.01

		10				IT-EQUIP		CPU, LCD set						2005.07.04

		11				IT-EQUIP		Flash Drive, 1 GB						2005.01.08

		12				IT-EQUIP		Memory Stick						2006.06.07

		13				IT-EQUIP		External Hard Drive						2006.08.07

		14		J/COM/001		IT-EQUIP		Fax Machine		JX 201
Canon		-		2007.07.01

		15				IT-EQUIP		Fax Machine		Canon JX201		AASB 04442		2007.05.22

		16		J/DAP/004		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		Dell				2007.02.14

		17		J/DAP/005		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4520s		2CE0470W74		2011.03.16

		18		J/DAP/006		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4520s		2CE0470DGJ		2011.03.16

		19		J/MONI/010		IT-EQUIP		Monitor, LCD 17''		View sonic		A34051102031		2005.05.14

		20		J/MONI/015		IT-EQUIP		Monitor, LCD 17''		View sonic VE710S		P1R0514B0013		2007.07.01

		21		J/MONI/025		IT-EQUIP		Monitor, LCD 20''						2008.02.12

		22		J/MONI/026		IT-EQUIP		Monitor, LCD 20''						2008.02.12

		23		J/COM/006		IT-EQUIP		Phone, SAT,		Thuraya		35601300-660390-9
+8821652030032		2007.07.01

		24				IT-EQUIP		Phone, SAT,		Thuraya				2007.07.01

		25				IT-EQUIP		DVD Writer, External		ASUS				2005.05.14

		26		J/PRINT/003		IT-EQUIP		Printer, A3 Laser		Canon LBP 3500				2011.06.10

		27				IT-EQUIP		Printer						2011.05.01

		28		J/PRINT/006		IT-EQUIP		Printer, Canon		I6500		FBLS05549		2007.07.01

		29				IT-EQUIP		Printer, Canon		iP 6000				2007.07.01

		30		J/PRINT/002		IT-EQUIP		Printer, Color		Canon i865		FBUN08063		2007.07.01

		31		J/PRINT/007		IT-EQUIP		Printer, Laser Shot		LBP 1120		LMB009001		2003.06.20

		32				IT-EQUIP		Printer, LBP - 1210		LBP 1210		KLHA 011023		2003.10.30

		33		J/DAP/014		IT-EQUIP		Projector, Sony		VPC - EX7		70391439415		2009.07.01

		34		J/ROUT/03		IT-EQUIP		Router - CISCO 805		TP Link		10B62007498		2005.06.24

		35				IT-EQUIP		Sever Computer SET						2008.08.01

		36		J/DAP/001		IT-EQUIP		Server		DELL		92NT62S		2011.05.01

		37		J/COM/007		IT-EQUIP		Telephone System		Arisel				2005.09.16

		38				IT-EQUIP		Telephone System, Extension		Arisel				2005.09.16

		39				IT-EQUIP		TV, Dish						2007.08.14

		40				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 						2005.09.05

		41				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 						2010.02.26

		42				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 		Dell		B4LG22S		2010.10.25

		43				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 		Dell				2010.10.25

		44				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 		Dell				2010.10.25

		45				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 		Dell				2010.10.25

		46				IT-EQUIP		CPU - PCS 		Dell				2010.10.25

		47		J/DAP/013		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4530s		CNU13723L7		2012.08.02

		48		J/DAP/009		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4530s		CNU2191WDX		2012.08.02

		49		J/CAM/006		IT-EQUIP		Camera 14.1 		Sony Steady Shot 		8702783		2012.07.05

		50		J/CAM/002		IT-EQUIP		Camera 14.1, Sony		DSC-W610		8678272		2012.07.05

		51		J/CAM/004		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP		DSC-W610		8669808		2012.07.05

		52		J/CAM/031		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP		DSC-W610		958986		2012.07.05

		53		J/CAM/032		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP		DSC-W610		958982		2012.07.05

		54		J/CAM/033		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP		DSC-W610		958981		2012.07.05

		55		J/CAM/001		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP		DSC-W610		958984		2012.07.05

		56		J/CAM/003		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP, Sony		DSC-W610		8678130		2012.07.05

		57		J/CAM/005		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 14.1 MP, Sony		DSC-W610		8678250		2012.07.05

		58		J/CAM/034		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 16.1 MP		DSC-W 610, Sony		8654707		2012.07.05

		59		J/CAM/029		IT-EQUIP		Camera, 16.1 MP		DSC-W670		4022712		2012.08.02																		- 0

		60				IT-EQUIP		CPU, LCD Monitor, Mouse						2010.12.01

		61				IT-EQUIP		Personal Computer		HP				2011.05.01

		62				IT-EQUIP		Personal Computer		HP				2011.05.01

		63		J/DAP/015		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4530s		CNU2343010		2012.11.06

		64		J/DAP/010		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP Probook 4540s		2CE229135Q		2012.10.11

		65		J/DAP/017		IT-EQUIP		Laptop		HP 2000 PRO 2133TU		5CB24901D1		2013.03.02

		66				IT-EQUIP		Intercom System 4 x 16						2013.04.30

		67				IT-EQUIP		Server, 		PET110 XeonE5		CM-PET110-920277946		08.05.2014
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Inventory_Tool

		JAFFNA OFFICE INTENTORY - TOOLS AND MACHINERY

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Purchased Date		Purchased Value - G/L		Purchased Value - Excel		Vendor		Current Location		Custory		Condition				Remarks

		1		J/LIF/003		OE/F		Microwave-oven		LG - MS 2343G/01		812TAAC00096		2009.10.19								OFF		Common		BAD		7F-04243.05.61		25,500 LKR

		2				OE/F		High Pressure Wash 						2007.07.01						ARK				Brocken		Not in Use				17,500 LKR

		3		J/AIR/012		TOOLS/M		Air Conditioner		JetCool		508HAWS00161		2011.05.01		34,375.00				ICRC		GH 02		LEA		In Use		7F-04243.07.01

		4		J/AIR/013		TOOLS/M		Air Conditioner		LG		909HAUJ00030		2011.05.01		34,375.00				ICRC		GH 02		LEA		In Use		7F-04243.07.01

		5		J/AIR/008		TOOLS/M		Air Conditioner		Haier		AA7S30E0D00AD88E0047		2010.02.24		75,500.00		(1,300.00)		Jaffna electricals		OFF		ROOM 6		BAD				SOLD ON 24.02.2015

		6		J/AIR/005		TOOLS/M		Air conditioner		KF-09 
Toyostar		C2G5298349		2010.02.24		75,500.00				Jaffna electricals		OFF		Drivers		BAD				ROOM 04

		7		J/AIR/009		TOOLS/M		Air conditioner		LG		608HAQV00156		2010.02.24		75,500.00				Jaffna electricals		OFF		Common		In Use				ROOM 08

		8		J/AIR/007		TOOLS/M		Air Conditioner		T8000BT 
Haier		AA7S30E0D00AD88E0037		2010.02.24		75,500.00		(1,300.00)		Jaffna electricals		OFF		ROOM 7		BAD				SOLD ON 24.02.2015

		9		J/AIR/011		TOOLS/M		Air conditioner		Toyostar		C2G5298328		2010.02.24		75,500.00				Jaffna electricals		OFF		Common		In Use				ROOM 10

		10		J/AIR/003		TOOLS/M		Air conditioner, Slim Type		LG Jet Cool		508HAJT00092		2010.02.24		75,500.00				Jaffna electricals		OFF		Common		In Use				ROOM 01

		11		J/AIR/015		TOOLS/M		Air Conditionner		LG		508HAHY00025		2011.05.01		34,375.00				ICRC		OFF		Common		In Use		7F-04243.07.01		ROOM 07

		12		J/AIR/016		TOOLS/M		Air Conditionner		LG		508HAHY00001		2011.05.01		34,375.00				ICRC		GH 02		RETO		In Use		7F-04243.07.01

		13		J/COOK/006		TOOLS/M		Gas Cooker, 4 burner		Elba		NR-838160021		2010.12.03		66,000.00				Media		GH 02		RETO		In Use		7F-07270.01.01		Kitchen

		14		J/FRID/004		TOOLS/M		Refrigetor		LG - BIG		403 KRTA00009		2010.12.03		88,500.00				Media		GH 02		RETO		In Use		7F-07270.01.01

		15		J/GENE/003		TOOLS/M		Generator, EDY6500, 		Honda		EDXJH188FGCAFH-0122741		2011.05.01		224,169.50				Stafford		UDU		Common		Good		7F-07842.01.02

		16		J/GENE/004		TOOLS/M		Generator, ATS, Jaffna Office				Automatic Transfer System		2007.07.01		156,560.00				Depn - ATS		OFF		JK		In Use		7F-04243.03.01

		17				TOOLS/M		Generator, Kipor		KDE6700TA		E3139051868		2010.03.15		191,794.00				Green Power		GH 01		SQT		In Use		7F-07270.01.01

		18		J/LIF/003		TOOLS/M		Microwave-oven		LG		910TADR00034		2010.12.03		19,500.00				Media		OFF		CNG		Good		7F-07270.01.01

		19		J/PUMP/02		TOOLS/M		Water Pump, Centric						2010.12.03		28,112.00				Jinasena						Not in Use		7F-07270.01.01		?

		20		J/PUMP/01		TOOLS/M		Water Pump, Robin 35		EY 20		JK-708521		2010.12.03		50,000.00				Jinasena		OFF		AAR		BAD		7F-07270.01.01		Jaffna Store

		21		J/SOLAR/001		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		22		J/SOLAR/002		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		23		J/SOLAR/003		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		24		J/SOLAR/004		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		25		J/SOLAR/005		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		26		J/SOLAR/006		TOOLS/M		Solar panel						2011.03.17		86,190.00				Alpha		PLK		Common		In Use		7F-07842.01.02

		27				TOOLS/M		Concrete Testing Equipment						2010.04.27		31,170.27										Not in use		7F-07270.01.01

		28		J/TOOLS/002		TOOLS/M		Vacum Cleaner						2010.12.01		58,000.00						OFF		LUX		BAD		7F-07270.01.01		14039

		29		J/WASH/001		TOOLS/M		Washing machine		LG		406KWWZ00113		2010.12.03		65,000.00				Media		GH 02				Damaged		7F-07270.01.01		Out of order, can't repair

		30		J/WATG/005		TOOLS/M		Water geyzer 30 l		Copper tend				2010.02.24		19,950.00				Sivakumar		GH 01		SQT		In Use		7F-07270.01.01		Room No - 01

		31		J/WATG/006		TOOLS/M		Water geyzer 30 l		Copper tend				2010.02.24		19,950.00				Sivakumar		GH 01		SQT		In Use		7F-07270.01.01		Room No - 03

		32		J/PUMP/03		TOOLS/M		Water Pump, Robin  		200 SF		8927959		2012.06.20		52,000.00				Ark Enterprises		PLK OFF		Common		In Use

		33		J/WATG/007		TOOLS/M		Water geyzer 30 l		Copper tend				2010.12.01		21,075.00						GH 01		SQT		In Use		7F-07270.01.01		Room No - 04

		34		J/WATG/001		TOOLS/M		Water geyzer 30 l		Copper tend				2010.12.01		21,075.00						OFF		Common		BAD		7F-07270.01.01

		35		J/SOLAR/008		TOOLS/M		Solar panel		53 - 1200		-		2012.07.02		79,000.00				Visdom Solar		MUD		Common		Good				with Battery

		36		J/GENE/005		TOOLS/M		Generator, Portable		EBK2000		GHAFD-1298834
EDHD-C1200077		2012.09.03		90,500.00				R. G. Traders		PLK		Common		Good

																2,389,995.77



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































																4,711,241.54		(2,600.00)
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Vehicle Inventory

		DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  VEHICLES

																						Insurance						Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount

		No		Plate No		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		START-DATE		END-DATE				Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II

		1		WP KB 2938		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RJMRS						2006		 

		2		 DP KC 5554		TOYOTA		Motor car		Land Cruiser Prado

		3		WP DP 0415		HYUNDAI		Motor car		SANTAFE - V6

		4		DP PB 0235		TOYOTA		Dual Purpose		KUN25R-PRMDH

		5		DP KP 3944		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RKMRS

		6		DP KP 3946		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RKMRS

		7		DP KU 6121		Toyota		Motor car		Land Cruiser Prado

		8		WP DP 0419		HYUNDAI		Motor car		SANTAFE - V6				KMHSC81DR5133874		2005		Embassy		37,000.00		Janasakthy																				S$ 25,500



		DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  MOTOR CYCLES

																						Insurance						Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount		REMARKS

		No		Plate No		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		START-DATE		END-DATE		Tax		Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II

		1		NP WL-0737		JOYRO		SOLD		JR90-2

		2		NP WL-0747		JOYRO		SOLD		JR90-2

		3		NP WL-8815		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		4		NP WL-8826		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		5		NP WL-8829		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		6		NP WL-8834		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		7		NP VH 2631		Hero Honda		SOLD		CD Dawn

		8		NP VH 2634		Hero Honda		SOLD		CD Dawn

		9		NP WN-6681		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		10		NP WN-6669		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		11		NP WU -1941		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		12		NP WU -1948		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		13		NP WU -1952		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		14		NP WU -1937		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		15		NP XR-5883		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		16		NP XR-1179		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		17		NP XR-1208		Hero Honda				PLEASURE

		18		NP XR-5871		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		19		NP XR-1216		Hero Honda				PLEASURE

		20		NP XR -5878		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		21		NP XR-1224		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		22		NP XR-1175		Hero Honda				Super splendor

		23		NP BAF 0721		Hero  				Super splendor

		24		NP BAF 0728		Hero				Super splendor

		25		NP BAF 0734		Hero				Super splendor

		26		NP BAF 0738		Hero				Super splendor

		27		NP BAF 4314		Hero Honda				PLEASURE

		28		NP BAF 4330		Hero Honda				PLEASURE

		30		NP BAM 0410		Hero Honda				XLR 125

		31		NP BBE 9543		Hero				PLEASURE

		32		NP BBE 9555		Hero				PLEASURE





















































Abbreviations



				Abbreviations



				OFF		Jaffna Office

				OFP		Pallai Office



				ALI		Allipallai

				ARA		Arasankerni

				IYA		Iyakachchi

				KAC		Kachavelli

				KAI		Kaithadi Navatkuli

				KAL		Kallaru

				KAN		Kankinagar

				KAR		Karayalainagapaduvan

				KIL		Killali

				KOV		Kovilvayal

				KPH		Karampaham

				MUG		Mugavil

				MUL		Mulankavil

				PLK		Palikuda

				THA		Thadduvankoddy

				THK		Thanankilappu

				THM		Thambakaman

				THU		Thukapuram

				ALW		Aliawalai

				VAT		Vathirayan

				UDU		Uduthurai
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WEEKEND/ HOLIDAY OVER TIME REQUEST FORM



Employee Name:    _______________________________________________

Date Requested:     from __________to ___________     No of Days: ________

Estimate Time to Complete the Task: 

(Saturday)	: from _____________ to ___________ Total Hours: _________

(Sunday	)	: from _____________ to ___________ Total Hours: _________

 (Holiday)	: from   _________to ___________          Total Hours: __________

					

Reason for overtime request:   __________________________________

Overtime is to be:  Paid at Overtime Rate                  Lieu leave

____________________________________		                      _____________________

                   Employee Signature					                Date 

 (
Supervisor Response: 
 
Approved        
 
N
ot approved
 
Comments: ______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
____________________
Supervisor signature 
Date
)

















		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		

		







 POST VILLAGE ASSESSMENT



		Date completed



		

		Completed by

		







a. Village Generalities

		1.1.

		District

		

		1.2.

		Divisional Sectary Division 

		



		1.3.

		GN Division & Number

		

		1.4.

		Total number of villages in GN

		



		1.5.

		Displacement (Year)

		

		1.6.

		Resettlement(Year)

		



		1.7.

		SDC intervention started(Year)

		

		1.8

		SDC interventions completed. (Year)

		



		1.9

		Date of Pre assessment  

		







b. Basic Information Before and After the intervention of SDC

		

		Details

		Before the intervention of SDC

		After the intervention of SDC



		2.1.

		Registered HH

		

		



		2.2.

		Returned HH

		

		



		2.3.

		HH resettled elsewhere

		

		



		2.4.

		Male population

		

		



		2.5.

		Female population

		

		



		2.6.

		Children (0-5)

		

		



		2.7.

		Number of pre-school aged children in the village(3-5)

		

		



		2.8.

		Children (6-17)

		

		



		2.9

		Youth (18-35)

		

		



		2.10

		Elders (>65)

		

		



		2.11

		Single male headed HH

		

		



		2.12

		Female headed HH

		

		



		2.13

		HH headed by elders > 65 years

		

		



		2.14

		Minor headed HH

		

		



		2.15

		Households with disabled members

		

		



		2.16

		HH with < 4 members

		

		



		2.17

		Security restricted areas in village?

		

		



		2.18

		Military brigade in GN

		

		



		2.19

		Landless HH with no deeds

		

		



		2.20

		HH with land but no proper deeds

		

		



		2.21

		Number of skill migrant 

		

		



		2.22

		Number of asylum seekers

		

		



















c. SDC Interventions

3.1. Housing / Toilets

		a

		Full houses built by SDC to date

		

		b

		Houses repaired by SDC to date

		



		c

		Toilets built by SDC

		

		d

		Single male HH in SDC Houses

		



		e

		Women headed HH in SDC houses 

		

		f

		Miner HH in SDC houses 

		



		g

		Houses build by other agencies

		

		h

		Number of houses still needed 

		



		i

		Community perceptions about the quality of the houses and toilets received- please underline the relevant: Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                   

With the quality, condition and usability of houses received.



		j

		Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied               3.Not satisfied                                

With the quality, condition and suitability of toilets received.



		k

		Additional Feedback from the communities.	

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



		l

		Observations and comments 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………







3.2. Wells

		a

		Total Number of Private wells 

		

		b

		Private wells constructed by SDC

		



		c

		Number of Common Wells 

		

		d

		Common wells constructed by SDC

		



		e

		Number of HH with access to drinking water within 500m of their homes

		

		f

		Number of HH without access to drinking water within 500m of their homes

		



		g

		Community perceptions about the quality of the common wells- please underline the relevant: 

Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                

With the quality, condition and stability of common wells.



		

		Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                

With the quality, condition and stability of individual wells.



		h

		Community Members feel confident on clear measures are in place to ensure the maintenance of the well: responsibilities have been delegated to local authorities and community members:

Yes                No



		i

		Additional Feedback from the communities.

Very thankful to SDC ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Observations and comments 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………















3.3. Common Buildings/Preschools

		a

		Type of infrastructure Buildings constructed by SDC

		1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3Not Applicable 

4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



		b

		Number of students in pre-school constructed by SDC (age 3 to 5)

		N/A



		c

		Number of CBOs making use of common buildings for meetings

		



		d

		Community perceptions about the quality of the preschools- please underline the relevant: 

Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                

With the condition and usability of pre-school buildings and play grounds.



		

		Majority of community members are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                



		e

		With the quality of teaching and play equipment available at the pre-school.

A sample of 5 preschool children spoken to say they are:

1.Happy                2.Not Happy                With their preschool



		g

		A sample of 5 preschool children parents interviewed are:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                

with the quality, condition, play equipment, teaching and classroom environment of their pre-school



		

		Pre-school teacher feels:

1.Fully satisfied               2.Partially satisfied              3.Not satisfied                                



		

		About her working conditions, 

Preschool teacher is appointed by______________and her salary Rs_________ Paid by____________________



		

		Early Childhood Development Committees have been:

Set Up              Not Set Up              in the SDC supported preschool…………………………………………………………………………





		

		Additional Feedback from the communities.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Any Observations/Comments:

………… ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………







d. Availability of Basic Infrastructure and Services and Community Perceptions(please underline)

		Type of Infrastructure/ Service

		Availability

		Community Perception Regarding Quality and Availability



		a

		Public Transport

		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		b

		Postal Service

		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		c

		Health Clinic and Midwife Services

		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		e

		Electricity



		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		f

		Market Facilities

		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		h

		Internal paved roads

		Regularly Available 

		

		Fully satisfied

		



		

		

		Not Regularly Available

		

		Partly satisfied 

		



		

		

		Not Available

		

		Not satisfied 

		



		g

		Any comments from Community 

…Requested possibilities for inner roads and common place to run health center.  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………







e. Livelihoods

5.1. Type of livelihood 	

		a. Number of Agriculture HH

		

		b. Number of Fishing HH

		

		c. Number of Skill labor (mason/ carpenters ) HH

		



		d. Number of Self-employed 

		

		e. Number of Unemployed 

		

		f. Number of Government Servant 

		



		g. Number of Unskilled migrants abroad 

		

		h. Number of. Private traders 

		

		i. Number of Settled abroad as refugees/skilled workers 

		



		j. Average HH income LKR

		

		k. HH with monthly income < LKR 5,000





		

		l. HH receiving Samurdhi

		



		HH received individual assistance through SAH

		Type of assistance

		Numbers



		f) 

		

1. ……………………………………………………………

2. …………………………………………………………….

3. …………………………………………………………….

4. …………………………………………………………….

		

1. ……………………………………………………….

2. ……………………………………………………….

3. ……………………………………………………….

4. ……………………………………………………….

5. ……………………………………………………….



		m. Number of HH involved in producer groups set up by SAH (Swiss Labor Assistance) (type)



1. Not Applicable 

2. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

3. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

4. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

5. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..



		n. Majority of community members are:

1. Satisfied               2.Partially Satisfied               3.Not Satisfied              with livelihood assistance received.



		o. Comments regarding livelihood assistance received:

· …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



		p. Main source of income for majority of village(Rank)

       1.Agriculture              2.Fishing Skilled Work	               3.Agriculture Labor               4.Private Sector Work 	









	





       5.Government Sector work               6.Daily labor               7.other  



		q. Alternative/ Seasonal livelihood activities 



	

		1. 



		

		2. 



		

		3. 



		r. Challenges facing livelihoods

		1. 



		

		2. 



		

		3. 







6. Main Government Actors and Services after the intervention of SDC.

		a

		Name of Govt. Agency

		



		b

		Services provided





		



		c

		Comments regarding service





			







7. Main CBO Actors and Activities after the intervention of SDC.

		a

		Name of CBO

			Not available 



		b

		Total number of Members 

		



		c

		Regularity of Meetings

		



		d

		Services provided

		





		e

		Comments regarding service

		



		f

		Did the CBO receive any capacity building? If so, by whom and what trainings?

		







		a

		Name of CBO

			 



		b

		Total number of Members 

		



		c

		Regularity of Meetings

		



		d

		Services provided

		





		e

		Comments regarding service

		



		f

		Did the CBO receive any capacity building? If so, by whom and what trainings?

		





	

		a

		Name of CBO

		



		b

		Total number of Members 

		



		c

		Regularity of Meetings

		



		d

		Services provided

		



		e

		Comments regarding service

		



		f

		Did the CBO receive any capacity building? If so, by whom and what trainings?

		









	



8. Main NGO/INGO/Donor Activities after the intervention of SDC.

		a

		Name of agency

		



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of agency

		



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







		a

		Name of agency

		



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		



		c

		Comments regarding service

		







9. Other Supporting Structures (religious /informal groups, private donors etc) after the intervention of SDC.

		a

		Name of Entity

			



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		







		c

		Comments regarding service

		











		a

		Name of Entity

			



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		







		c

		Comments regarding service

		











		a

		Name of Entity

			



		b

		Services provided (What and When )

		







		c

		Comments regarding service

		









		







10. Changes in the life style after the intervention of SDC

		a

		Standard of living ((respect from relatives and friends ,felt decent living environment, buying house hold asserts, beautifying house)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :







		b.

		Safe environment.(female members felt secure while sleeping ,dressing, utilizing basic sanitation facilities, protection from animals, external actors)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :







		c

		Peace at home (less internal family quarrels between family members, more time spent for family get together)

			

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :





		d

		Children’s educational performance(Adequate space for children to study ,mothers spent more time for children well being)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :





		e

		Health state among the family members (less medical expenditure, clean environment, safe drinking water, good hygienic practices.)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :





		d

		Productive activities by Women family members(leadership, involved small income generating activities, able to save some money, taking part in family and collective community decision making)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :



Improved              :





		e

		Financial situation (depts., amount, reasons, payment plan, coping strategies,)

		

Worse than before :  



Same as before      :

	

Improved              :





		f

		Any other comments



		……………………………………………………………….……………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………







11. Vulnerability and Social Tension Assessment after the intervention of SDC.(Please identify top 3 from among these issues and rank accordingly)

		a

		Issues of caste/ marginalization 

		



		b

		Issues of alcoholism

		



		c

		Prevalence of gender based violence

		



		d

		Issues of domestic violence

		



		e

		Incidences of suicide and depression

		



		f

		Recent conflicts within community

		



		g

		Conflicts over resource distribution

		



		h

		Teenage pregnancy/illegal abortion/child marriage

		



		i

		Other- please specify



		









12. Other priority needs remaining 



		Sectors

		Needs

		Rank



		a

		Housing 

		

		



		b

		Water

		

		



		c

		Sanitization 

		

		



		d

		Livelihoods

		

		



		e

		Education 

		

		



		f

		Access roads

		

		



		g

		Public Transport 

		

		



		h

		Strengthening/ training of CBOs

		

		



		i

		Business training/ market links

		

		



		j

		Women empowerment 

		

		



		k

		Youth Empowerment 

		

		



		L

		Other – please specify



		









13. Future concerns of the SDC housing beneficiaries 

		

		Sectors

		comments



		a

		Employment 

		



		b

		Food Security

		



		c

		Shelter Housing 

		



		d

		Education for Children

		



		e

		Stable Security 

		







Annexes



1. Attach village map with relevant places of importance marked to this.

2. Attach list of participants present at the assessment meeting to this.
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JOB DESCRIPTION







Position Title:		System Controller

Contract Period:		One Year

Duty Station(s):		Jaffna

Reporting lines:		Program Responsible CFH and Logistic Department







1. Purpose:



The system controller main tasks are to insure the proper possessing of data related to the SDC Cash for Housing Program. The controller’s task is the proper setup and maintenance to the IT setup and system in Jaffna and Pallai Offices.





2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities:



a) Data Processing



1. Collecting and processing all data necessary to prepare and carry out the payment sheets and bank transfers for beneficiaries

2. Keeps the beneficiary database up to date in collaboration with the program engineers

3. Updates the weekly and monthly reporting documents

4. Keeps and maintain all documents and records

5. Maintains a close exchange of information with program engineers, technical officers and the Pallai Office Coordinator.

6. Any other duties agreed upon with the SDC Program Manager.



b) IT Support



1. Maintains the Network System in Jaffna Office (Regular updates, regular safety copies, repair and/or replacement of defective devices)

2. Installation and updating of additional workstations.

3. Conducts regular training with staff.

4. Suggest hardware and software updates to the HOO in case of need

5. Works in close collaboration with the IT Manager of Colombo SDC Office

6. Responsible for the development, maintenance and update of the SDC Jaffna Homepage







Duties applicable to all:

1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork. 

2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka.

3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and any other regulations and policies.

4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby keeping the highest level of confidentiality.







3. Profile/Personal Specifications:

· In good mental and physical health

· Degree in IT software and hardware engineering (2 years minimum)

· Solid technical knowledge in the field of IT Systems especially Linux Ubuntu

· Basic knowledge and understanding of humanitarian principles and of relevant humanitarian guidelines, standards and policy issues in post-conflict Sri Lanka

· Experience working with a humanitarian organization on community housing issues

· Self-supporting in computers (MS Windows and Office)

· Computer skills in AutoCAD and MS Project, CMS programming and Linux

· Fluent in English and Tamil, Singhalese

· Valid driving license for motorbike

· Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds

· Integrity, reliability and flexibility

· Ability to work both independently and in a team 

· Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality
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Site and landscaping 
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1 Gate and fencing 
2 Tree planting 
3 Well 
4 Playground 
5 Rain-water-harvesting / rainwater infusion 
6 Preschool 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


Gate and fencing: 
- Safe and protected environment for the children 
- Participation of the parent’s society/ECD commitee in the 
construction creates ownership 


Tree planting: 
- Most of the newly built preshools lack of shady places for 
outdoor activities 
- Creation of ownership 


Well: 
-The well is fully covered with a concrete slab. The 
opening for the daily water use is protected with a metal 
cover door. The maintenance access is either covered by 
a concrete slab or as well a metal cover door. 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


Playground: 
The playground as an important pedagogical tool supports 
the development of the body control mechanism of the 
growing child. It covers the aspects of running, balancing, 
jumping and climbing. The child learns to take decisions, to 
copy and to develop strategies. 
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Site and landscaping 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Rainwater-harvesting: 
In dry and arid areas, the construction of rainwater 
harvesting systems should be systematically promoted and 
introduced. SDC and the “Lanka Rain Water Harvesting 
Forum” LRWHF trained local masons in the construction of 
the system. 
 


 Rainwater-infusion: 
To recharge fresh water pockets in saline areas, rain 
water infusion trenches are systematically introduced. 
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Architecture and construction 


 
  


 
 


 


1 Modular system 
2 Multipurpose rooms 
3 Roof construction types 
4 Planning with the children’s point of view 


a) Front window grill 
b) Sitting bench 
c) Blackboard 
d) Hors-stable toilet door 
e) Front-side / Back-side door 
f) Furniture 


5 Corner columns 
6 Anchor arrangements between structure and roof 
7 In-wall installation 
8 Orientation of the building 


a) Wind 
b) Flooding 


9 Rainwater evacuations 
10 Bird net 
11 Toilet with septic Tank 
12 Materials and Colors 
13 Ramp / Foundation 


a) Disability access 
b) Flooding  


1 


2 
2 


3 


4 


4 
4 


4 


5 6 


13 


8 


9 


10 


11 
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12 
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Architecture and construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Modular System: 
Modular sizes of buildings can be chosen according the 
number of children attending the school. The modular 
system is based on the Sri Lankan 20 ’x 20’ construction 
standard for classrooms. 


 


M


 


S L
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Architecture and construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
  
 
 


Multipurpose rooms: 
In addition to the main hall of the preschool two additional 
rooms are designed. One is allocated to the teacher as 
office or store room. The other room can be used for as  
midwife consultation room. 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Rooftypes: 
Hip roof symmetrical to main space 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Rooftypes: 
Hip roof symmetrical to building 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 


Rooftypes: 
Gabled roof symmetrical to building 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 


Planning out of the children’s point of view: 
 
Front window grill  
The Front window grill starts at 60cm above floor level and 
not at 90cm.


 


 
 
Sitting bench 
Along the veranda a sitting bench tailored for the children 
facilitating outside activities and improving  the quality of the 
veranda space 


 
 
Blackboard 
The blackboard starts at 60cm above floor level and not at 
90cm
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 


Planning with the children’s point of view: 
- Horse-stable toilet door 
- Attached to the toilet is a handwashing facility available 
 


  


 
Front-side / Back-side door 
 


 
Furniture 
- Strictly no plastic chairs are used to avoid postural 
deformity 
- Shoe shelves, shelves for personal items, children tables, 
teacher table, cupboards 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 


Corner Column 
 


 


Beams 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                   


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Anchor Arrangements 
- As high winds can be expected, the roo is anchored to the 
beams 
- In addition, reinforced cement bands on the roof top 
stabilize the tiles 


Electrical wiring 
- Flush mounting installation 
- Solid earth connection 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Orientation of the building 
 
Wind and flooding 
 


Rainwater - evacuation 
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Architecture and construction 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Bird traps:  


 


 
Metall teeth 


 
Bird net 


 
Double toilet with septic tank 


 
Plan toilet 


 
Pland septic tank 


 
Section 


Toilet with septic tank 
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Architecture and construction 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Materials and Colors:  


 


Concrete framework, wall filling cement 
blocks 


Roof main structure iron truss, secondary 
structure wood, roofing tiles 


 


Openings: Frontside wood grill, backside 
cement grill 


Floor concrete 
 


Windows and doors. Wood varnished or 
painted, windows w. metal grill and slashes 


Colors: Chosen by the community and 
teachers 
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Architecture and Construction 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


Ramp / Foundation: 
- Disability access 
- Rough surface to avoid the danger of slipping 


 
Flooding 
 


- 0-level higher than road level / reference of existing 
buildings / local experiences 


- Ramp around the building  
- Step foundations 
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Approval / Coordination / Sustainability 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Approval 
- Approval from provincial and local authorities, 


educational and medical services 
- Land confirmation (Deed) 


 
 


Coordination 
- Coordination with stakeholders(Governmental and 


administrative bodies / community based 
organizations  / NGOS / CBOs) 


- Weekly meetings with the participation of all 
stakeholders to discuss and solve construction 
related issues. 


- Sharing completion and handover certificates with 
the authorities 


Sustainability 
- Replacement of existing temporary preschools with 


permanent structures. 
- Maintenance friendly construction and setup 
- Maintenance tools and training 
- Promotion of ownership within community 
- Collaboration with e.g. Terre des Hommes (TdH) 


on the software components to promote highest 
pedagogical standards (teacher training 
(pedagogical and administrative), child protection, 
training of parent committee “Early child 
development committees” 
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Partners 
 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Conclusion 
 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 


Government partners 
- Early childhood development secretary 
- Ministry of education 
- Pradeysha Shaba (Communal authorities) 
- Divisional Secretary 
- MOH (Medical Officer of Health) 


 


Partners in the village 
- ECD Committee (Parents society) 
- Teachers & Preschool coordinators 
- Community Based organizations (CBO’s), e.g. 


“Woman development society, rural development 
society, farmers’ organization., fishermen society 


- Development officer 


Other Partners 
- TdH (Terre des Hommes Lausanne) 
- CDDF (Community Driven Development 


Foundation 
- LRWHF (Lanka Rain Water Harvesting Forum)


- The reconstruction of educational facilities as 
schools and preschools were highly prioritized 
by the population and the authorities 


- Therefore 39 preschools and 8 schools were built 
and handed over to the authorities between 2010 
and 2015 


- Beside the construction activities, the software 
component introduced by TdH is the key to a 
successful round up and implementation of the 
programme 


 


Guiding principles versus standardized preschool 
constructions. A framework of Principles allows to find 
the perfect setup adapted to a specific situation 
 


Constructive and architectural lessons learnt are made 
available and shared 
 
 










PAYMENT A



						                                                                               				CP NO: 





						Project    		School name / address



						Period		Contract period :(starting date)-(finishing date)



						Date		……………………………



						Progress  Claim		No. ………..



						Contract Amount		100%		Contract amount

						Variation Order Amount Final				Var. Order amount

										Contract amount + var. Order amount



						Progress  claim No ….. as Certified by  Infrastructure Engineer dated on ……..                                        				Contract amount + var. Order amount



						Contractor shall be entitled to the payment equalling 95% of the total of the certified work carried out at the time of the claim as per clause 09 of the contract				95% of  (contract amount + var. Order amount)



						Total				95% of  (contract amount + var. Order amount)

						Less Previous payments:

						Progress claim No - 01, Date: ………………				amount 1st payment

						Progress claim No - 02, Date: ………………				amount 2nd payment

						Progress claim No - 03, Date: ………………				amount 3rd payment

						Previous payment total				total amount of prev. Payments

										                                                                                                                                                               

						Total Due				95% of  (contract amount + var. Order amount)-(total amount of prev. payments)

						PAYMENT  claim No …..				95% of  (contract amount + var. Order amount)-(total amount of prev. payments)



						..................................				...................................................

						Contractor 				Responsible

						………………..				…………………

						………………				…………………….
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JOB DESCRIPTION





Position Title:		Accountant/Finance

Contract Period:		One year 

Duty Station(s):		Jaffna

Reporting lines:		To Programme Manager and Head of Fin/Admin Colombo





1. Purpose

The Accountant/Finance is responsible for the financial support and the proper follow up of the budgets of the different programs undertaken by SDC Jaffna including the site offices in Jaffna and Killinochchi district.



2.  Specific Duties and Responsibilities



Book Keeping

· Allocation of account and budget numbers for the booking (coding)

· Control of working advances given to staff and the settlement

· Maintain and file records and documents systematically

· Preparation of the necessary reconciliation statements on a monthly basis 

· Key in all vouchers to Navision or similar accounting system 



Final Accounts Preparation

· Ensure generation of monthly final accounts by the 5th of the subsequent month and send them to the Senior Accountant at SCO.

· Responsible to enter all transaction in the Books of Accounts on a daily basis.

· Prepare the final accounts at the year end and send it for auditing

· Assist and provide support services to Auditors to carry out and complete the Annual Audit expeditiously.

· Pay due attention to Auditors comments and initiate steps to implement the recommendation made by Auditors to improve the current systems & procedures.

· Preparation of separate financial statement for the donors (UN Habitat, SAH etc)



Budget Control

· Preparation of Budget for the field office credit proposal and site office

· Preparation budget comparison statement for Field Office & program budgets

· Preparation  of quarterly budget forecasts



External and Small Action Partners

· Auditing accounts of SDC’s partner organisations

· Verifying financial reports

· Releasing next instalments for partner organisations

· Maintaining a good relationship with the responsible finance persons in charge 

· Establishing reports and advices how to improve the bookkeeping/admin/finance system



Payments 

· Control Incoming Invoices and get the authorisation for payment *

· Check the accuracy and prepare the payment voucher *

· Prepare the Cheque / Bank transfer / Cash and forward for authorised signatories *

· Prepare monthly salaries of the employees and maintain pay sheets (as well for site offices) *

· Ensure all statutory payments are made on time without being subjected any surcharges / penalties etc *

· Check / Review employee expense claims, ensure required authorisation has been received and forward them to the immediate superior for approval *

· Make monthly payments such as EPF/ETF, rent, lease payments, phone bills, premiums etc *

· Arrange payments for beneficiaries of programs*



Cash / Fund Flow

· End of the month after finalising accounts prepare fund request for the FO and send it to the Senior Accountant, SCO before 5th of the subsequent month 

· Follow up the FO cash flow regularly *

· Monitor FO Petty cash & CFHJ patty cash payments and ensure that announced physical count of Petty cash is done regularly *

· Follow up of cash needs in site offices *



Esprit System/Contract management

· Preparation and follow up and closure of contracts within the Esprit system*

* Tasks allocated to the secretary and covered during absences







												Jaffna, 14th August 2014						
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Executive Summary 


A number of donors as well as government authorities are assisting the construction of permanent shelter 
for people returning to their area of permanent residence in the North of Sri Lanka1. While this is a 
commendable initiative that lays the foundation for rebuilding a safe and secure environment for their 
lives after war, an evaluation of housing programmes as well as recent reviews and news articles 
highlight a worrying observation - increasing debt amongst returning families in general and the housing 
beneficiaries in particular, and the inability of the returnees to manage their lives after resettlement. 
These are unsettling observations that must be closely examined so that measures to avoid such 
unfavourable situations can be taken in the future by development practitioners and policymakers.  
  
The purpose of this study is to understand whether the owner driven housing support scheme increases 
indebtedness of beneficiary households and whether such high levels of indebtedness increases the 
vulnerability of the beneficiary households. The study method consists of a quantitative survey of 347 
households in the Districts of Jaffna, Killinochchi and Mullaitivu, followed by a qualitative study to further 
understand and triangulate the information gathered from the quantitative survey. 
 
This study reveals that 86% of all surveyed households are currently indebted. The average amount of 
debt per household was LKR 152,489. A comparison of the three districts that were subjected to this 
research indicates that Jaffna has the highest level of average household debt (LKR 255,294 per 
household – almost 80% higher than per household debt in Kilinochchi and approximately 57% higher 
than per household debt in Mullaitivu). Households borrowed for a variety of purposes, but borrowing for 
livelihoods and housing construction emerged as the top two reasons.  
 
The findings of this research indicate that owner-driven housing is not guilty as charged as the driver of 
household debt; it is more of a catalyst rather than a cause of indebtedness in the households surveyed 
in this study as indebtedness of households precedes the construction process. Although in theory, the 
provision of a housing grant (that has been deemed sufficient for the type of house prescribed by the 
government authorities) should not result in a beneficiary borrowing for construction, the findings of this 
study disprove this assumption as beneficiaries have in fact borrowed funds to supplement the 
construction of their houses. Housing construction related debt, however, can be attributed to both 
avoidable and unavoidable costs (i.e. the impact of inflation on building material, increasing labour costs 
due to the shortage of construction labour) related to the construction process.  


The avoidable costs were due to beneficiaries’ aspirations of building bigger houses and structures with 
features that differed from the prescribed. Housing beneficiaries preferred bigger houses based on 
cultural factors such as vaasthu and to fulfill the desire to elevate the family’s social status by owning a 
larger and a beautiful home. The analysis of completed houses reveals that households that adhered 
(comparatively speaking) to the standard design spent (on average) an additional LKR 210,000, whereas 
those that did not conform to the standards spent an additional LKR 352,000. The maximum additional 
cost spent on completed houses was LKR 1,000,000. Given the finding that even those households that 


                                                
1 According to the Ministry of Resettlement, Sri Lanka, a total of 505,082 internally displaced families 


have been resettled by March 31st, 2014, out of which 358,033 families have been resettled in the 
Jaffna, Kilinochchi and Mullaitivu districts.  
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conformed to the prescribed sizes made changes in the house features that cost more, a majority of the 
above averages can be attributed to costs that belong to the ‘avoidable’ category, though the exact 
percentages of avoidable and unavoidable costs were not calculated by this study.  


Another factor that correlates with indebtedness is the lack of financial literacy and the poor management 
of grant money (and income in general) by the surveyed households. This issue invariably worsens the 
households’ debt situation as most households are not aware of loan interest rates or principal payments. 
In this sense, debt servicing is a pressing issue that demands the attention of the relevant authorities.  


The findings of this study indicate a high level of vulnerability to poverty of the surveyed households due 
to the consequences owing to the three-decade war in Sri Lanka. The existence of a younger, unskilled, 
and relatively uneducated population poses serious challenges to individual and household earning 
pontential that is clearly visible in the comparison of household expenditure and consumption between 
surveyed households and the general population of Sri Lanka2. The most common form of income 
generation – engagement in casual labour, which does not guarantee a consistent income stream, is 
indicative of typical post-war conditions such as the lack of livelihood opportunities and individual capacity 
to rebuild a sustainable method of income generation. Livelihoods have not yet become stable in the 
post-war areas where the research was conducted. There is clear evidence to the lack of a sustainable 
income for families to contribute to savings.  


According to this study the main reason for debtors failing to pay back their loans is insufficient income. 
50% of all indebted households indicated inability to pay back their loans and 70% of them reported that 
the household income is insufficient to make any payments towards loans. Furthermore, households have 
reported borrowing for food-related expenses that indicate dire financial difficulty, where basic needs of 
families are not met with the existing income. Although not explored in this research, numerous 
anecdotal accounts of individual suicides due to extreme indebtedness (and the inability to repay loans) 
are indicative of a serious social problem to which the only solution remains the restoration of sustainable 
livelihoods and the creation of viable employment options for people of the Northern Province. As such, 
the lack of opportunities to engage in the productive economy (formal or informal) emerges as the main 
culprit of indebtedness. 
 
The added costs of the housing construction process leave households no other option but to borrow 
funds from a wide array of banks that are eager to lend money. While the debate about whether 
restoring sustainable livelihoods should precede housing assistance is a “chicken and egg” situation, the 
self-perpetuating vicious cycle of indebtedness in the presence of an unstable income stream cannot be 
discounted. The recommendation stemming from this discussion is not necessarily that donors of owner-
driven housing attend to the restoration of livelihoods simultaneously with the construction process. 
Rather, the primacy that this study assigns to the creation of sustainable livelihoods should be taken up 
by the government (both national and local) and the private sector, with the help of donor organisations.  


Additionally, it must be noted that some households are more vulnerable than others. For example, 
households that are female headed, or have one or more disabled members cannot be expected to 


                                                
2 The average household income per month for Sri Lanka is LKR 46,207, but this statistic is LKR 19,707 


for the surveyed households. Similarly, the average household expenditure per month for Sri Lanka is 
LKR 40,887, but this statistic is LKR 17,785 for the surveyed sample.  
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participate in owner-driven housing in a manner that is equal to those that are not as vulnerable. This 
study finds that female-headed households in particular struggle to contribute their labour to the housing 
process, a uniform expectation of implementers. As such, instead of using a “one-size-fits-all” method, 
housing assistance should tailor measures to address specific challenges of such vulnerable groups.  


While the findings of this study indicate increased indebtedness that coincides with housing construction, 
it is important to note the gain in capital (owning a house), that occurs alongside the accumulation of 
debt. Although not explored by this study, it is important to understand how beneficiaries view their final 
‘balance sheet’ – would they prefer debt with a house, or debt without an asset? It would be fair to 
assume that any ordinary citizen (regardless of conflict-affectedness) falls into debt when building a 
house. However, this assumption is tied to another assumption that the borrower will eventually repay 
the debt. The inability to pay back loans compromises not only the wellbeing of the family, but may 
eventually take away the capital gain itself (foreclosure homes). It is the latter that is the main matter of 
concern and one that is highlighted by the findings of this study. Having said that, it should be 
emphasised that this is a ‘cross-sectional’ study, where data was collected only during one period of time. 
The cross sectional nature allows us to get a snapshot of the ground reality only at the time of data 
collection. As such it is difficult to predict whether the respondents’ inability to repay the debt would 
change over time. However, the alleviation of housing beneficiaries’ debt burden is highly contingent 
upon the establishment of sustainable livelihoods that guarantee a steady income stream that would 
allow these families to fulfill basic needs as well as repay their debt.  


The recommendations (for government authorities and donors) that are stemming from this study include 
technical approaches to solving issues related to the indebtedness of housing beneficiaries, context-
specific approaches in addressing most vulnerable groups and a prescriptive policy measure that goes 
beyond housing reconstruction and applies to post-war development in general: 


Technical Recommendations 
•  Encourage implementing agencies to discuss with beneficiaries ways in which additional costs of 


housing construction could be reduced; 


•  Advocate the construction of houses with room for expansion at a later time period; 


•  Allow the option of “joint-housing”. 


Context-specific Recommendations 
•  Launch mandatory financial literacy and grant management programmes (in partnership with local 


banks) throughout the process of housing construction as prerequisites for receiving the grant 
installments; 


•  Tailor owner-driven housing assistance to households that are deemed ‘more vulnerable’ in comparison 
to others (i.e. female-headed households and households with one or more disabled members); 


•  Revisit the definition of “female-headed households” for the purpose of efficiency in the owner-driven 
housing process.  


Over-arching Recommendation for Post-war Stability 
•  Consult government (both national and local), private sector and other development organisations 


about creating sustainable livelihoods, an initiative that should move in parallel to the construction 
process. 
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At a conceptual level, this study contributes to the discourse on participatory development interventions 
in post-war settings. This study implicates the importance of understanding the interconnectedness of 
post-war contextual challenges that demand holistic solutions which facilitate a sustainable post-war 
rehabilitation environment for the affected. While participatory development interventions (‘people’s 
processes’) such as Owner Driven Housing Assistance (ODHA) are undoubtedly a preferred alternative to 
strictly donor-driven, top-down decision making, balancing human aspirations (and resultant negative 
externalities – i.e. debt) and ensuring economic, political and social security for those recuperating from 
the wounds of war is a difficult tightrope walk for governments, donors, and other authorities that are 
assisting post-war reconstruction efforts. This study, while acknowledging that creating a stable and 
enabling environment for resettled families is a herculean task in a post-war setting, concludes by 
emphasising the importance of sustainable economic growth in the affected areas. The failure to create 
consistent income generation opportunities in post-war areas may leave an already vulnerable population 
in dire circumstances under which their health and wellbeing are under tremendous strain.  
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úOdhl idrdxYh 


 


Y%S ,xldfõ W;=re m<df;a ish iaÓr ksjdi msysá m%foaY fj; ck;dj wdmiq meñfKñka isá;s' 


Tjqka Wfoid iaÓr ksjdi bÈ lsÍu i|yd wdOdr fokakka fuka u rcfha wdh;k .Kkdjla o 


iydh fjñka isà'
1
 fuh hqoaOfhka miqj Tjqkag jdih lsÍu i|yd iqrlaIs; yd wdrlaIs; 


jd;djrKhla kej; f.dv ke.Sug moku ouk m%YxikSh uq, msÍula fõ' tfy;a ksjdi jev 


igyka ms<sn|j lrk ,o ;lafiarejl o uE; ld,Sk iudf,dapk yd mqj;am;a ,smsj, o we;=<;a 


ksÍlaIKj,ska wjOdrKh jkafka lkiai,a, we;s lrk ;;ajhls' tkï fmdÿfõ wdmiq 


meñfKñka isák mjq,a w;r o úfYaIfhka ksjdi m%;s,dNSka w;r o Kh ;=reia by< hñka mj;S' 


tfuka u wdmiq meñfKk mjq,a kej; mÈxÑ ùfuka miq ;u Ôú; mj;ajd f.k hdfï 


fkdyelshdfjka mSvd ú¢;s' fïjd iómj úuid ne,sh hq;= ksÍlaIKhka h' tfia úuid ne,Sfuka 


ixj¾Ok jD;a;slhkag yd m%;sm;a;s iïmdolhkag wkd.;fha § tjeks ydkslr ;;ajhka we;s 


ùu je<elaùug mshjr .; yels fõ' 


  
fuu wOHhkfha wNsm%dh jkafka ksjdi ysñhkag u ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSug iydh iemhSfï 


fhdackd l%uh m%;s,dNS mjq,aj, Kh.e;s Ndjh jeä lrkafka o hkak;a tjeks by< uÜgfï 


Kh.e;s Ndjhka ksid m%;s,dNS mjq,a f.dÿre ùug we;s bv jeä jkafka o hkak;a wjfndaO lr 


.ekSu hs' wOHhk úêl%uh iukaú; jkafka hdmkh" ls,sfkdÉÑh yd uq,;sõ Èia;%slalj, mjq,a 


347la ms<sn|j l< m%udKd;aul iólaIKhlska iy bka miqj tu iólaIKfhka /ia lr .kakd 


,o f;dr;=re ;j ÿrg;a wjfndaO lr .ekSu yd ;%sfldaKSlrKh lsÍu i|yd isÿ l< .=Kd;aul 


wOHhkhlsks' 


 
iólaIKh l< uq¿ mjq,a ixLHdfjka 86]la fï jk úg Kh.e;s nj fuu wOHhkh t<sorõ 


lrhs' mjq,l idudkH Kh m%udKh re' 152"489ls' fuu m¾fhaIKh isÿ l< Èia;%slal ;=k 


ixikaokh lsÍfuka fmfkkafka mjq,l idudkH Kh m%udKh by< u uÜgfï ;sfnkafka 


hdmkfhys nj hs ^mjq,l Kh re' 255"294ls - fuh ls,sfkdÉÑfha mjq,l Khg jvd 80]la u 


mdfya o uq,;sõys mjq,l Khg jvd 57]la muK o jeä ixLHdjls&' mjq,a úiska úúO wNsm%dhka 


u; Kh f.k we;;a m%Odk fya;= fol f,i lemS fmkqfKa Ôjfkdamdhka yd ksjdi bÈ lsÍu 


i|yd Kh .ekSu hs' 


 
fuu m¾fhaIKfha fidhd .ekSï fmkakqï lrkafka mjqf,a Khg fya;=j ksjdi ysñhka u ksjdi 


bÈ lr .ekSu h hk fpdaokdj t;rï u i;Hhla fkdjk nj hs' tkï fuu wOHhkfha § 


iólaIKh l< mjq,aj, Kh.e;s Ndjh bÈ lsÍfï l%shdj,shg fmr isg u mej;S we;s w;r fuu 


ksjdi iydh fhdackd l%uh mjq,a ;=< Kh.e;s Ndjhg jvd Wkkaÿj we;s lsÍug fya;= ù ;sfnk 


nj hs' rcfha n,Odrs wdh;k wdh;k úiska kshu lr we;s ksjdi j¾.h i|yd m%udKj;a hehs 


ie,flk ksjdi wdOdrhla iïmdokh lsÍfï m%;sM,h úh hq;af;a m%;s,dNshd ksji bÈ lsÍu 


i|yd Kh ùu fkdjk nj kHdhd;aulj .;a l, i;Hhls' tfy;a ish ksjdi bÈ lsÍfï § ysÕ 


                                                
1
 Y%S ,xldfõ kej; mÈxÑ lsÍfï wud;HdxYh mjik mßÈ 2014 ud¾;= 31 od jk úg wNHka;rj wj;eka jQ mjq,a 


505"082la kej; mÈxÑ lr we;s w;r bka mjq,a 358"033la kej; mÈxÑ lr we;af;a hdmkh" ls,sfkdÉÑh yd uq,;sõ 


Èia;%slalj, h' 
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uqo,a mshjd .ekSu i|yd fuu m%;s,dNSka ienúka u Kh f.k we;s nj wOHhkfha § fidhd 


.ekqKq fyhska fuu Wml,amkh jerÈ nj Tmamq fõ' tfy;a ksjdi bÈ lsÍu wdY%s; Kh ùïj,g 


fya;= f,i bÈ lsÍfï l%shdj,shg iïnkaO u. yeßh yels úhoï fuka u u. fkd yeßh yels 


úhoï o ^tkï f.dvke.s,s øjHj, ñ, .Kka flfrys WoaOukfha n,mEu" bÈ lsÍï Y%ufha 


ysÕlu ksid Y%u úhoï by< hdu o& oelaúh yels h' 


u. yeßh yels úhoï we;s jQfha kshu l< wdldrhg fjkia wx. iys; jvd úYd, ksjdi yd bÈ 


lsÍï f.dv ke.Sug m%;s,dNSka wfmalaId l< neúks' —jdia;= úoHd;aul˜ jeks ixialD;sl idOl 


mokï lr f.k jvd úYd, ksjdi f.dv ke.Sug o jvd úYd, yd w,xldr ksjila ysñ lr f.k 


mjqf,a iudc ;;ajh by< kxjd .ekSfï wfmalaIdjka imqrd .ekSug o ksjdi m%;s,dNSyq jeä 


leue;a;la oelajQy' iïmQ¾K l< ksjdi ms<sn|j l< úYaf,aIKfhka fy<sorõ jkafka 


^idfmalaIj .;a úg& m%ñ;s.; ie,eiau wkqj lghq;= l< mjq,a wu;rj re' 210"000la jeh l< 


w;r m%ñ;shg wkql+,j lghq;= fkdl< mjq,a ^idudkHhla f,i& wu;rj re' 352"000la jeh l< 


nj hs' iïmQ¾K l< ksjdi i|yd jeh l< Wmßu wu;r uqo, re' 1"000"000la úh' kshñ; 


úYd,;ajhkag wkql+,j lghq;= l< mjq,a mjd jeä uqo,la jeh jk whqßka ksjdi wx. fjkia 


lr ;sfnk nj fidhd .ekSfuka fmfkkafka by; oelajQ idudkH w.hkaf.ka jeä fldgi 


zu. yeßh yelsZ úhoï j¾.hg wh;a tajd f,i ie,lsh yels nj hs' tfy;a u. yeßh yels yd 


u. fkd yeßh yels ksYaÑ; úhoï m%;sY;hka ljf¾ oehs fuu wOHhkfha § .Kkh fkdlrk 


,§' 


Kh.e;s Ndjh flfrys n,mdk ;j;a idOlhla jkafka iólaIKh l< mjq,aj,g uQ,H 


idlaIr;djla fkdue;slu yd Tjqka wdOdr uqo,a ^iy fmdÿfõ wdodhu& ÿ¾j, f,i 


l<ukdlrKh lsÍu hs' Kh fmd,S wkqmd;sl fyda m%Odk fldgia f.ùu ms<sn|j fndfyda 


mjq,aj,g oekqula ke;s neúka fuu .eg¨j ksid mjq,aj, Kh ;;ajh fkd je<elaúh yels f,i 


;j;a krl w;g yerefKa h' fï w¾:fhka .;a l, Kh fmd,S f.ùu wod< n,Odß wdh;kj, 


wjOdkh wjYH lrk oefjk .eg¨jla f,i mj;sk nj i|yka l< hq;= h' 


Y%S ,xldj ;=< oYl ;=kla ;siafia mej;s hqoaOfha m%;súmdl lrK fldg f.k iólaIKh l< 


mjq,a oßø;djg f.dÿre ùfï by< bvla we;s nj fuu wOHhkfha fidhd .ekSï fmkakqï lrhs' 


jvd ;reK" ksmqK;dfjka f;dr yd idfmalaIj kQ.;a ck.ykhla isàu mjq,aj, yd 


mqoa.,hkaf.a bmehSï yelshdjg nrm;< wNsfhda.hls' iólaIKh l< mjq,a yd fmdÿfõ Y%S 


,xldfõ ck.ykh w;r l=gqïn úhoï yd mßfNdackh iei£fuka fï nj meyeÈ,sj Èia fõ'
2
 


jvd;a u fmdÿfõ oelsh yels wdodhï W;amdok l%uh jkafka wkshï lïlrefjl= f,i 


/lshdjl fh§u jk w;r tu.ska iaÓr wdodhï .,d taula iy;sl fkd fõ' fuh Ôjfkdamdh 


wjia:djka fkdue;slu yd ;srir wdodhï W;amdok l%uhla kej; f.dv k.d .ekSug 


mqoa.,hkag yelshdjla fkdue;slu jeks idudkH mYapd;a hqo ;;ajhl ,laIK ms<sn| ukd 


WodyrKhls' m¾fhaIKh l< mYapd;a hqo m%foaYj, Ôjfkdamdhka ;j u;a ia:djr ù ke;' b;sß 


lsÍï i|yd odhl úh yels wdldrfha ;srir wdodhula mjq,aj,g fkdue;s nj fmkajk meyeÈ,s 


idlaIs mj;S' 


                                                
2
 Y%S ,xldfõ idudkH udisl l=gqïn wdodhu re' 46"207la jqj;a iólaIKh l< mjq,aj, fuu ixLHdj re' 19"707ls' 


tfuka u Y%S ,xldfõ idudkH udisl l=gqïn úhou re' 40"887la jqj;a iólaIKh l< mjq,aj, fuu ixLHdj re' 


17"785ls' 
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fuu wOHhkh fmkakqï lrk mßÈ Kh ,nd .;a mqoa.,hka Kh wdmiq f.ùug wiu;a ùug 


m%Odk fya;=j m%udKj;a wdodhula fkdue;slu hs' Kh.e;s uq¿ mjq,a ixLHdfjka 50]la ish Kh 


wdmiq f.ùfï fkdyelshdj fmkakqï l< w;r Tjqkaf.ka 70]la Kh iïnkaO lsisÿ f.ùula 


lsÍug mjqf,a wdodhu m%udKj;a fkdjk nj jd¾;d l<y' tmuKla fkd j wdydr wdY%s; úhoï 


i|yd Khg .ekSï l< nj o mjq,a úiska jd¾;d lr we;s w;r bka fmkakqï flfrkafka oefjk 


uQ,H ÿIalr;djls' tkï mj;akd wdodhfuka mjqf,a uQ,sl wjYH;d j;a imqrd .; fkdyels nj 


hs' fuu m¾fhaIKfha § úuid fkdne¨K kuq;a wdka;sl Kh.e;s Ndjh ^iy Kh wdmiq f.ùfï 


fkdyelshdj& ksid mqoa.,hka ish Èú kid .ekSu ms<sn| ksula ke;s lg l;dj,ska weÕfjkafka 


o nrm;< iudÔh .eg¨jls' fuu .eg¨jg mj;akd tl u úi÷u jkafka W;=re m<df;a 


ck;djf.a ;srir Ôjfkdamdhka h:d ;;ajhg m;a lsÍu yd Tjqka i|yd idOkSh úl,am /lshd 


wjia:d ks¾udKh lsÍu hs' M,odhl ^úêu;a fyda fkdúêu;a& wd¾Ól l%shdldrlïj, fh§fï 


wjia:d fkdue;slu Kh.e;s Ndjh iïnkaOfhka t,a, jk m%Odk fpdaokdjla f,i biau;a;g 


tkafka ta ksid u h' 


 
ksjdi bÈ lsÍfï l%shdj,sh i|yd oeÍug isÿ jk wu;r úhoï ksid Kh §ug Wkkaÿfjka fm< 


.eiS n,d isák fkdfhla nexl=j,ska uqo,a Khg .ekSu yer fjk;a úl,amhla fkdue;s ;ekg 


mjq,a weo jefÜ' ksjdi iydhg fmr ;srir Ôjfkdamdhka h:d ;;ajhg m;a l< hq;= o hk 


lreK ms<sn|j isÿ fjñka mj;sk újdoh —tllg tlla ke;sj neß ;;ajhka folla˜ ms<sn|j 


flfrk újdohla jk w;r wia:djr wdodhï ;;ajhla mj;sk ;;ajh ;=< Kh.e;s Ndjfha ÿIag 


pl%h ;j ;j;a Ñria:dhS jkafka h hk lreK fkd i,ld isáh fkdyels h' fuu idlÉPdfjka 


u;=j tk ks¾foaYh jkafka ksjdi ysñhkag u ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSug wdOdr fokakka bÈ lsÍï 


l%shdj,shg iu.dój Ôjfkdamdhka h:d ;;ajhg m;a lsÍu flfrys o wjOdkh fhduq l< hq;= h 


hkak u fkd fõ' bka fmkakqï flfrkafka fuu wOHhkfha § m%uqL;ajh fok ;srir 


Ôjfkdamdhka ks¾udKh lsÍfï l%shdj,shg ^cd;sl yd m%dfoaYSh& rch iy fm!oa.,sl wxYh wdOdr 


fok ixúOdkj, Woõ we;sj uq, msßh hq;= nj hs' 


iuyr mjq,a wfklajdg jvd f.dÿre ùug bv we;s nj óg wu;rj i|yka l< hq;= h' 


WodyrKhla f,i ia;%S .Dy uQ,slhka iys; mjq,a fyda wdndê;;ajhka iys; tla mqoa.,fhl= fyda 


Bg jeä ixLHdjla isák mjq,a tf,i f.dÿre ùug bvla ke;s mjq,aj,g iudk wdldrfhka 


ksjdi ysñhka u ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSfï fhdackd l%uhg iyNd.s fj;s hs wfmalaId l< fkdyels 


h' úfYaIfhka u ia;%S .Dy uQ,slhka iys; mjq,a ksjdi iïmdokh lsÍfï l%shdj,sh i|yd Y%uh 


odhl lsÍfï § ÿIalr;djg m;a jk nj fuu wOHhkh fidhd .;af;a h' tfuka u th jev 


igyka l%shd;aul lrk wdh;k o fmdÿfõ wfmalaId l< ;;ajhls' —tl u m%udKh yefudag u 


.e<fma˜ hehs is;k úêl%uh fjkqjg ksjdi iydfha § tjeks f.dÿre ùug bv we;s lKavdhï 


wdY%s; iqúfYaI wNsfhda.hkag úi÷ï fiúh yels mshjrhka o fhdod .; hq;af;a ta ksid u h' 


fuu wOHhkfha fidhd .ekSï u.ska ksjdi bÈ lsÍug iu.dój Kh.e;s Ndjh jeä ùula 


fmkakqï lrk kuq;a Kh talrdYs ùu;a iu. ie,fik m%d.aOk jdish ^ksjila ysñ ùu& .ek 


i|yka lsÍu jeo.;a fõ' fuu wOHhkfhka úuid fkdne¨K kuq;a m%;s,dNSka ish zfYaI m;%hZ 


f;areï .kakd wdldrh - tkï Tjqka jvd leu;s jkafka ksjila iu. Khlg o ke;a kï 


j;alulska f;dr Khlg o hkak - wjfndaO lr .ekSu jeo.;a fõ' .egqfuka mSvdjg m;a jqj;a 


ke;;a ´kE u idudkH mqrjeisfhl= ksjila bÈß lrk úg Kh jk nj Wml,amkh lsÍu 


idOdrK h' tfy;a fuu Wml,amkh Kh ,nd .;a mqoa.,hd Kh wdmiq f.jkafka h hk ;j;a 


Wml,amkhla iu. ne£ ;sfnk nj o lsj hq;= h' Kh wdmiq f.ùfï fkdyelshdj mjqf,a 


hymeje;aug ydks lrkjd muKla fkd j wjidkfha § m%d.aOk jdish o ^ksjdi fírd .ekSfï 
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yelshdj o& meyer .kshs' m%Odk ie,ls,su;a ùu ù ;sfnkafka miqj lS lreK jk w;r fuu 


wOHhkfha fidhd .ekSï u.ska biau;= lr olajd we;af;a o tu lreK hs' tfia mjik w;r;=r 


fuh zyrialvZ wOHhkhla nj wjOdrKh l< hq;= h' tkï o;a; /ia lrk ,oafoa tla ld, 


mßÉfþohla ;=< § muKls' wOHhkfha fuu yrialv iajNdjh ksid wmg bv ie,fikafka 


o;a; /ia l< ld, mßÉfþh ;=< mej;s ìï uÜgfï h:d¾:h ms<sn|j o< woyila we;s lr 


.ekSug muKls' iólaIKhg m%;spdr oelajQjkag Kh wdmiq f.ùug we;s yelshdj ld,h;a iu. 


fjkia fõ oehs fmr oelSu ÿIalr jkafka ta ksid u h' tfy;a ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a Kh nr wvq 


lsÍu ms<sn| ldrKh uQ,sl wjYH;djka imqrd .ekSug fuka u ish Kh wdmiq f.ùug fuu 


mjq,aj,g bv ie,fik ia:djr wdodhï .,d taula iy;sl jk ;srir Ôjfkdamdhka ;yjqre 


lsÍu u; fnfyúka r|d mj;S' 


fuu wOHhkh u.ska ^rcfha n,Odß wdh;k yd wdOdr fokakka Wfoid& u;=j tk ks¾foaYj,g 


we;=<;a jkafka ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a Kh.e;s Ndjh wdY%s; .eg¨ úi£fï ;dlaIKsl m%úIaghka" 


jvd;a u f.dÿre ùug bv we;s lKavdhï flfrys wjOdkh fhduq lsÍug wod< jd;djrKhg 


iqúfYaI m%úIaghka iy ksjdi bÈß lsÍfuka Tíng f.dia fmdÿfõ mYapd;a hqo ixj¾Okhg u 


wod< jk wdldrfha m%;sm;a;suh mshjrla ks¾foaY lsÍu hs( 


;dlaIKsl mshjr( 


•  ksjdi bÈ lsÍu i|yd oeÍug isÿ jk wu;r úhoï wvq l< yels l%u .ek m%;s,dNSka iu. 


idlÉPd lsÍug l%shd;aul lrk wdh;k Èß .ekaùu¦ 


•  miq ld,hl § mq¿,a lr .; yels jk mßÈ ksjdi bÈ lsÍug Wmfoia §u¦ 


•  —taldnoaO ksjdi˜ ms<sn| úl,amhg bv §u' 


jd;djrKhg iqúfYaI ks¾foaY( 


•  wdOdr jdßl ,nd .ekSfï § ta i|yd iemsßh hq;= mQ¾jdjYH;djla f,i uq¿ ksjdi bÈ lsÍfï 


l%shdj,sh mqrd u ^foaYSh nexl= iu. yjq,aldß;ajfhka hq;=j& wksjd¾h uQ,H idlaIr;d yd 


wdOdr l<ukdlrK jev igyka Èh;a lsÍu¦ 


•  zjvd f.dÿre ùug bv we;sZ nj ie,flk mjq,aj,g ^ia;%S .Dy uQ,slhka iys; mjq,a yd 


wdndê;;ajhka iys; tla mqoa.,fhl= fyda Bg jeä ixLHdjla isák mjq,aj,g& wod<j ksjdi 


ysñhkag u ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSug iydh imhk úg wu;r iydhk mshjrhka o Bg iïnkaO 


lsÍu¦ 


•  ksjdi ysñhka u ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSfï l%shdj,sh ld¾hlaIu lsÍu i|yd —ia;%S .Dy uQ,slhka 


iys; l=gqïn˜ ms<sn| ks¾jpkh kej; i,ld ne,Su' 


mYapd;a hqo ia:djr;ajh i|yd fmdÿfõ wod< jk ks¾foaY( 


•  bÈ lsÍfï l%shdj,shg iudka;rj l< hq;= uq, msÍula jk ;srir Ôjfkdamdhka ks¾udKh lsÍu 


.ek ^cd;sl yd m%dfoaYSh& rcfha" fm!oa.,sl wxYfha yd fjk;a ixj¾Ok wdh;kj, woyia 


úuiSu' 
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fuu wOHhkh mYapd;a hqo miqìïj, § iyNd.s;aj ixj¾Ok ueÈy;a ùï ms<sn| újdohg 


idxl,amsl uÜgñka odhl fjhs' fuu wOHhkh mYapd;a hqo ;;ajh wdY%s; wNsfhda.hka w;r 


mj;akd wka;¾ iïnkaO;dj iy tu wNsfhda.hkag uqyqK §fï § mSvdjg m;a jQjka Wfoid 


;srir mYapd;a hqo jd;djrKhla ks¾udKh lsÍug myiqlï iemfhk iuia; úi÷ï fhdod 


.ekSfï wjYH;dj wjfndaO lr .ekSfï jeo.;alu jl%j fmkajd fohs' ksjdi ysñhkag u ksjdi 


bÈ lr .ekSug iydh iemhSfï (ODHA) jeks iyNd.s;aj ixj¾Ok ueÈy;a ùï ^zck;djf.a 


l%shdj,sZ& oeä f,i wdOdr fokakkaf.a fufyhùu yd by< isg my<g ;SrK .ekSu u; isÿ jk 


ueÈy;a ùïj,g ksielj u úl,amhla fõ' tfy;a udkj wfmalaIdjka ^yd tajdfha m%;sM,hla 


f,i we;s jk fj<| fmd< ñf,ka mßndysr RKd;aul n,mEï - tkï Kh& iunr lsÍu iy 


hqoaOfha mSvdjkaf.ka f.dv tñka isákakkaf.a wd¾Ól" foaYmd,ksl yd iudÔh iqrlaIs;;dj 


iy;sl lsÍu rchkag" wdOdr fokakkag yd mYapd;a hqo kej; f.dv ke.Sfï mßY%uhkag iydh 


jk fjk;a n,Odß wdh;kj,g ÿIalr .uka u.ls' fuu wOHhkh kej; mÈxÑ jQ mjq,a i|yd 


ia:djr yd yelshdj ,efnk jd;djrKhla ks¾udKh lsÍu mYapd;a hqo miqìul § bgq lsÍug 


w;sÿIalr lghq;a;la nj ms<s.kakd kuq;a th wjika flfrkafka n,mEug ,la jQ m%foaY wd¾Ól 


w;ska ;srir f,i j¾Okh ùfï jeo.;alu wjOdrKh lrñks' mYapd;a hqo m%foaYj, ia:djr 


wdodhï W;amdok wjia:d ks¾udKh lsÍug wiu;a jqj fyd;a oekg u;a f.dÿre ùug bv we;s 


;;ajfha miq jk ck.ykh ish fi!LHh yd hymeje;au iïnkaO w;suy;a mSvdjkag f.dÿre 


jk oreKq ;;ajhkag uqyqK mE yels h' 
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epiwNtw;W RUf;fk; 


,yq;ifapd; tlf;fpy; jkJ epue;ju tjptpl gpuNjrq;fis Nehf;fp kPSfpd;w kf;fSf;F 


epue;ju FbapUg;G trjpfis epu;khdpj;Jf;nfhs;tjw;fhf gy ed;nfhilahsu;fSk; mNj 


Nghy; mur mjpfhupfSk; cjtp Gupfpd;wdu;1. Aj;j Kbtpid njhlu;e;J jkJ 


tho;f;iff;fhd xU ghJfhg;;ghd kw;Wk; Njhjhd #oiy fl;bnaOg;Gtjw;F 


mbj;jskpLtjhf ,it tuNtw;fj;jf;f Kaw;rpnahd;whf ,Uf;fpd;w mNj Neuk; 


tPlikg;G epfo;r;rpj; jpl;lq;fspyhd xU kjpg;gPL mNj Nghy; mz;ika kPsha;TfspSk; 


nra;jp fl;LiufspSk; nghJthf kPs;FbNaWk; ,f;FLk;gq;fspilNa> Fwpg;ghf 


tPlikg;gpdhy; ed;ik ngWNthupilNa, fld; epiyik mjpfupj;J tUtjhfTk; ,jdhy; 


kPs;FbNaw;wj;jpd; gpd;du; jkJ tho;f;if epiyikfis Kfhikj;Jtk; nra;J 


nfhs;tjw;F KbahkypUf;fpd;wikAkhf xU ftiyf;fplkhd mtjhdnkhd;W Fwpj;Jf; 


fhl;lg;gl;Ls;sJ. mikjpaw;w ,e;epiyikfs; kpf mtjhdkhf Ma;T nra;ag;gl;L 


vjpu;fhy mgptpUj;jp nraw;ghl;lhsu;fs; kw;Wk; nfhs;if cUthf;FNthupdhy; 


,t;tpUk;gj;jfhj #o;epiyfis jtpu;g;gjw;fhd eltbf;iffSk; vLf;fg;gl Ntz;Lk;. 


,t;tha;tpd; Nehf;fk; cupikahsu; jiyikapyhd tPlikg;G MjuT jpl;lk; ed;ik 


ngWk; FLk;gq;fspilahd fld;gl;l epiyapid mjpfupf;fpd;wjh vdTk; ,t;thwhd 


cau; kl;l fld; mjpfupg;Gf;fs; ,e;ed;ik ngWk; FLk;gq;fsJ gytPdkhd jd;ikapid 


mjpfupf;fpd;wjh vdTk; tpsq;fpf;nfhs;fpd;wjhFk;. Ma;Tnrad;KiwahdJ aho;g;ghzk;> 


fpspnehr;rp kw;Wk; Ky;iyj;jPT khtl;lq;fspy; 347 FLk;gq;fspy; elhj;jg;gl;l mstwp 


fzpg;gPl;lha;nthd;wpidAk; fzpg;gPl;lha;tpypUe;J ngwg;gl;l jfty;fis 


Gupe;Jnfhs;sTk; ,izj;J mwpaTnkd ,jidj; njhlu;e;j xU gz;gwp Ma;tpidAk; 


nfhz;bUe;jJ. 


fzpg;gPl;L Ma;tpw;Fl;gLj;jg;gl;l rfy FLk;gq;fspYk; 86% Mdit jw;NghJ 


fld;gl;Ls;s epiyikapy; cs;sdthf Ma;T ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wJ. xU FLk;gj;jpdJ 


ruhrup fld; njhif ,yq;if &gha; 152>489 MFk;. ,t;tha;tpw;F cl;gLj;jg;gl;l %d;W 


khtl;lq;fspYkhd xg;gPL aho;g;ghzj;jpNyNa mjp cau; FLk;g fld; fhzg;gLtjhf 


Rl;bf; fhl;Lfpd;wJ (xU FLk;gj;jpw;F ,yq;if &gha; 255>294 – ,J fpspnehr;rpapy; xU 
FLk;gj;jpd; kPjhd fldpd; 80% ,Yk; mjpfk; vd;gJld; Ky;iyj;jPtpy; xU 


FLk;gj;jpd;kPjhd fldpYk; Rkhu; 57% mjpfk;). FLk;gq;fs; gy;NtWgl;l 


fhuzq;fSf;fhf gzk; fld; thq;fpapUe;jhYk; [PtNdhghaq;fSf;fhf kw;Wk; tPl;L 


epu;khdg; gzpfSf;fhf gzk; ngwg;gl;likNa Kjy; ,U fhuzq;fshf cs;sd. 


Ma;tpd; fz;lwpTfs; cupikahsu; jiyikapyhd tPlikg;gpid FLk;g fld; 


epiyikfspw;fhd fhuzkhf Rl;bf;fhl;ltpy;iy. fzpg;gPl;lha;tpw;F cl;gLj;jg;gl;l 


FLk;gq;fspdJ tPlikg;G fld;fs; epu;khz gzpfis njhlu;e;J cUthdikahy; ,J 


                                                
1 ,yq;if kPs;FbNaw;w mikr;rpdJ juTfspw;Nfw;g 2014Mk; Mz;L kHur; khjk; 31Mk; jpfjpastpy; 


nkhj;jk; 505>082 cs;thupahf ,lk;ngau;e;j FLk;gq;fs; kPs;FbNaw;wg;gl;ld vd;gJld; ,tw;Ws; 358>033 


FLk;gq;fs; aho;g;ghzk;> fpspnehr;rp kw;Wk; Ky;iyj;jPT khtl;lq;fspy; kPs;FbNawpd. 


 







xix 


 


fld; epiyikia Vw;gLj;Jtij J}z;Lfpd;w xU fhuzpNaad;wp fhuzky;y. nfhs;if 


uPjpahf xU (mur mjpfhupfspdhy; gupe;Jiuf;fg;gl;l tifahd tPnlhd;wpid 


mikj;Jf;nfhs;s Nghjpajhd) tPlikg;G cjtpf; fld; njhifnahd;W 


toq;fg;gLtjhdJ tPl;L epu;khdpg;gpw;fhf ed;ik ngWgtu;fs; gzk; fld; ngWtjid 


tpisthf;ff;$lhJ. vdpDk; ,t;tha;tpd; fz;lwpTfs; jkJ tPl;L epu;khzpg;gpid 


G+uzg;gLj;jpf;nfhs;tjw;fhf Nkyjpfkhf gzk; ntspapUe;J ngw;Wf;nfhz;Ls;shu;fs; 


vd;gij fhl;b Nkw;$wpa mDkhdj;jpid ngha;g;gpf;fpd;wJ. tPl;L epu;khzpg;G njhlu;ghd 


fld;fs; fl;Lkhd nrad;Kiw njhlu;ghf jtpu;f;ff;$ba kw;Wk; jtpu;f;f Kbahj ,U 


tpjq;fspYk; nfhs;sg;glyhk; (mjhtJ fl;ll nghUl;fspd; tpiyNaw;wk;> 


fl;Lkhdj;jpw;fhf njhopyhsu; gw;whf;Fiw fhuzkhf njhopyhsu;fSf;fhd nryT 


mjpfupj;jy; Nghd;wd). 


jtpu;f;ff;$ba nryTfshtd tPlikg;G cjtp ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fs; 


gupe;Jiuf;fg;gl;ljpYk; NtWgl;l mk;rq;fSld; ngupa tPLfis fl;Ltjw;F 


vz;zpajhyhdjhFk;. ,J kf;fs; th];J Nghd;w fyhr;rhu fhuzpfs; fhuzkhf ngupa 


tPLfis tpUk;gpaik kw;Wk; xU ngupa> mofhd tPl;bid cupikahf;fpf;nfhz;L jkJ 


FLk;g r%f epiyia cau;j;jpf;nfhs;Sk; Mir fhuzkhf mike;jjhFk;.  


G+uzg;gLj;jg;gl;l tPLfsJ Ma;thdJ (xg;gpl;L NgRifapy;) gupe;Jiuf;fg;gl;l 


tbtikg;Gld; ,zf;fkhd tPLfs; (ruhrpahf) &gh 210>000 I Nkyjpf nrythf 


nfhz;bUe;jnjdpDk; gupe;Jiuf;fg;gl;l tbtikg;ld; ,zf;fkpy;yhj tPLfs; (ruhrpahf) 


&gh 352>000 I Nkyjpf nrythf nfhz;bUe;jd. G+uzg;gLj;jg;gl;l tPLfspw;fhf 


nrytopf;fg;gl;l Mff;$ba Nkyjpf nryT &gh 1>000>000 MFk;. jtpu;f;fg;glf; $ba 


kw;Wk; jtpu;f;f Kbahj nryTfspd; jpUj;jkhd rjtPjq;fis ,t;tha;T 


fzpg;gpltpy;iy vdpDk; Fwpg;gplg;gl;l mstpyhdjhf cWjpnra;ag;gl;l tPLfSk; $l 


tPl;bdJ NtW mk;rq;fspy; $Ljy; nryT Vw;gLk; tz;zk; khw;wg;gl;Ls;sik 


fz;lwpag;gl;Ls;sjpypUe;J ruhrupapw;F Nkyhd ngUk;ghyhd nryTfs; jtpu;e;J 


nfhs;sf;$badthfNt Fwpg;gplg;glyhk;. 


fzpg;gPl;lha;tpw;F cl;gLj;jg;gl;l FLk;gq;fs; epjp gw;wpa Nghjpa mwptpy;yhJ 


fhzg;gl;likAk; ,jdhy; cjtp njhifia (nghJthf tUkhdj;jpid) rupahf 


Kfhikj;Jtk; nra;J nfhs;s KbahikAk; ,f;fld; epiyikf;F top Nfhypa 


kw;WnkhU fhuzkhFk;. ngUk;ghyhd FLk;gq;fs; fld; tl;b tPjk; kw;Wk; Kjd;ik 


gzk; kPsr;nrYj;jy; njhlu;ghf mwpahJs;sjdhy; ,t;tplak; FLk;gj;jpd; fld; 


epiyia ,d;Dk; Nkhrkhdjhf;Fk;. ,t;thwhf fld; epiyikia rPuhf;fy; vd;gJ cupa 


mjpfhupfspd; ftdj;jpw;F nfhz;L nry;yg;gl Ntz;ba xU Kf;fpa gpur;rpidahFk;. 


Ma;tpd; fz;lwpTfs; ,f;FLk;gq;fs; ,yq;ifapy; njhlu;e;jpUe;j %d;W jrhg;j 


Aj;jj;jpd; tpisthf tWik epiyf;F Mshfpd;w  kpf cau; kl;l gytPdkhd 


epiyapYs;sitahf Rl;bf;fhl;Lfpd;wJ. fzpg;gpw;nfhs;sg;gl;l FLk;gq;fsJk; 


,yq;ifapd; nghJthd Fbj;njhiff;Fk; ,ilapy; FLk;g nryT kw;Wk; Efu;T 


xg;gPLfspypUe;J> ,g;NghJs;s ,sk;> jpwdw;w kw;Wk; xg;gPl;lstpy; Fiwe;j fy;tpj; 


juq;fSld; cs;s kf;fs; jkJ jdpegu; kw;Wk; FLk;g tUKhdkPl;Lk; Mw;wy; 


njhlu;ghf kpfTk; fbdkhd rthy;fis Kd;Ndhf;FtJ njspthf 







xx 


 


njupaf;$bajhfTs;sJ2. ngUk;ghYk; kpf nghJthd tUkhdk; <l;Lk; topahf ,Ug;gJ 


ehl; $ypj; njhopypy; <LgLtjhFk;. ,J xU njhlu;r;rpahd tUkhd topapid 


cj;juthjkspg;gjpy;iy vd;gJld; [PtNdhgha tha;g;Gf;fspd;ik kw;Wk; tUkhd 


topahf xU epiyNgwhd Kiwnahd;wpid mikj;Jf;nfhs;tjw;F jdpegu; Mw;wypd;ik 


Nghd;w Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd epiyikfis fhl;b epw;fpd;wJ. Ma;T Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;l 


Aj;jk; Kbtile;j gpuNjrq;fspy; [PtNdhgha top tiffs; ,d;Dk; cWjpahd 


epiyikf;F tutpy;iy. kf;fs; Nrkpg;gpy; <LgLtjw;F Nghjpajhd epiyNgwhd 


tUkhdkpd;ikf;F njspthd rhd;Ws;sJ. 


,t;tha;tpw;Nfw;g jkJ fld;fis kPsr;nrYj;j KbahkypUg;gjw;fhd gpujhd fhuzk; 


Nghjpa tUkhdkpd;ikahFk;. 50%Md fld;gl;Ls;s FLk;gq;fs; jkJ fld;fis 


kPsr;nrYj;j KbahkYs;sij Rl;bf;fhl;baJld; ,tu;fSs; 70% MNdhu; fld;fspy; 


ve;jtpj nfhLg;gdTk; nra;tjw;F jkJ tUkhdk; Nghjtpy;iy vd Fwpg;gpl;ldu;. NkYk; 


jkJ jw;NghJs;s tUkhdj;ij nfhz;L mbg;gil Njitfis $l epiwNtw;wpf;nfhs;s 


KbahJ mjp neUf;fbahd epjp epiyikfspy; thOk; kf;fs; czT rhu;e;j 


NjitfSf;fhfTk; fld; ngWtjhf rpy FLk;gq;fs; gjpT nra;Js;sd. ,t;tha;tpy; 


Muhag;gltpy;iynadpDk; kpfTk; f\;lkhd fld; epiyikfs; fhuzkhf (fld;fis 


kPsr;nrYj;j Kbahikahy;) mjpfupj;Js;s gy jw;nfhiyfSk; $l ,j;jPtpu r%f 


gpur;rpidia fhl;b epw;gjhFk;. tl khfhz kf;fspd; ,r;r%f gpur;rpidf;fhd xNu jPu;T 


epiyNgwhd tho;thjhu topfis kPs mikj;Jf;nfhLj;jYk; epiyahd njhopy; 


tha;g;Gf;fis mikj;Jf; nfhLj;jYkhFk;. ,J Nghd;W cw;gj;jp rhu; nghUshjhuj;jpy; 


(Kiw rhu;e;j kw;Wk; Kiw rhuhj) <LgLtjw;fhd tha;g;Gf;fspd;ikAk;  fld;gl;l 


epiyikia Njhw;Wtpf;fpd;w gpujhd fhuzkhFk;.  


 


tPl;L fl;Lkhdg; gzpfspw;fhf $l;bf;nfhs;sg;gl;l nryTfs; FLk;gq;fspid NtW ve;j 


njupTfSkpd;wp gzk; fld; nfhLg;gjw;F Mu;tj;JlDs;s gy tq;fpfspypUe;Jk; 


epjpAjtpfis ngw;Wf;nfhs;s itf;fpd;wd.  tPlikg;G cjtpfis toq;Ftjh 


epiyNgwhd [PtNdhgha toptiffis mikj;Jf; nfhLg;gjh Kjypy; 


nra;ag;glNtz;Lnkd;gjpyhd tpthjk; xU Kbtw;wnjdpDk; epiyahd 


tUkhdnkhd;wpy;yhJ fld; vDk; tp\ RoypapDs; Roy;tJk; kWf;fg;gl KbahJ. 


,f;fye;Jiuahlypd; gpd;dhd gupe;Jiufs; cupikahsupd; jiyikapyhd tPlikg;G 


jpl;lj;jpdJ ed;nfhilahsu;fs; fl;Lkhd nrad;Kiwfis Nkw;nfhs;fpd;w mNj Neuk; 


tho;thjhu toptiffis mikj;Jf; nfhLj;jplTk; Ntz;Lk; vd Fwpg;gpltpy;iy. 


Mdhy; ,t;tha;tpd; Kf;fpakhf gupe;JiuahdJ epiyNgwhd tho;thjhu top tiffis 


                                                
2 ,yq;ifapd; ruhrup khjhe;j FLk;g tUkhdk; &gh 46>207MFk;. Mdhy; fzpg;gPl;lha;tpw;F 


cl;gLj;jg;gl;l FLk;gq;fspdJ khjhe;j ruhrup tUkhdk; &gh 19>707MFk;. ,Nj Nghd;W ,yq;ifapd; 


ruhrup khjhe;j FLk;g nryT &gh 40>887 vdpDk; Ma;Tf;F cl;gLj;jg;gl;l khjpupapy; ,J &gh 17>785 


MFk;. 
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cUthf;Fjy; murhq;fj;jpdhYk; (Njrpa kw;Wk; cs;Su;)> jdpahu; JiwapdhYk; 


ed;nfhil mikg;Gf;fSld; ,ize;J Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl Ntz;Lk; vd;gjhFk;.  


NkYk; rpy FLk;gq;fs; Vida rpytw;wpYk; gytPdkhd epiyaapYs;sikAk; 


Fwpg;gplg;gl Ntz;Lk;. cjhuzkhf  ngz;fs; jiyikapyhd FLk;gq;fs; my;yJ 


mq;ftPdkhd egu;fis nfhz;Ls;s FLk;gq;fs; Vida FLk;gq;fsstpy; cupikahsu; 


jiyikapyhd tPlikg;G jpl;lq;fspy; gq;Nfw;gu; vd vjpu;ghu;f;f KbahJ. 


mKyhf;Fgtu;fs; midtuJk; vjpu;ghu;g;ghf ,Ue;j njhopyhsu;fs; jhq;fshfNt ,Uf;f 


Ntz;Lk; vd;gjid ngz;fs; jiyikapyhd FLk;gq;fs; Fwpg;ghf ,jpy; jk;khy; 


gq;Fgw;w Kbahik fhuzkhf js;shLtij Ma;tpd; fz;lwpTfs; $Wfpd;wd. 


“vy;NyhUf;Fk; nghUe;jf; $ba xNu msT” vd;gjpYk; Fwpj;j rthy;fSld; cs;s ,J 


Nghd;w gytPdkhd FOf;fSf;F Vw;w tpjj;jpy; tPlikg;G cjtpfspd; msTfs; 


Kd;itf;fg;gl Ntz;Lk;.  


,t;tha;tpd; fz;lwpTfs; tPlikg;G fl;Lkhdj;Jld; xd;wpize;j mjpfupj;j fld; 


epiyikfis fhl;LtJld; FtpAk; fld; njhifNahL xU %yjdr; nrhj;Jk; 


ngwg;gLtJ (tPl;il cupikahf;Fjy;) Kf;fpakhf Nehf;fg;gl Ntz;bajhFk;. 


,t;tha;tpy; Muhag;gltpy;iynadpDk; tPlikg;G cjtp ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fs; jkJ epjp 


‘rkg;gLj;jy; mwpf;ifia’ vt;thwhdjhf ghu;f;f tpUk;Gfpd;wdu;> flDld; xU tPl;il 


ngw tpUk;Gfpd;wduh my;yJ xU nrhj;jpy;yhJ flid tpUk;Gfpd;wduh?. rhjhuzkhd 


vtUk; (Aj;jj;jpdhy; ghjpf;fg;gltpy;iynadpDk;) xU tPl;bid fl;bf;nfhs;Sk; NghJ 


fld; epiyikf;F Mshfpd;wdu;. vdpDk; ,tu;fs; njhlu;ghd mDkhdk; vg;NghNjh> 


nkJthf ,tu;fs; jkJ flid kPsr; nrYj;Jtu; vDk; mDkhdj;Jld; ,ize;Js;sJ. 


fldpid kPsr;nrYj;j KbahkypUg;gjhdJ FLk;gj;jpd; eydpid ghjpf;fpd;wJ vd;gJ 


khj;jpukd;wp jhk; ngw;Wf;nfhz;l %yjd nrhj;jpidANk jk;kplkpUe;J iftpl;Lr;nry;y 


topNfhyyhk;. gpd;du; Fwpg;gplg;gl;l epiyNa mjpf fuprid nfhLf;fg;gl Ntz;ba 


gpujhd tplakhf ,Ug;gJld; Ma;tpd; fz;lwpTfspypUe;J ntspg;gLj;jg;gl;lnjhd;whFk;. 


,t;thW $WtJld; ,J Fwpj;j xU fhyg;gFjpapy; khj;jpuk; juT Nrfupf;fg;gl;l xU 


‘FWf;F-ntl;L’ Ma;thFk; vd;gJTk; Fwpg;gplg;gl Ntz;Lk;. ,f;FWf;F ntl;Lj; 


jd;ikahdJ mf;Fwpj;j fhyg;gFjpapyhd cz;ik mbg;gilia RUf;fkhf 


fhl;lf;$bajhf ,Ue;jJ. vdNt gjpyspg;ghsu;fspd; fld;fis kPsr;nrYj;Jtjw;fhd 


,aYik fhyj;Jld; khWgLkh vd;gjid vjpu;T$WtJ fbdkhFk;. ,Ue;jhYk; xU 


cj;juthjkspf;fg;gl;l cWjpahd tUkhdj;ij juf;$ba epiyNgwhd tho;thjhu 


topfis epWTtjhdJ ,f;FLk;gq;fSf;F jkJ mbg;gil Njitfis 


epiwNtw;wpf;nfhs;tjw;F top tFf;Fk; vd;gJld; flid kPsr;nrYj;jTk; cjtpLk; 


vd;gjdhy; epiyNgwhd [PtNdhgha topfis mikj;Jf; nfhLg;gjd; kPJ 


tPlikg;gpdhy; ed;ik ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fspd; fld; Rik xopf;fg;glypy; jq;fpAs;sJ. 


,t;tha;tpd; fz;lwpTfspypUe;J $wg;gLfpd;w gupe;Jiufs; (mur mjpfhupfs; kw;Wk; 


ed;nfhilahsu;fSf;F) tPlikg;G cjtpfis ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fspd; fld; epiyik 


njhlu;ghd gpur;rpidfis jPu;g;gjw;fhd njhopEl;g mZFKiwfis cs;slf;FtJld; 


kpfTk; gytPdkhd FOf;fis tpspf;fpd;w #o;epiy jdpj;Jtkhd mZFKiwfisAk; 
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NkYk; nghJthf Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd mgptpUj;jpf;F gpuNahfpf;ff;$ba tPlikg;G Gdu; 


epu;khzj;jpw;Fk; Nkyjpfkhd nfhs;if Nehf;FfisAk; cs;slf;Ffpd;wJ.  


njhopEl;g gupe;Jiufs; 


•  Nkyjpf fl;Lkhd nryTfs; vt;thW Fiwf;fg;glyhk; vd;gJ njhlu;ghf ed;ik 
ngWgtu;fSld; mKyhf;fy; Kftu;fis fye;JiuahLtjw;F Cf;Ftpj;jy; 


•  gpd;ida fhyq;fspy; tpupthf;fk; nra;J nfhs;sf;$bajhf tPl;L fl;Lkhdq;fspw;F 
top fhl;Ljy; 


•  “,ize;j- tPLfs;” vDk; njuptpw;F mDkjpaspj;jy; 


#o;epiyf;F jdpj;Jtkhd gupe;Jiufs; 


•  fld; cjtpj;njhiffis jtiz Kiwapy; ngw;Wf;nfhs;jw;F xU Kd; 


Njitg;ghlhf fl;lha epjp rhu;e;j mwpT kw;Wk; flDjtp Kfhikj;Jt 


epfo;r;rpj;jpl;lq;fis tPlikg;G epu;khz nrad;Kiw NjhWk; elj;Jjy; (cs;Su; 


tq;fpfSld; ,ize;J). 


•  Vidatu;fSld; xg;gpLk; NghJ ‘kpfTk; gytPdkhd” FLk;gq;fSf;F nghUj;jkhf 


cupikahsu; Kd;dpd;W nra;fpd;w tPlikg;G cjtpfis khw;Wjy; ( mjhtJ 


ngz;fs; jiyikapyhd FLk;gq;fs; my;yJ XupU mq;ftPdkhd mq;fj;jtu;fis 


nfhz;l FLk;gq;fs;). 


•  cupikahsu; Kd;dpw;fpd;w tPlikg;G nrad;Kiwapd; tpidj;jpwid $l;Lk; 


Nehf;fpy; ‘ngz;fs; jiyikapyhd FLk;gq;fis gw;wpa tiutpyf;fzj;jpid 


kPs Nehf;Fjy; 


Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd cWjp epiyikf;fhd nghJthd gupe;Jiu 


•  fl;Lkhd gzpfSld; rkhe;jukhf nry;fpd;w xU Kaw;rpahf epiyNgwhd 


[PtNdhgha topfis cUthf;Ftjw;fhf mur (Njrpa kw;Wk; cs;Su;)> jdpahu; 


Jiw kw;Wk; mgptpUj;jp mikg;Gf;fspd; MNyhridfis ngw;Wf;nfhs;sy;. 


vz;zf;fU kl;lj;jpdpy; ,t;tha;T Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd mikg;Gf;fspy; gq;Nfw;Gldhd 


mgptpUj;jp jiyaPLfs; njhlu;;ghd fye;Jiuahlypy; gq;fspg;G nra;fpd;wJ. 


ghjpf;fg;gl;l kf;fSf;F Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd xU epiyNgwhd Gduikg;G #oiy 


cUthf;Ftjpy; cjTfpd;w KOikahd jPu;TfSf;F Njitahd Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd 


#o;epiy rthy;fsJ ,ize;j jd;ikfis Gupe;Jnfhs;tjpd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ij 


,t;tha;T Fwpg;gpLfpd;wJ. cupikahsu; jiyikapyhd tPlikg;G cjtpj; jpl;lq;fs; 


(ODHA) Nghd;w gq;Nfw;Gldhd mgptpUj;jp jiyaPLfs; (kf;fs; nrad;Kiwfs;) 


fl;lhakhf ed;nfhilahsu;fshy; Kd;ndLf;fg;gLfpd;w NkypUe;J – fPohd jPu;khdk; 


Nkw;nfhs;sypYk; rpwe;j xU khw;W njupthf ,Ug;gpDk; kdpj tpUg;Gzu;Tfis 


rkg;gLj;jy; ( tpisthd vjpu;kiw ntspj;jhf;fq;fs; - mjhtJ fld;) kw;Wk; Aj;j 
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fhaq;fspid Mw;wpf;nfhz;L tUfpd;w kf;fsJ nghUshjhu> murpay; kw;Wk; r%f 


ghJfhg;gpid cWjpnra;jy; vd;gd Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd Gdu;epu;khd Kaw;rpfspy; 


cjTfpd;w murhq;fq;fs;> ed;nfhilahsu;fs; kw;Wk; mur mjpfhupfSf;F kpf fbdkhd 


xU gzpahFk;. 


,t;tha;thdJ Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd #o;epiyapy; kPs;FbNawpa FLk;gq;fSf;F xU 


cWjpahd kw;Wk; vJTk; nra;af;$ba #onyhd;iw cUthf;Ftnjd;gJ kpff; 


fbdkhd fhupankhd;nwd;gij xj;Jf;nfhs;fpd;w mNj Neuk; ghjpf;fg;gl;l gpuNjrq;fspy; 


epiyahd nghUshjhu tsu;r;rpia Vw;gLj;Jtjd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;jpw;F mOj;jk; nfhLj;J 


Kbf;fpd;wJ. Aj;jj;jpdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l gpuNjrq;fspy; njhlu;r;rpahd tUkhd topfis 


ngw;Wj;jUk;  tha;g;Gf;fis  cUthf;fj; jtWtjhdJ Vw;fdNt gytPdkhd 


epiyapYs;s kf;fis ,d;Dk; f\;lkhd epiyikfSf;F nfhz;L nrd;W mtu;fsJ 


cly; kw;Wk; cs ey;tho;tpid ngupJk; ghjpf;fpd;wJ. 
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1.  Introduction                              
 


The conflict in Sri Lanka ended in 2009. In addition to the damages to physical capital much damage also 
happened to housing stock. It is estimated that 143,268 houses were damaged, either partially or 
completely, in the Northern Province of Sri Lanka7. A number of donors are assisting the Sri Lankan 
government by providing financial and technical support to rebuild these damaged houses. These are UN 
Organisations, bilateral donor organisations and foreign and local non-governmental organisations. These 
organisations together have committed to rebuild 46,047 households or 38 percent of the damaged 
houses. The largest commitment has been made by the Indian Housing Programme8 followed by the 
completed North and East Housing Reconstruction Programme9 funded by the World bank and the Aus 
Aid/ European Commission/ Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation co-financed Support to 
Conflict-Affected Persons through Housing in Sri Lanka project10.  By 30th June 2013, 61 percent of the 
committed houses were completed11. 


A 2012 study on food security in the North and East of Sri Lanka finds12 that ongoing post-conflict 
resettlement and rehabilitation process is a factor of stress for many recent returnee families in the 
North. They report that the households are unable to generate sufficient income to cover the cost of 
reconstruction of their houses while simultaneously trying to secure livelihoods and generate a stable 
income. The lack of a consistent income stream poses insurmountable challenges to manage basic daily 
living expenses, resulting in high levels of borrowing and indebtedness among households. Recent 
evaluations of the housing programmes13 indicate that houses are built on time and to a high standard 
using an owner driven approach (ODA) and the beneficiary satisfaction was quite high. However, the 
indebtedness of the beneficiaries during the course of the housing programme is highlighted as a grave 
matter of concern. The evaluations report that families are struggling to repay the loans that they have 
taken due to low levels of household income. The effects of this have been curtailment of additional 
educational support to children, reduced intake of food and reduced participation of women in social 
gatherings due to mortgaging of jewellery. The evaluation14 recommends an assessment of the debt 


                                                
7 International Federation of Red Cross and Re Crescent Societies, 2013. Emergency Appeal Operation 


Update. Sri Lanka: Support for Internally Displaced People. Data Compiled by UNHABITAT. 
8 33 percent of the total committed 
9 26 percent of the total committed 
10 18 percent of the total committed 
11 UNHABITAT, 2013. Conflict Damaged Housing Programme, Commitment and Progress Review as at 


30th June 2013.  
12 WFP, 2012. Food Security in the Northern and Eastern Provinces of Sri Lanka – A comprehensive food 


security assessment report 2012, Ministry of Economic Development, Hector, Kobbekaduwa Agrarian 
Research and Training Institute, World Food Programme, funded by USAid and GIZ. Colombo: Sri 
Lanka. 


13 AETS and CARDNO, 2012. Mid-term Evaluation of the Programme – Support to Conflict-Affected People 
through Housing in Sri Lanka & Final Evaluation of the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Programme 
for North Sri Lanka. 


14 Ibid. 
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issue in combination with food security and income in late 201315, as findings from such an exercise will 
help development practitioners understand long-term impacts on the beneficiary families.  


1.1.  Rationale for the Study 


The families living in the conflict affected Northern Province16 report the lowest levels of household and 
individual income17. The Northern Districts also report lowest levels of income earners per household, but 
the largest household size. These make the population in the North a vulnerable population in relation to 
the rest of the country. In choosing beneficiaries for housing support, vulnerability is one of the selection 
criteria. Such vulnerable groups include families with three or more children; female-headed households, 
households without parents; household members with disabilities; having a family member in a detention 
camp; and low income levels18.  


The evaluation reports point to possibilities of the support for housing construction causing indebtedness 
amongst the supported households. The reported coping strategies adopted by the beneficiaries are, 
reduction of food diversity and curtailment of additional support to the children in education. 
Furthermore, insufficient disposable income and obligation to repay the loans, is likely to make the 
already vulnerable households even more vulnerable, which may, under extreme circumstances, lead to 
beneficiaries losing the supported house.  


Hence, it is important to better understand the prevalence of debt amongst the beneficiaries and the 
impact of indebtedness on their socio-economic wellbeing. Learning that will be generated by this study 
can be productively utilised to advice on design of the housing programmes in general and Owner-Driven 
Housing Assistance in particular. The findings of this study will contribute to the body of evidence and the 
discourse on the effectiveness of “participatory” models of housing construction/reconstruction (in this 
case - ODHA) in a post-conflict situation. 


1.2.  Study Objective 


The Owner Driven Housing Assistance (ODHA) requires each beneficiary family to contribute funds and 
labour towards the reconstruction of their house. There is limited knowledge on, 


•  How families are financing this co-contribution, what finance options they are using; 
•  Whether this additional expenditure for housing reconstruction has put beneficiary families of ODHA 


under a greater debt burden; and if so,  
•  How this will impact their socio-economic situation in the short and long term.  


                                                
15 The evaluation assumes that by then grace periods for repayment of loans on borrowings would have 


passed. 
16 The survey covered only Jaffna and Vavuniya Districts that were relatively less affected by the recent 


(2009) conflict in the Northern Province. Thus, it is likely that on inclusion of Mannar, Killinochchi and 
Mullaitivu Districts that bore the brunt of destruction during the final conflict period, the average 
incomes in the Northern Province will be even lower. 


17 Department of Census and Statistics (2011). Household Income and Expenditure Survey- Final Report 
2009/10. 


18 AETS and CARDNO (2012). Mid-term Evaluation of the Programme – Support to Conflict-Affected 
People through Housing in Sri Lanka. 
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Hence, the purpose of this study is to understand whether the contribution of ODHA households increase 
their vulnerability (by way of indebtedness).  


The specific questions that the study attempts to answer are: 


1.  What is the socio-economic context of returnees in the three districts selected for this study?  
2.  In this context, what are the socio-economic conditions faced by ODHA beneficiaries? 


a. Among ODHA beneficiaries in the North, is there a relationship between 1) the type of 
livelihood and proportion of household indebtedness; 2) geographic location and 
proportion of household indebtedness; and 3) social vulnerability (especially in relation to 
single headed households and households with disabled members) and proportion of 
household indebtedness? 


b.  What are the proportions and levels of indebtedness among ODA housing beneficiaries in 
comparison with the proportions and levels of indebtedness among recent returnees to 
the North from a similar socio-economic background?  


c.  What are the major sources of income and expenditure, and causes of indebtedness 
among the two groups? 


3.  How are ODHA housing beneficiaries financing the portion of permanent shelter reconstruction 
costs that they must self-finance? 


4.  What are the financing options available to ODHA housing beneficiaries, and what are the most 
commonly used ones? 


5.  If a high debt burden is placed on beneficiaries of ODHA due to housing reconstruction expenses, 
which has negative repercussions on their socio-economic well being in the short and/or long 
term, what actions could donors and implementers of ODA in the North of Sri Lanka take to 
alleviate this situation? 
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2.  Review of Literature 
 


 


ODHA is considered the most empowering and dignified approach for constructing houses amongst 
reconstruction approaches (Jha, Barenstein, Phelps, & Sena, 2010). Caution however is expressed on the 
degree of assistance that more vulnerable sections of the community need for engaging in reconstruction 
and also that livelihood activities may reduce the spare time available to participate and supervise 
construction work (Barenstein, 2006a, Barenstein, 2006b). These factors are likely to have an impact on 
the financial situation of the household members either in the form of lost income due to engagement in 
construction work or increased cost due to insufficient management of the construction.  


The countrywide Household Income and Expenditure Survey of the Department of Census and Statistics 
indicate that 62 percent of the surveyed households19 had borrowed from at least one source. The Centre 
for Poverty Analysis’s (CEPA) own survey based on a sample of 1,377 household in the Jaffna, Mannar 
and Trincomalee20 found that 69 percent of the surveyed households were in debt indicating that 
indebtedness is relatively higher in the conflict affected areas. Indebtedness by itself is not an issue, if 
the repayment of the capital and the interest can be made by the households on time. Delays or non-
payment of installments (capital and interest) or payment of only the interest are indications that the 
household has borrowed beyond its capacity. As such, this study refers to a “debt problem” as a situation 
in which households are unable to repay borrowed funds.  


2.1.  Financial Behavior in post-2009 Northern Province 


Society in the North of Sri Lanka, especially in the Jaffna Peninsula is known for its thrifty nature. Early 
documentation of the peninsula reports that the community seldom fails to save money regardless of 
their income (in comparison to the rest of the country) (Katiresu, 1905). However, a GTZ survey in 2009 
indicates that the North and East are displaying a lower savings rate of 65 percent against the country 
average of 75 percent households which the report attributes to the experience of conflict (GTZ, 2010). 
There appears to be a widespread proliferation of financial services in the Northern Province since 2009 
with branches of commercial and licensed specialised banks increasing by 25 percent between 2010 and 
201121. In parallel, finance, pawning and leasing institutions have increased their network in the North 
creating competition in the provision of financial services. Whilst competition brings positive benefits to 
consumers on the basis of lower interest rates, studies which have been done in the microfinance 
industry indicate that it is also seen to result in issues ranging from deteriorating performance to 
customer over-indebtedness (Bauer & Meier, 2012).  


                                                
19 Survey based on 19,958 households, with 34% pawning; 25% borrowing from banks; 16% retail 


shops; 9% from money lenders; 8% from Employer; 4% from Finance/ leasing companies; 4% on non-
consumer items on installment and 3% from others. 


20 Geetha M, Mallet R. & Hagen Zanker J., (). Panel Survey, Country Baseline Report – Sri Lanka. Secure 
Livelihood Research Consortium, Forthcoming. 


21 Branches increased from 267 in 2010 to 333 by the end of 2011. CBSL, 2012. Economic and Social 
Statistics of Sri Lanka 2012. Colombo: Central Bank of Sri Lanka. 
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The default rate in the Northern Province for loans is assessed to be low or zero22 by banks. But 
narratives from individuals indicate that debt is an issue especially among those building houses and they 
are increasingly finding it difficult to make pay back loans that they have taken and may forgo their 
mortgaged items23. Given this conflicting information it becomes necessary to understand the level of 
financial management capacity of the beneficiaries and whether psychological factors of procrastination, 
regret, risk aversion, compulsiveness, generosity, altruism and peer pressure also have an impact people 
financial decision.  


Literature indicates that there are number of factors that need to be taken into consideration in 
understanding household debt. This include transaction costs, maturity period of the loans, liquidity 
constraints of the borrower, interest costs and from a risk perspective whether the interest costs are 
fixed/ variable, enforceability of repayment obligations by the lender and collateral requirements (Bertola 
& Hochguertel, 2007). An indication of financial stress on lower income households is the lower savings 
ratios and less collateral or financial reserves resulting in unfavourable borrowing terms (Boarini, R. and 
d’Ercole, M. M. 2006). In terms of financial management, this study would use the model that has been 
developed by (Hilgert & Hogarth, 2003) that looks at the connection between knowledge and behaviour 
in relation to the financial management activities of cash-flow management, credit management, savings 
and investment. Work by Funfgeld & Wang ( 2009) provides a basis for understanding the behavioural 
traits of people in dealing with financial decisions and hence the support that needs to be provided.  


2.2.  Impact of Indebtedness 


Both short-term and the long-term vulnerabilities due to possible indebtedness also need to be 
understood for the purpose of developing solutions. For instance, women are found to be more stressed 
from their debt than men; and debt has an impact on health, family life and job performance indicating 
that debt also has to be studied from a social angle (Dunn & Mizaie, 2012). People who are coping with 
difficulties are observed to go through three stages. In the first instance, people try to preserve their 
assets, in the second stage asset depletion takes place, and the final stage leads to destitution (Corbett, 
1988). For example, reducing the number of meals, postponing health-related procedures or doctor visits, 
borrowing from different sources to pay off loans and employing members of the household who 
previously did not contribute to household income (i.e. children) may occur during the first phase of 
coping with indebtedness (Young, 1992; Curtis, 1993; Kabeer, 1990). In the second stage, households 
have a tendency to sell productive and non-productive assets and some members of the households may 
even turn to committing crimes (i.e. theft) as a way of gaining access to money (ibid.). When households 
have exhausted ways to pay off their debts and secure livelihoods in their current location, they may be 
compelled to migrate to cities to engage in some form of income generation activity. Previous research 
suggest that migration to different locations, in desperation of earning an income and the overall stress 
that is created by indebtedness may end up in family breakups in the long term (ibid.). As such 


                                                
22 LBO, 2013. Sri Lanka State Bank Chief: Borrowers in Former War Zones Hardly Default. Online. 


Accessed, 18th September 2013. 
http://www.lankabusinessonline.com/news/Sri_Lanka_state_bank_chief:_borrowers_in_former_war_zo
nes_hardly_default/1460509966.  


23 The Hindu, 2013. Web of Debt Looms for Indian Housing Scheme Beneficiaries. Online.  Accessed on 
18th September 2013. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/south-asia/web-of-debt-looms-for-
indian-housing-scheme-beneficiaries/article5138914.ece.  



http://www.lankabusinessonline.com/news/Sri_Lanka_state_bank_chief:_borrowers_in_former_war_zones_hardly_default/1460509966

http://www.lankabusinessonline.com/news/Sri_Lanka_state_bank_chief:_borrowers_in_former_war_zones_hardly_default/1460509966

http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/south-asia/web-of-debt-looms-for-indian-housing-scheme-beneficiaries/article5138914.ece

http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/south-asia/web-of-debt-looms-for-indian-housing-scheme-beneficiaries/article5138914.ece
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indebtedness is a serious issue that has both short and long-term repercussions that harm the wellbeing 
of individuals, families and communities.  


Although the existing body of literature has examined both the prevalence of indebtedness and its 
impact, the issue of debt and its impact in post-war contexts remain under-studied and under-theorised. 
This study aims to fill that gap in the knowledge by focusing on both the prevalence of indebtedness and 
its impact with a focus on post-war housing beneficiaries in the North of Sri Lanka. Post-war 
reconstruction involves a plethora of actors, both state and non-state, national and international that 
initiates and implements various reconstruction efforts. Findings of this study and related 
recommendations will provide valuable insights for post-war development policy and practice.  
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3.  Methodology 
 


Based on the review of literature, this research intends to pose four interrelated research questions: 


1.  What is the nature of the relationship between ODHA and indebtedness? 


2.  What is the socio-economic impact of increased debt among housing beneficiaries? 


3.  What are the reasons that drive beneficiary households to borrow funds for housing? 


4.  How and why do some beneficiary households experience vulnerability due to indebtedness? 


Given this study’s research questions it is appropriate for the methodology to include three components: 
a quantitative survey, triangulated by qualitative field research, and key person interviews.  The 
quantitative survey will be designed to answer all four research questions, and the qualitative component 
will allow for in-depth exploration that is required by research questions 3 and 4. It is important to note 
that this is a ‘cross-sectional’ study, where data was collected only during one period of time. The cross 
sectional nature allows us to get a snapshot of the ground reality at the time of data collection. However, 
we are unable to draw conclusions about the ways in which ‘time’ will play a role in alleviating the debt 
burdens and the vulnerability of households surveyed by CEPA. As such there is hesitation in making 
substantial claims about causality about what is driving household debt due to the cross-sectional nature 
of the study. This does not, however, mean we cannot examine causality in a loose sense. The 
implication of the cross-sectional nature of this study is that the findings are mainly correlational.  


3.1  Quantitative Instrument 


The initial quantitative instrument (Annex 1) was developed by reviewing literature and a two step pre-
testing. While the literature review formed the basis of the quantitative survey instrument, post-war 
context specific questions (that were not covered by the literature) were also added in order to maintain 
relevance. The quantitative survey captured the following areas related to ODHA and debt: 


•  Households’ contribution (labour or funds) to housing construction: As ODHA may impinge on time 
spent on livelihood activities, the survey posed questions about the labour contribution of 
beneficiary households. These factors are likely to have an impact on the financial situation of the 
householders either in the form of lost income due to engagement in construction work or 
increased cost due to insufficient management of the construction.  


•  Indebtedness of households and their repayment behaviour: as discussed earlier in Section 2, 
indebtedness by itself is not an issue, if the repayment of the capital and the interest can be 
made by the households on time. Delays/ non- payment of installments (capital and interest) or 
payment of only the interest are indications that the household has borrowed beyond its 
capacity.  


•  Financial knowledge and literacy among beneficiary households: given conflicting information about 
the loan default ratio in the Northern Province, it becomes necessary to understand the level of 
financial management capacity of the beneficiaries and whether psychological factors also have 
an impact people financial decision. In terms of financial management, it is important to 
understand the knowledge and behaviour on financial management activities of cash-flow 
management, credit management, savings and investment (Hilgert & Hogarth, 2003).  
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•  Loan specifications: Characteristics of loans such as transaction costs, maturity period of the loans, 
liquidity constraints of the borrower, interest costs and whether the interest costs are fixed/ 
variable, enforceability of repayment obligations by the lender and collateral requirements 
(Bertola & Hochguertel, 2007) may have an effect on indebtedness.  


•  Coping strategies of households: People who are coping with difficulties are observed to go through 
three stages. In the first instance people try to preserve their assets, in the second stage asset 
depletion takes place, and the final stage leads to destitution (Corbett, 1988). As this is a cross 
sectional study, the data collection instruments can only capture peoples’ vulnerabilities in the 
short-term.  


 
The instrument was field tested by CEPA staff in Poonaharay in three (3) households on 31st October 
2013, for sequencing, appropriateness and clarity. It was then pilot tested in Poonaharay in ten (10) 
households to test the questionnaire for clarity and time taken to administer the questionnaire; and 
the sampling method for its appropriateness. Input by the field employees of Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC), the funder for this study; relevant government officials; and 
the respondents, also helped improve the field instrument.  


3.2.  Sampling process 


To calculate the number of households to be surveyed, the total houses committed to be supported in 
the three study Districts of Killinochchi, Mullaithivu and Jaffna were taken as the population (Table 1). 
The number of households to be sampled to provide results at 95 percent confidence level was 
determined to be 342 houses using the Australian National Statistical Service24 statistical calculator.  


Table 1. Calculation of Houses to be Surveyed 


District 
Total 
Damage 


Total 
Committed 


District 
Commitment 
as % of total 
(A) 


Household to 
be surveyed 
in each 
District (B) 


Kilinochchi 34,445 16,517 41% 141 
 


Mullaithivu 29,804 13,578 34% 116 
 


Jaffna 39,308 10,031 25% 85 
 


 
103,557 40,126 100% 342 


Source: UNHABITAT, Progress Report 30th June 2013 
 


To understand whether the housing programme was driving debt amongst the supported households, it 
is imperative to compare this group with a reference group that is similar in most other characteristics, 
but differ in housing construction. The ideal empirical method would be to randomly assign individuals to 
the housing scheme and then measure their level of debt. In the absence of such an experiment, we 
have to rely on other methods. As such, households that have fulfilled the selection criteria for ODHA and 
have been approved funding for housing assistance were chosen to be part of this quasi social 
experiment. The selection criteria for ODHA are: 


- Whether or not the household is conflict affected 


                                                
24 http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.nsf/pages/Sample+size+calculator  (ratio 0.66) 



http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.nsf/pages/Sample+size+calculator
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- Whether the family returned and permanently resettled in the village 
- Whether the household has a formal right to the land 
- Whether the household is not supported by similar actions by other housing agencies 
- Whether members of the household are not employed by the government 
- Whether the family is in possession of a house in another area 
 
Households with one or more of following characteristics were chosen for “treatment group” and two-
thirds of the households surveyed fell in to this category (Table 2). The characteristics of the “treatment 
group” are listed below (a household was classified as a treatment household if one or more of the 
criteria below was applicable to it): 


•  Started the construction of house and obtained external financial support for construction 
•  Received at least one (or more) installment(s) from the donor 
•  Completed the housing construction supported by a donor 


Households with the following characteristics were chosen as the “control group” and one-third of the 
households surveyed fell in to this category 


•  Received notification/confirmation of donor support for construction or reconstruction of a 
house 


•  Have not started any construction related to household. In the event of commencement of 
construction, households should not have received any external financial support for 
construction (in the form of borrowing) 


 
Table 2. Surveyed Households 


District DSD GND Treatment Control Total  
Kilinochchi 


  
97 56 153 


Jaffna   63 17 80 
Mullaitivu   68 46 114 
      Total 228 119 347 


     


At the Division level (DV), different areas within each district were selected to capture the variety of 
issues related to housing construction and implementation. The DS divisions were purposively selected by 
the study team based on the number of houses committed. Based on the statistics we received from the 
respective Districts, DS divisions were sorted for the number of new housings committed. DS divisions 
that had a high number of committed houses were chosen to pick treatment households and the DS 
divisions with high presence of 'not started' were chosen to pick control group households. As stated 
above, as a result of the dynamic nature of housing construction, it was not possible to classify a DS 
division as 'control' and 'treatment' but each DS division had a mix of control and treatment households. 
Grama Niladhari Divisions (GNDs) were also selected purposively. At least two GNDs were selected from 
each DS division based on the progress of the construction. As a strong effort was made to implement a 
random sampling method, houses constructed by donors other than SDC (that followed the same 
selection criteria for ODHA) also fell into the study sample.  
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A stratified random sampling method was used to select the treatment households. Stratified random 
sampling is a technique that groups members of the population into relatively homogenous subgroups 
before sampling. The strata should be mutually exclusive: every element in the population must be 
assigned to only one stratum. Households were stratified to capture variation in terms of stages of 
construction and the level of vulnerability (i.e. female headed households, households with at least one 
disabled member, households with elderly individuals that cannot contribute to income generation or 
ODHA). Households within these groups were randomly selected from the list provided by the 
implementing agencies and GNs. In the event that such a list could not be obtained from the 
implementers, houses were selected randomly to capture different types of donors and different stages of 
construction.  


The field team encountered numerous challenges in locating the control household during the fieldwork. 
The lists provided by the implementing agencies became obsolete because of fast progress in the field. 
The study team came across several instances where households identified as control group in the list 
turned out to be a treatment household.  In other areas the field team had to generate a list with the 
help of GN in order to identify the households. In certain occasions, the GN was unable to identify the 
households as s/he had very limited knowledge on the progress of construction work.  Hence, a 
snowballing technique was adopted in order to identify control households; prior to the interview, a short 
conversation with every household on the progress of the construction process was initiated, on the basis 
of which the category (stage of construction) was determined.  


3.3.  The Qualitative Component 


The qualitative component seeks to understand the underlying factors of household vulnerabilities in 
relation to their indebtedness.  


The specific objectives of the qualitative study are: 


•  To understand why and how some households have become vulnerable due to debt repayment 
issues 


•  To understand why households borrow in order to supplement owner driven housing grants 
•  To understand the beneficiaries’ knowledge about borrowing 


The study team felt that the study objectives and the particularly vulnerable and sensitive nature of the 
context and the people in the study sample warranted an approach which would enable prolonged 
interaction with the respondent households. However, given the time and resource constraints a 
mainstream ethnographic approach (the most appropriate method of data collection for this type of 
investigation) was not adopted; rather certain elements of emersion and participant observation that are 
integral to the ethnographic approach were integrated into the data collection process.  The qualitative 
tools were: 


•  In-depth household interviews; 


•  Key Person Interviews; and 


•  Focus Group Discussions. 


Among the three data collection techniques, in-depth household level interviews was the most commonly 
employed tool as it allowed to gain deep insights about certain issues that were flagged by the 
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quantitative survey. A majority of household in-depth interviews were carried out in the Mullaitivu district. 
Mullaitivu was purposively selected because of the complexity in terms of issues compared to other sites 
such as land issues, conflict affectedness, poverty and vulnerability. A considerable amount of information 
on the above issues was also gathered in Kilinochchi district as the pilot study was conducted in 
Poonahary DS division in Kilinochchi district. The field team’s experience during the quantitative data 
collection phase was that the interference of military personnel in the data collection process was lesser 
in Mullaitivu in comparison to Kilinochchi and Jaffna districts. In order to test whether the selected 
households in Mullaitivu were outliers or ‘special cases’, the research team took the following steps: 1) 
triangulated the information with beneficiaries in Klinochchi in a Focus Group Discussion (FGD); and 2) 
carried out three in-depth household level interviews in Maruthankeni (Jaffna).  


In Mullaitivu district, a sub-sample of 10 households was selected from the quantitative study sample in 
order to explore key issues flagged by the quantitative study. Limiting the number of households to 10, 
allowed the research team to spend sufficient time with each household which was crucial in gaining 
rapport, which in turn, helped with the genuineness of responses. Building rapport with respondents is 
crucial as the nature of issues explored were sensitive and personal. These households were purposively 
selected based on criteria that were necessary to obtain information required to achieve the objectives of 
this study. A household was selected using one or a combination of these criteria.  


•  Household vulnerability - Female headed households, households with disability, borrowing for 
food, number of dependents 


•  Severe coping strategies adopted during a food shortage 
•  Borrowing for construction 
•  Deviation from building standard house (prescribed by the implementing authorities) 
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4.  Analysis 


  


4.1  The General Socio-economic Context of Mullaitivu, Kilinochchi and Jaffna 


Population 
The average size of the surveyed household is 4.14. The female population is 49.1 percent in the 
sampled households differs slightly from the national average of 52% in Sri Lankan households25 and 
surveys in the North26. 


Only 15 percent of the households reported that they were women-led which is lower than the reported 
women-headed households in national surveys (23%)27. This study found that the lower percentage of 
women-headed households in the sample was due to the surveyed households’ identifying themselves as 
“women-headed” only in the absence of males in the family. Even the presence of a disabled male in the 
household that is not willing or able to take households decisions resulted in the family identifying itself 
as a “male-headed” household. This is in contrast with surveys in the rest of the country where women 
are identified as heads of households based on factors such as property ownership and contribution to 
the household income.  


It is noteworthy that the surveyed sample is younger than the general population (Table 3 and Figure 1). 
The observation of this study is that the head of households are also younger than the national average 
and this contextual factor combined with lower levels of educational attainment (Table 6) is likely to have 
a negative effect on the household’s income generation potential28 which in turn may increase the 
propensity of a household to borrow funds for consumption and other purposes. 


Table 3. Population by Age 


Age Group Survey 


DCS Population Survey 2012 
Sri 
Lanka Jaffna Mannar Vavuniya Mullaitivu Kilinochchi 


Less than 15 years 33% 26% 25% 29% 28% 31% 33% 
15 - 59 Years 60% 62% 61% 63% 63% 61% 58% 


60 years and over 7% 12% 14% 8% 9% 8% 9% 
Source: Survey and Census of Population and Housing – 2012  
 


                                                
25 Department of Census and Statistics (2011). Household Income and Expenditure Survey – 2009/10; 


Department Census and Statistics (2012). Census of Population and Housing 2012 
26 51.8 percent -  Department of Census and Statistics (2011). Enumeration of Vital Events – Northern 


Province, Sri Lanka; Department Census and Statistics (2012). 
27 23 percent - Department of Census and Statistics (2011). Household Income and Expenditure Survey – 


2009/10; Department Census and Statistics (2012). Census of Population and Housing 2012 
28 Klasen S, Lechtenfeld T & Povel F (2011). What about the Women? Female Headship, Poverty and 


Vulnerability in Thailand and Vietnam; Lemus D M, Ishdorj A & Rosson P C (2013). Determinants of 
Household Food Insecurity in Mexico. Agirucltural and Applied Economics Association’s Joint Meeting, 
Washington. August 4-6, 2013 
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Table 4. Population by Age 


 Male Female Sri Lanka 
    


Below 25 5.4% 5.8% 1.2% 
    


25-39 41.4% 36.5% 22.0% 
    


40-59 37.6% 44.2% 48.6% 
    


60 15.6% 13.5% 28.0% 
    Source: Survey and Census of Population and Housing – 2012  


 
Figure 1. Population Pyramid – Surveyed Households vs. DCS Survey 
 


 


 


Source: Survey DCS Survey of Northern Province – 2011 
 


Education 
In the sample, only 18 (4.4 precent) children that are of school-going age are not attending school and 
this observation is comparable to national average (Table 5). Disabilities (both physical and mental), poor 
academic progress, the proximity between schools and residence, are financial issues are contributing 
factors to this situation. School attendance of children seem to be intercepted by financial hardship, in 
which instance even the younger members of the households are left with no other option by to engage 
in income generation for the purpose of mere survival.  
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Table 5.  School Education 
Age Group Survey* HIES 


Percentage currently attending school – 5-14 years 99.6% 98.6% 
Percentage currently attending school – 5-20 years 83.4% 84.8% 
Source: Survey and Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2012/3 
*Excludes children of whom households report as being too young to attend school. In general children 
start grade 1 at six (6) years of age 


 


Congruent with conventional wisdom, conflict has had a negative impact on educational attainment of the 
surveyed population, especially at higher levels of education (Table 6). The average educational 
attainment amongst the surveyed population is similar to the Sri Lankan population. However, as Table 6 
indicates, the level of educational attainment is low at higher levels of education amongst the head of 
household in comparison to the Sri Lankan population. Furthermore, women appear to have significantly 
lower levels of educational attainment particularly beyond Advanced Level. The results are in line with 
earlier studies that indicate the educational attainment to be lower in the Northern (and Eastern 
Province)29.  


Table 6. Educational Attainment 


Educational 
Attainment 


5 years and 
above 18 Years and above 


 
Head of Household (HH) 


Survey HIES 


Survey Survey HIES 


Men as 
% of 


all men 


Women 
as % of 


all 
women Total 


Men % 
of men 


HH 


Women 
% of all 
women 


HH Total 
 No schooling 2.1% 4.00% 1.60% 4.10% 2.90% 2.00% 3.80% 2.30% 3.60% 


1-10 years 65.6% 67.60% 58.10% 54.30% 56.20% 69.80% 73.10% 70.30% 69.30% 
Ordinary 
Level (10 
years) 
Qualified 


20.7% 16.30% 24.00% 26.90% 25.50% 22.70% 17.30% 21.90% 15.80% 


Advanced 
Level (13 
years) (A/L) 


8.0%  10.10% 10.90% 10.50% 3.70% 3.80% 3.70%  


Advanced 
Level (13 
years)  
Qualified 
(A/L) 


1.8% 12.00
% 2.80% 2.00% 2.40% 1.40% 1.90% 1.40% 11.30


% 


University 1.4%  3.00% 0.90% 1.90% 0.30% 0.00% 0.30%  
Vocational 
and 
Professional 


0.6%  0.50% 0.90% 0.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%  


Source: Survey 


 
                                                
29 World Bank (2008). Building the Sri Lankan Knowledge Economy. Colombo 
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Employment, Income and Expenditure 
Poverty can be viewed in absolute and relative terms. Absolute poverty refers to subsistence below 
minimum, socially acceptable living conditions, usually established based on nutritional requirements and 
other essential goods (i.e. per capita income under a certain arbitrarily fixed poverty line in LKR per unit 
of time, or Human Development Index). Relative poverty compares the lower segments of the population 
with upper segments, usually measured in income deciles. Poverty manifested in the form of 
physiological deprivation (income and consumption related poverty) is often used to compare groups in a 
population to gain an understanding about relative poverty. Understanding relative poverty also becomes 
important in assessing the level of vulnerability in a given sub-population, as the “risks-centric view” of 
vulnerability – variability in the living standard caused by consumption or income shocks – tells us that 
the two phenomena are closely interrelated (Yodmani 2001; Moser 1998; Chambers 1989).    


This section provides a synopsis of the way in which the households in the sample compare to the rest of 
the Sri Lankan population with regard to income and expenditure. By comparing the average income of 
the households in the study to the rest of the population, we assess whether the former are more (or 
less) vulnerable to income poverty, which is one dimension of vulnerability. We examine the average 
income of two additional sub-groups in the sample that are theoretically considered more vulnerable – 
female headed households and households with at least one member that is disabled. Table 8 presents 
the average income per households per month against the corresponding figure obtained from the 
Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) of Sri Lanka conducted in 2012.  


Engagement in employment amongst women is low at 13 precent in comparison to 46 percent amongst 
men. Men predominantly report working as casual labour in agriculture and fisheries sectors. The lower 
levels of educational attainment is one of the factors contributing to the reported higher levels of casual 
labour. Working women however report a much more diversified work engagements  and also higher 
levels of employment in private, public and non-governmental sectors (Table 7). 


Table 7. Work Engagement 


 


Agriculture/ Fisheries/ 
Business/Trade 


Public 
sector 


Non-
government 
Organisatio


n 
Unpaid 


and other 


% of 
gender of 
respective 
population 


 
Own 


Casual 
Labour 


Private 
Sector 


Male 28% 61% 6% 3% 2% 1% 46% 
        Female 13% 38% 24% 14% 3% 7% 13% 


Source: Survey 


As Table 8 indicates, the average income of the households in the sample is significantly lower than that 
of the national average. A one sample t-test30 reveals that this difference in average income is statistically 
significant at the 0.001 level. Another revealing fact is that the average income of a female-headed 
household is less than one-third of the national average. All the sample sub-group averages are also 
lower when compared to the average household income in the Northern Province – LKR 23,712 (HIES 
2012). The sample average seems to be only half of the Northern Province’s average income per 
households.  


                                                
30 One sample t-test is a statistical procedure often performed for testing the mean value of a 


distribution. It can be used under the assumption that sampled distribution is normal. 
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Table 8. Reported Income: Comparison of Income – HIES and the Study Sample 
Average household income per month – Sri Lanka (LKR) 36,45131 
Average income per month of the sample sub-group (LKR)  
Full sample 19,707 
Households participating in owner-driven housing programmes 19,062 
Female-headed households 13,168 
Households with at least one disabled member 17,531 
Source: Survey 


Next, the average income of household was classified by their main income generating activity. Table 9 
presents the average income for households participating in each income generating category; the 
average income is further broken down by households that are considered more vulnerable to income 
poverty. Households with casual labour as the primary source of income are reporting lower levels of 
income. The vulnerability of the female headed households is apparent from the comparatively lower 
levels of income reported by them.  
 
Table 9. Average Income for Different Income Generating Category 


Main Income Generating Activity of 
the Household 


Average Household 
Income Per Month – Full 


sample 


Female-headed 
households 


 


Own agriculture 19,572 9,600  
Own Fishing 22,621   
Own business/trade 19,500 11,250  
Casual labour – agriculture 18,048 11,072  
Casual labour – fishing 15,577 16,266*  
Casual labour – non agriculture/ fisheries 18,902 8,311  
Private sector – non agriculture/fisheries 22,343 18,500  
Public sector 27,666 -  
Non-governmental Organisations 22,500 -  
Source: Survey 
* skewed due to remittances received by one of the houses 
 
Economists have long used household consumption expenditure as a proxy for material wellbeing. 
Considerable detail on the construction of consumption aggregates is found in Christiansen (1999). 
Consumption consists of food expenditures and non-food expenditures. In this study, consumption was 
estimated by recording household expenditure on food, rent, health, education, electricity, water, 
communication, transport, fuel (petrol), household fuel (LP gas or firewood), interest payments on loans, 
capital payments on loans, and other miscellaneous expenses. Table 10 presents the average expenditure 
per household per month against the figure obtained from the Household Income and Expenditure 
Survey (HIES) of Sri Lanka conducted in 2012.  


 


 


                                                
31 *Source: Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2012, Department of Census and Statistics – 


Ministry of Finance and Planning, Sri Lanka. 
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Table 10.  Comparison of Expenditure – HIES and Survey Sample 
Average household expenditure per month – Sri Lanka (LKR) 31,33132 
Average expenditure per month of the sample sub-group (LKR)  
Full sample 17,785 
Households participating in owner-driven housing programmes 16,759 
Female-headed households 14,210 
Households with at least one disabled member 14,589 
Source: Survey 


As indicated in Table 10, average consumption per household is less than 50% of the national average. 
The average consumption of the households is significantly lower than the corresponding figure for the 
Northern Province – LKR 25,656. With regard to consumption, female-headed households appear to be at 
the bottom, recording an average expenditure of LKR 14,210, which is roughly one-third of the national 
average, and only 40% of the province average. Female headed households also show an average 
expenditure per month that is higher than their monthly income (approximately LKR 1,000) that is 
problematic and a possible reason for indebtedness.    


Next, we examined the average consumption of a household classified by their main income generating 
activity. Table 11 presents the average expenditure for households participating in each income 
generating category; the average consumption is further broken down by households that are considered 
more vulnerable to income poverty. Most female-headed households have monthly expenditure levels 
lower than the sample average, and quite below the national average. 


Table 11.  Average Expenditure for Different Income Categories 
Income Generating Activity Average Household 


Consumption Per Month – 
Full sample 


Female-headed 
households 


Own agriculture 17,477 12,321 
Own Fishing 21,216 - 
Own business/trade 19,371 15,550 
Casual labour – agriculture 16,528 11,350 
Casual labour – fishing 14,041 16,086 
Casual labour – non agriculture 17,090 9,548 
Private sector – non agriculture 19,831 22,800 
Public sector 32,050 - 
Non-governmental Organisations 27,550 - 


Social Protection 
Around 50 percent of the households report receiving social protection and/or economic support from 
government, donors and non-governmental organisations (Table 12). The surveyed population reports a 
diversified social protection support from the government that includes pensions, disability allowances, 
Samurdhi and livelihood support. The support from other organisations is specifically towards livelihood 
activities and is an essential  support area as demonstrated by the low levels of income indicated in 
(Section 4.2.) 


                                                
32 Source: Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2012, Department of Census and Statistics – 
Ministry of Finance and Planning, Sri Lanka 
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Table 12. Households Reporting Social Protection/ Economic Support 
Type of Social 


Protection/ 
Economic 
Support 


Provider Total 


Government 
National 


NGO 
International 


NGO 
UN 
Org 


Private 
Sector 


Religious 
Org  


Livelihood 
Support 


30 18 54 1 1 1 105 


Samurdhi 88      88 
Old age pension 16      16 
Widow Pension 5      5 
Pension 4      4 
Disability 
Allowance 


2      2 


 


Assets 
One of the reasons for the higher percentage of reported casual labour is that many of the households 
lack immovable and moveable assets. Only 23 percent of the households report owning other (than the 
one they are living) land that can be put for productive and other uses. Whilst, the households have 
improved on the household assets, especially in relation to mobile phones, the same cannot be said 
about productive assets (livelihood assets). A clear decline is visible in relation to livestock ownership 
both in terms of households self-reporting their livestock ownership and the number of livestock and 
farming and fishing equipment (Table 13).  


The financial assets of the households largely consist of jewellery and savings accounts. The higher 
percentage of savings accounts could largely be on account of the need to have such an account to 
receive funds from donors who are supporting the housing programme. Though higher precentage of 
households report employment in the private sector, only 2 percent of them report that they contribute to 
the Employees Provident Fund/ Employees Trust Fund indicating that the formal private sector activities 
are low in the North.  


Higher levels of educational attainment of the Head of the household has a postive bearing on increased 
savings attempts, whilst households headed by people who are engaged in causal labour are less likely to 
have financial savings (Annex 2 ). 
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Table 13. Houses Reporting Availability of Assets 


 


Before 
Displacement At Present 


Household Items 
  Fridge 0% 1% 


Water Filter 1% 2% 
TV 14% 16% 


Mobile 5% 80% 
Fan 1% 3% 
Computer 0% 1% 
Livestock 


  Small livestock (e.g: Poultry) 74% 53% 


Medium livestock (e.g: Goats) 31% 8% 


Large livestock (e.g: Cows) 31% 15% 


Farming Equipment 
  Non-Power Farming 16% 13% 


Powered Farm Vehicle 6% 3% 


Fishing Equipment 
  Boats 16% 8% 


Engines 12% 6% 


Nets 20% 17% 


Vehicles 
  Non-moterised  (e.g: bicycle) 82% 80% 


Motorised (e.g: motorbikes) 33% 21% 
Financial Assets   


Current Account  2.3% 
Savings  94.2% 
Fixed Account  9.2% 
Jewellery  74.9% 
EPF/ EPF  2.0% 


Source: Survey 


Summary of the Socio-economic Conditions of Surveyed Households 
The preceding analysis indicates a high level of vulnerability to poverty of the surveyed households due 
to the consequences owing to the three-decade war in Sri Lanka. The existence of a younger, unskilled, 
and relatively uneducated population poses serious challenges to individual and household earning 
pontential that is clearly visible in the comparison of household expenditure and consumption between 
surveyed households and the general population of Sri Lanka. As discussed above, engagement in casual 
labour, which does not guarantee a consistent income stream, is indicative of typical post-war conditions 
such as the lack of livelihood opportunities and individual capacity to rebuild a sustainable method of 
income generation. Livelihoods have not yet become stable in the post-war areas where the research was 
conducted. There is clear evidence to the lack of a sustainable income for families to contribute to 
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savings. The predominant income sources of the households that participated in the qualitative study are 
agriculture, fishing and casual labour while there was one own account worker and a public sector 
volunteer worker. The agriculture sector in the North and East is still recovering from the conflict; arable 
land is still not cleared of landmines, and is inaccessible due to military occupation and forest growth as 
farmers let the land lie fallow during times of displacement. Most beneficiaries work as casual labourers in 
agriculture and some work as labourers in construction work. Agriculture workers are paid Rs. 700 to 
Rs.800 per day, while construction workers are paid relatively higher, Rs. 800 to Rs. 1000. Even if 
individuals manage to restore agricultural livelihoods the minimum value paid for agricultural produce (a 
fact that holds true for the entire country) does not provide sufficient income to maintain daily household 
affairs.The lack of movable and immovable assets (another classic post-war condition) worsens this 
situation, arguably driving households to borrow funds for consumption and other purposes.  


Relately, the ownership and access to land is a critical issue that has particular implications for the 
implementation of the owner-driven housing projects. As observed in Mullaitivu, the lack of 
documentation, boundary issues and irregular land distribution during the conflict period are seen as 
reasons for land disputes. Returning previous owners are a problem for many housing beneficiaries. 
These disputes invariably cause delays in the construction process as ownership of land is among the 
mandatory eligibility criteria for a housing grant. To some extent, these issues are being resolved via 
negotiations between the current and previous owners. However, housing beneficiaries incur additional 
expenses for these negotiations, as the previous owners often demand compensation. Such 
circumstances result in unexpected delays in the construction process.  


“I had to pay .... (new owner) Rs. 200,000 to get the assistance from Indian housing scheme. As 
I couldn’t pay the amount at once, I am paying in instalments. I had to pay Rs. 8000 for the 
lawyer also to sort this documentation” - (Karthika, Mullaitivu, Female, 43) 


In the instance where the returnees do not possess ownership to the land, the Divisional Secretariat 
temporarily allocates a plot of state land to the beneficiary and informs the implementing agency. These 
temporary documents are provided only to the implementing agency as evidence of possession of land 
and are not given to the beneficiaries as it is suspected that the beneficiaries may treat this as proof of 
ownership. The key message stemming from the above analysis is that issues of livelihood and land 
disputes are part and parcel of the socio-economic reality in the North and that immediate measures be 
taken to address these challenges through government, private sector, and non-government initiatives. 


4.2  Analysis of Indebtedness Among the Surveyed Households 


Although the main purpose of this study is to decipher whether a household’s participation in an owner-
driven housing programme increases the likelihood of the household falling into debt, it is important to 
gain a thorough understanding about the general indebtedness of the survey population. A broader 
picture of indebtedness (which includes, but not limited to, the reasons for borrowing, the type of 
households that borrow, and repayment patterns) will allow us to gain a holistic and a contextually-
relevant understanding of the relationship between owner-driven housing construction and indebtedness.  


General Indebtedness of the Surveyed Households 
Out of the 347 households an overwhelming majority of households – 297 – reported existing debt, 49 
households (14.2%) were reported as ‘debt-free’33. Of the 297, LKR 2,000 was the lowest reported 
                                                
33 One household had to be excluded from the analysis due to missing data.  
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amount of total household debt, whereas LKR 1,800,000 was the highest amount of debt borrowed by a 
family. The average amount of debt per household was LKR 152,489 (with a standard deviation of LKR 
188,098). Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of total debt per household in the entire sample. 


Figure 2. Distribution of Total Debt per Household 


 
 
The normal distribution line as shown in Figure 1 is skewed to the left due to two reasons: 1) most 
household debt amounts seem to range between LKR 2,000 and 900,000; and 2) there is one household 
reporting LKR 1,800,000 in debt that is isolated in the distribution (see details about this outlier 
household - #204).  


Out of the 347 households in the sample, 73.5% had borrowed money from banks, pawning agencies, 
private money lenders, communal credit arrangements, or by leasing institutions. These are also the 
sources of debt that accrue interest payments. 12.4% of households reported to have borrowed from 
friends, family, chittu and other informal sources of lending. These sources do not accrue interest for the 
borrowed funds. Out of the 297 households with debt, 37.2% indicated that they kept gold as collateral 
for loans, where as 14.5% of the households had a guarantor signing off on their loan agreement. 13% 
of the households had no collateral for their debt and 20.2% had a mix of gold and other types of 
collateral for their loans.  
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What Are They Borrowing For? 
The top two reasons for borrowing 
funds appear to be for livelihood 
purposes and for the construction of 
houses. 48% of the households 
reported to have borrowed funds solely 
for the construction of their houses, 
whereas 19.2% said that they 
borrowed solely for livelihood 
purposes. However, many households 
borrowed for a combination of reasons 
that are illustrated in Table 14. 


 


The curious case of #204: 


As mentioned earlier, #204 is a household in the Maruthankeni DS 
Division in Jaffna district. The family has reported that they were 
displaced 10 times during the course of the war, and resettled in the 
current location in August 2010. After applying 4 times for housing 
grants, the family was finally approved support in May 2013 to build 
their home.  


The family only started construction after receiving the grant money, 
in June 2013. The household needed complete construction as they 
did not have a structure before. When inquired, they mentioned that 
the estimated cost of construction is LKR 800,000, whereas they were 
granted LKR 550,000 from the housing scheme. The family reported 
that they invested an additional LKR 60,000 on construction. These 
funds came from the family’s savings. #204 contributed to the 
construction process both in terms of labour and income. 


Even though #204 adhered to the housing features prescribed by the 
donor, the family reported monetary shortfalls amounting to LKR 
100,000 so far; the reason for the shortfall is that the actual expenses 
are higher than the projected amounts.  


#204’s did not report borrowing for construction purposes. Instead, 
the family borrowed funds from family to seek foreign employment.  
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Table 14. Reasons for Borrowing 
Reason for Borrowing % of the surveyed population 


Housing construction 48.8 


Livelihoods 19.2 


Livelihood & house construction 8.1 


House construction & other expenses 5.7 


House construction & food expenses 4 


Other 3.7 


Repayment of Debt 2.4 


Health expenses 2 


Food 1 


Livelihood & social events 1 


House construction & repayment of debt 1 


Social events 0.7 


House construction & health expenses 0.7 


Emergencies 0.3 


Livelihood & health expenses 0.3 


Livelihood & repayment of debt 0.3 


House construction & emergencies 0.3 


House construction & purchasing of clothes 0.3 


 
As Table 14 indicates, although households seem to borrow for the construction of houses and livelihoods 
separately, these two reasons are part of many other combinations as well. Therefore, it is fair to state 
that borrowing for house construction and livelihoods are the two major reasons for household 
borrowing.  


Is There a Relationship Between the Primary Occupation and Indebtedness? 
As discussed in section 4.2, a household’s primary means of earning an income appears to have a 
relationship with its indebtedness. As illustrated in Figure 3, households that primarily engage in casual 
labour tops the list (55.6%) of occupations that are prone to borrowing funds.  
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Figure 3. Primary Occupation and Indebtedness 


 


Although Figure 4 indicates that the highest average debt is borne by households that are primarily 
engaged in public sector jobs, Figure 5 illustrates that these households are likely to make regular 
payments towards their borrowings. As expected, households that engage in casual labour top the “no 
repayment” category with regard to the repayment of their debt.  


Figures 3, 4 and 5 indicate that the relationship between the type of livelihood and household 
indebtedness may be strong. Intiutively the above observation carries validity in that a household is more 
likely to borrow in the absence of a consistent income stream. Although households that primarily engage 
in public sector employment borrow higher amounts (on average), they are also likely to repay due to the 
consistent income generation. As such, the observation of public sector households cannot be classified 
as a “debt problem”. These households may also borrow for reasons different from the rest of the 
population (i.e. borrowing for investment vs. borrowing for consumption). In contrast, the indebtedness 
of households engaged in casual labour is noteworthy and a matter of concern as not only do they 
borrow more often, but also they seem to face difficulties in repaying the loans. The plight of households 
engaged in casual labour, therefore, can be classified as a “debt problem”.  
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Figure 4. Average Debt Amount for Each Occupation 


 


Figure 5. Repayment Pattern by Primary Occupation 
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Similar to the argument that the type of livelihood may have an impact on household indebtedness, it 
could be argued that a household’s geographic location (and related contextual challenges) and 
vulnerability (i.e. female-headed households, households with one or more disabled members) may also 
leave families with no option other than to borrow funds for consumption and investment. Table 15 
illustrates the average debt of households based on geographic location and the selected vulnerability 
indicators – female-headed households and households with at least one disabled member.  


 
Table 15. Average Debt Based on Geographic Location and Vulnerability 


Description Average amount of Debt (LKR) 


Full sample 152,489 


Kilinochchi District 142,536 


Mullaitivu District 117,250 


Jaffna District 224,700 


Female-headed households 127,863 


Households with at least one disabled member 150,317 


 
One explanation for the higher average debt in Jaffna may be due to the fact that unlike Kilinochchi and 
Mullaitivu, Jaffna was not the epicenter of violence during the civil war. In fact, financial infrastructure 
and a relative sense of ‘normalcy’ existed in Jaffna even prior to 2009. Empirical data suggests that there 
is a large influx of lending institutions in the North which incentivises people to borrow more. Excessive 
borrowing under these conditions puts them at a high risk of indebtedness as their capacity to save is 
limited. For instance, the purchase of household durables and electronic equipment on easy payment 
schemes are becoming commonplace and easily accessible. Many people do not consider such purchases 
as ‘debt’ (yet it is).  


While households with at least one disabled member appear to have similar level of debt in comparison 
to the sample average, female-headed households seem to have lower (approximately 25,000) levels of 
debt compared to the rest of the sample. This may be due to the fact that female-headed households do 
neither have the required collateral to obtain loans, nor a consistent income stream to ensure timely 
repayment to banks.  


Is House Construction a Driver of Debt? 
The purpose of this study is to decipher whether a household’s participation in an owner-driven housing 
programme drives the household into debt at the time of the survey. In order to answer this question, it 
is crucial to compare households that are similar in most other ways, but differ in their participation in the 
housing programme, as it is the only way that a trend can be observed about the relationship between 
debt and owner-driven housing. Thus, the entire sample for the survey contains households that have 
fulfilled the criteria required by the housing grant programme and have been approved a housing grant. 
From this sample of households that have started construction (herein referred to as the “treatment 
group”) are compared to households that have qualified for a housing grant, but are awaiting grant 
money to start the construction process (herein referred to as the “control group”). The purpose of this 
comparison is to identify specific reasons for household indebtedness in the presence of a housing grant. 
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According to donor organisations, the grant amount (LKR 550,000) is a reasonably sufficient amount to 
erect the type of house prescribed to the beneficiaries. Given that assumption, why is it households that 
have begun or completed construction have high levels of debt?  


General Debt Levels: A Comparison 
The treatment group consisted of 228 households. Out of the 228, 12 households are ‘debt-free’; the rest 
of the households range in debt from LKR 3,000 to LKR 1,800,000. The average amount of debt per 
household is LKR 186,737 (with a standard deviation of LKR 197,033). The median amount of debt for 
the treatment group is LKR 130,875. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of household debt in the 
treatment group.  


It is important to note that the female-headed households (11) in the treatment group have an average 
household debt of LKR 127,863, which is slightly below the group average. Households with at least one 
disabled member reported an average debt amount of LKR 150,316. 


The control group consisted of 119 households. Out of the 119, 39 households are ‘debt-free’; the rest of 
the households range in debt from LKR 2,000 to LKR 900,000. The average amount of debt per 
household is LKR 86,317 (with a standard deviation of LKR 149,348). The median amount of debt for the 
control group is LKR 25,000. The control group did not have any female-headed households or 
households with at least one disabled member.  


When a comparison of means was conducted (Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance34), the test reveals 
the variability in the amount of debt corresponding to the two groups is about the same. In other words, 
debt amounts of the treatment group (households participating in owner-driven housing) vary in a similar 
fashion to those of the control group. The t-test for Equality of Means reveals that there is statistically 
significant difference (at the 0.01 level) of the average debt amounts between the two groups, such that 
the average amount of debt in the treatment group is significantly higher (by LKR 100,420) than that of 
the control group. As the control and treatment groups were chosen in a way that they only differed in 
housing construction, this finding tells us that construction process (despite the grant money) in fact is a 
driver of significantly higher household debt in the sample.  


                                                
34 The Levine’s Test for homogeneity of variance is less dependent on the assumption of normality than 


most tests. For each case, it computes the absolute difference between the value of that case and its 
cell mean and performs a one-way analysis of variance on those differences. 
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Table 16. Comparison of Total Debt: Treatment vs. Control Groups 
 Amount of Debt 


Equal variance 
assumed 


Unequal variances 
assumed 


Levine’s test for equality 
of variances 


F  4.860  
Sig. 0.017  


t-test for equality of 
means 


t 4.860 5.298 
df 344 298.06 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000 


Mean difference 100,419.89 100,419.89 
Standard error difference 20,667.65 18,955.18 
95% confidence level of 
the difference  


Lower 59,774.93 63,116.95 


 Upper 141,064.86 137,722.84 
 


This study employs Propensity Score Matching (PSM)35 which relies on the “conditional independence 
assumption”: all factors related to receiving a treatment are observed and measured (Black and Smith, 
2004). Such methods address “selection on observables” but do not fully deal with the selection problem 
because unobserved characteristics are likely to influence both participation in the housing programme 
and indebtedness. The PSM method creates an appropriate control group for the treatment group. In our 
case, we compare two groups who are otherwise observably similar, but one group receives a treatment 
(one that has already started housing construction) and the other group does not (approved for housing 
grants, hence fulfilled the grant scheme’s criteria, but has not begun construction of houses). All else 
being equal (or ‘controlled’ for), the difference in the outcomes of the two groups can be attributed solely 
to the treatment (construction of houses). This is often termed a “selection-on-observables” approach. 
 
Using data from the quantitative survey, an effective counterfactual is created for individuals in the 
treatment group using individuals from the control group who are most similar in terms of these 
covariates. Specifically, each observation in the treatment group is matched with one or more 
observations in the control group. All else being equal (or very similar), the average difference in 
outcomes can then be attributed to the participation in the housing programme (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 
1983). As such, the treatment variable of this study is the construction of a house.  
 


                                                
35 Propensity score matching (PSM) is often used in observational studies to generate suitable control 


groups that are similar to treated groups when a randomised experiment is not available (Rubin and 
Thomas 1996). PSM refers to a multivariate method used to construct control groups that have similar 
distributions on many covariates compared with treated groups. One significant feature of PSM is that it 
reduces the dimensionality problem involved in multivariate analysis by reducing the matching to one 
constructed variable—the propensity score. This reduction is a very important advantage for our 
purpose because in our context a large number of differently weighted common variables should be 
considered in the search for nearest neighbour matches.  
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To illustrate our method, we define the following for housing programme participation treatment: 
Y1: outcome (total debt) of a household that has begun construction in a housing programme (exposed 
to the treatment) 
Y0: outcome (total debt) of a household that has not yet started housing construction (not exposed to 
the treatment) 
D: participating in the housing construction of owner-driven housing (the treatment) 
X: set of covariates 
 
To estimate the effect of housing construction on debt, we first use propensity score matching, where we 
contrast households that had begun construction at the time of data collection with observationally 
similar households who had not started construction (but were approved housing grants). Matching 
requires the assumption that all relevant differences between the two groups will be captured by the set 
of covariates (Dehejia and Wahba, 2002). PSM provides a natural method for weighting each of the 
covariates, thus avoiding the problem of finding an exact match for the treatment group. While finding an 
exact match would severely limit the number of possible covariates to be matched on, PSM allows 
matching on a large number of covariates by collapsing the relevant information into a single index, or 
“propensity score”. The propensity score was operationalised as the predicted probability of starting 
construction of a house estimated from a logistic regression that included a set of covariates.  
 
Covariates such as conflict affectedness, legal right to land, primary occupation of the household 
members, vulnerability (female-headed households and/or households with at least one disabled 
member), average monthly income, years of displacement, whether the households benefits from social 
protection measures, whether the household has one or more members that is unable to participate in 
labour, age of the head of the household and time duration since the submission of application to receive 
housing grant were included in calculating the propensity score. The coefficients from this model, which 
are presented in Table 17, show the likelihood of starting construction is contingent upon the average 
monthly household income, number of years that a household has been displaced due to war and 
whether a household has at least one member that cannot contribute to ODHA by providing labour or 
funds.  
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Table 17. Logistic Regression Model for Starting Construction in ODHA 
Variable Coefficient Standard Error 
Primary occupation of household – own agriculture 21.45 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – own fishing  22.37 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – own business 21.42 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – casual labour 21.88 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – Private sector 21.07 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – Public sector -.39 (43317.54) 
Primary occupation of household – NGO 42.21 (44706.54) 
Primary occupation of household – unpaid labour 21.11 (40195.66) 
Primary occupation of household – don’t know 21.02 (40195.66) 
   
Female headed household -20.88 (11673.11) 
Household with at least one disabled member -20.95 (23064.32) 
Average monthly household income .001** (.001) 
Years of displacement 1.05*** (.355) 
Receiving social protection -.087 (.258) 
Age of the head of household .011 (.014) 
Time since application to ODHA .002 (.005) 
Household has one or more persons that cannot work .011*** (.479) 
  
N 342 
-2 Log Likelihood 370.203 
Pseudo R square (Nagelkerke) .253 
 
Propensity scores are used commonly to construct treatment and comparison groups whose members are 
matched with similar propensity scores or to create sample strata whose propensity scores are within 
quintiles of the range of scores. In the former case, this creates treatment and control groups whose pre-
group differences have been reduced or eliminated. In the latter case, the treatment and comparison 
groups are compared within the propensity strata, which statistically controls for much of the pre-group 
difference. These two approaches are referred to as “matching” strategies, in as much as both require 
finding cases with similar propensity scores. Both of these uses of propensity scores need relatively large 
samples, either to find enough cases in each group having similar propensity scores or to have an 
adequate number of cases in each propensity strata. When one does not have a large number of cases in 
a sample (such as in this study), it can become difficult to find enough matches for the analysis to 
produce reliable results.  
 
The matching procedure used in this analysis was to match cases in the treatment and comparison group 
by similarity of propensity score. As there were 228 households in the treatment group and only 119 
belonged to the control group, finding exact matches was not a possibility (in any case, finding exact 
matches is a considerable statistical challenge). A nearest-neighbour matching procedure was used with 
the restriction that the propensities matched had to be within .1 units of each other (a caliper of .1). This 
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procedure resulted in a set of 40 matching cases for analysis. The analysis of outcomes reported here 
examined the differences between the treatment and comparison groups. We use the standardised mean 
difference between treatment and control samples, i.e.  
 


 
 
as a convenient way to quantify the bias between treatment and control samples (Rosenbaum and Rubin 
1985; Rubin 1997). The sample mean and variance for the treatment subsample, are the comparable 
statistics for the control subsample, and essentially provides a measure of the difference in means for 
each x in standard deviation units. By this measure, the imbalance between treatment and control 
samples in terms of the propensity score amounts to about 40% in the raw data. This bias is reduced to 
around 40%. 
 
Table 18. Propensity Score Matching 
Variable Sample x̄ 


Treated 


 


x̄ 
Controls 


 


Bias 
(%) 


% reduction in 


bias 


Housing construction model (N = 40 
matched pairs) 


 
  


  


Propensity Score Unmatched 0.696 0.584 73.20  
 Matched 0.143 0.256 33.90 39.3 
 
Because propensity score matching removes most of the bias attributed to observable covariates, we can 
use the difference in mean outcomes in the matched samples to obtain an estimate of the average 
treatment effect on the treated. Table 18 gives the estimates of the unconditional ATT of housing 
construction based on the propensity score matching and compares this to standard OLS estimates. The 
first column gives mean debt among treatment cases (households that have begun construction), while 
the second column gives the mean outcomes among all control cases in the sample. The difference 
between these two quantities is the “naïve” estimate of the unconditional average treatment effect, 
uncorrected for the possibly confounding effects of observed covariates. The third column shows the 
mean debt among the set of matched controls. The average treatment effect of housing construction on 
those households that have begun/completed construction (the unconditional ATT) is given in column 4, 
and is simply the difference between column 1 and 3. Finally, column 5 shows the OLS estimate for the 
effect of housing construction on debt.  
 
Table 19. Treatment Effect of Housing Construction, Matching Estimate 
 YT Raw YC Matched YC 


  


Pr(debt) 
(N=44 matched pairs) 


186,736.84 86,316.95 89,956.73 +100,419.89 +106,097.03*** 
(22146.48) 
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Table 19 shows that the estimated effect from propensity score matching suggests that households that 
have begun construction are more likely to have higher levels of debt. Compared to the naïve estimator, 
propensity score matching resulted in a higher estimated treatment effect for debt (+ 5,677.14)36.  


Are They Borrowing for Construction? 
This study finds that beneficiaries borrow irrespective of their socio economic conditions and the amount 
borrowed varies depending on their socio-economic conditions. Low income families and families with 
widows and disabled members tend to borrow less compared to those families with stable income 
sources. As discussed above, reasons for borrowing can be attributed to construction, livelihoods - 
agriculture and fishing, purchase of food, special events - weddings, funerals and festival celebrations, 
education and health. Among these reasons, borrowing for construction is significant. 67% of the 
households reported to have borrowed funds for the construction of their houses, to varying degrees. 
The average amount borrowed for construction in the treatment group is LKR 142,603. When the debt-
free households and those that did not borrow for housing were excluded from the analysis, 248 
households reported to have borrowed for housing purposes. The housing-related debt as a percentage 
of total debt was calculated for each household. Housing debt ranged from being 0.3% of total 
household debt to 100% in the treatment group (141 households reported that all of their debt was due 
to housing); on average, 88% of household debt appears to be for housing construction. Table 20 shows 
the reasons for borrowing (whether it was for housing or not) for the treatment and control groups. 


Table 20. Borrowing for House Construction 
 Treatment Control 
Number of households that have debt 216 82 
Borrowed for housing 86.8% 0% 
Average percentage of housing-related debt (as a proportion of total household 
debt) 


80.9% 0% 


Source: Survey 
 


What is Causing Housing Beneficiaries to Borrow Funds for Construction? 
In owner-driven housing projects, donors prescribe the minimum standards that a house should comply. 
The changes the recipients make to these minimum standards are referred to as ‘deviations’ in this 
report. Owner driven housing projects have in-built flexibility which provides an ‘option’ for the recipients 
to deviate while keeping to the minimum standards of the design that donors prescribe. It is important to 
note that the households that have received assistance to build houses are building bigger and better 
than their houses that they lived prior to displacement. Improvements in having a hall, number of rooms, 
internal kitchen, toilets and wells are clearly significant (Annex 3).  


                                                
36 Compared to OLS estimates of column 5, the matching estimates tend to be slightly more conservative 


(i.e. lower) and estimated less precisely (i.e. larger standard errors). There can be two views on this 
latter aspect: one the one hand, the larger standard errors of matching estimates can be seen as a 
consequence of the discarding of the non-matched cases in the formation of the matching estimate. 
One the other hand, because matching is a non-parametric estimator based on sample that exhibit 
common support, the higher precision of OLS (or parametric methods more generally) can be seen as 
resulting from untested assumption in terms of functional form, or equivalently, the higher standard 
errors of the matching estimates relative to OLS convey the level of uncertainty of the estimate that 
can be achieved when one is unwilling to make the parametric assumption of OLS. 
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Around 18 percent of the households that had started working reported that they had started 
construction work even before they received funds. These households include those building as per the 
required standard and others who are not following the standards. The reported spending ranged from a 
low of Rs 13,000 to a high of Rs 200,000, with an average of around Rs 71,000. The funds had been 
used for the foundation stage, for purchasing of building material and paying for workers. A variety of 
sources has been used to fund construction activity prior to receiving the grant  with pawning being the 
dominant source of financing work prior to receiving the allocation from donors (Annex 3). 


Table 21. Source of Financing to Fund House Construction Activities before Receiving Donor 
Funding.  


Source 
Source of 
Financing 


No % 
Pawning 33 41% 


Informal Borrowings 16 20% 
Own Funds earned during the period 14 18% 
Loan - Formal 12 15% 
Own Funds, savings 4 5% 
Selling Movable and Immovable Assets 1 1% 


Total 80  
Source: Survey 


The standard set for a house is 23 feet by 21.5 feet. Forty eight (48) percent of the households in the 
treatment group have conformed to this measurement. Twenty three (23) feet is not considered 
auspicious in the North of Sri Lanka and the majority of the balance households (34 percent) report a 
length of either 27 or 29 feet. Around 11 percent of the households report laying foundations that is 
longer than 30 feet. The longer lengths are not necessarily for the construction of the house, but also 
serve as drying beds for paddy.   


Analysing as to which households are likely to build houses that are larger than the recommended square 
feet, we find that (Annex 4) 


•  Male headed households are more likely to build larger houses 
•  With increasing educational attainment of the head of the household, larger houses  tend to be 


built, with the exception of households whose head of household has had no education 
•  Where the head of the household is engaged in his/her own agricultural and business/trade 


tend to build larger houses.  
•  There is no clear pattern between age and size of the household, but clearly where the head of 


household is young, there is a clear preference to build the house according to specification 
•  Remittances and disability do not appear to impact on the size of the houses constructed 


Even amongst the households that have kept to the standard length and breadth, very few households 
have kept to the balance standards of gable roof, two lockable rooms of basic wood and plastering walls. 
Consequently, the reported costs amongst the houses vary considerably from the estimated cost of 
around Rs 600,000 (Rs 550,000 provided by the donor and 10 percent contribution from the household in 
kind and in cash). Tables 22, 23 and 24 illustrate the additional costs associated with house construction. 
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Table 22. Additional Costs Associated with Standard Measurement House 


   
Mean 
 (Rs) 


Minimum 
(Rs) 


Maximum 
(Rs) 


Reason for additional cost 


Foundation  41,000 - 65,000 • Transport costs of material, especially during 
the rainy season 


• Households without the ability to contribute 
labour (e.g.: women headed households) 


• Foundations raised higher to prevent flooding 
• Shortage of water, resulting in purchasing of 


water 
• Increased costs related to building material 


and labour 
Wall  27,750 - 60,000 • Increased costs related to building material 


and labour 
Roof  52,600 - 75,000 • Square/ rectangular roof, which is considered 


aesthetically pleasing, instead of the 
recommended gable roof 


• Usage of higher quality wood than 
recommended for the roof for durability 


Windows/ 
Doors 


 49,200 - 110,000 • Use of wood for frames instead of cement 
• Use of expensive wood such as Mahagony, 


“Pallai” and “Muthirai” as they are much 
more durable, stronger and aesthetically 
prettier.  These timbers are also considered 
to afford much more security 


• Door and windows for the hall and kitchen 
Floor  35,500 - 67,500 • Floor tilling 
Completion  27,000 - 120,000 • Complete plastering of the walls and exteriors 


• Painting of the walls 
Full House  77,000 600,000 1,000,000  


Source: Survey 


Table 23.Additional Costs Incurred by Stage in Completed Households (LKR) 
Length  Foundation Wall Roof Windows/ 


Doors 
Flooring Completion 


23 feet 
Mean 39,000 26,400 41,00 46,750 33,700 25,650 
Maximum 65,000 60,000 80,000 110,000 67,500 120,000 


More than 
23 feet 


Mean 52,400 41,000 69,200 91,000 52,000 54,000 
Maximum 100,000 100,000 250,000 230,000 150,000 200,000 


Source: Survey 


Table 24. Additional Costs for the Construction of the Whole House of Completed Households 
(Rs) 


Length  Cost of complete 
house 


23 feet 
Mean 210,500 


Maximum 450,000 


More than 23 feet 
Mean 352,100 


Maximum 1,000,000 
Source: Survey 
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One of the distinct features of households that have completed larger houses is the higher level of 
contribution of household members in the construction process through labour. The reasons for the 
increased costs (Tables 22, 23 and 24) fall in to both categories of avoidable and unavoidable costs. The 
costs incurred by the housing beneficiaries on increased floor area and beauty related diversion from 
recommended roof structure, tile on the floor and painting of walls fall within avoidable costs. The story 
of “Amber” (on the left) is exemplary of families opting for house features that are different from the 
prescribed ones. However, there are many costs that are unavoidable and they include 


•  Escalation of costs related to building material and labour (presently a mason charges Rs 
1200 per day and the helper Rs 1,000 per day) 


•  Increased labour costs in households that do not have means of contributing their share 
through physical participation in the construction activity 


•  Area specific issues, such as lack of water for construction activity in Poonhary 
•  Quality of interior roads impeding the material to be delivered to the household itself, with 


households incurring additional costs and losses due to having to move the material 
manually from the drop of point.  


People are also affected by increasing prices of building 
materials such as cement, sand and timber.  For 
example, the price of sand is not consistent and the 
prices vary depending on the supplier. Sand prices are 
also affected by the weather; sand becomes expensive 
during the rainy season (ranging from Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 
4,200). In Kilinochchi, accessing water for construction 
is a problem and many beneficiaries end up paying up 
to Rs. 15,000 for water. These unanticipated costs add 
to the total cost of construction. Transport costs of 
building material also leads to high costs. The distance 
from the main road to the construction site and poor 
quality of access roads increase the cost of transport. 
When the houses are located away from the motorable 
road, building materials are transported manually and 
the labourers are paid for this.  


The households have financed additional costs using a 
variety of methods, with pawning as the most common 
means of raising funds. Obtaining housing loans is a 
difficult process due to the documentation required, 
whilst bureaucracy involved in pawning is minimal 
(Table 25).   


“Amber’s” Story 


After this housing scheme, I have become an 
indebted person. I borrowed money from my 
younger brother he is living in Kuchchaveli 
(Trincomalee) for roof construction. Allocation 
for roofing is 150,000/=. But it was not enough 
for us because we constructed hip end roof, it 
is costly. For planks 35,000/= and for the roof 
tiles it cost 70,000/=. His wife (younger 
brother’s) has migrated abroad. From her 
earnings he gave 150,000/= as a loan. There is 
no interest for that.  I promised to repay it. But 
I did not repay it yet. Few days ago he called 
me and told that his wife is asking about that 
amount and he asked about the repayment. I 
promised to pay it back in May. But I cannot 
pay fully at once, so I have to pay by 
installment.  My younger brother’s wife is not 
our relative, she is a third person. She cannot 
bear this debt. If she heard about this debt she 
may fight with us. So if I do not pay this debt it 
will affect our relationship. There is no written 
document for this borrowing between me and 
my brother for this debt. Some people ask to 
sign on the stamp if we get a loan. But this is 
trust based. borrowing. (Amber) 
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Table 25. Means of Raising Funds to meet Additional Housing Costs 
Method used for raising additional % of all households 


that are involved in 
Housing Construction 


Pawning 68% 
Own Funds earned during the period 28% 
Informal Borrowings 27% 
Loan - Formal 27% 
Family and friends 12% 


Own Funds, savings 10% 
Selling Movable and Immovalble Assets 9% 
Microfinance 3% 
Gift 0.5% 


 
About 5 precent of the households reported that construction is delayed or not progressing due to variety 
of reasons. The reasons included  


•  Land issues where cases have been filed after construction of the house had commenced 
•  Women headed households finding it difficult to manage the construction process 
•  Family break-ups, with one of the partners leaving 
•  Use of the funds for other purposes (e.g. travel to other countries) 
•  Starting on houses that are larger than the prescribed length and realising that it is difficult to 


continue 


Why are Beneficiaries Deviating from the Prescribed Proportions and Features of the House? 
In exploring why households opt for bigger houses with different features, reasons such as cultural 
factors - vaasthu37, the notion that a ‘house is a status symbol’ (a large brick house is an indicator of 
‘social mobility’) and that a house is not merely a structure but a life time investment for the next 
generation emerged as dominant explanations. 


Cultural Factors (“Vaasthu”) 
The beneficiaries reported that a vaasthu expert visits the land prior to construction in order to decide the 
placement of the house on the land, directions (i.e. North/South) of each room and measurement of the 
house (length and width of the house). This expert also instructs on the length of the rooms, particularly 
the room that houses the religious shrine. According to astrological calculations, 23 is not deemed a 
‘lucky’ number; therefore, the vaasthu expert would typically advise the household members to opt for 
longer houses (at least 27 feet), which undoubtedly has cost implications. During field interviews, the 
team observed an additional concrete slab in the shrine room, a very common feature (vaasthu related) 
that also drives up the construction cost. Interviews with beneficiaries revealed that there was little 
concern about additional costs in the instance that decisions were made to extend the floor area.  During 


                                                
37 The Vaasthu Shastra states that if the length of the house is 23 feet then “all evil events will occur in 


the house”.   
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interviews with “Key Persons”, they related that each additional square foot costs Rs. 1,000. As such 
when the length is increased by an extra foot, an additional Rs. 21,500 was added to the total cost.  


House as a Symbol of Social Mobility  
A large brick house is considered an indicator of social mobility and the beneficiaries associate the 
structure of the house, especially the roof with elevated social status. The gable roofed house, proposed 
by the donor, is associated with a household of low social and economic status of. The following excerpts 
are from the responses of two widows to requests by Technical Officers (of the implementing agency) to 
construct a gable roof instead of a hip-end roof due to cost concerns. These responses are indicative of 
the assumptions that the community makes about a family based on the features of a house: 


“Do you want others to identify my house as a widow’s house?” (Kalaivani, Mullaitivu, Female, 
38) 


“This is a stone house; we cannot break it again for the construction. So we planned to build a 
quality house. Therefore we became an indebted” (Nitya, Mullaitivu, Female, 33) 


The most popular reason for not constructing a gable roof is its ‘look’ as illustrated by the following 
excerpt.  


The gable roof looks like a school. If we put the hip-end roof it looks nice. (Kosalai, Mullaitivu, 
Female, 28) 


The cost difference between constructing a hip-end roof and gable roof is highly contested. Respondents 
who constructed the hip-end roof reported a marginal increase in cost to justify their choice while those 
who chose the gable roof stated that the difference is significant. The cost of constructing a hip-end roof 
reported by respondents varies from Rs. 200,000 to Rs. 250,000, whereas the cost of a gable roof ranges 
from Rs. 140,000 to Rs. 170,000. As a result, a hip-end roof will cost an additional Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 
80,000 which leads to households borrowing to finance this choice in most cases. Discussions with Key 
Persons and households revealed that hip-end roofs withstand cyclones compared to gable roofs; 
however, beneficiaries opted for the former solely for its ‘look’ and the socio-economic assumptions that 
it entails.  


Another reason for opting to build larger houses is the attempt to reconstruct their social status that 
existed prior to displacement. Families also desired to maintain the social status difference with other 
families of the community that existed prior to displacement (this was reported by those households that 
bore a relatively higher social standing in the community). Those who had large brick houses before the 
displacement, endeavoured to build relatively larger houses. This desire to recreate their previous social 
status was highly noted during field observations. Expensive timber  such as Pala (Iron wood) and 
Muthira (Satin wood) is used for the doors, door frames, windows and roof as another means of 
maintaining this social status/difference. Spending Rs. 10,000 for intricate carvings on a door frame 
(which costs Rs. 8,000) was also a common reason for driving up costs of construction. 
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Other Reasons for Indebtedness 


Settling Previous Debt 
Several representatives from implementing agencies suspected that some recipients use the housing 
grant to settle previous debt. Interviews with grant recipients revealed that there are many who had 
borrowed to rebuild livelihoods, and for education and food, prior to the housing grant approval. 
However, there is insufficient evidence to indicate that the beneficiaries used grant money to set off their 
previous debt. A discussion with the Divisional Secretariat (an attempt to triangulate this suspicion) 
suggested that there is an informal agreement between the banks and the Divisional Secretariat that 
ensures the banks will not deduct beneficiaries’ previous borrowings from the grant given for housing. 
Relatedly, all the beneficiaries are asked to create separate bank accounts to receive money for housing 
construction. Beneficiaries are allowed to withdraw money only on release of an approval slip authorised 
by the Technical Officer, which is issued on the basis of progress of construction. Recipients are allowed 
to withdraw lump sums after a specific stage in construction has passed and cannot withdraw small 
amounts. These methods are considered as ‘checks’ for ensuring that the money is used only for the 
construction of houses. 


The Lack of Sustainable Livelihoods and Insufficient Income  
This study finds strong support for the lack of sustainable livelihoods and an average household 
expenditure (LKR 17,785) which is lower than the average household income (Rs. 19,700). However, 
their income is insufficient to supplement the additional expenses of construction, families are left with no 
other option but to borrow money. As such, borrowing for housing compromises their longer term 
household financial sustainability. 


Poor Financial Literacy among Beneficiaries 
This study finds that a reason for the poor management of the debt is the lack of awareness of financial 
instruments amongst the housing beneficiaries. Over half the households surveyed were not aware of the 
interest rate of their loans and whether the loan that they had taken was subject to varying interest 
rates. The treatment households report that money related issues cause anxiety as they do not 
understand the lingo used by financial experts. Head of households who have passed the Ordinary Level 
Examination indicate that they are more comfortable in joining conservations related to finance and they 
read up on financial issues. They also report that they are able to repay more regularly and as they plan 
their expenditure (Annex 2). As pawning gold is the most common collateral for loans, most borrowers 
tend to pay only the interest on the loan that is sufficient to retain the gold for another year; the capital 
of the loan is often unpaid. In the Northern part of Sri Lanka, gold symbolises not only economic but 
social and cultural value. Thus the people expect to recover the gold from the bank at some point in the 
future when their economic situation improves; they decide to give up gold only under extremely critical 
financial distress. The common belief is that income sources will improve and they will be able to settle 
their debts. Unfortunately, livelihoods recovering are not occurring as quickly as expected, resulting in 
debt increasing levels and many debtors borrowing more to settle previous loans. For the most 
vulnerable; such as families with disabled heads of the households, selling the mobile and immobile 
assets was a coping strategy to deal with the problem of debt.  


I will repay the debts before I die. The paddy land is valid for Rs.  400,000/=. I will sell it and 
repay the money if needed. They trusted my wife and gave the money. I want to protect my 
wife’s dignity. I sold a pipe for Rs. 2000 which is worth Rs. 4000. Likewise, I will sell my lands 
even for half price in order to settle this deal.   (Seetha’s spouse, Mullaitivu, Male, 57) 
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Is there a “Debt Problem”? 
Financial experts often point out that having debt is not a problem. It is the household’s lack of paying 
back or delayed payments that create a ‘debt problem’. Following this thought process, this study also 
gathered information about paying back behaviour of households. The survey asked whether the 
household paid their loan regularly (every month), whether there were delays in paying back, or whether 
the household made any payment towards existing loans. 22.4% of all indebted households indicated 
that they made regular monthly payments towards loans; 39.5% households declared that they did not 
make any payments.  


When asked to share information about how the household financed its debt alleviation, 51.9% of 
households stated that their earnings from salary and wages are used to pay off debt, whereas 3.4% 
mentioned that they borrowed money to do so. Two households told the research team that they 
compromised on food and spending on other necessities such as education and 4.4% households said 
that they used savings to pay off debt. Compromising on food consumption in order to pay off debt was 
recorded from the treatment group, and both households have housing related debt (100% and 33% 
respectively). .  


49.3% of all indebted households have not paid back any amount of the principal of the loan; from the 
remaining households, 21% have paid up to 25% of their principal debt, 10.1% have paid up to 50%, 
3.2% have paid up to 75%, and only 0.6% have paid their principal in full.  


When asked about issues that the households face in paying back debt, an overwhelming majority 
(70.3%) stated that their current income was insufficient; 27.7% of households mentioned other reasons 
for their inability to pay back the loans. 39.5% households indicated that they did not make payments 
towards existing debt (the principal or interest). . 


The pattern of paying back debt, methods of financing the repayment, actual repayment (of the principal 
and interest), and the issues related to paying back for control and treatment groups are illustrated in 
Table 26. These self-reported figures reflect the payments that have been made by households in the 
month prior to data collection (October 2013). 
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Table 26. Household Debt Payback Patterns 
Description  Treatment Control 
Payback pattern Paid regularly 21.1% 25% 
 Some delays 25.8% 22.9% 
 Always delayed 6.1% 3.1% 
 Only interest 2.5% 8.3% 
 Not paying now 3.5% 3.1% 
 No payment 40.4% 37.5% 
Financing the repayment Salary or wage 48.6% 58.3% 
 Borrow 3.5% 3.1% 
 Compromise on food and other spending 1% -- 
 Sell assets 1% -- 
 Use savings 5% 3.1% 
 No payment 39.8% 35.4% 
Actual repayment Zero principal payments 55.5% 63.1% 
 Up to 25% of principal paid to date 24.1% 26.2% 
 Up to 50% of principal paid to date 14.1% 7.8% 
 Up to 75% of principal paid to date 4.7% 1.9% 
 100% of principal paid to date 0.5% 1% 
 Interest paid last month Yes = 10.8% Yes = 11.4% 


No = 89.2% No = 88.6% 
Issues with paying back Insufficient income 75.5% 59.4% 
 Need to travel long distance to pay 1% 2.1% 
 Other reasons 23% 37.5% 
 


There are a number of reasons that can be attributed to the issues relating to repayment, excessive 
borrowing being the number one reason. Borrowing to settle an existing debt and also multiple 
borrowings at the same time is problematic. For instance, when a bank sends a notification of pending 
payment for a pawned article, some borrow to settle the payment or pay the interest to the bank. At 
times, sudden unexpected expenditure such as a funeral or medical emergency makes it difficult for 
families to repay the loans. There is a general tendency of not planning for the repayments prior to 
borrowing due to the lack of financial literacy.  


In the case of pawning, dispossession is prevalent among most respondents irrespective of their socio-
economic condition. Most respondents attributed the dispossession of pawned items to their inability to 
repay the interest and the capital due to the lack of income and increased expenditure incurred from 
housing construction. It is also important to note that the drop in gold prices also played a role in 
discouraging families to settle their debt and retrieving their gold. The statements below articulate this 
point: 


We were told to take the gold by the banks, but because the prices had become low we did not 
take it, and it is probably now sold by the bank. (Sanmugam, Jaffna, Male, 31) 


Those with some level of financial literacy and education planned to recover their jewelry by borrowing 
less than the maximum amount allowed. 
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They said that I can borrow up to Rs. 60000 but I said I want only Rs. 53000. I always take the 
amount I needed, not the full amount that the banks offer…Because I have to recover my 
jewelries in future. (Manjula, Mullaitivu, Female, 37) 


4.3  Analysis of the Impact of Debt on the Socio-economic Wellbeing of Beneficiaries in the 
Short-term 


A house represents physical safety from natural elements and threat of theft, particularly to those who 
are vulnerable such as female headed households. For those household members who are schooling, the 
permanent house provides a sense of calmness which enables them to focus on studies. Although seen 
as contributing to indebtedness, the owners see the permanent house as being less expensive to 
maintain in comparison to a house with palmyrah leaves for the roof, which needs to be changed every 
year.  


The new house represents independence because the ownership is theirs. For families that have been 
displaced multiple times and lived in temporary locations, the sense of stability that a permanent house 
affords (that is owned by them), is of tremendous importance. The process of owner-driven housing also 
seems to strengthen ties within families. For example, the involvement of children in making decisions 
with regard to construction activities (i.e. painting the house) is indicative of familial cohesion. During an 
interview, one household related that they view a house built of cement as a step up in the social ladder; 
this family changed the gable roof to a hip-end roof, based on suggestions from the children of the 
house. A respondent that valued the house above gold/jewelry stated that the house is a symbol of social 
status, a place to provide hospitality of a certain standard to visitors and that there is a sense of pride in 
being a homeowner.  


In general, the communities are satisfied with donor assistance which, in many ways, is a catalyst to 
constructing a brick house. Irrespective of secondary effects of housing assistance, many reported that 
constructing a brick house would not have been possible without the donor assistance.   


When we got housing we felt happy. But now, we are not happy as much as we were before, 
because we struggle to complete this house. If I build a house, children will be living a peaceful 
life and will be happy in future. If they did not give 550,000.00 grant we would never have been 
able to build a house. It is a big support. Children are saying that they are going to plant flowers 
and paint the house. We (my neighbour (widow) and I) completed work quickly according their 
instruction. (Karthika, Mullaitivu, Female, 43) 


However as seen in the previous sections,  the support for  housing construction has increased the debt 
levels of the beneficiary households. This increased debt is having a number of negative effects on the 
households.  


Impact on Food Consumption 
The study shows that the housing construction has impacted significantly on the treatment group’s food 
consumption patterns. Comparison of the frequencies of consumption of the food eaten before and after 
households started constructing their houses, shows statistically significant changes. The treatment group 
reports that after starting the construction of the house, the  consumption of fruits and proteins such as 
dried fish,  fish, meat, eggs and milk has declined considerably (Annex 5).  
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This is confirmed in the the coping straties adopted by the households that have commenced 
construction of the house. In comparison to the control group (those who are yet to commence 
construction of their house), the household in the treatment group do confirm that they have moved 
towards much less expensive food items, limit portion size, reduced the number of meals eaten a day and 
reduced the quantum eaten by elders to provide for the younger members of the family (Annex 5). The 
statements below indicate that the negative impact on food consumption on beneficiary households due 
to housing construction (i.e. frequency of meals, portion size, and decline in protein intake).  


We reduced the food intake after house construction. Before the house construction, we were 
eating vegetarian only Friday, other days we were eating non vegetarian. If some time children 
like it only we cooked vegetarian. (Manjula, Mullaitivu, Female, 37) 


Earlier we had rice with 2-3 curries. But now we are having rice with one curry. Earlier we bought 
eggs and milk, but we stopped it now. Before we bought short eats during the tea time but now 
we totally avoided it. (Kamani, Mullaitivu, Female, 40) 


Earlier we drank milk tea. But after this housing scheme we avoided to drink. Now we are 
drinking plain tea. (Kosalai, Mullaitivu, Female, 28) 


Providing meals to the construction workers made them even more vulnerable, since many had to borrow 
to feed the workers while struggling to feed their own children. 


I am facing some difficulties in providing meals for the masons.  What we do? They came from 
far way and did not know place in here. They worked 20 days. I have spent Rs. 16,000 for 
labourers’ meals. For foundation took six days and for construct wall took 10 days. (Karthika, 
Mullaitivu, Female, 43) 


Changes in dietary diversity are obvious before and after construction periods for many households. The 
following table is self explanatory on the change in food consumption of the selected households.  
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Table 27. Changes in Food Consumption 
Changes in food 


consumption/dietary 
habits during and 


after house 
construction 


Illustration from the field narratives Household 
reference 


Supplementing the diet 
with food items from 
home garden 


We do not have problem with curries because we grew 
vegetables in our home garden. So every day we use that 
vegetable for our curries 


Seetha 


Less diverse and 
nutritious diet 


Earlier we had rice with 2-3 curries. But now we are having rice 
with one curry. Earlier we bought eggs and milk, but we 
stopped it now. 


Kamani 


Attempts to maintain a 
nutritious and diverse 
diet for children  


To my son I give fresh milk and breast feeding in the morning. 
During the lunch I give rice and fish. He does not eat. And for 
the dinner I give maggi noodles. And I am giving a nutrition 
juice for him, it is cost Rs. 160/=, it is only enough for a week. 
Sometimes my husband brings tipi-tip, chocolate, biscuits, Milo 
drink etc. to son. 


Kosalai 


Cutting down quantity 
of protein enhancing 
food items 


Except Monday and Friday we have fish. ½ Kg fish is Rs. 300 - 
Rs. 320. Earlier we bought ½ Kg but now we buy ¼ Kg. We 
fried only for son and we cook curry.    


Kosalai 


Saving food for 
consumption later 


Before I cook the rice I take a small portion (pidiyarisi) from it 
and save it separately. If we do not have income to purchase 
rice I use that saved rice and make like Kola kendha and have. 


Maala 


Eating leftover food Sometimes the previous day rice and curry will be there, at that 
time I manage breakfast and lunch with that. 


Kosalai 


Cutting down number 
of meals of female adult 


If I do not have previous day cooked rice in the morning I do 
not cook again in the morning. Because my husband goes to 
work, I cannot cook for myself only. It is waste. If I save it I can 
use it for another time. Therefore I avoid cooking; I will have a 
tea and remain with that. 
If I have curry without rice I will buy ¼ loaf of bread and give 
to husband and I will remain with hunger. 


Kosalai 


Increased dependence 
on official hand-outs for 
food purchase  


Husband: I am getting Rs. 3000 disable allowance monthly from 
Mahinda Chinthana Rs. 400 PMA (Monthly Allowance for 
Elderly). Once I get it I purchase 10-20 Kg rice for a month. 


Seetha 


Increased dependence 
on ‘informal’ food hand-
outs 


If my mother knows that I am remaining with hunger she will 
give me something to eat... I have curry but no rice in that 
situation I will get rice from my sister and have breakfast and 
lunch. 


Kosalai 


Using money allocated 
for house construction 
for food 


...at that time there were 4 labourers working on roof 
construction. Therefore I took money from allocated fund and 
gave the meal for labourers. If two labourers work I have to be 
at home. Therefore I lost my income. So in such time we also 
used the allocated money for fulfil our meals. 


Nitya 


Increased purchasing of 
food on credit 


We borrow food items from grocery shop. Nitya 


Sacrificing food in order 
to afford labour for 
house construction 


If we have a labourer we have to save money to pay them. So if 
we buy flour it will cost Rs. 150/=. So we avoid buying it and 
saving that money to pay for labour.   


Maala 


Sale of assets for food 
purchasing 


Without food one day we ate peanuts. Next day I sold Rs. 4000 
worth pipe for to Rs. 2000 provided by a handicap organisation. 


Seetha 
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Reduction in protein/meat consumption in terms of quantity and frequency is adopted as a coping 
strategy. Households which used to be vegetarian on Fridays only (for Hindu religious reasons) are now 
becoming vegetarian on most days of the week to cut down on additional expenses. In addition, meat is 
being substituted by relatively less expensive protein sources such as dry fish. Reduction in the 
consumption of milk, substituting foods with low quality foods (i.e. consuming wheat flour as opposed to 
the more expensive alternative - rice flour), eating less expensive food such as bread, consuming less 
tasty foods and reducing the number of curries eaten are reported as food related coping strategies. 
They have also been constrained to prioritise certain foods (i.e. rice over milk powder) because the aim is 
to appease hunger, not the intake of nutritious and tasty food. 
 
During food shortages, some households adopt severe coping strategies such as skipping meals, 
combining meals - lunch and dinner, consuming leftovers from dinner for breakfast and prioritising the 
children and elderly. Most vulnerable households borrow food items from their neighbours and retailers.  


We borrow food items from the shops, we have around 10000/= debt from grocery shop. If debt 
increases without repay they do not give things for debt. At such time we reduce our meal times. 
(Priya, Mullaitivu, Female, 37) 


Under extreme circumstances, the beneficiaries borrow money to purchase food. The above evidence 
notwithstanding, it would be unfair to attribute the changes in the beneficiaries’ food insecurity purely to 
housing construction. Though housing construction could be understood as a catalyst, the lack of 
livelihood opportunities invariably affects households’ vulnerability, driving them into a downward spiral of 
the debt issue. The marked decrease in donor assistance (possibly due to Sri Lanka’s elevation to a 
Middle-Income Country), particularly the cessation of the World Food Programme’s (WFP) dry rations 
programme, seems to have impacted families  struggling to revive their livelihoods. The ‘timing’ of the 
housing programme also seems to play a role in beneficiaries’ wellbeing. The housing prorgamme 
commenced soon after the termination of WFP initiative of distributing dry goods to families. As such, a 
counterfactual may be that the observed food insecurity may not have existed had the WFP programme 
operated in parallel with the housing programme. Households that are dependent on agricultural 
livelihoods are still at a premature stage and cannot be considered as completely independent of external 
support. Hence, they too face food shortages and adopt a combination of coping strategies discussed 
above. The field team did not come across any households with subsistence farming activities. 
Discussions with KPIs also indicated that as a result of donor dependency individuals expect things to be 
handed out to them free of charge.  


There is a marked decline in food-related expenditure in the comparison of various household expenses 
of the treatment group, before and after construction. The study shows that there is a significant decline 
in the average amount spent on food expenditure after the construction commenced. This is on account 
of the increased expenditure related to repayment of the principal and interest. (Annex 5 and Figure 5). 
In addition housholds also report reducing expenditure on education and health (Annex 5)and together 
with the reduced food intake is likely to have negative consequences in the long-term.  
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Figure 6. Household Expenditure Before and during/ after Construction Work 
 


  


Impact on Education and Health 
The reduction in educational expenditure is another coping strategy that households adopt in response to 
increasing household expenditure. Despite the vulnerability and the impact of conflict affectedness, 
households prioritise education related expenses.  


Those days men did not get the opportunity to study and our parents told us to look after the 
paddy fields and livestock, but we are making an effort to educate our children (Community level 
Focus Group Discussion, Kilinochchi, February 2014) 


Most parents encourage their children to study until the Ordinary Level examination as the minimum 
standard. Many households stated that investing in education for the younger generation was a way out 
of poverty. Parents’ attempts at ensuring a good quality education for the children are by investing in 
private-tutoring and sending their children to Jaffna for tuition classes in the event that the quality of 
private tuition is not satisfactory in the area of residence. In other words, most parents are not happy 
with the quality of education in schools and therefore do not solely depend on free government 
education. Meeting the expenditure for education is often a challenge for these households. Borrowing 
money for education, seeking in-kind donations from neighbours, relatives and extended social networks 
(i.e. friendships formed during displacement) are alternative strategies that are used to meet educational 
expenses. Meanwhile, all children benefit from the school mid-day meal programme and it is an incentive 
for many families to send their children school.   
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Another repercussion of the exposure to severe conflict is that families incur higher health expenditure in 
relation to other comparable families that have not experienced war first-hand. Physical and mental 
conditions such as trauma, shrapnel wounds and disability need frequent medical treatment. Households 
have to borrow funds to meet such expenses.  In the event that treatments are lengthy and the recovery 
too is long, families not only increase their debt burden, but also lose time that could have been allocated 
to income generation activities.  


During the war my son got injured, he has 32 stitches and he does not have gallbladder. 
Therefore he cannot engage in any hard work. If he gets sick we have to bear that expenditure 
as well. Two months ago he got sick, and we admitted to the hospital for 10 days. (Maala, 
Mullaitivu, Female, 52) 


Critical and perhaps more specialised medical treatment require travelling to distant, but well-equipped 
hospitals which in turn incurs high costs. As stated by many, they forgo some of the crucial and 
necessary health expenditure as a result of excessive borrowing.  However, foregoing necessary health 
expenditure may not be purely due to the housing construction, but rather to a combination of factors 
such as impact of the conflict and insufficient income. 


Other Coping Strategies 
In response to increasing financial needs as a result of construction related activities, households indicate 
that previously non-working members are starting to work in addition to adopting the aforementioned 
food related coping strategies. Older children of the families are starting to work in the neighbourhood, 
mainly engaging in unskilled casual labour. School dropouts become unavoidable in severe situations, 
especially among the women headed households. The migration of young people to places such as 
Colombo for work is also adopted as strategy, as locally available employment options are neither 
lucrative nor stable.   
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5.  Discussion and Conclusion and Policy Recommendations 
Overall, the beneficiaries reported appreciation at being included in the housing programme. As discussed 
in the preceding section, a house provides a sense of stability and independence for those affected by 
three-decades of war and the resultant waves of displacement. However, the main purpose of this 
research is to examine the impact of housing construction on household indebtedness, as various 
evaluations have highlighted increased indebtedness in housing beneficiaries.  


5.1  Is Owner-driven Housing Programmes Causing Indebtedness? Not Guilty as Charged 


The above analysis indicates that owner-driven housing is more of a catalyst rather than a cause of 
indebtedness in the households surveyed in this study as indebtedness of households precedes the 
construction process. Though in theory, the provision of a housing grant (that has been deemed 
sufficient for the type of prescribed house) should not result in a beneficiary borrowing for construction, 
the findings of this study disprove this assumption as beneficiaries have in fact borrowed funds to 
supplement the construction of their houses. Housing construction related debt, however, can be 
attributed to both avoidable and unavoidable costs related to the construction process.  


As elaborated in section 4.2, there are certain construction costs that are unavoidable due to contextual 
conditions such as the escalation of the price of building material and labour (which in fact fluctuate with 
inflation), location specific issues such as the lack of water for construction, and additional costs incurred 
for transporting build material in to areas with dilapidated interior roads. Such costs are beyond the 
control of beneficiaries and were not factored into the cost of completing a house (LKR 550,000) 
allocated by the donors upon consulting the Government of Sri Lanka.  


The avoidable costs were due to beneficiaries’ aspirations of building bigger houses and structures with 
features that differed from the prescribed. As discussed in section 4.2, beneficiaries preferred bigger 
houses based on cultural factors such as vaasthu and to fulfill the desire to elevate the family’s social 
status by owning a larger and a more beautiful home. The households that adhered (comparatively 
speaking) to the prescribed design spent (on average) an additional LKR 25,000 during various stages of 
construction, whereas those that deviated from the standard features and sizes spent an additional LKR 
100,000 at the various stages. The analysis of completed houses reveals that households that adhered to 
the standard design spent (on average) an additional LKR 210,000, whereas those that did not conform 
to the standards spent an additional LKR 352,000. The maximum additional cost spent on completed 
houses was LKR 1,000,000. Given the finding that even those households that conformed to the 
prescribed sizes made changes in the house features that cost more, majority of the above averages can 
be attributed to costs that belong to the ‘avoidable’ category, though the exact percentages of avoidable 
and unavoidable costs were not calculated by this study.  


The finding that housing beneficiaries opt to build larger houses with features different from the 
prescribed insinuates the following point: while the flexibility (of the house and features) allowed by 
owner-driven housing programmes is much appreciated and perhaps more ‘democratic’ in nature, the 
beneficiaries’ desires, ‘wants’ and dreams of a bigger structure may result in negative and unanticipated 
externalities that in turn have an effect on (sometimes) self-perpetuating indebtedness. Donors too find 
themselves in difficult situations when allegations of indebtedness as a result of owner-driven housing are 
often pointed at them. Prior to owner-driven housing initiatives, donors were heavily criticised for 
dictating terms to future homeowners and making decisions for families that would live in the structures 
for generations to come (among other criticisms). As such, the solution is not to revert to the previous 
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approach where homeowners have no say in their future home; but to make subtle improvements on the 
current model of owner-driven housing. The process of making such subtle improvement is certainly a 
difficult tightrope for donors to balance as their actions are heavily scrutinised and quickly criticised. 
However, given the findings of this study and others, it is advisable that implementing agencies maintain 
a consultative process with housing beneficiaries, continuously flagging them of potential pitfalls of opting 
for a bigger house (i.e. indebtedness) with different features. A recommendation stemming from this 
finding is that implementing agencies must discuss with beneficiaries the ways in which additional costs 
of housing construction could be reduced. This discussion should be initiated at the inception as well 
during various stages of the construction process. Another potential solution is to advocate the 
construction of houses with flexibility for expansion at a later time period. Implementing agencies must 
take steps to dispel the presumption that the structure provided by an owner-driven (or other) housing 
programme is somehow the ‘full and final’ without room for further expansion or enhancement. Technical 
officers and other involved personnel must send a clear message to the beneficiaries that houses can be 
expanded and improved at a later time and provide instructions to build a safe and stable structure with 
room for future expansion. Another approach would be to recommend “joint-houses”; even though the 
“one house-one family” concept has become commonplace owing to the neo-liberal and globally accepted 
principle of individualism, some families may prefer to live together in a relatively large compound. 
Making the option available for a house that has the capacity to accommodate several families may not 
only help keeping construction costs low, but also nurture a sense of unity in extended families that 
prefer living under one roof.   


Another related matter of concern is the lack of financial literacy and the poor management of grant 
money (and income in general) by the surveyed households. This issue invariably worsens the 
households’ debt situation as most households are not aware of interest rates or principal payments. As a 
remedy to this malpractice, aggressive financial literacy and management components should become 
part and parcel of owner-driven housing programmes. The government, donors and implementers may 
partner with local banks and launch financial management campaigns in the form of prerequisite 
mandatory workshops before each grant installment is released. An initiative that remains continuous 
throughout the construction process, rather than a one-time workshop may increase the awareness of 
housing beneficiaries on how to manage loans and grants in effective ways.  


5.2  The Lack of Sustainable Livelihoods Emerges as the Main ‘Culprit’ of Indebtedness 


Sections 4.1 and 4.2 elaborate in detail on the high propensity of vulnerability to poverty of the surveyed 
households due to the consequences of the three-decade war in Sri Lanka. The engagement in casual 
labour, owing to the lack of livelihood opportunities and individual capacity to rebuild a sustainable 
method of income generation emerges as a grave socio-economic issue that is directly related to 
indebtedness of households. Livelihoods have not yet become stable in the post-war areas where the 
research was conducted. The lack of movable and immovable assets (another classic post-war condition) 
worsens this situation, arguably driving households to borrow funds for consumption and other purposes. 
As Section 4 clearly indicates, the main reason for debtors failing to pay back their loans is insufficient 
income. Furthermore, households have reported borrowing for food-related expenses that indicate dire 
financial difficulty, where basic needs of families are not met with the existing income. Although not 
explored in this research, numerous anecdotal accounts of individual suicides due to extreme 
indebtedness (and the inability to repay loans) are indicative of a serious social problem to which the only 
solution remains the restoration of sustainable livelihoods and the creation of viable employment options 
for people of the Northern Province. Heavy militarisation of the Northern areas and the military takeover 
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of farming and other income-generation ventures that is typically operated by private entrepreneurs 
potentially hinders the creation of new employment opportunities for civilians. 


The added costs of the housing construction process leave households no other option but to borrow 
funds from a wide array of banks that are eager to lend money. This situation is tied to the point about 
‘timing’ of owner-driven housing that is discussed in 5.3. While the debate about whether restoring 
sustainable livelihoods should precede housing assistance is a “chicken and egg” situation, the self-
perpetuating vicious cycle of indebtedness in the presence of an unstable income stream cannot be 
discounted. The recommendation stemming from this discussion is not necessarily that donors of owner-
driven housing attend to the restoration of livelihoods simultaneously with the construction process. 
Rather, the primacy that this study assigns to the creation of sustainable livelihoods should be taken up 
by the government (both national and local) and the private sector with the help of donor organisations. 
A sustainable livelihood creation initiative that moves in parallel to the construction process would be 
highly beneficial to the people of the North that are trying to rebuild their lives after war.  


Additionally, it must be noted that some households are more vulnerable than others. For example, 
households that are female headed, or have one or more disabled members cannot be expected to 
participate in owner-driven housing in a manner that is equal to those that are not as vulnerable. For 
example, female-headed households in particular struggle to contribute their labour to the housing 
process, a uniform expectation of implementers. As such, instead of using a “one-size-fits-all” method, 
housing assistance should tailor measures to address specific challenges of such vulnerable groups. On a 
related note, the definition of “female-headed households” should also be revisited by donor 
organisations. As discussed in Section 5, the surveyed households’ identified themselves as “women-
headed” only in the absence of males in the family. Even the presence of a disabled male in the 
household that is not willing or able to take households decisions resulted in the family identifying itself 
as a “male-headed” household. Such attitudes cause practical difficulties; for example, as reported by one 
interviewed household, the disabled “male-head” of the household had to be transported to various 
locations to sign documents (as he would be required to present himself as the “owner” of the house) 
which in turn incurred additional costs. Therefore, inquiries about ‘who manages the household’ should 
be made during the application process in order to keep inconveniences to the minimum.  


In summary, the lack of livelihood opportunities perpetuates indebtedness among housing beneficiaries. 
The added costs of the housing construction process leave no other option but to borrow funds from a 
wide array of banks that are alluring customers to borrow. The implication of this finding is that building 
sustainable livelihoods must precede ODA housing projects as the absence of a stable income during the 
housing construction process may result in increased and continuous indebtedness among beneficiary 
households.   
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Annex 1: Questionnare
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Hello, 
 
The Centre for Poverty Analysis is conducting a study on possible indebtedness amongst housing beneficiaries in the Districts of Jaffna, Killinochchi, and 
Mullaitivu.  
 
We are mainly interested in learning about the effects of possible indebtedness due to house construction in your lives, your modes of coping with it and any 
suggestions that you have for the funders who are assisting with housing reconstruction. Would you be able to talk to us? It would take between 45 minutes. 
 
Everything you share with us will be strictly confidential- we will not share who said what with anyone else. Your participation in this study is strictly voluntary, you 
can ask us to stop the discussion at any point. 
 
You can stop me and ask questions at any point of the discussion. There are no right or wrong answers, we only interested in learning about your experiences 
and what you think about the issues that we raise. 


 
ASSESSING INDEBTEDNESS: SOCIO ECONOMIC STUDY OF CONFLICT AFFECTED HOUSING BENEFICIARIES 


IN JAFFNA, KILINOCHCHI AND MULLAITIVU DISTRICT 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Start time  
End time  
  
Data cleaned by  
Data checked by  
Data entered by  
Data entry date  


If a respondent does not know the 
response, record code 999 


 


If a question does not apply, record code 
888 
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A. Basic Pre-Interview Data 
A.1  Enumerator name  


A.2  Field work supervisor name  


A.3  Date 
Dd/mm/yy 


 


A.4  Household I.D.  


A.5  Address 
 
District 
Divisional Secretariat 
Grama Niladhari Division 
Village / Town / Ward 
Street 


 


A.6  Location 
 
Please write in observations which will help tracking (e.g. landmarks) 


 


A.7  Result of the interview 
 
Completed=1 
Incomplete=2 
Refused to participate=3 (go to A.8) 


 


A.8  Reason for refusal 
No time=1 
Not interested=2 
Other=3 (Specify) 


 


A.9  Respondent name  
A.10  Respondent’s ethnicity 


Tamil =    1 
Muslim = 2 
Sinhala = 3 
Other =    4 


 


A.11  Type of household 
Treatment = 1 
Control = 2 


 


A.12  GPS reference 
 


Longitude    
Latitude    
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B. Basic individual information 
Please complete the table for all household members. Household members includes those persons that live together and have common arrangements for provision 
and partaking of food, for at least three months in the past year. 


Head of the House holder’s Name: _________________________________________ 


 
 


PID 
No  


B.1 Relationship to H of 
Household? 
H of Household = 1 
Spouse=2 
Son/Daughter=3 
Spouse of 
son/daughter=4 
Grandchild=5 
Father/ mother=6 
Brother/sister=7 
Nephew/niece=8 
Father/ mother-in-law=9 
Brother/ sister-in-law=10 
Other relative=11 
Non relative=12 


B.2Gende
r 


 
Male=1 
Female=2 


B.3 ag
e 


 
(Put 00 
if < 1 
year) 


B.4 Marital 
status 


 
Married 
(registered)=1  
Unmarried =2  
Cohabiting =3 
Separated =4 
Divorced =5 
Widow/widower 
=6 


B.5 Years of 
schooling 


 
No schooling =0 
Between 1-10 
years indicate 
years  
O/L Qualified = 11 
A/l = 12 
A/L Qualified = 13 
University = 14 
Professional = 15 
Vocational = 16 
 


B.6 If less than 18 
years and not in 
school, reason  


 
Too young to go to 
school = 1 
Disabilities =2  
Housekeeping = 3 
Working =4 
Financial problem = 5 
Not willing to attend = 
6 
Poor academic 
progress = 7 
School far way = 8 
Other = 8 (specify) 


B.7 Household 
member living 
outside the home? 
 
1.Overseas 
2.Same district 
3.Other district 
4 Living at home 


B.8 Main economic 
activity in the past 
six months? 
 
Employed=1  
Unemployed (seeking 
work)=2 
Household work=3  
too old for work=4  
Disabled / sick=5  
Unpaid  activity=6 
Other=7 (Specify) 
Studying=8 
Retired = 9 


B.9 Primary occupation during 
past six months? 


(Multiple answer possible) 
Own agriculture activity=1  
Own fishing activity=2 
Own Business/ Trade=3 
Casual labour agriculture=4 
Casual labour fishing=5 
Casual labour (non-agriculture)=6 
Private sector job –agriculture=7 
Private sector job - fishery=8 
Private sector job ( non-
agriculture/fishery)=9 
Public sector job=10 
NGO - 11 
Unpaid work=12 
Other=13 (specify) 


1           
2          
3          
4          
5          
6          
7          
8          
9          
10          
11          
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C.  Questions on the Status of Housing Construction We are now going to ask you some questions about the housing construction 
C.13  Were you part of the construction of this house or was 


it given to you built? 
Owner Driven Housing Construction  = 1 
Donor Driven Housing Construction = 2;  
Other = 3, specify 


 


C.14  Floor area of this house? (ask about new house) 
In square feet/ Length        , width          /don’t know 


 


C.15  Stage at which the housing construction is 
Complete = 1         C15a Month .....   Year .... 
Under construction = 2; Waiting for Grant = 3 
Not supported = 4;  
Stopped = 5    C15b: Reason.................... 


 


C.16  Construction/ reconstruction needed for  the house 
Complete construction =1; Repairs= 2 


 


C.17  Estimate Cost of Construction of the House 
Less than Rs 300,000                          = 1 
Between Rs 300,000 – 550,000        = 2 
Between Rs 550,001 – 700,000        = 3 
Between Rs 700,001 – 800,000        = 4 
Between Rs 800,001 – 900,000        = 5 
Between Rs 900,001 – 1,000,000    = 6 
Above Rs 1,000,001                             = 7 


 


C.18  How much was the housing grant you received or what was 
the agreed amount by the donor? 
Less than Rs. 500,000 = 1; Rs. 500,000 = 2 
Rs. 550,000 = 3; More than Rs. 550,000 =4 
No answer = 5 


 


C.19  Amount of money invested on your own Rs   
C.20  Financing investment 


No balance                                            = 1 
Own funds, earned during the period = 2 
Own funds, savings                              = 3 
Loan (formal borrowing)                      = 4 
Microfinance                                         = 5 
Informal Borrowings                            = 6 
Pawning                                               = 7 
Selling movable or immovable assets = 8 
Able to cut on costs using own labor = 9 


 


Application for Construction (Default year 1900; month 0) 
C  
C.1  


 How many times were you displaced? 
Number of times: 


 


C.2  When were you displaced last?  
Month: _________ Year _____________                             


 


C.3  When did you come back to this location (where the house is 
built/ being built/ going to be built) 
Month: _________Year _____________                             


 


C.4  How many times did you apply for housing support  


C.5  For the house that you received assistance/ receiving/ going 
to receive When did you make the application 
Month: _________Year _____________                             


 


C.6  When did you receive notification of acceptance 
Month: _________Year _____________                             


 


C.7  Received support from:  
UN Habitat = ;    1 SDC = 2;    Red Cross = 3;     Indian Housing scheme = 4 
Other (specify) = 5 


 


C.8  Did you receive any support for housing from another agency? 
Yes = 1 No = 2 


 


C.9  When did you start construction 
Month: _________ Year _____________                             
Not applicable- 888 


 


C.10  Before receiving the grant did you do any work on the house 
yourself (If no, go to C13) 
Yes 1; No 2 


 


C.11  How much did you spend on it 
Rs  -                                        


 


C.12  Financing investment 
No balance                                            = 1 
Own funds, earned during the period = 2 
Own funds, savings                              = 3 
Loan (formal borrowing)                      = 4 
Microfinance                                         = 5 
Informal Borrowings                            = 6 
Pawning                                               = 7 
Selling movable or immovable assets = 8 
Able to cut on costs using own labor = 9 
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C.21  I would have liked to have taken a loan, but 
Had sufficient own funds = 1 
Did not try = 2 
Cannot afford =3 
Applied but bank rejected = 4 
Other (specify) = 5 


 


C.22  Households Contribution is in the form of 
Labour                                           = 1 
Finance                                          = 2 
Both                                               = 3 
No contribution                             = 4 


 


C.23  Days contributed by income earners  
 


 


C.24  Average income per day of the income earners Rs  
C.25  Cost of hired labour per day Rs  
 
House before and after (are they building better): (Instruction: Ask about the hosing 
condition before the first displacement. If it is a new family, ask about the housing of 
the respondents house before the first displacement) 
 C.26 Before C.27 Now 


a. Hall (yes = 1; No = 2)   
b. Rooms (Numbers)   
c. Kitchen – internal (yes = 1; No = 2)   
d. Kitchen – external (yes = 1; No = 2)   
e. Stores (Numbers)   
f. Toilet – internal (Numbers)   
g.Toilet  - external (Numbers)   
h. Well   
i. Other rooms (specify)   


 
C.28 Source of power (for lighting)? 


1.from main grid 
2.solar power 
3.micro hydro 
4.petromax lamps 
5.kerosene lamps 
6.other (please specify) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


C.29 Source of drinking water? 
1.private well  
2.common well  
3.Piped from private well 
4.private tap  
5.common tap 
6.river 


 
 
 
 
 
 


7. neighbour’s well/tap 
8. other (please specify) 


 


Reasons for increased costs (Not applicable for the control 
groups) 


Stage  
Standard 


C.30  
Yes- 1 
No - 0 


C.31  
Description
/ deviation 


C.32  
Grant savings/ 
shortfall (Rs) 


C.33  
Reason 
(state) 


a. Foundation  23x 21.5     
b. Wall      
c. Roof Gable     
d. Windows, doors 1. 2 


windows 
    


 2. 2 doors     
 3. Frame     
 4 Wood     


e. Plastering/Floo
ring 


     


f. Completed      
 e.g: door, peer pressure (no prompting) 
Additional support that would have reduced cost of construction  


C. 35 Types of support that you requested before/during the process 
of construction (Please state) 


a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
e.g: labour, machinery (no prompting) 


C.34 Type of non-financial support received from donor 
(Use flashcard) 


House Design = 1 
Purchase of Items = 2 
Construction Workers = 3 
Others (specify) 


Adequacy 
V.good = 1 
Good = 2 
Reasonable = 3 
Bad = 4 
V. Bad = 5 


a.   
b.   
c.   
d.   
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D. Food Consumption 
Now we would like to ask you some questions about the eating patterns in your household. We ask 
these questions to all households in the survey to find out whether you think you consume 
sufficient food and whether you face any problems in sourcing this food. 
Food 
Product 


How often eaten- during a 
week 
Never -0  
Rarely (once) - 1 
Sometimes (twice or thrice) - 2 
Often (4-6 days) - 3 
Always (every day) - 4 


Source 
Purchased = 1 
Own production = 2 
Receive as support = 3 


D.1  
Before 


construction 
started  


D.2 After 
construction 
started (Not 
applicable for 
control 
households) 


D.3  
Before 


construction 
started  


D.4  
After construction 


started (Not 
applicable for 


control 
households) 


a. Rice     
b. Gram     
c.Bread     
d. Flour based 


products 
    


e. Sugar 
(Kg/week) 


    


f.Meat 
(chicken 
&mutton) 


    


g. Fish     
h. Vegetables     
i. Milk & Milk 


products 
    


j. Fruits     
k. Dried fish     
l. Eggs     
m. Cooking oil     
n. Tea/coffee     
 
 


Describe your typical meal (take 4 main codes from table above) 
 D.5 Prior to Construction D.6 After the construction  


i. Breakfast   
ii. Lunch   
iii. Dinner   
 
Coping Strategies Index (Instruction: Use flashcards for this) 
In  the past 30 days, if there have been times when you did not 
have enough food or money to buy food, how often has your 
household had to: 
 


D.7  Frequency: 
Never -0  
Rarely (once or twice in 
the past 30 days) - 1 
Sometimes (three to ten 
times in the past 30 
days) - 2 
Often (more than ten 
times in the past 30 
days) - 3 
Always (every day) - 4 


 Rely on less preferred and less expensive foods?  


 Borrow food, or rely on help from a friend or relative?  


 Limit portion size at mealtimes?  


 Restrict consumption by adults in order for small children to 
eat? 


 


 Reduce number of meals eaten in a day?  


Social protection 
D.8  Type of social protection received 


(Instruction: Use flashcards) 
A Pension 
B Old age pension 
C Disability Allowance  
D Samurdhi 
E Livelihood Support 
F Widow pension 
G Other (specify) 


D.9  Who provided this transfer? 
(Only one response) 
Government=1  
National NGO=2 
International NGO=3 
UN organisation or donor =4 
Religious institution=5 
Private sector = 6 
Don’t know=999 


a.   
b.   
c.   
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E. Expenditure & Income 
 Expenditure Item Amount (before 


Construction 
started) 


Amount 
(Last Month) 


E.1  Food   
E.2  Rent   
E.3  Health   
E.4  Education   
E.5  Electricity   
E.6  Water   
E.7  Communication   
E.8  Transport   
E.9  Fuel (Petrol)   
E.10  Household Fuel (LP Gas/Firewood etc)   
E.11  Interest Payment   
E.12  Capital payment   
E.13  Other expenses   
E.14  Total expenses per week   


 
Income sources – (to assess the capacity of hh to borrow) 


E.
15


  


E.16  
How 
much 
do you 
usually 
take 
home 
in a 
regular 
period? 
(Actual 
amount 
in 
rupees) 


E.17  
Percenta
ge 
contribut
ion to  
total 
househol
d income 
 


E.18 How often do 
you get 
paid/receive 
income? (Use 
flashcard here) 
1. Daily 
2. Weekly 
3. Bi-weekly 
4. Monthly 
5. Seasonal (4 
months) 
6. Others (specify) 


E.19 Comment of 
stability of source 
 
1.Continuous 
2.Frequent 
3.Seasonal 
4.Infrequent / ad 
hoc 


a. Own agriculture 
activity 


    


b.Own fishing activity     


c. Own Business/ Trade     
d.Casual labour 


agriculture 
    


e. Casual labour fishing     
f.Casual labour (non-


agriculture) 
    


g.Private sector job–
agriculture 


    


h. Private sector job–
fishery 


    


i. Private sector job ( 
non-
agriculture/fishery) 


    


j. Public sector job     
k. Rental income     
l. Remittances     
m. Interest     
n. Social protection 


transfers 
    


o.Other (specify)     
 


E.20 Income per month Household (Rs)  
0-2,500                      -1 
2501 – 5,000            -2 
5001- 7,500              -3 
7501- 10,000           - 4 
10,001 – 15,000      - 5 
15,001 – 20,000      - 6 
20,001 – 25,000      - 7 
25,000 or more       - 8 


 


E.21  What is the average income of your household?   
E.22  What percentage of the monthly household income are you paying as interest   
E.23  What percentage of the monthly household income are you paying as Capital 


repayment 
 


E.24  The monthly loan instalment (capital + interest) 
More than 50% of the household’s total monthly budget = 1 
Equal to 50% of the household’s total monthly budget = 2 
Less than 50% of the household’s total monthly budget = 3 
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F. Assets - Rationale: to capture the socio-economic conditions of the hh, 
to assess the capacity of hh to borrow 
House/ land ownership  


F.1  Owner of land in which the house is being built (From PID Number)  


F.2 Type of land ownership document for your current residence (go to F3 
only if the response is 5) 
Deed = 1 
LDO/other government permit = 2 
DS Letter = 3 
Temple permit = 4 
None = 5 
Other = 6  


 


F.3 If not in possession (=5 for question H1) of land ownership document, 
reason for non-possession 


 
Applied and waiting for document = 1 
Landless - squatter on government land = 2 
Landless - squatter on private land  = 3 
Land dispute = 4 
Cannot access own land = 4 
Other = 5 


 


F.4 If family cannot access own land (h2 = 4), reason for not accessing 
own land 


 
Land is in High Security Zone/Military or Police Occupation = 1 
Land is acquired for Economic Development Zone = 2 
Not cleared of mines and UXOs = 3 
Jungle not cleared by household = 4 
Do not want to go back = 5 
Other = 6 


 


F.5  Do you or another member of your household own another house? 
Yes = 1; No = 2 


 


F.6  Do you or another member of your household own other lands (e.g: 
cultivation)? 


Yes = 1; No = 2 


 


 
 


 


Household Assets 
  Before the first 


displacement  a. 
Now  


b. 
F.7  Fridge   
F.8  Water filter/purifier    
F.9  TV   
F.10  Mobile phone   
F.11  Fan/ air-conditioning unit   
F.12  Computer   
F.13  Livestock   
F.14  Small livestock (for example: poultry) – Nos   
F.15  Medium sized livestock (for example: goat)- Nos    
F.16  Large sized livestock (for example: cattle, buffalo) - Nos   
F.17  Farming-related tools and machinery    
F.18  Non-powered tools/machinery (Eg: Sprayers)   
F.19  Fuel -powered machinery (for example, tractor)   
F.20  Fisheries-related craft and equipment   


F.21  Boats   


F.22  Engines   


F.23  Fishing nets   


F.24  Transport   


F.25  Man-powered vehicles e.g. bikes, handcart    


F.26  Fuel powered vehicles e.g. motorbike, car, truck    
Financial Assets 
  Yes = 1; No = 2 


F.27  Have a current Account  
F.28  Have a credit card/ATM card  
F.29  Have savings account  
F.30  Fixed Deposit  
F.31  Jewellery  
F.32  Have a retirement plan (fund)  
F.33  Have EPF  
F.34  Have ETF  
F.35  Have shares  
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G. Loans 
G.1  


Source 
Bank = 1 
Pawn = 2 
Family = 


3 
Friends = 


4 
Money 


lender = 
5 


Commun
al credit 


= 6 
Shopkee
per = 7 


Other = 8 
Leasing = 


9 
Instalme
nt = 10 
Chittu = 


11 


G.2  
Date of 
borrowi
ng 


MM YYYY 


G.3  
Reason 
Livelihood = 1 
House 
Construction = 2 
Food = 3 
Clothing = 4 
Health Expenses 
= 5 
Educational 
Expenses = 6 
Social Events = 7 
Repay debt = 8 
Emergency 
expenses (like 
funeral) = 9  
Others = 10 


 


G.4  
Amount 


G.5  
Collatera
l  
Gold = 1 
Other 
immovable 
= 2 
Movable =3 
Guarantee 
= 4 
None = 5 


G.6  
Inter


est 
rate% 
(year) 


 


G.7  
Varying 
interes
t rates 
 
Yes = 1 
No = 0 
Do not 
know = 
999 


G.8  
Repaymen
t Period 
(months) 


 
If seasonal 
= 200 


 
 
If no 
period = 
500 


G.9  
Principle 
Paymen
t So far 
(Rs) 


G.10  
Principle 
Payment 


last 
month 


(Rs) 


G.11  
Interest 
Payment 


last 
month 


(Rs) 


G.12  
How do you 


repay? 
With salary or 


wage = 1 
Borrow= 2 


Compromise on 
other expenses 
such as food, 


education, 
health, transport 


etc = 3 
Pay in kind = 4 
Sell assets = 5 


Use savings = 6 
Seettu =7 


 


G.13  
Payment 


Paid regularly 
(Interest & 


Principle)= 1 
Some delays = 


2 
Always delayed 


= 3 
Only Interest = 


4 
Not paying 
now (paid 
some)= 5 


No payment = 
6 


G.14  
What are 
the issues 
related to 


repayment 
(if the 


answer is 2, 
3, 4 or 5) 


Please state 
Income 


insufficient = 
1 


Need to 
travel long 
distance to 


pay = 2 
Others, 


please state 
 


a.              
b.               
c.               
d.               
e.               
f.               
g.               
h.               
i.               
j.               
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H. Managing Finance/ Debt/ Risk 


 
 
 


H.16 I often do things based on how I feel 
at the moment 


     


H.17 I like it when people can do 
whatever they want, without strict 
rules and regulations 


     


H.18 I often follow my instincts, without 
thinking through all the details 


     


H.19 We have a family member who likes 
to bet on horse racing 


     


H.20 To manage repayment the 
household has reduced its expense 
on food 


     


H.21 To manage repayment the 
household has reduced tuition 
expenses 


     


H.22 To manage repayment the 
household has reduced expenditure 
on treating chronic illnesses 


     


H.23 Pay all bills on time      
H.24 I am able to repay loans on a 


monthly basis regularly 
     


H.25 Keep a record of all expenses      
H.26 Spend based on a budget      
H.27 Have emergency fund      
H.28 Save or invest monthly      
H.29 Save for long term goals –


education, dowry 
     


H.30 All investments in the same 
financial institution 


     


H.31 Compare offers before deciding on 
financial institution 


     


H.32 Previously non-earning members in 
the family work now 


     


H.33 Debt has caused health issues in 
the household 


     


Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions. 
We would like to reiterate that all your answers will be kept confidential 


 
 


very 
true 


1 


pretty 
true 


2 


Somew
hat true 


3 


a little 
true 


4 


not 
true 


5 
 


H  
H.1 I get unsure by the lingo of financial 


experts 


     


H.2 I am anxious about financial and 
money affairs 


     


H.3 I tend to postpone financial decisions      
H.4 After making a decision, I am anxious 


whether I was right or wrong 
     


H.5 I read the business section of the 
newspaper attentively 


     


H.6 I like to join conversations about 
financial matters 


     


H.7 I compare and calculate risks      
H.8 Even on large purchases, I tend to 


spend spontaneously 
     


H.9 Before I buy a product I read or talk 
to others about it 


     


H.10 At the end of the day, I decide 
intuitively in financial affairs 


     


H.11 I find it hard not to have some 
money away for a rainy day 


     


H.12 To care for the future is essential for 
me 


     


H.13 I spend money when I am unhappy 
or frustrated 


     


H.14 Special offers can entice me into 
buying 


     


H.15 I enjoy spending money more than 
saving 
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Annex 2: Household Responses - Financial Risk Management 
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Table 2.1: Classification by Treatment/ Control Households 


   


  Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Some 
what 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


Appr
ox. 
Sig. 


I get unsure by the lingo of 
financial experts 


Treatment  53 78 28 22 47 
.204  .005 


Control 16 29 16 12 45 
I am anxious about financial 
and money affairs 


Treatment  55 98 36 16 23 
.243 .000 


Control 20 32 23 12 31 
I tend to postpone financial 
decisions 


Treatment  5 28 73 81 41 
.161  .055 


Control 3 13 31 33 38 
After making a decision, I am 
anxious whether I was right or 
wrong 


Treatment  27 81 68 29 22 
.060 .874 Control 18 38 35 17 10 


I read the business section of 
the newspaper attentively 


Treatment  6 20 34 38 130 
.064  .839 


Control 6 10 18 19 65 
I like to join conversations 
about financial matters 


Treatment  15 60 53 62 38 
.069  .802 


Control 7 35 29 33 14 
I compare and calculate risks Treatment  27 65 59 41 36 


.098  .502 
Control 13 27 41 21 16 


Even on large purchases, I 
tend to spend spontaneously 


Treatment  3 4 14 13 194 
.121 .269 


Control 4 5 5 10 94 
Before I buy a product I read 
or talk to others about it 


Treatment  22 75 56 39 36 
.119 .291 


Control 16 36 26 28 12 
At the end of the day, I decide 
intuitively in financial affairs 


Treatment  12 46 80 42 48 
.109 .381 


Control 11 22 48 16 21 
I find it hard not to have some 
money away for a rainy day 


Treatment  20 56 31 32 89 
.161 .057 


Control 23 29 13 17 36 
To care for the future is 
essential for me 


Treatment  48 104 48 14 14 
.073  .766 


Control 26 57 18 9 8 
I spend money when I am 
unhappy or frustrated 


Treatment  3 3 4 16 202 
.087 .623 


Control 1 2 1 4 110 
Special offers can entice me 
into buying 


Treatment  4 19 30 58 117 
.113  .345 


Control 1 15 20 33 49 
I enjoy spending money more 
than saving 


Treatment  2 9 14 27 176 
.097 .514 


Control 1 1 6 12 98 
I often do things based on how 
I feel at the moment 


Treatment  6 25 51 60 86 
.147  .107 Control 9 10 32 22 45 


I like it when people can do 
whatever they want, without 
strict rules and regulations 


Treatment  4 11 13 30 170 
.099 .487 Control 4 2 7 19 86 


I often follow my instincts, 
without thinking through all 
the details 


Treatment  5 35 73 46 69 
.103 .448 Control 4 13 39 18 44 


We have a family member who 
likes to bet on horse racing 


Treatment  
 


1 7 5 215 
.081 .519 


Control 
 


0 1 3 114 
To manage repayment the 
household has reduced its 
expense on food 


Treatment  21 56 35 25 91 
.250  .000 Control 7 16 8 8 79 
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  Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Some 
what 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


Appr
ox. 
Sig. 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced tuition 
expenses 


Treatment  5 17 19 21 166 
.228 .001 Control 4 1 1 6 106 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
expenditure on treating chronic 
illnesses 


Treatment  4 10 12 27 175 


.083  .665 Control 0 4 7 15 92 


Pay all bills on time Treatment  2 32 39 55 100 
.123  .257 Control 4 19 20 34 41 


I am able to repay loans on a 
monthly basis regularly 


Treatment  5 24 25 47 126 
.125  .244 Control 3 20 18 18 58 


Keep a record of all expenses Treatment  14 24 19 49 122 
.107  .409 Control 3 10 12 21 72 


Spend based on a budget Treatment  25 79 52 33 39 
.092  .568 Control 20 39 25 18 16 


Have emergency fund Treatment  20 54 25 31 98 
.136  .164 Control 20 27 12 19 40 


Save or invest monthly Treatment  2 17 21 41 147 
.161  .055 Control 3 14 14 30 57 


Save for long term goals –
education, dowry 


Treatment  1 18 21 29 158 
.134  .178 Control 3 7 17 18 73 


All investments in the same 
financial institution 


Treatment  19 18 21 29 141 
.115 .331 Control 12 9 19 11 67 


Compare offers before 
deciding on financial institution 


Treatment  5 25 38 44 116 
.092 .563 Control 6 14 19 26 53 


Previously non-earning 
members in the family work 
now 


Treatment  6 9 7 8 198 
.096 .517 Control 3 7 1 2 105 


Debt has caused health issues 
in the household 


Treatment  7 6 12 19 184 
.169  .037 


  Control 0 3 2 4 109 
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Table 2.2: Classification by Gender of Head of Household 


    


  
Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Somewhat 
True 


A little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


Appro
x. Sig. 


I get unsure by the lingo of financial 
experts 


Male 61 85 39 31 79 


0.117 0.308 Female 8 22 5 3 13 
I am anxious about financial and 
money affairs 


Male 
60 113 51 26 45 


0.099 0.486 Female 15 17 8 2 9 
I tend to postpone financial 
decisions 


Male 8 32 86 102 67 


0.122 0.263 Female 0 9 18 12 12 
After making a decision, I am 
anxious whether I was right or 
wrong 


Male 40 104 85 38 27 


0.072 0.774 Female 5 15 18 8 5 
I read the business section of the 
newspaper attentively 


Male 11 26 48 49 161 


0.102 0.456 Female 1 4 4 8 34 
I like to join conversations about 
financial matters 


Male 18 87 71 80 39 


0.148 0.1 Female 4 8 11 15 13 
I compare and calculate risks Male 35 80 83 53 44 


0.048 0.939 Female 5 12 17 9 8 
Even on large purchases, I tend to 
spend spontaneously 


Male 6 8 19 19 243 


0.103 0.45 Female 1 1 0 4 45 
Before I buy a product I read or talk 
to others about it 


Male 32 97 74 54 38 


0.115 0.327 Female 6 14 8 13 10 
At the end of the day, I decide 
intuitively in financial affairs 


Male 18 63 110 49 55 


0.126 0.23 Female 5 5 18 9 14 
I find it hard not to have some 
money away for a rainy day 


Male 37 77 41 42 98 


0.158 0.066 Female 6 8 3 7 27 
To care for the future is essential 
for me 


Male 67 139 54 19 16 


0.123 0.259 Female 7 22 12 4 6 
I spend money when I am unhappy 
or frustrated 


Male 4 5 5 17 264 


0.085 0.64 Female 0 0 0 3 48 
Special offers can entice me into 
buying 


Male 4 28 47 78 138 


0.107 0.407 Female 1 6 3 13 28 
I enjoy spending money more than 
saving 


Male 1 8 17 34 235 


0.139 0.145 Female 2 2 3 5 39 
I often do things based on how I 
feel at the moment 


Male 13 29 77 68 108 


0.12 0.278 Female 2 6 6 14 23 
I like it when people can do 
whatever they want, without strict 
rules and regulations 


Male   1 5 4 285 


0.077 0.725 Female   0 3 4 44 
I often follow my instincts, without 
thinking through all the details 


Male 8 44 97 54 92 


0.096 0.526 Female 1 4 15 10 21 
We have a family member who Male   1 5 4 285 0.182 0.008 
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Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Somewhat 
True 


A little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


Appro
x. Sig. 


likes to bet on horse racing Female   0 3 4 44 
To manage repayment the 
household has reduced its expense 
on food 


Male 22 64 37 30 142 


0.093 0.555 Female 6 8 6 3 28 
To manage repayment the 
household has reduced tuition 
expenses 


Male 6 13 18 22 236 


0.131 0.194 Female 3 5 2 5 36 
To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
expenditure on treating chronic 
illnesses 


Male 3 8 16 31 237 


0.211 0.003 
Female 


1 6 3 11 30 
Pay all bills on time Male 5 46 52 76 116 


0.083 0.663 Female 1 5 7 13 25 
I am able to repay loans on a 
monthly basis regularly 


Male 7 39 36 57 154 


0.058 0.883 Female 1 5 7 8 30 
Keep a record of all expenses Male 16 32 24 61 162 


0.124 0.251 Female 1 2 7 9 32 
Spend based on a budget Male 39 102 66 42 46 


0.044 0.955 Female 6 16 11 9 9 
Have emergency fund Male 34 75 35 41 110 


0.166 0.043 Female 6 6 2 9 28 
Save or invest monthly Male 5 30 33 63 164 


0.175 0.027 Female 0 1 2 8 40 
Save for long term goals –
education, dowry 


Male 4 23 35 41 191 


0.112 0.359 Female 0 2 3 6 40 
All investments in the same 
financial institution 


Male 25 22 38 31 179 


0.129 0.209 Female 6 5 2 9 29 
Compare offers before deciding on 
financial institution 


Male 9 34 48 60 144 


0.028 0.991 Female 2 5 9 10 25 
Previously non-earning members in 
the family work now 


Male 7 7 10 14 257 


0.21 0.003 Female 0 2 4 9 36 
Debt has caused health issues in 
the household 


Male 
7 13 7 9 259 


0.049 0.935     2 3 1 1 44 
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Table 2.3: Classification by Educational Attainment of Head of Household 


   


  Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Somewhat 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value Approx. 


Sig. 


I get unsure by the lingo of 
financial experts 


>10 36 62 33 23 51 
.146  .108 


< = 10 33 45 11 11 41 
I am anxious about financial 
and money affairs 


>10 42 76 37 20 30 
.088  .613 


< = 10 33 54 22 8 24 
I tend to postpone financial 
decisions 


>10 5 20 69 64 47 
.114 .340 


< = 10 3 21 35 50 32 
After making a decision, I 
am anxious whether I was 
right or wrong 


>10 28 69 60 26 21 
.053  .915 


< = 10 
17 50 43 20 11 


I read the business section 
of the newspaper 
attentively 


>10 5 9 29 33 129 
.212  .003 


< = 10 
7 21 23 24 66 


I like to join conversations 
about financial matters 


>10 14 57 38 57 39 
.177  .024 


< = 10 8 38 44 38 13 


I compare and calculate 
risks 


>10 28 53 52 39 33 
.118  .296 


< = 10 12 39 48 23 19 
Even on large purchases, I 
tend to spend 
spontaneously 


>10 2 5 10 14 174 
.097 .507 


< = 10 
5 4 9 9 114 


Before I buy a product I 
read or talk to others about 
it 


>10 19 62 49 38 37 
.154 .078 


< = 10 
19 49 33 29 11 


At the end of the day, I 
decide intuitively in financial 
affairs 


>10 14 42 72 35 42 
.048  .941 


< = 10 
9 26 56 23 27 


I find it hard not to have 
some money away for a 
rainy day 


>10 22 43 29 28 83 
.144  .118 


< = 10 
21 42 15 21 42 


To care for the future is 
essential for me 


>10 43 85 43 17 17 
.157 .067 


< = 10 31 76 23 6 5 
I spend money when I am 
unhappy or frustrated 


>10 2 4 4 13 182 
.081 .679 


< = 10 2 1 1 7 130 
Special offers can entice me 
into buying 


>10 2 18 28 50 107 
.108  .391 


< = 10 3 16 22 41 59 


I enjoy spending money 
more than saving 


>10 2 8 15 25 155 
.121  .277 


< = 10 1 2 5 14 119 
I often do things based on 
how I feel at the moment 


>10 6 21 51 48 79 
.086 .635 


< = 10 9 14 32 34 52 
I like it when people can do 
whatever they want, 
without strict rules and 
regulations 


>10 6 7 15 24 153 


.122 


.267 


 


 


< = 10 2 6 5 25 103 
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  Contingency 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Somewhat 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value Approx. 


Sig. 


I often follow my instincts, 
without thinking through all 
the details 


>10 4 30 63 41 67 
.077 .725 


< = 10 
5 18 49 23 46 


We have a family member 
who likes to bet on horse 
racing 


>10 
  


1 6 6 192 


.084  
.486 


< = 10   0 2 2 137 
To manage repayment the 
household has reduced its 
expense on food 


>10 20 39 28 17 101 
.106  .417 


< = 10 
8 33 15 16 69 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
tuition expenses 


>10 5 12 14 16 158 
.067  .814 


< = 10 
4 6 6 11 114 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
expenditure on treating 
chronic illnesses 


>10 2 8 14 28 153 


.095  .528 


< = 10 


2 6 5 14 114 


Pay all bills on time >10 1 30 27 59 88 
.178 .023 


< = 10 5 21 32 30 53 
I am able to repay loans on 
a monthly basis regularly 


>10 2 22 20 43 117 
.176  .026 


< = 10 6 22 23 22 67 
Keep a record of all 
expenses 


>10 12 17 14 38 124 
.142  .130 


< = 10 5 17 17 32 70 
Spend based on a budget >10 19 74 48 25 39 


.180 .021 
< = 10 26 44 29 26 16 


Have emergency fund >10 20 41 19 33 92 
.159  .062 


< = 10 20 40 18 17 46 
Save or invest monthly >10 0 14 20 38 133 


.196  .008 
< = 10 5 17 15 33 71 


Save for long term goals –
education, dowry 


>10 4 9 18 28 146 
.184  .017 


< = 10 0 16 20 19 85 
All investments in the same 
financial institution 


>10 20 14 20 24 127 
.088  .613 


< = 10 11 13 20 16 81 
Compare offers before 
deciding on financial 
institution 


>10 6 19 29 42 109 
.125 .241 


< = 10 
5 20 28 28 60 


Previously non-earning 
members in the family work 
now 


>10 6 12 7 6 174 
.118  .296 


< = 10 
3 4 1 4 129 


Debt has caused health 
issues in the household >10 


5 7 11 15 167 
.117  .305 


  < = 10 2 2 3 8 126 
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Table 2.4: Primary Occupation of the Head of the Household – Casual labour vs other occupations 


   


  
Contingenc


y 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Some 
what 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


App
rox. 
Sig. 


I get unsure by the lingo of 
financial experts 


Other Occup.   23 37 18 13 37 
.095  .616 


Casual labour 39 54 19 15 39 
I am anxious about financial 
and money affairs 


Other Occup.   23 44 25 12 24 
.150  .151 


Casual labour 40 71 24 12 19 
I tend to postpone financial 
decisions 


Other Occup.   4 17 38 37 32 
.099  .570 


Casual labour 3 19 48 62 34 
After making a decision, I 
am anxious whether I was 
right or wrong 


Other Occup.   19 50 31 20 8 
.144  .180 Casual labour 23 52 55 18 18 


I read the business section 
of the newspaper 
attentively 


Other Occup.   4 13 23 21 67 
.077  .782 Casual labour 7 12 25 26 96 


I like to join conversations 
about financial matters 


Other Occup.   8 42 32 31 15 
.109 .471 


Casual labour 12 45 33 49 27 
I compare and calculate 
risks 


Other Occup.   17 35 34 20 22 
.101  .549 


Casual labour 17 50 50 30 19 
Even on large purchases, I 
tend to spend 
spontaneously 


Other Occup.   3 2 8 7 108 
.073  .817 Casual labour 4 5 8 13 136 


Before I buy a product I 
read or talk to others about 
it 


Other Occup.   19 47 27 21 14 
.143  .191 Casual labour 13 52 43 32 26 


At the end of the day, I 
decide intuitively in financial 
affairs 


Other Occup.   8 29 43 24 24 
.090 .662 Casual labour 11 33 68 23 31 


I find it hard not to have 
some money away for a 
rainy day 


Other Occup.   23 34 19 18 34 
.194  .022 Casual labour 15 38 18 23 72 


To care for the future is 
essential for me 


Other Occup.   39 56 21 5 7 
.177  .050 


Casual labour 27 84 35 12 8 
I spend money when I am 
unhappy or frustrated 


Other Occup.   3 1 2 7 115 
.103 .531 


Casual labour 1 4 2 12 147 
Special offers can entice me 
into buying 


Other Occup.   1 12 20 35 60 
.063 .883 


Casual labour 4 16 26 44 76 
I enjoy spending money 
more than saving 


Other Occup.   0 5 6 22 95 
.189  .028 


Casual labour 3 5 12 11 135 
I often do things based on 
how I feel at the moment 


Other Occup.   7 15 28 34 44 
.078  .776 


Casual labour 8 18 44 35 61 
I like it when people can do 
whatever they want, 
without strict rules and 
regulations 


Other Occup.   3 8 9 19 89 


.124  .334 Casual labour 3 5 6 21 131 
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Contingenc


y 
coefficient 


Very 
true 


Pretty 
true 


Some 
what 
True 


A 
little 
true 


Not 
True Value 


App
rox. 
Sig. 


I often follow my instincts, 
without thinking through all 
the details 


Other Occup.   3 20 42 20 43 
.032 .990 Casual labour 4 27 58 26 51 


We have a family member 
who likes to bet on horse 
racing 


Other Occup.     0 0 1 127 


.165  
.042 Casual labour 


  
1 6 6 153 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced its 
expense on food 


Other Occup.   5 31 16 11 65 
.133 .262 Casual labour 16 31 26 16 77 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
tuition expenses 


Other Occup.   0 6 6 9 107 
.169  .071 Casual labour 8 9 11 17 121 


To manage repayment the 
household has reduced 
expenditure on treating 
chronic illnesses 


Other Occup.   0 7 5 13 103 


.100  .567 Casual labour 3 7 9 17 130 


Pay all bills on time Other Occup.   2 21 26 38 41 
.148 .162 


Casual labour 4 26 23 38 75 


I am able to repay loans on 
a monthly basis regularly 


Other Occup.   2 20 19 23 62 
.133 .261 


Casual labour 6 21 14 30 95 
Keep a record of all 
expenses 


Other Occup.   8 16 10 27 67 
.088 .680 


Casual labour 7 15 17 32 95 
Spend based on a budget Other Occup.   18 43 28 21 18 


.048  .952 
Casual labour 19 61 35 26 25 


Have emergency fund Other Occup.   22 31 15 18 42 
.181  .041 


Casual labour 14 40 11 24 77 
Save or invest monthly Other Occup.   1 11 21 36 59 


.238  .001 
Casual labour 4 15 12 25 110 


Save for long term goals –
education, dowry 


Other Occup.   1 6 22 23 75 
.202  .015 


Casual labour 2 14 11 20 119 


All investments in the same 
financial institution 


Other Occup.   9 8 17 17 77 
.122  .345 


Casual labour 17 15 14 15 105 
Compare offers before 
deciding on financial 
institution 


Other Occup.   7 19 20 28 54 
.165 .084 Casual labour 3 14 30 30 89 


Previously non-earning 
members in the family work 
now 


Other Occup.   4 5 0 3 116 
.128 .301 Casual labour 3 7 5 6 145 


Debt has caused health 
issues in the household 


Other Occup.   3 2 4 4 115 
.139 .216 


Casual labour 2 5 7 15 137 
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Annex 3: House Construction 
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Comparison of houses before displacement and constructed/ constructing/ to be constructed house 


Household Room 


Paired Differences 


t df 
Sig. (2-
tailed) 


 


Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 


Std. 
Error 
Mean 


95% Confidence 
Interval of the 


Difference 
Lower Upper 


         Hall .279 .449 .030 .220 .338 9.325 225 .000*** 
         Rooms -.617 .728 .048 -.712 -.522 -12.770 226 .000*** 
         Internal Kitchen .606 .490 .033 .542 .670 18.610 225 .000*** 
         
External Kitchen -.611 .489 .033 -.675 -.547 -18.784 225 .000*** 
         Internal toilet .004 .149 .010 -.015 .024 .446 226 .656 
         External Toilet -.555 .532 .035 -.625 -.485 -15.708 226 .000*** 
         Well -.070 .465 .031 -.131 -.010 -2.284 226 .023** 
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Annex 4: Size of House and Household Characteristics 
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Gender of the Head of Household 


House Length in 
Feet 


Head of 
Household 


Male Female 
23 feet 47% 66% 
More than 23 feet 53% 34% 


 
Educational Attainment of the Head of Household 


House 
Length in 


Feet 
No 


Education 10-Jan 
O/L 


Qualified A/L 
A/L 


Qualified 
23 feet 33% 53% 47% 17% 0% 
More than 23 
feet 67% 47% 53% 83% 100% 


 
Age of the Head of Household 


House 
Length in 


Feet 18-25 25-40 40-59 
60 and 
above 


23 feet 86% 46% 55% 32% 
More than 23 
feet 14% 54% 45% 68% 


 


Economic Activity of Head of Household 


 


House 
Length 
in Feet 


Own Activity Casual Labour Privat
e 


sector 
(non 


agri/fi
sherie


s) 


NGO Other Other 
member 


of the 
family 


engage in 
income 


generatin
g 


activities 


A
gr


ic
ul


tu
re


 


Fi
sh


in
g 


B
us


in
es


s/
 T


ra
de


 


A
gr


ic
ul


tu
re


 


Fi
sh


in
g 


no
n-


ag
ri


cu
lt


ur
e/


 
fi


sh
er


ie
s 


23 feet 32% 50% 31% 50% 54% 56% 63% 0% 50% 57% 
More 
than 23 
feet 68% 50% 69% 50% 46% 44% 38% 100% 50% 43% 
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Annex 5: Food Consumption 
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Table 5.1: Before and After Comparison of food intake 
    


Frequency  
Total 


Contingency 
Coefficient 


    Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 
Value 


Approx. 
Sig. 


Rice Before  0 0 2 7 217 
226 0.633 0.000 


After  0 2 2 35 187 
Gram Before  46 88 71 16 1 


222 0.619 0.000 
After  109 78 27 6 2 


Bread Before  10 46 108 53 8 
225 0.746 0.000 


After  24 64 94 35 8 
Flour Before  0 9 17 75 125 


226 0.660 0.000 
After  2 23 36 75 90 


Sugar Before  1 2 3 51 169 
226 0.790 0.000 


After  2 5 22 44 153 
Meat Before  23 90 86 20 4 


223 0.691 0.000 
After  60 119 34 6 4 


Vegetable  Before  3 3 12 54 154 
226 0.801 0.000 


After  2 6 18 71 129 
Milk Before  47 52 49 29 45 


222 0.737 0.000 
After  109 78 27 6 2 


Fruit Before  22 43 109 44 7 
225 0.804 0.000 


After  37 70 88 25 5 
Fish Before  3 12 48 83 79 


225 0.780 0.000 
After  5 26 53 75 66 


Dried Fish Before  19 46 75 62 20 
222 0.817 0.000 


After  35 60 66 46 15 
Eggs Before  9 36 82 79 18 


224 0.747 0.000 
After  27 57 80 48 12 


Oil Before  1 9 25 80 111 
226 0.748 0.000 


After  0 22 46 62 96 
Coffee Before  2 0 2 30 192 


226 0.777 0.000 
After  0 2 2 34 188 
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Table 5.2: Coping Stratgies adopted – Comparison between Treatment and Control Groups 


Coping strategies Groups 


Frequency 
Contingency 
Coefficient 


Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 
Value 


Approx. 
Sig. 


Eat less preferred and 
less expensive food 


Treatment 53 31 83 48 13 


0.206 0.004 Control 45 21 39 12 2 


Borrow or be 
dependent on others 


Treatment 188 11 22 5 2 


0.093 0.557 Control 101 7 7 4 0 
Limiting food quantity 
in all meals 


Treatment 95 40 61 23 9 


0.169 0.037 Control 64 12 30 13 0 


Reduce consumption 
of elder for the 
benefit of the 
younger 


Treatment 114 24 60 23 7 


0.174 0.028 
Control 79 10 21 9 0 


Reduce the number 
of meals 


Treatment 99 36 51 26 16 


0.167 0.040 Control 62 16 26 15 0 
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Annex 6: Expenditure of the Treatment Group – Before and After Construction 
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Paired Samples Statistics/Test 
   


  Mean N Std. 
Deviation 


Std. Error 
Mean t df Sig. 


Pair 1 
E1_a_Food 11640.0901 222 4993.63994 335.15117 


5.428 221 0.000 
E1_b_Food 10482.4324 222 5064.90966 339.93448 


Pair 2 
E2_a_Rent . 0 . . 


not enough valid pairs 
E2_b_Rent . 0 . . 


Pair 3 
E3_a_Health 1334.0000 150 1543.27204 126.00763 


1.438 149 .153 
E3_b_Health 1256.8333 150 1421.40544 116.05727 


Pair 4 
E4_a_Education 2148.0392 153 2902.76004 234.67424 


-.481 152 .632 
E4_b_Education 2196.0784 153 3051.54474 246.70277 


Pair 5 
E5_a_Electricity 365.3846 13 277.92731 77.08317 


-1.000 12 .337 
E5_b_Electricity 388.4615 13 275.49489 76.40854 


Pair 6 
E6_a_Water . 0 . . 


not enough valid pairs 
E5_b_Electricity . 0 . . 


Pair 7 
E6_a_Water 2000.0000 1 . . 


not enough valid pairs 
E6_b_Water 2000.0000 1 . . 


Pair 8 
E7_a_Communication 559.0909 154 425.51217 34.28875 


-.744 153 .458 
E7_b_Communication 630.8442 154 1233.72010 99.41600 


Pair 9 
E8_a_Transport 959.5808 167 953.76448 73.80451 


-.710 166 .479 
E8_b_Transport 993.8323 167 1008.66889 78.05314 


Pair 
10 


E9_a_Fuel 2489.3939 33 3093.71332 538.54636 
.662 32 .513 


E9_b_Fuel 2388.7879 33 3065.91520 533.70733 


Pair 
11 


E10_a_HouseholdFuel 737.8667 75 498.05647 57.51061 
.262 74 .794 


E10_b_HouseholdFuel 731.6000 75 478.95449 55.30490 


Pair 
12 


E11_a_Interest 1742.0000 10 848.18499 268.21964 
-.974 9 .355 


E11_b_Interest 1980.0000 10 1471.05404 465.18813 


Pair 
13 


E12_a_Capital 3845.2381 21 3315.64114 723.53222 
-1.713 20 .102 


E12_b_Capital 5166.6667 21 3891.82905 849.26672 


Pair 
14 


E13_a_Other_Expenses 1684.5679 162 1974.07329 155.09785 
1.898 161 .059 


E13_b_Other_Expenses 1492.5926 162 1668.94565 131.12475 


Pair 
15 


E14_a_Total 17714.3049 223 7912.66947 529.87154 
-1.024 222 .307 


E14_b_Total 18081.5291 223 9248.49725 619.32518 
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W
hy encouraging W


aste M
anagem


ent in schools? 
 R


apid econom
ic developm


ent causes people to consum
e 


m
ore m


aterial and therefore the discharge of paper plastic 
w


aste, 
gl ass 


bottles 
and 


m
etal 


cam
s 


are 
constantly 


increasing. 
 The local authorities collect garbage and dum


p it at dum
ping 


sites. In the best case, w
aste m


anagem
ent takes place after 


the garbage is discharged. E
fforts have to be m


ade in 
separating w


aste to reduce the am
ount of disposed w


aste 
drastically. P


rivate garbage collectors w
ill collect recyclable 


w
aste, feed it into the recycling system


 and even generate 
funds. 
 O


rganic 
or 


bio-degradable 
w


aste 
is 


treated 
in 


the 
com


posting area. The com
post should be attached to the 


school garden. Tw
o different system


s in place: Traditional 
system


 and com
post pipes. 


 E
ncouraging a proper w


ater m
anagem


ent and recycling 
system


 starts at school level. The school recycling program
 


is part of a valuable hands-on experience w
hich aim


s at 
encouraging students to integrate w


aste m
anagem


ent into 
their life style at school. Ideally it’s prom


oted later on at 
hom


e and in the village. 
The design of the proposed w


aste m
anagem


ent at schools 
includes as w


ell actors in the village such as local recyclers 
and / or P


radesha S
haba since there is an increased flow


 of 
recyclable m


aterial. The program
 could even generate funds 


for schools. 
  


 


 


The national color code 
The 


recycling 
system


 
is 


based 
on 


the 
separation 


of 
garbage. It aim


s at m
inim


izing the school w
aste, collect 


and 
separate 


it 
according 


to 
the 


S
ri 


Lankan 
w


aste 
m


anagem
ent standards und the internationally accepted 


color code. 
 


Purpose of the m
anual 


This guideline aim
s at providing necessary inform


ation 
about proper handling of w


aste and environm
ental-friendly 


disposal. 
It 


w
as 


developed 
by 


the 
S


ecretariat 
of 


E
nvironm


ental 
S


ervices, 
the 


Zonal 
E


ducation 
O


ffice, 
P


radesha 
S


haba 
and 


the 
support 


of 
principals 


and 
teachers of the schools K


ilali, Ithavil and Elutum
adduval. 


These schools are part of a pilot program
m


e introducing 
school based w


aste m
anagem


ent. 
 


G
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P
aper / C


ardboard 
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lastic, P
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E
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R
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G
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B
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n: M
etal w
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B
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O
ther w


aste (non-
degradable w


aste) 
and electronic w
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C
olored bins 


- The w
aste is separated and collected in colored bins.  


- D
ustbins and garbage bins are distributed to strategic 


places w
ithin the school prem


ises according to the expected 
type of garbage. The setup is flexible and has to be 
discussed am


ong all stake holders. 
- The separated w


aste is stored in a garbage collection hut. 
A


t least once per m
onth the w


aste hat to be collected by 
P


radesha S
haba and / or a private garbage collector. 


- B
io degradable w


aste is processed in the com
post. 


 
 


C
ollection hut for solid w


aste 
The w


aste collection hut is situated in the school prem
ises 


but close to a gate in order to facilitate the access and 
collection of the garbage by P


radesha S
haba or a private 


collector. 


Equipm
ent w


aste collection hut 
Inside the collection hut a red bin for glass, a yellow


 bin 
for plastic and a brow


n bin for m
etal are in place 


P
aper is collected in old rice bags. 


S
helves are provided to store large quantities of glass, 


paper, m
etal and plastic. 
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Traditional com
post 


The 
traditional 


com
post 


system
 


is 
m


ade 
out 


of 
locally 


available m
aterial and therefore there are no construction 


and m
aterial costs involved. It’s the place w


here grass and 
leaves 


can 
be 


com
posted. 


This 
system


 
can 


easily 
be 


introduced by the students at hom
e. 


 


C
om


post pipes 
G


arden w
aste and food leftovers (w


ithout paper / plastic) 
can be com


posted inside these tubes. The com
posting 


process is m
uch faster than in the traditional com


posting 
system


. 
C


onstruction com
ponents: 


- B
rick w


all w
ith holes 


- S
teel cover w


ith opening  
- A


ccess stairs for children 
- V


entilation pipe to allow
 gas to escape 


- Im
portant: Bottom


 has to be open to the ground in order 
to allow


 insects and bacteria to enter the system
 


G
ate for discharge 


The com
posted m


aterial can be discharged at the bottom
 


of the pipe and be use as fertilizer. 
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W
aste m


anagers / C
om


posting m
anagers 


In each school an E
nvironm


ental P
ioneer G


roup is form
ed. 


Teachers in charge of the group act as w
aste m


anagers. 
C


om
posting m


anagers (students) are carrying out the tasks 
w


ith the support of the entire group. 
A


 
rew


arding 
system


 
is 


introduced 
by 


the 
C


entral 
E


nvironm
ental A


uthority 


W
aste C


ollectors 
R


ecyclable w
aste is collected by the private collectors or / 


and P
radesha S


haba. The principal should identify the 
collectors 


and 
m


ake 
necessary 


arrangem
ents 


to 
sale 


recyclable w
aste.  


 


Village participation 
V


illage participation is crucial. The principal shall organize 
trainings the village to raise aw


areness about the w
aste 


m
anagem


ent in the schools.  
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M
onitoring and Training 


C
lose m


onitoring is in the responsibility of the leading 
teachers. The principal acts as a chairm


an of the m
onitoring 


group. O
verall m


onitoring and training is carried out by the 
C


entral Environm
ental A


uthority. 
 


  


 
 


C
oordination 


- C
oordination w


ith stakeholders (E
ducational D


epartm
ent / 


C
entral Environm


ental Authority / P
rincipal / Teachers / 


S
tudents / villagers / P


radesha S
haba / village collectors) 


- O
rganizing trainings for schools and villagers 


Sustainability 
- The organization of the w


aste m
anagem


ent is deep-rooted 
in the existing local setup and responsibilities are clear. 
- The separation of garbage is introduced in urban settings 
in S


ri Lanka.  
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July

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		14/07/2015				25,000.00				25,000.00

				2		23/07/2015						7,950.00		17,050.00

				3		23/07/2015						7,480.00		9,570.00

				4		23/07/2015						6,830.00		2,740.00

				5		23/07/2015						200.00		2,540.00

														2,540.00

								Total						2,540.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Officer								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		23/07/2015				15,000.00				15,000.00

				2		30/07/2015						4,950.00		10,050.00

				3		30/07/2015						3,080.00		6,970.00

				4		30/07/2015						3,521.00		3,449.00

														3,449.00

														3,449.00

								Total						3,449.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Officer								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0





Aug

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		11/08/2015		Advance - H.		49,500.00				49,500.00

				2		18/08/2015		Staff				32,831.00		16,669.00

				3		18/08/2015		Received cash				16,169.00		500.00

				4		27.08.2015						500.00		0.00

														0.00

														0.00

														0.00

								Total						0.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

		27.08.2015								100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Officer								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0





Sep

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		04/09/2013		Advance -		10,000.00				10,000.00

				2		05/09/2013		Per diem				2,000.00		8,000.00

				3		05/09/2013		Accommodation -				3,500.00		4,500.00

				4										4,500.00

				5										4,500.00

				6										4,500.00

				7										4,500.00

								Total						4,500.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		4		4,000.00

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		1		500.00

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Manager and Head of Office								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				4,500.00

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		03/09/2013		Advance - Thadduvankoddy Principal		20,000.00				20,000.00

				2		12/09/2013		Submited bills				52,343.00		-32,343.00

				3										-32,343.00

				4										-32,343.00

				5										-32,343.00

				6										-32,343.00

				7										-32,343.00

								Total						-32,343.00

		Submitted all bills to accounts Dept to draw cheque for balance amount.

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Manager and Head of Office								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		06/09/2013		Advance - Thadduvankoddy		20,000.00				20,000.00

				2		16/09/2013						2,875.00		17,125.00

				3		16/09/2013						11,350.00		5,775.00

				4		16/09/2013						8,000.00		-2,225.00

				5		16/09/2013		Settled by petty cash		2,225.00		0.00		0.00

				6		16/09/2013								0.00

				7		16/09/2013								0.00

								Total						0.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Manager and Head of Office								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0

		Advance Clearance Form														SDC Jaffna

		Any advance has to be cleared before the last working day of the calendar month and latest within 30 days after it has been issued

		For accountant only		Position no		Date		Text: to whom, what for, period		Income		Spent		Balance		Project

				1		10/09/2013		Advance - P		5,000.00				5,000.00

				2		16/09/2013						680.00		4,320.00

				3		16/09/2013						5,000.00		-680.00

				4		16/09/2013						4,800.00		-5,480.00

				5		16/09/2013		Settled by petty cash		5,480.00		0.00		0.00

				6		16/09/2013								0.00

				7		16/09/2013								0.00

								Total						0.00

												Deeptah

												Notes		Rs

										5000		- 0		- 0

										2000		- 0		- 0

										1000		- 0		- 0

		Signed and dated: …………………………………………....…………...………………………………….								500		- 0		- 0

										100		- 0		- 0

										50		- 0		- 0

										20		- 0		- 0

		Approved (signature & date):………………………………………………………………………………….								10		- 0		- 0

		Programme Manager and Head of Office								5		- 0		- 0

		SDC - Jaffna								2		- 0		- 0

										1		- 0		- 0

										0.5		- 0		- 0

										Total Cash in Hand				- 0






J_PO_2015_(2)

								Federal Department of Foreign Affairs FDFA

								Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

								Humanitarian Aid and SHA

		PURCHASE ORDER

		Date :		05.01.2015

		To:						Fax :

				Jaffna

		Attention:		Manager, 021 2222413

		Order Date				Date Required		Terms				Ship Via

		05.01.2015				06.01.2015		As below

		Item		Quantity		Description		Price
LKR		Unit		Total Price

		1		2		Barbed Wire - 25 Kg		5,884.00		2		11,768.00

		2										- 0

		3										- 0

		4										- 0

		5										- 0

		6										- 0

		7										- 0

		8										- 0

		9										- 0

		10										- 0

		Total :										11,768.00

		Special Instruction :

		1. Please acknowledge promptly upon receipt of order.

		2. Please deliver the goods to the above-mentioned address, on or before the specified date.

		3. Failure to deliver the goods on or before the specified date may result in termination of the purchase order.

		4. Payment will be made in Local Currency - Sri Lanka Rupees.

		5. The SDC Program is a VAT exempted organization. Therefore no VAT may be changed or included on your invoice.

		6. Under no circumstances will the vendor be required to provide any form of compensation to any person or organization including, but not limited to: contractors, NGOs, SDC staff, and government personnel. Should any party demand compensation from the vendor, the vendor shall not be disadvantaged by reporting such violation to SDC. Failure to report such practices will result in the termination of this purchase order.

		7. If any person or party associated with the implementation of this program deviates or attempt to deviate funds from the assistance provided, SDC retains the right to take pertinent measures including but not limited to the termination of the purchase order and the revocation of previous funding provided.

		8. Final payment will be released following delivery of all items, upon receipt of final invoice and acknowledgement.

		logistic								hod

		phone

		SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE- Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740,  Fax  +94 21 222 6280. E-Mail.  Habeeb.Saleeth@sdc.net
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J_PO_2015_(1)

								Federal Department of Foreign Affairs FDFA

								Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

								Humanitarian Aid and SHA

		PURCHASE ORDER

		Date :		05.01.2015

		To:		Chindren Sports Happiness and Electrical Welding Workshop				Fax :

				Main Road

				Chankanai

		Attention:		Manager - 077 6849985

		Order Date				Date Required		Terms				Ship Via

		05.01.2015				20.01.2015		As below

		Item		Quantity		Description		Price
LKR		Unit		Total Price

		1		8		Slides, 6.5' x 12' x 2'		56,850.00		Set		454,800.00

		2		8		Seesawa, as per the sample approved		22,000.00		Set		176,000.00

		3		8		Transport charge - Estimated				set		- 0

		4										- 0

		5										- 0

		6										- 0

		7										- 0

		8										- 0

		9										- 0

		10										- 0

		Total :										630,800.00

		Special Instruction :

		1. Please acknowledge promptly upon receipt of order.

		2. Please deliver the goods to the above-mentioned address, on or before the specified date.

		3. Failure to deliver the goods on or before the specified date may result in termination of the purchase order.

		4. Payment will be made in Local Currency - Sri Lanka Rupees.

		5. The SDC Program is a VAT exempted organization. Therefore no VAT may be changed or included on your invoice.

		6. Under no circumstances will the vendor be required to provide any form of compensation to any person or organization including, but not limited to: contractors, NGOs, SDC staff, and government personnel. Should any party demand compensation from the vendor, the vendor shall not be disadvantaged by reporting such violation to SDC. Failure to report such practices will result in the termination of this purchase order.

		7. If any person or party associated with the implementation of this program deviates or attempt to deviate funds from the assistance provided, SDC retains the right to take pertinent measures including but not limited to the termination of the purchase order and the revocation of previous funding provided.

		8. Final payment will be released following delivery of all items, upon receipt of final invoice and acknowledgement.

		Habeeb M Saleeth
SDC - Logistician								Martin Studer
Head of Office

		773597575

		SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE- Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740,  Fax  +94 21 222 6280. E-Mail.  Habeeb.Saleeth@sdc.net
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NEW PO

								Federal Department of Foreign Affairs FDFA

								Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

								Humanitarian Aid and SHA

		PURCHASE ORDER

		Date :		24.12.2013

		To:		Pillayar INN				Fax :		021 2224449

				31, Manipay Road

				Jaffna

		Attention:		Manager, 021 222829

		Order Date				Date Required		Terms				Ship Via

		20.12.2013				22.12.2013		As below

		Item		Quantity		Description		Price
LKR		Unit		Total Price

		1		2		Hall Charges for January 7 + 8, 2014		20,000.00		days		40,000.00

		2		5		Luxary trible room + 10 % on 07.01.2014		6,270.00				31,350.00

												- 0

												- 0

												- 0

		Total :										71,350.00

		Special Instruction :

		1. Please acknowledge promptly upon receipt of order.

		2. Please deliver the goods to the above-mentioned address, on or before the specified date.

		3. Failure to deliver the goods on or before the specified date may result in termination of the purchase order.

		4. Payment will be made in Local Currency - Sri Lanka Rupees.

		5. The SDC Program is a VAT exempted organization. Therefore no VAT may be changed or included on your invoice.

		6. Under no circumstances will the vendor be required to provide any form of compensation to any person or organization including, but not limited to: contractors, NGOs, SDC staff, and government personnel. Should any party demand compensation from the vendor, the vendor shall not be disadvantaged by reporting such violation to SDC. Failure to report such practices will result in the termination of this purchase order.

		7. If any person or party associated with the implementation of this program deviates or attempt to deviate funds from the assistance provided, SDC retains the right to take pertinent measures including but not limited to the termination of the purchase order and the revocation of previous funding provided.

		8. Final payment will be released following delivery of all items, upon receipt of final invoice and acknowledgement.

		Habeeb M Saleeth
SDC - Logistician								Martin Studer
Head of Office

		773597575

		SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE- Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740,  Fax  +94 21 222 6280. E-Mail.  Habeeb.Saleeth@sdc.net
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1. Why is Public Participation in SWM Necessary? 


Rapid Increase of Waste Amount 


With economic development, a rise in personal wealth causes people to consume more 


things and discharge more paper and plastic waste, bottles and cans. As a result, there 


is a drastic increase in the amount of waste and the composition of the waste becomes 


more complex. This leads to the following conditions: 


 more litter and a dirtier town environment, 


 more street sweepers are necessary, 


 more garbage collection trucks are necessary, 


 larger garbage disposal sites are necessary, 


 negative environmental impacts due to waste dumping grow more serious, 


 the cost for the environmental protection increases. 


This, in turn, results in: 


 an increase in the amount of solid waste management work, 


 an increase in the solid waste management expense, and 


 aggravated environmental problems. 


This makes it exceedingly difficult for a local authority to perform solid waste 


management by itself. 


Conventional SWM vs Modern SWM 


Conventional solid waste management dictates that a local authority will collect 


garbage put out by people and shops and then take it to a dumping site for disposal. In 


other words, a local authority conducts waste management only after the garbage is 


discharged. However, a local authority can hardly manage solid waste properly only 


through such conventional methods nowadays. 


The solution is to widen the scope of solid waste management conducted by a local 


authority to include activities before discharging the garbage, for example, to ask 


people and shops to reduce waste, to divert recyclables to recycle roots and to properly 


discharge garbage in bags. These efforts enable the local authority to reduce the 


amount of work to be done for solid waste management. 


It is essential for people and shops to cooperate to execute these measures because 


they deal with garbage before it is discharged. Therefore, a local authority is able to 
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reduce the amount of solid waste management work it must do and expenses by 


encouraging people and shops to execute these measures. Therefore, emboldening 


people and shops to properly manage their waste before discharging it is one of the 


most important tasks in modern solid waste management. 


Most developed countries have suffered from the same problem of increasing waste 


which Sri Lanka now faces, and local authorities realized decades ago that they are 


unable to properly execute solid waste management unless public cooperation is 


obtained. Due to that, most people and shops in developed countries steadily separate 


their garbage and put it out according to local rules. Such active public cooperation, 


however, has nothing to do with public preference to cooperate, but is because local 


authorities are working diligently to encourage public cooperation. 


Encouraging public cooperation is one of the most important work components, along 


with street sweeping, garbage collection and garbage disposal. It is a key endeavour to 


establish modern solid waste management. 


What Public Participation Can Accomplish 


Public participation is able to materialize the following: 


 A reduction in the waste discharge amount 


 A reduction in litter 


 A reduction in the frequency of collection  


 Improved performance of SWM 


 Ensure proper landfill operation by public monitoring 
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2. How to Reduce Waste 


2.1 Strategy to Reduce Waste 


Present Waste Stream 


The waste stream shows all routes of waste from generation sources to final disposal 


point.  


The following figure shows the present waste stream of local towns in Sri Lanka in 


general. Most waste generated at houses and shops goes directly to disposal sites, 


and only some of the recyclable materials such as bottles and papers, which are 


traditionally kept separately at many homes, go to Bothal Paththara Karaya for 


recycling. 


 


 


Target Waste Stream 


NSWMSC promotes the following strategy in line with the National SWM Strategy. 


NSWMSC’s Policy Strategy 


1st: Waste Minimization 


2nd: Maximum Resource Recovery 


2-1: Segregation of waste at generation sources for resource recovery. 


2-2: Home composting of biodegradable waste by residents. 


2-3: Centralized composting of biodegradable waste from the town centre by 


a local authority. 


2-4: Strengthening the social capacity to support a recycling system. 


3rd: Sanitary Landfill. The residual waste, following the implementation of 


reduce, reuse, recycle and composting methods, is appropriately disposed 


of in order to minimize negative environmental and health impacts. 


Present Waste Stream 


Bothal Paththara Karaya 


Disposal site 
Hoses, shops 
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Goal: APARADE Society 


The successful implementation of NSWMSC’s policy strategy achieves the 


establishment of APARADE Society which is illustrated below. 


 


Material 
Recovery 
Facility 


 
Middleman 


Self Disposal 


Pit 
Compost 


Animals 


Bothal 
Paththara 


Karaya 


Compost Facility 


Disposal Site 


Sell compost 
Factories 
for recycle 


Bottles, papers, 
cans, plastic 


Wet waste 
(Kitchen waste, 
yard waste) 


Dry waste 
(Bottles, papers, 


cans, plastic) 


Reuse 


Waste discharge amount 
is minimized through 
composting, animal feed, 
reuse, etc. 
This is the type of self 
disposal to be promoted. 


Waste Stream of APARADE Society 


APARADE 


APARADE is a wisdom word in Sinhala because it expresses not only the 
concept of saving such as to “reduce” and “reuse” but also criticises 
wastefulness and overconsumption. In other words, APARADE expresses 
people’s feeling of love toward the environment and it is a key word to 
achieve Sustainable Development. 
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Comparative Image of Waste Amounts in present society and APARADE Society 


At present, the amount of waste disposed is the same as the amount generated. 


 


In Aparade Society, the amount of waste disposed is much less than the amount 


generated. 


 


Waste Generation Amount 
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Waste Disposal Amount 
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Disposal Site 


Houses, shops, etc. 


Waste Stream of APARADE Society 
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Resource Recovery 
by Composting 


Disposal Amount Reduction 


Reduce 
Reuse 
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Waste Generation Amount 


 
 
 


Waste Amount 
 
 
 


Waste Disposal Amount 
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Present Waste Stream
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2.2 Home Compost 


People can treat their organic waste for compost at home if they have enough yard 


space. The home compost system is classified as follows. 


 Compost pit system 


 Home composter system (made of concrete, plastic, or metal barrel) 


 Geewa Kotu system 


2.2.1 Compost Pit System 


Previously, pits had been used at the edge of most home yards in rural areas for 


disposing garbage. This is a proper method for organic waste because it naturally 


produces compost. It can be a good idea to excavate such pits for citizens instead of 


providing home composters, as long as space is available. The disadvantage of this 


method is that the pits can sometimes attract pests. 


2.2.2 Home Composter 


A home composter can make compost from organic waste. People can put leftover 


food scraps into the home composter everyday, producing compost after a few months. 


A home composter is better than a compost pit system in terms of preventing pests and 


easier in terms of handling waste and compost. A home composter may be most 


applicable in a semi-urban area where the compost pit system is often unsuitable. 


The main causes of failure are as follows. 


 People attempt to dispose of inorganic waste into home composters. 


 People put organic material which takes time to decompose such as coconut 


shell, leaves, etc. 


 Generation of maggots. 


 Moisture control. 


 Absence of bacteria to decompose organic waste. 
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2.2.3 Geewa Kotu system 


Geewa Kotu is made by plant cuttings.  


 


The main advantages of the Geewa Kotu system are as follows. 


 Larger volume than a home composter. It can accept grass and leaves which 


take time for biodegradation. 


 It can last for more than ten years because plant cutting trees will take root 


and grow. 


 No material cost.  


 


Secret of Success for Home Composting 


1) Fallen leaves, weeds and grass containing water should be sun dried for a short 


time before being put into the barrel. 


2) When the temperature is high, bad odour, maggots and flies breed. In that case, 


the garbage should be covered with soil. 


3) An alternative to the above measure is to spread compost taken from the bottom 


of the garbage. 


4) High protein foods such as fish and meat generate odors. If it smells too strong, 


such food should not be put into the barrel. 


5) Although garden waste is good material for composting, the decomposition 


process takes time. In order to shorten the time for decomposition, garden waste 


should be cut into small pieces. 
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2.3 Give Kitchen Waste to Animals 


Food leftovers can be given to animals if there are any nearby. This is the most 


effective way of resource recovery. Local authorities should understand that the 


separate collection of kitchen waste for animals is one of the measures of solid waste 


management. 


2.4 Traditional Recyclers: Bothal Paththara Karaya 


Traditional recyclers, which are called “bothal 


paththara karaya” in Sinhala, have been working 


throughout the country since long ago. They have 


been well utilized by citizens so they have become 


rooted as part of the social system. A large amount of 


recyclables are still recovered by them as valuable 


materials. These recyclables are collected from 


residences often in return for money or plastic products. Citizens therefore regard 


inorganic recyclable waste as valuable material and customarily separate these items 


at home. The collection of recyclables at the generation sources by recyclers is, 


therefore, very active and this is the most important recovery route of recyclables. 


The items which recyclers generally collect are mainly paper such as newspapers, 


notebooks, cardboard, cans, bottles, and metal. These are sold to middle men after 


collection. 


In many rural towns, recyclers still visit many 


households. However, in urban towns the recyclers do 


not visit many households because they are busy 


collecting more homogeneous waste discharged from 


industries, which can be recycled more easily than 


municipal waste. 


Bothal paththara karaya greatly contribute towards recycling. In any area where they 


still work actively, the local authority should assist them. If a local authority attempts to 


introduce separated collection for recyclables in an area where they are still active, 


such a system would surely fail since citizens gain more benefit by giving recyclables to 


bothal paththara karaya. 
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2.5 School Recycle 


2.5.1 Introduction 


Many recycling projects which introduce source separation are carried out by NGOs in 


Sri Lanka, but unfortunately these projects are embedded with a few defects. The 


recycling projects are not financially sustainable, and import a western style recycling 


system which is not suitable to the situation in Sri Lanka. 


A school recycling program can impart valuable hands-on experience that encourages 


students to make recycling a part of their lifestyle – not only at school, but also at home 


and in the future. In addition, recycling programs can often generate funds for schools. 


A well-run school recycling program can benefit the community as well. As a result, 


local recyclers will receive an increased flow of recyclable materials.  


2.5.2 General Types of School Recycling Programs  


The type of recycling program is very dependent on the school's situation. Available 


funds, time, size of the school and location are all variables that should enter into the 


decision. The following program options could be popular methods in Sri Lanka. 


2.5.2.1 An occasional or one-time recycling initiative 


One option is to run a one-time or occasional initiative during the school year. In their 


homes, students collect recyclables such as glass bottles and papers and bring them to 


school on one or more designated days. Teachers should arrange for the recyclables 


to be collected by local recyclers from schools. Another successful one-time recycling 


initiative could be collecting textbooks and notebooks at the end of the school year. 


2.5.2.2 Long-term in-school recycling program  


Another type involves setting up a permanent, in-


school collection centre for recyclables generated at 


school, such as paper from schoolwork. In addition, 


students can bring recyclables from their homes to 


school regularly, say once a month, to be kept at the 


in-school collection centre. This type of program 


requires the availability of a storage space at the school for the collected recyclables. It 


is also necessary to arrange for the recyclables to be collected from the school fairly 


frequently. Even though a long-term, in-school recycling program requires thoughtful 


planning and continuous effort, it also offers great opportunity to encourage the habit of 


recycling since students will make it part of their routine. 
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2.5.3 Setting up community collection points at school 


This option is to set up a collection centre at school that parents who come to pick their 


children up can also use. A storage facility where parents can drop off their recyclables 


as donations needs to be established in an easily accessible place. 


Ten Steps to Starting a Recycling Program at School 


1) Select the type of recycling program you are going to run. 


2) Organize a team to be in charge. 


3) Decide which recyclables to collect based on the local market for recyclables. 


4) Work out a budget. 


5) Make municipal contacts. 


6) Establish a system for collecting and storing recyclables. 


7) Educate the school and the parents about the program. 


8) Set overall and individual goals. 


9) Reward the contributors. 


10) Prepare a monitoring and supervision system 


 


1) Select the type of recycling program you are going to run 


You can model your program after one of the four options presented earlier, or 


"custom-design" a program to fit your school's needs. Since the success of the 


program will depend upon the interest and enthusiasm level of the school 


community, let them help you make this decision. 


Distribute a survey in school for students and parents, asking specific questions 


about their willingness to participate. Would they be willing to keep recyclable 


materials at home? Would they be able to bring the recyclables to school? After the 


survey has been completed, use the results to gauge which type of program would 


be most suitable for your school. 


2) Organize a team to be in charge 


Putting a team in charge of the program will help it run smoothly. In addition to being 


responsible for program planning, publicity and operation, the team should make 


recycling fun for students. The team should include students, parents, teachers, etc. 


3) Decide which recyclables to collect based on the local market for recyclables 


Deciding which types of materials you are going to recycle is a big step, for there are 


many issues to consider. Materials which can be recycled in Sri Lanka include paper, 
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bottles and metals. In some areas, certain types of plastic are also recycled. No 


materials should be collected for which there isn't an existing local market. Safety 


issues should also be considered. 


4) Work out a budget 


It does cost some money to set up any recycling program; however, these costs can 


often be recovered from the operation of the program. If no school designated, start-


up funds are available, investigate other possible sources of funding, such as local 


business entities and NGOs. Or consult with NSWMSC. 


5) Make municipal contacts 


There are environmental officers who are usually knowledgeable about 


environmental issues at many local authorities. Contact them and get their support. 


6) Establish a system for collecting and storing recyclables 


To keep the program running efficiently, your collection system needs to be as 


simple and organized as possible. If sorting recyclables at school, you will need to 


provide ample storage space, preferably with vehicle access. The materials you 


collect should be taken into consideration when setting up a system. 


7) Educate the school and the parents about the program 


Notify the entire staff (including all teachers, clerical staff, and custodians) and the 


surrounding community about the program. It is a good idea to hold an explanatory 


session or an awareness program at the school to describe how the program will run 


and when collection will occur.  


8) Set overall and individual goals 


Goals are always useful for encouraging students to excel. Aim for an overall amount 


of recyclables to be collected, and perhaps keep a running total displayed in a 


prominent place to show progress. 


9) Reward the contributors 


It is important to stress that recycling helps the environment, and that is a reward 


that everyone enjoys. A prize system, however, can make the recycling program 


even more successful.  


10) Monitor and supervise progress 


In order to make the program sustainable, regular monitoring and supervision by the 


team in charge is essential. The result should be compared with the goals set. 
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2.6 Separate Collection of Recyclable Materials 


The number of category for waste separation should be three or less at the initial stage. 


If it is more than that, people often get reluctant to cooperate it. The categories of 


waste separation can be increased gradually. 


 


1st Step: Three categories for separation 


 Wet waste Dry waste Yard waste 


Types of waste Kitchen waste 


Leaves 


Bottle 


Paper 


Cans and metal 


Plastic 


Trees 


Destination Compost facility or 


Disposal site 


Material recovery 
facility 


Compost facility or 


Disposal site 


 


 


 


Garbage Collection Days in This Area 


Please follow this schedule to put out garbage for collection to keep your city clean. 


  Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun  


 
Wet waste 
(Kitchen waste, 
Leaves) 


Collect 
8am 


 
Collect 


8am 
 


Collect 
10am 


  


 


 Dry waste 
(Bottle, Paper, 
Cans, Metal, 
Plastic) 


     
Collect 
9am 


 


 


 


1. Yard waste: Please call Urban Council for collection.  


2. Please put out your waste in the morning before the collection time. Putting garbage 
out during the night is prohibited. (If bell collection is used here, “Please give your 
waste to the waste collection workers when the garbage collection comes.” 


3. If your waste is not collected according to the schedule, please call the Urban council. 


Tel: 011-2786452. 
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3. How to Reduce Litter 


3.1 Proper Storage System 


In order to reduce and eliminate litter in the town, garbage has to be properly stored 


until it is collected. 


Bakkia, a communal bin, commonly used in Sri Lanka cannot prevent animals from 


scavenging through garbage. Bakkia should be installed only at the places where they 


are necessary. Actually there are too many unnecessary bakkia in Sri Lanka. Bakkia 


generally deteriorates people’s interest in the garbage issue because they can deposit 


any waste, any time and nobody takes care of it. The number of Bakkia should be 


minimal to keep the city clean. 


However, communal garbage bins are necessary where population density is low or 


where access is difficult. Nuwara Eliya MC successfully utilizes closed, elevated 


communal bins. However, this success can be attributed to the fact that MC put 


number on all communal bins and carefully monitors their condition everyday. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


If garbage is collected by the kerbside collection method, people should put their 


garbage out in bags or containers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Bakkia cannot prevent waste from 
scattering 
Bakkia cannot prevent waste from 
being littered 


Closed-type bakkia can prevent waste 
from being littered, but you have to 
monitor the condition everyday. 
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3.2 Bell Collection 


Rationale 


Current waste discharge and storage is characterised by: 


 A lack of public cooperation with many people putting out garbage in any 


container or none at all, at any time and any place, resulting in a lot of garbage 


left at the roadside, or at public collection points, causing litter and creating 


mini-dumps.  


 Many animals (goats, dogs, cows, crows, etc.) search for food amongst the 


garbage, further scattering waste and creating poor sanitary conditions.  


 Many public garbage bins are poorly designed and difficult to empty. 


In addition, collection and transportation is inefficient and unreliable, characterised by 


many handcarts and collection points, double handling and long loading times, frequent 


vehicle breakdowns and long delays for repairs, making it difficult for LAs to keep to 


scheduled garbage collection times, routes and frequencies. 


These observations suggest that establishment of a proper garbage discharge and 


storage system is vital, while the efficiency of collection and transportation must also be 


increased. Increased public participation is considered the key to achieve these aims, 


with the vast majority of the public, businesses and institutions being willing to 


cooperate in improved SWM according to surveys conducted by JICA. Increased public 


participation will also help to maintain SWM costs at similar levels to now, whilst 


improving performance.  


Considering this situation, the introduction of a new waste discharge rule and a new 


“bell collection” system is considered the most suitable and widely applicable means of 


addressing these issues.  


Objectives 


The main objectives of the bell collection are as follows. 


 To keep the town clean with the minimum resource input by LAs, through 


increasing public participation. 


 To improve the current garbage discharge and storage system. 


 To increase public awareness and cooperation. 


 To reduce the amount of litter and garbage piles in local towns. 


 To improve garbage collection and transportation efficiency, through reducing 


double handling and making garbage loading much easier. 
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Description 


The bell collection system requires people to put out their garbage in some form of 


container (bags, dustbins, polysacks, etc.) in accordance with a certain “waste 


discharge rule” and a specified collection schedule.  


 


The new waste discharge rule is based on the concept of minimising the time between 


when garbage is put out and when it is collected. Under this rule, people should not 


leave their garbage at the roadside, in public bins, in drains, public spaces, 


waterbodies, etc. Instead, they should keep their garbage within their premises until the 


specified collection days, bringing their garbage directly out to the collection vehicle 


when they hear special music being played or, if they are not going to be at home, 


placing it at the kerbside in a closed container before the specified collection time. 


Normally, there is somebody present at most houses, shops and other premises during 


the daytime in local Sri Lankan towns, which is one reason why this system was 


selected for trial. 


For this system to work, both the public and local authority must play their part; the 


public following the rules and the local authority collecting garbage on time and 


according to schedule. 


Bell collection hardware is comprised of a 


locally assembled amplifier and speaker 


system, which was specially modified to 


play the bell collection music only.  


The collection truck plays 
music to inform residents of 
its approach. People come 
out with dustbins. 
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This involved the following steps: 


1) Meetings  


 Meeting with senior LA SWM staff (e.g. Commissioner, MOH, PHIs) to discuss 


the introduction of bell collection: what has to be done, by whom and by when. 


 Meeting with SWM supervisors, drivers and labourers to inform them about 


bell collection and to seek their ideas and comments. 


 Meeting with Council members to inform them about the bell collection and ask 


for their support in implementing the bell collection system. 


2) Preparation 


 Preparation of a waste discharge rule. 


 Selection of bell collection areas and preparation of a collection schedule, 


specifying the collection day(s), time and frequency. Generally the time was 


selected as a fairly broad period (e.g. between 8-10am) or before a certain cut-


off time (e.g. before 10am) to make it easier for LAs to keep to this schedule. 


Although many areas are accustomed to daily collection and many people 


desire this, it is not generally necessary. A maximum frequency of two-three 


times per week is adequate in most circumstances.  


 Discussion on how to publicise the new waste discharge rule and bell 


collection system.  


 Design and production of relevant publicity material (e.g. leaflet design and 


printing, noticeboard design, production and selection of locations for 


installation, text and taped message for loudspeaker announcement, etc.). 


 
Noticeboard
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Leaflet 


 Installation of the speaker/amplifier system on collection vehicles in an 


appropriate place so as to protect it from vibration, water, vandalism and theft. 


The speaker/amplifier system is powered by a 12V battery, so different 


installation arrangements are required for different vehicles: 


 Hand tractor (no battery): purchase and installation of a 12V battery and 


establishment of a recharging system (i.e. purchase of battery recharger 


or overnight charging) 


 Tractor (12V battery): connection to the main switch. 


 Compactor (often 2 x 12V batteries):  connection to one of the two 


batteries.  
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 Training relevant SWM staff (drivers, labourers) on how to run the bell 


collection system, including operation of the speaker/amplifier system and 


responding to any questions from the public. 


3) Introduction and Operation: 


 Conduct publicity in selected areas: e.g. making loudspeaker announcements, 


house-to-house distribution of leaflets or by other means, installing 


noticeboards, conducting community meetings, etc. 


 Commence bell collection in selected areas. 


 Ongoing operation and monitoring: responding to inquiries and complaints 


from the public, discussing progress with PHIs, supervisors, drivers and 


labourers, etc. 


3.2.1 Operation of Bell Collection System 


The introduction of the bell collection method requires people to change their way of 


life. It is asking people to do something which they are likely to consider an 


inconvenience. Getting people to co-operate, especially when it involves changing their 


habits, can take a long time – months, even years. Hence, it is a very sensitive trial and 


may result in negative social impacts. Therefore, the following points should be noted. 


Volume of Music 


Music being played outdoors can be a nuisance and considered as “noise pollution” - a 


kind of environmental pollution if the music is too loud. Therefore, the volume of the 


music should be minimized so that it is loud enough for people to hear but not too loud 


to disturb them.  


When Should Music be Played? 


Music may be played only when waste collection work is carried out. Music should not 


be played at the following times: 


 on the way to the collection area 


 on the way to the disposal site 


 returning to the MC/garage. 


Music should not be played during the following times throughout the day: 


 Early morning, maybe before 7am. 


 Late night, maybe after 9pm. 
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If no Public Cooperation 


If people don’t cooperate with the new bell collection system even though they can 


hear the music, it is due to an insufficiency of public education. Do not increase the 


volume of the music – this never encourages people to cooperate with bell collection - 


it only discourages them. Repeat the public education. 


 


4. How to Reduce the Frequency of Collection 


4.1 Scheduled Collection 


The frequency of garbage collection does not mean how often a local authority collects 


garbage, but how often people actually receive waste collection service. In case of the 


area where communal garbage bins are installed, it means how often the garbage in 


the communal bins is collected. 


The appropriate frequency of collection is very important in solid waste management. If 


not collected frequently enough, people and shops have trouble maintaining sanitary 


conditions. If it is too often, it creates a large financial burden and work load for the 


local authority, and in addition it discourages people’s interest in solid waste 


management. The best amount is the lowest frequency in which sanitary conditions 


can be maintained. 


Comparing Sri Lanka with developed countries, the collection frequency in Sri Lanka is 


more often than that in developed countries, even though the amount of waste 


discharged in Sri Lanka is much less than that in developed countries. 


 Waste Discharge Amount Collection Frequency 


Sri Lanka 250 – 500 gram/person/day Everyday 


Developed countries 600 – 1000 gram/person/day 1 to 3 times/week 


 


This fact shows that waste is collected little by little in Sri Lanka, while much more 


waste is collected at one time in developed countries. In other words, people in Sri 


Lanka put out garbage anytime, whereas many people in developed countries put out 


their garbage on the same days according to their local collection schedule.  


Why don’t people in developed countries complain of inconvenience of less frequent 


collection, even though people in Sri Lanka always complain for such frequent 


collection? This is due to two issues: 
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 Garbage collection is punctual and reliable in developed countries. 


 People in developed countries understand the necessity of public cooperation. 


Because a local authority is fully responsible to perform garbage collection, the former 


issue can be materialized by the local authority’s effort. 


As for the latter issue, local authorities in developed countries work very hard to 


educate citizens and organizations, although local authorities in Sri Lanka make few 


such efforts.  


A local authority, therefore, can reduce the frequency of waste collection if it works 


hard. 


Negombo UC collects garbage from households only three times per week by using a 


poster with the bell collection method. In addition, UC removed all communal garbage 


bins, or “bakkia”, and has achieved clean conditions. 


 


 


The procedure to introduce the schedule for garbage collection is as follows. 


1) Separate the whole area into two areas.  


 The collection days for Area A should be Mon. Wed. and Fri. 


 The collection days for Area B should be Tue, Thu. and Sat. 


2) Distribute posters showing the collection days to inform people and shops 


on which days they can put out garbage. 


3) The local authority collects garbage according to the schedule. 


Poster showing the garbage collection schedule 
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Example of Collection Areas 


 


 


Garbage Collection Schedule Route 


BA 
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5. Improve Local Authority’s Capacity by Public Participation 


5.1 Animator System 


Chilaw and Negombo both introduced formal means of improving communication 


between the LA and the public as part of the bell collection system, namely the 


community animator and street committee systems.  


Chilaw’s animator system is based on individual communities selecting someone from 


their community to act as a voluntary animator, who will be responsible for informing 


the Council of the community’s SWM related complaints, while in turn the Council may 


ask them to pass on information to their communities.  


5.2 Street Committee System 


Negombo’s system involves the formation of street committees, who select 1-2 people 


on the committee to be their representatives, these people playing a similar role as the 


Chilaw animators.  


Success Story of Negombo 


On the first day of bell collection in 2003, the Mayor and the council members in the 


health committee followed the tractor to watch bell collection work in action and how 


people would react to it. As a result, they realized the effectiveness and people’s 


appreciation of it. However, after a few months, drivers started to forget to play the 


music, and Negombo MC failed to comply with the garbage collection schedule due to 


mechanical problems with the tractors and the speakers for the music; Negombo MC’s 


performance of bell collection greatly declined. Finally, it seemed that collapse of the 


system was imminent due to the negative attitude of municipal employees who were 


very conservative and opposed the change. At that time, however, many street 


committee members and citizens made a number of complaints to the Mayor by phone 


and telegram and strongly requested that Negombo MC resume bell collection. This 


moved the Mayor to order bell collection to resume and the system operated much 


more steadily and widely than before. The street committee system, which was 


introduced by Negombo MC to promote public participation, prevented the collapse of 


the bell collection by keeping an eye on Negombo MC’s performance. 
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5.3 Monitoring Committee 


Although an appropriate landfill site or a compost facility may be constructed, local 


authorities often ignore proper operation which eventually leads to project failure. In 


order to prevent this, it is necessary for somebody to monitor the local authority’s 


performance. Involvement of citizens for monitoring is a very effective way. 


Local authorities tend to ignore neighbourhoods because they are often apprehensive 


about people’s complaints, but this causes a problem in the future. Local authorities 


should involve citizens in the project from before construction until the termination of 


the project. 


When the Moon Plain Sanitary Landfill was constructed in Nuwara Eliya, a monitoring 


committee was formed to get public acceptance for the landfill site. The steering 


committee members consisted of the following members and the representative of the 


neighborhood was the Buddhist priest of the nearest temple to the site. 


Chairman  Chairman of the health committee 


Member   a council member elected from the ward near the landfill site 


 a council staff in the Health Department 


 a council staff in the Works Department 


 two representatives of neighbourhoods (Buddhist priest) 


 a staff from the Central Environmental Authority 


 a staff in a local environmental NGO 


The purpose of the monitoring committee was to: 


 ensure the landfill operation was in compliance with the method stated in the 


landfill operation manual, and 


 provide transparency of the operation of the landfill. 


The initial monitoring committee visited the disposal site to observe conditions before 


improvement (Left picture). In addition, the project was explained to neighborhoods in 


the temple where the Buddhist priest was the committee member.  
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The monitoring committee holds meetings periodically and visits the site for 


assessment and makes the monitoring results available to the public. 


Sample of Monitoring checklist 


Checklist Monitoring Committee  
for the Moon Plains Landfill Site 


Date:  
Time: 


Category A: Environmental effect (Before and after construction)  


No Items Acceptable Medium Terrible Score Notes 


A1. Fire & Smoke  0 1 2   


A2. Offensive dour 0 1 2   


A3. Waste water 0 1 2   


A4. 
Withering of trees caused by discharged 
waste 


0 1 2 
  


A5. Waste scattering 0 1 2   


A6. Animals (Dogs, monkeys, birds etc.) 0 1 2   


A7 Vermin (Flies etc.) 0 1 2   


A8. View 0 1 2   


A9. 
Entry of scavengers  
(If no scavenger in the site, select “0” ) 


0 - 2 
  


Total of Category A      


Category B：Function of facilities (After finishing construction) 


No Items Functioning Medium 
Not 


functioning 
Score Notes 


B1. Drainage system      


 B1-1.Rip pap 0 1 2   


 B1-2.Earth drain 0 1 2   


B2. Leachate collection & treatment system 0 1 2   


B3. Gas ventilation system 0 1 2   


B4. Discharge pit for health care 0 1 2   


B5. Gully suck treatment facility 0 1 2   


B6. Access road      


 B6-1.Asphalt road 0 1 2   


 B6-2.Gravel road 0 1 2   


B7. Tire wash pit 0 1 2   


B8. Security facilities      


 B8-1.Gate 0 1 2   


 B8-2.Fence 0 1 2   


 B8-3.Guardrail 0 1 2   


B9. Waste scattering prevention net fence 0 1 2   


B10. Turffing 0 1 2   


Total of Category B      


Comment: 
Name & Signature      
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6. How to Get Public Cooperation 


6.1 Clearly Explain to People What to Do 


Most local authorities point out a lack of public cooperation in SWM as one of the 


problems they faced, while in the public consciousness surveys more than 90% of 


residents express their willingness to cooperate. Since public cooperation is a key 


factor in the improvement of SWM, whether it can be obtained is one of the most 


important factors. 


The main area in which public cooperation can contribute to SWM is before they put 


out their waste. The key factors to get public cooperation are described below.  


 A local authority clearly defines its responsibilities and the citizens’ 


responsibilities and then asks citizens what to do. 


 First and foremost, a local authority must comply with its own responsibilities. 


 A local authority must ask for cooperation from citizens in a way that is easy 


enough for them to comply with. For example, it is too large a burden to ask 


people to separate waste into multiple categories at the initial stage. 


How to get public cooperation for new waste disposal rules 


1. Establish the rules. A local authority establishes rules for putting out waste 


and collection days. 


2. Publicity, education. A local authority informs the public of the rules for 


putting out waste and collection days. 


3. Compliance with the waste collection schedule. A local authority conducts 


waste collection according to the schedule. 


4. Supervision, enforcement. A local authority supervises operations to 


enforce the new rules. 


 


6.2 Follow Through 


If a local authority overlooks many violators of the rule, it discourages honest citizens 


from following the rule. Therefore, a local authority has to strictly enforce all citizens to 


follow the rule. If more than 60% of citizens follow the rule, the rule can be adopted by 


the community and violators will be criticized. However, if it doesn’t reach the 60% 


mark, even those citizens who initially follow the rule will begin to neglect the rule. 


In order to reach 60% cooperation, the rule must be enough easy for citizens to follow; 


a rule which is too hard for citizens to follow will not be adopted. For example, when 
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separated collection is introduced, the first step should be to get people to separate 


garbage into only two or three categories. A few years later when people are 


accustomed with garbage separation, the number of categories can be increased. 


6.3 Strategy for Hygiene Education 


It is important that education on waste deal with the following topics. 


1) An understanding of the present condition of the SWM scheme 


The current situation of the SWM scheme, any problems, necessity of the scheme and 


necessity of public cooperation are taught. 


2) Cultivate a sense of pride in public facilities and spaces such as ones 


hometown, parks, and roads. Prevent littering. 


If people have a sense of pride in their public facilities and spaces, they will refrain from 


throwing garbage on the ground. 


3) Cultivate a frugal mentality (Aparade). 3Rs 


Economic development encourages people to increase their purchases and dispose 


more after they have used or consumed those items. "Aparade", the mentality to be 


frugal, is lost.   


4) Correct understanding and evaluation of social capital 


 Remove the bias people have against cleansing workers and recyclers and 


correctly evaluate their contributions to the society, e.g. advocate calling a 


bothal paththara “recycler”. 


 Make people realize that “aparade” is a virtue, not something shameful. 
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6.4 Prove that Solid Waste Management Works 


All people and shops generate and contribute garbage to the waste stream. Solid 


waste management is therefore essential, like water and electricity supply, for people 


to live comfortably. People have to understand its importance and how hard local 


authorities work towards this objective. 


In Japan, all school children at 10 years of age study the solid waste management 


system in their town. They visit the garage where garbage trucks are kept, a 


composting facility, an incineration plant, and a garbage disposal site in their town to 


understand how their waste is treated. This has proven to be effective to cultivate an 


interest in young people for the environment. It also helps to strengthen people's 


resolve not to litter. 


In Sri Lanka, Nuwara Eliya MC sometimes invites school children to Moon Plain 


Sanitary Landfill site. This type of activity should be introduced to all local authorities for 


environmental education. In addition, it will help the local authority to keep the compost 


facility and disposal site maintained in good condition. 


6.5 Love Our Town by Beautification 


Signboards showing slogans such as “Ban littering” and “Don’t dump waste here” are 


encouraging to people. A sign that states “Keep the City Clean” helps people 


understand that somebody else cleans the city. 


The most effective method to stop people from littering along roads is to ensure the 


roads and roadsides are very beautiful so people will feel guilty for littering garbage. 
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6.6 Building Public Consensus 


To implement a solid waste management project, one of the most important issues is to 


build public acceptance and consensus for the project. The keys to doing this are as 


follows. 


The Decision-Making Process 


 Keep Transparency 


 Keep Accountability 


 Elimination of Political Influence 


Before Construction 


A local authority has to be able to answer the following questions logically. 


 Why is such a large scale facility required? 


 Why should it be installed here? 


 Can you give assurance that the local environment will not be damaged by this 


project? 


 Can you show good operation in the present site? 


During Operation 


 The monitoring committee is established including: 


 Neighbourhoods 


 Citizens, NGOs 


 CEA officers, relevant authorities, specialists 


 Periodical monitoring is done to check if the operation meets the requirements 


in the agreement and the regulations. 


 The monitoring report is publicized. 


 If only the LA conducts the monitoring, nobody will believe the data. 


Compensation 


Neighbourhoods should be compensated. 


 Provision of infrastructure. 


 Employment of neighbourhood for the project. 


 Payment of gate fee to the LA or the community. 
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7. Measuring Household Waste Discharge Rate 


The household waste discharge rate is one of the most important data for solid waste 


management. The household waste discharge rate means the daily amount of waste 


which one person adds to the household waste stream. If we multiply the household 


waste discharge rate by the number of people who receive waste collection service, we 


are able to find the amount of waste people are contributing to the waste stream. 


Unfortunately, there is lack of this data in Sri Lanka. 


The household waste stream rate data also can encourage people to perform Reduce, 


Reuse, and Recycle activities. They can see their achievement by monitoring the 


household waste discharge rate. 


NSWMSC asks students to participate in a survey on the household waste discharge 


rate in order to save on survey costs. The method is as follows. 


1. Select about 100 students that live in the area where the local authority 


collects garbage. 


2. Ask them to weigh all the waste they put out using a spring balance everyday 


for a week. 


3. Ask them to record how many people stay at home everyday for a week. 


By using these two data, the household waste discharge rate can be calculated. 


HWDR (household waste discharge rate) = Total waste discharge amount / total 


number of people who stayed at home = xxxx gram/person/day 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


This program raises students’ awareness on waste. If you would like to conduct this 


survey program in your local authority, please contact NSWMSC.  


Garbage is weighed with this 
spring balance. 


A certificate was given to every student that 
participated in the survey in Nuwara Eliya MC. 






		SDC FO Jaffna

Absence and Mission 

Request – Report Form



		Request

		



		Name + surname

		



		From date

		

		

		

		to date

		

		

		



		Number of working days

		

		Back in the office

		

		

		  



		Contact address + telephone

		 







		Type of absence

		



		Vacation

		



		Training / seminar / workshop

		



		Sick leave

		



		Special leaves / overtime request

		



		Place + date: Jaffna  

		Signature:	____________________________



		Approval by the direct superior 

		



		Place + date: Jaffna 

		Signature:	____________________________







		Report when back to the office

		



		From date

		dd / mm / yy

		time

		am / pm

		to date

		dd / mm / yy

		time

		am / pm



		Number of working days used

		



		Comments

		



		



		Place + date:	___________________

		Signature:	____________________________



		Approval by 

		



		Place + date:	___________________

		Signature:	____________________________











The original is to be given to the administration within the 3 working days following your return!!!


OFF JAN 15

		

				Swiss Agency For  Development And Cooperation

				Petty Cash book  January 2015												OFFICE

				Entry		Account		Date		Descripition		Income		Expenditure		Balance

								01/01/2015		Initial balance						0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

																0.00

				Prepared by :		................................						Approved by: ......................................

				Secreatry								Head of Programme Office

				Place & Date : ........................								Place & Date : ........................

				Amount in Words LKR:										Notes		Rs

												5000				- 0

												2000				- 0

												1000				- 0

												500				- 0

												100				- 0

												50				- 0

												20				- 0

												10				- 0

												5				- 0

												2				- 0

												1				- 0

												0.5				- 0

												Total Cash in Hand				- 0

																- 0
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Technical aspects 
In Northern Sri Lanka there is no fresh water source but the 
rain water available. Since monsoon season is once a year 
from November to January there are long dry periods. 
The pond system and the respective construction are based 
on a 600-700 years old tradition of rain water management. 


 


Implementation / Coordination / Sustainability 
- Through local CBO’s (Farmer’s organization) 


Purpose of rain water retention ponds / Effects 
As part of the infrastructure intervention the renovation of 
rain water retention ponds supports the respective area to 
restore livelihoods. 
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Technical aspects 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


Inlet / outlet 
The rain water retention ponds are natural depressions in 
the landscape. 
A bund is constructed including inlet(s) at the highest 
point(s) and outlet(s) at the lowest point(s). 
 


 


Bund 
The bund consists of a mixture of sand and clay. The core 
of the bund contains more clay than sand (85% / 15%). 
The proportion clay / sand of covering bund material is 
40% / 60%. 
 


Regulator 
During or shortly after the rainy season the water level of 
the surrounding area can be regulated by opening or 
closing the regulators.  
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Technical aspects 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


   
 
 


Levelling 
The level of the bund depends on the local landscape and 
the expected rainfall as well as on the size of the pond. 
Usually the top level of the bund is 1m above the level of full 
capacity of the bund. 


Preventing erosion 
After the formation of the bund, the soil has to be 
compacted to avoid erosion. 
Furthermore the bund the top part of the bund is 
reinforced with turf. 


Bathing spot 
Reinforced concrete stairs allow access to the water. 
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Purpose of rain water retention ponds 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


   
 
 
 


Ground water recharge 
Rain water retention ponds are in place to: 
- collect water and avoid the run off of the rain water to the 
sea 
- regulate and stabilize the water table 
- avoid intrusion of salty sea water 
- mitigate risk of flooding 
- allow small scale irrigation 


Water quality of the wells 
Rain water retention ponds increase the ground water 
quality in surrounding area. Therefore at least one well is 
situated close to the pond. 
 


Bathing and cleaning  
The surrounding population is using the ponds for 
washing and cleaning purpose. 
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Effects 


 
 
 


  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


   
 
 


Livelihood / agriculture 
Through the improvement of soil and ground water quality 
the agriculture is directly profiting from the pond renovation. 
As a consequence livelihood at many stages is restored in 
the surrounding area. 


Biodiversity 
The biodiversity increased around the pond. Even months 
after the rainy season there is still water of good quality 
available. 
 


Effects on micro climate 
Through the water surface the heat absorption is much 
better around water ponds, especially in urban areas.  
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Approval / Coordination / Sustainability 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


   
 
 


Approval 
- Land confirmation (Deed) 
- Approval from local authorities 
- Respecting national and local standards 
‐ Agrarian Department as planning partner 


 
 


 


Coordination 
‐  Coordination with stakeholders(Government / NGOS / 
CBOs) 
‐  Organizing weekly meeting with the participation of all 
stakeholders. 
- Solving construction related problems during the meetings 


Sustainability 
- Renovation according to a 600-700 years old water 
management system 
- Creation of ownership through direct implementation by the 
local farmer’s organizations (CBO)
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Partners 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Government partners 
- Government agent of district (GA) 
- Divisional Secretary (DS) 
- Assistant Commissioner Agrarian Department (ACAD) 
 
 


Partners in the village 
- Farmer’s organization (FO) 
- Rural Development Society (RDS / WRDS) 


- Direct implementation through local CBOs and close 
collaboration with local authorities ensure ownership. 
- Weekly meetings with all stake holders ensure technical 
understanding. Responsibilities for maintenance are 
discussed and in place. 
 
 


- Improved micro climate and increased biodiversity around 
ponds. 
- Recharge / Stabilization of ground water table and 
improvement of water quality in the surrounding area allow 
small scale irrigation for gardening and as a consequence 
improvement of livelihoods in the area. 
- The water is not flowing directly to the sea but can be 
stored locally. 
- Through rain water storage the salinity of soil and ground 
water is reduced in the long term. 
- Ponds serve as regulators during rainy season and 
mitigate the risk of flooding. 
 






Max

																SCO Colombo

		Absence - Presence Summary Sheet 2015

		Name		Max												Page 1

		Surname

				Max

		Starting  Date		Ending Date		Description		No of Days		Balance Days				Admin check		Remarks

						Balance 2014				5.5

		02.02.2015		05.02.2015		Annual		4		1.5

		24.02.2015		24.02.2015		Annual		1		0.5

						Annual - 2015				21

		17.03.2015		20.03.2015		Annual		4		17

		10.04.2015		10.04.2015		Annual		1		16

		16.04.2015		17.04.2015		Annual		2		14

		01.05.2015		01.05.2015		Annual		1		13

		01.06.2015		01.06.2015		Annual		1		12

		04.08.2015		04.08.2015		Annual		1		11

		13.08.2015		14.08.2015		Annual		2		9

		08.09.2015		08.09.2015		Annual		1		8

		23.09.2015		23.09.2015		Annual		1		7

		Description: Vacation / Sick leave / Other leaves (to be precised) / Mission (≥ 0.5 day out of Colombo) / Training

		Note: To be kept permanently updated and presented to the admin or superior upon request

		Note: At the end of each page the original shall be given to the admin and filed in the Employee's Personal File





Muster

																SCO Colombo

		Absence - Presence Summary Sheet 2015

		Name		Muster												Page 1

		Surname		Max

		Starting  Date		Ending Date		Description		No of Days		Balance Days				Admin check		Remarks

						Balance 2014				7.5

		20.01.2015		20.01.2015		Annual		0.5		7

		23.01.2015		23.01.2015		Annual		1		6

		30.01.2015		30.01.2015		Annual		0.5		5.5

		03.02.2015		03.02.2015		Annual		1		4.5

		09.02.205		09.02.2015		Sick		1		4.5

		12.02.2015		23.02.2015		Sick		6.5		4.5

		25.02.2015		25.02.2015		Sick		1		4.5

		12.03.2015		12.03.2015		Annual		1		3.5

						2015				21

		15.04.2015		15.04.2015		Annual		0.5		20.5

		28.04.2015		28.04.2015		Annual		1		19.5

		30.04.2015		30.04.2015		Annual		1		18.5

		01.05.2015		01.05.2015		Annual		1		17.5

		20.05.2015		20.05.2015		Annual		0.5		17

		22.06.2015		22.06.2015		Annual		0.5		16.5

		10.07.2015		10.07.2015		Annual		0.5		16

		21.08.2015		21.08.2015		Annual		1		15

		28.08.2015		28.08.2015		Annual		1		14

		14.09.2015		15.09.2015		Sick		2		14

		02.10.2015		02.10.2015		Sick		1		13

		Description: Vacation / Sick leave / Other leaves (to be precised) / Mission (≥ 0.5 day out of Colombo) / Training

		Note: To be kept permanently updated and presented to the admin or superior upon request

		Note: At the end of each page the original shall be given to the admin and filed in the Employee's Personal File
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If you are ....,
Already a pre-school teacher


or


Planning to be a pre-school teacher


or


Engaged in Early Childhood Care and Development


in any other capacity


then


THIS IS FOR YOU....!
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    Introduction


The first five years of a child’s life is critical for brain development. It is critical not only because of the
rapidity of brain development during this period but also because it is a period when brain development is
most susceptible to external influences that determine the quality of intellectual functioning. The years from
3 to 5 are additionally significant for the achievement of important milestones in language acquisition,
socialisation and personality development as well. At birth the human brain is relatively immature. The
cerebral cortex, the part most involved in memory, learning, voluntary control of muscles and other ‘intelligent’
behaviour is the most immature. It is experience that activates the child’s brain and builds up its pathways
(synapses). The right type of stimulation and experience during the years 3 to 5 will make associated
pathways to become permanent. If not used they get pruned leading to the so called signs of deprivation
and lack of readiness to learn when they enter school, leave alone become life-long learners.


Success in achieving this developmental task depends on the presence of an ‘enabling environment’,
an environment that provides children with a safe and healthy surrounding, healthcare and sanitation,
supportive and affectionate interaction, appropriate modelling, stimulation, protection in addition
to an environment where children are provided with a nutritious meal.


What the pre schools are expected to provide and need to provide is this enabling environment
which include quality childcare appropriate to child’s state of development and addresses the needs
of the child while respecting individual differences.


Sri Lanka has seen a phenomenal growth in pre-schools during the last two decades. However the
lack of a national policy framework regarding pre-schools, the multiplicity of pre-schools providers
in the field and the mistaken notion that pre-schools are for preparing the child for primary school
by teaching the 3R’s have led to a multiplicity of models and wide variation in the quality of the
environment and experiences they provide. As a first step in the direction of remedying the situation
UNICEF and the Children’s Secretariat launched a National Survey of Pre schools in Sri Lanka in
2003. The overall objective of the survey was to understand better the status of childcare provision
in pre schools and assess the nature and quality of such care.


The findings of this survey have surfaced many shortcomings and areas which need to be regulated
and improved.


The following extracts from the Survey Report give the overall picture of the situation of pre-
schools in Sri Lanka.


Pre schools are conducted in many different types of buildings, most of which are unsuitable for the
purpose.
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The lack of appropriate play and educational equipment, both indoor and outdoor, and material
for group and individual child stimulation was very disturbing.


Categories and quality of growth and development related services provided were
inadequate(these services included attention to malnutrition and appropriate attention and
care for children with special needs.)


The degree of awareness among pre school teachers on how children learn was poor.


The priority given to story telling; free play and activities for the development of listening
skills and pre-writing, pre-reading and pre-number skills was inadequate.


Environment related activities received very low priority.


The natural environment was not effectively utilized by the caregivers.


The survey also revealed many misconceptions among parents regarding pre-school exposure and
its expected outcomes. What many parents expected from pre-schools was a good education/
preparation/training for formal schooling. Although pre-school exposure is advocated from three
years onwards many parents appeared to hold the view that a few months’ pre-school exposure just
prior to the child being admitted to the formal school was adequate. This was evident from the
small number of 3 to 4 year old children in the sample surveyed. There were still others who did not
recognise the need to send the child to pre school at all.


The survey findings have strongly indicated the need for planned intervention to regulate the
haphazard expansion of pre schools, ensure the provision of quality care, regulate the quality and
standards of teacher training, increase parental awareness of the child’s developmental needs and
obtain parent co-operation and participation in the management of pre schools.


The survey also revealed that most pre-school teachers display a genuine motivation, commitment
to the profession and job satisfaction in spite of meagre incentives. 63.3% of the teachers had
served more than five years, many of them ten years, under these conditions. All had requested
further training as well. The majority of parents were also found to be supportive of their children’s
pre-schools and enthusiastic about assisting the pre-school in whatever capacity required of them.


The guidelines presented in this document are the outcome of a series of meetings and deliberations
involving pre-school providers, teachers, administrators, researchers, consultants and representatives
from the National and Provincial level government authorities, Universities, NGO’s and individuals
in the field of pre-school education. The Children’s Secretariat and UNICEF guided the process of
the preparation of the guidelines.


The guidelines are intended to help you transform pre-schools to child friendly development centres.
They are organised under sections with each section addressing a vital component in the organisation
and implementation of programmes for three to five year old children.
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The conceptual analysis presented here brings out the principles that should
guide the transformation of pre-schools to child friendly development
centres. These principles, which in turn translate into aims and objectives,
provide the guidelines for different components of a development centre
programme such as physical facilities, curriculum content, organization of
learning experiences, services to be provided, psycho-social environment,
management, parent participation and teacher training.


Child Friendly Development Centres
Concepts and Principles
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Growth (Which refers primarily to physical changes) takes place in a fixed
sequence largely determined by the genetic code.


Maturation leads to orderly changes of behavior which are also largely genetically
programmed although subject to environmental influences.


Learning is modification of behavior which results from experience, practice or
environmental influence.


The levels of growth and maturation largely determine the nature of the learning
process at any given time. This means that development cannot be promoted by
adopting teaching-learning processes for which the child is not ready.


Key characteristics of  “Development”


Child development is a gradual process of change in which the child
learns to handle more complex levels of moving, thinking, feeling and
relating to others.


The development process incorporates growth, maturation and
learning


Child Development :
· Occurs in interaction
· Occurs continually
· Is patterned
· Is multi-dimensional


Different aspects of development such as physical, psycho-motor,
cognitive, language, emotional and social are inter-related,
interactive and interdependent


Therefore, Child Development centres must adopt a holistic and
integrated approach, giving attention to both care and education
(Educare).


The centre should secure a safe environment in which the child could
grow up, mature and master increasingly complex skills essential for
acquisition of information and transformation through different forms
of expression
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What is meant by being “Child Friendly”


It is providing an environment :


• characterized by consistency, continuity and predictability of care
• that is warm, affectionate, loving and stimulating
• responsive and adopted to children’s abilities and disabilities


and
• leads to the development of the child’s full potential


and feeling of total security


It is providing, guidance and stimulation to engage in activities that are of
interest to children both individually and in a co-operative group
environment.


It is utilizing forms of activity characteristic of childhood eg: Play,
observation, exploration, trial and error learning, imitation etc. as the
methodologies used in providing learning experiences and not over-riding
child nature, child’s capabilities, physically and mentally and the child’s
interest at a given time.


Development is holistic and the different aspects of development interact with
each other and influence each other. For example malnutrition, will affect not only
physical development but cognitive and psycho social development as well.


Because development is holistic attention must be given to the whole child in all
aspects of development


The integration must be achieved via two different approaches combined into one.
01. Learning situations must adopt the integrated approach.
02. Learning environment should involve both care and education


In terms of care, crucial for optimum growth and development is the manner in
which care givers attentively and warmly utilize their time and resources to promote
growth and development.


In simple terms this would mean that the child gets nutritious meals, receives
vaccination and healthcare, has access to safe drinking water and proper sanitary
conditions, safe environment and stimulating interaction with loving and responsive
adults.
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This suggests not only the key features of the child friendly environment but also the
methodology to be adopted in providing learning experiences. At the heart of the
educative process should be the child. No amount of equipment, teaching or
anything else will have the desired effect unless they are in harmony with the nature
of the child.


What usually happens in our development centres / pre schools is that children are
put through 3Rs and lot of boring activities. This may be what the parents and even
teachers are interested in because these provide tangible proof of the so-called
effectiveness of the pre school. But needs of the young child and it’s interests are
not the same as those of adults. Activities must engage the child’s attention and
bring into operation the emerging cognitive, social, emotional processes and skills
leading to all round development.


Most play experiences planned by teachers are close ended. They stop at the
introduction of some concept or activity. The child’s mind operates only within that


It is introducing the child to activities that would stretch emerging forms of
thought and physical and psycho-social behaviours.
It is allowing room for individual talents to surface.


The centre has to have minimal standards for safe and clean
environment


• safe area / room for the children’s activities
• adequate safe drinking water
• adequate sanitation facility
• well ventilated rooms
• safe distance from accident prone environments
• adequately safe and clean environment


The centre should be responsive to the child’s holistic needs in terms of:


• Health services
• Hygiene and Sanitation
• Socialization
• Nutritional needs
• Spiritual needs
• Responsive to differently able children


The centre should have active participation and involvement of parents
of the children. They should be involved in the operation and
management of the centres.
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frame. It is only open-ended spontaneous play that provides opportunities for each
child to discover, apply, repeat and stretch him/her emerging abilities. The child
himself/herself discovers them in the process of the activity. Opportunity to stretch
them is what leads to optimum development and allow individual talents to surface.
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    Concept of Minimum Standards


Concept of minimum standards and requirements reflect a co-
ordinated organisational effort to raise the different aspects of the
development centres to levels that would ensure the provision of
services adequate to meet the holistic developmental needs of 3 to
5 year olds. Adherence to minimum standards will help to
regularise the setting up of development centres, transform
existing pre-schools to child friendly development centres,
maintain quality and in addition facilitate monitoring and
evaluation.
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Basic Physical Facilities and Services.


Play, observation, exploration and other forms of indoor and outdoor activities are the learning
mechanisms characteristic of pre-schoolers. Thus the development centres should be safe
clean, spacious and stimulating inviting children to engage in different forms of creative
activities, both individually and in small groups, carefully guided by competent child friendly
staff.


Premises


Premises selected for Child Development Centres (pre-schools) should not be adjacent to or in
close proximity to liquor bars/shops, cinemas, video shops, funeral parlours, weekly fairs, bus-
stands, fish and meat stalls, factories, garages or refuse collection points and dangerous sites
such as electric transformers.


Generally it should not be in an environment that is too noisy, dangerous or subject to air pollution.


The premises should be free from undergrowth that can harbour reptiles and should be clean
and smooth.


In all settings, urban, semi-urban or rural there should be a wall or fence around the premises
and the main gate should be well protected.


The premises should not be close to open wells, ponds, streams, rivers, tanks of slopes.


The main entrance of the building should not face the main road or be too close to it.


The premises should have shady trees and ornamental plants.


There should be a sand and water play area and adequate space for outdoor play equipment
such as swings, climbing frame, mats slide etc.


Minimum Standards and Requirements for
Child Friendly Development Centres
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Buildings


The building should be conducive to the child’s health and protection.


The building should be firmly constructed with permanent floor and roof and inspected occasionally
for any flaws. The roof could be made of locally available material such as cadjan, palm or straw.


The building should be large enough to provide at least 20sq.ft. of floor area per child.


There should be adequate light, ventilation and provision to protect children during heavy wind or
rain.


Area occupied by doors and windows should be at least 1/7th of the wall area.


If the building has half walls the walls, should be at least 1 meter high from ground level and
provision (tats) made to protect children from sun and rain.


There should be adequate wall space for display of children’s work.


There should be a room to store records, play material, and other equipment that need protection.


There should be a kitchenette/facilities for the preparation of food.


There should be a sick room/a place for children to rest.


Walls must be colourfully painted to make them attractive.


The building should have minimum partitioning to ensure observation by care giver.


Basic Requirements for Furniture and Equipment


There should be


Specially built children’s desks and chairs.


(Height of Desk- 2ft from ground)
(Height of Chair – 1ft up to the seat and back rest 1ft from the seat)
Seat Size : 1ft x 1ft  , edges should be rounded
A wall black board accessible to children  for free work.


Tables and chairs for teachers (01 each per teacher)


Adequate number of mats/ rugs.


Display board for children’s work


Racks and cupboards to store play material at eye level of children
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A notice board


Outdoor, indoor play material, puzzles, children’s books, musical instruments, waste/scrap
material (collected in a box) etc.


Shelves or suitable arrangements to keep cups, plates water jugs and other equipment used
at meal times and/or in food preparation and storage of water.


Shelves or hangers accessible to children for their bags, water bottles and spare clothes.


Small brooms, ekle brooms, dust bins and door mats which can be handled by children.


Water and Sanitation


There should be a clean source of drinking water (well or tap) and facilities (jugs or earthen
pot) to store boiled water for drinking purposes.


Toilet facilities especially built to suit small children should be made available in adequate
numbers (at least one toilet for 15 – 20 children) with a large enough container to store
water where it is not available on tap and soap to wash hands.


There should be a place with soap and water for washing hands before and after meals and
for washing hands and feet after outdoor play.


Dusters, waste-paper baskets and means for disposing waste must be provided.


Health and Nutrition


Regular health checks and parent education sessions should be organized on a half yearly basis


Child Development Centre (CDC) should liase with the Family Health Worker who maintains
children’s growth charts and keep health records


Children with growth below average should be brought to the notice of the parents and if
persistent, referred for medical attention


Arrangements must be made for the children to have one nutritious meal, either brought
from home or prepared in school or offered by parents in rotation in conditions that are
appropriate to develop good food habits, mealtime habits and manners. The responsibility
of overseeing such arrangement must be clearly assigned to an individual or a committee.


CDC staff or teacher should have received training in basic first aid, identification of common
ailments and referral where necessary.
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The CDC should encourage good health habits among all children.


The CDC should have close rapport with the Divisional Director of Health Services (DDHS)
/ Medical Officer of Health (MOH) and notify all instances of suspected communicable
diseases in any child attending the centre


A first-aid box should be maintained.


Learning and Psycho-Social Environment


Learning within the Child Development Centre has to take place with respect to each
child’s capabilities, careful guidance and promotion of a healthy sense of autonomy, self
confidence and initiative because while children at this age make advances in cognitive,
psycho-motor and language areas they are also continuing to expand their repertoire of
social and moral behaviours and personality characteristics.


Learning Environment / Basic Requirements


School premises or area immediately outside should provide space that can be used as
nature tracks to develop observation skills, environmental awareness and observe effects of
natural events such as wind, sun and rain.


A safe outdoor area where children can play individually and in groups.


A play compound with small trees having low branches, a small mound for children to
climb; a rope or bar tied between trees for children to swing on and slide, places for sand
and water play and for modeling with clay to give a few examples.


Adequate learning material and experiences that would bring out the creativity, adaptability,
spontaneity and emerging skills of children and provide opportunities to follow the child’s
interests.


Containers of different sizes, shapes and volume for sand and water play.
Learning / Teaching kits to develop specific concepts and skills for example: Puzzles, Picture
Cards and Flip Charts.


Dressing up corner with old garments of different types, sizes and colours and mirror, to be used
in role play and dramatization.
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Other learning / play corners such as art corner, book corner, environment corner etc.


All play spaces (indoor and outdoor) should be organized so as to enable the pre-school
teacher to keep watch over the children.


Psycho-Social Environment


The overall environment should make children experience a sense of joy, safety, love and
acceptance and freedom that is necessary for them to become active.


Both at arrival and departure the children and parents are greeted cordially and spoken to as
appropriate.


The  environment is free of threats such as that created by displaying a cane, giving instructions
in a loud and harsh voice or expecting complete silence.


Individual differences in needs, interests and behaviours exhibited by the children are
understood and respected.


The child is provided freedom and opportunity to engage in activities preferred and chosen
by him/her


The child is provided activities which can be mastered with a certain amount of effort and
experience the joy of success.


Children are helped to move away from depending on others to attend to simple tasks such as
washing hands and feet, putting on clothes and shoes etc and encouraged to do things by themselves
willingly, joyfully and with a sense of dignity.


Assists children to express and develop their individual talents


On appropriate occasions the child’s work is appreciated, encouraged and given group
recognition so as to build up the child’s self-confidence, self-respect and sense of competence.


In disciplining children, criticism and punishment are avoided and the child’s attention is diverted
away from the misbehaviour to the acceptable form of behaviour.
Self-discipline that arises as a result of engaging in self-motivated joyful activities is encouraged.
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Ample opportunity is provided for children to play together, help each other share resources and
respect ideas and needs expressed by other children.


Children are encouraged to address each other cordially, to express their ideas and engage in
child to child conversation.


Children are helped to get accustomed to take their meals in a way that fulfils not only their
nutritional requirements but builds up good meal habits and manners.


Children are guided to engage themselves in the day’s activities in a way that brings out  the
need for cleanliness, orderliness and attention to safety.


Children are helped to build up a sense of ownership, belonging and mutual responsibility


Teachers are concerned about children’s safety and well-being.


Teachers do not engage in comparing children in the presence of children or parents.


The teachers evaluate, appreciate and encourage the effort made by each individual child.


Parents are made to feel free to offer assistance in daily activities such as preparation and
serving of meals and interact move with the children at such times.


Opportunities are provided to the children for meeting significant adults and watch display
of local talents at annual events celebrations in the school calendar.


Children are taken on outings to familiarize them with the local environment, its resources and
activities.


Administrative Standards


Administrative standards indicate how systematically and efficiently a pre-school is being
managed. Effective delivery of services require the maintenance of certain categories of
records and provision of facilities for religious and cultural activities.


Documents (The  following documents should be available and stored safely)


Admission register.


Attendance registers of children, teachers, parent meetings.
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Health records.


Register of addresses of guardians/others to be contacted in an emergency.


Progress records of children, including children’s skills development records.


Record of school activities, log book, details of parent education programmes, records of
parent teacher meeting etc.


Financial records


Personal files of teachers


There should be a notice board


There should be a display board for sharing child development information with parents.


There should be a suggestions box for ideas related to school matters or types of assistance
parents can offer.


There  should be a Board of Management and regular meetings of the Board of Management


There should be monthly meetings of parents and teachers


Religious Background


In a multi religious setting participation in religious worship should be with parent’s consent or
replaced by a short period of silence.


There should be a place designated for daily worship and facilities for children to adopt
correct positions taken during worship.


All adults present at the time of daily worship should join the children in the ritual of worship.


There should be special celebrations to mark religious festivals.


Health Inspections and Identification of children with special needs


An annual or where necessary bi- annual health  inspections should be conducted with focus on
identifying any form of handicap, malnutrition or other deficiencies.
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Staff


There should be a qualified teacher for every 20 children teachers should receive refresher training
regularly (at least once a year)


There should be support staff to attend to preparation of meals and cleanliness of premises
and toilets (at least one. Number will depend on the size of the establishment )


Teachers and other staff should be provided welfare facilities.


Parent participation in Child Development Centres


Aims and Objectives.


To create a better understanding of the importance of early childhood care and
development among parents.


To create respect for the role of parenting, improve parenting skills and make them
contribute actively to children’s developmental process.


To make parents understand the importance of child development centres and
encourage them to share the responsibility of planning and maintaining them.


Things parents should know in order to participate actively in Child Development
Centres.


Understanding the process of Child Growth and Development


• Children’s Rights for Survival, Growth and Development
• Importance of the period from conception up to 5 years
• Holistic nature of the developmental process


• Importance of nutrition, health and sanitation


• Early stimulation and its effect on brain development


• The child learns through activity and play


• The child needs plenty of love and acceptance, care and freedom within a secure environment
to become active.
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• The child needs to develop a trusting relationship with loving, caring and responsive adults( parents)
in order to thrive physically, emotionally and socially.


• The child needs opportunities to socialize through group play and group participation with
peers.


• The child needs to develop self esteem, self confidence and sense of competence


• Conditioning children to think in a particular direction will make them prejudiced


Misconceptions among parents regarding children and child development


• The perception that the social and physical environment of the child is not too important for
child development.


• The belief that adequate attention to physical development is all that is required during the
early years.


• The belief that the way children develop depends on the genes they are born with and not on
the environment they grow up in.


• Believing in strict discipline and punishment to regulate behaviour.


• Non-recognition that ridiculing the child is harmful to the child’s psychological development
and using it as a way to discipline children.


• The belief that all parents know how to bring up children and following practices their parents
adopted.


• Non-recognition of the importance of Development centre exposure and not sending children
to pre school.


• The belief that external manifestation of love and recognition is bad and purposely denying it.


• Due to negative attitudes towards children with different forms of handicap denying them


opportunities for optimum development.


• The belief that it is sufficient to send the child to a pre-school for only a short period prior to school


admission.


• Maintaining that pre schools should develop reading, writing and number skills only.
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Importance of the family environment in child growth and development


• Growth and development will proceed smoothly only in an environment that is conducive


to it.


• A harmonious family atmosphere is essential to generate a feeling of security and protection


in the child.


• Domestic violence, alcoholism and mother separation will destroy the feeling of security


and protection.


• Attention to the physical needs of the child alone is inadequate. The child needs plenty of


love, warmth, and recognition and experiences within the home and the environment which


provide adequate stimulation to promote holistic development.


• Parents and other adults in the family can find time to devote to the child and interact with


the child on a one to one basis in an atmosphere of love and affection unlike in any other


setting.


• Parents have ample opportunities to offer recognition and acceptance and enjoy the child’s


achievements, promoting psycho- social development.


• The family should take the lead in avoiding physical punishment and all forms of child abuse such


as neglect and protect the child from external sources of danger and abuse.


Areas of Parental participation in development centre activities.


Providing/ maintaining physical facilities.


Helping to setup/ maintain outdoor play area/ equipment and provide low cost traditional play


material.


Conducting” Shramadana” campaigns to maintain premises and clean/ paint children’s desks, chairs


and walls.
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Participate in providing a nutritious meal to the children.


Setting up a parent teacher association which meets regularly in order to discuss school


activities, progress made by children and conduct parent education programmes to empower


them on decision making, planning, monitoring and evaluation.


Set up a development committee for each centre with village leaders and parents as members.


Co-operate with the Development Centre teacher and the family health worker in carrying


out nutrition programmes, using referral services and attending to the needs of children


identified as requiring special attention.


Assisting the administration of the Development Centre.


Work towards developing a social net of inter- family co-operation and unity woven around


the development centre activities which would help to uplift the conditions in which their


children grow up.


Mechanism for enlisting parental participation.


Meeting parents in small groups as well as large groups at times convenient for parents(Make


attendance of regular whole group meetings compulsory)


Arrange for formal as well as informal discussions at meetings so that parents feel free to


interact, with teacher as well as other parents.


Arrange parent awareness programmes so as to win their confidence in the ability of teacher to


provide the best for their children.


Convince every parent that each one has something they can contribute and that each contribution


- big or small is equally important and valued.


See that language and other media used in parent education is simple, well understood by all and


convey clear messages.


Keep parents regularly informed of the progress of their children.
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Make parents aware of ways and means of organizing their activities at home so as to provide


maximum stimulation for the holistic development of the child, ensure an atmosphere of


love, freedom and acceptance and provide time to spend with the child.


Organize social and religious activities in the Development Centre and educational outings


along with the participation of family members of the children.


Adopt measures to enable parents to express their opinions (Suggestion Box) and keep


parents informed of coming events and ideas that would be useful for them. (Notice Board)


Demonstrate to parents that you take a personal interest in giving each and every child the


best possible care and attention according to his/her needs.


Training norms and requirements for CDC Staff


The pre-school teacher is the most important element in quality child care. She must be warm
and caring, attentive, and respectful of children’s individual needs, motivating and
appreciating individual effort, informative and resourceful, and capable of planning
activities that are developmentally appropriate to enhance children’s social, emotional,
physical and cognitive development. In addition, she should be able to plan a wealth of
services which include health, nutrition, preventive care, monitoring of child development,
services to children with disabilities, and parent involvement programmes.
Admission requirements for training of  CDC staff


Minimum academic requirements for recruitment for receiving training as Child
Development Centre staff should be as follows:


3/4 Passes at G.C.E (A/L) or if unsuccessful at A/L- selected through a screening test from
among those who have sat G.C.E (A/L)


Age Group- Between 18 to 30 years at admission for training.


Minimum period of professional training using standard curricula approved by the
National Committee on ECCD should be:


1 year of training (300 Hours)


Their should be in service training at weekends at least once a year. - 50 Hours
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Outline of the Professional Training Component


Philosophical basis and historical background of ECCD


Child Rights (With special emphasis on rights related to  survival, optimum
growth and development and protection.)


Growth and development from conception up to age 5.
• Concept of growth and development
• Concept of holistic development
• Factors influencing growth and development.


1 Health Nutrition and Sanitation
2 Importance of Environment, learning and experience.
3 Role of early stimulation and brain development
4 Developmental handicaps


The concept of child friendly CDC s


Milestones of growth and development up to five years
• How children learn. Importance of play
• Psycho-motor development
• Psycho-social development
• Language development
• Cognitive development and concept formation
• Aesthetic development and environmental awareness
• Laying the foundation for all round development of personality and life-long learning


. 1. CDC exposure and the formation of habits, values and attitudes and introduction to the
socio- cultural and religious environments


2. Skills the child is expected to master by the time of entry to primary  school
.


Early identification of children at risk


Importance of monitoring growth and nutritional status of children at CDC s.


• Promotion of health and nutrition of the under five child. Role of daycare and Child
Development Centres. Health inspections, co-ordination with  primary health care team
and maintenance of records.


• The importance of maintaining high standards of cleanliness and provision of adequate
sanitary facilities at CDC s.
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Enlightened child care practices and the need for parent education


Organization of age –appropriate learning experiences to promote optimum all round
development: Physical, Psycho-motor, Cognitive, Psycho-social, language, Aesthetic.


1. Development of creativity


2. Learning through play


• Different types of play, their use and significance


• Play / learning corners


3. Integrated teaching, themes and planning


4. Observation exploration and utilization of the natural environment


5. Pre – reading, pre-writing, pre-number and listening skills.


6. Learning experiences for promoting mathematical concepts


7. Story, drama, rhyme, rhythm, and song


8. Production and selection of play/educational material and teaching aids.


9. Development of sense of competence, self-reliance etc., through feed back and


appropriate interaction.
Minimum standards for CDC s


• Building
• Water and sanitary facilities
• Facilities for providing meals
• Play space – indoor, outdoor and play material
• Furniture
• Sick room / rest room
• Educational material


Management of CDC s


Child observation, monitoring and keeping records


Maintaining relations with other service providers


Providing parent awareness and mobilizing parental and community support


Setting up management committee and mechanism for monitoring and evaluation of
CDC s.
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Personality development of CDC workers


Basic English


Visits to CDC s / Resource centres


Group / workshop experiences in producing CDC learning material using locally
available resources


Practical experience at a recognized and relevant CDC for not less than one month
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Check list for Registration of Child Development Centers.
Please mark with a tick (T) all indicators applicable to your center


Physical environment and facilities.


Location


❏ Easily approachable


❏ Situated away from places / establishments unsuitable for children’s attention /
association (Eg: liquor bars, fish and meal stalls).


❏ A safe distance away from sites that could be dangerous for children (for example
open wells, ponds, slopes)


❏ Conducive to children’s health.


Premises


❏ There is a protective fence / wall around the premises


❏ Main entrance is well protected


❏ Premises are clean and free of undergrowth.


❏ The outdoor play area is shady and smooth


❏ There is adequate space and equipment for activities such as climbing, jumping,
balancing, swinging creeping etc...


Building


❏ It is a permanent building


❏ Minimum space available per child is around 20 sq.ft.


❏ There is adequate light and ventilation (area occupied by doors and windows are at
least 1/7 th of wall area)


❏ Half walls are at least one meter high


❏ Walls are colourfully painted
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❏ The building is well maintained.


❏ The building is used only for conducting Development Centre activities.


❏ Although building is used for other activities, Children’s play material and the work
they produce do not get affected.


Available facilities.


❏ Adequate wall space, boards or shelves to exhibit children’s work.


❏ Office room


❏ Store room /room to store equipment


❏ Kitchen


❏ Sick room /safe space set apart for a sick child


❏ Water seal latrines suitable for children and water for use (One latrine for 25
children)


Furniture, equipment and facilities.


❏ Tables and chairs made out of light wood to suit children are available


❏ Tables and chairs for teachers


❏ A cupboard/almyrah for documents.


❏ A wall black board for children.


❏ Racks to place learning / play material at eye level of children.


❏ Pictures and books and places to display them.


❏ Mats and rugs.


❏ Facilities to display children’s work.


❏ Equipment used for preparing and serving meals, food covers and containers for
storing water.


❏ Facilities for boiling and storing drinking water.


❏ A rack / hanger for children’s water bottles and bags.
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Sanitary Facilities


❏ Water is available on tap/from well.


❏ The latrines have an adequate water supply.


❏ Boiled water is available for drinking.


❏ A place with adequate water is available for washing hands before and after meals
and after outdoor play and toilet use.


❏ Means for regular disposal of refuse are available.


Health care and Nutrition


❏ Health habits are inculcated in all children.


❏ Daily attention is paid to children’s cleanliness and health.


❏ A nutritious meal is served every day.


❏ A first aid box with adequate medicine is available.


❏ Maintains children’s health records.


Learning and psycho-social Environment


Learning Environment


❏ The premises or area in the vicinity can be used as nature tracks to develop
observation and exploratory skills.


❏ The outdoor area is safe for children to play individually and in groups


❏ There is adequate outdoor play equipment (for example : swing, climbing frame,
walls etc.)


❏ There is provision for sand and water play


❏ Containers of different sizes, shapes and volume are available for sand and water play.


❏ There is adequate indoor learning material and experiences that would bring out the
creativity, adaptability, spontaneity and emerging skills of children.
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There is a :


❏ dressing up corner with old garments and  a mirror.


☛ play house,


☛ environment corner,


☛ art corner and book corner.


☛ other learning corners


❏ Children with special needs are provided appropriate stimulation and learning
experiences.


Psycho-social Environment.


❏ Both at arrival and departure cordially greet both children and parents.


❏ The overall environment makes children experience a sense of joy and acceptance.


❏ The environment is totally free of threats such as that created by displaying a cane.


❏ Provides the child the freedom and opportunity to engage in activities preferred and
chosen by him.


❏ Encourages self discipline that arises as a result of engaging in self –motivated joyful
activities.


❏ Helps children to move away from depending on others to attend to simple tasks such
as putting on clothes and shoes and learn to do things by themselves willingly,
joyfully and a sense of competence.


❏ Encourages child to child caregiver-child and parent-child conversation.


❏ Provides ample opportunities for children to play together, help each other, share
resources and respect ideas and needs expressed by other children.


❏ Encourages children to address each other cordially and follow social etiquette.


❏ Uses daily events such as meal time to develop good interpersonal relationships and
surface good habits , values and attitudes related to cleanliness, orderliness, safety etc.


❏ Builds up sense of ownership belonging and mutual responsibility.
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Administrative Standards.


The following documents are available


❏ Admission register


❏ Attendance register for children


❏ Attendance register for teachers


❏ Attendance register for parents’ meetings


❏ Register of addresses of guardians/others to be contacted in an emergency


❏ Personal files of teachers / caregivers


❏ Children’s health records


❏ Children’s progress records


❏ Inventory


❏ Log book


❏ Financial records


❏ Term/ annual work plan


❏ Records of parent-teacher meetings


❏ Record of Board of Management meeting


Religious Environment


❏ Participation in religious worship in with parents’ consent.


❏ There is a suitable place designated for religious worship.


❏ Special celebrations are held to mark religious festivals.
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Staff Requirements


. Caregivers


❏ There is a caregiver/teacher for every 20 children


❏ Caregiver/s have received professional training from a recognized institution.


❏ Caregivers have received in-service training.


. Staff assistants


There is assistance for;


❏ Maintaining the cleanliness of the building and premises


❏ Attending to the cleanliness of children


❏ Preparation of meals and clean up after meals.


Parent and Administrative support


❏ There is a Board of Management


❏ There is a parent-teacher association


The work plan


The Development Centre activities include the followings


❏ Commencement procedure


❏ Religious observances


❏ Outdoor play


❏ Short interval
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❏ Structured learning activities and creative expression related to themes (These
include observation exploration listening and communication: creative expression
through speech, art, modeling and role play, pre-reading, pre-writing and pre-number
activities).


❏ Meal time


❏ Free play associated with learning corners


❏ Group play/individual play


❏ Development of aesthetic sensitivity through music song and drama


❏ Story telling


❏ Activities related to environmental awareness, observation and exploration


❏ Basic health habits and self –help activities


❏ Maintenance of cleanliness


❏ Greetings at close of day.


(Please note- the list does not relate to a single day’s activities or a particular order in which
activities are conducted.)
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Notes
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Notes






Voucher



				Payment Authorization &

				Accounting Voucher SDC Field Office Jaffna



						Voucher No.								         Date of Payment

																20.08.2015

				Payee:

						SDC Jaffna Staff Salary 



				Description

						SDC Staff  Salary August 2015







				Account NO.						Debit Amount						Credit Amount



		1										0.00																										 



		2		BOC														0.00







		3







		4







		5







												0.00						0.00

				Total

				Signature Responsible										Signature Approval



				 								 

				Booked on												         Booked by









BTN



												Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

												Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





				The Manager
Bank of Ceylon 
Hospital Road
Jaffna

Sri Lanka










				Jaffna 		20.08.2015





				Subject: Bank Transfer Note												Salary: August 2015



				Dear Sir,



				Please make a transfer of LKR 2,880,800.00 (LKR Two million eight hundred Eighty thousadnd and eight hundred only ) from our LKR account no: 73261297 to the following accounts









				Thank you for confirming the transfers.





				Yours sincerely,

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka 









				     …..……………………………												   ….…………………………

				 												 

				      Head of Office												Project Manager







Bank Transfer

				SDC STAFF SALARY  - September 2015



				No		Name		Bank Account No				Bank Code		Branch Code		Name of the Bank& Branch		Amount (Rs.)

				1		 				C		7056		108		Commercial  Bank, Nelliady		- 0

				1		 				H		7083		144		Hatton National Bank, Thirunelvely		- 0

										X								- 0

				2		 				C		7056		105		Commercial Bank, Batticaloa		- 0

				1		 				S		7278		170		Sampath Bank , Vavuniya Super		- 0

				3		 				C		7056		126		Commercial Bank, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				4		 				C		7056		107		Commercila Bank , Chunnakam		- 0

				5		 				C		7056		61		Commercial Bnk, Vavuniya		- 0

				6		 				C		7056		126		Commercial Bank, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				2		 				H		7083		16		Hatton National Bank,Stanley Road		- 0

				7		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

										X								- 0

				1		 				B		7010		044		Bank of Ceylon, Vavuniya		- 0

				8		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				9		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				2		 				B		7010		638		Bank of Ceylon , Kodikamam		- 0

				10		 				C		7056		105		Commercial Bank, Batticaloa		- 0

				11		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

				12		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

				3		 				B		7010		501		Bank of Ceylon, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				4		 				B		7010		761		Bank of Ceylon, Thirunelvelly		- 0

				1		 				N		7719		006		National Saving Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				13		 				C		7056		13		Commercial bank, Negombo		- 0

				5		 				B		7010		501		Bank of Ceylon, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				14		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank,  Jaffna		- 0

				15		 				C		7056		156		Commercial Bank , Achchuvely		- 0

				16		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank , Jaffna		- 0

				17		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank , Jaffna		- 0

				6		 				B		7010		005		Bank of Ceylon, Jaffna		- 0

				2		 				N		7719		006		National Saving Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				3		 				H		7083		016		Hatton National Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				18		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

				19		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

				4		 				H		7083		058		Hatton National Bank, Ampara		- 0

				20		 				C		7056		6		Commercial Bank Jaffna		- 0

										X

										X								- 0

				21		 				C		7056		107		Commercial Bank, Chunnakam		- 0

				7		 				B		7010		501		Bank of Ceylon, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				8		 				B		7010		501		Bank of Ceylon, Chavakachcheri		- 0

				2		 				S		7278		120		Sampath Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				22		 				C		7056		107		Commercial Bank, Chunnakam		- 0

				23		 				C		7056		107		Commercial Bank, Chunnakam		- 0

				24		 				C		7056		155		Commercial Bank, Kilinochchi		- 0

				5		 				H		7083		016		Hatton National Bank, Jaffna		- 0

				Total						A								- 0

						……………………………………………….										…………………………………………..

						 										 

						Head of Office										Project Manager
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Salary Calculation

		SDC  Jaffna Programme Office 

		Staff Salary Pay Roll for the month of September 2015

		No		Name		Position		Grade		Project		Period		Over payment		Basic Salary		 Basic Salary 		8% EPF 		PAYE Tax		Net Salary		12% SDC Contribution (EPF) 		3% ETF		Overtime						Other payments Ref attached mails		Payable to staff				Payable to EPF		Total paid by SDC

																		LKR		LKR		LKR		LKR		LKR		LKR		No of Hours		Rate/  Hour		Total Payment		LKR		LKR		Match		LKR		LKR

		1		max muster												- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		2		frau sondermann												- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0								 

		3		 												- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		3														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		4														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		5														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		6														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		7														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		8														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		9														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		10														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		11														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		12														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		13														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		14														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		15														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		16														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		17														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		18														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		19														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		20														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		21														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		22														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		23														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		24														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		25														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		26														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		27														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		28														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		29														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		30														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		31														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		32														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		33														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		34														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		35														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		36														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

		37														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0

		38														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0

		39														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0

		40														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0

		41														- 0		- 0		0.00				0.00		- 0		- 0				0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0

										Total						- 0		- 0		0.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0		0.00		- 0				- 0		- 0

						…………………………………..																						……………………………………….

						Prepared by : Deeptah Ajithkumar																						Approved by : Martin Studer

						Secretary																						Head of Office

				PAYEE TAX Calculation for Overtime

				Staff Name		Basic Salary		Over Time				Salary Entitile for PAYEE Tax				New PAYEE TAX RATE

				Kaneshanathan Ramesh								- 0

				Kandasamy Kunalan								- 0

				Puvanenthiram Krishnamenan								- 0

				Sellathurai Sirisgantharaajah								- 0

				Mahendran Thusyanthy								- 0



										- 0		- 0						- 0
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01

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet		 

		Name		max muster

		Position		Engineer

		NIC

		Period		0

		Salary Credited to  Bank A/c No		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		max muster

		Position		Engineer

		NIC		801600913V

		Period		0

		Salary Credited to  Bank A/c No		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




02

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		frau sondermann

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0

		Salary Credited to  Bank A/c No



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		frau sondermann

		Position		0

		NIC		 

		Period		0

		Salary Credited to  Bank A/c No



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




03

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		 

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		 

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




04

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




05

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




06

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




07

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0





		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




08

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




09

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Care Taker

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Care Taker

		NIC		616002163 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Payee Tax		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over Time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




10

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




11

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




12

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




13

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




14

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Engineer

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Engineer

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




15

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




16

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




17

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




18

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		+Areeas / -Over paid		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		+Arrears /-Over Paid		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




19

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		- 0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




20

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		690621347 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




21

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




22

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Over Time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




23

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




24

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		 

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		 

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




25

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




26

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		836293215 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




27

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Infrastructure Engineer

		NIC		721761274 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Infrastructure Engineer

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




28

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




29

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




30

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		798033565 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




31

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others -Allowances 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others -Allowances 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




32

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




33

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




34

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




35

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




36

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




37

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




38

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




39

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




40

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




41

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Technical Officer

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Technical Officer

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	
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				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Technical Officer

		NIC		813412373 V

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		Technical Officer

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




43

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	




44

				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	
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				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka





		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net Salary		LKR		0.00

		Over time		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



				Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

				Swiss Cooperation Office Sri Lanka







		Salary sheet

		Name		0

		Position		0

		NIC		0

		Period		0



		Basic salary		LKR		0.00

		Arrears		LKR		0.00

		Gross Salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction*EPF 8%		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Net salary		LKR		0.00

		Deduction PAYE Tax 		LKR		0.00

		Per diem		LKR		0.00

		Others Add 12% EPF and 3%ETF		LKR		0.00

		Net payment		LKR		0.00

		Advance payment		LKR		0.00

		Payment by Bank A/c		LKR		0.00



		Received by:----------------------------------------				Date:---------------------



		*An additional 12% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the EPF Department.

		*An additional 3% of basic salary will be paid by SDC directly to the ETF Department.



SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKASDC F.O. Jaffna	
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JOB DESCRIPTION


Position Title:

Head Driver/Mechanic

Contract Period:

One year 

Duty Station(s):

Jaffna, Jaffna District


Reporting lines:

To Logistician

1. Purpose:

SDC is engaged in construction programs in the northern part of Sri Lanka (Jaffna and Killinochchi).  Therefore a vehicle fleet of 4 to 5 cars, 14 Motorbikes and 4 Generators are operated. The Head Driver is a direct assistant to the Logistician and supports the efficient management of the fleet and proper supervision of the drivers. 

2. Fleet Maintenance and Management

· Supervision and follow in the maintenance of vehicle fleet and generators.

· Preparation and follow up of spare part requests.


· Reporting of available transport capacities on a weekly base

· Renting additional transport capacity in case of need.

· Collecting relevant data in order the Logisticien can compile the monthly vehicle and generator reports.

· Announce and identify technical problems immediately to the logistician and determine further procedures.

· Ensure that the damages to vehicles are reported immediately

3. Supervision and training of Drivers

· All new drivers and motorcycle user are trained in the proper follow up of the daily, weekly and monthly tasks ( logbook/reporting, refuelling, checks)


· All drivers are instructed in proper driving according SL rules and SDC specific rules.


· The drivers are trained in the daily, weekly and monthly checks of their vehicles


· The drivers are trained in the proper use of 4x4 vehicles.


· The drivers are instructed to file any mechanical problems in order they can be followed up by the head driver (and logistics)

· The head driver is responsible to equip the vehicles with appropriate tools.

· Figures about consumption, mileage and services  are reported to the Logistician on a monthly base. 


4. Follow up of Generator (Training and Maintenance)

· The generators are maintained on a frequent base according to the service manuals

· A daily/weekly/monthly checklist has been established


· The watchmen are instructed in the use of the generators and the proper logbook follow up


· Refuelling is done on a daily base, enough fuel is available to avoid shortages


· Basic spare parts for A- and B-Services are available


· The monthly figures are entered in a database and forwarded to the Logistician for the monthly report.

5. Other Duties


· Technical Problems are reported immediately to the Logistician.


· A minimum stock of spare parts have to be available to cover urgent needs


· In case of technical Problems, the spare parts needed are identified and ordered.

· A minimum tool kit of adequate tools has to be available in order to carry out minor repairs.


· Technical premises (Generator rooms, mechanical workshop, parking space, has to be kept in proper order


· The spill of oil, break fluid, radiator fluid and other harmful liquids have to be strictly avoided and counter measure have to be taken

· Evaluating of vehicles (before purchase or rent)


General Matters


· Be pro active at all times.


· Hands on approach expected.


· Be mindful of cross cultural sensitivity.


· Establish and maintain an effective system of communication throughout the organisation.


· No fines for traffic offences will be paid by SDC.


· You will be responsible for the safe custody of SDC equipment.


Working environment


· The fixed working hours are from 8.00 till 17.00 with one hour lunch break.

· In the field, the lunch hour very often cannot be maintained.

· The SCO Colombo internal regulations as per the operational manual and others are to be respected at all times.  


· Working language is English.


· Duty station is Jaffna and Killinochchi District


Profile


· Driving license for Motorbike 125 cc

· Tamil and English speaking a must. Sinhala a great plus (Contact Colombo)

·  Works independent and efficient

· Computer knowledge Microsoft Office a must

· Flexible and dedicated to the work

· Strong mechanical and technicall background

· Strong leadership quality

· Experience in Driver Training

· Knowledge of construction material, tools, car-parts

· Innovative an stress resistant
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Name:



Position:
National Project Officer 

Location:
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office, Jaffna, Sri Lanka


Duration:
19th December 2012 to 31st December 2013

Objective of Assignment


The National Project Officer (NPO) duties are focusing primarily on SDC humanitarian interventions in the northern part of Sri Lanka and is reporting and monitoring humanitarian and other relevant issues. The NPO has a responsibility for the development, implementation and monitoring of program components within the ongoing projects of SDC. The NPO is focal point for livelihood and gender issues and responsible for the development of maintenance of external relations. The NPO is reporting directly to the Head of Office Jaffna.

Main Tasks

1. External relations

· Network and participate at operational and coordination meetings & briefings

· Represent SDC in relevant meetings; report on discussed issues to the Head of Office.

· Maintain and extend the network within the structure on the authorities, international and national organizations

2. Reporting

· Prepare the bi-weekly sitreps and project status reports for SDC and external partners

· Contribute to the annual report, mid-term report and the MERV.

· Provide necessary available security information to the security focal point.

· Coordinate with the communication officer in Colombo in areas of documentation, media, and reports.


3. Livelihood Component of Programme

· Responsible for the identification, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of livelihood programs related to the housing programme in close collaboration with the Head of Office.

· Provide technical assistance, guidance and project oversight to implementing partners, e.g. SAH and Safe the Children, in designing, implementing, monitoring and evaluating livelihood programmes.

· Support technical staff by participating to beneficiary assessment and meetings

4. Small Action Programme

· Gather background and additional information relating to project proposals, partner organizations and ground situation

· Monitor project implementation through regular field visits

· Collaborate and network with partner organizations and offer necessary programme guidance

· Monitor finances and operations to ensure efficient and effective utilization of funds

· Evaluate interim and final operational and financial reports received


5. Gender

· Act as gender focal point for the SDC programmes in the north


· Ensure successful application of gender checklist in project review, implementation and management

· Sensitize and build capacity of field office staff on gender issues at regular intervals

· Gender assessment and sensitization of partners

6. Coordination of Exit Strategies

· Assist in the design of exit strategies


· Ensure overall implementation and coordination trough all the operational departments of SDC Jaffna Office


· Assist in developing monitoring tools.


· Advise and support other SDC staff.


7. General

· Support SDC vision, policies and values, standards and procedures, confidentiality standards and code of ethical behaviour


· Provide translation facilites


· Provide quality inputs and support to the preparation of credit proposals and other project related documents


· Coordinate, contribute and attend missions for visitors of the Jaffna Programme


· Display a spirit of cooperation in interactions with partner organizations, co-workers, stakeholders and staffs


· Sharing of learning and insights obtained through projects / partner / programme work with other relevant staff

· Ability to work as part of a team and to organize work and support others whenever possible


· Sharing of learning and insights obtained through projects/partners/project work with other relevant staff


· Be up to date on the humanitarian and related situation and trends in the country and provide adequate briefings when required


· Work in close collaboration with the SDC Staff in Colombo and field offices


· Provide any other additional support, as requested by the Head of Field Office

Security


It is the duty of the NPO to acquaint herself with the overall, regional and local security situation and with the SDC security instructions "Instruction 16".

Swiss Cooperation office Sri Lanka



Head of Programme Office
National Project Officer


SDC Jaffna

SDC Jaffna

Date:
Date: 

		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)


Head of Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna,Genevieve Contesse

18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna


Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740, Fax  +94 21 222 6280

jaffna@sdc.net
www.swisscoop.lk
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>MåÃì,�T|,�ów_,�·ïV>V«D


Àºï^�kV¿D�ówçé�å[ÅVï�ÃVmïVÝmÂ�ØïV^á¡D


ÖÍ>�WéD�cºï^�ØÃu¼ÅVöªV_�cºïÓÂz�>Í>m�¶_é


cºï^�¸^çáï^�ï¦ªVï�ØïV|Ým�çkÝ>m.


WéD�åD�J>Vç>Bö¦D�x]Ä\Vï�ØÃuÅm�¶_é


¨ºï^�zwÍç>ï¹¦D�ï¦ªVï�ØÃu®^¼áVD.


>BVö©A�:


¶¸sòÝ]�\u®D�ÎÝmçw©AÂïVª�·sü�W®kªD,�BVµ©ÃVðD.


>BVö©A�g¼éVÄçª�:


¦VÂ¦ì�å.�Ek«VÛV


-�¶Ø\öÂï�Ãwºz½�\Âï¹[�ÃwØ\Va







>MåÃì,�T|,�ów_,�·ïV>V«D
(Personal-,Home- And Environmental Hygiene)


\Âï¹ç¦¼B�¼åVF�Ã«¡k>uz�xÂþB�ïV«ð\Vï�¶ç\km�������������������������������������������������������������������������
¶¤BVç\��gzD.�\Âï¹ç¦¼B�¶¤BVç\�ÖòÂzD�kç«�¼åVFï^�
Ã«¡kç>�>sìÂï�x½BVm.�¶¤BVç\çB��¼ÃVÂþ�¼åVF�°uÃ¦Vm
>sì©Ã>uz�·ïV>V«�¶¤Æâ¦_�¶kEBD.


¶¤BVç\çB�¼ÃVÂzkm�\Âï¹[�çïï¹¼é¼B�c^ám.�


ÖÍ>Â�çï¼B|�\Âï¹[�¶¤¡�káìßEÂz�ØÃömD�c>¡D�̈ ª�åDAþ[¼ÅVD.


¼åVFïçá�Îòkö¦tòÍm�\uÅkòÂz�Ø>Vu®D�¼åVFï^�̈ ª¡D�Ø>VuÅV�¼åVFï^�̈ ª¡D�̧ öÝm�ÃVì©Ãm�kwÂïD.


¼åVF� Ãu¤B�¶¤¡�ÖòÍ>V_� \VÝ]«D� ¼åVF� >VÂïV\_�s¦Vm.� ·ïV>V«� ÃwÂï�kwÂïºïçá�Ø>V¦ìÍm�¸[ÃuÅ�
¼kõ|D.�¶©¼ÃVm�>V[�ØïV½B�¼åVFï¹_�ÖòÍm�̈ Dç\�ÃVmïVÝmÂ�ØïV^á�x½¥D.


ÖÂçï¼B|,�¼åVFï¹_�ÖòÍm�åDç\�ÃVmïVÝmÂ�ØïV^k>uz�åVD�̈ _¼éVòD�ïç¦©¸½Âï�¼kõ½B�Eé�>M�åÃì,�
T|,� ów_� ÄDÃÍ>\Vª� ÃwÂïkwÂïºï^� Ø>V¦ìÃVï� ¨¿>©Ãâ|^ám.� ¶kuçÅ� kVEÝm� ïç¦©¸½©¬ìï^� ¨ª�
åDAþ¼ÅVD.
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(Ways Of Spreading Communicable Diseases )


Ø>Vu®��¼åVFï^�Ã«¡D�xçÅï^
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(Ways Of Spreading Communicable Diseases )


(Non Communicable Diseases )


Ø>Vu®��¼åVFï^�Ã«¡D�xçÅï^


Ø>VuÅV�¼åVFï^


Ø>Vu®��¼åVFï^,�þ¼w�z¤©¸â¦�xçÅl_�Ã«kþ[Åª.


Ã«¡D�xçÅ


1 ïVu®�JéD ïVÄ¼åVF�>½\[,�E[ªxÝm


2


5


¶·Ý>�Àì�JéD


¼åVFïVs�JéD


Øåò©AÂ�ïVFßÄ_,�klu¼ÅVâ¦D,�¨oÂïVßÄ_,�ØÄºïõ\Vö


Ø¦ºz,�\¼éöBV,�EÂï[zMBV,�BVçªÂïV_�¼åVF


3


6


Ø>V|çï�xéD


åß·Â�ØïV½�JéD


E«ºz


òØÃ_éV,�¨lâü


4


7


ÃVoB_�Ø>V¦ì¸ªV_


zò]�°uÅ_�JéD


¨Fâü


¨Fâü,�NÃç¦½¦ü�¬


Äé¼«VïD,�cBìzò]�¶xÂïD,�\V«ç¦©A,�ÃVöÄkV>D,�Au®¼åVF�¼ÃV[Åçk�Ø>VuÅV�¼åVFï^�
gzD.� ¼\_� z¤©¸â¦� ¼åVFï^� Ø>VuÅV� sâ¦VKD� ¼åVFï^� °uÃ¦Âí½B�x[�¶¤z¤ï^�
ïVðÂí½B>Vï�ÖòÂzD.�c>V«ðD.
¶]ï�WçÅ�Öò©¸[,�Äé¼«VïD,�cBìzò]�¶xÂïD�¼ÃV[Å�¼åVFï^�cõ¦Vk>uz�kakzÂzD.


Ã«DÃç«l_� Äé¼«VïD,� cBìzò]� ¶xÂïD,� \V«ç¦©A� Öò©¸[� cºïÓÂzD� ¶Í>� ¼åVFï^� cõ¦Vk>uïVª�
ÄVÝ]BD�cõ|.’


gõïÓÂzD,�\V>s¦VF�W[®�sâ¦�ØÃõïÓÂzD�\V«ç¦©A�cõ¦VïÂ�í½B�ÄÍ>ì©ÃD�¶]ïD�c^ám.


kBm�x]ì¡�cõ¦VzD�ØÃV¿m�Au®�¼åVF,�\V«ç¦©A,�cõ¦Vk>uïVª�ÄVÝ]BD�¶]ïD�cõ|.


Açï©ÃkìïÓÂzD,�\m�¶òÍmD�ÃwÂïD�c^ákìïÓÂzD,�cBì�zò]�¶xÂïD,�\V«ç¦©A,�Au®¼åVF,�~«_�ÃV]©A�
k«Âí½B�ÄÍ>ì©ÃD�¶]ïD�cõ|.


c>V«ðDÖé
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Tâç¦¥D.� ówçé¥D� ·Ý>\Vï� çkÝ]òÂï�
¼kõ|D� Ø>VF¡� ¼åVBVáìï^� c^á� T|ï¹_�
¼\é]ï� ïkªD� ¼kõ|D.� Tâç¦� ØÃòÂzD�
ØÃV¿m� ïkªD� ¨|Âï� ¼kõ|D.� x½¥\VªV_,�
¼åVBVáìï^�Tâ½_�Ö_éV>� ¼å«ºï¹_,�Tâç¦�
ØÃòÂzD�¼kçéïçá�ØÄFB�¼kõ|D.


¶çÅï^,� Øk¹ßÄD,� ïVu¼ÅVâ¦D� x>oBçk�
¼ÃVm\Vª�¶á¡�c^¼á�k«Âí½B>Vï�ÖòÝ>_�
¼kõ|D.


·kVÄÝ�Ø>Vu®�Ã«¡D�ïVéºï¹_�zwÍç>ïçá�
ØÃVm� Ö¦ºïÓÂz� ØïVõ|� ØÄ_kç>� >sìÂï�
¼kõ|D.


Tâ|©�̧ «Vèïçá�(åVF�/�¼ïVa�/�̄ çª)�Tâ|Âz^�
s¦Vm�káìÂï�¼kõ|D.


(Respiratory Diseases )
·kVÄ�Ø>Vu®�¼åVFï^


zwÍç>ïÓÂz�·kVÄÝ�Ø>Vu®�¼åVF�cõ¦VïVm�Öò©Ã>uz�zwÍç>¥¦[�ÃwzD�¶çªkòD�
¶½Âï½��>ºï^�çïïçá�ÄkìÂïV«D�¼ÃVâ|�å[z�ï¿¡>_�¼kõ|D.


åVD�ÖòxD�ØÃV¿mD�ïç>ÂzD�ØÃV¿mD�¼åVBV¹l[�Ø>Võç¦lKD,�·kVÄ©�çÃlÐ^ÓD�
c^á� þòtï^� Øk¹¼B¤� \uÅkö[� ·kVÄ©� çÃlÐ^� ØÄ_KD� ¶>ªV_� ¼åVF� Ø>Vu®�
cõ¦VzD�ïVÄ�¼åVF,�>½\_�¼ÃV[Å��¼åVFï^�ÖÍ>�xçÅl_�Ø>Vu®D.�


Öm� BVòÂzD� °uÃ¦éVD.� ·kVÄÝ� Ø>Vu®�
°uÃ¦Vm� Öò©Ã>uz� ÿµ� z¤©¸â¦� åç¦xçÅ�
ïçáÂ�çïBVá�¼kõ|D.
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>\m� c¦çé� ·Ý>\Vï� çkÝ]ò©Ãm� ÎòkòÂz� ¶kEB\Vªm.� >MåÃì� ·ïV>V«Ýç>�
¼ÃðVsâ¦V_�c¦o_�Ø>Vu®¼åVFï^�cõ¦Vk>uz�kakzÂzD.�¶Ým¦[� ÄJï,� �cáD�
ÄVìÍ>� ¸«ßÄçªï^� cõ¦VzD.� cºïÓ¦[� ÃwzÃkìï^� cºï¹¦tòÍm� séþÂ�
ØïV^kVìï^.


>MåÃì� ·ïV>V«Ýç>,� zwÍç>� ÃòkÝ]¼é¼B� ØÃöBkìï^� ØÄV_oÂØïV|Âï� ¼kõ|D.�
xÂþB\Vï�ïVçél_�¨¿Í>¡¦[�Ã_�méÂþ�kVçB�m©Ã«¡�ØÄF>çé¥D,�cð¡�¶òÍ]B�
ÎËØkVò�xçÅ¥D�kVçB�m©Ã«¡� ØÄF>çé¥D� ÃwÂïÝ]_� ØïVõ|k«¼kõ|D.� \éÄéD�
ïaÝm� >Dç\� ·Ý>D� ØÄF>� ¸[,� >\m� çïïçá� ÄkuïV«D� ¼ÃVâ|� ï¿¡D� ÃwÂïÝç>� E®�
kB]oòÍ¼>�ØÄV_oÂØïV|Âï�¼kõ|D.


¸^çáï^� z¹ÂzD� ÄÍ>ì©Ãºï¹_,� çïïçá� ï¿¡D� xçÅ,� >çé� \lç«,� ÄékVÄ_,�
\ékVÄ_� ï¿¡D� xçÅ� x>oBkuçÅ� ØÄV_oÂ� ØïV|Âï� í½B� EÅÍ>� Ä\B\VzD.� ¶Í>�
¼å«Ý]_�ÖÍ>�ØÄBuÃV|ï¹[�¶kEBÝç>¥D�ØÄV_oÂ�ØïV|ÂïéVD.


¶½Âï½�åïºïçá�Økâ½Â�çïïçá�·Ý>\Vï�çkÝ]òÂï�¼kõ|D.�zwÍç>ïÓÂzD�¶Í>�
ÃwÂïÝç>�ïu®Â�ØïV|Âï�¼kõ|D.


cð¡�¶òÍm>_� >MåÃì� ·ïV>V«Ý]_� Îò� xÂþB� Ãºz� kþÂzD� cð¡�¶òÍmD� x[�
çïïçá�ï¿¡>_�cõbD�xçÅ,�cð¡�cõbD�Î¿ºz�xçÅ,�Öºþ>ºï^,�cðs[�
¼ÃVÄçªÝ� >[ç\� x>oBkuçÅ� zwÍç>ïÓÂz� cð¡� »â|D� ¼å«Ý]_� ØÃu¼ÅVì�
ØÄV_oÂØïV|Âï�¼kõ|D.


\éÄéD� ïaÂï� ØÄ_KD� ¼ÃVm� ïVéèïçá� ¶è¥D� ÃwÂïÝç>¥D� >VxD� ¶ÐÄöÝm�
zwÍç>ïÓÂzD�ØÄV_oÂ�ØïV|Âï�¼kõ|D.


(Personal Hygiene)>MåÃì�·ïV>V«D
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ÃVmïV©ÃVª�z½Àç«�J½
cB«Ý]_�çkÂï¡D


\éD�ïaÝ>�¸[ÐDcð¡�
cõð�x[AD�¼ÄV©¸ªV_�


çïïçá�ï¿k¡D


]¦�ïa¡ïçá�¸öÝm
\®�cÃ¼BVï©Ã|Ý>¡D.


]ªxD�ïakçÅçB�
ÃB[Ã|Ýmkç>�


ÃwÂïÝ]_�ØïV^á�¼kõ|D.


cð¡�ØÃVòâïçá�cB«\Vª
Ö¦Ý]_�J½�çkÂï¡D.


Tâ|�cÃ¼BVï©�ØÃVòâï¹_
Àì�¼>ºïV\_�ÃVmïVÝmÂ


ØïV^á¡D.


(Personal Hygiene)>MåÃì�·ïV>V«D
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(Environmental Hygiene)ów_,�·ïV>V«D


T|�ïVu¼ÅVâ¦D�c^á>Vï¡D,�óöB�Î¹�
c^� Aï� kÄ]BVï¡D� ÖòÂï� ¼kõ|D.�
WéD� ~«o©A�Ö_éVm�ÖòÂï� ¼kõ|D.�
Äç\B_�¶çÅçB�·Ý>\Vï�çkÝ]òÂï�
¼kõ|D.� Äç\B_� ÄV\V[ïçá� s¦�
¼k®� ¨ç>¥D� Äç\B_� ¶çÅl_�
çkÂïÂ�í¦Vm.


Tâç¦�¶½Âï½�m©Ã«¡�ØÄFB� ¼kõ|D�
]ªxD�Tâç¦¥D�·uÅV¦çé¥D�ØÃòÂþ�
·Ý>\Vï� çkÝmÂØïV^á� ¼kõ|D.�
AçïÝ>çé� xuÅVï� >sì©Ãm� å_ém�
¨Í>Â� ïV«ðÝç>Â� ØïVõ|D� Tâ½Ð^�
AçïÂïÂ�í¦Vm.� Ø>VF¡,� ØåÞE_,� Ä¹�
c^ákìï^� ÖòÍ>V_,� AçïÝ>_� ¶kì�
ïçá� ØkzkVï©� ÃV]ÂzD,� ïì©Ã\Vª�
>VF\Vì� Tâ½_� ÖòÍ>V_,� ¶kìïÓÂz�
¸ÅÂzD� zwÍç>ï^� WçÅ� zçÅÍ>�
zwÍç>ïáVï�̧ ÅÂzD.
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(Environment & Health)ów_,�·ïV>V«D
Tâ½[� ·u®©AÅD�#Fç\� tz� ówéVï� ÖòÂï� ¼kõ|D.�
¶©ØÃV¿m�>V[�Tâ½_�kV¿D�¼ÃVm�Ö>\Vï�ÖòÂzD.�¯�
\«ºï^,� ÿç«� \«Âï¤,� kVçw� xòºçï,� \V� x>oB� \«�
kçïïçá� Tâç¦� ·u¤� å|k>V_� å_é� ówçé¥D�
ÃBçª¥D� >òD.� Tâç¦ß� ·u¤� Àì� ¼>ºï� Ö¦D� ¶¹Âï�
í¦Vm.�Àì�¼>ºþ�ÖòÂzD�ØÃV¿m�¶]_�OáDAï^�ØÃòþ�
Ø¦ºz,� \¼éöBV,� BVçªÂïV_� ¼åVF� ¼ÃV[Å� ¼åVFï^�
Ã«¡k>uz�c>¡D.


OáDA�ØÃòz>çé�ówo_�ïâ|©Ã|Ýmkm¦[�OáDAÂ�ï½�
loòÍm�>Dç\�ÃVmïVÝmÂ�ØïV^k]KD�ïkªD�ØÄKÝ>�
¼kõ|D.� xÂþB\Vï� þòt� åVEMï¹_� »Å� çkFÝ>�
OáDA�kçéï¹Ð^�Ã|©Ãç>�c®]�ØÄFB�¼kõ|D.


T|� ïâ¦� \õ� ¶ïµÍ>� þ¦ºzïçá� z©çÃ� ¼ÃVâ|� W«©Ã�
¼kõ|D.�z©çÃï^�¼ÃV|D�ØÃV¿m�nÍm�åVâïÓÂz�¼\_�
]ÅÍ>Ã½� s¦Âí¦Vm.� ¶©Ã½� sâ¦V_� ~Âï^� ØÃòzk>uz�
kVF©A� cõ|.� nÍm� åVâïÓÂz� Îò�xçÅBVkm�J[®�
¶ºzé\Vkm� cB«Ý]uz� ¼\_� \õçðÝ� #s� s¦�
¼kõ|D.� ¶©Ã½ß� ØÄF>V_� ~Âï^� ØÃòzkm� zçÅkVï�
ÖòÂzD.�z¹ÂzD�¶_ém�ï¿¡D�Àì� ¼ÄòD�Ö¦Ý]_�Îò�
Ø>[çª�\V�¶_ém�kVçw�\«ºïçá�åVâ½�s¦¡D.�Öm�Àì�
¼>ºþ�mìåVuÅD�T·kç>Ý�>|ÂzD.
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·Ý>\Vª�Àì�ØÃ®k>uz�þðu¤[�ÃVmïV©A�tï¡D�¶kEBD.�þðu¤b^�Ø>Vu®Â�þòtï^�
¼ÃVïVm� ÃVmïVÝ>_� ¶kEBD.� >õ§ì� ¶^ÓD� kV¹,� ïl®,� x>oBçk� »¦VïÝ>V[�
ØÃòDÃVKD�¼åVF�þòtï^�þðu®�Àç«�¶·Ý>©Ã|Ýmþ[Åm.�gï¼k�¨Í>�ÄÍ>ì©ÃÝ]KD�
ïl®�¶_ém�kV¹,�WéÝ]_�çkÂïÂ�í¦Vm.�cB«\Vª�ïâ½_>V[�çkÂï�¼kõ|D.


þðuçÅ�·u¤¥^á�ïâ|�J[®�¶½�cB«\Vï�ÖòÂï�¼kõ|D.�¶>[�¼\_�Ãz]�Øk¹©AÅ\Vï�
ÄöÍm�ÖòÍ>V_�þðu®Â�ïâ½_�s¿D�¶·Ý>ºï^� þðu¤b^� ØÄ_éVm.� ¼\KD� þðu®Â�
ïâ½_�ÖòÂï¼kV,�ÄkìÂïV«D�¼ÃV[ÅkuçÅ�çkÂï¼kV�Öm�>ç¦BVï�ÖòÂzD.


þðu¤oòÍm�ÃVsÂzD�Àì�zçÅÍ>m�ÃÝm�¶½�kVFÂï_�»¦Vï�Øk¹¼BuÅ©Ã¦�¼kõ|D.


Öç¦Âþç¦�cºï^�þðu®�Àì�·Ý>\Vï�c^á>V�¨ª�Ãö¼ÄV]Ým�ÃVìÝ>_�¶kEBD�Ø>Vu®�
°uÃâ|�Öò©¸[�z¼áVö[�Ö¦_�¶kEB\VzD.�¶>uz�cºï^�Ãz]�·ïV>V«©�Ãö¼ÄV>ïò¦[�
Ø>V¦ìA�ØïV^á¼kõ|D.


[Well]þð®
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[Toilet]\éí¦D


\éí¦D�ÃVs©Ã]_�ïkMÂï�¼kõ½Bm


\éí¦D�þðu¤oòÍm�nDÃm�¶½�Ø>Vçés_�ÖòÝ>_�EÅÍ�
>m.�¶_éV�sâ¦V_�z½�Àç«�¶·Ý>©Ã|ÝmD�kVF©A�cõ|.�


\éí¦Ýç>�ÃVsÝ>�ÎËØkVò�xçÅ¥D�çïïçá�ÄkìïV«tâ|�
ï¿k� ¼kõ|D.� \éí¦Ý]Ð^� \éD� ïaBVm,� Øk¹l_�
ïa©Ã>ªV_,�cð¡�Àì�¶·Ý>©Ã|Ý>©Ã|þÅm.�çïïçáÂ�ï¿�
kVm,�cð¡�>BVöÝ>_,�¶òÍm>_�¼ÃV[Å�ïV«èï¹ªVKD�
cð¡�¶·Ý>©Ã|Ý>©Ã|þÅm.


À«ç¦©¸_�Àì�ÖòÂzD�kç«�mìåVuÅD�ÖòÂïVm.� ~Âï^�ØÃòïVm,� ~Âï^�\éÝm¦[�
Ø>V¦ìA�ØïV^áVm.


gï¼k� ÎËØkVò� xçÅ¥D� ÃVsÝ>� ¸[� >õ§ì� »u¤,� À«ç¦©¸_� ·Ý>\Vª� Àì�
ÖòÂþÅ>V�̈ ª�¶k>VMÂï�¼kõ|D.


ïa©ÃçÅ�Ø>Vâ½�ï®©A�WÅ�̄ ÞÄªD�̧ ½Âï�s¦Âí¦Vm.�sâ¦V_�mìåVuÅD�T·D.


¶½Âï½�¶ákVï�#Fç\BVÂþïçá�(Detergent)�ÃVsÝm�m©A«¡ØÄFB�¼kõ|D.


\éí¦Â�zal_�c^á�\éÝç>� ØÄ¤kç¦B� ØÄFk>uz� Eé� ÃVÂ½öBV�c>¡D.�¶]ï�
#Fç\BVÂþïçá�ÃVsÝ>V_�ÖÍ>�c>¡D�ÃVÂ½öBV¡D�¶aÍm�¼ÃVzD.�g>éV_�za�
sç«s_� W«D¸s|D.� Öç>� >|©Ã>uz�¶ásuz� ¼\_�#Fç\BVÂþïçá� ÃVsÂïÂ�
í¦Vm.
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ÖÍ>� ¼åVFï^� (klu¼ÅVâ¦D,� Øåò©AÂïVßÄ_,� ØÄºïõ\Vö,� kVÍ]¼Ã]� ¼ÃV[Åçk)� åVD�
¶òÍmD�¶·Ý>©Ã|Ý>©Ãâ¦�cð¡,�Àì�JéD�Ã«¡þÅm.


å\Âz�Ö©Ã½BVª�¼åVFï^�k«Vm�>|©Ã>uz,�¶½©Ãç¦l_�åVD�>MåÃì�·ïV>V«Ýç>�¼Ãð�
¼kõ|D.


\éí¦Ý]uz� Øk¹l_� \éD� ïa©Ãç>� xuÅVï� >sìÂï� ¼kõ|D.� zwÍç>ï^� Øk¹l_�
ïaÝ>V_�¶ç>�\éí¦Ý]_�Ö|km�¶kEBD.


\éD�ïaÝ>�̧ [AD�cð¡�¶òÍmk>uz�x[AD�çïïçá�å[ÅVï�·Ý>D�ØÄFB�¼kõ|D.


Äç\ÂzD�ÃVÝ]«ºïçá�c¦ÐÂz¦[�ï¿s�çkÂï�¼kõ|D.�ï¿sB�ÃVÝ]«ºïçá�WéÝ]_�
çk©Ãç>Ý�>sìÂï�¼kõ|D.


Äç\BKÂz�ïVFï¤ïçá�¼>ìÍØ>|ÂzD�ØÃV¿m�Äösþ>�cð¡�kçïïçá�¼>ìÍm�¨|Âï�
¼kõ|D.


ÃßçÄBVï� cõbD� ïVFï¤� kçïïçá� c©A� À«V_� ï¿s� cõð¼kõ|D.� Äç\Âï�
Ø>V¦ºzx[�çïïçá�ÄkìïV«D�¼ÃVâ|�ï¿k�¼kõ|D.


Äç\Ý>� c¦[� ÄV©¸|k>V_� cðs_� Ø>Vu®� °uÃ¦Vm� >sìÂïéVD.� Øk¹l_� ]ÅÍm�
çkÂï©Ãâ|^á�cð¡�kçïïçá�cõÃç>�xuÅVï�>sìÂï�¼kõ|D.


Diseases Spreading Through Food And Water


cð¡,�Àì,�JéD�Ã«¡D�¼åVFï^
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çï�ï¿¡D�EÅÍ>�xçÅ
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ØïV]Ým�g¤B�Àç«¼B�̈ ©¼ÃVmD�Ãòï�¼kõ|D.


Àç«�z¦Ý]_�¶_ém�\õÃVçªl_�¼ÄïöÝm�çkÂï�¼kõ|D.


ÃVçªÂz^� ÃVÝ]«D� çkÝm� ¨|Âï� í¦Vm.� Àç«� ¨|ÂzD� ¼ÃVm� ÃVçªçB� ÄöÝm�
¨|Âï¼kõ|D.


OáDA�~�câØÄ_éV>�kçïl_�ÃVçªl[�kVçB�Øåâ�mèBV_�J½�s¦�¼kõ|D.�¶_ém�
Ö®Âï\Vª�J½BV_�J¦�¼kõ|D.�


z½Àç«�¼ÄïöÝm�çk©Ãm�¨©Ã½?
How To Store Drinking Water In A Safe Way? 
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Àì�¼ÄïöÂzD�ÃVÝ]«ºï^


Àç«�·Ý>\Vª�ÃVÝ]«ºï¹_�¼ÄïöÂï�¼kõ|D.
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Store water safely
in clean containers!







å_é�T|�å_é�·uÅV¦_�å_é�g¼«VÂþBD�å_é�kVµçkÝ�>òD.
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ANNEX 1 - PROCESS FOR BUSINESS INVESTMENTS ALLOCATION PER PRODUCER GROUP


Community 
Orientation 


Meetings


•Situation analysis


•Participatory Shortlist of potential trades


•Main actors: Community members, Producer groups, SAH, external consultant, local 
authorities, market-based stakeholders


Detailed local 
value chain 


analysis


•Participatory review of value chain


•identify key stakeholders


•identify gaps in value chain


•Main actors: Producer Groups, external consultant, SAH, relevant local authorities


•Final Analysis review and approval from Killi District Advisory Committee for Economic 
Support (KDACES)


Value Chain gaps 
analysis


•Analysis of market demand and production capacities


•identification of required hardware invesments


•identification of training needs


•Main actors: Producer groups, business consultant, SAH, local authorities


•Final Analysis review and approval from Killi District Advisory Committee for Economic 
Support (KDACES)


Business Plan 
Development


•Business plan based on analyses findings


•Review of existing assets, finances and additionally required investments


•analysis of postential investors


•Setting of milestones


•Gantt chart of action plan


•Main actors: Producer groups, business consultant, SAH, local authorities


•Business plan review and approval from KDACES


SAH/SDC 
Invetments  


Analysis


• Review of business plans and set conditions


• Cost - benefit analysis of hardware investments


• Assess potential for producer group contributions or co-funders


• Finalize investment plan and conditions for investment


• Main actors: Producer groups, SAH, local authorities


• Investment plan review and approval from KDACES


Granting 
of awards


•Procurement of items


•Developing and signing of MoU for use of items


•monitoring and follow-up


•Main actors: Producer groups, SAH, local authorities, KDACES










JOB DESCRIPTION


Position Title:


Technical Officer Infrastructure cum Cash for Housing Programs

Contract Period:

1 year renewable, including 3 months probation


Duty Station(s):
Kilinochchi and Jaffna District 


Reporting lines:

To Project Engineer CfHJ and Infrastructure  

1. Purpose:

Assist the Project Engineer to supervise and monitor the quality of the construction activities and monitor the progress of the reconstruction and rehabilitation of community infrastructure, housing and communal facilities according to program’s goals and objectives in Jaffna and Killinochchi Districts. Advise and mobilize beneficiaries in their effort of reconstruction. 

2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities:


A) General


1. Work together with the entire infrastructure and CfHJ project team and SDC Jaffna members to design and implement the reconstruction programme in an efficient, cost-effective way.


2. Assist the Project Engineer in liaising with the beneficiaries, local authorities, independent consultants, contractors, suppliers, other (I) NGOs, etc.


3. Assist with developing (re-)construction projects in a participatory way, including assessments and surveys.


4. Assist with monitoring overall progress against the work plan, and report on constraints relating to the quality of the construction/project activities, the non-compliance with regulatory aspects, etc. on a daily basis including updates of the corresponding formats and tables.


5. Assist in the preparation of bank payments list to the beneficiaries and communities in accordance to instalment scheme.


6. Keep and maintain all documents and records.


7. Any other duties agreed upon with the SDC Project Managers and the Program Manager.


B) Community infrastructure and cash for housing new/re-construction


1. Assist the Infrastructure / Project Engineer with the checking of drawings, cost estimates, site layout plans, specifications and work plans prepared by the consultant.


2. Assist the Project Engineer to monitor the quality and progress of construction activities on a day-to-day basis as per work plan, drawings, specifications and contract agreement.


3. Monitor the quality of workmanship together with the Infrastructure / Project Engineer.


4. Attend progress site meetings and maintain the minutes of the meetings.


C) Project Design


1. Assist the Infrastructure / Project Engineer and or the Project Managers with the drafting of architectural projects related to infrastructure or housing on CAD.


2. Design and draft project details under the instructions of the Infrastructure Project Engineer and Project Engineers.

3. Ensure plans and details updates of all projects assigned according to the project modifications.


4. Ensure regular self updates on CAD program updates and new technologies


D) Infrastructure and Cash for housing new / re-construction program process

1. Supervise participatory Infrastructure / house design, assist beneficiaries and the community with the elaboration of complete and structurally sound infrastructure / house designs as per the relevant governmental guidelines and with the verification of construction suitability parameters such as survey plan, plot boundaries and dimensions, common building / house location, soil conditions, availability of water and sanitation, etc. 

2. Assist beneficiaries / communities in obtaining required approvals from relevant authorities (Divisional Secretary, Predeshiya Sabha, Technical Officer, Public Health Inspector, Grama Sevaka, etc.).


3. Assist with the development and dissemination of appropriate construction guidelines to beneficiaries and communities.

4. Preparation of construction work program per beneficiary / per community as well as overall construction program timeframe, including monthly updates.


5. Assist in the development and signing of construction agreements with each beneficiary family / authorized community.


6. Monitor and supervise the preliminaries and ongoing construction works (timeframe, professional work), monitoring adherence to quality standards (i.e. labour, materials, and appropriate cost-effective construction methods) and provision of technical advice on a daily basis with special attention to important structural milestones (e.g. checking of reinforcement bars prior to pouring concrete).


7. Supervise certification of completion of a particular step under an agreed steps instalment program for each beneficiary / community, the updating of beneficiary / communities files and compilation of weekly grant status updates and check needs for following week.

Duties applicable to all:

1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork. 


2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka.


3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and any other regulations and policies.


4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby keeping the highest level of confidentiality.


3. Profile/Personal Specifications:

· In good mental and physical health


· Degree in NCT Civil Engineering

· Experience with planning and implementation/supervision of community / housing development/building construction projects (minimum 5 years, preferably 10 years)


· Solid technical knowledge in the field of construction


· Basic knowledge and understanding of humanitarian principles and of relevant humanitarian guidelines, standards and policy issues in post-conflict Sri Lanka


· Experience working with a humanitarian organization on community housing issues


· Self-supporting in computers (MS Windows and Office)


· Computer skills in AutoCAD and MS Project


· Fluent in English and Tamil, Singhalese


· Valid driving license for motorbike


· Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds


· Integrity, reliability and flexibility


· Ability to work both independently and in a team 


· Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality

Advantages:


SDC strongly supports ongoing training and education for its staff. It offers a working environment in which employees are encouraged to take on responsibilities and are offered opportunities to contribute with initiatives. 


As a Donor and Implementing Agency, SDC has limited bureaucracy and facilitates decision making at field level. 


Deadline for application


June 21st 2013


Only shortlisted Applicants will be contacted
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DRIVER’s MONTHLY REPORT

Name of the driver: 









MONTH:

Car N°:




Registration plate:

Fuel Consumption & Mileage :

		Km / Month beginning

		Km / end of the month

		Total km done

		Total fuel

		Consumption lt/100km

		next service

		at km?



		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Weekly services:


		Service N°1

		Service N° 2

		Service n°3

		Service N° 4



		Date

		made by:

		Date

		Made by:

		Date

		Made by:

		Date

		Made by:



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Remarks:

		Remarks

		Remarks

		Remarks



		

		

		

		





remarks: notify any damage as soon as they occur and give as much details in a concise manner as you could.

Spare parts Consumption: List hereunder the exhaustive list of spare parts used for the vehicle you are assigned to.


Change of drivers: If for any reason another driver has used your vehicles, please report the date & name hereafter


Counseling Sheet





				CASH FOR HOUSING PRJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA

				Psycho social counselling - Report



				Basic Information

				Date of 1st visit

				DS Division

				GN Division

				Village

				Serial Number

				Beneficiary Name

				Responsible T/O

				 

				Stage of House

				Full House				Repair				Oversize

				Started				Not started				Stopped

												Last Instalment

				Beneficiary Status

				Single Headed				Female Headed				Disabled

				Child Headed				Below 5 Members				Above 5 Members

				Occupation

				Labor				Mason				Fishing

				Unemployed				Retired				Public

				Self Employed				Other

				Financial situation

				Source				Amount				Interest Rate

								 				month / year

				Bank				 

				Family/Friends				 

				Money Lenders				 

				Leasing				 

				Pawning				 

				Shop				 

				Comunal Credit				 

				Microfinance Credit				 

								 

				Income Source				 

								 

				Work				 

				Family support				 

				Others				 

				…..				 

				Managing skills

				Can Manage				Cannot Manage				Other

				Bookeeping Problems				Tech. Support needed

				Social assessment

				Alcoholism				Partner left				Domestic Violence

				Mental illness				Partner migrated				Family dispute

				Trauma				Partner dissapeared				Sexual abuse

				Disabled

				Other







				Remarks / Identified

				Problems



				Decision taken by

				PSC and T/O



				Counseling Log Sheet

				Date								Signature



				Date								Signature



				Date								Signature



				Date								Signature





Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna
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JOB DESCRIPTION







Position Title:		Technical Officer Infrastructure and Cash for Housing Programs

Contract Period:		6 months

Duty Station(s):		Jaffna SDC Office

Reporting lines:		To Project Engineer CfhJ and /or Construction Specialist







1. Purpose:



Assist the Project Engineer to supervise and monitor the quality of the construction activities and monitor the progress of the reconstruction and rehabilitation of community housing and communal facilities according to program’s goals and objectives in Jaffna and Killinochchi Districts. Advise and mobilize beneficiaries in their effort of reconstruction. 





2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities:



A) General

1. Work together with the entire CfHJ project team and SDC Jaffna members to design and implement the reconstruction programme in an efficient, cost-effective way.

2. Assist the Project Engineer in liaising with the beneficiaries, local authorities, independent consultants, contractors, suppliers, other (I)NGOs, etc.

3. Assist with developing (re-)construction projects in a participatory way, including assessments and surveys.

4. Assist with monitoring overall progress against the work plan, and report on constraints relating to the quality of the construction/project activities, the non-compliance with regulatory aspects, etc. on a daily basis including updates of the corresponding formats and tables.



B) Community infrastructure reconstruction

1. Assist the Project Engineer with the checking of drawings, cost estimates, site layout plans, specifications and work plans prepared by the consultant.

2. Assist the Project Engineer to monitor the quality and progress of construction activities on a day-to-day basis as per work plan, drawings, specifications and contract agreement.

3. Monitor the quality of workmanship together with the Project Engineer.

4. Attend progress site meetings and maintain the minutes of the meetings.



C) Project Design

1. Assist the Project Engineer and /or the Construction Specialist with the drafting of architectural projects related to infrastructure or housing on CAD.

2. Design and draft project details under the instructions of the Project Engineer and /or the Construction Specialist.

3. Ensure plans and details updates of all projects assigned according to the project modifications.

4. Ensure regular self updates on CAD program updates and new technologies



5. Assist in the preparation of bank payments list to the beneficiaries in accordance to instalment scheme.

6. Keep and maintain all documents and records.

7. Any other duties agreed upon with the SDC Program Manager.



D) Cash for housing reconstruction program 

1. Supervise participatory house design, assist beneficiaries with the elaboration of complete and structurally sound house designs as per the relevant governmental guidelines and with the verification of construction suitability parameters such as survey plan, plot boundaries and dimensions, house location, soil conditions, availability of water and sanitation, etc. 

2. Assist beneficiaries in obtaining required approvals from relevant authorities (Disivisional Secretary, Technical Officer, Public Health Inspector, Grana Sevaka, etc.).

3. Assist with the development and dissemination of appropriate construction guidelines to beneficiaries (do’s and don’ts).

4. Preparation of construction work program per beneficiary as well as overall construction program timeframe, including monthly updates.

5. Assist in the development and signing of construction agreements with each beneficiary family.

6. Monitor and supervise the preliminaries and ongoing construction works, monitoring adherence to quality standards (i.e. labour, materials and appropriate cost-effective construction methods) and provision of technical advice on a daily basis with special attention to important structural milestones (e.g. checking of reinforcement bars prior to pouring concrete).

7. Supervise certification of completion of a particular step under an agreed 5-step instalment program for each beneficiary, the updating of beneficiary files and compilation of weekly grant status updates and check needs for following week



Duties applicable to all:

1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork. 

2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka.

3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and any other regulations and policies.

4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby keeping the highest level of confidentiality.







3. Profile/Personal Specifications:

· In good mental and physical health

· Degree in NCT Civil Engineering

· Experience with planning and implementation/supervision of community housing development/building construction projects (minimum 3 years, preferably 5 years)

· Solid technical knowledge in the field of construction

· Basic knowledge and understanding of humanitarian principles and of relevant humanitarian guidelines, standards and policy issues in post-conflict Sri Lanka

· Experience working with a humanitarian organization on community housing issues

· Self-supporting in computers (MS Windows and Office)

· Computer skills in AutoCAD and MS Project

· Fluent in English and Tamil, Singhalese

· Valid driving license for motorbike

· Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds

· Integrity, reliability and flexibility

· Ability to work both independently and in a team 

· Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality
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House Well Total


1 ALY 392 290 204 192 0 0 0 12 202 121 81 86 192 192 192 189 186 185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 122 79 117 78    108,280.00      10,140.00    118,420.00 


2 UDU 573 189 79 79 0 0 0 0 79 42 37 110 79 79 78 77 76 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 36 39 35      42,830.00         3,710.00      46,540.00 


3 VAT 372 362  226 224 0 1 0 1 228 162 66 136 224 224 224 223 223 222 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 161 66 159 66    123,470.00      12,385.00    135,855.00 


4 VET 265 265 86 64 2 17 3 0 86 31 55 179 64 64 64 64 64 64 2 2 2 18 18 16 3 3 3 0 0 0 34 53 33 53      39,790.00         3,770.00      43,560.00 


5 MLN 361 361 162 113 0 27 5 17 162 95 67 199 113 111 110 107 104 103 0 0 0 27 27 23 5 5 3 17 17 13 95 66 89 64      71,370.00         7,955.00      79,325.00 


1963 1467 757 672 2 45 8 30 757 451 306 710 672 670 668 660 653 650 2 2 2 46 46 40 8 8 6 30 30 26 454 300 437 296    385,740.00      37,960.00    423,700.00 


6 TEL 187 187 129 128 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 58 128 128 126 120 118 106 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      67,840.00                     -        67,840.00 


187 187 129 128 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 58 128 128 126 120 118 106 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      67,840.00                     -        67,840.00 


7 IDA 119 119 35 35 0 0 0 0 33 33 0 84 35 35 34 34 33 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 30 0      18,460.00         2,055.00      20,515.00 


119 119 35 35 0 0 0 0 33 33 0 84 35 35 34 34 33 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 30 0      18,460.00         2,055.00      20,515.00 


8 SAN 149 149 88 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 61 88 88 88 85 83 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      47,340.00                     -        47,340.00 


149 149 88 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 61 88 88 88 85 83 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      47,340.00                     -        47,340.00 


9 KOR 393 205    95 94 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 94 93 88 88 86 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      49,200.00                     -        49,200.00 


10 THA         - 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            440.00                     -              440.00 


393 208 98 97 0 0 1 0 3 3 0 0 96 95 88 88 86 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      49,640.00                     -        49,640.00 


11 PAL 685 597 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 8 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         4,610.00                     -           4,610.00 


12 NAL 537 452 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            940.00                     -              940.00 


13 MAE 185 120 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            440.00                     -              440.00 


14 MAW 205 200 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         1,370.00                     -           1,370.00 


15 GNA 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            720.00                     -              720.00 


16 CHE 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         2,150.00                     -           2,150.00 


17 GOW 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            250.00                     -              250.00 


18 KOL 0 0 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 12 12 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         6,970.00                     -           6,970.00 


1612 1369 35 34 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 34 34 33 30 27 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      17,450.00                     -        17,450.00 


19 MAS 171 171 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            370.00                     -              370.00 


20 ITH 176 176 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 11 9 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         5,370.00                     -           5,370.00 


21 KLL 250 121 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0            810.00                     -              810.00 


22 MUH 100 100 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         3,140.00                     -           3,140.00 


23 VEM 59 59 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         1,050.00                     -           1,050.00 


24 PUW 81 81 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 6 6 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         3,310.00                     -           3,310.00 


837 708 30 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 29 28 24 19 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0      14,050.00                     -        14,050.00 


5260 4207 1172 1084 2 45 10 31 793 487 306 913 1082 1079 1065 1041 1019 971 2 2 2 46 46 40 10 10 7 30 30 26 487 300 467 296    600,520.00      40,015.00    640,535.00 
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Project Villages


1 KAR 30 30 0 65 ALY- Aliyawalai THM- Thambahamam


2 ALI 3 3 0 0 VAT- Vathirayan KPH- Kiarambaham


3 KAC 2 2 0 0 UDU- Uduthurai KAI- Kaithadi Navatkuli


4 ARA 2 2 0 1 VET- Vetilakkerni THL- Thangkilappu


5 THA 1 1 0 0 MLN- Mulliyan KAR- Kariyalainagapaduvan


6 MUG 2 2 0 0 TEL- Thellippalai ALI- Allippalai


7 KOV 8 8 0 17 IDA- Idaikkadu KAC- Kachcharveli


8 IYA 7 7 0 4 KOR- Korakkan Kaddu ARA- Arasarkerni


9 KIL 7 7 0 0 SAN- Sandilippai THA- Thadduvankotty


10 PAL 3 3 0 0 THA- Thaduvankotty MUG-Mugavil
65 65 0 87 PAL- Pallikuda KOV- Kovilvayal


NAL- Nallur IYA- Iyakachi


11 KPH 5 5 0 MAE- Madduvilnadu East


12 KAI 1 1 0 MAW-Madduvilnadu West


13 THL 3 3 0 GNA- Gnaiyarmadam
9 9 0 35 CHE- Cheddiyarkurichi Housing Repair Category


KOL- Kollarkurichi 1 Full 550,000.00  


14 THM 2 2 0 4 MAS- Masar 2 AR = 150,000.00  
2 2 0 4 ITH- Ithavil 3 BR = 200,000.00  


KLL- Killali 4 CR = 250,000.00  


15 SDC III 53 3 MUH-Muhamalai 5 DR = 300,000.00  
53 3 VEM- Vempadukerni


129 129 PUW- Puloppalaiwest129


680,470,942.00      Total Spent in SDC III


Total 26,654,940.00                 


SDC II Beneficiary


SAH I Beneficiary


Other Brushup Beneficiary SDC III


39,935,942.00                 9,097,312.00                   4,183,690.00                   


60,000.00                      935,000.00                    


Kaithadi Navatkuli-Chava DS -                                   


Thanangkilappu-Chava DS -                                   


Karambaham-Chava DS


135,000.00                    
60,000.00                      135,000.00                    


875,000.00                    


-                                   


-                                   


26,654,940.00              3,158,690.00                1,740,000.00                31,553,630.00              


Thambahamam-Chava DS -                                   75,000.00                       60,000.00                       


875,000.00                    35


75,000.00                      


-                                   


60,000.00                       935,000.00                    


-                                   75,000.00                      7,237,312.00                7,312,312.00                
SDC III Brush Up Beneficiary -                                   75,000.00                       7,237,312.00                 7,312,312.00                 53


53


Kilali-Pachchilaipalli DS 3,090,000.00                 325,000.00                    -                                   3,415,000.00                 


Pallikuda-Poonakary DS 670,000.00                    250,000.00                    80,000.00                       1,000,000.00                 


Kovilvayal - Pachchilaipalli DS 3,660,000.00                 500,000.00                    60,000.00                       4,220,000.00                 


Iyakkachchi- Pachchilaipalli DS 2,740,000.00                 125,000.00                    260,000.00                    3,125,000.00                 


Thadduvankoddi - Kandawalai DS 100,000.00                    -                                   -                                   100,000.00                    


Mugavil - Pachchilaipalli DS 940,000.00                    -                                   30,000.00                       970,000.00                    


740,000.00                    -                                   260,000.00                    1,000,000.00                 


Arasarkeny- Pachchilaipalli DS 940,000.00                    100,000.00                    30,000.00                       1,070,000.00                 


Kachcharveli- Pachchilaipalli DS


1,410,000.00                 120,000.00                    -                                   1,530,000.00                 


Spent Before Brushup
Brushup Financial 


Progress Toilet


Brushup Financial 


Progress House
Total


Allipalai - Pachchilaipalli DS


Housing


To
ile


t


EC I Beneficiary


12,364,940.00               


# Beneficiary Details 
Village 


Name


Annexe C.1.1
Cash for Sheltor SDC III 7F-07270


Physical and Financial_Progress -October 2015


No. Project
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Financial Progress 


(Well)
Financial Progress


Vadamarachi East DS Division


Tellipalai DS Division


Financial Progress (Housing) Financial Progress Repair Housing I-AR,II-BR,III-CR,IV-DR


Kariyalai Nagapaduwan - Poonakary DS 1,738,690.00                 1,020,000.00                 15,123,630.00               


Housing Brushup Database


Poonakari DS Division


Pachchilaipalli DS Division


Total


Kopay DS Division


Sandilippay DS Division


Kandawalai DS Division






Time and Payment Schedule

																																																				SDC Field Office Jaffna

																																																				521/11, Point Pedro Road, Nallur, Jaffna

																																																				Tel. / Fax: +94 21 222 3928 / 6280

		OWNER DRIVEN HOUSING PROGRAMME: Cash for Housing in Jaffna

		TIME AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE														TO Activities												Payments												Works in progress														Extension

		Maravanpulo: East, West, Center and North		15 March 2016

		TIME SCHEDULE: Houses & infrastructure & livelihood		2010		January										February								March								April								May										June								July										August								September								October										November								December

				Week		01		02		03		04		05		06		07		08		09		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

		Beneficiary selection

		Assessment 1st

		PHI: Permit procedure and location of toilets and wells

		Payment for Well (LKR 35,000), if implemented by SDC

		Payment for Toilet (LKR 65'000), if implemented by SDC

		Payment 1st Installment (LKR 150,000)

		Start of works: Foundation of house

		Assessment 2nd

		Payment 2nd Installment (LKR 150,000)

		Ongoing works: Walls, frames of windows and doors

		Assessment 3rd

		Payment 3rd Installment (LKR 190,000)

		Ongoing works: Roof

		Assessment 4th

		Payment 4th Installment (LKR 80,000)

		Ongoing works: Outer and inner painting, finishing works

		Final Assessment / Application of signboards / Handover procedure

		Construction of school

		Construction works

		Monitoring of works

		Other community activities (not yet decided)

		Assessment

		Ongoing activities

		Livelihood

		Activities

		TIME SCHEDULE: GENERALITIES		2010		January										February								March								April								May										June								July										August								September								October										November								December

				Week		01		02		03		04		05		06		07		08		09		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

		Beneficiary Meetings

		Leave Martin

		PAYMENT SCHEDULE   (in LKR)		2010		January										February								March								April								May										June								July										August								September								October										November								December

		7F-number		Total		01		02		03		04		05		06		07		08		09		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

		Payment new Well installment (LKR 35.000)		0.00

		Payment new Toilet installment (LKR 65,000)		0.00

		Payment 1st installment New Houses (LKR 150,000)		375,000,000.00																				375,000,000.00

		Payment 2nd installment New Houses (LKR 150,000)		375,000,000.00																												375,000,000.00

		Payment 3rd installment New Houses (LKR 190,000)		475,000,000.00																																				475,000,000.00

		Payment 4th installment New Houses (LKR 80/130/60)		200,000,000.00																																														200,000,000.00

		Payment  School		18,000,000.00																				3,000,000.00								3,000,000.00								3,000,000.00										3,000,000.00								3,000,000.00										3000000

		Payment Livelihood		0.00

		Payment Others		0.00

		Total		1,443,000,000.00		0.00										0.00								378,000,000.00								378,000,000.00								478,000,000.00										203,000,000.00								3,000,000.00										3000000.00								0.00								0.00										0.00								0.00



&LSDC Jaffna&CPrepared by Martin &D&RPage &P/&N



SDC Bank Payments

																														SDC Field Office Jaffna

																														521/11, Point Pedro Road, Nallur, Jaffna

																														Tel. / Fax: +94 21 222 3928 / 6280

		OWNER DRIVEN HOUSING PROGRAMM: NEW HOUSES AND REPAIRS																												15 March 2016

		BANK PAYMENTS: Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

		Maravanpulo: North, West, Center and East

		Cost Centre		7F-07270.01.01																				Exchange Rate CHF/LKR		108		Budget CHF		1,160,384.00

		Cost Type																										Budget LKR		125,321,472.00

		Date		Bank		Payment				Cheque		Inst.		no.		Amount		Type of assistance										TOTAL

						Order		Site		no.		no.		pay.		LKR		Full house		Add. Support		Top-up		Well		Toilet		Out		Budget

				Budget LKR																										125,321,472.00

		15/03/2016		Paid to beneficiaries LKR										154				23,100,000.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		23,100,000.00

				North Mara														2,400,000.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		2,400,000.00

				West Mara														3,450,000.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		3,450,000.00

				Center Mara														9,300,000.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		9,300,000.00

				East Mara														7,950,000.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		7,950,000.00

		15/03/2016		Balance LKR																										102,221,472.00

		02/03/2010		Commercial Bank Jaffna		01		North Mara		001		1		16		2,400,000		2,400,000										2,400,000

				Commercial Bank Jaffna		01		West Mara				1		23		3,450,000		3,450,000										3,450,000

				Commercial Bank Jaffna		01		Center Mara				1		62		9,300,000		9,300,000										9,300,000

				Commercial Bank Jaffna		01		East Mara				1		53		7,950,000		7,950,000										7,950,000

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-
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								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-

								North Mara																				-
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SDC progress

																		SDC Field Office Jaffna

																		521/11, Point Pedro Road, Nallur, Jaffna

																		Tel. / Fax: +94 21 222 3928 / 6280

		OWNER DRIVEN HOUSING PROGRAMM: NEW HOUSES AND REPAIRS																15 March 2016

		PROGRESS REPORT: SDC

		Maravanpulo: North, West, Center and East

		1		Registration		Registered		Not started		Ongoing		Blocked		Completed		Completion %

				Houses North		20		4		16		0		0		0%

				Houses West		37		14		23		0		0		0%

				Houses Center		75		13		62		0		0		0%

				Houses East		74		21		53		0		0		0%

				Add. Support		0		0		0		0		0		0%

				Wells		172		172		0		0		0		0%

				Toilets		206		206		0		0		0		0%

		2		Payment scheme		Number		LKR		Total

				Houses North		20		570,000		11,400,000

				Houses West		37		570,000		21,090,000

				Houses Center		75		570,000		42,750,000

				Houses East		74		570,000		42,180,000

				Repair		0		460,000		0

				Total Houses		206				117,420,000						Budget SDC		Balance

																125,321,472		-20,462,528

				Wells		172		35,000		6,020,000								-16.33%

				Toilets		228		98,000		22,344,000

				Total Wat/san						28,364,000

				Grand Total						145,784,000

		3		Installments paid		1st		2nd		3rd		4th		%

				Houses North		16		0		0		0		20%

				Houses West		23		0		0		0		16%

				Houses Center		62		0		0		0		21%

				Houses East		53		0		0		0		18%

				Add. Support		0		0		0		0		0%

				Total Houses		154		0		0		0

				Wells		0

				Toilets		0

				Total Wat/san		0

		4		Progress in LKR		Committed		Disbursed		Still to pay

				Houses North		11,400,000		2,400,000		9,000,000

				Houses West		21,090,000		3,450,000		17,640,000

				Houses Center		42,750,000		9,300,000		33,450,000

				Houses East		42,180,000		7,950,000		34,230,000

				Additional Support		0		0		0

				Total Houses		117,420,000		23,100,000		94,320,000

				Well		6,020,000		0		6,020,000

				Toilets		22,344,000		0		22,344,000

				Total Wat/San		28,364,000		0		28,364,000

				Grand Total		145,784,000		23,100,000		122,684,000

		5		Graphics
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VEHICLE

		SDC,Jaffna,  Sri Lanka

		Vehicles Fuel Consumption Follow Up: 2015

		Sr No		Reg No		Driver		Type		Fuel		Description		January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

		1						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		155.88		277.825		331.636		221.478		142.613		319.987		275.105		198.865

												KM Starts		128459.00		130051		132784		136335		138491		140008		143324		145956

												KM Ends		130051.00		132784		136335		138491		140008		143324		145956		147968

												KM Done		1592.00		2733.00		3551.00		2156.00		1517.00		3316.00		2632.00		2012.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		9.79		10.17		9.34		10.27		9.40		9.65		10.45		9.88		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		2						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		284.90		312.043		305.335		169.745		247.04		217.974		255.236		199.798

												KM Starts		167686.00		170299		173034		175769		177270		179569		181490		183595

												KM Ends		170299.00		173034		175769		177270		179569		181490		183595		185299

												KM Done		2613.00		2735.00		2735.00		1501.00		2299.00		1921.00		2105.00		1704.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		10.90		11.41		11.16		11.31		10.75		11.35		12.13		11.73		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		3						HYUNDAI		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		129.00		164.21		109.128		63.289		91.747		62.9		112.175

												KM Starts		121790.00		122618		123721		124462		125033		125759		126204

												KM Ends		122618.00		123721		124462		125033		125759		126204		127006

												KM Done		828.00		1103.00		741.00		571.00		726.00		445.00		802.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		15.58		14.89		14.73		11.08		12.64		14.13		13.99		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		4						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		339.86		275.49		322.108		329.986		267.386		270.276		339.553		270.761

												KM Starts		92380.00		95526		98124		101053		104116		106520		109039		112231

												KM Ends		95526.00		98124		101053		104116		106520		109039		112231		114743

												KM Done		3146.00		2598.00		2929.00		3063.00		2404.00		2519.00		3192.00		2512.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		10.80		10.60		11.00		10.77		11.12		10.73		10.64		10.78		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		5						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		541.52		336.356		370.914		293.232		349.489		410.376		260.61		359.694

												KM Starts		92413.00		97214		100005		103666		106295		109243		112480		115350

												KM Ends		97214.00		100005		103666		106295		109243		112480		115350		118430

												KM Done		4801.00		2791.00		3661.00		2629.00		2948.00		3237.00		2870.00		3080.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		11.28		12.05		10.13		11.15		11.86		12.68		9.08		11.68		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		6						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		295.06		197.255		262.668		240.641		206.543		164.488		205.813		181.535

												KM Starts		158193.00		160634		162217		164259		166168		167854		169120		170798

												KM Ends		160634.00		162217		164259		166168		167854		169120		170798		173239

												KM Done		2441.00		1583.00		2042.00		1909.00		1686.00		1266.00		1678.00		2441.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		12.09		12.46		12.86		12.61		12.25		12.99		12.27		7.44		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		7						TOYOTA		Diesel		Fuel Consumption		265.38		337.997		267.888		278.875		374.943		198.296		298.551		183.073

												KM Starts		52842.00		56033		59305		62016		64668		68318		70090		72772

												KM Ends		56033.00		59305		62016		64668		68318		70090		72772		74517

												KM Done		3191.00		3272.00		2711.00		2652.00		3650.00		1772.00		2682.00		1745.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		8.32		10.33		9.88		10.52		10.27		11.19		11.13		10.49		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		8						HYUNDAI		Diesel		Fuel Consumption

												KM Starts		111650.00

												KM Ends

												KM Done								0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00





MOTOR CYCLE

		SDC,Jaffna,  Sri Lanka

		MOTOR CYCLE Fuel Consumption Follow Up:												2015

		Sr No		Reg No		Driver		Type		Location		Fuel		Description		January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

		1						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		27.00		30		43		25		37		25		31		40

														KM Starts		25210.00		26460		27721		29350		30260		31955		32770		34762

														KM Ends		26460.00		27721		29350		30260		31955		32770		34762		35843

														KM Done		1250.00		1261.00		1629.00		910.00		1695.00		815.00		1992.00		1081.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.16		2.38		2.64		2.75		2.18		3.07		1.56		3.70		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		2						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		24.00		36		20		30		34		20		24		10										x

														KM Starts		30680.00		31547		33004		34020		35115		36345		37300		38060

														KM Ends		31547.00		33004		34020		35115		36345		37300		38060

														KM Done		867.00		1457.00		1016.00		1095.00		1230.00		955.00		760.00		-38060.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.77		2.47		1.97		2.74		2.76		2.09		3.16		-0.03		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		3						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		30.05		52.234		54.661		58.276		42.691		39.32		36.305		26.728

														KM Starts		30252.00		31659		33917		36298		38597		40189		41431		42916

														KM Ends		31659.00		33917		36298		38597		40189		41431		42916		43903

														KM Done		1407.00		2258.00		1512.00		2299.00		1592.00		1242.00		1485.00		987.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.14		2.31		3.62		2.53		2.68		3.17		2.44		2.71		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		4						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		21.90		29.821		20.025		29.63		36.973		18.188		15.08		5.98

														KM Starts		29157.00		30059		31238		32289		33696		35635		36597

														KM Ends		30059.00		31238		32289		33696		35635		36597		37470

														KM Done		902.00		1179.00		1051.00		1407.00		1939.00		962.00		873.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.43		2.53		1.91		2.11		1.91		1.89		1.73		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		5						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		9.67		20.255		35.663		12		38.579		26.633		41.461		51.821

														KM Starts		29079.00		29469		30654		32458		33116		34709				36071

														KM Ends		29496.00		30654		32458		33116		34709		36071				38272

														KM Done		417.00		1185.00		1804.00		658.00		935.00		1362.00		0.00		2201.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.32		1.71		1.98		1.82		4.13		1.96		0.00		2.35		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		6						Joyro		Palai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		7.00

														KM Starts		2945.00

														KM Ends		3470.00

														KM Done		525.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.33		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		7						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption

														KM Starts

														KM Ends

														KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		8						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption

														KM Starts

														KM Ends

														KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		6						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		18.67		22.41		31.87		20.538		10		30		20		20

														KM Starts		35940.00		36800		37940		39365		40342		40810		42508		43647

														KM Ends		36800.00		37940		39365		40342		40810		42508		43647		44908

														KM Done		985.00		1140.00		1425.00		977.00		468.00		1698.00		1139.00		1261.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.90		1.97		2.24		2.10		2.14		1.77		1.76		1.59		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		7						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		27.69		12.69		24.511		17.523		49.652		31.663		10.68		35.958

														KM Starts		28777.00		29892		30437		31548		32420		34352		35810		35935

														KM Ends		29892.00		30437		31548		32420		34352		35810		35935		37470

														KM Done		1115.00		744.00		1111.00		872.00		1932.00		1458.00		125.00		1535.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.48		1.71		2.21		2.01		2.57		2.17		8.54		2.34		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		8						Hero Honda		Palai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		34.00		20		53		32		33		32.61		31		39

														KM Starts		31631.00		33199		34119		36671		38039		39640		40543		42084

														KM Ends		33199.00		34119		36671		38039		39640		40543		42084		43570

														KM Done		1568.00		920.00		2552.00		1368.00		1601.00		903.00		1541.00		1486.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.17		2.17		2.08		2.34		2.06		3.61		2.01		2.62		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		9						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		29.00		30		45		15		16		48.203		32		8.64

														KM Starts						33937		35377				38221		40046		41993

														KM Ends						35377				38221		40046		41993		42269

														KM Done		0.00		0.00		1440.00		-35377.00		38221.00		1825.00		1947.00		276.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		3.13		-0.04		0.04		2.64		1.64		3.13		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		10						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		26.00		47		50		36		32		36		36		31

														KM Starts		25048.00		26291		28568		30652		30652		32154		34739		35956

														KM Ends		26291.00		28568		30652		32154		32154		34739		35956		37344

														KM Done		1243.00		2277.00		2084.00		1502.00		1502.00		2585.00		1217.00		1388.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.09		2.06		2.40		2.40		2.13		1.39		2.96		2.23		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		11						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		21.17		21.758		19.716		20.133		18.763		19.833		19.551

														KM Starts		16097.00		16967		17982		18995		19937		20819		21740

														KM Ends		16967.00		17982		18995		19937		20819		21740		22719

														KM Done		870.00		1015.00		1013.00		942.00		882.00		921.00		979.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.43		2.14		1.95		2.14		2.13		2.15		2.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		12						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		10.81		14.076		19.962		10.801		20.118		25.996				17.502

														KM Starts		19180.00		19694		20391		21380		21905		23810				25016

														KM Ends		19694.00		20391		21380		21905		22864		25016				25939

														KM Done		514.00		697.00		989.00		525.00		959.00		1206.00		0.00		923.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.10		2.02		2.02		2.06		2.10		2.16		0.00		1.90		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		13						Hero Honda		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		23.90		21.891		54.26		37.039		50.673		48.643		37.978		49.019

														KM Starts		33458.00		35089		36625		40347		42759		45670		48390		50793

														KM Ends		35089.00		36625		40347		42759		45670		48390		50793		53900

														KM Done		1631.00		1536.00		3722.00		2412.00		2911.00		2720.00		2403.00		3107.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.47		1.43		1.46		1.54		1.74		1.79		1.58		1.58		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		14						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		12.33				14.11		41.558		33.256		32.823

														KM Starts		20917.00				21407		22944		24889		26429

														KM Ends		21407.00				22944		24889		26429		27766

														KM Done		490.00		0.00		1537.00		1945.00		1540.00		1337.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.52		0.00		0.92		2.14		2.16		2.45		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		15						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		19.52		28.63		23.747		37.662		24.28		35.806		25.471		26.168

														KM Starts		16794.00		18190		19578		20532		22391		23462		24974		26155

														KM Ends		18190.00		19578		20532		22391		23462		24974		26155

														KM Done		1396.00		1388.00		954.00		1859.00		1071.00		1512.00		972.00		-26155.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.40		2.06		2.49		2.03		2.27		2.37		2.62		-0.10		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		16						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		24.00		28		41		30		17		48		28.24		27.086

														KM Starts		37834.00		39324		40630		42456		44013		44869		47652		48657

														KM Ends		39324.00		40630		42456		44013		44869		47652		48657		50225

														KM Done		1495.00		1306.00		1826.00		1557.00		856.00		2783.00		1005.00		1568.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.61		2.14		2.25		1.93		1.99		1.72		2.81		1.73		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		17						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		13.36		12.468		13.763				12.028				11.445		10.005

														KM Starts		16768.00		17394		18038				18665				19333		19848

														KM Ends		17394.00		18038		18665				19333				19848		20412

														KM Done		626.00		608.00		627.00		0.00		668.00		0.00		515.00		564.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.13		2.05		2.20		0.00		1.80		0.00		2.22		1.77		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		18						Hero Honda		PLK		Petrol		Fuel Consumption				12		21		37		22		15		25.212

														KM Starts						28737		29739		31183		31871		32713

														KM Ends				28737		29739		31183		31871		32713		33794

														KM Done		0.00		28737.00		1002.00		1444.00		688.00		842.00		1081.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.04		2.10		2.56		3.20		1.78		2.33		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		19						HERO		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		23.10		22.968		23.025		14.36		12

														KM Starts		16305.00		17320		18645		20030		20615

														KM Ends		17320.00		18645		20030		20615		21038

														KM Done		1015.00		1325.00		1385.00		585.00		423.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.28		1.73		1.66		2.45		2.84		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		20						HERO		OFFICE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		26.33		12.65		15		27.42		28.611		13.725				41.709

														KM Starts		18828.00		20044		20654		21350		22650		23833				24410

														KM Ends		20044.00		20654		21350		22650		23833		24410				26398

														KM Done		1216.00		610.00		696.00		1300.00		1183.00		577.00		0.00		1988.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.16		2.07		2.16		2.11		2.42		2.38		0.00		2.10		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

								HERO		Pallai		Petrol		Fuel Consumption

														KM Starts

														KM Ends

														KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		21						HERO		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		10.17		25.925		25.055		27.863		26.824				27.208		24.613

														KM Starts		16496.00		16915		17882		18882		20323						23739

														KM Ends		16915.00		17882		18882		20323		21499				23739		24733

														KM Done		419.00		967.00		1000.00		1441.00		1176.00		0.00		23739.00		994.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.43		2.68		2.51		1.93		2.28		0.00		0.11		2.48		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		22						Hero Honda		VE		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		12.83		16.044		16.351		22.472		17.362		21.807		16.723		8.42

														KM Starts		8221.00		8803		9421		10107		11028		11798		12678		13398

														KM Ends		8803.00		9421		10107		11028		11798		12678		13398		13807

														KM Done		582.00		618.00		686.00		921.00		770.00		880.00		720.00		409.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.20		2.60		2.38		2.44		2.25		2.48		2.32		2.06		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		23						Hero Honda		JAF		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		20.08		15.806		20.124		21.16		13.196		15.645		12.043		16.715

														KM Starts		7328.00		8550		9273		10306		11405		11882		12612		13390

														KM Ends		8550.00		9273		10306		11405		11882		12612		13390		14288

														KM Done		1222.00		723.00		1033.00		1099.00		477.00		730.00		778.00		898.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.64		2.19		1.95		1.93		2.77		2.14		1.55		1.86		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		24						Honda		JAF		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		10.00		16		19		27.5		18		31		29

														KM Starts		14491.00		14964		15742		16294		17323		18339		19581

														KM Ends		14964.00		15742		16294		17323		18339		19581		20774

														KM Done		473.00		778.00		552.00		1029.00		1016.00		1242.00		1193.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.11		2.06		3.44		2.67		1.77		2.50		2.43		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		25						Hero Honda		JAF		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		21.41		19.4748		26.332		18.207		22.081						14.223

														KM Starts		3019.00		4208		5423		6616		7700						11891

														KM Ends		4208.00		5423		6616		7700		8827						12429

														KM Done		1189.00		1215.00		1193.00		1084.00		1127.00		0.00		0.00		538.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		1.80		1.60		2.21		1.68		1.96		0.00		0.00		2.64		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		26						Honda		JAF		Petrol		Fuel Consumption		15.50		10.5		25.265		19		9.5		13		17		20.5

														KM Starts		2090.00		2755		3467		4454		5147		5686		6318		7115

														KM Ends		2755.00		3467		4454		5147		5686		6318		7115		8018

														KM Done		665.00		712.00		987.00		693.00		539.00		632.00		797.00		903.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

														Av Con/100KM		2.33		1.47		2.56		2.74		1.76		2.06		2.13		2.27		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00





GENERATOR

		SDC,Jaffna,  Sri Lanka

		GENERATOR Fuel Consumption Follow Up:								2013

		Sr No		Reg No		Driver		Type		Fuel		Description		January		February		March		April		May		June

		1						Wilson		Diesel		Fuel Consumption

												KM Starts

												KM Ends

												KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		2						Wilson		Diesel		Fuel Consumption

												KM Starts

												KM Ends

												KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		2								Diesel		Fuel Consumption

												KM Starts

												KM Ends

												KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		2						Honda		Petrol		Fuel Consumption

												KM Starts

												KM Ends

												KM Done		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												Av Con/100KM		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00






Driving Policy & Safety Rules


SDC , Sri Lanka


January, 2013  

1. Responsibilities of the driver: 

1.1. The driver is responsible for his vehicle: 


· Respect the speed limit and National Road Rules; please refer to the logbook for Maximum Speed limit:


· 100 km/h on Motorways


· 60 km/h on good tarmac roads


· 40 km/h in town and villages


· 20 km/h on tracks


· 15 km/h in IDP camps 

· The speed must be reduced on tracks according to the conditions


· The speed and the distance between the cars must be adjusted according to the driving conditions in order to insure maximum security at all the times.


· Beware of children on road & reduce the speed at the lowest.


· It is strictly prohibited to use the car for personal use even after working hours; exceptions can be made only after permission from the logistician or his supervisor and has his logbook signed when leaving and coming back to SDC compound.

· The cars must be parked in SDC compound over night.


· It’s not allowed to drive in a fit of drugs or any kind of unlawful substances. Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs will lead to immediate replacement of the driver.


· Eating, smoking, using the mobile phone is strictly prohibited while driving. If needed turn on indicator, park your car on the side of the road and attend the phone call.


· Do not overtake while taking a bend (blind overtake) or if there is on-coming traffic and without indicator.


· Check before any departure that you have all documents for vehicle in order (Road license, vehicle registration etc.).


· The safe parking (ready to go) at any time.


· Always carry your driving license, National ID, SDC identification card and personal documents.


·  It’s not allowed to transport more than the number of seats (depends on the capacity in car). 


· In case of crossing a river check first depth with a wood stick. After crossing river check front and rear differential oil. If there is too much water (oil is white); change it.

1.2. The driver is responsible for the passengers travelling on board:


· The driver must ask all the passengers on board to fasten their seat belts (Front & Rear).


· Neither armed nor people with uniform are accepted on board.

· Never transport passenger on the back of vehicle (pickup/truck).


· Ensure no passenger use/carry drugs in the car. 


· It’s not allowed to transport non-SDC person or goods without permission by an authorised staff member 

· Only SDC staff and patients are authorised inside the car 

· If non-SDC passenger is authorised to travel; make sure he signs the discharge letter.

· It’s not allowed to drive without any specific duty notified by an authorised SDC staff member. 


· While on trip ensures contacts as necessary.

1.3. Emergency situation:

· In case of security problem, the driver will not go beyond the security area agreed with logistician or his supervisor.


· When arriving at a checkpoint decrease speed to 20 km/h and stop if requested.


· If asked; introduce himself (Name & Position) and the passengers in the car (Name & position) and explain SDC if needed. 


· Stay away, never park beside and keep good distance from fuel carriers (tankers) & military convoys. If there are armed cars, troop carriers or other military vehicles on the road instruct the driver to pull over and turn off the car. Wait for the vehicles to pass, ensure that the road ahead is clear and proceed with caution. 


· While on spot inquire about security in the area and the roads and report to person in charge.


· Stickers and identification on the cars will be according to the decision of the logistician. Only SDC identification is allowed for the car.


· Driving at night is not advised except emergency; keep inside light on all the times if travelling in the dark.


1.4. Armed confrontation:

· If forced to stop, pull over and turn off the car & just follow what is said to do. Never try to drive off or run. If ordered to get down from the car, do it.


· If you need to get down from the car for any reason, do so slowly making very clear what you are doing. 


· One person should speak for the group in order to avoid misunderstandings.


· Stay as calm as possible


· Be polite but firm. Do not talk aggressively or threaten the aggressors. 


· Hand over any items that are asked for i.e. phones, radios, money, medical equipment, car etc and don’t resist.


Driving Policy & Safety Rules has to be followed in all cases. Please follow safety rules for the security of your own and the passengers… Driving Policy & Safety Rules is a component of Driver Job Description.
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AGREEMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF FUEL DELIVERY


This agreement is made by and between the following parties: 


The Rajan .  – Lanka Filling Station, No: 21, Clock Tower Road, Jaffna.  

021 222 0000 / 021 228888

Herein after sometimes called and referred to as the Supplier which terms or expression shall where the context so requires or admits and included the said Rajan ,  his heirs, executors, employees, administrators, assignees, as the first party 


and 


The Programme Office of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation,


No: 18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna. 021 222 6280 / 021 222 4740


Herein after referred to as the SDC, which term includes its legal representatives, administrators and executives and presently represented by: SDC Programme Manager Mr. Martin Studer as the second party.

Each as ‘a party’ and together as ‘the parties’ have agreed and decided o the followings:


PREAMBLE


A
SDC, represented by SDC Programme Office for Jaffna located at No: 18/10, Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna wishes to purchase super diesel and petrol (“Fuel”) for the SDC fleet of vehicles, motor cycles and generators in Jaffna Programme  Office pursuant to the terms and conditions set out in this agreement. 


B
The Supplier, in its capacity as a distributor of automotive supper diesel fuel and petrol in Sri Lanka, wishes to sell the Fuel to SDC. 


C
SDC and the Supplier have agreed that SDC will purchase its Fuel requirements from the Supplier pursuant to the terms and conditions of this contract.


IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:


1
Definitions


“Commencement Date” means 18th June, 2013



“Contract” means this agreement between the Parties (as defined below) for the Supplier to provide the Fuel to SDC



“Contract Unit Price” means the cost of diesel and petrol per the current retail price fixed by the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation of Sri Lanka.


“SDC Fuel Coupon” means the document issued by SDC authorizing Rajan Umayal (Pvt) Ltd., Lanka filling station to supply an amount of diesel or petrol to SDC. This is the main document that provides proof that fuel supplied was based on authorized request by a responsible official of SDC. 



“Expiry Date” means the expiry date for this contract will be on 31st December 2014 and it is renewable.


“Parties” means SDC and the Supplier, their successors and assigns and, where not repugnant to the context, their servants and agents.


 “Services” means the supplier will provide the fuel (supper diesel and /or petrol) supply to SDC Programme Office on credit basis and the payment will be made to them every month upon the submission of the following to SDC Programme Office, Jaffna.


1). Invoices


2). Copies of authorized coupons


3). Summary of Invoice


The SDC is the agency of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) responsible for international cooperation. It is engaged in construction programs in the northern part of Sri Lanka operation from Programme Office in Jaffna.  


2 SDC’s Obligations


2.1
SDC shall pay the Contract Unit Price for Fuel supplied and delivered to SDC by the Supplier pursuant to the Contract. The Parties agree that the Contract Unit Price shall be prices fixed by the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation of Sri Lanka.


2.2 The Supplier acknowledges that this is a Contract for the provision of the Fuel on an “as required” basis and that SDC is under no obligation to order Fuel in any amount.


2.3 SDC reserves the right to obtain any or all of its Fuel requirements from sources other than the Supplier.


3 Contract Period and Termination


3.1
The Contract shall enter into effect on the Commencement Date and will expire on the Expiry Date, subject to:


 
(a)
the maintenance of the SDC mandate in Sri Lanka;



(b) 
a continuing requirement by SDC for the Services; 


(c)
availability of funds on the part of SDC; and 


(d)
satisfactory performance by the Supplier of its obligations under the Contract.


3.2 SDC shall have the option to extend and terminate the Contract for further yearly periods under the same terms and conditions by giving the Supplier two weeks advance notice in writing to that effect.


4
Fuel Specifications


4.1
The Supplier warrants that the Fuel provided pursuant to the Contract conforms to Ceylon Petroleum Cooperation of Sri Lanka standards used in the trade of such products.


4.2
The Supplier warrants that the Fuel is suitable for the requirements of SDC as set out in the Request for Proposal.


5
Deposit, Invoices and Payment Terms


5.1
A first deposit amount is 75,000 LKR (Seventy-Five Thousand Sri Lankan Rupees) to be paid by cheque by SDC as the fuel station at the beginnings of the contract. Next deposit payments will be made to the supplier, if needed, when the consumption balance on the SDC fuel accounts is more than the deposit. SDC can evaluate the needs and decide to increase or decrease the amount of the deposits. The amount of the deposit not consumed by SDC should be refunded by the Supplier to the SDC at the end of the contract.


5.2
The Supplier will prepare invoices (with acknowledged bills by both parties as per the agreed documentation) for the Fuel supplied to SDC Office Jaffna. The Supplier will send the invoices end of every month to the SDC Office Logistic Unit in Jaffna and it will be settled within 10 working days.

5.3
The following SDC Programme Office Jaffna. Designated representatives shall have the authority to certify all invoices and coupons on behalf of SDC:



1)  ……, Programme Manager



2)  ………, Logistician



3) …………., Secretary


5.4
SDC shall make payment to the Supplier in respect of the invoices by cheque in favour of Rajan gjgj.


6
Tax Exemption

The Supplier acknowledges that SDC is exempted from all duties, taxes and dues of every description levied or imposed, whether directly or indirectly, on all Services pursuant to Contract. The Supplier warrants that all prices stated in its proposal in response to the Request for Proposal are exclusive of any duties, taxes or dues.


7
General Conditions

· The fuel supplied to SDC should be a tax free basis.


· This contract is valid as per the commencement/expiry dates BUT can be renewed upon the agreement of the both parties.


· SDC agrees to that the documentation for the payment of fuel supplied would be SDC FUEL COUPON and the supplier’s Bill


· These would be treated as the main documentation when arranging the payment to supplier by SDC.


· The payment process will take 1 week from the submission of the invoice, fuel coupons and the credit memo by the supplier to Logistic Unit, SDC Jaffna.


· SDC FUEL COUPON: would be issued by the SDC Jaffna. It would have the following information:


1). Mileage of the vehicle


2). Date


3). Driver’s Signature


4). Approver’s Signature



The supplier should ensure that SDC drivers sign the fuel coupons.


· CREDIT MEMO: the credit memo is the main source document from the supplier and will be raised when producing the SDC FUEL COUPON for the fuelling by the SDC vehicles, this will be acknowledge by the SDC driver on the spot of the fuelling.


8
Service of Notices

Any notice, request or approval required or permit to be given or made under the Contract by either party shall be in writing in English. The notice, request, approval or permit shall be deemed to be duly given or made when it is delivered by hand, mail, confirmed facsimile, telex or cable to a party at the address specified below, or at such other address as the party shall have specified in writing.


For and on behalf of SDC:


For and on behalf of the Supplier:


Programme manager



General Manager



MR. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Contract in two identical copies.



FOR AND ON BEHALF


FOR AND ON BEHALF 



OF SDC:




OF SUPPLIER:



By: 





By:



Date: __________________


Date: _________________


		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna


18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna


Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740, Fax  +94 21 222 6280

jaffna@sdc.net
www.swisscoop.lk
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Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna



Example

		

		Material Price Escalation

		Note:		* All rates are retail price

				* All rates are at site

		Updated date: 06/01/2014

		No		Material		Unit		Poonakary, Kilinochchi										Palai, Kilinochchi										Vadamaradchchi East, Jaffna

								Dec-11		Dec-12		Dec-13		Jan-14		% of increase		Dec-11		Dec-12		Dec-13		Jan-14		% of increase		Dec-11		Dec-12		Dec-13		Jan-14		% of increase

		1		Cement - Nippon		Bag		780.00		920.00		940.00		940.00		2.17		770.00		875.00		940.00		940.00		7.43		_		875.00		950.00		950		7.9

		2		Cement - Holcim		Bag		720.00		890.00		_		_		_		720.00		890.00		_		_		_		_		850.00		_		_		_

		3		Cement - Ramco		Bag		_		840.00		910.00		910.00		8.33		_		_		900.00		900.00		_		_		840.00		900.00		900		6.7

				Metal																								_

		3		6'' - 9'' Rubble		Cube		6000.00		7666.00		7333.00		7333.00		-4.34		6667.00		6666.67		7000.00		7000.00		5.00		_		7666.00		7666.00		7666		0.0

		4		11/2''		Cube		9000.00		9300.00		13333.00		13333.00		43.37		9667.00		9666.67		10000.00		10000.00		3.45		_		10667.00		9000.00		9000		-18.5

		5		1''		Cube		9600.00		10000.00		14667.00		14667.00		46.67		10000.00		10000.00		11000.00		11000.00		10.00		_		11667.00		9666.00		9666		-20.7

		6		3/4''		Cube		10500.00		11000.00		12000.00		12000.00		9.09		11667.00		11666.67		12000.00		12000.00		2.86		_		12667.00		13000.00		13000		2.6

		7		1/2''		Cube		8000.00		8300.00		9333.00		9333.00		12.45		9667.00		9666.67		12000.00		12000.00		24.14		_		9000.00		9333.00		9333		3.6

				Steel																								_

		8		1/4'' Mild Steel - 18'		Nr		140.00		165.00		190.00		190.00		15.15		140.00		160.00		190.00		190.00		18.75		_		180.00		180.00		180		0.0

		9		3/8'' Tor Steel - SLS		Nr		475.00		480.00		590.00		590.00		22.92		490.00		490.00		520.00		520.00		6.12		_		520.00		520.00		520		0.0

		10		1/4'' Mild Steel - 2 nd Quality		Nr		165.00		170.00		175.00		180.00		2.94		150.00		150.00		180.00		180.00		20.00		_		150.00		520.00		520		71.2

				Sand																								_

		11		River Sand		Cube		6000.00		7333.00		6667.00		6667.00		-9.08		6667.00		6666.67		7000.00		7000.00		5.00		_		7000.00		7000.00		7000		0.0

		12		Fine Sand - Pit		Cube		2500.00		3500.00		3300.00		3300.00		-5.71		4667.00		3500.00		2200.00		2200.00		-37.14		_		2500.00		3333.00		3333		25.0

		13		Fine Sand - Sea		Cube																						_		_		_		_

				Timber Class 1																								_

		14		4"x3" - Swan		Feet		180.00		210.00		220.00		220.00		4.76		210.00		230.00		240.00		240.00		4.35		_		215.00		240.00		240		10.4

		15		4"x2" - Swan		Feet		130.00		140.00		150.00		150.00		7.14		130.00		140.00		180.00		180.00		28.57		_		150.00		180.00		180		16.7

		16		2"x1" - Swan		Feet		25.00		30.00		32.00		32.00		6.67		30.00		30.00		32.00		32.00		6.67		_		16.00		32.00		32		50.0

		17		6"x2" - Palmarah		Feet		140.00		160.00		130.00		130.00		-18.75		120.00		133.33		160.00		160.00		20.00		_		130.00		180.00		180		27.8

		18		4"x2" - Palmarah		Feet		90.00		110.00		107.00		107.00		-2.73		87.00		73.33		140.00		140.00		90.91		_		86.67		160.00		160		45.8

		19		2"x1" - Palmarah		Feet		18.00		22.00		30.00		30.00		36.36		19.00		19.00		30.00		30.00		57.89		_		20.00		25.00		25		20.0

				Roof Tile																								_

		20		Flat tile		Nr		34.00		46.00		37.00		37.00		-19.57		36.00		34.00		42.00		42.00		23.53		_		34.00		38.00		38		10.5

		21		Ridge tile		Nr		55.00		60.00		65.00		65.00		8.33		56.00		55.00		65.00		65.00		18.18		_		60.00		70.00		70		14.3

				Labour																								_

		1		Skilled		Day		950.00		1000.00		1300.00		1300.00		30.00		900.00		1000.00		1200.00		1200.00		20.00		_		1100.00		1300.00		1300		15.4

		2		Unskilled		Day		750.00		800.00		1000.00		1000.00		25.00		700.00		800.00		1000.00		1000.00		25.00		_		900.00		1000.00		1000		10.0



Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna






Bid Matrix_2015_00(13)







						 

																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR 28 TOILETS IN KOR 						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		600		Bags		Cement, Nippon, 50 Kg						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				2		10		x 3 Cube		6'' - 9'' Rubble (Rrinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3		6		x 3 Cube		3/4'' Metal (Grinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		30		Tractor Load		Sand - Kandawalai						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5		540		Bar		10 mm Tore Steel - 6M 						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6		30		Bar		6mm Mild Steel - 4 M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7		65		Kg		Binding Wire						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				8		15		Kg		2'' Wire Nail						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				9		6		x 4 L		DPC Tar						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				10		10		Nos		110mm - 600 Type PVC Pipe - 6M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				11		30		Nos		4'' dia T Socket						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				1		28		Sets		Door with frame 2'-6'' x 7'-0'' , Z borr sash Ginesappu and 4'' x 3'' Frame - Magogany				6,750.00		189,000.00				6,750.00		189,000.00				8,950.00		250,600						- 0

				2												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						189,000.00						189,000.00						250,600						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price and quality

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 for 13 sets of door wih frame

										Vendor 2 for 15 sets of door with frame





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager



















mailto:info@dai.com
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 4						Vendor 5						Vendor 6						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR WELL CONSTRUCTION  						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		300		Bags		Cement, 50 Kg bags, Nipon				860.00		258,000.00						- 0				855.00		256,500						- 0

				2		8		x3 Cube		Sand				28,000.00		224,000.00						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3		1		x3 Cube		Metal 1''				17,500.00		17,500.00				22,440.00		22,440.00						- 0						- 0

				4		8		x3 Cube		Metal 3/4''				19,000.00		152,000.00				23,925.00		191,400.00						- 0						- 0

				5		1		x3 Cube		Rubble 6'' x 9''				14,000.00		14,000.00				15,000.00		15,000.00						- 0						- 0

				6		150		Bar		Tor Steel - 6m long - 12mm				740.00		111,000.00						- 0				750.00		112,500						- 0

				7		30		Bar		Tor Steel - 6m long - 10mm				515.00		15,450.00						- 0				520.00		15,600						- 0

				8		180		Bar		Mild Steel, 6m long - 6mm				130.00		23,400.00						- 0				125.00		22,500						- 0

				9												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				10												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				11												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				12												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				13												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				14												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				15												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				16												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				9												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				18		30		Set		Door with frame 2'-6'' x 7'-0'' , Z borr sash Ginesappu and 4'' x 3'' Frame - Magogany						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						815,350.00						228,840.00						407,100						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 4 for item nos: 3, 4 and 5

												Vendor 1 - 

												Vendor 1 - 

				Justification: 						Lowest price

				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager



















mailto:info@dai.com

Bid Matrix_2015_00(11)







						 

																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR WELL CONSTRUCTION  						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		300		Bags		Cement, 50 Kg bags, Nipon				847.00		254,100.00				860.00		258,000.00				855.00		256,500						- 0

				2		8		x3 Cube		Sand				21,500.00		172,000.00				21,000.00		168,000.00				21,000.00		168,000						- 0

				3		1		x3 Cube		Metal 1''				21,000.00		21,000.00				22,500.00		22,500.00				22,500.00		22,500						- 0

				4		8		x3 Cube		Metal 3/4''				25,000.00		200,000.00				25,500.00		204,000.00				24,000.00		192,000						- 0

				5		1		x3 Cube		Rubble 6'' x 9''				15,000.00		15,000.00				15,200.00		15,200.00				15,000.00		15,000						- 0

				6		150		Bar		Tor Steel - 6m long - 12mm				735.00		110,250.00				725.00		108,750.00				732.00		109,800						- 0

				7		30		Bar		Tor Steel - 6m long - 10mm				500.00		15,000.00				495.00		14,850.00				515.00		15,450						- 0

				8		180		Bar		Mild Steel, 6m long - 6mm				125.00		22,500.00				120.00		21,600.00				120.00		21,600						- 0

				9												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				10												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				11												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				12												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				13												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				14												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				15												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				16												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				9												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				18		30		Set		Door with frame 2'-6'' x 7'-0'' , Z borr sash Ginesappu and 4'' x 3'' Frame - Magogany						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						809,850.00						812,900.00						800,850						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 for Item No 1

										Vendor 3  for item No: 2		Vendor 1 - 

										Vendor 2  for Item nos, 6, 7 and 8		Vendor 1 - 

				Justification: 						Lowest price

				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager



















mailto:info@dai.com
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR 30 TOILETS IN KOR 						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		600		Bags		Cement, Nippon, 50 Kg						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				2		10		x 3 Cube		6'' - 9'' Rubble (Rrinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3		6		x 3 Cube		3/4'' Metal (Grinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		30		Tractor Load		Sand - Kandawalai						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5		540		Bar		10 mm Tore Steel - 6M 						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6		30		Bar		6mm Mild Steel - 4 M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7		65		Kg		Binding Wire						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				8		15		Kg		2'' Wire Nail						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				9		6		x 4 L		DPC Tar						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				10		10		Nos		110mm - 600 Type PVC Pipe - 6M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				11		30		Nos		4'' dia T Socket						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				1		30		Tractor Load		Sand - Kandawalai				2,800.00		84,000.00				3,000.00		90,000.00				4,000.00		120,000						- 0

				2												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						84,000.00						90,000.00						120,000						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price and quality

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager



















mailto:info@dai.com

Bid Matrix_2015_00(9)







						 

																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR 30 TOILETS IN KOR 						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		600		Bags		Cement, Nippon, 50 Kg						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				2		10		x 3 Cube		6'' - 9'' Rubble (Rrinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3		6		x 3 Cube		3/4'' Metal (Grinite Stone)						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		30		Tractor Load		Sand - Kandawalai						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5		540		Bar		10 mm Tore Steel - 6M 						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6		30		Bar		6mm Mild Steel - 4 M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7		65		Kg		Binding Wire						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				8		15		Kg		2'' Wire Nail						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				9		6		x 4 L		DPC Tar						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				10		10		Nos		110mm - 600 Type PVC Pipe - 6M						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				11		30		Nos		4'' dia T Socket						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				1		80		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 7' x 9''				770.00		61,600.00				840.00		67,200.00				840.00		67,200						- 0

				2		20		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 7' x 4''				154.00		3,080.00				420.00		8,400.00				175.00		3,500						- 0

				3		30		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 6' x 4''				132.00		3,960.00				400.00		12,000.00				150.00		4,500						- 0

				4		40		Nos		4'' x 2'' Class II Timber 6'				390.00		15,600.00				360.00		14,400.00				330.00		13,200						- 0

				5		60		Nos		4'' x 2'' Class II Timber 10'				650.00		39,000.00				600.00		36,000.00				550.00		33,000						- 0

						30		Nos		Squtting Pan S Trup						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6		30		Set		Door with frame 2'-6'' x 7'-0'' , Z borr sash Ginesappu and 4'' x 3'' Frame - Magogany				5,550.00		166,500.00						- 0				5,550.00		166,500						- 0

				7		2		Time		Transport				5,000.00		10,000.00						- 0				5,000.00		10,000						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						299,740.00						138,000.00						297,900						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price and quality

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 for item no 1, 2, 3 and 15 sets in item no 6

										Vendor 3 for item no 4, 5 and 15 sets in item no 6





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager



















mailto:info@dai.com

Bid Matrix_2015_00(8)







						 

																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				MATERIALS FOR 30 TOILETS IN KOR 						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		600		Bags		Cement, Nippon, 50 Kg				850.00		510,000.00				850.00		510,000.00				860.00		516,000						- 0

				2		10		x 3 Cube		6'' - 9'' Rubble (Rrinite Stone)				16,500.00		165,000.00				17,000.00		170,000.00				16,500.00		165,000						- 0

				3		6		x 3 Cube		3/4'' Metal (Grinite Stone)				26,500.00		159,000.00				26,000.00		156,000.00				26,500.00		159,000						- 0

				4		30		Tractor Load		Sand - Kandawalai						- 0				4,000.00		120,000.00						- 0						- 0

				5		540		Bar		10 mm Tore Steel - 6M 				435.00		234,900.00				420.00		226,800.00				440.00		237,600						- 0

				6		30		Bar		6mm Mild Steel - 4 M				120.00		3,600.00				125.00		3,750.00				120.00		3,600						- 0

				7		65		Kg		Binding Wire				140.00		9,100.00				135.00		8,775.00				160.00		10,400						- 0

				8		15		Kg		2'' Wire Nail				155.00		2,325.00				160.00		2,400.00				160.00		2,400						- 0

				9		6		x 4 L		DPC Tar				350.00		2,100.00				400.00		2,400.00				400.00		2,400						- 0

				10		10		Nos		110mm - 600 Type PVC Pipe - 6M				2,000.00		20,000.00				4,200.00		42,000.00				2,400.00		24,000						- 0

				11		30		Nos		4'' dia T Socket				260.00		7,800.00				400.00		12,000.00				200.00		6,000						- 0

				12		80		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 7' x 9''						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				13		20		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 7' x 4''						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				14		30		Nos		Shutering Planks 3/4'' Ginessuppu 6' x 4''						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				15		40		Nos		4'' x 2'' Class II Timber 6'						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				16		60		Nos		4'' x 2'' Class II Timber 10'						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				12		30		Nos		Squtting Pan S Trup				1,800.00		54,000.00				2,000.00		60,000.00				1,900.00		57,000						- 0

				18		30		Set		Door with frame 2'-6'' x 7'-0'' , Z borr sash Ginesappu and 4'' x 3'' Frame - Magogany						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						1,167,825.00						1,314,125.00						1,183,400						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 for item no: 1, 8,9,10 and 12

										Vendor 2 for 3,5 and 7		Vendor 1 - 

										Vendor 3 for 2, 6 and 11		Vendor 1 - 

				Justification: 						Lowest price 

				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				HEALTH HYGINIC MANUAL - 3000 COPY						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		3,000		Copy		Health Manual				75.00		225,000.00				80.00		240,000.00				78.00		234,000						- 0

				2						A4, 120 gsm paper, 18 pages, 4 color						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						225,000.00						240,000.00						234,000						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				AIR CONDITIONER 18,000 BTU, FOR ROOM 07 AT JAFFNA OFFICE						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		1		SET		Air Conditioner - Wall Mounted				98,899.00		98,899.00				98,899.00		98,899.00				102,500.00		102,500						- 0

				2						Mounted - 18,000 BTU						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		1		Time		Discound				(11,867.88)		(11,867.88)						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						87,031.12						98,899.00						102,500						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				UNIFORM FOR THA PRESCHOOL STUDENTS						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person				Coorninator						Manager						Manager						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		12		Set		Boys Preschool Uniform				615.00		7,380.00				675.00		8,100.00				715.00		8,580						- 0

				2		13		Set		Girls Preschool Uniform				660.00		8,580.00				610.00		7,930.00				660.00		8,580						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						15,960.00						16,030.00						17,160						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 



				Justification: 						Lowest price 





				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								NPO								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				CEMENT for KOR TOILET Project						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		820		Bag		Cement, 50 KG, Nippon				899.00		737,180.00				900.00		738,000.00				910.00		746,200						- 0

				2												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						737,180.00						738,000.00						746,200						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 



				Justification: 						Lowest price 

										Price is including, loarding, unloarding, transport to village



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Infra Engineer								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				Bicycle for TDH						Name				VENKADESWARA						SINGER (Sri Lanka) Ltd						SRI MATHAVAN						Libra Furniture

										Telephone				021 2228306						021 2240555						021 2226365						077 3396323

										Contact Person				Manager						Manager						Manager						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		56		SET		Lumala - Ladies 				13,350.00		747,600.00				16,999.00		951,944.00				13,500.00		756,000						- 0

				2		56		Pce		Basket						- 0				350.00		19,600.00						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		56		Time		Discound						- 0				(2,040.00)		(114,240.00)						- 0						- 0

				5		56		Time		VAT 12 %						- 0				(1,795.08)		(100,524.48)						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						747,600.00						756,779.52						756,000						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 



				Justification: 						Lowest price 

										Vendor 1 agreed to supply bell, lock, stand, carrier, seat, mudflab and Basket - free of charge

										We try to collect 2 more quotations from ESP Nagaratnam & Co and Eswarran Traders and they refued to submit the quotaion .

				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 2						Vendor 3						Vendor 5

				AIR CONDITIONER 18,000 BTU, FOR GUEST HOUSE 1						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		1		SET		Air Conditioner - INVERTER - Wall				133,999.00		133,999.00				151,368.47		151,368.47				169,000.00		169,000						- 0

				2						Mounted - 18,000 BTU						- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				3												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				4		1		Time		VAT 12%				(14,357.00)		(14,357.00)						- 0						- 0						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						119,642.00						151,368.47						169,000						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - 





				Justification: 						Lowest price 



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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																																SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA, Embassy of Switzerland

																																SDC Field Office Jaffna, 18/10 Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

																																Tel. +94 21 222 4740 / 222 6280, Fax +94 21 222 6280

				Bid Comparison Matrix

				Must attach all supporting documents to this form.

				WORK;										Vendor 1						Vendor 3						Vendor 4						Vendor 5

				PRESCHOOL FURNITURE						Name																						Libra Furniture

										Telephone																						077 3396323

										Contact Person																						Manager

				ITEM NO.		QTY		UNIT 		DESCRIPTION				Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability		Price / Unit 		Total		Availability

				1		190		Pce		Preschool Chairs						- 0				1,600.00		304,000.00				2,500.00		475,000						- 0

				2		34		Pce		Preschool Table						- 0				13,000.00		442,000.00				7,500.00		255,000						- 0

				3		10		Pce		Shoe Shelves				5,800.00		58,000.00				9,500.00		95,000.00				6,000.00		60,000						- 0

				4		17		Pce		Bag Shelve, 3 row				13,200.00		224,400.00				20,000.00		340,000.00				14,000.00		238,000						- 0

				5												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				6												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

				7												- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

																- 0						- 0						- 0						- 0

										TOTAL						282,400.00						1,181,000.00						1,028,000						- 0



								Factors for Consideration :		Price, quality, 

				Proposed Vendor:						Vendor 1 - for item no: 3 and 4

										Vendor 2 - for item no: 1

										Vendor 3 - for item no: 2

				Justification: 						Lowest price and timber quality



				Prepared by  :										Reviewed By:								Approved by :







						Logistics								Accountant 								Programme Manager
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We Love Our
School


A Guidance Manual for Schools


Childhood
 memories good or 
bad, remain in our minds 


all our lives.


 Let's make those 
memories a charming 


dream. A happy school 
life is the firm


foundation for a 
contented adult life.


Let's make our school a 
clean, pleasent home 


away from home...


I wish
I were


a child to 
be able to come 
to this school !


Supported by :
Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft
Confédération suisse
Confederazione Svizzera
Confederaziun svizra


Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation SDC







We Love Our
School


There are fruit 
trees in that 


school We can't go, 
there is a 
scarecrow


Sybil Wettasinghe


Scarecrows 
can’t run or 


shout !


Author & Illustrator


©  SDC – First Edition - 2012







Message from the Director of Cooperation, Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC), Sri Lanka


The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) is Switzerland’s International Cooperation 
Agency within the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA)


SDC’s Humanitarian Aid Programme is committed to providing support to the most vulnerable in times 
of need, regardless of gender, political or social background.  Supporting the continuity of education for 
children in the aftermath of disaster and war is an important priority for SDC.  As such, SDC supported 
the reconstruction of schools after the tsunami and the post-war repair and rehabilitation of schools in 
the Northern Province.


Ensuring that schools are well maintained after they are reconstructed and repaired is very important.  
We encourage teachers and parents to use this book as a learning tool, to remind children of the 
importance of maintaining school property.  We hope this book will inspire children to love and care 
for their school buildings and facilities, so that they, and the generations after them, can study and enjoy 
school life in a pleasant environment.


Philipp Beutler
Director of Cooperation
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office
Sri Lanka.


Message from the Director (School Works Branch),
Ministry of Education, Sri Lanka


Physical facilities of a school play an important part in the education of our children.  Every year 
large amounts of money are spent on the repair and rehabilitation of schools; this is mainly because 
of the rapid deterioration of school buildings and facilities.  If small repairs are not done on time  
they grow into major repairs.  If children do not take proper care to keep their schools clean and 
neat, school buildings and gardens can become neglected and school property can break and become 
unusable.  Well maintained schools are a pleasure to study in.  The cost of repairs could also be 
reduced if schools are well maintained.  Children, teachers and parents have an important role in 
regularly maintaining and taking care of school buildings, property and facilities.  This book was 
prepared with love, with the hope that every child who reads it will grow to love their school, and 
try to make it a beautiful place where they, and the children after them, can spend their childhood 
joyfully.


(Eng.) Mrs. I.M. Fernando
Director (School Works)
Ministry of Education
Isurupaya,
Battaramulla,
Sri Lanka.







All the world is 
a happy place


I paid a visit 
to my cousin's 


school


Why so jolly 
this morning ?


You should have seen 
how beautifully they 


keep their school


Flowering trees,  
class rooms are clean 
and well kept,  as if 


newly built ! 
So you went 
crazy over it. 


Poor Raju !
3







Next day I came up with a 
brilliant idea. Listen ! 


What is it 
Sriram ?


We should make our school 
also look beautiful like the 


school Raju saw


Agreed ! I 
think we can 
study better 
in a pleasant 
environment 


Tell 
us


4







First of all we must 
break up into several 


groups to carry out the 
many assignments


Can each one of you 
give suggestions ? Sweeping 


the garden


Cleaning 
toilets


Cleaning and 
arranging class 


rooms Disposal of 
garbage


...and it is important 
to do these jobs 


regularly !


What are these 
assignments ?


5







Sir, we want to 
bring our school to a 
better standard.  We 
discussed this among 


ourselves.  All are 
willing to work hard sir !


Good. As the Principal of 
the school, I fully approve 
of your project children.  


Go ahead !


With all the gods' 
blessings may they 


succeed.


6







I think we should 
work in batches 


Rahul.
This work has to be done 
after school.  Go home 
and come back in the 


afternoon.


Yes of course. All 
mustn't get tired 
out at the some 


time


I will also 
come to 


help


We mustn't 
skip Sunday 
School.  So 
leave out 
Sunday.


I think we 
should draw up 


a roster


7







According to this 
roster, Grade 13  
must sweep the 
entire grounds 
every Monday


On Tuesday 
Grade 12 must 
do all the class 


rooms A copy of the 
roster will be 


hung up in every 
class room for 


all to followYes !


I can 
water 
the 


plants


If we work 
according to 


the roster, our 
school will look 
neat, clean, and 


beautiful


Good 
exercise 
for all of 
us  as well8







We need cleaning 
equipment.  Where are 
we to get them from


Kumar ?


Let's think out a 
possibility.  Any 
suggestions ?


Let's ask 
the shop 
owners in 


town 


Fine ! Great !  
Let's try


It's good to have got 
the principal’s permission 


to ask for help from 
outsiders


And to go in 
school uniform 
although it's 


Saturday


For better 
recognition


9







Vanakkam 
uncle !


Vanakkam !
Singham Stores


Uncle we 
need your 


help


We are 
planning to 
make our 


school look 
beautiful. For 
that we need 
a good amount 
of paint and 


things
Oh! that's a 


brilliant idea.  A 
well kept school is 
a pride to all of us.  
Come, tell me what 
you need children


Good 
Start


We 
are 


lucky
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Ayubowan !  
Good morning 


uncle


Ayubowan !  
Why so early 
to see me ?


Uncle, we 
need your 


help


We plan to make our 
school beautiful.  For 
that we need things 
like paint brushes, 


ekel brooms, spades, 
a step-ladder, a 
crowbar, mops 


and toilet cleaning 
equipment


Oh! That's a 
grand idea !  


School is your 
second home, 
children.  I 
will help you 
in whatever 
way I can.  


Come select 
what you need 


Siri and Sons
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After School


How good we finished 
weeding one side at least in 


one afternoon


How lucky we 
are to get all 


that we wanted,  
don't you think 


so Ravi ?
Of 


course !
Good 
deeds 


get good 
results


When lucky 
ones like us 
are involved, 


hm !


Well
said


Devi !
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Saturday
These children are 
truly working hard 
without the least 


encouragement from 
me, as the principal 


The seniors set 
a good example 
to the younger 
ones.  They are 
all working hard 


together


Let me 
take over 


Abdul


We may need more 
sticks and rope to 


fix the fence firmly


To 
prevent 
cats and 


dogs 
creeping 


in


Later 


13







I told my father 
about our broken down 
toilets.  He promised to 


repair them free


After they 
are repaired 
Premila, we 
must make 


sure that the 
children use it 


correctly Did you close 
the toilet 
door after 
use Sumi?


Female 
Toilet


Yes


Sir, can we get some 
bins for the garbage? 


Yes, I'll get them from 
the local council


Thank 
you, sir !
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Look out for 
those who throw 
garbage all over


Everyone must learn 
to put the different 


types of garbage 
into the correct 


bins


See what 
a lot I 


collected


Without 
throwing 


them all over


We can sell these old 
newspapers at the 
boutique down town


And collect the money 
in the school till for our 


school maintenance costs, 
can't we?


Without asking 
anybody else for 


donations


Compost Glass Plastic
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It took exactly six 
afternoons to finish 
painting all the class 


rooms. Masook painted 
all the outer walls


Listen everyone 
now that the 


painting of the 
walls is over, next 


thing is to 
maintain 


everything well


We did the 
toilets


No sticking 
nails on the 


walls. No more 
pasting paper 
on the walls


Pushpam Akka, I 
think when school is 
over, every one must 


tidy up the 
classrooms before 


going home Yes  
that's  
a good  
idea


Full marks 
for that 
Chandu
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Children, if ever you see any 
break downs like leaking taps, 


blocked drains, broken 
windows, blocked toilets and 
specially exposed electrical 


wires, you must tell me 
immediately


Yes teacher 
we will.


Teacher Auntie 
our swing is 


broken


I fell off 
the swing 
yesterday


My 
father 


said 
he will 
mend 


it
17







For better maintenance of 
our school I have put down 


a list of rules and 
regulations. Everyone must 
read that list carefully and 


act accordingly


Yes Gokul Ayya, we 
will read and follow it 


carefully


Good


Nisam you must tell us 
what is on the notice 
board. It's too high 


for us to see


Yes of course. 
I will tell you 


all about 
those rules.


I like to 
know what 
these rules 


are
I hope 
they 
are 


easy to 
learn
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Do's and Don'ts to keep our school clean 
and beautiful


Keep your classroom clean and tidy


Don't paste things on walls; the paint peels 
off. Use notice boards where possible.


Keep your school grounds neat.


Don't throw waste on the floor-use the 
school garbage bins.


Reduce use of plastic shopping bags; reuse 
bags and bottles where possible.


Don't put plastic or polythene into the 
compost bins; these go in separate bins.


Keep  fans  and  lights  switched  off  when  
not in use.


Read it out 
loud


Tell us also 
please


Lift 
me up


Notice Board
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Notice Board


Don't write on school walls or school 
furniture


Flush the toilet with water and 
leave it clean after you have used 


it.


Make sure water isn't collecting in 
plastic containers/empty tyres 
outside. Mosquitoes can breed 


there.


You can grow vegetables, fruit 
trees, grass and flowers around 
your school to make it beautiful.


"Be the change you want to see" 
start today, and soon others will 


follow your good example


I might 
have to 


copy it down
20







Now we must start on 
the vegetable plots. This 


is very important


Good. I 
wanted to 


grow 
vegetables !


We'll start from 
tomorrow, after 


school is over


Next day after school First of all we must 
weed the entire place


We have to 
let the 


vegetable 
seeds grow 
in a nursery 


firstbefore 
planting
them.


In the 
meantime we 
can turn up 


the soil. 21







Two Weeks Later
The seedlings should be 
planted a good distance 
away from one another 


Our plot will be 
bandakka. It 
grows fast


Yes nangi, I 
will give  you 


some seeds to 
plant


Let me also 
plant 


something  
please,
akka


This is compost 
from our bins


for the 
plants
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Two Months Later


These 
plants 
have 


grown 
well


What do you 
think of the 
scarecrow 
I made?


Looks like 
your half 
brother 
Akbar !


Don't bully him. 
He has done 


something nice, 
Meena


Congratulations 
brother. 
You are 
clever !
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We must clean this 
water havesting tank 


thoroughly before the 
next rainy season 


begins


Yes 
Amina. 


We must


Remember 
last year we 


hadn't 
cleaned it 


well...


...and the 
water was 
stagnant !


We'll clean the 
tank tomorrow, 


since it is Saturday


We'll have to 
come in old 


clothes, ready 
to get wet and 


muddy


Good
point !
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Caring for your 
school is like 


caring for your 
parents. School is 
your Alma Mater 


children


I am truly happy to 
see you working hard 


to keep the school 
looking clean and 
beautiful. I find a 


vast improvement in 
your studies as well.


Keep up the 
good work 
children !
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Ramesh don't 
cut too much. 
Cut the dried 


branches only !


I love 
cutting 


with these 
shears


Get away 
Srina, or 
you'll get 


wet !


Love 
grass 


must be 
picked 


out 
regularly, 
it sticks 


on us.


Let me also water 
the plants Abdul, 


please.26







We should have a 
school canteen of 


our own


We can ask 
Raheem uncle 


in High 
Street if he 


will do it


First of all 
get the 


Principal's 
permission 
for that


Shall I go and 
ask the 


Principal for 
permission ?


O.K. run 
along


Raheem Tea Shop


Raheem uncle can you 
run a canteen in our 


school ?
Son, I have 
to be here 
in the tea 
shop. My 
brother 


might do it


I'll ask him and 
let you know


Principal gave 
us permission 


to ask you
27







Madam, our children 
now are motivated to 


keep the school looking 
beautiful. They work so 


hard !


Yes, the Principal and the 
entire staff are very 
happy about them !


There is also 
a vast 


improvement 
in their 
studies !


My little girl is 
always talking 
about growing 


vegetables


Stop, stop 
don't run  
so fast !


Teacher
auntie....
teacher
auntie....
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Sivam, I have always 
wanted to tell you 


son, that your school 
is now looking 


beautiful !


I see the children are 
also very orderly. We 
as neighbours of the 
school are very happy 


about the vast 
improvment


Ask for 
any help. 
We are 
ready to 
give you 


son


Thank 
you 


uncle ! 
you 
are 
very 
kind
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Three months later


Sir, our vegetables and 
fruits are ready to be 


plucked. Can we 
organise a fair in the 


school sir, 
this week-end ?


That's good news 
Mutalib, organise it.


That's a very good 
quality children, 
being grateful to 


someone who helped 
you. I am proud of 
you. By  all means 


invite them !
Sir, can we invite 
uncle Singham and 
uncle Siri as the 


chief guests ? They 
helped us by giving 


us all that we 
needed
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Vanakkam 
daughter ! Vanakkam


uncle Singham ! 
welcome to our 


school fair


Ayubowan
daughter !


Ayubowan 
Siri uncle ! 
welcome to 
our school 


fair


I'll buy this 
whole bundle of 


papers


Say 
ayubowan


to me also !


o.k
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Those Bandakkas look 
good. Can I have two 


kilos please ?


Compost


These vegetables 
are ideal for us. 
They are organic


The 
children 


are great


You must 
have this 
fair more 
often son


Two ripe 
ones will 


do


How many 
Papaws do 
you want 
auntie ?


Two bundles 
of  Gotukola ?


yes !


Good 
show !


Guavas
auntie ?
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Sir, proceeds from the 
fair are a reasonable 


collection


Yes Majood. I am 
happy about your first 


effort children


Parents are 
telling us to 
repeat it sir


We'll deposit the 
money in a savings 
account for the 


maintenance of our 
school


That's 
great !


We'll work 
hard to 
keep it 


going sir


You have 
done well !
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    Dear children, you have done 
extremely well to bring the school
   to a high standard. The school is
                      very clean, orderly and
                               beautiful now...


...we saw that 
everyone 


worked hard


The whole 
staff is proud 


of you


...and we are 
confident that 
you will keep it 


up for long
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What a lovely 
place the 


school now is ! 
So pleasant 
and clean !


Feels good to 
come here...


...when children are 
kept happy, they 


grow up well !


Aravinda
College
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The School Song


The school is our home


Our second home


Where we mix together


In harmony


Here we learn


To rise in life


As learned men


and women


We call our school


Our Alma Mater


And remember her


All our lives


In humble, grateful


Heartfelt love


We'll keep her


Shinning all throughout
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  ___________________________________________________________________________



CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

_____________________________________________________________________________



SCHOOL                                                  : (Name of School)



ZONE                                                        (Adress of School)





SCOPE OF WORK                                   * CONSTRUCTION OF  

                                                                      A) MAIN TWO STOREY BUILDING INCL. MULTI PURPOSE                        

                                                                           HALL AND CLASS ROOMS(5-10)

                                                                      B) COMPUTER ROOM

                                                                      C) LIBRARY

                                                                      D) SCIENCE LAB

                                                                      E) CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW TOILET BLOCK INCL. SEPTIC                               

                                                                          TANK

                                                                      F) REPAIR OF  KITCHEN & OLD BUILDING

                                                                      G) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WATERTANK + WELL RENOV.

                                                                      H) CONSTRUCTION OF CYCLE SHED

                                                                      I) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SECURITY HUT

                                                                      J) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WASTE MANAGEMENT HUT

                                                                      K) CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOSED AREA

                                                                      L) CONSTRUCTION OF 4 OUTSIDE WATER POINT

                                                                      M) REPAIR OF OLD TOILET

                                                                      N) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW GATE

                                                                           

CONTRACTOR                                      : (Name of contractor) 

(Address of contractor)  …………………….

Phone No:…………………….

CONTRACT REFERENCE                     : CP NO: ………………..



DATE OF COMPLETION                         (Date)





FURTHER TO THE JOINT INSPECTION BY THE PERSONS NAMED BELOW, IT IS FOUND THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED WORKS ARE DONE ACCORDING TO THE CONTRACT. THE PARTIES HEREBY AGREED THAT THE ABOVE COMPLETED WORKS ARE HANDED OVER FROM SWISS AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION (SDC) TO THE SCHOOL. IT IS ALSO AGREED THAT SDC GETS RELEASED FROM ANY FURTHER OBLIGATIONS.



CONSERNED PARTIES                                                   NAME OF PARTICIPANS            SIGNATURE



1.PROGRAMME MANAGER                                          (Name of Programme Manager)…………………

   HEAD OF FIELD OFFICE 

   SWISS AGENCY DEVELOPMENT 

   AND COOPERATION  



2. DIRECTOR,                                                                   (Name of Authority)                    …………………

    EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,



3.PRINCIPAL, ELUTHUMADDUVAL                           (Name of School principal)         …………………

   SRI GANESHA VID.

 

4.CONTRACTOR                                                              (Name of Contractor)                   …………………





          ATTACHED IS A LIST OF DEFICIENCIES THAT THE CONTRACTOR HAS TO ATTEND

UP TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE SCHOOL WORKS BRANCH, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION OF JAFFNA WITHIN TWO WEEKS FROM DATE.



           THIS CERTIFICATE SHALLBE DRAWN IN FOUR IDENTICAL COPIES AND DISTRIBUTED           . 

           AMONG THE  PARTICIPANTS









ANNEXTURE TO CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION





SCHOOL                                                           : (Name of School)



CONTRACT REFERENCCE                         :  CP NO:………………



DATE OF COMPLETION                               : (Date)



		A) MAIN TWO STOREY BUILDING INCL MULTIPURPOSE HALL & CLASSROOM(5-10)



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		5

		TINKER AND METAL WORK

		



		6

		ROOF WORK

		



		7

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		8

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		9

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		10

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		11

		PLUMPING WORK

		



		12

		TILE WORK

		



		13

		ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

		



		14

		RAINWATER GOODS, INCL. RAINWATER HARVESTING

		









		B) COMPUTER ROOM



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		2

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		3

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		4

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		5

		ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

		











		C) LIBRARY





		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		ROOF WORK

		



		2

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		3

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		4

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		5

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		6

		ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

		











		D) SCIENCE LAB





		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		ROOF WORK

		



		2

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		3

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		4

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		5

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		6

		ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

		



		7

		PLUMPING WORK

		



		8

		TILE WORK

		











		E) CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW TOILET BLOCK INCL. SEPTIC TANK





		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		5

		ROOF WORK

		



		6

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		7

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		8

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		9

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		10

		PLUMPING WORK

		



		11

		TILE WORK

		



		12

		DISSABLE HANDLE

		







		F) REPAIR OF KITCHEN WITH OLD BUILDING



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		2

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		3

		PLUMPING WORK

		



		4

		TILE WORK

		



		5

		MINOR CORRECTIONS

		



		6

		ROOF

		











		G) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WATERTANK INCL. WELL RENOVATION



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORK

		



		2

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		MASONARY WORK

		



		5

		CONCRETE BLOCK WORK

		



		6

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		7

		PLUMBING WORK

		



		8

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		9

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		10

		WELL EQUIPMENT

		



		10

		MISCELLANIOUS WORKS

( WATER PUMP, LADDER,)

		







		H) CONSTRUCTION OF CYCLE SHED



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		5

		TINKER AND METAL WORK

		



		6

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		











		I) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SECURITY HUT



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		5

		ROOF WORK

		



		6

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		7

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		8

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		9

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		10

		RAINWATER GOODS

		











		J) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WASTE MANAGEMENT HUT





		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		



		4

		PLAIN CEMENT CONCRETE

WORK

		



		5

		TINKER AND METAL WORK

		



		6

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		



		7

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		8

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		











		K) CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOST AREA





		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		4

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		5

		TINKER AND METAL WORK

		



		6

		CARPENTER AND JOINER WORK

		











		L) CONSTRUCTION OF OUTSIDE WATER POINT 



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		4

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		5

		PLUMBING WORK

		











		M) REPAIR OF OLD TOILET



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		MASONRY WORK

		



		2

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		3

		PLUMBING WORK

		



		4

		ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK

		



		5

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		6

		CLEANING

		











		N) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW GATE 



		POS

		DESCRIPTION

		REMARKS



		1

		EXCAVATION AND EARTH WORKS

		



		2

		MASONRY WORK

		



		3

		PLASTER /RENDERING WORK

		



		4

		PAINTING AND DECORATION WORK

		



		5

		TINKER AND METAL WORK

		



		6

		REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE WORK

		







CLEANING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE AND REMOVAL OF THE DEMOLISHING MATERIALS SHOULD BE COMPLTED















CONSERNED PARTIES                                                 NAME OF PARTICIPANTS        SIGNATURE





1.PROGRAMME MANAGER                                          (Name of Programm Manager)       ………………….

   HEAD OF FIELD OFFICE

   Name of your organisation





2. DIRECTOR,                                                                    (Name of Authority)                    …………………… EDUCATION DEPARTMENT







3.PRINCIPAL,                                                                (Name of School Principal)             ……………………

   SRI GANESHA VID.





 

4.CONTRACTOR                                                              (Name of Contractor)                      ……………………

   Name of Contractor - Turbo
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Terms of Reference

 Site Supervisor





Position Title:		Temporary Site Supervisor 

Contract Period:		3 months 

Duty Station(s):		Jaffna/Killinochchi Districts

Reporting lines:		Technical Officer (T/O) or Engineer







1. Purpose:



SDC is operational in several areas in Killinochchi engaged in owner driven permanent housing schemes. To support the effort of our technical staff In the Owner Driven Housing Reconstruction program, SDC is seeking temporary’s assistance from a Site Supervisor for a period of 3 months. 



2. Duties and responsibilities



A volunteer should support the T/O in the program area and fulfill several tasks:



· Visit the sites and provide technical advice to the Beneficiaries

· Monitor the construction quality and progress.

· Fill out the log sheet at each visit

· Keep separate record of daily visits.

· Data collection, e.g. payment request forms within the program area.

· Take required pictures and attach to payment requests

· Assist TO and Engineer in all additional related work. 

· Support organizing and distribution of bulk purchases

· Maintenance of close relationship to GS and the village committees



3. Minimum requirements



· Technical Diploma in Construction

· Well organized

· Good team player

· Flexible

· Pro active

· Maintains an open and effective system of communication

· Mindful of cross-cultural and gender sensitivity



4. Working environment



· SDC will pay for the service rendered a fixed monthly amount. The Site Supervisor should cover all his expenses out of this amount. No other expenses can be covered.

· SDC has fixed working hours from 8.00 till 17.00, 5 days a week.
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Office

		SDC JAFFNA OFFICE - KEY INVENTORY RECORD



		Ground Floor						Original		Duplicate 1		Duplicate 2

		1				Main entrance		Out Side Safe		Sealed w/guard

		2		Room 01		Admin & Logistician		Door		N/A

		3		Room 02		Finance & IT		Door		N/A

		4				Entrance to the Kitchen		Door		N/A

		5		Room 03		Kitchen		N/A		N/A

		6		Room 04		Drivers' room		Door		N/A

		7		Room 05		Server room		Mayuran		Martin

		8				Hall entrance		Door		N/A

		9				Generator room		With Guard		N/A

		10				Driver's room Exit		N/A		N/A





		Up Stairs						Original		Duplicate

		11				Stair case Out		Door		N/A

		12				Stair case In		Door		N/A

		13		Room 08		Head of office		Door		Safe

		14		Room 10		Project manager - Reto		Door		N/A

		15		Room 07		Engineer - Housing		Door		N/A

		16		Room 06		Engineer - Infra		Door		N/A

		17		Room 09		Project manager - Lea		Door		N/A

		18		Room 11		NPO Room		Door		N/A

		19				Infra and Room 12		Door		N/A

		20				Balgany		Door		N/A

		21		Room 12		Balgany - New Room		Door		N/A

				Verified at Jaffna Office on 12.02.2015





Vehicle

		SDC JAFFNA  VEHICLES KEYS

																						Insurance						Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount

		No		Plate No		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		START-DATE		END-DATE				Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II

		1		WP KB 2938		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RJMRS		1HZ-0504942		JTERB71J400031393		2006		Thangavel				Janasakthy		2013.02.17		2014.02.16		2014.02.20		Key Board		Key Safe		Colombo		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		11.04.2011		CHF 16,000

		2																																		ADMIN		7F-04243.07		23.10.2008		2,536,940.19

		3																																		SAH		7F-07842.01		21.01.2005		S$ 25,500

		4																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		11.04.2011		CHF 10,000

		5																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		21.04.2011		JPY 6,286,463

		6																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		21.04.2011		JPY 6,286,463

		7																																						05.10.2012		5,278,018.00



		JAFFNA  MOTOR CYCLES KEYS

																						Insurance						Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount

		No		Plate No		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		START-DATE		END-DATE		Tax		Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II

		1		NP WL-0737		JOYRO		SOLD		JR90-2		JLIP47FMF510A486852		LAJRXKF16A0002232		2010		SOLD		0		Srilanka insurance		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2014.04.27								UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		17.03.2011		85,000.00

		2		NP WL-0747		JOYRO		SOLD		JR90-2		JLIP47FMF510A486750		LAJRXKF16A0002130		2010		SOLD		0		Srilanka insurance		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2014.04.27								UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		17.03.201		85,000.00

		3																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		29.03.2011		142,857.14

		4																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		29.03.2011		142,857.14

		5																																		SAH		7F-07842.01		29.03.2011		142,857.14

		6																																		SAH		7F-07842.01		29.03.2011		142,857.14

		7																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		22.12.2009		111,100.00

		8																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		22.12.2009		111,100.00

		9																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		09.05.2011		142,857.14

		10																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		09.05.2011		142,857.14

		11																																		CFHJ - II		7F-07270.02		03.08.2011		147,321.43

		12																																		CFHJ - II		7F-07270.02		03.08.2011		147,321.43

		13																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		03.08.2011		147,321.43

		14																																		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		03.08.2011		147,321.43

		15																																		SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196,339.00

		16																																		Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196,339.00

		17																																		CFHJK-lll		7F-07872.01		02.07.2012		178,482.00

		18																																		SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196,339.00

		19																																		CFHJK-lll		7F-07872.01		02.07.2012		178,482.00

		20																																		SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196,339.00

		21																																		Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196,339.00

		22																																		Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196,339.00

		23																																						10.05.2013		197,312.50

		24																																						10.05.2013		197,312.50

		25																																						10.05.2013		197,312.50

		26																																						10.05.2013		197,312.50

		27																																						10.05.2013		169,642.85

		28																																						10.05.2013		169,642.85

		29																																						08.10.2013		338,839.28

		30

		31



				Verified at Jaffna Office on 12.02.2015
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Database Blank

		FINAL Database of SDC Beneficiaries

		Village Name

		Remarks and filter																		Bank Details										1st installment						2nd installment						3rd installment						4th installment						5th installment						6th installment						Sub Total		1st installment						2nd installment						Well Total		House + Well		Amended Payments						Brushup Payment SDC III						Toilet Brushup						Total Cost		Status of the Projects & Agreements																Beneficiary's detail																		House assessement										Land Deed 								Income										Family Members List

		#		Project		DS Division		Village Name		Village Area		Building Application		House Full/Partly		Well Full/Partly		SDC File No		Name of Account Holder		Name of Bank/Branch Number		Bank Account No		NIC Account		Remarks		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Housing Total		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Well Total		Total		Recom-men-dation		Note		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Note		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Note		Amount		Total Spend		Ben...Agreement		Amended Agreement		Termination Form		Maintenance Manual		Rejected		Completion yes or no		Photo Database		Remarks		Full Name		Gender		DOB		Civil		Age		NIC No.		Elderly persons >65		WHH yes or no		disabled member yes/no		House Completely or Partly Damaged		Well Yes or Repair or No		Toilet Yes Repair or No		Completely / Partly/ Minor Destroyed		Foundation OK or Damaged or No		Deed or Permit or Other Document Holder		Property Type		Property Holder W or M or both		land size		Family Card Number		Income acc. Fam.Card		Occupation		No.of Family Members		House to be shared with: SDC file#		Member 1		Age 1		Relat 1		NIC 1		Member 2		Age 2		Relat 2		NIC 2		Member 3		Age 3		Relat 3		NIC 3		Member 4		Age 4		Relat 4		NIC 4		Member 5		Age 5		Relat 5		NIC 5		Member 6		Age 6		Relat 6		NIC 6		Member 7		Age 7		Relat 7		NIC 7		Member 8		Age 8		Relat 8		NIC 8

		1																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0																				- 0

		2																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0																				- 0

		3																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0																				- 0

		4																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0																				- 0

		5																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0																				- 0





Database with Sample

		FINAL Database of SDC Beneficiaries

		Village Name

		Remarks and filter																		Bank Details										1st installment						2nd installment						3rd installment						4th installment						5th installment						6th installment						Sub Total		1st installment						2nd installment						Well Total		House + Well		Brushup Payment SDC III						Toilet Brushup						Total Cost		Status of the Projects & Agreements																Beneficiary's detail																		House assessement										Land Deed 								Income										Family Members List

		#		Project		DS Division		Village Name		Village Area		Building Application		House Full/Partly		Well Full/Partly		SDC File No		Name of Account Holder		Name of Bank/Branch Number		Bank Account No		NIC Account		Remarks		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Housing Total		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Date		Amount		Well Total		Total		Recom-men-dation		Note		Amount		Recom-men-dation		Note		Amount		Total Spend		Ben...Agreement		Amended Agreement		Termination Form		Maintenance Manual		Rejected		Completion yes or no		Photo Database		Remarks		Full Name		Gender		DOB		Civil		Age		NIC No.		Elderly persons >65		WHH yes or no		disabled member yes/no		House Completely or Partly Damaged		Well Yes or Repair or No		Toilet Yes Repair or No		Completely / Partly/ Minor Destroyed		Foundation OK or Damaged or No		Deed or Permit or Other Document Holder		Property Type		Property Holder W or M or both		land size		Family Card Number		Income acc. Fam.Card		Occupation		No.of Family Members		House to be shared with: SDC file#		Member 1		Age 1		Relat 1		NIC 1		Member 2		Age 2		Relat 2		NIC 2		Member 3		Age 3		Relat 3		NIC 3		Member 4		Age 4		Relat 4		NIC 4		Member 5		Age 5		Relat 5		NIC 5		Member 6		Age 6		Relat 6		NIC 6		Member 7		Age 7		Relat 7		NIC 7		Member 8		Age 8		Relat 8		NIC 8

		1		SAH I		Pchilappallai		Thambahamam		n/a		Yes		Full		Partly		THM004		S. Sripathmanathan		BOC-Chava-501		70595572		662594199V		Individual AC		Yes		06.07.2011		100,000.00		Yes		07.09.2011		120,000.00		Yes		16.11.2011		150,000.00		Yes		28.02.2012		100,000.00		Yes		01.06.2012		30,000.00		n/a		n/a		- 0		500,000.00		Yes		16.08.2011		15,000.00		Yes		06.10.2011		5,000.00		20,000.00		520,000.00		n/a		n/a		- 0		n/a		n/a		- 0		520,000.00		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		n/a		Selvarasa Sripathmanathan		Male		15.09.1966		Married		46		662594199V		No		No		Yes		CD		No		No		CD		No		K.Saraswathi		Deed		W		16 Perch		PP/86/38		5,000.00		Farmer		6		Yes		S. Saraswathi		46		Wife		n/a		S. Revathi		16		Daught		n/a		S. Renuja		12		Daught		n/a		S. Renojan		8		Son		n/a		S. Renujan		5		Son		n/a

		2																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0														- 0

		3																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0														- 0

		4																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0														- 0

		5																																																																- 0														- 0		- 0														- 0






Lars suggestion

		SDC Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

		Financial planning and monitoring tool

		Name of Beneficiary 

		Beneficiary Number



						Cost estimation												Funding								Actual expenses according to book keeping form

																										to be checked  by technical officer

						minimal expenses				optional expenses								Programme grant		own funds		balance		payment period

				stage of construction		Standard house		Latrine		additional house area (1'000/sqft)		additional works (plastering, etc.)		higher material quality		total costs								no. of months after signing								own funds 

		1		Foundation		110,000		20,000								130,000		100,000		30,000		-30,000		0

		2		Wall/ latrine		160,000		50,000								210,000		120,000		90,000		-120,000		1-2

		3		Roof/ tiles/ timber		180,000										180,000		150,000		30,000		-150,000		2-4

		4		Frames, doors, sashes		140,000										140,000		70,000		70,000		-220,000		3-5

		5		Plastering/ Rendering		110,000		20,000								130,000		60,000		70,000		-290,000		4-5

		6		Finishing		0		0								0		50,000		-50,000		-240,000		5



				Total		700,000		90,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		790,000		550,000		240,000

				Sources of own funds								Sources of own funds

				planned								actual

				type		amount		conditions				type		amount		conditions

				savings								savings

				loans								loans

				private credit								private credit

				samurthi								samurthi







New

		SDC Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation						Vettilaikerny

		Financial planning and monitoring tool

		Name of Beneficiary 

		Beneficiary Number



		SDC Housing expenses calculator         NEW HOUSE



		Minimal requirements		quantity		Total LKR		ref SDC

		standard house with minimal requirements						735,000

		new toilet and septic tank						80,000

		repair of existing toilet (soakage pit)						60,000

		new well (only in V/East)						55,000

		repair well (only in V/East)						20,000

		Total cost minimal requirements



		Optional expenses		quantity		Total LKR

		additional living area in sqft (for new houses)						1,470

		full external plastering						30,000

		full sashes						40,000

		1

		2

		3

		4

		Total optional expenses



		Reductions of costs		quantity		Total LKR

		labor contribution mason works						-100,000

		own sand contribution						-20,000

		1

		2

		3

		4

		Total cost reductions



		Total costs 



		SDC contribution		quantity		Total LKR

		new house						550000

		new well						65000

		repair well						30000

		Total contribution SDC



		Own contribution



		Sources of own funds		Interest		Total LKR

		Assets/ savings

		Pawning of jewellery

		Bank loan

		Private loan



		total own funds





Repair

		SDC Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation						Vettilaikerny

		Financial planning and monitoring tool

		Name of Beneficiary 

		Beneficiary Number



		SDC Housing expenses calculator    REPAIR HOUSE



		Minimal requirements		quantity		Total LKR		ref. SDC

		repair house category 1						200,000

		repair house category 2						250,000

		repair house category 3						300,000

		repair house category 4 (only in V/East)						350,000

		new toilet and septic tank						90,000

		repair of existing toilet (soakage pit)						30,000

		new well (only in V/East)						40,000

		repair well (only in V/East)						20,000

		Total cost minimal requirements



		Optional expenses (optional)		quantity		Total LKR

		full external plastering						30,000

		high quality timber for frames/ doors/ sashes						50,000

		full rendering (all floors)						20,000

		1

		2

		Total optional expenses



		Reductions of costs (optional)		quantity		Total LKR

		labor contribution masonry						-10,000

		labor contribution roof works						-20,000

		own timber contribution						-40,000

		1

		2

		Total cost reductions



		Total costs 



		SDC contribution		quantity		Total LKR

		repair house category 1						150,000

		repair house category 2						200,000

		repair house category 3						250,000

		repair house category 4 (only in V/East)						300,000

		new well (only in V/East)						65,000

		repair well (only in V/East)						30,000

		Total contribution SDC



		Own contribution



		Sources of own funds		Interest		Total LKR

		Assets/ savings

		Pawning of jewellery

		Bank loan

		Private loan



		total own funds





info for benef







				CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA - Financial planning and monitoring tool

				Name of Beneficiary 

				Beneficiary Number



				Financial information for SDC Cash for Housing Beneficiaries

				The payments contributed by SDC are not covering the full expenses for the house. You will have to invest own funds in the height of approximately:



						LKR   ……………………………

				This cost estimation is based on the beneficiary's intentions for the construction of the house and the preexisting situation (condition of house/ toilet /well). SDC asks from every beneficiary to inform about their financial situation and their intensions concerning the house size in order to identify financial problems at an early stage of the construction. 



				SDC demands from all beneficiaries to keep record of their expenses related to the Housing programme. The relevant book keeping form will be distributed at the agreement signing. The form will be checked by the technical staff of SDC on a regular basis to identify financial problems.  



				For a timly implementation the own financial contribution has to be available according to the construction progress. Around 20% of the total amount has to be ready every month for the 5 months duration after the start of the construction. Example for a new standard size house: 

				point in time		stage of construction				in percent %

				at the beginning of construction		before foundation				20%

				after 1 month		before superstructure				20%

				after 2 months		before roof				30%

				after 3 months 		before window/ door frames				20%

				after 4 months		before finishing works				10%

				total time frame 5 months						100%



				Please contact our technical staff if you are not able to organise the needed funds in time. Don't take bank loans or private loans with a high interest rate to pay the housing expenses. Loans can cause severe indebtedness on the long run. SDC strictly advises all beneficiaries not to take high interest loans. Our technical staff will support you with financial guidance and planning to avoid indeptedness caused by the SDC housing programme. If the financial situation doesn't allow a timely continuation of the construction process, SDC will stop the payments. At a late stage of the programme SDC may utilise the retained money to achieve a very basic level of completion, e.g. completed roof, one lockable room. 

				You can minimize the costs for the house by choosing only the minimal requirements and a standard sized house without any extra works. Increased house size, additional works and materials of a higher quality causes additional costs which have to be payed fully by the beneficiary. Labour contribution to support the mason/ carpenter can have a positive effect on the costs.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE  

Position Title:

Engineer for Infrastructure Reconstruction Program 

Contract Period:

1 year renewable, including 3 months probation


Duty Station: 


Kilinochchi District (Pallai, Pooneryn) or Jaffna District 

Reporting lines:

To Head of Jaffna Cooperation Office or Programme Manager

1. Purpose:

The Project Engineer will assist the Head of Jaffna Cooperation Office and/or the Construction Specialist in designing and implementing rehabilitation projects in the North. She/he will design and implement the construction activities related to rehabilitation of communal facilities, schools and various other infrastructure objects according to SDC Program’s goals and objectives in Kilinochchi and Jaffna Districts. She/he will work independently and/or with the support of technical officers, and will advise the office team in the overall effort of reconstruction. 

2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities:

a) General

1. Work together with the entire SDC reconstruction project team to design and implement the reconstruction programme in an efficient, cost-effective way.

2. Assist the Head of Cooperation Office in Jaffna and/or the Programme Manager in designing calculating and drafting infrastructure projects.

3. Assist the Head of Cooperation Office in Jaffna and/or the Programme Manager in liaising withal stakeholders, including local authorities, independent consultants, contractors, suppliers, other INGOs.


4. Assist with developing (re-)construction projects in a participatory way, including assessments and surveys.

5. Assist with monitoring overall progress against the work plan, and report on constraints relating to the quality of the construction/project activities, the non-compliance with regulatory aspects, etc. on a daily basis including updates of the corresponding formats and tables.

6. Keep and maintain all documents and records.

7. Maintain awareness and proper actions regarding gender non discrimination and woman participation.

8. Any other duties agreed upon with the SDC Program Manager.


b) Community infrastructure reconstruction

1. Assist Programme Manager in assessment and identification of infrastructure projects relevant to the Programme’s objective.

2. Coordinate and consult with stakeholders and governmental officials throughout the project design and implementation.

3. Analyze specific needs of local population though CBOs and village population.

4. Design and draft project proposals.

5. Design structural elements for multi-storey buildings.

6. Prepare structural details as well as architectural drawings.

7. Take quantities and preparing Bill of Quantities with detailed specifications.

8. Prepare reports and minutes (inc. ppt presentations) for internal and external purpose.

9. Manage construction site with the support/coordination of SDC technical team.

10. Prepare variation orders, check bills and approve payments.

11. Establish final bill and monitor retention period.

12. Contribute to the establishment of maintenance system with users.


13. Report and consult with direct superior on regular basis.


c) Cash for housing reconstruction program 

1. Assist the SDC team in researching alternative construction options responding to the safeguard of the environment, and economical and social factors.

2. Participate actively in ongoing reflections towards quality implementation of the Program.

3. Competencies:

1. The employee has the competence to independently execute the tasks assigned under the Terms of Reference including communicating and signing of correspondence in relation to those tasks.


2. There is no transfer of financial competences. 


3. General travel permits within the district of assignment. Duty trips outside the district need approval from the HoFO.


4. The employee is not authorized to promise any products, results or to place orders on behalf of SDC.


5. Information to media may is not allowed unless explicit request is made by the Director of Cooperation.


4. Duties applicable to all:

1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork. 


2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka.


3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and any other regulations and policies.


4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby keeping the highest level of confidentiality.


5. Profile/Personal Specifications:

· In good mental and physical health.

· Degree in BSC Civil Engineering in approved university.

· Field experience in major construction sites (at least 5 years) including design office experience.

· Solid experience in computer skills in AutoCAD and MS Project


· Basic knowledge and understanding of humanitarian principles and of relevant humanitarian guidelines, standards and policy issues in post-conflict Sri Lanka


· Experience working with a humanitarian organizations.

· Self-supporting in computers (MS Windows and Office)


· Fluent in English and Tamil (Singhalese a plus)

· Valid driving license for motorbike.

· Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds.

· Sensitivity to gender based issues.

· Integrity, reliability and flexibility.

· Ability to work both independently and in a team.

· Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality.

6. Advantages:

· SDC strongly supports ongoing training and education for its staff. It offers a working environment in which employees are encouraged to take on responsibilities and are offered opportunities to contribute with initiatives. 


......................................




............................................


Signature of Employee




Head of Programme Office
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Monitoring Matrix / SDC Cooperation Strategy for Sri Lanka 2013-2015      Swiss Portfolio Outcomes   



Outcome Domain 1 (HA): 

Returnees resettle durably in Northern Sri Lanka in reconstructed permanent shelters, have access to restored community infrastructure, and are able to recommence their livelihoods.



1. Shelter 



		Number of resettled families in SDC supported villages living in permanent shelter

		Base line 2012

		Year of Assessment



		

		

		Total Number of beneficiaries

		Total number of male single headed

		Total number of female single headed

		Total cost

		observations



		

		

		On going

		Completed

		On going

		Completed

		On going

		Completed

		

		



		

		Total number of houses constructed by SDC

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total Number of Families

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total number of male single headed

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total number of female single headed

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total child headed households

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Observation:



1. Advocacy

2. Safe environment/ protection/ Security

3. Poverty reduction.

4. Access to services

5. General coping support to beneficiaries 

6. Suggestions and Recommendations







2. Preschools 

		Number of children in SDC supported villages receiving education in permanent structures

		Base line 2012

		Total Number of

Preschools constructed in 2013

		Total Number of  students in

Preschools constructed in 2013

		Observations



		

		

		

		Boys

		Girls

		% not in preschool

		Average  cost

		% of teachers received diploma

		



		

		Total Number of

Semi permanent Preschools

		

		Total Number of Permanent Preschools



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total Number of  students in

Semi permanent Preschools

		

		Total Number students in  Permanent Preschools



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		











Observation: 



1. Parent involvement in Early Childhood (ECD) activities

2. Risks and opportunities 

3. % of both female and male involve preschool management committee. 

4. Suggestions and Recommendations



























3.  Wells 





		Number of families in SDC supported villages with access to drinking water within 500m of their homes





		Base line 2012

		



2013



		Observations



		

		

		Details

		Numbers

		Number of families benefited

		Number of women headed families benefitted

		Average cost per family

		



		

		Total number of common wells constructed 

		

		Total number of common wells constructed 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total number of private wells constructed

		

		Total number of private wells constructed

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total number of drinking water wells constructed.

		

		Total number of drinking water wells constructed.

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total number of families more than 500 meters from drinking water wells 

		

		Total number of families more than 500 meters from drinking water wells 

		

		

		

		

		







Observation: 



a. Water Quality, Maintenance, Ownership



b. Suggestions and Recommendations



















4. Livelihood - SAH



		Resettled families, including all female headed HH, in SDC supported villages have a monthly income above the national poverty line





		Base line 2012

		2013

		Remarks



		

		

		Details



		In sample of 10 selected SDC villages.

		% below national poverty line

		Average monthly income before intervention

		Average income after intervention

		



		

		Percentage of families living under national poverty line (monthly income below 9’000 LKR per household per month) in 10 SDC supported villages

		Total number of livelihood beneficiaries families  

		

		Total number of livelihood beneficiaries families  

		

		

		

		

		





		

		

		Number of women headed families benefitted

		

		Number of women headed families benefitted

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Number of male single headed families. (3)

		

		Number of male single headed families.

		

		

		

		

		







 Observations:

1. Marketing linkages

2. Scope of sustainability

3. Improvement on standard of living 

4. Trends in asserts recovery

5. Capacities on managing finance and develop business

6. Suggestions and recommendation 


		Logo

		Name of Organisation









		

		





Reference: 

Object:                                      (School name)                                               

                                                  (dress)

Post – Conflict Rehabilitation

Project Northern Sri Lanka

                                                                CP NO: xxxx



                                                        Variation Order No: 01 (Additional work)

_________________________________________________________________________



Between:                                                          

                                                                          Name of your organisation,

                                                                          Represented by 

                                                                          (country director)

                                                                          (address head office)

                                                                          Name of your organization,

                                                                           (SDC address field office)

                                                                                                                                            As the Client

                                                                                                                                            On the one hand

  And                                                               

                                                                        (name of contractor)

                                                                         (address of contractor)

                                                                         …………………...

                                                                         ……………………                                                                         

                                                                        Phone No.:…………………..                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                           As the Contractor 

                                                                                                                                           On the other hand           



Project and site                                              Field Office 

Management                                                         (address field office)

                                                                         

                                                                         Phone No: …………………..

                                                                         Fax: …………………………..



On behalf of the SDC, we confirm the order of the below mentioned works (additional works to the contract).



01 Extent of Service                                      The Client instructed  the Contractor to carry out additional quantities 

                                                                        Of material & extra work according to the attached summary sheet.



02 Cost                                                           All items are based on “measure & pay”. The cost of variation 

                                                                        LKR ………….( excluding VAT), in writing: Srilankan

 Rupees …………………………………………..only.       



03 Condition of payment:                             All payment shall be bank transferred in Srilankan currency (LKR) 

                                                                        in favor of (name and address of contractor), to the account number

                                                                        (number of account) of (name of bank and place)



10 Time Schedule:                                        It shall be conducted within the time schedule mentioned

                                                                        in the contract and signed between SDC and the Contractor.

                                                                        Extention of the contract is granted up to (date of extension).



22 Final Provisions:                                     For all matters not specifically covered by the terms of this Variation  

                                                                       Order, normal rules and regulations, good business practices or

                                                                       ICTADs Conditions of Contract shall apply.

 



This Variation Order shall be drawn up in four (04) identical copies.

Client                                                                                                                    1 Copy

Contractor                                                                                                            1 Copy

(Local authority)                                                                                                   1 Copy





(Place), (Date)……………………..





For Client,                                                                                                             For Contractor,

 









(country director)                                                                                                 (name of contractor)

(address head office)      	                                                                                    (address of contractor)







For the Witness,





(name of project manager)

(address of field office)

































	

		

		Address of your organisation
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Jan15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : January  -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Thu

		2		Fri

		3		Sat

		4		Sun

		5		Mon

		6		Tue

		7		Wed

		8		Thu

		9		Fri

		10		Sat

		11		Sun

		12		Mon

		13		Tue

		14		Wed

		15		Thu

		16		Fri

		17		Sat

		18		Sun

		19		Mon

		20		Tue

		21		Wed

		22		Thu

		23		Fri

		24		Sat

		25		Sun

		26		Mon

		27		Tue

		28		Wed

		29		Thu

		30		Fri

		31		Sat

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Feb15

		SDC Programme Office- JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : February -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Sun

		2		Mon

		3		Tue

		4		Wed

		5		Thu

		6		Fri

		7		Sat

		8		Sun

		9		Mon

		10		Tue

		11		Wed

		12		Thu

		13		Fri

		14		Sat

		15		Sun

		16		Mon

		17		Tue

		18		Wed

		19		Thu

		20		Fri

		21		Sat

		22		Sun

		23		Mon

		24		Tue

		25		Wed

		26		Thu

		27		Fri

		28		Sat

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Mar15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : March -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Sun

		2		Mon

		3		Tue

		4		Wed

		5		Thu

		6		Fri

		7		Sat

		8		Sun

		9		Mon

		10		Tue

		11		Wed

		12		Thu

		13		Fri

		14		Sat

		15		Sun

		16		Mon

		17		Tue

		18		Wed

		19		Thu

		20		Fri

		21		Sat

		22		Sun

		23		Mon

		24		Tue

		25		Wed

		26		Thu

		27		Fri

		28		Sat

		29		Sun

		30		Mon

		31		Tue

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Apr15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : April -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Wed

		2		Thu

		3		Fri

		4		Sat

		5		Sun

		6		Mon

		7		Tue

		8		Wed

		9		Thu

		10		Fri

		11		Sat

		12		Sun

		13		Mon

		14		Tue

		15		Wed

		16		Thu

		17		Fri

		18		Sat

		19		Sun

		20		Mon

		21		Tue

		22		Wed

		23		Thu

		24		Fri

		25		Sat

		26		Sun

		27		Mon

		28		Tue

		29		Wed

		30		Thu

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





May15

		SDC Programme Office  - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : May -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Fri

		2		Sat

		3		Sun

		4		Mon

		5		Tue

		6		Wed

		7		Thu

		8		Fri

		9		Sat

		10		Sun

		11		Mon

		12		Tue

		13		Wed

		14		Thu

		15		Fri

		16		Sat

		17		Sun

		18		Mon

		19		Tue

		20		Wed

		21		Thu

		22		Fri

		23		Sat

		24		Sun

		25		Mon

		26		Tue

		27		Wed

		28		Thu

		29		Fri

		30		Sat

		31		Sun

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Jun15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : June -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Mon

		2		Tue

		3		Wed

		4		Thu

		5		Fri

		6		Sat

		7		Sun

		8		Mon

		9		Tue

		10		Wed

		11		Thu

		12		Fri

		13		Sat

		14		Sun

		15		Mon

		16		Tue

		17		Wed

		18		Thu

		19		Fri

		20		Sat

		21		Sun

		22		Mon

		23		Tue

		24		Wed

		25		Thu

		26		Fri

		27		Sat

		28		Sun

		29		Mon

		30		Tue

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Jul15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : July -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Wed

		2		Thu

		3		Fri

		4		Sat

		5		Sun

		6		Mon

		7		Tue

		8		Wed

		9		Thu

		10		Fri

		11		Sat

		12		Sun

		13		Mon

		14		Tue

		15		Wed

		16		Thu

		17		Fri

		18		Sat

		19		Sun

		20		Mon

		21		Tue

		22		Wed

		23		Thu

		24		Fri

		25		Sat

		26		Sun

		27		Mon

		28		Tue

		29		Wed

		30		Thu

		31		Fri

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Aug15

		SDC Programme Office  - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : August -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Sat

		2		Sun

		3		Mon

		4		Tue

		5		Wed

		6		Thu

		7		Fri

		8		Sat

		9		Sun

		10		Mon

		11		Tue

		12		Wed

		13		Thu

		14		Fri

		15		Sat

		16		Sun

		17		Mon

		18		Tue

		19		Wed

		20		Thu

		21		Fri

		22		Sat

		23		Sun

		24		Mon

		25		Tue

		26		Wed

		27		Thu

		28		Fri

		29		Sat

		30		Sun

		31		Mon

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Sep15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : September -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Tue

		2		Wed

		3		Thu

		4		Fri

		5		Sat

		6		Sun

		7		Mon

		8		Tue

		9		Wed

		10		Thu

		11		Fri

		12		Sat

		13		Sun

		14		Mon

		15		Tue

		16		Wed

		17		Thu

		18		Fri

		19		Sat

		20		Sun

		21		Mon

		22		Tue

		23		Wed

		24		Thu

		25		Fri

		26		Sat

		27		Sun

		28		Mon

		29		Tue

		30		Wed

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Oct15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : October -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Thu

		2		Fri

		3		Sat

		4		Sun

		5		Mon

		6		Tue

		7		Wed

		8		Thu

		9		Fri

		10		Sat

		11		Sun

		12		Mon

		13		Tue

		14		Wed

		15		Thu

		16		Fri

		17		Sat

		18		Sun

		19		Mon

		20		Tue

		21		Wed

		22		Thu

		23		Fri

		24		Sat

		25		Sun

		26		Mon

		27		Tue

		28		Wed

		29		Thu

		30		Fri

		31		Sat

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Nov15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10  Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : November - 2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Sun

		2		Mon

		3		Tue

		4		Wed

		5		Thu

		6		Fri

		7		Sat

		8		Sun

		9		Mon

		10		Tue

		11		Wed

		12		Thu

		13		Fri

		14		Sat

		15		Sun

		16		Mon

		17		Tue

		18		Wed

		19		Thu

		20		Fri

		21		Sat

		22		Sun

		23		Mon

		24		Tue

		25		Wed

		26		Thu

		27		Fri

		28		Sat

		29		Sun

		30		Mon

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary





Dec15

		SDC Programme Office - JAFFNA

		18/10 Wyman Road,

		Jaffna.

		ATTENDANCE SHEET

		Month : December -  2015

		NAME OF STAFF

		Designation:

		Date				TIME IN		TIME OUT		Total hrs		Reason		SIGNATURE		TIME OFF DURING WORK HOURS						SIGNATURE

																TIME OUT		TIME IN		REASON

		1		Tue

		2		Wed

		3		Thu

		4		Fri

		5		Sat

		6		Sun

		7		Mon

		8		Tue

		9		Wed

		10		Thu

		11		Fri

		12		Sat

		13		Sun

		14		Mon

		15		Tue

		16		Wed

		17		Thu

		18		Fri

		19		Sat

		20		Sun

		21		Mon

		22		Tue

		23		Wed

		24		Thu

		25		Fri

		26		Sat

		27		Sun

		28		Mon

		29		Tue

		30		Wed

		31		Thu

		Monthly Total

		The Employee:														The Secretary






		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna





CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA

Damage Assessment Form

		Village:…………………………………     District:……………………………….   DS Division:……………………………… GN Division:……………………………….                           Foto/File #



		Beneficiary Data     



		Male Headed Name: ..................................................   NIC.NO                                                                      Date of Birth:........................



Female Headed Name: ...............................................  NIC.NO                                                                       Date of Birth:........................

Account Name:......................................  Account number:.......................................   Bank/Branch name:...........................................

		



		Did you participate in the SDC Introduction meeting? (Yes/No)


Ability to build house :   (Yes / No)



		Civil Status:     Divorced                  Married                  Separated                  Single with children                 Widowed                  Single

Size of Household                      Females                      Males                

Male headed HH                      Female headed HH                      Child headed HH

                                                                                                                                                                                            missing

Members of HH:                                                Relationship:                             under 18     disabled   above 65  or dead (M/D)     profession

 Income:   Below 2’500                    5’001 to 10’000                     2’501 to 5’000                      Above 10’000                        


 Date of Resettlement...............................                              Profession of male beneficiary..................................................

 From where?.............................................                             Profession of female beneficiary...............................................                           

                                                                                                                       



		Remarks:

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		(Year of displacement must be filled in according to information got from Village Assessment

Yes


No


Remarks


Was your house damaged or destroyed by the war?


Did you exist as a household before (……………….. but did not have your own house?


How many times were you displaced?

Are you permanently settled in this division (children are going to closest village school) ?

Did you receive any benefits from other NGOs/GoSL after resettled?


Are you receiving a basic monthly income inferior to Rs 25’000 as a government employee?


Do you own any permanent house in other areas?






		Remarks:           ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................



		

  Currently living on this specific land:  Yes              No            since when?................ 

  Since when are you living in the same GN Division?...............................................    


  Title Deed                          LDO Permit                           Landless (documents lost)            Landless (Never had documents)            

  Other             (specifiy).............................................                                              Land Permit Request made   Yes             No

  Year indicated on document: ........................  Document Ref.Number:........................................      Size of Plot : ………………………….



		Actual Living condition 


Temporary Shelter            Transitional Shelter                     Not living on plot                  Living in damaged house              

Approximate total floor area of the existing permanent house, being assessed:

Below 200 sq.ft.


201-300sq.ft.


301-400 sq.ft.


401-500 sq.ft.


Over 501 sq.ft.


Remarks:     

                                                                                                                                            



		Actual  condition well & Toilet

Well :         No                    

                  Yes                   Damage:  0-20%               21-40%                    41-60%                        61-80%                      81-100%

Toilet :       No                 


                  Yes                   Damage:  0-20%               21-40%                    41-60%                        61-80%                      81-100% 



		Present condition of damaged house


Foundation :             cracked                   not cracked                           not available     


Damage Description                                     


1-20%

21-40 %                  


41-60 %          


61-80 %


81-100%


Roof

Walls

Plastering (internal/external)

Windows/Doors


Floor


Foundation





		Remarks     ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................





Date ……………………….

I certify, that the damage assessment of the plot was carried out correctly                                          ………………………………










                                 Eng/T.O/Officer - SDC 

I certify, that the damage assessment of the plot was carried out correctly                                          ………………………………         


                                                                                                                                                              Member of village committee

I accept / do not accept the damage assessment                                                                                        ………………………………

                                                                                                                                                                               Primary Beneficiary


		VEHICLE N°

		KILOMETRAGE:



		WEEK N°

		DRIVER:





· CITY-CAR  WEEKLY CHECK BY THE DRIVER  


		N°

		Control Description 

		Done

		Observation



		1

		Detect possible leaks under vehicle

		

		



		2

		Wash vehicle ( sub-body, body and engine )

		

		



		3

		Control condition of radiator grill

		

		



		4

		Engine oil level

		

		



		5

		Cooling fluid level

		

		



		6

		Brake and clutch fluid level

		

		



		7

		Windshield washer liquid level

		

		



		8

		Clean air filter and bottom cup

		

		



		9

		Check battery : fastening, level of water, clamp state

		

		



		10

		Listen for abnormal noises with engine working and hood opened

		

		



		

		

		

		



		11

		Tire state ( wear, defects )

		

		



		12

		Tire pressure : 2,5 kg ( 37PSI ) 

		

		



		13

		Rear and front wheel bearing freeplay ( shake wheel on jack )

		

		



		14

		Control brakes ( wear, cleanness )

		

		



		15

		Exhaust pipe state and fastening

		

		



		16

		Front suspension ( condition, silent-blocs, fixation )

		

		



		17

		Rear suspension ( condition, silent-blocs, fixation )

		

		



		18

		Shock absorbers ( leak, fixation ) and bushes

		

		



		19

		Other bushes ( sway bar., low arm, ... )

		

		



		20

		Gear box and engine mounting condition

		

		



		21

		Body and chassis condition ( cracks, weelding, buckling )

		

		



		22

		General tightening of bolts ( especially on leaf spring )

		

		



		

		

		

		



		23

		Control lights, turning signals and warning lights on dashboard 

		

		



		24

		Door, window, mirror, seat condition and working

		

		



		25

		Presence of in-board tools ( according to inventory )

		

		



		26

		Note important comments on Logbook and check service timing

		

		





		Work done during this weeckly check-up






		Work to be planned with mechanic








Driver’s signature :


                                                                  Date :





Logbook
Land Cruiser


MSF Car n°:


Country:


Mission:


Stamp of the mission


Edition 2006, MSF
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Technical data 
(based on the Land Cruiser HZJ 78/79)


Engine oil


Quality: API specs CF; if not available, CE or CD may be used
ACEA specs, B3; if not available, B2 may be used


Viscosity: SAE 15W-40; if not available, 10W-40 or 10W-30 may be used
Capacity: 10 L (without filter)


11.3 L (with filter)


Gear box oil


Quality: API specs GL5
Viscosity: 80W-90 or 75W-90; if not available, SAE 90 may be used
Capacity: 2.2 L


Transfer box oil


Quality: API specs GL5; if not available, GL4 may be used
Viscosity: 80W-90; if not available, SAE 90 may be used
Capacity: 2.1 L


Front and rear axle oil:


Quality: API specs GL5
Viscosity: 80W-90; if not available, SAE 90 may be used
Capacity: Front: 2.6 L


Rear: 2.4 L


Power steering oil:


Quality: ATF (Automatic Transmission Fluid), type dextron
Capacity: Top up until proper level


Brake and clutch fluid


Quality: SAE J 1703E or DOT 4


Coolant


Quality: Do not use plain water; use anti-freeze or special coolant or water
with a rust inhibitor and lubricating additive.


Capacity: 10 L


For more information, see fluids and lubricants, mechanic support “e-massis”.
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Vehicle identification card


* Example: JTERB71J300004265 


Vehicle : MSF N° :


Description
Brand: Year:
Model:
Options:
Chassis n°:
VIN (Vehicle
Identification Number)*
Key n°: Documentation:
LHD/RHD:
Supplier:


Purchsee
Donor: Supplier:
Order n°:
Invoice n°:
Arrival date: ....../......./...... Freight ref :


Allocation 1st used on: ....../......./......
Location Date ....../......./......
Location Date ....../......./......
Location Date ....../......./......
Location Date ....../......./......


Final destination
Date: ....../......./...... To:
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Responsibilities of the driver


Security of the persons being transported
When driving his car, he strongly respects the traffic rules. He adapts his speed
according to the conditions of the road, the load he carries and the pedestrian on
streets.


Safety belts
He wears the safety belt at all times and makes sure all passengers do so too.


Speed limits
He respects the speeds limits as stated on page 13.


Correct loading of the transported goods
He loads and offloads his car and makes sure the cargo is well secured and strapped
down.


State of the car and its correct maintenance
He does the daily and weekly checks, plans in cooperation with his supervisor the
periodical services and participates to the mechanic works on his car. 
He is in charge to update the logbook.


In case of mechanical problems
He must notify immediately the workshop or his MSF supervisor.


The tools and spare parts in the car
He must regularly check the material (see Inventory of materials in the car, page 6) for
completeness and cleanly.


The cleanly of the car
Body, chassis, engine.


In case of an accident
He must immediately notify the MSF supervisor and the local authorities.


When the driver has to use a car, although it should be in repair, he must write down
the problems on the pages of the logbook foreseen for remarks, next to the last service
done. This must be signed by his supervisor so as to free the driver of responsibility in
case of problems.
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Warning


The driver should always have his driving licence and a copy of the car papers with
him.


The driver uses an MSF car for the needs of a program.


The use of the car for private needs or for the transportation of persons (or goods) not
involved in the program, without the authorization of the manager, is in all cases
forbidden and must be exceptional.


If the driver:
– is drunk on duty,
– steals fuel or any goods,
– damages his car through neglect or on purpose,
– is responsible for an accident,
he will be fired according to the local legislation.
In the rare cases of expat driving, the expat will be sent home immediately.


Read and approved


Name of the driver Date Signature
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Inventory of materials in the car


1 spare tire ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 2nd spare tire (optional)................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 hilift jack ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 original Toyota jack...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 original Toyota jack handle ................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 Toyota tool case containing:
2 flat spanners.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 double-bladed screwdriver ..........................................................................................................................................................................


1 adjustable spanner. ......................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 wheel brace. ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 pain of pliers..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................


1 kit tools driver..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


Others: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


The kit tools driver is necessary for every long trip. It could be managed separately
from the rest of material in the car.


Read and approved


Name of the driver Date Signature
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Check ups under the drivers
responsibility


Time: 10 minutes


• Before starting, check:
– Engine oil level
– Coolant level
– Brake and clutch fluid level
– Windscreen washer water level
– Cleanness of radiator and mosquito net fixation
– Condition of all tyres (pressure by sight, cracks on both sides)
– Possible leaks under the car


• After starting the vehicle:
– Listen to abnormal noises
– Check indicators, lighting and dashboard warning lights
– Check presence of inboard equipment


Time: 1 hour


• Clean the vehicle inside and outside
• Drain the fuel sedimentor from water
• Clean the air filter
• Check the battery (proper fixation and water level)
• Power steering oil level
• Steering wheel free play*
• Check tyre pressure and condition of the tyres (see tyre pressure table)
• Check for presence of valve caps
• Check and clean front and rear axel breather
• Check exhaust pipe and silencer condition and fixation*
• Check the springs and all bushes from the front and rear suspension
• Check shock absorbers (check bushes and no leaks)*
• Front and rear stabilizer bar bushes control*
• Check functioning of doors, locks, seat belts and (warning) lights
• Fill up the two fuel tanks


* In case of problem, write it in the logbook and inform the logistic officer


Every week in addition to the daily check


Every morning
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Time: minimal 2 hours


• Check brake and clutch fluid level
• Clean front and rear brakes (take off rear brake drum) from mud
• Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system.
• Check rear spring leaves for cracks and alignment*
• Check and grease the HiLift jack
• Front wheel bearings free play
• Check the front and rear axle oil: 


– If water mixture (milky appearance), change oil next service
– If water mixture (milky appearance) and level too high, change oil immediately
– If different pressure level at opening, check axle breathers


* In case of problem, write it in the logbook and inform the logistic officer


* For a pick Up leavely loaded on tarmac road, it is advice to put 3.5 in front tyre and
4.0 on rear tyre.


** For use on tarmac road, it's advice to put 2.5 on front tyre.


1 Severe conditions: defined as frequent wading and/or driving in mud and/or sand. The maintenance interval
should be 100 hours or 2000 km (see page 14).


Severe conditions1: additional weekly checks 


Use Loaded* Not loaded**


Pressure BAR PSI BAR PSI


Front tyre 3.0 43 2.5 to 3.0 35 to 43


Rear tyre 3.5 51 3.0 43
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User's car guideline


Fastening and spreading of the load


– Respect the maximum load to prevent any damage to the car


– Always keep at least 6 cm between the rear axle and the suspension bumper
(4 fingers of the hand in vertical position).


– Always place the load as low as possible and the heaviest charge in the middle.
– The load must always be correctly tightened with ropes or belts.
– Do not carry anything but the spare wheels and the hi-lift jack on the roof rack.


Cleaning up the car


– Caution: always clean the car with fresh water. Never use salt water.
– Caution: be careful with the electrical parts of the vehicle. Do not spill water on the


alternator, the relays, under the dashboard or inside of the car. Do not try to avoid
cleaning the body without water. Before washing the inner part of the car, remember
to remove the carpets. 


– Think about cleaning hollow parts of the body as they might get filled with earth.
– Do not use corrosive cleaning products such as: Blue, Clean, Omo, etc. 
– In case of problems with disinfection, do not wash the car with chlorine-based


products. Use cresyl, Lysol or HAC, which are not harmful to ferrous metals. 
– Caution! For vehicles equipped with mine-mats or ballistic blankets; they should


never be wet! Never clean the interior of these cars with water.


Max recommended load HZJ 79 Pick-up HZJ 78 Hard-top


On good roads and tracks 900 kg 800 kg


On bad tracks 750 kg 600 kg
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Use of 4 wheel traction H4 & L4


The Land Cruiser is 4WD (4 wheel drive) with rear drive axel in normal position (H),
the 4WD is manual shift.


– H4 is to engage 4 wheel drive*, meaning shifting the
front drives axel to the rest of transmission.


– Do not hesitate to use the 4-wheel traction (H4 or L4)
on slippery soil (water, mud, sand) or steep tracks,
but never on normal roads.


– You don't need to slow down or to reduce speed,
providing that you do it before


– To shift during the difficult pass, the clutch has to be
used.


– L4 is low speed and 4 wheel drive position, this position provides the best traction
and the maximum power.


– Use L4 for climbing or descending steep hills and hard pulling in sand, mud (or
deep snow).


– Avoid shifting from H2 to H4 or L4 during the, difficult pass. When shifting to or
from L4, it is compulsory that the vehicle is totally stopped.


For more information, see “e-massis”, use and driving of vehicles 4x4.


*If you have free wheel hubs, make sure that they are in "lock" position.
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Warning lights on the dash board


Procedures to follow when lights go on. Red lights means to stop immediately and
orange lights are warning and to inform the logistic officer.


Warning light oil pressure “OIL”
Attention, stop immediately. Check the oil level; do not start the engine
again before knowing the origin of the problem.


Warning light for water in diesel filter
Presence of water in the water sedimenter, stop and drain it.


Battery warning light
Stop the car and check the fan belt as well as the connections between
alternator and battery.


Brake warning light "BRAKE"
Make sure the hand brake is completely released and check brake fluid
level.


Air filter dust filling up indicator
Clean air filter.


Safety belts warning light
Fasten safety belt.


Diesel engine Pre heat light
Wait until it stops before starting the engine.


4WD indicator light
Four-wheel drive has engaged H4 or L4.


Timing belt warning light "T BELT"
Continue and inform your supervisor.


Coolant temperature gauge
Caution, stop immediately when the needle is approaching the red zone.
Check the cooling system. Caution: pressure and temperature may cause
severe burns. 
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Precautions to take in the rainy
season
Crossing a pool or a creek


– A car is not a submarine.
– Before crossing, walk into the water to check the depth. The level of the water


shouldn't go higher than the side footstep.
– Use low range (L4) and throttle knob.
– Once out of the water, dry the brakes by slightly braking until they work properly.
– CAUTION, in rainy season, do perform the additional weekly checks for “severe


conditions”.


Break in period
During the first 1,000 kilometres or the first 20 hours:


– Avoid the use of full throttle.
– Drive gently: the engine should run neither too fast nor too slow.
– Do not go faster than 80 km/hour.
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Speed limits


To be filled with the logistic officer
in agreement with the coordination


For this vehicle, the maximum acceptable speed, to keep a safe driving is:


On the ROADS 


On the TRACKS


In the URBAN AREAS
when going through villages,
on crowded roads,
on market days,
or when approaching refugee camps


The persons being transported may ask the driver to slow down whenever they fear for their
safety or whenever they feel that the speed is too high. Several unrespected requests will lead
to a warning.


In the opposite case, when the person asks the driver to go faster, he should in no case
grant this request.


The driver has to be aware that he may be fired according to the local legislation if he is
involved in an accident for which he is responsible.


In case of rain, the speed must be reduced by at least 20 kmlhour.


km/hour


km/hour


km/hour
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Choice of periodicity of
maintenance


The choice of the periodicity of maintenance has to be determined according to the
conditions of use specific to every country or mission.
Some vehicle has been fitted with a hour counter to facilicate scheduling, whoever use
condition and to get a fréquency according the engine work.
If the vehicle is fitted with hour counter, it should be serviced every 100 hours and for
the vehicle without hour counter, the periodicity of maitenance is depending on the
condition of use in the country concerned.
In good condition, the vehicle should be serviced every 100 hours or 5,000 km,.this
corresponds in the average speed of 50/60 km/hour, with tarmac roads and medium
track.
In passable conditions, the vehicle should be serviced every 100 hours or 3,000 km,
this corresponds in the average speed of 30/40 km/hour, with a mix of hardened or
tarmac roads and tracks.
In severe conditions, the vehicle should be serviced every 100 hours or 2,000 km, this
corresponds in the average speed of 15/20 km/hour, with very difficult tracks, much
sand, frequent use of 4X4 and 100 % tracks.


To understand and interpret correctly the right sequence of the different kinds of
services:


Anyway, the order of maintenance is always:
A (mini), then B (filter), followed by A (mini) and then C (complete)
The details of the different services (A, B, C) are given on the following page.


Period in km "A" Mini "B" Filter "A" Mini "C" Complete "A" Mini


2 000 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000


3 000 3,000 6,000 9,000 12,000 15,000


5 000 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000


In hours "A" Mini "B" Filter "A" Mini "C" Complete "A" Mini


Toujours 2 000 200 300 400 500
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Periodical maintenance
Under the mechanics responsibility, assisted by driver.


Mini service "A"


Weekly check, plus:
– Clean the vehicle
– Change the engine oil
– Change the fuel pre filter
– Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
– Check the oil level in gearbox and transfer box
– Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
– Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
– Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
– Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars,


bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, rear spring blades
– Check shock absorbers for leakage
– Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
– Check the free play in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
– Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
– Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
– Check body and chassis condition (cracks, bumps)


Filter service "B"


Service "A", plus:
– Change the oil filter
– Change the fuel main filter
– Check the free play in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
– Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
– Check and clean front brake pads and discs


Complete service "C"


Service "B", plus:
– Change oil in front and rear axle.
– Check and grease free play in steering knuckle arm bearings.
– Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings.
– Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
– Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension.
– Check rear brake shoes and drums.
– Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage.
– Check tyres for regular wear.
– Check and greasse door-locks and hinges
– Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary.
– Check seats hinges and greasing.
– HF radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening.
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Special services


To be done by the workshop of reference, to do at the same time service “C” and write on
comments page


Service 1,200 hours or 50,000 km 


Service “C”, plus :
– Change oil in gear- and transferbox
– Check timing belt cover (if water ingress, change belt tensioner)
– Use a fuel additif for injection system cleaning
– Inspect, grease and adjust all wheel bearings
– Check for cracks in body and weld (using a MIG welder) if need be
– Check cable HF radio cable and connection.
– Replace the third fuel filter (only when fitted)


Service every 2,400 hours or 100,000 km


Service1,200 hour or 50.000 km, plus:
– Change brake and clutch fluid
– Change the timing belt and his belt tensioner (HZJ75/78/79)
– Change coolant fluid
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Maintenance logbook


The maintenance periodicity of the car is 100 hours or:


km
At (place of mission):


km
At (place of mission):


km
At (place of mission):
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Service "A" done at 100 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 200 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 300 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "C" done at 400 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 500 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 600 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 700 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "C" done at 800 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 900 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 1,000 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 1,100 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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"Spécial" service done at 1,200 hours or 50,0000 km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the free play in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the free play in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grease free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the free play in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»
Change oil in gear- and transfer box. 
Check timing belt cover (if water ingress, change belt tensioner)
Use a fuel additive for injection system cleaning
Inspect, grease and adjust all wheel bearings
Check for cracks in body and weld (using a MIG welder) if needed
Check cable HF radio cable and connection.
Replace the third fuel filter (only when fitted)


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 1,300 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 1,400 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 1,500 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "C" done at 1,600 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







49


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







50


Service "A" done at 1,700 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







51


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







52


Service "B" done at 1,800 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







53


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







54


Service "A" done at 1,900 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







55


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







56


Service "C" done at 2,000 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







57


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







58


Service "A" done at 2,100 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







59


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







60


Service "B" done at 2,200 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







61


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







62


Service "A" done at 2,300 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







63


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







64


"Spécial" service done at 2,400 hours or 100,0000 km
Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the free play in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the free play in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grease free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the free play in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»
Change oil in gear- and transfer box. 
Check timing belt cover (if water ingress, change belt tensioner)
Use a fuel additive for injection system cleaning
Inspect, grease and adjust all wheel bearings
Check for cracks in body and weld (using a MIG welder) if needed
Check cable HF radio cable and connection.
Replace the third fuel filter (only when fitted)
Change brake- and clutch fluid
Change the timing belt and his belt tensioner (HZJ75/78/79)
Change coolant fluid


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







65


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







66


Service "A" done at 2,500 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







67


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







68


Service "B" done at 2,600 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







69


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







70


Service "A" done at 2,700 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







71


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







72


Service "C" done at 2,800 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







73


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







74


Service "A" done at 2,900 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







75


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







76


Service "B" done at 3,000 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







77


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







78


Service "A" done at 3,100 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







79


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







80


Service "C" done at 3,200 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







81


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







82


Service "A" done at 3,300 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







83


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







84


Service "B" done at 3,400 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







85


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







86


Service "A" done at 3,500 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







87


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







88


"Spécial" service done at 3,600 hours or 150,0000 km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the free play in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the free play in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grease free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the free play in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»
Change oil in gear- and transfer box. 
Check timing belt cover (if water ingress, change belt tensioner)
Use a fuel additive for injection system cleaning
Inspect, grease and adjust all wheel bearings
Check for cracks in body and weld (using a MIG welder) if needed
Check cable HF radio cable and connection.
Replace the third fuel filter (only when fitted)


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







89


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







90


Service "A" done at 3,700 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM







91


Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done







92


Service "B" done at 3,800 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 3,900 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "C" done at 4,000 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 4,100 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 4,200 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 4,300 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "C" done at 4,400 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grase free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the freeplay in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 4,500 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “B“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "B" done at 4,600 hours or at                     km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the freeplay in the steering system linkage. Adjust if it's necessary
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Service "A" done at 4,700 hours or at                      km


Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the fuel pre filter
Drain the fuel main filter from water
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Check the oil level in gear box and transfer box
Check the oil level in axles and change if water mixture (milky)
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear
stabilizer bars, bushes of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension,
suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings).
Check the freeplay in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard.
Check body and chassis condition (crakc, bumps)
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»


Name of responible for maintenance:


Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE “C“ AT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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"Spécial" service done at 4,800 hours or 200,0000 km
Clean the vehicle
Change the engine oil
Change the oil filter
Change the fuel pre filter
Change the fuel main filter
Clean the air filter and the little bowl (air blowing and/or washing)
Check the condition and tension of the fan/alternator belts
Change the oil in front and rear axles
Clean the 2 axle breathers and their hoses
Grease the drive shafts (6 nipples) and steering system
Check the condition of the suspension: rubber bushes of front and rear stabilizer bars, bushes
of stock absorbers, bushes of front and rear suspension, suspension, rear spring blades.
Check shock absorbers for leakage
Check the condition of the exhaust pipe and its insulators (rubber mountings)
Check the free play in the front wheel bearings and adjust if needed
Check for presence and wear of rubber stoppers at hood and all doors
Check the different warning lights of the dashboard
Check the free play in the steering system linkage
Check condition of engine and gearbox mountings
Check and clean front brake pads and discs.
Check  and grease free play in steering knuckle arm bearings
Check the free play in the rear wheel bearings
Check rear brake shoes and drums (take off drums)
Check rear brake cylinders for cup leakage
Check free play in universal joints (in rear and front propshaft)
Check tyres for regular wear
Check tightening of bolts and nuts of suspension
Check door-locks, hinges and seats
Check window winder, to grease it, if necessary
Battery connection condition (clean, grease, replace battery-clamps if needed)
Radio wiring control, antenna ground connection cleaning and tightening
Stick on the dashboard the sticker «next service mileage»
Change oil in gear- and transfer box. 
Check timing belt cover (if water ingress, change belt tensioner)
Use a fuel additive for injection system cleaning
Inspect, grease and adjust all wheel bearings
Check for cracks in body and weld (using a MIG welder) if needed
Check cable HF radio cable and connection.
Replace the third fuel filter (only when fitted)
Change brake- and clutch fluid
Change the timing belt and his belt tensioner (HZJ75/78/79)
Change coolant fluid


Name of responible for maintenance:
Date: Signature:


NEXT SERVICE "A" ÀT                   HOURS or ÀT                                       KM
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Hours Kilometres Detail all furnitures and spares – Remarks
Work still to be done
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Kilometres Heavy works done
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Kilometres Heavy works done
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Kilometres Heavy works done






		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna





CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA

Beneficiary Agreement


This Agreement is made among the Divisional Secretary, the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (hereinafter “SDC”) working in partnership on the Cash for Housing Program (hereinafter referred to as “CfH”) and implemented by Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna,

and the Household Beneficiary with the Name: ………………………………………………………..............


Registration No.: ……..………….....………………………………as the other party (hereinafter “Beneficiary”).


1. Introduction


SDC is supporting, monitoring and coordinating the construction of houses by providing funding in cash grants to the Beneficiary, based on the Homeowner-Driven Housing approach.


2. Scope


The overall objective of this Agreement is to transfer funds from SDC to the Beneficiary and regulate the correct utilization of the said fund to allow the Beneficiary to build his/her house. 


3. Term


This Agreement shall be operative from the date of the signature and shall remain in force until the Beneficiary fulfils his/her commitments with funds as specified in point 4.b) of the Agreement.


4. Responsibilities and liabilities of the parties


a) SDC commits itself as follows: 


· To transfer the fund in total amount of LKR 550,000 (Sri Lankan Rupee five-hundred and fifty thousand only) as grant for the construction of the house, in six instalments (1st instalment for foundation of house and substructure of Toilet room: LKR 100,000; 2nd Instalment for super structure for the house and wall for Septic tank: LKR 120,000; 3rd instalment for roof of the house and completion of toilet and chimney: LKR 150,000; 4th instalment for plastering (Internal and front side of external) plus window and door frames for two lockable rooms: LKR 70’000, 5th instalment for floor concrete with rendering and entire plinth plastering plus door and window sashes only for two lockable rooms and white wash for all the plastered walls: LKR 60,000; 6th instalment after completion: LKR 50’000) according to the construction progress.( house, toilet and well works.)

· To transfer the fund in total amount of LKR 65,000 (Sri Lankan Rupee sixty five thousand only) for the construction of a new well, in two instalments (1st instalment for excavation and lining: LKR 35,000; 2nd Instalment after completion of well: LKR 30,000)


· Provide technical support to the Beneficiary.


b)  The Beneficiary commits him/herself as follows: 


a. The Beneficiary has the obligation to utilize the grant provided by SDC for the sole purpose of construction of his/her house. 


b. To finish his/her house within a timeframe of 5 months with the funds received, including: roof; doors and windows, flooring; inner plastering, outside plastering of front wall, plinth plaster and white washing on all the plastered walls


c. To prepare building construction plan for a house of minimum 500 sq.ft and a latrine in accordance with the regulations of the Local Authority of the area, and receive lawful authority to construct his/her house/latrine/well.

d. To liaise closely with Village Reconstruction Committee in re-construction procedures and other related activities in the settlement. 


e. To permit the officials and delegates of the Government and SDC to enter the house and property to view and or assess the progress, and allow examining the financial documents of the beneficiary relevant to the Grant disbursement. 


f. To assure to conform building regulations and quality measures in construction program as advised by SDC.


g. To attend regular group meetings and other forums requested by SDC


c)  The authorities commits as follows: 


a. The authority shall provide and certify the list of beneficiaries in the identified Grama Sevakar Divisions.


b. The authority shall guarantee/facilitate land ownership.


c. The authority shall advocate for the construction of community infrastructure like connection to the electricity grid, community buildings, water supply, public transport, internal roads, and pond reconstruction.


5. Force Majeure (Act of God)


SDC reserves its right to cancel or postpone the Program as in point 2) of the Agreement, for any force majeure situations such as event arising from circumstances beyond its control and which could have not reasonably be foreseen which makes it impossible for the SDC to carry out in whole or in part of its obligations under this Agreement. 


6. Indemnity


The Beneficiary will indemnify, keep and hold harmless the SDC, its officers, employees, and agents from and against all liability, claims, damages, and costs related to bodily injury, death or damage or destruction of property resulting from or in any manner arising from the negligence of the Beneficiary or his/her family members in respect of the construction process and or the damage caused by the Force Majeure as agreed on Article 7 of the Agreement.


7. Final Provision


Neither party will be responsible for any omissions under accepted force majeure situations as agreed upon on point 5) of this agreement.


In case of misuse of the SDC grant by the Beneficiary (this includes as well presentation of wrong or misleading information concerning the vulnerable criteria and personal situation) or of non fulfilment of his/her commitment as specify in point 4.b) herein above, SDC may terminate the present Agreement with immediate effect without written notice.


		………………………………….


Programme Manager - SDC


Seal:


Date




		   ………………………………….


          Beneficiary


          N.I.C. NO:


          Date:






		The DS or AGA indicates his agreement on this contract by signing the beneficiary list.
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		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		

		





Reference: 

Object:                                      (School name)                                               

                                                  (Adress)

Post – Conflict Rehabilitation

Project Northern Sri Lanka

                                                 

	            CP No: ……………………….

                                                

CONTRACT FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION WORK 





Between:	                                    The Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (EDA),

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC),

Represented by:

(Name programme manager)

Programme Manager, Head of Office, Jaffna

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)



                                                            	 As the Client

	 On the one hand 

And                                                      (Name of contractor)                                                                                          

                                                            Proprietor

                                                            (Name of company)

                                                            (Adress of company)

                                                            (Town)

                                                            Phone No- .................

							                                                              As the Contractor

		 On the other hand

_________________________________________________________________________________



Project and	Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna

Site Management	(Adress)

	Phone No: ……………………………FAX No:

	(Email Adress) (web page)

_________________________________________________________________________________	



00 Preliminaries	The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) supports the Government Agent of the (Name of district) District in his efforts to rehabilitate (Name of School) at (Adress of School). The project will be wholly funded by the Government of Switzerland. The Head of Field Office (SDC) in Jaffna is appointed to represent the interests of the Client during the entire course of the bidding and implementation of the above project. This shall apply to all aspects in connection with the bidding, Project Management and implementation of the project and includes all negotiations with authorities, Contractors, third parties, etc.



01 Extent of work	The Client instructs the Contractor to carry out the following works: 

· construction of the two storey building(154ftx 26ft)

· construction of the Cycle shed

· Construction of the Rain water Harvesting 

· Construction of Toilet & urinals compound 

· Construction of  the Septic tank & Soakage pit 

· Construction of the Pathway 

· Construction of the Security hut



   

02 Contract Supplements	The following documents are part of the Contract  

1. Bid Form

2. Priced Bill of Quantities

3. Insurance for “CONTRACTORS‘ All RISK POLICY” and 
       “WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION POLICY”.

4. Drawings

5. Approved programme of Works.

                                                       

03 Contract Amount	The total cost for the work, in accordance with Clause 1 of this contract, is of : LKR …………( excluding VAT) in writing: LKR ………………………………………………………..….only.



However it is understood by both parties that the contract amount will vary in accordance with the actual measurements and in accordance with the items stated in the Clause 08.  

  

	The Contractor is herewith made aware that SDC is entitled to claim VAT deferment for this project.

                                                                

04 SDC Project Management    	The Client's representative for the entire project shall be the  Head of Office, SDC in Jaffna. Programme Manager will be an Engineer nominated from time to time  by the Client. The Representative of the Client (herein after called the Client)  is entitled to make all decisions on behalf of the Client within the terms of this contract on the advice of the Programme manager/ Engineer of SDC. No changes to the project are permitted without the prior consent of the Client.

The Client shall take steps to clarify any points raised by the contractor  during the execution of contract as soon as possible depending on the urgency and the need of the situation to avoid any delays in the work.



05 Site Supervision	The Engineer of School works, Jaffna along with technical officer SDC have been commissioned by the Client to supervise the site works. 

 

06 Partners	The works will be coordinated with the Principal of (School name)



07 Contingencies	The Contractor declares to having thoroughly studied all project documents and bill of quantities in detail and to understand the scope and the extent of the work. There will be no cost adjustment for contingencies of each item. 



08 Additional Works	The Contractor agrees to carry out additional work as required by the Client. The remuneration will be based on unit prices of the Contractors’ negotiated quotations through Variation Order to the contract. Contingency clause 7 shall apply. Where comparable work, portion of work and / or material has been quoted as part of the Contractor’s amended priced bill of quantities of (Date)., the same unit costs shall apply for all additional work and all work in connection with those works. 

	Payment to the Contractor for additional work shall only be made for such work, which has been authorised in writing by the Client on the recommendation of the Programme manager/Engineer of SDC. Authorisation has to be issued prior to such work being carried out.



09 Conditions of Payment        	An advance payment to the Contractor shall be agreed upon by the Contract Parties on the production of an advance payment guarantee from an agency approved by the Client. Such payment shall not exceed 10% of the net contract amount. The advance payment shall be recovered by the Client progressively from the subsequent payments to the Contractor. 



	The Contractor shall be entitled to be paid 100% of the value of materials at site. The Contractor shall produce the relevant documents to substantiate the price of materials delivered at site. The payment of the value of the material on site shall be incorporated in the progress claims of the contractor, according to procedures adopted in the construction industry. The cost of materials at site will not be sujected for any retention.

                                                            The contractor shall claim for major materials as soon as they are brought to the site and it shall be paid within 10 working days and shall be recovered from the subsequent progress claim.



Further payments to the Contractor shall be made only on receipt of a financial progress statement scrutinised and certified by the Engineer of the SDC and recommended by the Programme Manager SDC. The Contractor shall be obliged to keep records for the measurements which shall be jointly done with the site supervisors. The Client agrees to make payments within 30 days of contractors submission of the progress claim.The Contractor shall be entitled to the payment equalling 95 % of the total of the certified work carried out at the time of the claim. Previous payments and progressive advance reimbusement shall be deducted from this amount.

	

	The final payment shall be due after issue of the Certificate of Completion in accordance with Clause 17 of this contract and after possible defects as stated in the certificate have been rectified.The retention money will be disbursed at that moment.



	 All  payments shall be bank transfered  in Sri Lankan currency (LKR) and in favour of (Name of Contractor) Contractor to the current account number (Bank account number) of (Bank name), (Bank address)



10 Time Schedule 	Commencement of Construction work: 	(Date)

                                                            Completion of Construction work:               	(Date)



11 Commencement of the Work 	The Contractor is obliged to commence the work on the site at the latest 7 days after receipt of the Letter of Award and the handing over of the site.



12 Site Access	The Contractor undertakes to guarantee unhindered access to the construction site to the Client and its legal representatives at all times.The Client, Programme manager and Engineer are entitled to carry out technical inspections of the construction work at any time, and to verify the type, quantity and quality of materials, equipment and fittings being used. Further the Client reserves the right to carry out periodic compliance checks with the terms of this agreement.



13 Performance Bond	The Contractor shall deliver to the Client within 7 Days after receipt of the Letter of Award a Performance Bond to a value of 5% of the contract amount from an agency approved by the Client, having its liability till issue of the Certificate of Completion.

     

    14 Security and Liabilities	Contractor will be responsible for the safety and the protection of persons, structures, equipment, installations and all objects on site or within its vicinity and agrees that all necessary respective measures in this regard will be taken. Included in this provision shall be the protection against injuries and/or damage inflicted to passers-by and the safety of traffic on and off-site. The Contractor shall be held liable for all damages claims and their consequences

                                                              

                                                  	The Contractor will be responsible for the protection of the object under construction as well as any parts thereof against theft and criminal activities during the entire construction period and shall take all necessary precautions.



	The Contractor shall be held liable for all missing, damaged, or dismantled materials, parts and installations from the object under construction throughout the entire construction period.



	The Contractor shall, prior to commencing the Works, effect and thereafter maintain the following insurances 



	“WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION POLICY” in the name of the Contractor

	

	“CONTRACTORS’ ALL RISKS POLICY” in the joint names of the Client and the Contractor.



	Any materials, equipment and plant brought to site for construction purposes shall be removed with the approval of the Engineer/Programme Manager only.



15 Sub Contractors and Suppliers    Prior of the commencement of work, the Contractor shall issue a list to the Client stating his entire proposed sub Contractors and other suppliers. This list must be approved by the Client.



16 Quality Control	The Contractor undertakes to select all necessary materials and components in accordance with the best of his professional knowledge and in compliance with all relevant technical standards and by-laws. On request all quality warranties and test certificates are to be submitted to the Engineer /Programme Manager at no cost. The Engineer is entitled to reject samples if they do not meet the technical requirments defined in the BOQ.



17 Completion of Work	The Contractor undertakes to inform the Client through the Engineer/ Programme Manager immediately upon completion of the contractual work on the project.



	The work within the terms of this contract qualifies as completed after:

· a final inspection is conducted by Engineer/Programme Manager, SDC.

· all necessary approvals for occupancy and operation are obtained from Client.

· Certificate of Completion has been duly signed by the parties of this contract

· All defects have been rectified by the Contractor.



18 Warranty for the Completed Work	The Contractor shall accept full liability for the quality of the finished work. The defect liability period shall extend over 12 months starting on the date of the Certificate of Completion. A Bank Gurantee from a reputable bank for the amount of 5 % of the final costs and covering the above period shall be submitted to the client 

                                                            During the defects liability period the Contractor shall rectify any defects and deficiencies, which may occur or are discovered within. Rectification shall be carried out within 8 days of the notification at the Contractor's cost. Failing this, the Client reserves the right to contract a third party at the expense of the Contractor.



19 Penalty Clauses                   	For failure by the Contractor to comply with the set target dates, the Client reserves the right to automatically and without prior notice apply the following deductions: 0.3 % for each unauthorised day of delay and up to a maximum of 10% of the final contract amount.



	This penalty does not apply for delays caused by uncontrollable events, such as acts of war or inclement climatic conditions.

	When the Contractor has valid reasons for a delay, the Client can extend the contract period upon recommendation of   Engineer/Programme manager.  

	

20 Early Termination of Contract    The Client reserves the right to terminate this contract at any time by means of written notification. Termination shall take immediate effect. Premature termination shall not however release the Client from its obligation to remunerate the Contractor for all services rendered up to date of termination.



21 Reconciliation          	The parties agree to settle such differences which may arise from the application of this contract amicably. 



22 Final Provisions	For all matters not specifically covered by the terms of this contract, normal rules and regulations ,good business practices or ICTAD’s Conditions of Contract shall apply.

	Where contradictions occur, the authoritative texts by order of priority are as follows:

	1. The present contract, in English.

	2. Contractor’s amended priced bill of quantities of (Date), in English.



23 Anti-Corruption	The contracting parties shall neither offer a third person nor seek,accept or get promised directly for themselves or for another party any gift or benefit which would or could be construted as an illegal or corrupt practice. 	



This contract shall be drawn up in four (04) identical copies.



Client			1 Copy		

Contractor			1 Copy

Zonal Director of Education, Jaffna.		  1 Copy

School Works Branch, Jaffna.                                                                1 Copy



Jaffna, (Date)

For the Client	  For the Contractor:

					

.....................................	              	           ....................................

(Name of Director of Cooperation)                                                    (Name of Contractor)

SDC - Colombo			                                                        (Address of Contractor)

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Jaffna



 For the Witness                                                                                         



 .......................................  

(Name of Project Manager, Infrastructure Project Manager, SDC Jaffna)

 









		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna

18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna

Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740, Fax  +94 21 222 6280

jaffna@sdc.net
www.swisscoop.lk
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Technical Officer Cfh Jaffna 2009/10

Interview Agenda


Presentation
SDC  in general


What is expected from applicant

05 min


Presentation of the candidate

05min


Questions and answers

10 min 


· Education


· Working experience


· Social skills


· Language skills 


Septic Tank Design

09 min


Final round 

01 min 


Total time 

30 min
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Description of Tasks of Community Volunteers





Position Title:		Community Mobilizer on temporary base

Contract Period:		3 months 

Duty Station(s):		Karijalainagapaduvan

Reporting lines:		Technical Officer 



1. Purpose:



SDC is operational in several areas in Killinochchi and Jaffna Districts in owner driven permanent housing schemes. To support the effort of our technical staff, SDC is seeking support from the community and community based organizations. In areas with widespread housing activities, SDC is looking for volunteers to support the Technical Oficers (TO) deployed in the field, for a period of 3 months. In certain cases, this period can be extended. 



2. Duties and responsibilities



A volunteer should support the T/O in the program area and fulfill several tasks:



· Data collection, e.g. payment request forms within the program area.

· Assistance in organizing the daily schedule for visits of the construction sites.

· Informing the technical staff of problems related to construction and progress within the beneficiaries (supply, quality, etc). Decisions and logsheet entries remain the responsibility of the TO. (E.g. ironing of the lintel must be done by the TO`s.)

· Support in organizing and distribution of bulk purchases

· Maintenance of close relationship to GS and the village committees



3. Minimum requirements



· Technical knowledge regarding construction

· Well organized

· Good team player

· Flexible

· Pro active

· Maintains an open and effective system of communication

· Friendly and open, mindful of cross-cultural sensitivity



4. Working environment



· SDC will pay for the service rendered a fixed monthly amount. The volunteer should cover all his/her expenses out of this amount. No other expenses can be covered.

· SDC has fixed working hours from 8.00 till 17.00, 5 days a week.

· Attendance sheet must be filled out and signed by the volunteer and countersigned by the technical officer.

· The volunteer is working in close collaboration with the SDC Technical Officer and Village Committee members.
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13_Jan_HMS

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Purchased Date		Purchased Value		Vendor		Current Location		Custory		Condition		Grant #		Remarks

		1		J/UPS/008		UPS		UPS		PRO 700
Prolink		57711030002874						-		OFF		Reception

		2		J/CAM/024		CAM		Camera, 4.0 Olymus		U 410 Digital		169752300								OFF		K.Aneethan		Damaged

		3		J/UPS/004		UPS		UPS		Prolink		5300829000199								OFF		SAN

		4		J/MONI/005		MON		Monitor		DELL		CN0JO93G641809720H0L		09.03.2011		12,800.00		Nalin information		OFF		SAN

		5		J/CPU/010		CPU		CPU		HP Proliant MLI50		SGH630X14T								OFF				REPAIR

		6		J/MONI/010		MON		Monitor		View sonic		A34051102031								OFF				under repair

		7		J/MONI/015		MON		Monitor		View sonic VE710S		P1R0514B0013								OFF				under repair

		8		J/MONI/016		MON		Monitor		Samsung		MO15HJDX201802V								OFF				under repair

		9		J/PHOTO/01		PHOT		Photcopier		Canon iR2016J		188902		16.10.2007		185,000.00		Matropolitan		OFF		Common		under repair		7F-04243.03.01

		10		J/PRINT/002		PRIN		Printer, Color		Canon i865		FBUN08063								OFF				REPAIR

		11		J/PRINT/005		PRIN		Printer		Lexmark 4060 - 010		991R51M								OFF				out of order

		12		J/PRINT/006		PRIN		Printer, Canon		I6500		FBLS05549								OFF				under repair

		13		J/PRINT/007		PRIN		Printer, Laser Shot		LBP 1120		LMB009001								OFF				under repair

		14		J/SCAN/005		SCAN		Scanner		LIDE25		KBMB01496								OFF				under repair

		15		J/UPS/011		UPS		UPS		Prolink 700		57711030002852								OFF				out of order

		16		J/UPS/012		UPS		UPS		Prolink 700		507701120803919								OFF				out of order

		17		J/UPS/013		UPS		UPS		Prolink 700		57710947002900								OFF				out of order

		18		J/UPS/014		UPS		UPS		Luminous		B04K530026400A6								OFF				out of order

		19		J/UPS/015		UPS		UPS		Apachi		912230770								OFF				out of order

		20		J/UPS/017		UPS		UPS		Luminous		B04K530065178A6								OFF				out of order

		21		J/UPS/018		UPS		UPS		PROLINK 1200S		5110810001174								OFF				out of order

		22		J/CAM/030		CAM		Camera 5. Olympus		FE 5500		779004022								OFF		RAJSR		REPAIR

		23		J/UPS/005		UPS		UPS		Apachi		912230769								OFF		KAA		REPAIR

		DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  MOTOR CYCLES

																						Revenue licence		Location of the Keys				Purchased amount

		No		Registration no		Make		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Policy No		START-DATE		END-DATE		Tax		Original		Duplicate - I

		1				JOYRO		JR90-2						2010				2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.19		Jaffna		Jaffna

		2				JOYRO		JR90-2						2010		VM5111002310000332
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Maintenance Service Agreement


This agreement is made and entered into in Jaffna on this April 26th, 2013.


By and between


ELECTRO REFRO, Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Power Generation Engineers, No: 241/24, Ramanathan Road, Thirunelvely, Jaffna (hereinafter referred to as Service Provider) and SWISS AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION, Field office, No: 18/10, Wyman Road, Nallur, Jaffna (hereinafter referred to as SDC) to provide and accept maintenance services on the machines and features which are hereinafter referred to as ‘Air conditions’.


01. Scope of services


a. The maintenance service begins on its effective date and will continue till end of the year 2013 and carried out a mechanical service in April and a normal service in September, 2013 for 21 air conditions. 


b. The scope of service will include the following;


1. Indoor units: lubricating motors check electrical wirings and connections, clean filters, blowers and outer covers.


2. Outdoor units: check and clean fan motors, electrical wiring connections, contactors, clean, wash condenser coil and outer cover


3. Finally check Air Conditioners for correct operations.


c. In addition to the servicing all air conditions will be thoroughly checked, serviced and repaired whenever necessary. A report will be submitted on the services carried out and any observations made in regard checked or repaired required ensuring a smooth running / operation of the systems.  


d. The Service Provider shall accept to the request by SDC whenever necessary.


02. Service hours


a. Under this agreement Service Provider services will be available from Monday to Saturday, 9.0 am to 5.0 pm.  


b. Service Provider will be at SDC office within four (04) hours from request by phone.


c. Service Provider shall repair within three (03) hours in case of any defect / failure to any Air conditions or accessory as reported by SDC.


03. Spares


In case of replacement of small spares (below Rs. 10,000/=), the Service Provider has to offer such spares.  The cost of such replacement would be borne by SDC. If it is a major replacement (above Rs. 10,000/=) SDC will purchase them according to the specifications given by Service Provider. (SDC is VAT exempted).


Service Provider agrees to submit estimates for any work outside the scope of the service agreement. Work on such estimates will be carried out only upon the acceptance of such estimates by the authorized person assigned by the SDC.


04. Charges for maintenance


The maintenance charges on one air condition will be rupees Six thousand two hundred and fifty (LKR 6,250/=) per year and the payment will be made at the end of each services upon the official receipts provided by the service provider. 


All payments are to be made by cheque, crossed ‘’Account Payee’’ and written in favour of Mr. N. Mahesalingham. 


05. Access to machines


Service Provider will have by this mutual agreement, full and free access to maintain air conditions for servicing thereon. SDC shall not permit access to the machines by other than the SDC’s authorized personnel or Service Provider personnel.


06. Additional Equipments / Enhancements


When the air conditions is under maintenance service agreement, any new equipment added to the existing listed configuration system, will be carried out by prior mutual agreement / acceptance by SDC and Service Provider. The cost of installation work will be billed separately. 


In case of any abnormal situations arise; SDC should be able to assist in getting the spare parts required for the air conditions. 


07. Risk of loss or damage


Service Provider is responsible for loss or damage to the air conditions of SDC which in Service Provider possession. 


If Service Provider accepts a machine in a damaged or altered condition SDC is responsible for charges associated with the repair or restoration of such a machine. 


Service Provider shall not be deemed to have been negligent with respect to any air conditions for which Service Provider is not contractually obliged to perform service if such air conditions are interconnected by the other than standard Service Provider approved interface. 


While servicing the Air conditions, Service Provider shall ensure that no loss caused to SDC.


Service Provider should have his premises insured against all risks. 


08. Period of agreement


This agreement is effective for one year from the date of both parties signing this agreement. This agreement can be extended every year if renewed one month before the lapse of the agreement.


09. Termination of agreement


This agreement can be terminated by either party at any time giving one month notice in writing. 


010. Maintenance control documentation


Both parties (Service Provider and SDC) acknowledge that they have read this agreement and agree to be bound by its terms and conditions of this maintenance service agreement. The terms and conditions of this maintenance service agreement may not be amended, modified or altered except by writing signed by both parties hereto.


011. Agreement document


Maintenance service agreement document shall be prepared in duplicate; one copy shall be kept at Service Provider the other copy shall be kept at SDC. 


Accepted by


Head of the SDC Programme Office,


Jaffna.


Mr. N. 

Propritor

ELECTRO REFRO 

PAGE  
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AC Service Agreement







		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		RECEIPT



		

Number

		

………

		

Amount LKR

		

……………………………………



		

RECEIVED FROM

		

…………………………………………………



		

AMOUNT OF 

		

………………………………………………...



		

FOR

		

………………………………………………...



		

DATE

		

………………………………………………...





		

SIGNATURE

		

…………………………………………………





















		RECEIPT



		

Number

		

………

		

Amount LKR

		

……………………………………



		

RECEIVED FROM

		

…………………………………………………



		

AMOUNT OF 

		

………………………………………………...



		

FOR

		

………………………………………………...



		

DATE

		

………………………………………………...





		

SIGNATURE

		

…………………………………………………
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13_Jan_HMS

		Ref No		Asset No		Category		Description		Model		Serial #		Sale Price		Signature

		1		J/UPS/008		UPS

		2		J/CAM/024		CAM

		3		J/UPS/004		UPS

		5		J/CPU/010		CPU

		6		J/MONI/010		MON

		7		J/MONI/015		MON

		8		J/MONI/016		MON

		9		J/PHOTO/01		PHOT

		10		J/PRINT/002		PRIN

		11		J/PRINT/005		PRIN

		12		J/PRINT/006		PRIN

		13		J/PRINT/007		PRIN

		14		J/SCAN/005		SCAN

		15		J/UPS/011		UPS

		16		J/UPS/012		UPS

		17		J/UPS/013		UPS

		18		J/UPS/014		UPS

		19		J/UPS/015		UPS

		20		J/UPS/017		UPS

		21		J/UPS/018		UPS

		22		J/CAM/030		CAM

		23		J/UPS/005		UPS

		24

		25		J/LIF/018		LIF

		26		J/CAM/027		CAM

		27		J/CAM/010		CAM

						Name						Signature				Date
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		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		

		





Reference: 



		(Name of the contractor)

(Address of the contractor)



.







		...............,

CP NO: 7F ............















Dear Sir / Madame,



Construction of (name of school)

 Extension of Contract period



I kindly inform you that the above contract period has been extended up to .....................to complete all additional work.





Thanking you





Yours Sincerely



(name of country director)

(address of head office)











Copy to:  ..............................              

             .................................

		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna

18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna

Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740, Fax  +94 21 222 6280

jaffna@sdc.net
www.swisscoop.lk
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Terms of Reference 

SDC FIELD OFFICE JAFFNA


Care Taker


Reporting to: Administrator/Accountant


· Cleaning the office 


                  Sweeping the Office
-
Everyday


                  Dusting Walls & Rooms
-
Once a week


                  Washing the glass, tea cups-
Three days a week


                  Mobbing
- 
Once a week (Thursday)


                  Cleaning the tables
-
Once a week


                  Dusting the Computers
-
Once a week


                  Telephones dusting
- 
Twice a week


                  Bathroom cleaning
-
Everyday


                  Preparing tea
-
Everyday


· Out door cleaning & maintenance



· Preparation of tea for staff and visitors


· Maintenance of the stock of cleaning items & tea items


· Assisting in taking photocopies


· Looking after office lunch arrangements


· Assisting  residence & guest house care takers whenever needed

 ………………………


…………………………….


Signature of Employee


Signature of Employeer


2015.01.05_PO (2)

		PURCHASE REQUEST FORM

		No		Detailed Description		Unit		Quantity		Unit Price LKR		Amount LKR		Project to be charged

		1		Preschool Chairs		Pce		180		Rs   1,650.00		Rs   297,000.00

		2		Preschool Table		Pce		30		Rs   10,200.00		Rs   306,000.00

		3		Shoe Shelve		Pce		10		Rs   5,800.00		Rs   58,000.00

		4		Bag Shelve, 3 row		Pce		17		Rs   13,200.00		Rs   224,400.00

		5										Rs   - 0

		6										Rs   - 0

		7										Rs   - 0

		8										Rs   - 0

		9										Rs   - 0

		10										Rs   - 0

		11										Rs   - 0

		12										Rs   - 0

		13										Rs   - 0

		14										Rs   - 0

		15										Rs   - 0

		16										Rs   - 0

		17										Rs   - 0

		18										Rs   - 0

												Rs   - 0

				TOTAL				237				Rs   885,400.00

				REMARKS: List attached

				Ordered by:		Approved by:

				Signature:				Signature:

				For the office running costs, the Head of office or anybody duly authorized, for the projects, the project manager or anybody duly authorized.



&LSDC/JFO/PR/No: &A&C&14SDC SRI LANKA JAFFNA OFFICE&R&D



2015.01.05_PO (1)

		PURCHASE REQUEST FORM

		No		Detailed Description		Unit		Quantity		Unit Price LKR		Amount LKR		Project to be charged

		1		Slides, 6.5' x 12' x 2'		Pce		8		Rs   56,850.00		Rs   454,800.00

		2		Seesaws		Pce		8		Rs   22,000.00		Rs   176,000.00

		3		Transport charges - Estimated		Time		8		Rs   5,000.00		Rs   40,000.00

		4										Rs   - 0

		5										Rs   - 0

		6										Rs   - 0

		7										Rs   - 0

		8										Rs   - 0

		9										Rs   - 0

		10										Rs   - 0

		11										Rs   - 0

		12										Rs   - 0

		13										Rs   - 0

		14										Rs   - 0

		15										Rs   - 0

		16										Rs   - 0

		17										Rs   - 0

		18										Rs   - 0

												Rs   - 0

				TOTAL				24				Rs   670,800.00

				REMARKS: List attached

				Ordered by:		Approved by:

				Signature:				Signature:

				For the office running costs, the Head of office or anybody duly authorized, for the projects, the project manager or anybody duly authorized.



&LSDC/JFO/PR/No: &A&C&14SDC SRI LANKA JAFFNA OFFICE&R&D
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Criteria for the selection of the Technical Officer Cfh Jaffna 2010


 Name:_______________________________

		Criteria 

		Points 


1 to 4 

		Remarks                                    Date interview:   


                                                   Present



		Education


Relevant education




		

		



		Experience with NGO

Project Management 


Cash/housing program

Coordination


Management


Organising Skills  


Com Mobilization

		

		



		Social skills


Team player


Stress resistant


Diplomacy

Educational skills 




		

		



		Language 


English


Singhalese


Tamil


Reporting skills

 

		

		



		Communication skills


Represent SDC at meetings




		

		



		Test              


Knowledge Septic Tank 

		

		



		Total




		

		



		Other relevant knowledge




		

		



		General impression 




		

		



		Salary expectation

		

		





Points: 1:  insufficient; 2: barely sufficient; 3: good; 4: excellent



Cash for Housing Jaffna 09/10 




		IVECO N°

		KILOMETRAGE:



		WEEK N°

		DRIVER:





IVECO110-17  WEEKLY CHECK BY THE DRIVER  


		N°

		Control Description 

		Done

		Observation



		1

		Control steering freeplay ( turn steering wheel while watching wheel and engine working )

		

		



		2

		Detect possible leaks under vehicle

		

		



		3

		Wash vehicle ( sub-body, body and engine )

		

		



		4

		Engine oil level

		

		



		5

		Windshield washer liquid level

		

		



		6

		Clean fuel prefilter

		

		



		7

		Clean air filter and bottom cup

		

		



		8

		Control working of ventilator belt warning light

		

		



		9

		Clutch fluid level

		

		



		10

		Power steering fluid level

		

		



		11

		Drain water in air circuit ( for the three bottles )

		

		



		12

		Check batteries : fastening, level of water, clamp state

		

		



		13

		Listen for abnormal noises with engine working

		

		



		

		

		

		



		14

		Check tire state ( wear, defects )

		

		



		15

		Tire pressure : 6 kg ( 88PSI ) 

		

		



		16

		Rear and front wheel bearing freeplay ( shake wheel on jack )

		

		



		17

		Control and clean if it’s necessary, brakes 

		

		



		20

		Exhaust pipe state and fastening

		

		



		21

		Control front leaf spring state ( wear, alignment, fastening )

		

		



		22

		Control rear leaf spring state ( wear, alignment, fastening )

		

		



		23

		Shock absorbers ( leak, fixation ) and bushes

		

		



		24

		Other bushes ( sway bar., low arm, ... )

		

		



		25

		Gear box and engine mounting condition

		

		



		26

		Body and chassis condition ( cracks, weelding, buckling )

		

		



		27

		Greasing ( steering, propeller shaft and universal joint, knuckles )

		

		



		28

		General tightening of bolts ( especially between chassis and sub-frame  )

		

		



		

		

		

		



		29

		Control lights, turning signals and warning lights on dashboard

		

		



		30

		Radio cables and tightening of earth

		

		



		31

		Door, window, mirror, seat condition and working

		

		



		32

		Presence of in-board tools ( according to inventory )

		

		



		34

		Fill up the fuel tank and jerrycans

		

		



		35

		Note important comments in Logbook and check service timing

		

		





		Work done during this weeckly check-up






		Work to be planned with mechanic








Driver’s signature :


                                                                  Date :
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General	  Geology	  and	  hydrogeology	  of	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  	  
	  
The	  Jaffna	  Peninsula	  and	  the	  North	  of	  the	  Killinochchi	  District	  are	  very	  arid	  with	  a	  Monsoon	  period	  from	  
October	  to	  January	  and	  a	  long	  dry	  period	  from	  February	  to	  September.	  The	  area	  is	  very	  flat	  with	  a	  
maximum	  elevation	  of	  15	  meters	  above	  sea	  level.	  During	  the	  rainy	  season,	  the	  rainwater	  usually	  flows	  
straight	  away	  into	  the	  sea.	  As	  the	  peninsula	  is	  surrounded	  by	  lagoons	  and	  the	  sea,	  there	  is	  a	  high	  
potential	  of	  salt	  water	  intrusion.	  
	  
To	  retain	  rainwater,	  a	  cascade	  style	  pond	  system	  has	  been	  developed.	  The	  retained	  rainwater	  keeps	  the	  
groundwater	  table	  on	  a	  high	  level	  and	  avoids	  the	  intrusion	  of	  saline	  water.	  On	  the	  other	  hand,	  along	  the	  
coastline,	  salt	  water	  intrusion	  bunds	  avoid	  flooding	  of	  the	  area	  with	  saltwater.	  
	  
	  
Geology	  of	  Jaffna	  Peninsula	  (source	  NIPO	  may	  2015,	  slightly	  shortened)	  
	  
The	  Jaffna	  Peninsula	  is	  situated	  in	  northernmost	  Sri	  Lanka	  and	  is	  geomorphologically	  a	  flat	  plain	  of	  1,050	  
Sq.	  km.	  (260,	  0000	  ac.)	  in	  area.	  	  
The	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  is	  mainly	  underlain	  by	  Miocene	  limestone.	  Thin	  layers	  of	  residual	  soil,	  lagoon	  
deposits	  and	  lacustrine	  deposits	  like	  brown	  sands	  and	  loams	  can	  be	  observed	  over	  the	  limestone	  beds.	  
Some	  sand	  dunes	  which	  generally	  found	  elongated	  NE-‐SW	  directions	  have	  accumulated	  to	  reach	  height	  
of	  15m	  above	  the	  mean	  sea	  level.	  	  
Geologically,	  the	  limestones	  are	  exposed	  at	  the	  north	  central	  part	  of	  the	  peninsula,	  extending	  North-‐
North	  East	  to	  South–South	  East	  directions.	  Bordering	  this	  western	  part	  are	  poachers	  of	  red	  soil	  (red	  
earth	  formation	  could	  also	  be	  observed)	  enclosing	  western	  coast.	  In	  lagoon	  areas	  lagoonal	  deposits	  are	  
found.	  The	  areas	  east	  of	  the	  lagoon	  are	  occupied	  mainly	  by	  brown	  sandy	  loams	  in	  the	  south	  and	  sand	  
dunes	  in	  the	  north	  along	  the	  eastern	  coast	  of	  the	  peninsula.	  Recent	  coral	  reefs	  are	  found	  along	  the	  
northern	  coast	  of	  the	  peninsula.	  	  
According	  to	  the	  presence	  of	  micro	  index	  fossils,	  the	  Jaffna	  limestone	  belongs	  to	  the	  lower	  Miocene	  
period.	  The	  Jaffna	  limestone	  beds	  are	  almost	  flat	  bedded	  and	  slightly	  dipped	  towards	  west.	  The	  
thickness	  of	  the	  limestone	  beds	  vary	  from	  place	  to	  place.	  Drill	  holes	  put	  down	  at	  Palei	  (Water	  Resource	  
Board,	  1968)	  confirmed	  nearly	  85m	  to	  90m	  thick	  limestone	  beds	  and	  thick	  sandstone	  (called	  Mannar	  
limestone)	  of	  about	  135m	  of	  thickness.	  After	  a	  depth	  of	  225m	  to	  250m,	  the	  earth	  is	  underlined	  with	  
Precambrian	  metamorphic	  gneissic	  rocks.	  Jaffna	  limestone	  consists	  of	  hard	  limestone	  and	  soft	  limestone	  
with	  solution	  cavities.	  The	  total	  voids	  contents	  of	  these	  limestones	  are	  3%	  to	  10%.	  Some	  areas	  consists	  
very	  high	  amount	  of	  solution	  cavities.	  	  


	  
Hydrogeology	  of	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  (source	  NIPO	  may	  2015,	  slightly	  shortened)	  
	  
Since	  the	  peninsula	  is	  connected	  to	  the	  mainland	  only	  by	  a	  very	  narrow	  strip	  of	  land	  and	  also	  due	  to	  its	  
extremely	  flat	  terrain,	  there	  are	  no	  rivers	  or	  other	  natural	  surface	  drainages.	  There	  is	  no	  possibility	  of	  
constructing	  open	  reservoirs	  as	  well.	  Therefore,	  the	  only	  source	  of	  natural	  fresh	  water	  in	  the	  Jaffna	  
Peninsula	  is	  its	  rainwater	  and	  groundwater	  reservoir.	  	  
The	  aquifer	  carrying	  ground	  water	  in	  the	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  is	  the	  limestone	  of	  Miocene	  age	  that	  underlies	  
the	  whole	  of	  the	  peninsula.	  The	  amount	  of	  fresh	  water	  that	  can	  be	  stored	  in	  the	  limestone	  depends	  on	  
the	  degree	  of	  its	  compaction	  and	  on	  the	  volume	  of	  interconnected	  centimeter	  to	  millimeter	  solution	  
cavities	  in	  it.	  	  
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According	  to	  a	  study	  conducted	  in	  1966	  by	  Geologist	  Balendran	  of	  the	  Geological	  Survey	  Department,	  
the	  chemistry	  of	  the	  groundwater	  was	  tested	  as	  a	  function	  of	  depth	  at	  two	  tube	  wells	  put	  down	  at	  
Kankasanthurai	  and	  at	  Kondavil	  areas.	  Groundwater	  suitable	  for	  human	  consumption	  was	  found	  to	  be	  
extended	  to	  depths	  of	  28	  meters	  and	  19	  meters	  respectively,	  at	  the	  two	  locations.	  The	  presence	  of	  salt	  
water	  was	  confirmed	  in	  both	  locations	  below	  these	  depths.	  
According	  to	  surveys	  conducted	  by	  the	  Geological	  Survey	  Department	  and	  the	  Water	  Resources	  Board,	  
four	  major	  aquifers	  were	  identified	  in	  Jaffna	  Peninsula;	  Chunnakam-‐	  Kankasanthurei,	  Elephant	  pass	  –	  
Chavakachcheri,	  Point	  Pedro	  –	  Wadamarachchi	  and	  Kayts.	  Also,	  according	  to	  a	  study	  conducted	  in	  the	  
Jaffna	  Peninsula	  in	  1968	  by	  the	  scientists,	  V.S.	  Balendran,	  C.H.I.	  Sirimanne	  and	  S.	  Arumugam,	  of	  the	  
Water	  Resources	  Board,	  the	  Chunnakkam-‐	  Kankasanthurei	  aquifer	  was	  identified	  as	  a	  very	  good	  fresh	  
water	  aquifer	  underlying	  an	  area	  of	  about	  200	  sq.	  km.	  This	  aquifer	  provides	  nearly	  40%	  to	  60%	  of	  the	  
total	  water	  needs	  of	  the	  Peninsula.	  The	  geological	  structure	  carrying	  groundwater	  in	  the	  Chunnakkam	  
aquifer	  is	  Miocene	  Limestone	  which	  has	  an	  average	  of	  nearly	  10%	  voids	  and	  solution	  cavities.	  These	  
voids	  in	  the	  limestone	  when	  recharged	  by	  rainwater	  act	  as	  the	  main	  rechargeable	  resource	  for	  fresh	  
groundwater.	  During	  the	  study	  period	  the	  scientists	  also	  mapped	  salinity	  intrusions	  in	  the	  peninsula..	  	  
Though	  Sri	  Lanka	  in	  general	  receives	  an	  annual	  rainfall	  of	  over	  2000	  mm	  and	  Western	  part	  of	  the	  
country	  around	  3000mm,	  the	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  receives	  only	  1300mm	  on	  average.	  	  
It	  has	  been	  estimated	  that	  the	  mean	  annual	  rainfall	  for	  the	  whole	  of	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  can	  be	  expressed	  
as	  more	  than	  500,000	  acre	  feet	  per	  annum.	  According	  to	  Arumugam	  of	  the	  Water	  Resources	  Board	  
(1960),	  water	  accumulation	  in	  the	  Jaffna	  peninsula	  nearly	  amounts	  to	  177,000	  acre	  feet.	  From	  this	  
annual	  accumulation,	  35,000	  to	  80,000	  acres	  feet	  accumulate	  in	  the	  Chunnakam	  aquifer	  per	  annum.	  The	  
aquifer	  underlying	  the	  Jaffna	  Peninsula	  is	  recharged	  at	  a	  rate	  of	  10%	  of	  annual	  rainfall	  (A.D.N.	  Fernando	  
1973).	  However,	  due	  to	  the	  groundwater	  geology	  of	  the	  area,	  only	  50%	  of	  this	  recharged	  amount	  is	  
available	  for	  human	  consumption	  and	  for	  agricultural	  purposes.	  A	  large	  amount	  of	  dug	  wells	  can	  be	  seen	  
within	  the	  Jaffna	  Peninsula	  (a	  total	  of	  over	  100,000	  wells	  have	  been	  reported	  to	  exist	  according	  to	  the	  
National	  Water	  Supply	  &	  Drainage	  Board	  –	  2014,	  also	  around	  1000	  ponds	  exist)	  and	  nearly	  25%	  of	  them	  
have	  been	  used	  for	  agricultural	  purposes.	  Also,	  the	  amount	  of	  water	  extracted	  for	  domestic	  human	  
consumption	  has	  been	  estimated	  at	  around	  20,000	  to	  30,000	  acre	  feet	  per	  annum	  and	  that	  for	  
agricultural	  purposes	  was	  25,000	  to	  30,000	  acre	  feet	  per	  annum.	  
	  
	  
Rain	  Pattern	  in	  Sri	  Lanka	  
	  
Rainfall	  in	  Sri	  Lanka	  has	  multiple	  origins.	  Monsoonal,	  Convectional	  and	  expressional	  rain	  accounts	  for	  a	  
major	  share	  of	  the	  annual	  rainfall.	  The	  mean	  annual	  rainfall	  varies	  from	  under	  900mm	  in	  the	  driest	  parts	  
(southeastern	  and	  northwestern)	  to	  over	  5000mm	  in	  the	  wettest	  parts	  (western	  slopes	  of	  the	  central	  
highlands).	  
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Annual	  Rainfall	  in	  Sri	  Lanka:	  http://www.meteo.gov.lk	  
	  


Links:	  
• Lanka	  Rain	  Water	  Harvesting	  Forum	  LRWHF:	  	  http://lankarainwater.org/wp/	  
• Antenna	  WATA	  Chlorination	  Systems:	  http://www.antenna.ch/en/research/safe-‐water/wata-‐


devices	  
	  
Remark:	  This	  is	  a	  compilation	  of	  various	  information	  found	  on	  the	  web.	  






Guidelines for the Beneficiaries
                                             Cash for Housing Project Northern Sri Lanka



I. General instructions for the housing scheme to be implemented through the SDC beneficiaries by Swiss agency for   Development and Cooperation.


· This is a scheme executed fully by the beneficiaries with the funding assistance from SDC. The SDC will supply funds and technical advises and monitor the scheme exclusively. It is the responsibility of the beneficiaries to purchase the materials for the construction works, labourers and other matters. It is also their responsibility to complete the construction with required standard within the prescribed time frame.


· In this scheme as per the drawing issued to the beneficiaries  the houses are designed 23 ft long and 21 ½ ft wide, with two rooms, Kitchen, Hall and including a chimney of  3 ½ ft long and 2 ½ ft wide. In addition base with squatting pan  for the Toilet and Septic tank also will be constructed. The structure of the toilet room should at least be temporarily done and be usable.

· Masonry works for the rooms, Kitchen and Hall to be completed


· Doors and windows will be fitted only for two rooms. At the same time during the construction work, space for doors and windows in the Kitchen and Hall will be left open in a required measurement.


· Internal wall plastering and for the two rooms, living area  and Kitchen, outside plastering of the front wall, complete plastering of chimney and the floor works for the whole area and plinth plastering for the whole house will be completed.


· The fund Rs. 550,000.00 for the construction of house and toilet for each of the beneficiaries will be given in six stages. As the first stage an advance of Rs.100, 000.00 for the foundation works, 2nd stage, Rs. 120,000.00 for the wall construction and toilet pit work, 3rd stage Rs. 150,000.00 for Roofing work, completing the toilet and chimney, 4th stage Rs. 70,000.00 for plastering work of internal walls, external paltering of the front wall, plastering of the chimney, fixing of door and window frames for two rooms,  5th stage Rs. 60,000.00 for  rendering of floor, plastering of the whole plinth area, fixing of door and window sashes, varnishing of the sashes and whitewashing of all plastered walls. After all the works are completed according to the given requirements and required quality, the premises and the surroundings are cleaned and prepared to livable standards and the family has settled in the house only Rs.50, 000.00 will be paid as the final payment. 

· After completing construction work for each of the advances only the next stage advance will be paid. 


· If the beneficiaries want, a bigger house exceeding the measurements given in the house plan could be constructed.  In such occasion prior permission for changing the house measurements should be obtained from SDC and the additional expenses incurred have to be met by the particular beneficiary. Such permission will be granted only after confirming the financial status of the beneficiary and whether he is financially strong enough and have sufficient funds for the construction of the proposed house. 


· For the beneficiaries who have planned to construct a house more than 500 Sqft instead of advances, the payments will be paid only after completing each building stage.


· Each beneficiary will be provided with a visitor’s log sheet and expenditure register. All the special instructions will be entered in this note book by the officers concerned. This registrar should be maintained carefully until the building works of the house is completed. All expenses incurred in relation to the construction works should be recorded in the expenditure register. The recommendation for the next installment will be done only after the inspection of the register. 

· In labour work for making concrete blocks, internal masonry works and in his house building the beneficiary must definitely give out his contribution. As a result he could save a good sum of money, and out of this money he could construct the house in a better way. Further by working in a group they will be able to use much of their efforts/ energy and save the time and involve in the construction works.


· If the beneficiaries already have good quality building materials such as Windows and doors they could use them for the building.  From the money allocated for such materials he can complete the other sections of the house. 


· The rubbles, foundation stones and sand used for the building should be clean and free of clay.


· For every payment referred to the construction of the house, the beneficiary must use the receipt book which he/she receives, once the contract is signed.


· For any suggestions regarding the building works you may approach the Technical officers.


II. Minimum specifications and building methods for the Housing scheme.


     The house consists of five main sections.


1. Foundation


2. Wall


3. Roof


4. Window, Doors


5. Plastering/Flooring


6. Chimney/Septic tank


7. Well


1. Foundation.


Foundation joins the house with the land where it is built. The building works of the house starts from the foundation.  Because the entire weight of the house is transferred through this to the land without any impairment and mutilation, this is considered as the major part of the building. It is better to avoid building houses in close proximity to big trees. Because the roots of these trees may cut across the foundation in the future and cause cracks

The foundations are not same for all the houses. It varies according to the height and width of the building-wall, or quality of the building materials, and the condition of the earth where the building is built and the design of the building. 


The foundation for the houses to be constructed in this scheme should be excavated   1’-6” deep and 1’-6” wide. That should be excavated to suit the surroundings of the walls. After excavating the foundation 3” thick layer of concrete will be laid. The mixture of the Concrete should be 1:3:6(1”).  Ie, 1 box Cement, 3 boxes sand and 1” rubble 6 boxes mixed with water is mentioned above. This concrete mixture should be prepared in a clean place and used within 45 minutes of time. 


After one day of lying the concrete base the foundation should be built by rubbles 1’- 6” wide and 1’-3” high (to ground level). After that from the ground level the foundation should be built 1’ wide and 1’6” high (DPC level) with rubbles of size 6” to 9”. The cement mixture used for this should be 1:5 (Cement: Sand)


After the foundation is built, the upper level should be leveled by cement of ¾” thickness 1:2 (cement: sand) mixture and sand should be spread over two coatings of DPC Tar. This DPC will prevent water oozing into within the building. This DPC level may vary according to appearance of land and flooding water levels.


Appropriate soil should be put to fill the foundation area in layers of 6” and be compacted after adding water to it.


The dimensions of Foundation may vary according to the land appearance/earth. The suggestions for this will be issued by the SDC.


It is the responsibility of the beneficiary to protect the exterior foundation from getting damaged by wind and floods.


The foundation of the toilet should also be completed along with these works and a 3” high base concrete mixture of 1: 2 ½ : 5 (1”) has to be dons for the septic tank.

2. Wall


       The wall may vary from house to house depending on the design of the house, quality of building materials, height of the building, and other properties of the area. If the roof is laid on the wall, the wall should be constructed strong to withstand the weight of the roof.  The construction of wall begins once the DPC is completed on the foundation. 


      The 4” thick bricks required for building of the wall should be casted using Cement and sand in ratio 1:5 or 1:6. If the ratio is 1:5 then 1 basket of cement and 5 baskets of sand should be added mixed with water 


       If the bricks are made of big granules of sand, the mixture should be of 1:6 ratios. Ie, 1 box cement and 6 boxes sand mixed with water.


       The prepared bricks should be watered or kept in water for 7 days and strengthened. The mixture required for laying the bricks should be 1:5 (cement: sand) ratio. The thickness should be 10mm.



The side walls of the building should be of minimum 9’ high.


The peak/ridge of the roof should be 5’-6” more than the side walls



From the DPC level at a height of 6’-6” for the whole length of the wall lintel should be constructed.  



Lintel should be 4”x6”. They should be constructed with two 10mm TOR irons rods at a height of 1 ½” from base kept in parallel and with shatter. The Concrete used be 1:2:4(3/4”) mixtures. 



The beneficiaries should follow the following methods to get maximum strength of the lintels 



a) The holes should be closed to prevent oozing of water from mixture. (Otherwise there will be holes and the strength of the concrete will be reduced)



b) The concrete should be made firm/rigid/hard until the air bubbles are sent out.  (Piercing with rod) 



c) The shatters should be fitted in correct measurement.



During the wall is constructed at 9 locations  marked  ‘A’ on drawing  at a height  of 8ft from DPC level,  10 mm rod should be kept in the middle of the wall and   4”x4” and a  height of 1ft concrete 1:2:4(3/4”) must be applied. And when the Beam is kept on the wall, at the above 9 places of the beams, holes should be drilled and the 12mm rod should be taken out through the hole and bent above the beam. It is essential to insert the rafters at these 9 places through the 10 mm rod. This will ensure that the roof may not be blown away by winds. This construction should be checked by the SDC technical officers and then only the balance Roof works should be done. 


The block masonry for the toilet septic tank work should be done with 1:5 cement sand mixture.

3. Roof


The house roof is generally made of Tiles and other roofing sheets. Roof made out of asbestos-sheets may be constructed at a low cost. But because this conducts much heat and cause for Lung diseases, the construction of roof with asbestos sheets is avoided / prevented. 


In this scheme, Roof frame work should be of timber and lay with tiles. The Palmyra or other strong timber may be used.  The timber should be of good quality and strong. 


The timber used for the Roof work should satisfy the following conditions.



a) It should be sawn timber



b) It should be of good class quality



c) It should not have been affected by climatic conditions and perished. 



d) It should not be bent, cracked or feeble. 


Because the timber may get affected by termites easily, it is important to treat two coats of Wooden preservative (Solignam).


Timber of the following measurements should be used


· Ridge Plate

6” x 2”


· Wall Plate

4” x 3”


· Rafters

4” x 2”


· Reapers 

2” x 1”


   In this scheme estimation is calculated for gable roof, but hip roof is recommended considering the geographical constraints of the area.

       The ridge plate will be fitted above the middle portion of the gable wall.


The wall plate will be fitted above the side walls


The rafters will be fitted between the Ridge plate and wall plate. 


The distance between centers of any two rafters should be 450mm (18”)



The reapers will be fitted on the rafters. The Distance between centers of any two reapers should be 300mm (12”)


After laying the tiles, on both sides of the roof each 3”x2” sized 3 straps of    concrete should be fixed. 


The figure marked ‘A’ in the diagram, the reinforced concrete should be kept at least 1’ below from the top of walls.

The dimension of the concrete slabs of the septic tank should be 2’-6” x 4’-8” and consists of two manholes.


4. Window, Door

Window and door frames should be made of concrete or timber.  By using window and doors frames made of mould concrete mixture, it is possible to save a good sum of money (60%), and by this saving the other sections of the building could be completed. For this housing scheme, timber such as Mahogany/Neem (Magosa) recommended by the Srilanka Timber Corporation of good quality may be used for the timber works such as Windows and Doors. Window will be made out of Iron fitted frames. The dimensions for the Window and door should be as follows, and out pass should be fitted very essentially.


· Room doors (02)

:
3’- 0” width,  6’- 6” height


· Room Windows (02)
:
4’ – 0” width,  3’ – 6” height


(Measurements of frames are spaces between external sides)


The size of the window for a room should at least be 1/7 of the floor area of the concerned room.


Except these, spaces should be left out for:



Kitchen door 3’ –  0” x 6’- 6”



Kitchen Window 3’ – 6” x 3’- 6”



Hall
door 3’ –  9” x 6’- 6”



Hall windows (02) 5’ – 0” x 3’- 6”


All the timber should be treated with one coating of timber preservative and two coating of wood paints.


Frames should be of 4” x 3” in dimension and the door frames should be buried in a Depth of 2” to 3” in to the ground


5. Plastering/Flooring

    5.1 Floor


     Internal building floor should be 1’-6” higher than the ground level. It is the responsibility of the beneficiary to fill the building floor level with good quality earth.


     The base should be at least 3” thick. This must be made of Concrete.


       When applying concrete for base, the mixture should be according to 1:2 ½:5 ratio and mixture with 1” aggregate should be used.



The floor rendering should be 1:3 ratio of cement and sand and of ¾” thick and floating should be done before the rendering dries out. 


6.0 Chimney / Septic Tank


6.1 Chimney



The chimney should be built according to the dimension of 3’-6” x 2’-6”, the concrete slab for the fireplace fixed at 3’ height from DPC, chimney built 12’ high from DPC, should be closed with a slab and the water evacuation system made to standards so that water does not seep. The amount of smoke coming into the house can be reduced using the recommended double clay stove. These works have to be inspected by SDC technical officers and be approved.

6.2 Septic tank



The dimension of the septic tank must be 7’-8” x 4’-8” with 4’ deep, the third pit’s dimension 2’-4” x 4’ 8” with 2’ deep and consist the three chambers as illustrated in the diagram. The first two chamber bases should be concreted 1:2 ½:5 [1”] to a thickness of 3”. The walls of these chambers should be water proofed plaster with 1:3 cement (5% Padlo cement – ie: 2.5 kg to a bag of cement) sand mixture.



A 4” PVC pipe should be installed on the wall partitioning first and second chambers at 2’-2” height from the base. All other PVC connections should be installed according to the illustrated diagram, first two tanks filled with water and the lids should be sealed in presence of technical officer.


7.0 Well construction

7.1 New well


The internal diameter of the well must be 6’. Ring beam must be made with four 10 mm tor bars and 6 mm mild steel (12” x 9”) and concrete 1:2:4 (1”) mixture after the hole is dug for well up to water level. The construction of the walls of the well should be done using curved concrete blocks casted at 1:5 or 1:6 mixtures. The block works must be done with 1:5 cement sand ratio. The top rim of the well should be 3’ high from the ground level. Plastering has to be done with 1:3 cement sand mixture. The outside of the well should be compacted. The water should atleast be drained 2 times and the inner wall cleaned well. The dimension of the well apron must be 6’ x 6’ with 3” thick 1:2 ½:5 [1”] concrete. Two pillars have to be erected and pulley for water drawing to be installed on 2” GI pipe or 4” x 2” wooden beam interconnecting the pillars.


 7.2 Repair well


The repairs recommended by the SDC technical officer has to be done, cracks rectified and the rim to be raised to 3’ high from the ground level. The water has to be drained out twice and the apron, pillars and pulley system has to be completed as described in 7.1.


8.0 Reuse of materials


Material may be reused, but it is necessary to get the approval from the SDC technical officer before using them for construction.


III. In the construction works , Expected errors and consequent outcomes and methods to prevent them


		No

		Expected errors

		Consequent outcomes

		Solutions to prevent them



		01

		After laying Foundation stones spraying with cement-sand mixture and pouring water

		Because the added water mixed with cement and goes below no proper joints are made and the strength reduces.

		After laying the stone in foundation pit it should be built with 1:5 cement; sand mixture



		02

		Preparing mixture on land

		Because the dirty sand mixes with Mixture and the water being absorbed by earth the quality of the mixture reduces

		8’x8’ cement platform or steel plate should be used for mixing the mixture.



		03

		Space between the foundation stones and rubbles  not being filled with cement mixture

		Foundation/Wall strength will be reduced.

		Space between the stones should be filled  



		04.

		Height of the foundation in uneven levels

		If the height is too much, the expenses will be more, If less rain water may enter.

		As shown in the drawing measurement or according to the landscape it should be constructed



		05

		Filling with sand immediately after the foundation is built

		If filled with sand immediately before the foundation becomes strong, cracks may appear in the foundation

		It must left for at least 7 days to get strengthen.



		06

		Filling the sand for base at the same time

		Cracks may appear without required tightness.

		The base should be constructed after  pouring water on  layers of sand



		07

		Dirt are not removed before filling with earth

		Cracks may occur on base

		While filling with earth the dirt should be removed



		08

		Trees are not removed inside and near the foundation

		Due to the effect of roots cracks may occur.

		Damaging trees should be removed.



		09

		Not pouring sufficient water for the foundation

		The strength of the foundation may reduce

		After building the foundation at least for 7 days water must be poured on the foundation.



		10

		After making the mixture it is used later than 45 minutes. 

		The strength of the building will be reduced; as the mixture begins to lose its quality after the chemical changes begins.

		The mixture should be used with 45 minutes of preparation of mixture.



		11

		Not soaking the bricks when building the bricks 

		If they are not soaked, the strength of the joints will reduce

		The bricks should be soaked before building them



		12

		Wall being built away from the centre of the foundation

		If the weight on the top of the foundation is not driven to the centre of the foundation, cracks on the foundation may occur 

		Wall should be built on centre of the foundation



		13

		Wall being built not perpendicular. 

		Strength of house will be reduced

		For every 3 lines, Spirit-level for horizontal and pendulum for perpendicular must be used. 



		14

		Frames being fitted without Out Pass

		The frame will be detached out of the wall soon.

		Out passing should be fitted compulsorily



		15

		Not enough watering to the wall.

		Strength of the wall may reduce.

		Both side of the walls should be covered with water retaining materials such as gunny bags  and pour water regularly.



		16

		Existence of space between the frame and lintel.

		Frames may get damaged

		Linters should be fixed after the Shatters are fixed correctly and in proper dimension. 



		17

		The frame space for Door and Window are not kept according to proper dimension. 

		The gap has to be filled in with stones and there will be delay in the job. 

		The gap should be allowed in required amount.



		18

		Lintel rods are fixed exposing them  outside 

		The rods may get corrosion and the strength of rod will decrease. 

		The rods of the lintel should be kept at a height of 1 ½” from the bottom and not exposing out side. 



		19

		Using timber affected by insects, bent and immature. 

		Roof may get damaged very soon

		Quality timber should be used.



		20

		The fittings for the timber used for roof not done at proper places. 

		Roof may get damaged very soon

		Proper joints should be confirmed.



		21

		Gutters are not fixe in proper dimensions

		Wall and timber may get damaged by rain water. 

		Gutters should not be less than 2’-6”



		22

		The slant of the roof is not fitted according to proper dimension. 

		Rain water may drop inside the house

		The slanting angle of the roof  should be between 250 to 300



		23

		The ridge tiles of the roof not fitted with cement.

		Rain water may drop inside the house

		The ridge tiles of the roof should be fixed with cement



		24

		Not fixing cement tapering for the roof

		Tiles may get thrown away during heavy winds. 

		Cement tapering should be fixed. 



		25

		Not applying painting for the timber.

		Timber will get affected by insects and get damaged.

		Definitely two coats of timber-painting should be applied for all the timber. 



		26

		Thickness for the plastering is found in excess. 

		Cracks may occur.

		 Thickness of the plastering should be in required (5/8”) measurement,



		27

		Floor is built without water slant. 

		Water may not get out easily.

		Necessary water slant should be kept.



		28

		Not watering the floor

		Cracks may appear in Floor plastering

		After 24 hours the floor is built, water should be poured at least for 7 days.



		29

		Polishing cement is applied after few days the floor level is made.

		Cracks may appear on the Floor due to less joining between the floor and the polishing cement. 

		Polishing cement should be applied within one hour of making the floor.



		30

		Storing of material disorderly.

		Wastage of time / money.

		Storing of material orderly.



		31

		Not fixing anchor bar for wall plate and wall.

		Roof may be blown away.

		Properly fixing the anchor bar between wall plate and wall.



		32

		Improperly constructed chimney.

		Smoke will come into the kitchen and spread around within the house.

		Constructing chimney with proper design.



		33

		Septic tank pipe connection not properly done, no plastering.

		Will not work properly and the chambers would be filled soon.

		Should be constructed properly according to procedure.





Prior approvals of technical officers should be obtained before proceeding with the below mentioned works.


		No.

		Construction works

		Note

		Signature



		01

		Before base concreting for the foundation

		

		



		02

		Before laying the plinth beam

		

		



		03

		Before constructing the wall

		

		



		04

		Before laying of lintol

		

		



		05

		Before fixing the wall plate

		

		



		06

		Before installing roof tiles

		

		



		07

		Before floor concreting

		

		



		08

		During the plastering of septic tank

		

		



		09

		Before sealing (closing) the septic tank

		

		



		10

		During ring beam work (well)

		

		



		11

		During apron work (well)
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CALL FOR TENDER

Sealed quotations are hereby invited for the sale of extra motor cycles and office equipments:


1. Motor Cycle,  NP VH 2631, Make: Hero Honda, Model : CD Dawn - 2009


2. Motor Cycle,  NP VH 2634, Make: Hero Honda, Model : CD Dawn - 2009


3. Damaged Photocopier, Canon, IR20161


The above items can be seen at the premises of Swiss Development Cooperation Program Office, No: 18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna between 9:00 AM to 04.00 PM on working days of the week from18.11.2013 to 05.12.2013.

Separate bid should be submitted for each item. Tender will be opened at 16:15 PM on December 5th, 2013   and selected buyer should settle all payment in cash and the items should be removed from the premises before December 10th, 2013. 


The buyer should be responsible for changing the ownership, transfer fees related to the motor cycles.

Head of the Program Office




18.11.2013 




Vehicle details

		DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  VEHICLES																						DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  VEHICLES

																						Insurance								Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount		N.M				Tyre Pressure

		No		Registration no		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		Policy No		START-DATE		END-DATE				Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II														Front		Rear

		1		WP KB 2938		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RJMRS		1HZ-0504942		JTERB71J400031393		2006				53,051.66		Janasakthy		VM1111033711008359		01.03.2012		16.02.2013		20.02.2013		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		11.04.2011		CHF 16,000		209				36		36

		2		DP KC 5554		TOYOTA		Motor car		LAND CRUISER PRADO		5L-5643744		JTEBK293-300019633		2006				68,833.69		Janasakthy		VCSP2012-12004		16.08.2012		15.08.2013		28.08.2013		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		ADMIN		7F-04243.07		23.10.2008		2,536,940.19		113				29		29		3000000

		3		WP DP 0415		HYUNDAI				SANTAFE - V6		G6BA4182673ED		KMHSC81DR5U937088		2004				37,000.00		Janasakthy		PP00081A000096		17.02.2012		16.02.2013		17.02.2012		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		SAH		7F-07842.01		21.01.2005		S$ 25,500						30		30

		4		DP PB 0235		TOYOTA		Dual Purpose		KUN25R-PRMDH		2KD-7183022		MROFR22G800515822		2006				70,004.28		Janasakthy		VCSL2012-22212		23.05.2012		22.05.2013		13.12.2013		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		11.04.2011		CHF 10,000		105				30		33

		5		DP KP 3944		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RKMRS		1HZ0670362		JTEEB71J-507012504		2011				80,910.53		Janasakthy		VCSP2012-12005		16.08.2012		15.08.2013		10.08.2013		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		21.04.2011		JPY 6,286,463		209		1		35		36		4000000

		6		DP KP 3946		TOYOTA		Motor car		HZJ76R-RKMRS		1HZ0671161		JTEEB71J-607012401		2011				80,910.53		Janasakthy		PP00111A000374		16.08.2012		15.08.2013		10.08.2013		Jaffna		Jaffna		Colombo		UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		21.04.2011		JPY 6,286,463		209		2		35		36		4000000

		7		DP KU 6121		Toyota		Motor car		Land Cruiser Prado Wagon		5L6209342		JTEBD9FJ80K011331		2012				812.93		Janasakthy		JMO00000191250		05.10.2012		04.10.2013		04.10.2013		Jaffna		CMB								05.10.2012		5,278,018.00

		8		WP DP 0419		HYUNDAI		Motor car		SANTAFE - V6		C6BA4		KMHSC81DR5133874		2005				37,000.00		Janasakthy																						S$ 25,500						30		30

		DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  MOTOR CYCLES																								DETAILS  OF  SDC JAFFNA  MOTOR CYCLES

																						Insurance								Revenue licence		Location of the Keys						Project				Purchased date		Purchased amount		N.M				Tyre Pressure

		No		Registration no		Make		Vehicle Class		Modle		Engine No		Chassis No		Year of Manufactured		Driver's name		Insurance amount		Insurance Company		Policy No		START-DATE		END-DATE		Tax		Original		Duplicate - I		Duplicate - II														Front		Rear

		1		NP WL-0737		JOYRO				JR90-2		JLIP47FMF510A486852		LAJRXKF16A0002232		2010				9669.64		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000333		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		17.03.2011		85000

		2		NP WL-0747		JOYRO				JR90-2		JLIP47FMF510A486750		LAJRXKF16A0002130		2010				9669.64		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000332		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		17.03.201		85000

		3		NP WL-8815		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9L00763		MBLJA05EGA9L00898		2010				14927.69		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000335		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.27		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		29.03.2011		142857.14

		4		NP WL-8826		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9L01453		MBLJA05EGA9L01718		2010				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000334		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.27		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		29.03.2011		142857.14

		5		NP WL-8829		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9L01499		MBLJA05EGA9L01712		2011				14928.11		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000336		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.27		Jaffna		Jaffna				SAH		7F-07842.01		29.03.2011		142857.14

		6		NP WL-8834		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9L00086		MBLJA05EGA9L11283		2010				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000337		2012-05-06		2013-05-05		2013.04.27		Jaffna		Jaffna				SAH		7F-07842.01		29.03.2011		142857.14

		7		NP VH 2631		Hero Honda				CD Dawn		HA11EA99J29403		MBLHA11EF99J02062		2009				11839.34		Janasakthy		VCSM2010-928		2012-01-20		2013-01-19		2013.01.03		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		22.12.2009		111100

		8		NP VH 2634		Hero Honda				CD Dawn		HA11EA99K55890		MBLHA11EF99L00083		2009				11839.34		Janasakthy		VCSM2009-15923		2012-01-20		2013-01-19		2013.01.13		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		22.12.2009		111100

		9		NP WN-6681		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9K11003		MBLJA05EGA9M03610		2010				14928.09		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000422		2012-06-07		2013-06-06		2013.05.22		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		09.05.2011		142857.14

		10		NP WN-6669		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBA9M04619		MBLJA05EGA9M03638		2010				14928.09		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000423		2012-06-07		2013-06-06		2013.05.22		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		09.05.2011		142857.14

		11		NP WU -1941		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBB9G00304		MBLJA05EGB9G00638		2011				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000644		2012.09.01		2013.08.31		2013.08.15		Jaffna		Jaffna				CFHJ - II		7F-07270.02		03.08.2011		147321.43

		12		NP WU -1948		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JZ03EBB9F17249		MBLJA05EGB9G00215		2011				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000642		2012.09.01		2013.08.31		2013.08.15		Jaffna		Jaffna				CFHJ - II		7F-07270.02		03.08.2011		147321.43

		13		NP WU -1952		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA06EBB9G00033		MBLJA05EGB9G00617		2011				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM511100231000643		2012.09.01		2013.08.31		2013.08.15		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		03.08.2011		147321.43

		14		NP WU -1937		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBB9G00688		MBLJA05EGB9G00952		2011				14928.08		Srilanka insurance		VM5111002310000645		2012.09.01		2013.08.31		2013.08.15		Jaffna		Jaffna				UNHABITAT		7F-07872.01		03.08.2011		147321.43

		15		NP XR-5883		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9D04231		MBLJA05EGC9D04982		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196339

		16		NP XR-1179		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9C10563		MBLJA05EGC9C11167		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196339

		17		NP XR-1208		Hero Honda				PLEASURE		JF16EBCGD20511		MBLJF16EDCGD20813		2012				16968.24		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				CFHJK-lll		7F-07872.01		02.07.2012		178482

		18		NP XR-5871		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9D04778		MBLJA05EGC9D05020		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196339

		19		NP XR-1216		Hero Honda				PLEASURE		JF16EBCGD00852		MBLJF16EDCGD01190		2012				16968.24		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				CFHJK-lll		7F-07872.01		02.07.2012		178482

		20		NP XR -5878		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9D04445		MBLJA05EGC9D04979		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				SAH VE -ll		7F-07842.02.02		10.07.2012		196339

		21		NP XR-1224		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9C11146		MBLJA05EGC9C11194		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196339

		22		NP XR-1175		Hero Honda				Super splendor		JA05EBC9C11132		MBLJA05EGC9C11180		2012				18320.74		Janasakthy		VCFM2012-102		2012.08.06		2013.08.05		2013.07.19		Jaffna		Jaffna				Comm Infrastrue		7F-08478.01.01		02.07.2012		196339

		23

		24





Log book

		Registration no		WP KB 2938				Registration no		WP DP KC 5554				Registration no		WP Dp 0415				Registration no		WP DP 0270				Registration no		WP DP PB 0235				Registration no		DP KP 3944				Registration no		DP KP 3946

		Make		TOYOTA				Make		TOYOTA				Make		HYUNDAI				Make		TOYOTA				Make		TOYOTA				Make		TOYOTA				Make		TOYOTA

		Modle		LAND CRUISER				Modle		LAND CRUISER PRADO				Modle		SANTAFE				Modle		HILUX				Modle		KUN25R-PRMDH				Modle		HZJ76R-RKMRS				Modle		HZJ76R-RKMRS
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Executive Summary


The Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) supported an owner-driven house 
reconstruction programme in the North which provides funds in the form of a staggered grant-
scheme, to selected returnee families for the reconstruction of their destroyed houses. A study 
conducted by the Centre for Poverty Analysis (2014) found that approximately 85% of housing 
beneficiaries had unmanageable debt and over 50% of them lacked knowledge about managing 
finances (Romeshun, Gunasekara, & Mohamed, 2014). As a response to this evidence, in May 2014, 
SDC implemented a financial counselling module, specific to the housing process, as a way of 
maintaining low housing-related debt levels. This action by SDC shapes the main objective of this 
study, which is to understand the extent to which SDC’s financial counselling intervention shaped 
behavioural changes in housing beneficiaries in relation to the housing (re)construction process. 
The study method consists of a quantitative survey of 205 households in the Districts of Jaffna and 
Kilinochchi, followed by a qualitative study to further understand and triangulate the information 
gathered by the quantitative survey.


To help mitigate indebtedness related to housing, SDC has identified optimising the construction 
process by way of reducing construction costs, building houses according to a pre-determined 
size and features and raising awareness about financial decision-making (relevant to housing) as 
important interventions that can be carried out alongside the housing (re)construction process. 
The ‘theory of change’ of this programme posited that by shaping beneficiaries’ decision-making on 
house size and features, indebtedness due to construction related expenses could be minimised.


This study presents two main findings. First, the general sentiment among beneficiaries was that 
SDC’s financial counselling advice helped them complete the houses successfully and in a timely 
manner. Much praise was attributed to the Technical Officers (TO) and the community mobilisers. 
TOs’ close attention to technicalities of the construction process, advice and emphasis on quality of 
construction and materials, multiple visits to monitor the progress and constant encouragement to 
complete the house (within the allocated time period) was deeply appreciated by the communities. 
On a related note, implementing the financial counselling module was found useful by SDC staff 
for project planning and implementation purposes as the process of financial counselling helped 
them identify relatively more vulnerable households, which in turn led them to tailor the housing 
support according to beneficiaries’ context. 


Second, financial counselling did not have the intended effect on beneficiaries’ choices on the 
size and features of houses. The two study samples (“treatment group” - one which included 
beneficiaries that received financial counselling, and the “control group”- that composed of 
beneficiaries that did not) were evenly split between those who built houses that are bigger, and 
those who built standard houses. While the quantitative statistical analysis indicates no significant 
difference in house size among housing beneficiaries that received financial counselling and those 
that did not, testimonies from respondents in the qualitative component of this study indicate 
that financial counselling has had its intended effect in convincing certain households to construct 
according to the SDC standard sizes and features in many instances.


The average cost of building a standard size house was Rs. 819,615, whereas the average cost of 
building a slightly larger structure was Rs. 1,090,760. Those who received financial counselling, and 
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built a standard house, spent an average of Rs. 829,426, whereas beneficiaries who did not receive 
financial counselling but built standard houses spent an average of Rs. 795,162 on construction. 
A significant number of households in both groups did not adhere to the standard features, which 
may have driven up the costs of construction. Even households that adhered to the standard sizes 
and features had difficulty in staying within the budget allocated for construction for each stage. 
This could be attributed to a number of unavoidable costs such as the impact of inflation on building 
material, increasing labour costs due to the shortage of construction labour that were beyond the 
beneficiaries’ control and should be factored into budgeting for housing programmes in the future. 
As such, the quantitative data of this study does not indicate a statistically significant relationship 
between financial counselling and construction costs. Only women-headed households, that were 
likely to have been closely monitored by TOs, completed houses within the estimated construction 
budget. 


In line with the findings on the ineffectiveness of financial counselling on house size and features, 
the survey found that an overwhelming proportion of respondents, regardless of whether they 
participated in financial counselling, borrowed funds for housing. On average, households that 
did not receive financial counselling have slightly higher amounts of debt (Rs. 171,264), borrowed 
at slightly higher interest rates (12.05%) and have comparable, but marginally higher number of 
unmanageable loans in comparison to the households in the treatment group in which the average 
loan amount was Rs. 159,712 and the average interest rate was 8.20%. The slightly lower average 
loan amount of those in the treatment group may be that they have had more time to save or 
accumulate (in other ways) relatively more funds for housing in comparison to their counterparts in 
the control group that started construction much earlier. According to the survey data, households 
that received financial counselling had more financial assets in comparison to those that did not, 
whereas the latter had relatively more physical assets.  It is possible that the longer time gap 
between resettlement and housing may have allowed households to save (albeit meager) sums of 
money to invest in housing. 


An important observation of this study is abundance of formal credit offered by banks, finance 
companies and microfinance institutions that have recently entered the Northern market. Offering 
attractively packaged loans, these institutions entice people to borrow without much hassle. Even 
though borrowers are well aware of high interest rates associated with such institutions, they choose 
easy ‘access to credit’ over financial costs. High interest borrowing from finance companies and 
banks is also related to the difficulties that beneficiaries face in obtaining housing loans from formal 
banking institutions. Requirements of a standard loan application, such as getting two signatories/
guarantors, showing sufficient collateral and a steady stream of income, were not feasible for 
most beneficiaries, who are trying to adjust to life after war. Though financial counselling SDC 
discourages beneficiaries from borrowing at high interest rates, their options of financing house 
construction are few given their low and inconsistent income streams. The desperate situation of 
people in war-affected areas pushes them to borrow despite their awareness of interest rates and 
consequences of defaulting on loans. The overall consensus among beneficiaries is that house 
construction left them with no option but to borrow. 


The study found that ODHA invariably puts a double burden on the housing beneficiaries – the 
expectation of households’ own contribution, both in terms of funds as well as labour. While some 
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beneficiaries preferred hired labour, others who contributed their own labour stated there is an 
opportunity cost of LKR 993 for each day that they spent on construction work.


The finding that financial counselling has not made a difference in addressing housing beneficiaries’ 
indebtedness – underlines the reality that well-intentioned interventions such as the SDC initiative 
can do little to address circumstances that are deeply linked to the broader structural issues of 
the political economy of the North. In other words the indebtedness of housing beneficiaries as 
observed by SDC and other implementing agencies is intrinsically linked to the broader political 
economy of the North, which characterises big infrastructure, the ravages of the market logic, 
faltering incomes and the expansion of rural debt.


The recommendations (for government authorities and donors) that are stemming from this study 
include technical approaches to solving issues related to the indebtedness of housing beneficiaries, 
context-specific approaches in addressing most vulnerable groups and a prescriptive policy measure 
that goes beyond housing reconstruction and applies to post-war development in general:


Technical Recommendations
• Encourage implementing agencies to introduce financial counselling to housing beneficiaries 


as it is a useful process to identify vulnerable households, their financial difficulties, and 
tailor housing support accordingly; 


• Encourage implementing agencies to assess and estimate all unavoidable costs associated 
with the housing process, paying specially attention to price increases in building material due 
to inflation, transportation costs and overall costs of labour (including meals for labourers) 
prior to implementing housing programme and financial counselling;


• Renegotiate with the Government of Sri Lanka to revise the maximum stipulated grant 
amount for housing, based on the aforementioned assessment of the revised cost structure. 


Context-specific Recommendations
• With the support of state institutions and the private sector, launch a systematic financial 


awareness campaign in war-affected areas to promote better financial management and 
responsibility among people;


• Convene government and formal private lending institutions to discuss interest-free loan 
schemes as a reparation mechanism for the people in war-affected areas;


• Consult government (both national and local), private sector and other development 
organisations about creating sustainable livelihoods, an initiative that should move in parallel 
to the construction process.
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úOdhl idrdxYh 


iaúia ixj¾Ok iyfhda.s;d wdh;kh (SDC) W;=re m<d; ;=< l%shd;aul ysñlrejka úiska u ksjdi h<s 


bÈ lr .ekSfï jevigyklg iydh oelaù h. fldgia jYfhka wdOdr iemhSfï fhdackd l%uhla jk fï 


hgf;a wdmiq meñfKk mjq,a w;ßka f;dard .;a fldgilg úkdY jQ ;u ksjdi h<s bÈ lr .ekSu i|yd 


wruqo,a iïmdokh lrhs. ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.ka 85]la muK l<ukdlrKh  lr .; fkdyels Kh nrlska 


fmf<k nj;a Tjqkaf.ka 50] lg jeä msßilg uQ,H l<ukdlrKh ms<sn| oekqula fkdue;s nj;a oßø;d 


úYaf,aIK flakaøh 2014 jif¾ l< wOHhkhl § fidhd .eksK (Romeshun, Gunasekara, & Mohamed, 
2014). fuu f;dr;=rg m%;spdr olajñka 2014 jif¾ uehs udifha § SDC wdh;kh hqoaOfhka wj;eka jQ 


msßia i|yd ksjdi bÈ lsÍug  wdY%s; Kh uÜgï my< wähl mj;ajd f.k hdfï l%uhla f,i i,ld 


ksjdi bÈ lsÍfï l%shdj,shg u iqúfYaI uQ,H WmfoaYk fudähq,hla l%shdjg kexù h’ fuu wOHhkfha 


m%Odk wruqK i|yd n,mEfõ SDC wdh;kfha fuu l%shdldrluhs. tkï fuys  wruqK SDC wdh;kfha uQ,H 


WmfoaYkd;aul ueÈy;a ùu ksjdi ^h<s& bÈ lr .ekSfï l%shdj,sfha § ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a p¾hdjka fjkia 


ùug fld;rï fya;= jQfha o hkak wjfndaO lr .ekSu hs. fuys ,d wOHhk úêl%uh jkafka hdmkh yd 


ls,sfkdÉÑh Èia;%slalj, Ôj;a jk l=gqïn 205la mokï lr f.k m%udKd;aul iólaIKhla isÿ lsÍu iy 


bka miqj m%udKd;aul iólaIKfhka /ia lr .;a f;dr;=re ;j ÿrg;a wjfndaO lr .ekSu yd ;yjqre  lsÍu 


i|yd .=Kd;aul wOHhkhla isÿ lsÍu h’.


 hqoaOfhka wj;eka jQ msßia i|yd ksjdi f.dvke.Su wdY%s; Kh.e;slu wjulsÍug iydh ùu i|yd ksjdi 


^h<s& bÈ lr .ekSfï l%shdj,shg iu.dój l%shd;aul l< yels jeo.;a ueÈy;a ùï f,i SDC wdh;kh 


my; i|yka mshjrhka y÷kd f.k we;( tkï bÈ lsÍfï úhoï wju lsÍu, l,a ;shd ;SrKh lr .;a 


úYd,;ajhlg yd ksjdi wx.j,g wkqj ksjdi f.dv ke.Su iy ^ksjdi f.dvke.Sug wod<& uQ,H ;SrK 


.ekSu ms<sn| oekqj;alu by< kexùu iy tu.ska bÈ lsÍï l%shdj,sh m%Yia; ;;a;ajhg m;a lsÍug Woõ 


lsÍu hs’ fuu jev igyfka ‘fjki’ hkqfjka woyia jkafka ksjdifha úYd,;ajhg yd ksjdi wx.j,g 


wod<j m%;s,dNSka .kakd ;SrK yev .eiaùu u.ska bÈ lsÍï wdY%s; úhoï fya;=fjka we;s jk Kh.e;slu 


wju l< yels nj h’.


fuu wOHhkh m%Odk fidhd .ekSï folla bÈßm;a lrhs. m<uq jekak kï ksjdi id¾:lj yd kshñ; ld, 


iSudj ;=< iïmQ¾K lr .ekSug SDC wdh;kfha uQ,H WmfoaYkh Woõ ù h hkak m%;s,dNSka w;r fmdÿfõ 


mj;sk yeÕSu nj hs. Tjqka jvd;a w.h lf<a ;dlaIKsl ks,OdÍka (TO) iy m%cd iÔùldrlhka bgq l< 


ld¾h Ndrh hs. ;dlaIKsl ks,OdÍka bÈ lsÍï l%shdj,sfha ;dlaIKsl me;slvj,a flfrys fhduq l< ióm 


wjOdkh, bÈ lsÍï lghq;=j, yd wuqøjHj, .=Kd;aul;ajhg wod<j ,nd ÿka Wmfoia yd l< wjOdrKh, 
m%.;sh ksÍlaIKh lsÍu i|yd wjia:d .Kkdjl § u l< pdßld iy ^fjka l< ld, iSudj ;=< §& ksji 


iïmQ¾K lsÍug wLKavj l< Èß .ekaùu m%cdjka úiska w;sYhska u w.h flßK. ;jo  wjodkug ,la ùug  


jeä bvlvla ;sfnk l=gqïn y÷kd f.k ta ta m%;s,dNSkaf.a ;;a;ajh ie,ls,a,g f.k ksjdi iydh ,nd 


§ug uQ,H WmfoaYk l%shdj,sh Woõ jQ neúka uQ,H WmfoaYk fudähq,h l%shdjg kexùu jHdmD;s ie,iqï 


lsÍfï § yd l%shd;aul lsÍfï § m%fhdackj;a hehs SDC ld¾h uKav,h úiska o wjfndaO lr f.k we;.


fojekak kï uQ,H WmfoaYkh ksjdij, úYd,;ajhg yd ksjdi wx.j,g wod<j m%;s,dNSka .;a ;SrK 


flfrys wfmalaIs; n,mEu fkdl< nj hs. m%ñ;shg jvd úYd, f,i iy wkqu; m%udKhg  ksjdi f.dv ke.+ 


l=gqïn wOHhk ksheÈ fol ^—uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,o lKavdhu˜ iy —uQ,H WmfoaYkh fkd,o lKavdhu˜& 


;=< u isáhy. uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,o iy fkd,o m%;s,dNSka w;r ksjfia úYd,;ajhg wod<j lsisÿ ie,lsh 


hq;= fjkila ke;ehs m%udKd;aul ixLHduh úYaf,aIKfhka fmkakqï flfrk kuq;a fuu wOHhkfha 


.=Kd;aul wxYfhys ,d m%;spdr oelajQjka mejiQ f;dr;=rej,ska fmkakqï flfrkafka SDC wdh;kfha 


m%ñ;shg wkql+, úYd,;ajh yd wkqu; ksjdi wx. ,laIK iys;j bÈ lsÍï lrk f,i l=gqïn ta;a;= .kajd 
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.ekSfï § fndfyda úg uQ,H WmfoaYkh wfmalaIs; m%;sM, w;a lr f.k ;sfnk nj hs.


wkqu;  úYd,;ajhg wkqj ksjila bÈ lsÍu i|yd l< idudkH úhou re. 819,615la jQ w;r fuhg jvd 


;rula úYd, ksjila bÈ lsÍu i|yd l< idudkH úhou re. 1,090,760la úh' uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,en m%ñ;shg 


wkql+,j ksjdi bÈ l< l=gqïn l< idudkH úhou re. 829,426la jQ w;r uQ,H WmfoaYkh fkd,o kuq;a 


m%ñ;shg wkql+,j ksji bÈ l< l=gqïn l< idudkH úhou re. 795,162la úh. lKavdhï fofla u ie,lsh 


hq;= l=gqïn ixLHdjla ksjdi wx. ,laIK ms<sn| m%ñ;Ska wkq.ukh fkdl< w;r ta fya;=fjka Tjqkaf.a bÈ 


lsÍï úhoï by< hkakg we;. úYd,;ajh yd ksjdi wx. ,laIK ms<sn| m%ñ;Ska wkq.ukh l< l=gqïn mjd 


ta ta wÈhf¾ bÈ lsÍï i|yd fjka l< whjefha iSudj ;=< lghq;= lr .; fkdyelsj ÿIalr;djkag uqyqK 


ÿkay. f.dvke.s,s øjHj, ñ, WoaOukfhka fya;=fjka yd lïlre ysÕh ksid Y%u úhoï by< hdfuka 


we;s jk n,mEu jeks m%;s,dNSkaf.a md,kfhka msg; mj;akd u. fkd yeßh yels úhoï .Kkdjla óg 


fya;= jkakg we;s w;r wkd.; ksjdi f.dvke.Sfï  jevigykaj, § tjeks úhoï o ie,ls,a,g .; hq;= 


h. fï ksid u fuu wOHhkfha m%udKd;aul o;a; uQ,H WmfoaYkh yd bÈ lsÍï úhoï w;r ie,lsh hq;= 


ixLHd;aul iïnkaO;djla ;sfnk njla fmkakqï fkd lrhs. weia;fïka;= lrk ,o bÈ lsÍï whjefha 


iSudj ;=< ksji iïmQ¾K lf<a oehs ;dlaIKsl ks,OdÍka úiska iómj ksÍlaIKh lrkakg we;af;a ldka;d 


.DyuQ,sl l=gqïn muKls.


ksjfia úYd,;ajhg yd ksjdi wx.j,g wod<j ,nd ÿka uQ,H WmfoaYkfha wid¾:l;ajh ms<sn| fidhd 


.ekSïj,g wod,j  iólaIKh fidhd .;a ;j;a lreKla kï uQ,H WmfoaYkhg iyNd.s jqj;a ke;;a 


wOHkhg odhl jq ksjdi ysñhkaf.kaa w;suy;a fldgila ksjdi iE§u i|yd uqo,a Khg .;a nj hs. 
idudkHh .;a l, re. 171,264la jk ;rula by< uqo,a m%udKhla Khg f.k ;sfnkafka uQ,H WmfoaYkh 


fkd,o l=gqïn h. ta ;rula by< fmd,S wkqmd;slhla ^12.05]la& hgf;a jk w;r l<ukdlrKh  lr .; 


fkdyels Kh ;rula jeämqr f.k ;sfnkafka o Tjqka h. tfy;a fï iu. ii|k úg uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,o 


lKavdhfï l=gqïn .;a idudkH Kh uqo, re. 159,712ls. ta 8.2]l idudkH fmd,S wkqmd;slhla hgf;ah. 
fï wkqj uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,o l=gqïnj, idudkH Kh m%udKh ;rula my< uÜgul mj;sk nj fmfka. 
Bg fya;=j fndfyda l,ska bÈ lsÍï wdrïN l< uQ,H WmfoaYkh fkd,o l=gqïnj,g jvd jeä uqo,la ksjdi 


f.dvke.Su i|yd ^fjk;a wdldrj,ska& b;sß lr .ekSug fyda /ia lr .ekSug Tjqkag ld,h ,eîu úh 


yels h. iólaIK o;a; wkqj .;a l, uQ,H WmfoaYkh ,o l=gqïn i;=j jeämqr mej;sfha uQ,H j;alï h. 
uQ,H WmfoaYkh fkd,o l=gqïn i;=j jeämqr mej;sfha fN!;sl j;alï h. h<s mÈxÑ lsÍu yd ksjdilrKh 


w;r È.= ld, mr;rhla mej;s ksid l=gqïnj,g ksjdilrKh i|yd wdfhdackh lsÍug ^iq¿ jYfhka jqj;a& 


uqo,la b;sß lr .; yels jkakg we;.


fuu wOHhkfha jeo.;a ksÍlaIKhla kï W;=re m<df;a fj<|fmd<g uE;l msúis nexl=, uQ,H iud.ï 


yd laIqø uQ,H wdh;k úiska ,nd fok úêu;a Kh j, we;s iq,N nj hss. is;a .kakdiq¨ Kh meflachka 


msßkuñka iy t;rï wmyiqjlska f;drj tajd ,nd .ekSug myiqlï i,iñka nexl= Kh .ekSug ck;dj 


fmd<Ujhs. tjeks wdh;kj, fmd,S wkqmd;slhka by< uÜgul mj;sk nj Kh .ekqïlrejka oek isáh;a 


uQ,Huh msßjehg jvd Tjqka ie,ls,su;a jkafka myiq zKh m%fõYhZ .ek h. by< fmd<shla f.jñka 


uQ,H iud.ïj,ska yd nexl=j,ska Kh .ekSug tla fya;=jla f,i úêu;a nexl=j,ska ksjdi Kh .ekSug 


hdfï § m%;s,dNSka uqyqK fok ÿIalr;d oelaúh yels h. m%udKj;a foam<la yd iaÓr wdodhula iys; 


w;aikalrejka$wemlrejka fofofkl= isáh hq;= ùu jeks iïu; Kh wheÿï m;%hl wjYH;d iemsÍug 


hqoaOfhka miqj Ôú;hg yev .eiSug jEhï lrñka isák m%;s,dNSkaf.ka b;d jeä fofkl=g yelshdjla 


ke;. SDC wdh;kh ish uQ,H WmfoaYkh yryd m%;s,dNSka by< fmd,S wkqmd;slhka hgf;a Kh .ekSu 


wffO¾hu;a lsÍug lghq;= lrk kuq;a my< yd wia:djr wdodhï ,nk ck;djg ksjdi bÈ lr .ekSug 


;sfnk uQ,H úl,am iSñ; h. hqoaOfhka mSvdjg m;a m%foaYj, fjfik ckhd m;aj isák ÿIalr ;;a;ajh 


by< fmd,S wkqmd;sl iy Kh meyer yeÍfuka w;a jk m%;súmdl oek oek;a Kh .ekSug Tjqka ;,a¨ lrhs. 
m%;s,dNSka w;r fmdÿ u;h kï ksjdi bÈ lsÍu i|yd Kh .ekSu yer fjk;a u.la ;ukag fkdue;s nj hs.
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ysñlrejka úiska u ksjdi h<s bÈ lr .ekSfï l%uh (ODHA) ksjdi m%;s,dNSka u; fo.=Khl nrla mgjk 


nj wOHhkh fidhd .;af;a h – th wruqo,a yd Y%uh hk fohdldrfhka u l=gqïnj, odhl;ajh wfmalaId 


lrhs. iuyr m%;s,dNSka Y%uh l=,shg .ekSug jeä leue;a;la olajk w;r ;ukaf.a u Y%uh odhl l< 


wfkla wh mejiqfõ bÈ lsÍï lghq;= i|yd ;uka jeh l< ta ta Èkh fjkqfjka Y%S ,xld remsh,a 993l 


wdjiaÓl ^wjia:dkql+,& msßjehla oeÍug isÿ jk nj hs.


uQ,H WmfoaYkfhka o ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a Kh.e;slug úi÷ula iemhS ke;s nj fidhd .ekSfuka fmkakqï 


jkafka SDC uq, msÍu jeks ukd wNsm%dhla iys; ueÈy;a ùïj,g mjd W;=re m<df;a Kh .e;slug úi÷ï 


iemhsh yels jkafka iq¿ jYfhka muKla nj hs. Bg fya;=j tu Kh.e;slu W;=re m<df;a foaYmd,k 


wd¾Ólh ;=< mj;sk jvd mq¿,a jHQyd;aul .eg¨ iu. oeäj ne£ ;sîu hs.fjk;a jpkj,ska lsj fyd;a 


SDC wdh;kh yd fjk;a l%shd;aul lrk wdh;k ksÍlaIKh lf<a ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a Kh.e;slu úYd, 


há;, myiqlïj,ska o fj<|fmd< l%shdldß;ajfha úkdYldÍ n,mEïj,ska o wia:djr wdodhïj,ska o .%dóh 


Kh mq¿,a ùfuka o iukaú; W;=re m<df;a jvd mq¿,a foaYmd,k wd¾Ólh iu. fkd je<elaúh yels f,i 


u iïnkaO nj hs.


fuu wOHhkh rch yd wdOdr fok wdh;k Wfoid fhdackd lrk ks¾foaY w;rg ksjdi m%;s,dNSkaf.a 


Kh.e;slu wdY%s; .eg¨ úi£u i|yd ;dlaIKsl m%úIaghka o wjodkug ,la ùug  bv ;sfnk lKavdhï 


flfrys wjOdkh fhduq lrk ta ta ;;a;ajhg iqúfYaIS m%úIaghka o ksjdi h<s bÈ lsÍfuka Tíng f.dia 


fmdÿfõ mYapd;a hqo ixj¾Okhg u wod< jk m%;sm;a;suh mshjr o we;=<;a h(


;dlaIKsl ks¾foaY


•	 wjodkug	,laúug	bv	we;s	l=gqïn	iy	Tjqka	uqyqK	fok	uQ,H	ÿIalr;djka	y÷kd	f.k	ta	wkqj	


ksjdi iydh iemhSug m%fhdackj;a jk l%shdj,shla neúka ksjdi m%;s,dNSkag uQ,H WmfoaYkh 


y÷kajd §ug l%shd;aul lrk wdh;k Èß .ekaùu;


•	 ksjdi	 .ekaùu	 jevigyk	 yd	 uQ,H	 WmfoaYkh	 l%shdjg	 kexùug	 l,ska	 WoaOukh	 yd	 m%jdyk	


úhoï ksid f.dvke.s,s øjHj, isÿ jk ñ, by< hdu iy ^lïlrejka i|yd wdydr iemhSu 


we;=¿j oeÍug isÿ jk& iuia; Y%u úhou flfrys úfYaI wjOdkhla fhduq lrñka ksjdi 


bÈlrk l%shdj,sh wdY%s; u. fkd yeßh yels úhoï ;lafiare lr weia;fïka;= lsÍug l%shd;aul 


lrk wdh;k Èß .ekaùu;


•	 ixfYdaê;	 úhoï	 jHQyh	 ms<sn|	 by;	 i|yka	 ;lafiarej	 mokï	 lr	 f.k	 ksjdi	 f.dvke.Su	


i|yd iemfhk Wmßu .súi .;a wdOdr m%udKh ixfYdaOkh lr .ekSug Y%S ,xld rch iu. 


kej; idlÉPd lsÍu.


ta ta ;;a;ajhg iqúfYaIS ks¾foaY


•	 ck;dj	w;r	jvd	hym;a	uQ,H	l<ukdlrKh	yd	j.lSu	m%j¾Okh	lsÍu	i|yd	rdcH	wdh;kj,	


yd fm!oa.,sl wxYfha iydh we;sj hqoaOfhka mSvdjg m;a m%foaYj, uQ,Huh oekqj;alu we;s 


lsÍfï l%udkql+, jev igykla Èh;a lsÍu;


•	 rch	yd	úêu;a	fm!oa.,sl	Kh	fok	wdh;k	/ia	lr	hqoaOfhka	mSvdjg	m;a	m%foaYj,	ck;djg	


jkaÈ ,nd §fï hka;%Khla f,i fmd,S rys; Kh fhdackd l%u ms<sn|j idlÉPd lsÍu;


•	 bÈ	 lsÍfï	 l%shdj,shg	 iudka;rj	 hd	 hq;=	 mshjrla	 f,i	 i,ld	 ^cd;sl	 yd	 m<d;a&	 rcfhka, 
fm!oa.,sl wxYfhka yd fjk;a ixj¾Ok wdh;kj,ska ;srir Ôjfkdamdhka ks¾udKh lsÍu 


ms<sn| Wmfoia ,nd .ekSu.
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epiwNtw;Wr; RUf;fk;


jkJ nrhe;j ,lq;fSf;F kPsj;jpUk;Gfpd;w rpy njupTnra;ag;gl;l FLk;gq;fSf;F jkJ 


rpijtile;j tPLfis kPsf;fl;baikj;Jf; nfhs;tjw;fhf tlf;fpy; gFjp thupahd xU epjp cjtpj; 


jpl;lj;jpid toq;Ffpd;w> cupikahsu; Clhd tPl;L epu;khz epfo;r;rpj;jpl;lnkhd;wpw;F mgptpUj;jpf; 


$l;LwTf;fhd Rtp]; Kftu; epiyak; MjuT toq;fpaJ. tWik Muha;r;rp epiyaj;jpdhy; 


Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;l Ma;nthd;W (2014) tPl;L epu;khzj;jpw;fhf ed;ik ngWNthupd; Rkhu; 85% 


MNdhu; Kfhikj;Jtk; nra;Jnfhs;s KbahjsT fld;fis nfhz;bUe;jJld; 50% ,w;Fk; 


NkyhNdhu; epjp Kfhikj;Jtk; njhlu;ghd mwptpidf; nfhz;bUf;ftpy;iy vd fz;lwpe;Js;sJ 


(nuhNk~d; FOtpdu;. 2014). ,f;fz;lha;tpw;fhd xU kWnkhopahf 2014Mk; Mz;L Nk khjk;> tPl;L 


epu;khzk; njhlu;ghd fld;fis Fiwe;j kl;lq;fspy; NgZtjw;fhd xU topahf tPl;L fl;Lkhdr; 


nrad;KiwfSf;Nf cupajhf xU epjp MNyhrid ifNal;bid SDC mKy;gLj;jpaJ. SDC 


,dJ ,e;j epjp MNyhridr; nraw;ghL> tPl;L Gdu;epu;khz nrad;Kiw njhlu;ghf tPlikg;gpdhy; 


ed;ik ngWNthupy; elj;ijapy; ve;jstpw;F khw;wq;fis Vw;gLj;jpanjd;gij mwpe;Jnfhs;tNj 


,t;tha;tpd; gpujhd Fwpf;Nfhs; MFk;.  Ma;Tr; nrad;KiwahdJ aho;g;ghzk; kw;Wk; fpspnehr;rp 


khtl;lq;fspy; 205 FLk;gq;fspy; xU mstwpf; fzpg;gPl;lha;tpidAk; mjidj; njhlu;e;J mstwp 


fzpg;gPl;lha;tpypUe;J Nrfupf;fg;gl;l jfty;fis tpsq;fpf;nfhs;tjw;fhf xU gz;gwp Ma;tpidAk; 


nfhz;Ls;sJ. 


SDC tPlikg;G epu;khzr; nrad;Kiwia Nkw;nfhs;Sk; NghJ, tPlikg;G njhlu;ghd fld;gl;l 


epiyiaf; Fiwg;gjw;Fk; epu;khzr; nrad;Kiwfis cr;rg;gLj;Jtjw;Fk; fl;Lkhdr; nryTfis 


Fiwj;jy;> Kd;dNu- jPu;khdpf;fg;gl;l msT kw;Wk; ,ay;GfSld; tPLfisf; fl;Ljy; kw;Wk; 


epjp rhu; jPu;khdq;fis vLg;gjpy; (tPlikg;G njhlu;ghf) tpopg;Gzu;tpid Vw;gLj;jy; vd;git 


Kf;fpakhd nraw;ghLfshf ,dq;fhzg;gl;Ls;sd. tPl;bd; msT kw;Wk; ,ay;Gfs; njhlu;ghd 


jPu;khdq;fis vLg;gjpy; ed;ik ngWNthupid khw;WtjpD}lhf fl;Lkhdk; njhlu;ghd fld;gl;l 


epiyik Fiwf;fg;glyhk; vd;gNj ,e;epfo;r;rpj; jpl;lj;jpdJ ‘khw;wj;jpd; nfhs;if’ ,dhy; 


Kd;itf;fg;gLfpd;wJ.


,t;tha;T gpujhd ,uz;L fz;lwpTfis Kd;itf;fpd;wJ. KjyhtJ SDC,dJ epjp MNyhrid 


mwpTiufs; jkf;F ntw;wpfukhf Fwpj;j Neuj;jpy; tPl;bid mikj;Jf;nfhs;s cjtpd vd;gJ 


ed;ik ngWNthupdJ nghJthd czu;tiyfshFk;. fl;Lkhdr; nrad;Kiwapd; Nghjhd njhopEl;g 


tplaq;fspyhd neUq;fpa mtjhdk;>  fl;Lkhdk; kw;Wk; nghUl;fspd; juj;jpy; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; 


nfhLj;jik kw;Wk; juk; njhlu;ghf jug;gl;l mwpTiu> fl;Lkhd Kd;Ndw;wj;jpid fz;fhzpg;gjw;fhf 


gyKiw tp[ak; nra;jik kw;Wk; tPl;bid KOikg;gLj;Jtjw;fhf jug;gl;l njhlu;r;rpahd Cf;fk; 


vd;gtw;Wf;fhf njhopEl;g mjpfhupfs; rKjhaq;fspdhy; ngupJk; ghuhl;lg;gl;ldu;. epjp MNyhridr; 


nrad;Kiw xg;gPl;lstpy; kpfTk; gytPdkhd FLk;gq;fis ,dq;fhz;gjw;F cjtpajd; %yk; 


ed;ik ngWNthupd; #o;epiyf;Nfw;g tPlikg;G cjtpfis toq;ff;$baikahf ,Ue;jikahy;  


SDCgzpf;FOtpduhy; epjp MNyhrid ifNal;bid mKy;gLj;JtjhdJ nraw;jpl;l jpl;lkply; 


kw;Wk; mKyhf;fy; Nehf;fq;fspw;fhf ngupJk; gaDs;sjhf fhzg;gl;lJ.


,uz;lhtjhf epjp MNyhridahdJ tPLfsJ msT kw;Wk; gz;Gfspy; ed;ikngWNthupdJ 


njupTfs; njhlu;ghf vjpu;ghu;j;j tpistpid ngw;Wf;nfhs;stpy;iy. Ma;T khjpupfs; (“Nrhjidf; 
FO – epjp MNyhridfisg; ngw;Wf;nfhz;l ed;ik ngWNthupid cs;slf;fpaJ>“fl;Lg;ghl;Lf; 
FO - ,tw;iw ngw;Wf;nfhs;shj ed;ik ngWNthupidf; nfhz;lJ) ngupa tPLfisf; fl;batu;fs; 


kw;Wk; epak msTfspy; tPLfisf; fl;bf;nfhz;ltu;fs; vDk; ,U tiffspYk; rkkhfg; gpupe;J 


fhzg;gl;ldu;. mstwpuPjpahd Gs;sptpgutpay; gFg;gha;T epjp MNyhridiag; ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fs; 
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kw;Wk; ngw;Wf;nfhs;shjtu;fspilapy; tPl;bd; msT njhlu;ghf Fwpg;gplj;jf;fsT tpj;jpahrq;fs; 


fhzg;gltpy;iy vd Fwpg;gpLfpd;w mNj Neuk;> ,t;tha;tpdJ gz;gwp uPjpahd $whdJ rpy 


FLk;gq;fis SDC epak msTfspy; gz;GfSlDk; jkJ tPLfis mikj;Jf;nfhs;tjw;F epjp 


MNyhridf;F mtu;fsJ rpe;jidfis khw;wf;$bajhf ,Ue;jJ vd;gjid gy re;ju;g;gq;fspy; 


fhl;Lfpd;wJ.


epak mstpyhd xU tPl;bidf; fl;Ltjw;F &gh 819>615 nrythfpd;w mNj Neuk; mjpYk; XusT 


ngupjhd tPl;bw;F &gh 1>090>760 nrythfpd;wJ. epak mstpy; tPLfisf; fl;bf;nfhz;l epjp 


MNyhridiag; ngw;Wf;nfhz;ltu;fs; ruhrupahf &gh 829>426 ,id nrythff; nfhz;l mNj 


Neuk; epak mstpy; tPLfisf; fl;bf;nfhz;l epjp MNyhridiag; ngwhjtu;fSf;F &gh 795>162 


nrythapw;W. ,U FOf;fspYNk Fwpg;gplj;jf;f vz;zpf;ifahNdhu; epak msT kw;Wk; gz;Gfspid 


nfhz;bUf;ftpy;iynad;gJk; fl;Lkhdr; nryTfs; $lf; fhuzkhfyhk;.epak msTfs; kw;Wk; 


,ay;GfSld; xd;wpapUe;j FLk;gq;fSk; $l xt;nthU fl;lj;jpYkhd fl;Lkhdj;jpw;fhf xJf;fg;gl;l 


nryTj; jpl;lj;jpDs; ,Ug;gjpy; f~;lg;gl;ldu;. fl;Lkhdg; nghUl;fspdJ tpiyNaw;wj;jpdJ 


tpisTfs; kw;Wk; fl;Lkhdg; gzpahsu;fSf;fhd jl;Lg;ghL fhuzkhf njhopyhsu;fspd; $yp 


mjpfupg;G Nghd;w jtpu;f;fKbahj fhuzq;fs; ,jw;fhf Fwpg;gplg;glyhk; vd;gJld; vjpu;fhyj;jpy; 


tuT nryTj; jpl;lq;fs; jahupf;ifapy; ,f;fhuzq;fs; fUj;jpy; nfhs;sg;gl Ntz;Lk;. ,t;thW 


,t;tha;tpdJ mstwpuPjpahd juTfs; epjp MNyhrid kw;Wk; epu;khzr; nryTfspilapy; xU 


Fwpg;gplj;jf;fsthd cwtpid Gs;sptpgutpayhff; fhl;ltpy;iy. njhopEl;g mjpfhupfspdhy; 


kpf neuf;fkhf fz;fhzpf;fg;gl;l ngz;fs; jiyikapyhd FLk;gq;fs; khj;jpuk; fzpg;gplg;gl;l 


fl;Lkhd tuT nryTj; jpl;lj;jpDs; XusT tPLfisf; G+uzg;gLj;jpf;nfhs;sf; $badthf ,Ue;jd.


tPLfspd; msT kw;Wk; ,ay;Gfspy; epjp MNyhridapdJ tpisjpwdpyhd fz;lha;TfSld;> 


fzpg;gPl;lha;thdJ jhk; epjp MNyhridapy; gq;Fgw;wpatu;fisAk; kPwp ngUksthd gjpyspg;ghsu;fs; 


tPlikg;gpw;fhf epjpaq;fsig; ngw;Wf;nfhz;ldu; vd;gijf; fhzf;$bajhf ,Ue;jJ. ruhrupahf 


epjp MNyhridiag; ngw;Wf;nfhs;shjtu;fs; XusT $Ljyhd fld;fis (&gh 171>264)> $Ljy; 


tl;b tPjj;Jld; (12.05%) ngw;wpUe;jJld; Nrhjidf; FOTld; xg;gplf;$bajhf Kfhikj;Jtk; 


nra;aKbahj fld; vz;zpf;ifiaAk; $LjyhfNt (1.27) nfhz;bUe;jdu;. ,NjNtis Nrhjidf; 


FOtpdpy; ruhrup fld; njhif &gh 159>712 MfTk; ruhrup tl;b tPjk; 8.2% MfTk; Kfhikj;Jtk; 


nra;a Kbahj fld;fs; vz;zpf;if 1.25 MfTk; ,Ue;jJ. Kd;dNu epu;khzg; gzpfis 


Muk;gpj;jpUe;j fl;Lg;ghl;Lf; FOtpdiu tplTk; Nrhjidf; FOtpdUf;F epjp Nrkpg;gjw;F my;yJ 


jpul;bf;nfhs;tjw;F mjpf tha;g;Gf;fs; fhzg;gl;lik ,tu;fsJ ruhrupahd Fiwe;j fld;fSf;F 


fhuzkhfyhk;. fzpg;gPl;lha;Tj; juTfspd; gb> epjp MNyhridfisg; ngw;Wf;nfhz;l FLk;gq;fs; 


ngwhjtu;fis tplTk; mjpf epjpr; nrhj;jf;fisf; nfhz;bUe;jJld; gpd;idatu;fsplk; mjpf 


ngsjPfr; nrhj;Jf;fs; fhzg;gl;ld. kPs;FbNaw;wk; kw;Wk; tPlikg;gpw;fpilapy; epytpa ePz;l 


fhyg;gFjpahdJ FLk;gq;fs; jkJ tPLfis mikj;Jf;nfhs;tjpy; KjyPL nra;tjw;fhd gzj;jpid 


Nrkpj;Jf;nfhs;s top tFj;jpUf;fyhk;.


tl khfhzj;jpy; mz;ikapy; cs;thq;fg;gl;Ls;s tq;fpfs;> epjp epWtdq;fs; kw;Wk; Ez;epjp 


epWtdq;fspdhy; jhuhskhf toq;fg;gl;l Kiwrhu; fld;fs; ,t;tha;tpdJ xU Kf;fpakhd 


mtjhdkhFk;. ftu;r;rpfukhd nghjpfshf fld;fis toq;fp kf;fs; rpf;fy;fspd;wp fld;fis 


ngw;Wf;nfhs;s epjp, Ez;epjp epWtdq;fs; nraw;gLfpd;wd. ,t;thwhd epWtdq;fspy; cs;s 


cau; tl;b tPjq;fisg; gw;wp kf;fs; mwpe;jpUe;Jk; epjpr; nryTfs; njhlulghf kf;fs;  ‘fld; 
ngw;Wf;nfhs;sypy;’ ,yFthd topfis njupTnra;fpd;wdu;. Kiwrhu; epjp epWtdq;fsplkpUe;J 


tPlikg;Gf; fld;fis ngw;Wf;nfhs;sypy; ed;ik ngWNthu; Kfk; nfhLf;Fk; rpukq;fNs cau; tl;b 


/Mgj;Jldhd fld;fis epjp fk;gdpfs; kw;Wk; tq;fpfsplkpUe;J ngw;Wf;nfhs;s fhuzkhfpwJ. 
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ifr;rhj;jpLtjw;F/ cj;juthjkspg;gjw;F ,uz;L egu;fs;> Nghjpa gpiz kw;Wk; cWjpahd 


tUkhdq;fis fhl;Ljy; Nghd;w epak fld; tpz;zg;gq;fSf;fhd Njitg;ghLfs; Aj;jj;jpd; 


gpd;du; tho;tpid rPuikj;Jf;nfhs;s ehLk; gy ed;ik ngWeUf;Fr; rhj;jpakpy;iy. cau; tl;b 


tPjj;Jld; fld; ngWtjpypUe;Jk; ed;ik ngWNthupid jLf;f SDC epjp MNyhridfs; 


Kidfpd;w NghJk; ,k;kf;fsJ Fiwe;j kw;Wk; njhlu;r;rpaw;w tUkhd topfSld; tPl;Lf; 


fl;Lkhdj;jpw;fhd epjpaply; njupTfs; mtu;fSf;Fr; rpwpNj cs;sd. Aj;jj;jpdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l 


gpuNjrq;fspy; thOk; kf;fsJ ftiyf;fplkhd #o;epiyahdJ cau; tl;b tPjq;fs; kw;Wk; kPz;Lk; 


kPz;Lk; fldpDs; tPo;tjpYs;s tpisTfis mwpe;jpUe;Jk; ,tw;wpid Nehf;fp js;s itf;fpd;wd. 


ed;ik ngWNthupilahd nghJthd czu;T tPl;L epukhzkhdj;jpy; jkf;F fld; vLg;gijad;wp 


NtW njupT ,Uf;ftpy;iy vd;gjhfNt ,Ue;jJ.


epjpaply; kw;Wk; njhopyhsu; njhlu;ghf FLk;gj;jtu;fspd; nrhe;j gq;fspg;G vDk; vjpu;ghu;g;gpD}lhf 


‘cupikahsu; ce;JjYldhd tPlikg;G jpl;lk;’  ed;ik ngWNthupd; kPJ ,ul;bg;ghd Rikapid 
Rkj;jg;gl;bUg;gjid Ma;T fz;lwpe;jJ. rpy ed;ik ngWeu;fs; $ypj; njhopyhsu;fisg; 


gad;gLj;jpaJld; jkJ nrhe;j ciog;gpD}lhf nra;Jnfhz;ltu;fs; jkJ fl;Lkhdg; gzpfspy; 


jhk; nrytopj;j xt;nthU ehSk; &gh 993 gpwtha;g;Gr; nrythff; fhzg;gl;ljhf Fwpg;gpl;ldu;.


tPlikg;G ed;ik ngWNthupdJ fld;gl;l epiyikia jPu;g;gjpy; epjp MNyhrid ve;j 


tpj;jpahrj;jpidAk; Vw;gLj;jtpy;iy vDk; fz;lha;thdJ> tlf;fpd; murpay;> nghUshjhuq;fsJ 


gue;j fl;likg;Gg; gpur;rpidfSld; Mokhf ,ize;Js;s #o;epiyfis Kd;itg;gjpy; SDC 


Nghd;w rpwe;j Kiwapy; jpl;lkplg;gl;l jiyaPLfSk; $l XU rpwpa tpistpidNa nfhLf;f KbAk; 


vDk; cz;ikapidNa ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wJ. NtW nrhw;fspy; nrhy;tjhdhy;>SDC kw;Wk; Vida 


mKy;gLj;Jk; Kftu; epiyaq;fshy; mtjhdpf;fg;gl;l tPlikg;G ed;ik ngWNthupdJ fld;gl;l 


epiyahdJ ngupa cl;fl;likg;G trjpfs;>re;ij KiwikfsJ mopTj; jlq;fs;> epr;rakw;w 


tUkhdq;fs; kw;Wk; fpuhkpaf; fld; tpupthf;fk; Nghd;wtw;why; Fwpg;gplg;gLfpd;w tlf;fpd; gue;j 


murpay;> nghUshjhuj;Jld; kpf neUf;fkhf ,ize;Js;sJ.


,t;tha;tpd; fz;lwpTfspypUe;J Kd;itf;fg;gLfpd;w (mur mjpfhupfs; kw;Wk; ed;nfhil 


toq;Feu;fspw;fhd) gupe;Jiufs; tPlikg;G ed;ik ngWNthupdJ fld;gl;l epiyAld; njhlu;ghd 


gpur;rpidfisj; jPu;g;gjw;fhd njhopEl;g mZFKiwfs;> kpfTk; gytPdkhd FOf;fis 


Kd;itf;fpd;w #o;epiyj; - jdpj;Jtkhd mZFKiwfs; kw;Wk; tPlikg;G epu;khdg; gzpfisAk; 


jhz;b nghJthf Aj;jj;jpd; gpd;dhd mgptpUj;jpf;Fg; nghUj;jkhd jPu;thf  xU nfhs;if 


Kd;itg;gpidAk; cs;slf;fpAs;sJ.


njhopEl;g gupe;Jiufs;


• epjp MNyhridahdJ gytPdkhd FLk;gq;fis ,dq;fz;L nfhs;sTk;> mtu;fsJ epjp rhu; 


f~;l epiyfis ,dq;fz;L mjw;Nfw;g tPlikg;gpw;fhd cjtpfis toq;fTk; cjTfpd;w 


xU nrad;Kiwahf ,Ug;gjdhy; tPlikg;G ed;ik ngWNthu;fSf;F epjp MNyhridapid 


mwpKfg;gLj;jtjw;F mKy;gLj;Jk; Kftu; mikg;Gf;fis Cf;fg;gLj;Jjy;.


• tpiyNaw;wk; fhuzkhf fl;Lkhdg; nghUl;fspd; tpiyfspy; Vw;gLk; mjpfupg;G> Nghf;Ftuj;Jr; 


nryTfs; kw;Wk; (njhopyhsu;fspd; czTf;fhd nryT cl;gl) nkhj;j njhopyhsu; nryTfs; 


vd;gtw;Wf;F tpNrl ftdk; nfhLj;jthW tPl;Lf; fl;Lkhdr; nryTld; ,ize;j vy;yhj; 


jtpu;f;f Kbahj nryTfisAk; tPlikg;g epfo;r;rpj;jpl;lk; kw;Wk; epjp mNyhridapid 


mKy;gLj;Jtjw;F Kd;du; kjpg;gpl;L> fzpg;gpltjw;F Kftu; mikg;Gf;fis Cf;fg;gLj;Jjy;.
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• Nkw;gb jpUj;jg;gl;l nryTf; fl;likg;gpdJ kjpg;gPl;bdbg;gilapy; tPlikg;Gf;nfd 


xJf;fg;gl;Ls;s cr;r cjtpj;njhifapid jpUj;Jtjw;F ,yq;if murhq;fj;Jld; kPz;Lk; 


Ngr;Rthu;j;ijfis Nkw;nfhs;Sjy;.


#o;epiyj; - jdpj;jtkhd gupe;Jiufs;


• Aj;jj;jpdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l gpuNjrq;fspy; rpwe;j epjp Kfhikj;Jtk; kw;Wk; kf;fspilahd 


nghWg;Gzu;tpid mjpfupg;gjw;fhf Kiwahd epjp tpopg;Gzu;T gpur;rhuj;jpid mur 


epWtdq;fs; kw;Wk; jdpahu; Jiwapdupd; cjtpAld; Muk;gpj;jy;.


• Aj;jj;jpdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l gpuNjrq;fspy; thOk; kf;fis kPl;fpd;w xU topahf tl;bapy;yhj 


fld; jpl;lq;fisg; gw;wpf; fye;JiuahLtjw;F mur kw;Wk; jdpahu; fld; toq;Fk; 


epWtdq;fis J}z;Ljy;.


• epu;khzr; nrad;KiwfSld; ,ize;jjhd kw;WnkhU Kaw;rpahf epiyNgwhd 


[PtNdhghaq;fis cUthf;Fjy; gw;wp murhq;f (Njrpa kw;Wk; cs;Su;)> jdpahu; kw;Wk; 


Vida mgptpUj;jp mikg;Gf;fSld; MNyhrid nra;jy;.
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1. Introduction


a. Background to the Study


The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Switzerland’s international cooperation 
agency within the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, is currently funding and implementing 
several humanitarian and development programmes in Sri Lanka. An SDC supported owner-driven 
house reconstruction programme in the North1 provides funds in the form of a staggered grant-
scheme, to selected returnee families for the reconstruction of their destroyed houses. A survey 
completed in 2013 by the Centre for Poverty Analysis (CEPA) among 347 housing beneficiaries 
receiving assistance for Owner-Driven-Housing (ODHA) Programmes in the North  revealed that 
approximately 85% of them had an average debt of Rs. 150,871, owing largely to constructing 
houses. The study concluded that people’s lack of knowledge about financial management (i.e. 
interest rates, monthly payments) is linked to household debt and issues of repaying loans among 
housing beneficiaries. Although beneficiaries’ lack of knowledge about managing money was not the 
primary factor linked to household indebtedness, the statistical analysis found a strong relationship 
between household indebtedness and household members’ knowledge about interest rates and 
loan conditions. Over half of the households surveyed did not know the interest rates of their loans 
and whether the loan that they had taken was subject to varying interest rates (Romeshun et al. 
2014). Moreover, respondents’ accounts revealed that money related issues caused anxiety as they 
did not understand the lingo used by financial experts. 


Faced with the above evidence, SDC immediately acted on addressing beneficiaries’ lack of knowledge 
about borrowing practices (i.e. low-interest loans), a factor that correlated with indebtedness. In 
May 2014, SDC implemented a financial counselling module, specific to the housing process, as 
a way of keeping low housing-related debt levels. This action by SDC shapes the main objective 
of this study, which is to understand the extent to which SDC’s financial counselling intervention 
shaped behavioural changes in housing beneficiaries in relation to the housing (re)construction 
process. 


It must be noted that this study is not an impact-evaluation of SDC’s financial counselling intervention. 
The module was implemented an year ago (May 2014) and the short time gap between the current 
study and the time of implementation of the module limits a comprehensive impact assessment. 
Furthermore, an impact assessment of any nature is complicated by the multiple interventions that 
target resettled populations in war-affected areas, which in turn poses significant constraints on 
any quantitative and qualitative enquiry that aims to isolate the effect of a given intervention. This 
study also faces the same limitation as SDC housing beneficiaries also participate in various other 
programmes initiated by other NGOs that may entail financial counselling components. For example, 
the Swiss Labour Assistance (SAH) currently implements livelihoods assistance programmes 
which include elements of managing money in the same districts and at the same time as SDC. 
Additionally, there may be other factors that shape beneficiaries’ financial decision-making (i.e. 
improvement in incomes due to stable livelihood activity between the time the SDC programme 
was implemented and the time of this research), in which case financial counselling may have little 
to do with the nature of household decision-making in relation to housing construction. 


1 Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation. 2014. “Concept Paper: Financial Advisory within the SDC Housing Programme in 
Northern Sri Lanka.” Sri Lanka: Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation.
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b. SDC’s Financial Counselling Module and the Process of Implementation


To help mitigate indebtedness related to housing, SDC has identified optimising the construction 
process by way of reducing construction costs, building houses according to a pre-determined 
size and features (as prescribed by the Government of Sri Lanka)2 and raising awareness about 
financial decision-making (relevant to housing) as important interventions that can be carried out 
alongside the housing (re)construction process. By implementing such interventions, SDC intends 
to instill a sense of financial responsibility among beneficiaries and their ownership of the housing 
process. The financial counselling module was piloted in Vadamarachchi and is now being executed 
in 14 GN divisions. This module is implemented in a multi-stage process, actively engaging with 
housing beneficiaries at each stage. 


Stage 1 - Village meeting: prior to selecting beneficiaries, SDC conducts a village meeting to 
inform the residents about the housing programme. This meeting is convened primarily to explain 
the following: a) information about SDC, b) the housing programme, c) the owner driven approach 
to housing (re)construction, d) the procedures of beneficiary selection (i.e. selection criteria, 
publishing of the selection list, the grievance meeting, assessment for the selection, etc.), and e) 
the roles of the village committee which serves as an oversight mechanism. During this meeting, 
SDC staff members explain the procedures of the housing programme, emphasising the financial 
obligation on those selected to participate in the programme. Risks and challenges associated 
with beneficiaries’ own contribution, payment procedures and the time frame within which the 
houses must be completed, are explained to the beneficiaries at this meeting. This meeting is 
also used to communicate that financially weak and the most vulnerable households will receive 
additional support from the SDC staff throughout the implementation process. A leaflet illustrating 
the payment system is typically shared and explained during this meeting (see Annex 1).  


Stage 2 – Meeting with selected households: once selected to receive a housing grant of LKR 
550,000 to construct a house, household members are expected to attend several mandatory 
meetings with Technical Officers (TOs) and engineers of SDC to discuss the housing process. At 
the first of the series of meetings, SDC technical staff explain the administrative procedures and 
the first steps of the construction process to the beneficiaries. Approximately for 20 minutes with 
each household, SDC staff fill out a form - housing expenses calculator (see Annex 2) - in order 
to estimate the effective costs of the unit. These costs are estimated based on the beneficiaries’ 
ideas of size and features, labour contribution, sources of funds, transport distance, etc. They 
emphasise the financial obligation of the beneficiary associated with building a house that is larger 
than the standard size and/or of a higher quality (luxury items, floor tiles, high quality door). The 
TOs also notify the grantee household of the expected labour contribution from family members 
that needs to be factored into the construction process. After the discussion and counselling 
the estimated amount is transferred to an information leaflet, explaining once again about the 
risks and challenges of the financial obligation of the home-owner, the payment schedule with 
personalised estimations for each month of construction that could be used for financial planning. 
This form remains with SDC for close monitoring of vulnerable households, and the leaflet is 
handed over to the beneficiary. At this meeting SDC staff explain that there is no possibility of 
receiving additional funds for housing (beyond the grant amount of LKR 550,000). If a household 
2 The size and features of houses are determined by the Government of Sri Lanka, and not by the donor organisations. The 


standard size of a house is 550 square feet and the features include a gable roof, two lockable rooms of basic wood and 
plastered walls.
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does not have sufficient funds, SDC closely monitors the beneficiary from the beginning in order 
to spend only the 550,000 in constructing a house. Houses that are constructed under close 
monitoring are sometimes fall below SDC minimal requirements, but they are ensured to be in 
livable condition (i.e. at least one lockable room, toilet, roof, floor kitchen functioning, etc.). As 
such SDC does not exclude vulnerable households; rather they inform the beneficiaries about 
the close monitoring procedure in a transparent manner. Beneficiaries who decide to build bigger 
houses are encouraged to go start off with the standard size and extend later; alternately, they 
are requested to furnish proof that they have sufficient financing options that will not cause delays 
in completing the structure.


Stage 3 and onwards - Advise on the ways in which the household can save money by 
contributing labour, bulk purchasing and choosing particular design features of the house are 
discussed during subsequent meetings. The purpose of these meetings is to arrive at compromises 
that offer the household a durable structure within a manageable construction budget. At these 
meetings, the TOs ask the beneficiaries how they plan to cover their own financial contribution (i.e. 
by pawning jewelry, remittances, etc.). According to SDC staff, this process helps family members 
think about the ways in which they can raise funds to finance the house they desire, or to make 
amendments to their ideas about the size and features of their future house. Beneficiaries that are 
relatively more vulnerable (i.e. female headed households, households with disabled members, 
families that cannot contribute the labour component, etc. 3) are given more attention and closely 
monitored to ensure that the grant money is spent efficiently. The frequency that TOs visit and 
monitor the progress of vulnerable households is higher than that of other housing beneficiaries. 
Close monitoring is done by both the TO and the Social Mobiliser (SM) - an individual recruited by 
SDC from the respective village to build rapport between the TOs and the community.  


3 These categories of “vulnerable households” are defined by SDC.
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2. Research Design


a. Research Questions 


The issue that led to implementing the financial counselling module was household indebtedness 
attributed to increased costs of housing construction, which was partly driven by beneficiaries’ 
aspirations of building bigger houses. It is important to note that SDC’s conceptualisation of poor 
financial management is strongly linked to beneficiaries’ preferences towards building bigger houses 
with more expensive features, rather than the beneficiaries’ actual knowledge about borrowing 
(i.e. interest rates, principal payments, etc.). The preference of most beneficiaries to build bigger 
houses and those with enhanced features (i.e. type of roof, type of floor) adds to the monetary 
contribution required by a given beneficiary and increases the financial burden on households. 
While the housing grant is set at Rs. 550,000, SDC actively advises housing beneficiaries that the 
completion of a house amounts to at least Rs. 750,000, with Rs. 200,000 contribution from the 
beneficiary. SDC has learned from past experience that the decision to build a bigger house results 
in financial hardship and not only leads to indebtedness but also affects the time it takes for a house 
to be completed. As donors and implementers operating under strict timelines for project funds, 
this situation complicates project planning and reporting. SDC, as any other implementer involved 


in housing, aims to complete construction within the allocated time period of 8 months. As such, the 
expected outcomes of the financial counselling module are two-fold: complete housing construction 
within the allocated time period and lower household indebtedness related to construction. The 
interviews with key informants helped further deconstruct SDC’s theory of change and it was clear 
that there were three expected outcomes of implementing the financial counselling module: 1) 
minimise the number of beneficiaries deviating from building houses of standard size and design, 
2) minimise housing-related borrowing behaviour, and 3) minimise housing related expenditure. 
These outcomes shaped the main and the sub-research questions of this study:


Main research question: How has financial counselling shaped housing-related behavioural change 
in SDC beneficiaries in a way that minimises their indebtedness?


1. How has financial counselling shaped the financial decision-making in relation to the choice 
of house size and design?


2. How has financial counselling shaped the financial decision-making in relation to housing-
related expenditure (vis-à-vis the technical tool of the housing expense calculator)? 


3. How has financial counselling shaped the financial decision-making in relation to housing-
related financial and borrowing decisions?


It is important to reiterate that the emphasis of SDC’s financial counselling module is on constraining 
construction costs by advising beneficiaries to adhere to prescribed size and features of a house. 
While SDC generally advises beneficiaries not to loan funds at high interest rates, and the agency’s 
written communication to beneficiaries clearly reiterate this message, the financial counselling 
process does not delve deep into educating beneficiaries about loaning processes, interest rates 
and principal payments. Rather, SDC’s intervention entails a strict focus on controlling beneficiaries’ 
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aspirations to build bigger houses that are likely to incur large and unmanageable costs which in 
turn may increase their indebtedness. Confined by budget- and time constraints, the quantitative 
survey was conducted in 205 households within an 8-day period. The survey was piloted among 
12 households in the selected locations three weeks prior to actual data collection. 


b. Methodology


The Quantitative Survey
The quantitative survey captured the following areas related to financial counseling, debt and 
participation in an ODHA programme:


• Households’ decision about house size and features: the survey posed questions about house 
size and features (i.e. type of roof, number of rooms, etc.) and the enumerators carried a 
poster displaying the standard size and features prescribed by SDC to compare with the 
actual sizes and features of beneficiary houses. The standard size of an SDC grantee house 
is 550 square feet that includes two lockable rooms. The houses are expected to install a 
gable-styled roof to reduce costs. 


• Respondents’ perceptions of the financial counselling module: a number of questions about 
the usefulness of the financial counselling module were posed by the survey. 


• Households’ own contribution towards building the house: ODHA requires that the beneficia-
ries invest their money and time in building their houses. As such, the survey posed several 
questions about the ways in which beneficiaries financed their share of the investment. As 
ODHA may impinge on time spent on livelihood activities, the survey posed questions about 
the labour contribution of beneficiary households. These factors are likely to have an im-
pact on the financial situation of the householders either in the form of lost income due to 
engagement in construction work or increased cost due to insufficient management of the 
construction. 


• Indebtedness of households and their repayment behaviour: Total number of loans, sources 
of debt, interest rates and repayment information was collected by the survey. Delays/ non- 
payment of installments (capital and interest) or payment of only the interest are indications 
that the household has borrowed beyond its capacity. 


The quantitative survey was tested 26th-29th March, 2015 in 13 households in Kilali, Mulliyan and 
Muhamalai areas for sequencing, appropriateness and clarity. Input by the field employees of 
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and the respondents helped improve the 
field instrument. The purpose of this pilot was also to test the feasibility of identifying a sample 
that mirrors the ideal sample proposed at the inception. 


Sampling process
To understand the effects of financial counselling on SDC beneficiary households, it is imperative 
to compare those who have received financial counselling with a reference group that is similar 
in most other characteristics, but differ in participating in the financial counselling module with 
SDC. As such the matching criteria (for “other characteristics” of beneficiary households) for this 
study are the selection criteria for ODHA followed by SDC. The criteria for other characteristics are 
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informed by contextual factors such as displacement experience, land ownership and livelihood 
activity of beneficiary households. The selection criteria for ODHA are:


- Whether or not the household is conflict affected


- Whether the family returned and permanently resettled in the village


- Whether the household has a formal right to the land


- Whether the household is not supported by similar actions by other housing agencies


- Whether members of the household are not employed by the government with a salary 
higher than Rs. 25,000 


- Whether the family is in possession of a house in another area


However, as mentioned earlier (in the “introduction”), extracting a perfect sample of those who 
received SDC’s financial counselling and those who haven’t is further complicated by multiple 
development interventions occurring in war-affected areas. A similar situation arose in Jaffna and 
Kilinochchi where SDC’s interventions occurred simultaneously to those of Swiss Labour Assistance 
(SAH) and other development actors. SAH also offers a financial counselling module alongside their 
livelihoods support to households in the selected research locations. On the basis of complicated 
ground realities such as overlapping development interventions, this study developed a sampling 
frame that captured households that are part of both SDC, SAH and other development agencies. 
While  the “treatment” group or households in sub-sample A have been subjected to financial 
counselling by SDC, these households are subjected to overlapping development interventions (i.e. 
by SAH) and may have received additional advice on financial/monetary management. Thus, the 
effect of SDC’s financial counselling cannot be isolated in this study. For instance, if the livelihoods 
assistance provided by SAH or another organisation has helped the households earn additional 
income, the family members may opt to build a bigger house. Such decisions by beneficiaries do 
not necessarily mean that SDC’s intervention has failed to shape household behaviour with regard 
to housing, but that there is a variety of other factors that may influence decisions about housing. 


1. Sub-sample A: Households with one or more of following characteristics were chosen for 
the “treatment group”:


• Started the construction of house and obtained external financial support for construction


• Received at least one (or more) installment(s) from SDC


• Completed the housing construction supported by SDC


• Received financial counselling from SDC and from SAH or other development agency. 


• Received livelihoods assistance


2. Sub-sample B: Households with one or more of following characteristics were chosen for the 
“control group”:


• Started the construction of house and obtained external financial support for construction


• Received at least one (or more) installment(s) from the SDC


• Completed the housing construction supported by SDC
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• Did not receive financial counselling from SDC or from any other development agency


• Received livelihoods assistance


It should be noted that this is not a randomised study; and an assumption is made that SDC housing 
beneficiaries share the same characteristics, and are only different to each other in receiving (or 
not) financial counselling. Given that this is a non-randomised medium-scale sample, derivations 
of conclusions that can be generalised is not attempted in this study. The specifics of the study 
sample are presented in Table 1:


Table 1.  Details of the Study Sample: Sub-samples, Districts, Grama Niladhari 
Divisions, and the Number of Total Beneficiary Households


District DS Division GN Division Sample Size Sub-sample 
category


Jaffna Telippalai Mallakam South J212 4 A


Mallakam Central J213 3 A


Mallakam North J214 3 A


Alawetty North J215 9 A


Alawetty Central J216 2 A


Alawetty East J217 2 A


Ganeshwaram J218 2 A


Alawetty South J219 3 A


Alawetty West J220 5 A


TOTAL 33


Sandilippai-
aradankerni


Sandilippai J143 6 A


Maasiyappitty J144 4 A


Elewalai J155 4 A


Piranpattu J147 9 A


TOTAL 23


Aliyawalai 25 B


Watthirayan 30 B


TOTAL 23


Kilinochchi Poonahari Pallikuda 20 B


Aalankerny 6 A


Kollarkurichchi 35 A


TOTAL 61


Kandawalai Korakkankaddu 33 A


TOTAL A = 130;               TOTAL B = 75
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3. Analysis 


a. Summary of the context 


The findings of this study that are presented in the following sections must be understood and 
interpreted in the context of economic, political and social experiences of the people living in Jaffna 
and Kilinochchi districts that are strongly shaped by the effects of the three-decade war in Sri 
Lanka. The existence of a younger, unskilled, and relatively uneducated population poses serious 
challenges to individual and household earning potential. Engagement in casual labour, which 
appears to be the most common source of income, is indicative of typical post-war conditions such 
as the lack of livelihood opportunities and individual capacity to rebuild a sustainable method of 
income generation. The predominant income sources of the households in the study are casual 
non-agricultural labour, while the percentage of household members engaging in own agriculture, 
fishing or public sector jobs were significantly low. The agriculture sector in the North and East has 
not recovered after the war ended in 2009, and most farmers struggle with production and the 
lack of connectivity to markets. As a result most individuals work as casual labourers in agriculture 
and/or in construction. 


Agriculture workers are paid Rs. 700 to Rs.800 per day, while construction workers are paid 
relatively higher, Rs. 800 to Rs. 1000. Even if individuals manage to restore agricultural livelihoods 
the minimum value paid for agricultural produce (a fact that holds true for the entire country) 
does not provide sufficient income to maintain daily household affairs. The lack of movable 
and immovable assets worsens this situation, arguably driving households to borrow funds 
for consumption and other purposes. A critical issue in war-affected areas that has particular 
implications for the implementation of the owner-driven housing projects is the lack of access to 
and ownership of land by resettled communities. The lack of documentation, boundary issues 
and irregular land distribution during the conflict period are seen as reasons for land disputes. 
It should also be noted that the implementation of housing project such as the SDC programme 
alters market dynamics in a given location. Due to mass construction schemes, the demand for 
labour, construction material, transportation and financing for housing invariably increase, and 
drive up costs of construction. Such contextual changes must be factored into planning of such 
interventions. A detailed account of demographic information, income, employment, assets and 
health conditions of surveyed households are presented in Annex 4. 


b. The effects of financial counselling on house size and features


The housing construction process is conducted in six stages and the grant money is divided into 
six installments and distributed to beneficiaries. The first stage is the foundation for which LKR 
100,000 is disbursed, and an additional LKR 35,000 is granted in case the household is in need of 
a well. The next stage is to complete lintel and latrine components of the house, for which LKR 
120,000 is granted. The third stage, which is to build a roof for the house is allocated LKR 150,000 
and an additional LKR 30,000 to complete the well. The fourth, fifth and sixth stages are to add 
the finishing touches to the house, for which a total of LKR 180,000 is disbursed (breakdown of 
installments Stage 4 (roof, chimney and pit construction) = 70,000; Stage 5 (lockable rooms, 
frames and plastering) = 60,000; Stage 6 (flooring and painting) = 50,000). 
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The current study attempted to obtain a sample of households that varied with regard to the 
stage of construction. Table 2 displays this information for the overall sample, the two sub-samples 
(the “treatment” and the “control”), female-headed households and for households that received 
livelihood assistance (households in both sub-samples were subjected to livelihoods support 
from either SAH or other development organisations). In the study sample, 55.6% beneficiaries 
built standard size foundations, while the remaining beneficiaries built houses that had bigger 
foundations.


Table 2.  Stage of Construction in the Study Sample


 Overall  
Sample  


(%)


Treatment 
Group  
(%)


Control  
Group  
(%)


Female  
Headed  


(%)


Livelihood  
Assistance 
Group (%)


Foundation Standard 55.61 57.69 52.00 57.14 50.00


Lintel & Latrine Standard 51.71 56.15 44.00 55.71 50.00


Roof Standard 35.12 35.38 34.67 41.43 34.62


Completion Standard 22.93 23.85 21.33 20.00 34.62


 
*Beneficiaries that may have completed one stage (i.e. foundation) may be counted in the next stage as well. Hence, 
each column adds up to more than 100%


The standard plan expects the beneficiary to build two lockable rooms and a gable-styled roof. 
During financial counselling, the beneficiaries are encouraged to adhere to these standard sizes and 
features of the house in order to keep costs low. According to quantitative data, the average house 
size  of those in the treatment group is 535.86 sq.ft.; the average for those in the control group 
is 542.57 sq.ft. While the average house size4 of those that did not receive financial counselling 
is slightly higher than those who did, both averages are lower than the standard size prescribed 
by SDC, which is 550 sq.ft. This means, regardless of whether housing beneficiaries received 
financial counselling, on average, people build houses that were smaller than the standard size. 
The average size of the foundation of those who adhered to SDC’s recommendations in both 
groups appears to be below the standard size (550 square feet), with households in the treatment 
group building slightly larger houses (approximately 2 square feet) in comparison to those that 
did not receive financial counselling. This difference is not statistically significant according to the 
independent-samples t-test.


Table 3 indicates that there were beneficiaries that adhered to the standard size prescribed by SDC 
and those that deviated from this recommendation in both study samples. Independent-samples 
t-tests conducted on both samples showed that the average differences in house size within both 
the treatment and control groups are statistically significant. The interpretation of this finding 
is that there is no statistical evidence to indicate that financial counselling has had an effect on 
beneficiaries’ choices on house size. Regardless of whether they received financial counselling, 
nearly half the beneficiaries in each group built houses that are bigger, while the rest built smaller-
than-standard houses. 
4 Average house size refers to the square footage of the structure (length x width).
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Table 3.  Average house size of the overall sample


Groups
Treatment Control


Standard Non-standard Standard Non-standard


Average house size (square 
footage)


473.26 615.84 471.08 616.11


Percentage of households 56.10 43.90 50.70 49.30
 
Beneficiaries who were subjected to close monitoring (i.e. women-headed households and 
households with at least one disabled member), built (on average) houses that were 551 sq.ft.; 
others that were not categorised as “vulnerable” built (on average) houses that were 532 sq.ft. 
The difference between house sizes of these two groups is not statistically significant. A majority 
of closely monitored groups also did not adhere to the standard features; only 36 out of 111 build 
houses with standard features. While the quantitative statistical analysis indicates no significant 
difference in house size among housing beneficiaries that received financial counselling and those 
that did not, testimonies from respondents in the qualitative component of this study indicate 
that financial counselling has had its intended effect in convincing certain households to construct 
according to the SDC standard sizes and features in many instances.


“We put the foundation according to their standard. We are going to construct the gable roof 
because it’s less costly.” (Household #14)


An important aspect of SDC financial counselling is to clearly communicate the added costs of 
building a bigger house or installing features that are more expensive. During interviews with 
beneficiaries, it was learned that learning about cost differentials at the inception was helpful in 
making informed decisions on house size and features. The testimony of Household #26 speaks 
to the importance of creating awareness at the beginning of the construction process, which is 
expected to make households more mindful of the overall contribution (own) required for the type 
and style desired by the family. 


“I didn’t change for the roof type from required because hip roof will cost more. Also if 
deviated from the plan they’ll give the payment later. Carpentry charges and labour charges 
are high. Gable roof 60000, and hip roof 100,000.” – (Household #26)


The financial counselling module also emphasises that if beneficiaries deviate from the standard 
size and features, the installment payments would only be disbursed after the completion of the 
relevant stage – which for many beneficiaries was not a favourable state of affairs as they had 
limited resources at their disposal towards the house construction. For those beneficiaries that 
wanted to build bigger houses with different features and had sufficient financial resources at 
their disposal, receiving the installment payment after the end of the construction stage was not 
a pressing issue.


Financial counselling also helped the beneficiaries understand that if they decided to build bigger 
(than the standard size) their own contribution (both monetary and labour) would also increase. 
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“They have said that they only give 550,000. People requested more but they were clear that 
there was no additional money. We know that the amount they give is not enough. Also they 
mentioned if we construct to their model an extra 200,000 is needed as our contribution. Our 
house is bigger than their preferred size so we know the amount will cost more than that.” – 
(Household #19)


Table 4 summarises the results of hypothesis testing that was conducted by using quantitative 
survey data of this study. 


Table 4.  Results of hypotheses testing (house size and features): a summary


Hypothesis


The result of hypothesis testing* (whether the null 
hypothesis was rejected or not/whether there is 
statistically significant evidence to support the 
hypothesis)


H1: Beneficiaries that receive financial 
counselling are more likely to build a 
standard-size house


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant evidence to 
support hypothesis 
Treatment  group average house size - 535.86 SQF 
Control group average house size - 542.57 SQF 
Threshold – 550 SQF


H2: Beneficiaries that receive financial 
counselling are more likely to build 
a house according to the standard 
prescribed features.


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant evidence to 
support hypothesisTreatment  
Foundation Standard – 73HHs 
Roof Standard – 44HHs 
Control Foundation Standard – 41HHS 
Roof Standard – 28HHs


H3: Beneficiaries that are more 
vulnerable are more likely to build a 
standard-size house


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant evidence to 
support hypothesis 
Vulnerable HHs average house size - 551.13 SQF 
Other HHs average house size – 532.14 SQF


H4: Beneficiaries that are more 
vulnerable are more likely to build 
a house according to the standard 
prescribed features.


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant evidence to 
support hypothesis 
Vulnerable & Standard Features – 36 HHs 
Vulnerable & Non-Standard Features – 81 HHs


*Hypothesis testing was performed through independent-samples t-tests5 .


5 The t-test’s statistical significance and the t-test’s effect size are the two primary outputs of the t-test. Statistical significance 
indicates whether the difference between sample averages is likely to represent an actual difference between populations 
(as in the example above), and the effect size indicates whether that difference is large enough to be practically meaningful. 
The null hypothesis (H0) is a hypothesis which the researcher tries to disprove, reject or nullify. The ‘null’ often refers to the 
common view of something, while the alternative hypothesis (presented as H1, H2,…in Table 7) is what the researcher really 
thinks is the cause of a phenomenon.
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Section Summary


This study does not find evidence to support that financial counselling has shaped 
beneficiaries’ behavior regarding the choice of house size and/or features. While 
there is no evidence to support that close monitoring of vulnerable households 
has shaped beneficiaries’ behaviour and choices regarding house size and 
features, interviews with TOs and other SDC staff indicate that the process of 
financial counselling helped the implementing organisation identify those that 
are relatively more vulnerable, which in turn led to tailored housing support for 
such households. 







c. The effects of financial counselling on construction costs


The main reason that SDC implemented financial counselling was to address the (hypothetical) causal link between house size and feature, construction 
costs, indebtedness and the time period of completing the house. Table 5 indicates that at every stage of construction, there were more households 
that spent more than the grant amount allocated for a relevant stage. 


Table 5.  Household construction costs in comparison to the grant amount


 
Stage1 (135000) Stage2 (120000) Stage3 (180000) Stage4 (70000) Stage5 (60000) Stage6 (50000)


<=135000 >135000 <=120000 >120000 <=180000 >180000 <=70000 >70000 <=60000 >60000 <=50000 >50000


Number of HHs 61 108 21 131 21 142 26 106 12 109 20 78


Percentage 36.09 63.91 13.82 86.18 12.88 87.12 19.70 80.30 9.92 90.08 20.41 79.59


Given that the study sample included households at various stages of construction, it is important to examine and compare the costs of construction 
for those that adhered to the standard sizes and features with others that did not in each of the sub-samples. As mentioned above, the sample 
included households at various stages of construction and respondents provided cost estimates for stages that were not completed at the time of 
the survey. While most costs presented in Table 6 are actual costs, the table also presented estimates recorded by the respondents (Table 7). 


Table 6.  Cost at every stage for standard size and non-standard houses


Construction 
Stage 


Stage 1 (135000) Stage 2 (120000) Stage 3 (180000) Stage 4 (70000) Stage 5 (60000) Stage 6 (50000)


& Donor's 
Contribution


Std. Non- Std. Std Non-std. Std. Non- Std. Std. Non- Std. Std. Non- Std. Std. Non- Std.


Full Sample 140546 178830 155446 203515 198759 273218 110767 179500 113736 135826 100360 119871


Treatment 137176 173234 159705 191467 203278 276038 99087 173372 120763 131157 109415 128548


Control 148448 188731 143636 224720 189722 267730 141133 187029 95000 141429 77222 111959


Female HH 140286 180580 156207 187191 214105 275912 89465 163800 92308 131686 61364 90526


Table 7.  Estimated and actual costs of completion


Construction Stage 
&  


Donor's Contribution


Estimated Total Construction Cost 
*(550000) 


Actual Total Cost for all Stages**


Std. Non- Std. Std. Non- Std.
Full Sample 707174 1266452 819615 1090760


Treatment 736658 1275882 829423 1073817


Control 660000 1255000 795162 1121596


Female HH 606000 1270476 753734 1029695
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An independent-samples t-test was conducted to test whether beneficiaries that receive financial 
counselling are more likely to build a house according to the standard prescribed features, and the 
results do not find support for the hypothesis. A significant number of households in both samples 
did not adhere to the standard features, which may have driven up the costs of construction. As 
Table 6 highlights, even households that adhered to the standard sizes and features had difficulty 
in staying within the budget allocated for construction for each stage. This could be attributed to a 
number of unavoidable costs such as the impact of inflation on building material, increasing labour 
costs due to the shortage of construction labour that were beyond the beneficiaries’ control and 
should be factored into budgeting for housing programmes in the future.


While those in the treatment group that did not adhere to standard sizes or features spent 
Rs. 250,000 on the average more than those who built standard houses in the same sample, 
beneficiaries in the control group that deviated from the prescribed features spent Rs. 325,000 on 
the average more than others in the control group who built standard houses. While the relatively 
lower expenditure in the treatment group may be due to constant reminders made by TOs, the 
differences in extra costs in the two samples are not statistically significant 6 . 


Understanding the cost associated with building a bigger house or a structure with more expensive 
features does not necessarily preclude beneficiaries from opting to use relatively more expensive 
construction material which could add to their financial burden. Despite the understanding of extra 
costs associated with opting for construction material other than the recommended variety, some 
beneficiaries decided to use building materials that they thought were better quality. For instance, 
Palmyrah is known to be stronger and long lasting; hence some decided to incur the additional 
expense and build doors and other features with Palmyrah. The general perception in the minds 
of the beneficiaries is that building a house was a once in a lifetime expense and therefore, it was 
important for them to spend additional funds and build a “good” house.


“I am in debt already. I owe 60,000 because of the house construction. They gave us 90,000 
for the roof and we spent 120,000. It cost us 20,000 only for the palmyrah reeppa (wood 
planks). I decided to put palmyrah timber because they said [other people, not TO] the 
palmyrah is stronger than coconut. We want a strong house, so decided to use palmyrah. 
We need at least 200,000 to complete this house. I will get another 110,000 from SDC if the 
house is completed. It is not enough, we have to borrow the rest to complete this house.” – 
(Household #22)7 


Decisions such as using better quality material (i.e. palmyrah in the case of HH #22) indicate 
beneficiaries’ existing knowledge and experience about building houses and other structure. Even 
though the decision to use palmyrah may not be considered ideal behaviour (due to the higher cost 
of the wood) according to SDC financial literacy programme, the beneficiaries’ decision appears 
sound in the long-term. 


6 Another possible reason for high construction costs reported in this study may be attributed to the general tendency among 
survey respondents to over-report costs.


7 It should be noted that when collecting data, the study team did not inquire details of the materials used in the house 
construction process as the households were not at the same stage of construction and therefore not comparable. Therefore 
instances of information disclosure such as the quote by Household #22) were declared without prompting by the study team. 
This shows that the beneficiaries’ recognised that the use of certain materials contributed to their indebtedness. However, such 
details are documented to a limited extent.
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According to Table 8 the quantitative data of this study does not indicate a statistically significant 
relationship between financial counselling and construction costs. 


Table 8.  Results of hypothesis testing (construction costs): a summary


Hypothesis The result of hypothesis testing* (whether the null 
hypothesis was rejected or not/whether there is 
statistically significant evidence to support the 
hypothesis)


H5: Beneficiaries that receive financial 
counselling and build standard houses 
are likely to incur lesser construction 
costs.


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant evidence to 
support hypothesis 
Treatment group average cost for standard house = Rs. 829,423 
Control group average cost for standard house = Rs. 795,162


*Hypothesis testing was performed through independent-samples t-tests.


Section Summary


Households in the treatment group that built standard houses and completed 
construction, spent Rs. 34,200 on the average more than their counterparts 
in the control group. Given that beneficiaries in the treatment group started 
construction much later to those in the control group, the cost of construction 
material may have risen due to inflation. The average amount spent by those 
in the treatment group exceeds SDC’s estimation by Rs. 79,000. Additionally, 
the high average cost may be skewed by high market prices of construction 
material and the prices of other services (i.e. transportation, water, etc.) in a few 
locations of the sample. However, female-headed households that were likely to 
have been closely monitored by TOs have completed houses within the estimated 
construction budget. 
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d. The effects of financial counselling on the time taken to complete   
 construction


In addition to the costs of construction, TOs, through financial counseling, emphasised the 
importance of building standard size houses so that the houses would be completed in 8 months. 
Table 9 indicates the time taken to complete a structure for both treatment and control group 
households. 


Table 9.  Time taken to Complete the House


Completed within 8 Months Not Completed within 8 Months


The proportion of households that 
were part of the financial counselling 
programme


64.62% 35.38%


The proportion of households that 
were part of the financial counselling 
programme


25.40% 74.60%


An independent sample t-test finds statistically significant evidence to support the hypothesis that 
beneficiaries that build a standard house after receiving financial counselling are more likely to 
complete the house in the allocated time period of 8 months. Beneficiaries that received financial 
counselling completed construction in approximately 225 days (average figure), while households 
that did not receive financial counselling took 160 more days to complete their houses. Households 
in the treatment group that built standard houses completed construction in 212 days (average 
figure), whereas beneficiaries that built standard houses in the control group took 4 more months 
to complete their homes. Among closely-monitored households, those of standard size and features 
took 270 days to complete, whereas households that deviated from the standard took 320 days to 
finish construction. 


Table 10  indicates that financial counselling has had a significant effect on the   
time of completion of houses. 


Hypothesis The result of hypothesis testing* (whether 
the null hypothesis was rejected or not/
whether there is statistically significant 
evidence to support the hypothesis)


H6: Beneficiaries that receive financial counselling 
and build a standard-size house are more likely 
to complete construction during the time period 
prescribed by SDC.


Rejected/There is statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis  
Treatment group average time taken to complete 
house  - 224.53 Days    
Control average time taken to complete house - 
384.34 Days  Threshold – 240 Days
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Hypothesis The result of hypothesis testing* (whether 
the null hypothesis was rejected or not/
whether there is statistically significant 
evidence to support the hypothesis)


H7: Beneficiaries that receive financial counselling 
and build a house according to the standard 
prescribed features are more likely to complete 
construction during the time period prescribed by 
SDC.


Rejected/There is statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis  
Treatment average time taken to complete house - 
212.5 Days   
Control average time taken to complete house - 
332.2 Days


H8: Beneficiaries that are  more vulnerable and build 
a standard-size house are more likely to complete 
construction during the time period prescribed by 
SDC.


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis   
Vulnerable & Standard Size average time taken to 
complete house - 271.65 Days  
Vulnerable & Non-Standard Size average time 
taken to complete house – 319.83 Days


H9: Beneficiaries are  more vulnerable and build a 
house according to the standard prescribed features 
are more likely to complete construction during the 
time period prescribed by SDC.


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis   
Vulnerable & Standard Features average 
time taken to complete house – 330.35 Days  
Vulnerable & Non-Standard Features average time 
taken to complete house – 305.53 Days


*Hypothesis testing was performed through independent-samples t-tests.


Section Summary


This study finds that beneficiaries that built a standard house after receiving financial 
counselling are more likely to complete the house in the allocated time period of 8 
months. While this finding may appear to be an accomplishment of financial counselling, 
the deadline to finish construction was a fait accompli and TOs would have insisted 
on completing the structures within the allocated 8-month time period because of 
SDC’s plans to phase out of Sri Lanka at the end of 2015. In other words, the timely 
completion of house construction would have been achieved even in the absence of 
financial counselling. 
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e. The effect of financial counselling on household indebtedness


As discussed in the section on “research questions”, household indebtedness due to housing 
construction is the main issue that the intervention of financial counselling sought to address. The 
‘theory of change’ of this programme posited that by shaping beneficiaries’ decision-making on 
house size and features, indebtedness due to construction related expenses could be minimised. 
In line with the discussion above on the ineffectiveness of financial counselling on house size and 
features, the survey found that an overwhelming proportion of respondents, regardless of whether 
they participated in financial counselling, borrowed funds for housing. According to Table 11, 
housing ranks as the prime reason for households to borrow funds. 


Table 11.  Reasons for borrowing


 Full Sample Treatment Control Female Headed


Livelihood 4.88 3.08 8.00 1.43
House Construction 80.49 82.31 77.33 82.86
Food 0.49  -- 1.33  --
Repayments of Debt 0.98  -- 2.67 1.43
Other 3.41 3.08 4.00 4.29


Table 12.  Household income of survey respondents


Average household income per month – Sri Lanka (LKR) 45,878 


Average income per month of the sample sub-group (LKR)
Full sample 21,426
Households that received financial counselling 21,266
Households that did not receive financial counselling 20,461
Female-headed households 22,243


Source: HIES, 2012


The average income of the households in the sample is significantly lower than that of the national 
average (Table 12). One sample t-test8  reveals that this difference in average income is statistically 
significant at the 0.001 level. Another observation is that the average income of a female-headed 
household is approximately half of the national average. All the sample sub-group averages are 
also lower when compared to the average household income in the Northern Province – LKR 
23,712 (HIES, 2012). However, there has been an increase in average nominal incomes among 
housing beneficiaries in comparison to 2013-14. In 2013-14, the average monthly household income 
of a housing beneficiary household was LKR 19,000 and female-headed households among the 
same reference group earned an average monthly income of LKR 13,000 (Romeshun et al., 2014). 
Given the low levels of disposable incomes among housing beneficiaries in the survey sample, it 
is hardly surprising that financial counselling was not effective in addressing indebtedness. Even 
in the hypothetical scenario in which financial counselling convinces a beneficiary to build a house 


8 One sample t-test is a statistical procedure often performed for testing the mean value of a distribution. It can be used under 
the assumption that sampled distribution is normal.
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according to the standard size and features as prescribed by SDC, this household would have 
to raise at least an additional Rs. 25,000 per month for 8 months to finance construction 9. This 
means the household would have to double their income, which leaves them with no option but to 
borrow from various sources. 


Table 13 presents average loan amounts, interest rates and the average number of unmanageable 
loans. Average house size for each sub-sample is presented in the same table to examine whether 
there is a link between house size and borrowing. On average, households that have not received 
financial counselling have slightly higher amounts of debt, borrowed at slightly higher interest rates 
and have comparable, but marginally higher number of unmanageable loans in comparison to 
the households in the treatment group. The difference in average loan amounts in treatment and 
control groups is not statistically significant. However, the slightly lower average loan amount of 
those in the treatment group may be that they have had more time to save or accumulate (in other 
ways) relatively more funds for housing in comparison to their counterparts in the control group 
that started construction much earlier. According to the survey data, households in the treatment 
group had more financial assets in comparison to those in control group, whereas the latter had 
relatively more physical assets compared to the treatment group 10.  It is possible that the longer 
time gap between resettlement and housing may have allowed households to save (albeit meager) 
sums of money to invest in housing. Assuming that the average loan amounts presented below 
are for a period of 12 months, debt-to-income ratio could be calculated for the full sample and 
for each sub-sample. The debt/income ratio for each category is as follows: full sample = 64%; 
treatment group = 63%; control group = 70%; and female-headed households = 57%. The higher 
debt/income ratio among control group households does not appear to be linked to the house size. 


Table 13.  Average loan amount, interest rates, house size and the unmanageable  
loans


 Full Sample  
(%)


Treatment  
(%)


Control  
(%)


Female Headed 
(%)


Average Interest Rate 9.65 8.20 12.05 9.18


Average Loan Amount 164,107 159,712 171,264 151,413


Average House Size 535.47 535.66 535.15 541.09


Average Number of Unmanageable 
Loan


1.26 1.25 1.27 1.08


The Average Weight Prime Lending Rate (AWPR) for commercial banks fell from around 11% to 
about 6% from mid-2013 to mid-2015. It is possible that the households in the control group that 
started construction earlier, borrowed at higher rates compared to those in the treatment group 
that started later.


The study further explored whether being subjected to financial counselling has an effect on 
indebtedness (measured by whether or not a household has issues with loan repayment) vis-à-
vis building a standard size house with prescribed features, and the data found no statistically 
9 This figure is based on the current estimation of beneficiaries’ own contribution – Rs. 200,000 for 8 months.
10 Asset scores were created for each household based on physical and financial assets owned by a household. The average 


physical asset scores were: treatment = 4.85, control = 5.44. The average financial asset scores were: treatment = 2.22, 
control = 1.81.
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significant difference between the treatment and control groups. Households that received 
financial counselling and built standard size houses with prescribed features had loans averaging 
Rs. 155,000, whereas the average loan amount of their counterparts in the control group was Rs. 
168,000. Among the households identified as vulnerable, the difference in average loan amount 
between those who built standard houses with prescribed features and those who did not was 
around Rs. 50,000; this difference is also not statistically significant. 


Borrowing Patterns
This study reveals many interesting aspects about borrowing patterns and sources of housing 
beneficiaries. Table 14 presents the multiple sources of borrowing as stated by respondents of the 
survey. The first category – banks – include public and private commercial banks; the category 
of finance companies, though a sub-set of the “banks” was included to capture the relatively new 
proliferation of commercial finance companies in war-affected areas 11. The informal sources of 
borrowing mentioned by the respondents are seettu (rotating savings and credit societies), friends 
and relatives, local money lenders, shopkeepers - both grocery and hardware and construction 
workers. Easy payment systems operated by household durable suppliers are captured in the 
“leasing” category. Community based organisations such as Women’s Rural Development Societies 
and Samurdhi societies are captured in the “other” category. 


Table 14.  Sources of Loans


 Full Sample Treatment Control Female Headed
Bank 52.20 47.70 60.00 45.71


Finance Company 5.37 5.38 5.33 7.14


Family 2.44 3.10 1.33 4.29


Friends 3.41 3.85 2.67 7.14


Money Lender 8.29 8.46 6.67 8.57


Microfinance 6.34 6.92 5.33 5.71


Shopkeeper 4.39 6.15 1.33 4.29


Leasing 1.46 0.77 2.67 2.86


Seettu/Chittu 1.46 1.54 1.33 1.43


Other 5.37 4.61 6.67 4.29


An important observation of this study is abundance of formal credit offered by banks, finance 
companies and microfinance institutions that have recently entered the Northern market. Offering 
attractively packaged loans, banks entice people to borrow without much hassle. Loans are 
processed, approved and a cash cheque is given to the applicant within 24 hours. These loans 
do not require any collateral but only requires forming a group that consists of three potential 
borrowers. At a given time, one person borrows and the other two members in the group act 
as guarantors. Weekly or fortnightly repayment is another feature of these credit offerings that 
appeal to the masses. People often chose to borrow from finance companies, despite exorbitant 
interest rates, simply because they have made borrowing more convenient for the consumer. For 


11 While the separate category of “finance companies” was created with the intention of isolating the prior from the category of 
“banks”, due to data collection errors, many data points belonging the former category may have been recorded in the latter.
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instance, the representatives of finance companies appear at the customer’s doorstep to offer and 
to collect money; and even though borrowers are well aware of high interests rates associated with 
such institutions, they choose easy ‘access to credit’ over financial costs. 


“If we go for Samurdhi that will take 1 month to get. As we have to complete the construction 
within this month we go for this option. This takes only 8 days to proceed. Interest is high, 
we know, but anyhow we have to repay the loan.” – (Household #27)  


Table 15 presents evidence from the survey that is in line with the evidence generated by the 
qualitative interviews. A combination of loan conditionalities and easy (physical) access to the 
lenders appear to be the main reasons that respondents opt for high-risk financing. 


Table 15.  Reasons for Choosing High-risk Financing


 Full Sample Treatment Control Female Headed
Closer to Home 34.14 28.46 44.00 34.29


Officers come to home 4.88 7.69 0.00 8.57


Low/no Collateral 22.44 22.31 22.67 24.29


No Documentation 20.98 20.77 21.33 18.57


Weekly Repayment 0.98 0.77 1.33 0.00


No Interest 5.85 8.46 1.33 8.57


Other 17.57 20.00 13.33 14.29


Some households financed their own contribution by selling immovable assets such as land. This 
was not a common occurrence as many beneficiaries had limited moveable or immovable assets. 
The most common form of borrowing was pawning of jewellery. Even after selling immovable 
assets, beneficiaries seemed to have acquired additional finances at the cost of their jewellery, 
which is a significant sacrifice given the value (both monetary and symbolic) attached to gold in the 
North and East within the Hindu community. On many occasions, beneficiaries did not have a plan 
as to how they would recover the jewellery as they were only concerned with acquiring enough 
money to be able to construct the house.


“We sold all the jewellery; son’s ring, husband’s ring. Mortgaged up to LKR 300,000 worth of 
jewellery and thought we could repay and get back. But we couldn’t. Therefore the jewelleries 
were sold by the bank. All we were concerned about was how we build our house. For 17 
years we were without a house. We only wanted a house.” – (Household #11)


Households that did not own assets or jewelry loaned money from formal or informal sources as 
borrowing was the only option to finance housing construction. 


“If we have the jewellery, we could have pawned. Since we don’t have them we had to get 
the loan from Samurdhi.” – (Household #5) 
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Difficulty of Accessing Housing Loans
Many beneficiaries stated that it is difficult to obtain housing loans from formal banking institutions. 
Requirements of a standard loan application, such as getting two signatories/guarantors, showing 
sufficient collateral and a steady stream of income, were not feasible for most beneficiaries. As a 
result, some resorted to disingenuous behaviour. For instance, some admitted to using livelihoods 
support loans to finance the construction of the house.  


“No other banks to give loan for us and we had experience in getting loan from Samurdhi. We 
didn’t get the loan by the name of housing. We got the loan by saying to start a new business 
– dry fish production. From the money we got we allocated some money for that also. We 
already started this before getting the loan, after that we made an open hut and had log tube 
to dry the fish.” – (Household #28)


“We didn’t get any loan in state bank we need to submit many documents. Also they asked 
two guarantors signature for getting a loan amount of Rs.100,000. We don’t know anyone to 
guarantee. If we could able to submit and get signature we could get the loan but we didn’t.” 
– (Household #21)


Though financial counselling SDC discourages beneficiaries from borrowing at high interest rates, 
their options of financing their own contribution are few given their low and inconsistent income 
streams. The desperate situation of people in war-affected areas pushes them to borrow despite 
their awareness of interest rates. The Grama Niladhari (GN) in one of the research locations 
had strongly advised against high interest loans from institutions that offer flexible borrowing. 
However, borrowers have found a way around such restrictions. In some locations where these 
money lenders are not allowed to provide their services, they make arrangements with potential 
borrowers to handover the loan money and make collections at a location outside the village. This 
activity is kept secret and often without the knowledge of the GS officer. 


“One of our group members refused to take a loan stating that interest rate is high. Around 
25 people are getting the loans. GS does not know about this loan. Gowry knows that we 
are going to get this loan and she has told that to TO. GS came and spoke to us about this 
loan and said that “don’t borrow just because they come to you and give you a loan, it is not 
helpful for you. They develop from your money, not you.” - (Household #14)


“We got a loan for 20,000 in a finance agency, but we thought hereafter not to get loan from 
private finance agencies, because the interest rates are high and the repayment amount 
per period also high. We got his loan because some time we spent the money what we got 
from SDC if we don’t have enough income. Mostly we use that money for food. Documents 
needed to get the loan – Electricity bill or letter from GS and National Identity Card copy. GS 
didn’t give the letter because the interest rate is high. The loan should be paid whatever the 
situation. We manage to pay that from the earnings of my husband and son.” – (Household 
#21)


In contrast to these private formal lenders, a preferred alternate source of formal borrowing for 
house construction is the Samurdhi loans scheme, which provides loans at low interest rates, easy 
payment methods, less documentation and low delay charges. Further, a history associated with 
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borrowing from Samurdhi and a certain level of trust established with the loan scheme also drives 
people towards Samurdhi. In contrast to private lenders, repayment of Samurdhi loans were driven 
by peer pressure in the form of relatives or friends who would be held accountable if the loan is 
not repaid on time. Merits of Samurdhi loans notwithstanding, the delay in processing the loan 
seems to lure people towards formal commercial lenders despite the high interest rates, especially 
when faced with construction expenses that need to be urgently settled to meet the deadlines of 
the implementing organisation. 


The overall consensus among beneficiaries is that house construction left them with no option but 
to borrow. One beneficiary reflected on the problematic nature of housing assistance that has put 
the family in a difficult and vulnerable financial situation.  


“Before or after displacement we didn’t have loans, after started this construction only we are 
having this much of loans.” – (Household #16)


“Until completing the construction we didn’t feel, but now we couldn’t repay the loan and 
sometime I thought ‘why we received this housing assistance and why we got the loan.’” – 
(Household #28)


As cited by beneficiaries who belong to the latest round of ODHA from SDC, the fear of SDC support 
coming to an end was another reason to borrow for housing construction. The beneficiaries were 
informed that SDC will shut down and therefore there was a rush to complete the construction 
within the stipulated timeframe. They feared that the final installment payment would not be 
released if they did not have a completed house. In a bid to meet this deadline, the beneficiary 
had no option but to borrow.


“SDC said that they are going to close from this month therefore they asked us to complete 
the construction. Then only we could able to get the final payment RS 50,000. So we thought 
to borrow the materials and complete the construction.” – (Household #21)


Issues with repayment
Quantitative survey results indicate that a nearly one-fourth of the respondents made regular 
payments towards their loans, while another one-fourth delayed their payments. Nearly one-third 
of respondents never repaid any amount of their loans (Table 16).


Table 16.  Repayment of Loans


 Full Sample 
(%)


Treatment 
(%)


Control (%) Female Headed 
(%)


Interest & Principle Regularly 24.40 24.62 24.00 25.71


Some Delays 17.07 12.31 25.33 14.28


Always Delay 2.93 1.54 5.33 2.85


Only Interest 5.85 6.15 5.33 8.57


We Paid, but not any more 3.90 10.67 2.85


Never Paid 29.76 36.92 17.33 30.00
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Over half of the respondents used their wages to pay off loans (Table 17). Given the evidence 
on the lack of sustainable livelihoods and low and inconsistent incomes (presented in the earlier 
section) of this study, the finding in Table 16 that illustrates the respondents’ difficulty in repayment 
of loans is further substantiated. 


Table 17.  How do Respondents repay their Loans?


 Full Sample (%) Treatment (%) Control (%) Female Headed (%)
Salary 54.15 52.31 57.33 51.43


Borrowing 2.93 2.31 4.00 2.86


Curtailing Other 
Expenses


14.15 9.23 22.67 15.71


Selling Assets 1.95 0.77 4.00 1.43


Pay in Kind 0.98 1.54 0.00 0.00


Savings 8.78 9.23 8.00 8.57


Chittu 0.98 1.54 0.00 1.43


Respondents also shared the mental stress associated with the burden of debt. Even if loans 
were obtained (for construction) at a relatively lower interest rate, or through acquaintances, 
beneficiaries experienced immense mental stress until the full amount was repaid. The testimonies 
below illustrate the subjectivities associated with the burden of debt as experienced by housing 
beneficiaries. 


“I could get Samurdhi loan with a low interest rate, but I can’t sleep peacefully if I get a loan.” 
– (Household #26)


In addition to mental stress caused by indebtedness, there were serious health and nutrition 
issues among respondents. There is a marked change in food consumption patterns during house 
construction due to the pressures of low income and high levels of debt. Those households that 
are dependent on daily wage labour have to compromise their household food consumption both in 
terms of quantity and quality to compensate for added costs of construction. However, households 
with steady and/or higher income levels seem to prioritize their food expenditure and maintain the 
same level of consumption despite the on-going house construction. 


“We had to change our food pattern. Earlier we at least have 2/3 curries. Now there are 
instances where we have lunch with one curry sometime with dhal only. Children sometime 
have disagreements on this situation. What to do, if I don’t get any work outside then we 
switched to have meal with 1 curry.” – (Household #27)


The testimonies above indicate that borrowing occurs mainly due to the lack of income and not 
a lack of financial awareness. Respondents’ statements clearly indicate the expanded supply of 
credit and flexible lending practices, coupled with their desperation to finance necessary expenses 
have resulted in high levels of debt, regardless of whether or not they were subjected to financial 
counselling. The opening of banks and other financial institutions to make credit available for 
economic recovery has had the opposite effect of strangling the people in these communities. 
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As the discussion above contends, banks offer easy loans and have changed their business practices 
to provide loans against valuables. Observations during the qualitative study find that subsidiaries 
of banks and other financial companies have begun installment-based lease-hire purchasing 
business, another addition to the products offered by prominent banking conglomerates. Microcredit 
institutions that are common sightings offer loans at exorbitant interest rates and particularly target 
women. In other words, exploitative banking and debt have taken over the war-affected areas that 
were previously insulated by the predatory practices of market forces. Many respondents have 
taken one loan on top of the other to make monthly interest payments and have, in the process, 
got into a debt trap, which is difficult to get out of given the slim prospects for decent employment 
in the North. Goods purchased on lease, including motorbikes, trishaws and tractors, are constantly 
being seized for payment default. Thus, the asset base of people in these communities is depleting 
alongside their incomes. In recent months, bank managers, thugs deployed by finance companies, 
and the police have been visiting homes to recover loans, aggravating the climate of fear and 
social tensions. Despite the push for “access to credit” interventions that are part of the package 
of development programming in war-affected areas, there was no record of interest-free and/or 
low-interest credit offers earmarked for housing. Given the current contextual realities of unstable 
livelihoods, high unemployment and underemployment, and low asset base of people in war-
affected areas that are direct effects of a 26-year old war, the absence of interest-free or low-
interest public and/or commercial housing loans among the plethora of “access to credit” schemes 
seems an uncanny irony.


While this observed extraction of communities in war-affected areas continues, people have found 
ways to subvert these structures and negotiate their agency in a variety of ways. It was observed 
in this study that beneficiaries did not fear that banks would foreclose on their loans and that 
they would lose their houses. The collateral for loans was often gold and beneficiaries had hopes 
to recover the loans in the future. Most of them were aware that the banks would not seize their 
homes in return for defaulted loans. 


Table 18.   Results of hypotheses testing (borrowing): a summary


Hypothesis The result of hypothesis testing* (whether 
the null hypothesis was rejected or not/
whether there is statistically significant 
evidence to support the hypothesis)


H10: Beneficiaries that receive financial counselling 
and build a standard-size house are less likely to 
incur unmanageable debt that is directly related to 
house construction


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis  
Treatment average loan amount – Rs.159,712.32 
Control average loan amount– Rs.171,264.35


H11: Beneficiaries that receive financial counselling 
and build a house according to the standard 
prescribed features are less likely to incur 
unmanageable debt that is directly related to 
house construction. 


Not Rejected/ No statistically significant 
evidence to support hypothesis  
Treatment  average loan amount – Rs.155,326.2 
Control average loan amount – Rs. 168,903.4
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Section Summary


The survey found that an overwhelming proportion of respondents, regardless 
of whether they participated in financial counselling, borrowed funds for housing. 
Given the low levels of disposable incomes among housing beneficiaries in the survey 
sample, it is hardly surprising that financial counselling was not effective in addressing 
indebtedness. It appears that efforts to address indebtedness vis-à-vis building a 
standard size house with prescribed features have not succeeded in maintaining low 
levels of housing related debt. Formal lending institutions such as banks and finance 
companies seem to be the main source of loans and a combination of increased credit 
supply, flexible borrowing practices, and procedural difficulties in obtaining housing 
loans have led beneficiaries to seek loans from banks and finance companies at high 
interest rates regardless of their knowledge and awareness about managing finances 
or interest rates. Given the evidence on the lack of sustainable livelihoods and low 
and inconsistent incomes a significant proportion of respondents have unmanageable 
debt due to housing. 


f. General perceptions of beneficiaries on financial counselling


An overall sentiment among beneficiaries (as ascertained from interviews) was that SDC’s financial 
counselling advice helped them complete the houses successfully and in a timely manner. 
Much praise was attributed to the Technical Officers (TO) and the community mobilisers. TOs’ 
close attention to technicalities of the construction process, advice and emphasis on quality of 
construction and materials, multiple visits to monitor the progress and constant encouragement to 
complete the house (within the allocated time period) was deeply appreciated by the communities. 
Houses identified as “vulnerable” were visited more frequently than other households and were 
provided additional assistance and support. In general, all beneficiaries felt they had sufficient 
contact with the TO and/or the community mobilisers and received the necessary support towards 
the construction of houses. 


“TO will come and check in every stage. If he was satisfied and approved only we can get the 
slip for payment. Otherwise he asked to re-construct. Also TO said that we need to monitor 
them as we are the owners of the house.  As they were with us only we could complete the 
construction.” – (Household #15)


“They will ask us to keep the construction up to the standards. TO will check the quality. We 
cannot do the concrete without him approving the quality of the iron bars. We have to do the 
construction according to the TOs advice.” – (Household #17)


“Whenever we face difficulties in construction my wife says to give up the construction 
process. But TO comes and encourage to complete the construction. Now we completed and 
need to get the final payment of Rs.50,000.” (Household #23)
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“TOs are very helpful during the construction. They sometimes direct us to the places from 
where the material can be bought for cheap. They also come and check the quality of each 
material we buy.  They confirm the quality of the material before we start using them for 
the construction. Usually they come twice in a week. Based on the progress of the house, 
they decide on the disbursement of funds. The funds are given in stages.  Since we deviated 
from the standard model, the funds are given to us after the completion of every stage.” – 
(Household #8)


From the above testimonies, it seems that TOs played a variety of roles during the construction 
process. On the one hand, their commitment and close monitoring seem to have helped beneficiaries 
finish construction on time. On the other hand, TOs conduct could be interpreted as “policing” of 
beneficiaries, creating anxiety and tension among household members. Evidence to support the 
latter claim was found in an earlier study  (Romeshun et al., 2014) where housing beneficiaries 
stated high levels of anxiety associated with impending visits by the TOs. 


Table 19 summarises respondents’ general perceptions about the usefulness of the financial 
counselling experience as assessed by the survey. 


Table 19.   General Perceptions about Financial Counselling


Area of financial 
counselling


Perception
Respondent’s feedback


Yes (%) No (%)
Advice on sourcing of material Consulting SDC was useful because it 


helped us keep material costs low
67 14


Advice on labour contribution Consulting SDC was useful because it 
helped us keep labour costs low


80 13


Advice on house size After discussing about my own 
contribution towards the house with SDC, 
I changed my mind about house size


14 84


Spillover effects of financial 
counselling on managing 
household finances


By participating in this programme, my 
awareness about managing household 
finances improved


95 4


Section Summary


The survey finds that beneficiaries appreciated the financial counselling process as 
the consultations with TOs helped them arrive at strategies to minimise material and 
labour costs related to construction. Beneficiaries were sincerely appreciative of the 
constant encouragement and support of the Technical Officers of SDC. However, the 
persistent pressure by TOs to complete houses on time also created anxiety among 
household members. SDC officials contend that the financial counselling process was 
useful for project planning and implementation as it was only through this process 
that they were able to identify the most vulnerable households which in turn led TOs 
to tailor housing support to fit the needs of such households. 
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g. Other issues with ODHA that financial counselling cannot fix


Part and parcel of ODHA is that it expects the homeowner to contribute labour towards building 
the house. The beneficiaries have a choice of hiring daily wage labour or contributing their own 
labour. As expected, 71% of households contributed both in the form of money and labour. In 
the event they chose to hire wage labour, they hired masons to help construct the house. If they 
decided to lower the cost of hired labour by contributing the households’ own labour, they had to 
forego income generating opportunities. Roughly 52% of respondents in the sample stated that 
there were days that they missed income generating activities due to construction work. They 
stated that on average, there is an opportunity cost of LKR 993 for each day that they spent on 
construction work. Most households survive on daily wages and this income is typically utilised for 
regular household consumption such as food and children’s education. This feature of ODHA points 
to the double burden on housing beneficiaries; the requirement of households’ own contribution, 
both in terms of funds as well as labour is an unjust expectation of communities affected by 26 
long years of war. During interviews, beneficiaries often connected health issues with engaging 
in construction work. There were instances where household members faced physical injuries 
during construction work. These situations exacerbate the existing vulnerabilities and often result 
in delays in construction. 


Although SDC, through its financial counselling process have communicated many of the significant 
costs associated with housing construction, there were some important categories of costs 
that were underestimated by the implementing agency – costs of food for the labourers and 
transportation costs.  Given that the hired labourers were away from their places of origin and 
assisting households to build their houses, the beneficiaries felt obligated to provide meals for 
the workers. These provisions often included three meals, tea and beetle leaves and on certain 
occasions, toddy was also offered to the labourers. One household that kept financial records of 
the costs related to house construction stated that they have spent LKR 40,000.00 on providing 
meals for the labourers. Another respondent stated that they had spent on average LKR 2,000.00 
per week on providing food for the labourers. The quantitative survey finds that on average, 
households spent LKR 863 on meals for construction workers. 


Additional costs associated with meals for construction workers resulted in households members’ 
reducing the amount of food they consumed every day. A common response was that feeding the 
masons and helpers added to their already meager food budget; and there were instances where 
the beneficiaries starved in order to save food for the masons. It should be noted that this cost, 
significant in nature, was not factored into the housing expense calculator (integral to the financial 
counselling module) that estimated households’ own contribution. 


“We would make and give the mason and the helper food. At that time, there would be times 
when we didn’t eat but we gave them (mason and helper) food to eat. We also paid them their 
wages (mason – 1200RS  helper 1000).” – (Household #11)


Another category of costs that was not factored into the housing expense calculator was the 
additional expenses for transportation of construction material. Many of the households were 
located far from the main road, and reaching these households was difficult as the road/path 
was not properly built. This resulted in higher transportation costs that had to be borne by the 
beneficiary. 
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“We had to pay for the internal transport. The road is sand and we have to place tin sheet/ 
plank for the wheel to carry the load. Per load its RS 500/=. Rubble and cement we get 
mostly like this. We did it alone, not collectively with others as this can’t be done collectively.” 
– (Household #27)


Financial counselling of beneficiaries can do little to address aforementioned issues, which 
characterise the limitations of the broader design of ODHA. They also beg the implementing 
organisations to renegotiate with the Government of Sri Lanka to increase the stipulated grant 
amount for a house, factoring in inflation and other costs of construction that are currently 
underestimated by most housing programmes. 
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Conclusion


This study set out to review the financial counselling process adopted by SDC as a way of addressing 
indebtedness among housing beneficiaries. Conceptually linking household indebtedness to 
beneficiaries’ decisions about house size and features, the financial counselling process set out 
to manage household debt by urging beneficiaries to build standard size houses with prescribed 
features. However, there is no statistical evidence to support the claims that this intervention had 
an effect on house size and design; housing-related financial and borrowing decisions; or housing 
related expenditure. Regardless of whether housing beneficiaries received financial counselling, 
they were equally in debt due to housing. 


The lack of opportunities to earn a stable income was the predominant reason for indebtedness. 
The engagement in casual labour, owing to the lack of livelihood opportunities and individual 
capacity to rebuild a sustainable method of income generation emerges as a grave socioeconomic 
issue that is directly related to indebtedness of households. The lack of movable and immovable 
assets (another classic post-war condition) worsens this situation, arguably driving households to 
borrow funds for consumption and other purposes. 


There are two key findings of this study. First, the process of financial counselling was perceived 
positively by both housing beneficiaries and SDC staff. Housing beneficiaries were appreciative 
of the Technical Officers’ support and encouragement in helping them lower costs related to 
construction and keeping them motivated to finish construction within the allocated time period. 
SDC officials found the financial counselling process useful for identifying relatively more vulnerable 
households which in turn led to tailored housing support to such beneficiaries. 


Second, financial counselling has not made a difference in addressing housing beneficiaries’ 
indebtedness vis-à-vis shaping their decisions on house size, features and financing for housing.  
This underlines the reality that well-intentioned interventions such as the SDC initiative can do little 
to address circumstances that are deeply linked to the broader structural issues of the political 
economy of the North. The government’s reconstruction strategy for the North so far has been to 
rebuild infrastructure. Banks and financial companies were encouraged to provide credit, taking 
advantage of the expanded market of consumers. Furthermore, the reopening of the A9 highway 
resulted in retail businesses flooding the Northern market with consumer goods that are seen as 
novelties by Northern consumers.


The heavy focus on large infrastructure has invariably taken away the importance of developing 
and roads to remote villages, providing small harbours for fishermen or digging wells and repairing 
irrigation tanks. The temptation caused by a plethora of consumer goods (i.e. household and kitchen 
appliances, motorbikes, etc.) with the opening up the Northern market to capitalist penetration 
from South has clearly made the population in the North go through a binge of consumption. The 
aggressive marketing campaigns of retailers offering installment plans has lured individuals into a 
consumerist lifestyle in which they are making payments for products with savings and remittances. 
Credit used for consumption which is now common in the North, has led a community known for 
its tradition of saving, into a quagmire of debt, especially in a situation in which livelihoods have 
been disrupted by the lack of a steady income.
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While some have tried to revive the farmlands that were not cultivated during the war, multiple 
crop failures with unpredictable rain patterns and fluctuations in the market prices for agricultural 
produce have affected both the cash crop cultivators in the Jaffna peninsula and the paddy 
cultivators in the Vanni region. A combination of multiple crop failures and mechanised harvesting 
practices that are new to the area, and the consequent fall in the demand for agricultural labour 
has severely affected mostly landless individuals. Similarly, the proliferation of trawlers from Tamil 
Nadu poaching in the northern seas has destroyed fishing livelihoods. The mass exodus of migrant 
labour to the Middle East, where a limited but steady income is possible, can be attributed to the 
livelihoods losses in recent times. Those left behind in the Northern labour force that formally 
engaged in agriculture or fishing are moving to masonry and road work, which are in demand in 
view of the rebuilding programmes. However, this demand for labourers is gradually decreasing as 
the reconstruction and road-building boom is nearing a close.


The erosion of the social fabric, another effect of the war and its aftermath is contributing to a 
high prevalence in family break-ups, violence against women, alcoholism, school dropouts and 
a general ‘mood’ of desperation and gloom, particularly in rural areas in the North. The flooding 
of NGOs in the aftermath of the Tsunami offering handouts, coupled with the social effects of 
war, a culture of patronage and the difficulty of finding jobs has fuelled attitudes of lethargy and 
dependency further perpetuate the dismal state of affairs in the North. The absence of a long-
term and a clear economic and political vision of political leaders (both in the Northern Provincial 
Council and the central government) and the various economic and political manifestations of the 
tense relationship between politicians in the North and the central government may destroy any 
possibilities for a better future for the people of the North. 


In other words the indebtedness of housing beneficiaries as observed by SDC and other implementing 
agencies is intrinsically linked to the broader political economy of the North, which characterises 
big infrastructure, the ravages of the market logic, faltering incomes and the expansion of rural 
debt.


The recommendations (for government authorities and donors) that are stemming from this study 
include technical approaches to solving issues related to the indebtedness of housing beneficiaries, 
context-specific approaches in addressing most vulnerable groups and a prescriptive policy 
measure that goes beyond housing reconstruction and applies to post-war development in general: 


Technical Recommendations
• Encourage implementing agencies to introduce financial counselling to housing beneficiaries 


as it is a useful process to identify vulnerable households, their financial difficulties, and tailor 
housing support accordingly. 


• Encourage implementing agencies to assess and estimate all unavoidable costs associated 
with the housing process, paying specially attention to prices increases in building material 
due to inflation, transportation costs and overall costs of labour (including meals for labour-
ers) prior to implementing housing programme and financial counselling;


• Renegotiate with the Government of Sri Lanka to revise the maximum stipulated grant amount 
for housing, based on the aforementioned assessment of the revised cost structure. 
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Context-specific Recommendations
• With the support of state institutions and the private sector, launch a systematic financial 


awareness campaign in war-affected areas to promote better financial management and re-
sponsibility among people;


• Convene government and formal private lending institutions to discuss interest-free loan 
schemes as a reparation mechanism for the people in war-affected areas;


• Consult government (both national and local), private sector and other development organi-
sations about creating sustainable livelihoods, an initiative that should move in parallel to the 
construction process.


At a conceptual level, this study contributes to the discourse on participatory development 
interventions in post-war settings. This study implicates the importance of understanding the 
interconnectedness of post-war contextual challenges that demand holistic solutions which facilitate 
a sustainable post-war rehabilitation environment for the affected. While participatory development 
interventions (‘people’s processes’) such as ODHA are undoubtedly a preferred alternative to strictly 
donor-driven, top-down decision-making, balancing human aspirations (and resultant negative 
externalities – i.e. debt) and ensuring economic, political and social security for those recuperating 
from the wounds of war is a difficult tightrope walk for governments, donors, and other authorities 
that are assisting post-war reconstruction efforts. This study, while acknowledging that creating 
a stable and enabling environment for resettled families is a Herculean task in a post-war setting, 
concludes by emphasising the importance of sustainable economic growth in the affected areas. 
The failure to create consistent income generation opportunities in post-war areas may leave an 
already vulnerable population in dire circumstances under which their health and wellbeing are 
under tremendous strain.
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Centre for Poverty Analysis
29 R G Senanayake Mawatha,  


Colombo 7, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94(011) 4690200, 2676955


Fax: +94(011) 2676959
Email:  info@cepa.lk
Web:  www.cepa.lk


The Swiss Agency for Development 
Cooperation (SDC) supported an 
owner-driven house reconstruction 
programme in the North which provides 
funds in the form of a staggered 
grant-scheme, to selected returnee 
families for the reconstruction of their 
destroyed houses. A study conducted 
by the Centre for Poverty Analysis 
(2014) found that approximately 85% 
of the SDC housing beneficiaries had 
unmanageable debt and over 50% 
of them lacked knowledge about 
managing finances. In response to 
this evidence, SDC implemented a 
financial counselling module, specific 
to the housing process, as a way of 
maintaining low housing-related debt 
levels. This intervention shapes the 
main objective of this study, which 
is to understand the extent to which 
SDC’s financial counseling module 
shaped behavioural changes in housing 
beneficiaries in relation to the housing 
(re)construction process.
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Overview Housing Meetings

												Divisional Secretary DS		Grama Niladhari GS		Project Manager SDC		Project Engineer SDC		Technical Officer SDC		Community Mobilizer		Village Comitee		Population of GN Div.		Selected Beneficiaries

		Overview Meetings for SDC Cash for Housing Programme 



				Name of meeting		Content of meeting		Moment		Duration		Participants



		1		Village Meeting		SDC CfH programme, owner driven approach, selection procedure, selection criterias,  assessment procedure, village commitee		1-2 month before signing		1-2h		x		x		x		x		x						x

		2		Grievance Meeting		Decisions on complaints about rejected cases		1-2 weeks before signing		1-3h		x		x		x		x		x				x		(x)		(x)

		3		Agreement Signing		Agreement details, responsabilities, handing out of housing documents and house number, checking of identity, signing of agreement		month 0		1-2h		(x)		x		x		x		x		x		(x)				x

		4		Financial Counseling		Awareness risk of indebdedness, individual cost calculation and counseling		month 0		1-4h						x		x		x		x

		5		1st Tech. Meeting		Site planning, setting out, house size, financial guidance, contracts with skilled labors, foundation, base for toilet		month 0-1		1-2h						x		x		x		x						x

		6		2nd Tech. Meeting		Superstructure, septic tank		month 2-3		1-2h						x		x		x		x						x

		7		3rd Tech. Meeting		Roof		month 3-4		1-2h						x		x		x		x						x

		8		4th Tech. Meeting		Finishing		month 4-5		1-2h						x		x		x		x						x

		9		5th Tech. Meeting		Refresher of topics on demand		On demand		1-2h						x		x		x		x						x

		*		Progress Meetings		Setting individual goals for beneficiaries to ensure sufficient construction progress		On demand		1-3h		x		x		x		x		x		x						x

		*		Special Meetings		Regional challenges, supporting inputs, technical meetings for labors		On demand		1-2 h		(x)		(x)		(x)		(x)		(x)		(x)		(x)				(x)







Village meeting



		Village meeting (before assessment)

		Participants: Divisional Secretary, Grama Nildhari, registered Population of GN Division, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer





		1		Introduction DS & SDC

		2		Presentation of SDC and the SDC Cash for Housing Programme in Sri Lanka

		3		Stakeholders of the programme and their role

		4		Presentation of the SDC selection criteria

		5		Explanaition on assessment procedures - published list, grievance period, one batch system

		6		Identification of village commitee members for grievance meeting























































Agreement Signing



		Agreement Signing

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Explanations of SDC Cash for Housing Programme

		2		Owner driven approach - roles and responsabilities of stakeholders

		3		Requested documents - building permit and land titel

		4		Procedures of payments - instalments, fund requests, bank accounts, slip system

		5		Explanaition of distributed documents - guidelines, logsheet, receipt book, bookkeeping, fund request

		6		Time frame - 5 month time to complete the house, extensions possible due to rainy season

		7		General information on the SDC programme for a smooth and cost efficient implementation of the housing units

		8		Signing of the agreement between beneficiary and SDC







































































fin counseling



		Financial counseling

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Awareness rising about the risk of indebdedness influenced by the housing programme

		2		The risk of bad loans with high interest rates

		3		The importance of chosing the minimal house size and requirements to keep the costs low

		4		Explanations of the individual counseling

		5		Individual counseling, calculation of amount of own contribution, sources of own funds

		6		Identifying the financially weakest for additional support through the SDC staff













































































1st 



		1st Beneficiary meeting (technical meeting)

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Agreement with mason and carpenter, own labor contribution

		2		Site planning, setting out

		3		Technical requirements foundation

		4		Technical requirements base for toilet

		5		Technical requirements plinth beam

		6		First inputs for superstructure

		7		Quality requirements for construction material

		8		SDC quality assurance/ colaboration with technical staff









2nd



		2nd Beneficiary meeting (technical meeting)

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Reminder for foundation, plinth beam and toilet base according to progress and achieved quality

		2		Technical requirements for superstructure

		3		Technical requirements for septic tank

		4		Technical requirements for lintel beam

		5		Technical requirements for roof anchors (steel bars)

		6		Preparations for roof (buy of material, agreement with carpenter) 

















3rd



		3rd Beneficiary meeting (technical meeting)

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Reminder for superstructure and septic tank according to village progress and achieved quality 

		2		Technical requirements for roof works

		3		Minimal quality standards for roof tiles, timber 

		4		Technical requirements toilet superstructure

		5		Technical requirements for chimney cover/ ventilation

		6		Preparation for finishing works (window/ door frames, plastering, floor rendering)

















4th



		4th Beneficiary meeting (technical meeting)

		Participants: Beneficiaries, SDC Project Manager, Project Engineer, Technical Officer, Community Mobilizer





		1		Refresher on roof works, superstructure according to needs

		2		Technical requirements for windows and doors

		3		Technical requirements for wall plastering 

		4		Technical requirements for floor rendering

		5		Preparation for finalisation of works, requirements for final payment

		6		Maintenance and future extension advises
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JOB DESCRIPTION


Position Title:

Logistician 

Contract Period:

One year 

Duty Station(s):

Jaffna and Kilinochchi District


Reporting lines:

Administrator/Head of Field office, Jaffna

1. Purpose:

SDC is engaged in construction programs in the northern part of Sri Lanka.  SDC is operation a Field Office in Jaffna, a Site Office in Pallai and several guesthouses. The Logistician assists the Administrator of Jaffna FO to support the SDC Program in the management of logistic tasks, like procurement, maintenance of assets and premises, inventory follow up and other special duties to support the Administration.

2. Procurement

· Be acquainted with the SDC procedures & regulations and comply with them, applicable to procurement as per the operational manual.


· Follow up of Purchase Request and Purchase Orders made on local and national (Colombo) Level


· Compile and periodically update (every three months) suppliers list of most frequently purchased items and also a list of black listed suppliers.


· Ensure at all times the quality of the items purchased from suppliers are up to the standard expected.


· Ensure to monitor the quantity of the items purchased for the Agency.


· Prepare offer comparison and make your proposals to ensure best product is purchased at the most competitive price.


3. Fleet Maintenance and Management


· Supervision and follow up of Head Driver in the maintenance of vehicle fleet and generators.

· Follow up of spare part request submitted by the Head Driver.


· Management of available transport capacities and distributing of tasks on a weekly and daily base. 

· Renting additional transport capacity in case of need.

· Generate and update on a monthly basis the consolidated vehicle/generator running chart and petrol consumption master sheet incorporating the information pertaining to the site office on a monthly base.


· Ensure that renewal of revenue licences are done on time in coordination with Cooperation Office Colombo.

· Ensure that the damages to vehicles are reported immediately and then insurance claims are lodged within three working days of the accident and proper follow up of any accident with relevant authorities.

· Maintain the spare key box with tags for identification of keys.

3. Inventory Management









· Label all inventory items of SDC and keep list up to date. 

· Prepare a list of items that are not in working order and follow the OM procedure to delete them from the Inventory.

· Maintain the inventory of the office store room. The store room and office garages should be kept clean and orderly manner.



· Maintain a Record of all handovers as per operational manual.


4. Supplies


· Follow up to all supplies / purchases done on national and local level.

· Coordinate with the Landlord with regard to repairs in the Offices and Guesthouses, when requested. 


· Prompt delivery of letters and payment of bills.


5. Other Duties


· Supervision of the Head driver / Driver / Office Caretaker to ensure duties entrusted to him are duly carried out.


· Other administrative / logistics functions such as,


· Taking items & materials to Hotels for workshops / seminars install them and make sure they are operating and bring them back to office once the workshop is over.


· Take over the repairs/maintenance record of any office/guesthouse equipment and office/guesthouse premises once the person responsible (Administration) informs you. Therefore, the logistician is able to carry out small repairs himself.


· Coordinate and attend to the repairs & maintenance jobs of the SDC office and bungalows. The landlord has to be informed in case major repairs have to be carried out. 

· If ever the office or guesthouses are moved to another place or new premises have to be installed, the logistician is responsible for the transfer and transportation of furniture and technical equipment and the proper installation at the new place


· He is able to do small accounting work to support the Head of Administration and settles cash advances.

· Carry out investigation on construction material newly arrived on the market


General Matters


· Be pro active at all times.

· Keep a diary (manual or soft copy) updated at all times as records of tasks, meetings and deadlines.

· Hands on approach expected.


· Be mindful of cross cultural and gender sensitivity.


· Establish and maintain an effective system of communication throughout the organisation.


· No fines for traffic offences will be paid by SDC.


· You will be responsible for the safe custody of SDC equipment.


· The logistician has to use a motorbike for displacement. The motorbike is provided by SDC


Working environment


· The fixed working hours are from 8.00 till 17.00 with one hour lunch break.


· The SCO Colombo internal regulations as per the operational manual and others are to be respected at all times.  


· Working language is English

· Duty station is Jaffna and Kilinochchi District


Profile


· Driving license for Motorbike 125 cc

· Tamil and English speaking and writing, Sinhala spoken a must.

·  Works independent and efficient

· Computer knowledge Microsoft Office

· Flexible and dedicated to the work

· Strong mechanical and construction background

· Knowledge of construction material, tools, car-parts

· Strong technical background, interested in new inventions.

· Innovative an stress resistant
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MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR HOUSE, WELL AND SEPTIC TANK



Tips and advises on how to maintain the house

The foundation should be plastered all around with neat cement floating and the soil should be compacted around the foundation 6 inch high from ground level.



Around the chimney, roof tiles should be secured with new cement bands. 





The cut edges of the rafters should be treated with wood preservative to avoid termite invasion



Broken tiles should be replaced as soon as possible to prevent the roof timer from getting damaged





The hole in the tiles which were cut for electrical installation should closed with mortar

Consider to plaster unplastered external walls

White washing should be applied in 3 to 5 year’s intervals.







The ventilation blocks should be cleaned every week.





The door and window frames should be treated with varnish.

The iron bars on the windows should be painted with anti-corrosive paint to prevent corrosion.





Ensure proper ventilation of the house.







Keep a minimum distance of 10 ft for newly planted trees to avoid any damage to the house.



 

Tips and advises on how to maintain the well.

Water should not stagnate in the apron of the well. The apron should be kept clean.

The bucket used for fetching water should be kept at a higher place upside down and the well should be covered.



Keep the area 10 ft around the well clear from trees and bushes.



 

Ensure proper dranage to avoid standing water.







Well should be chlorinated every 15 days (at the ratio of 3g chlorine = per gallon).



Well should be emptied and cleaned at least once a year.

The plastering of the side walls should be redone if damaged to prevent waste water intruding the well.









The trees growing on the inside of well from the excreta of the birds should be uprooted.





Any trees or shrubs growing near the apron affect the construction and might cause cracks.





To avoid infections and diseases animals should be kept away from the well.



Any cracks at the apron should be repaired with cement mixture as soon as identified; otherwise growing plants will cause more cracks.





Tips and advises on how to maintain the toilet and the septic tank

Advantages of septic tanksReduces the spreading of germs / infections

Prevents the pollution of water table



;

  







 Methods of maintaining septic tanks



Avoid disposal of paint, oil and chlorine in the toilet





The septic tank should be kept sealed, the gas and the bacteria might be dangerous





Solid wastes, garbage, etc should not be disposed in the toilet















The top of the septic tank should come with a slight slope to prevent water getting stagnated.





After the used of toilet the door has to be closed.







If septic tank is full it can be emptied through Pradesha Shaba





Disadvantages of soakage pit in comparison to septic tanks

The impurities of the waste water mix with the ground water.

Can be a breeding place for mosquitos or germs
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JOB DESCRIPTION



Name:	

Position Title:			Psychosocial Counselor 

Contract Period:		1 year renewable, from 1st of September 2014 including 3 months probation

Duty Station(s):	Kilinochchi and Jaffna District 

Reporting lines:		National Project Officer



1. Purpose



Within the war affected population individuals and families suffered of traumatic events. Often these problems are not identified and treated and lead to problems to manage the daily live. The counselor should indentify persons in need of psychological support, arrange treatment and support the beneficiary in collaboration with the technical reconstruction teams to successfully finish the reconstruction of their houses. 





2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities



A) General



1. Works hand in hand with the technical teams in order to identify beneficiaries struggling with psychological and psychosocial problems. 

2. Supports identified cases and proposes solutions in order to organize adequate treatment in collaboration with the existing structures

3. Supports housing beneficiaries in the reconstruction efforts in close collaboration with the technical teams 





B)  Additional Tasks



1. Establishing a list of cases in relation to sexual exploitation, alcoholism and domestic violence in SDC’s programme area.

2. Establishing a list of most vulnerable families facing difficulties to manage their daily live in relation to SDC’s housing programme.

3. Assist the NPO in the post-intervention assessments and evaluations

4. Support the NPO in the planning and implementation of trainings for the staff (e.g. non violent communication, awareness trainings, gender training)

5. Prepare and attend monthly T/O and staff meetings 





C)    Reporting



1. A weekly planning has to be presented to the Housing Project Manager Monday morning

2. A daily file / logbook has to be maintained

3. A monthly activity report has to be presented to the National Programme Officer 2 days before the end of the month



D)    General Tasks



1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork. 

2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka.

3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and any other regulations and policies.

4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby keeping the highest level of confidentiality.

5. Duty station is SDC’s programme area.







      E)  Profile/Personal Specifications



1.    NISD Diploma or Bachelor’s degree in a related field with significant relevant work experience would be considered; degree in psychology, counseling, clinical social work, or related field.  

2.    Postgraduate degree in psychology, counseling, social work or related field preferred

3.    Understanding of and extensive experience implementing counseling techniques (individual, group and community-based approaches) 

4.    Experience providing counselling services and/or psychosocial workers  

5.    Fluent in English and Tamil

6.    In good mental and physical health

7.    Valid driving license for motorbike

8.    Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds

9.    Integrity, reliability and flexibility

10. Ability to work both independently and in a team

11. Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality









--------------------------------------					-------------------------------------------

								Programme Manager and Head of the Programme Office



Date:								Date:
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Background Information 
The “India Mark III Handpump” was developed in India more than 20 years ago and it is designed for 
lifting water from deep wells 30 to 40 m. 
Strict maintenance of deep-well pumps is very important to keep them operational. Therefore the 
pump users must be trained and willing to make regular maintenance in a disciplined manner. 
Spare parts that require regular replacements must be easily available and stored in a sufficient 
number nearby the pump users. 
Good quality is another important factor, which can increase the lifetime of a pump considerably. 
Therefore all pump components must be checked strictly prior to installation. 
 
This manual is specially designed for installation personnel and includes therefore additional 
information in connection with the India Mark III Handpump. 
For the pump users, a Maintenance Card should be developed, which contains pictures to shows all 
maintenance interventions in a simple way. To keep this Maintenance Card in good shape for many 
years, it can be plastic-laminated before given to the pump users. 
 
 
 
Pump Features 
On Page 4, a drawing of an India Mark III Handpump installed on a borehole is shown with all 
technical names of pump details used in this manual. 
On Page 5, a drawing of an India Mark III Handpump installed on a dug-well is shown with all 
technical names of pump details used in this manual. 
On Page 6, a section drawing of a pump cylinder is showing the arrangement of the detail 
components. 
 
 
 
 
 


Supporting Documents 
a) India Mark Handpump Specification, Revision 2-2007 


b) Moulding Guidelines for the Production of Rubber Components, Revision 1-1999 
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Drawing of an India Mark III Pump installed on a Borehole 
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Drawing of an India Mark III Pump installed on a Dug well 
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Drawing of the India Mark III Pump Cylinder 
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Part 1 Installation of the India Mark III Pump 
 
General Comments 


Sustained safe drinking water supply and sanitation facilities are essential to improve the living 
conditions of the rural population. The provision of safe water helps to combat water borne 
diseases and improves community health in general. Benefits of a safe water supply can reach 
far beyond considerations of public health and have a positive influence on the general well 
being, economic status and quality of life in a community. 


 
Protection of Water Source 


If a well site is chosen and the well drilled (or dug) into the ground at a site which is elevated and 
away from water logged areas during the rainy season, the water which percolates from an 
underground aquifer into the well should be pure enough to drink. 
However, a water point obviously attracts a great deal of human contact. This is a potential 
source of contamination and should be protected against. The safety measures are as follows: 


 
Well Siting 


a) The well should be in an elevated place, so that during the rainy season the water will run 
away from it, rather than into it, 


b) It should be at least 40 meters away from a latrine and uphill of the latrine, 
c) It should be at least 30 meters away from a cattle kraal, and uphill of the kraal, 
d) It should be well away from any depressed area in the ground, such as hollows used for 


rubbish dumping, hollows used for brick making or any other areas where water might collect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hygiene Education and Water Supply 


Throughout the water supply process, it is vital to bear in mind the important linkages between 
health, hygiene education and water. An awareness of the intimate relationships between these 
factors should be made clear to all water users. 
Before the arrival of a new or improved water supply system, the water users of a village should 
receive hygiene training with regard to the collection, storage and use of water. 
For example, the transmission of diseases through contaminated water may not be understood in 
the community. 
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Cleanliness in the area of the water point is 
an important factor in the overall impact of the 
introduction of a new or improved facility. 
If the surrounding area is not kept clean and 
free of animals, debris, waste and stagnant 
water, the water point could become a hub for 
the transmission of many infectious diseases. 
In this respect, the ability of the community to 
manage the system and ensure regular 
cleaning of the water point is vital. 


 
 
Suggested Platform Design 


If the area around a well is allowed to become dirty, and waste and stagnant water is allowed to 
accumulate, it will become a source of infection for the users. Standing in bare feet in stagnant 
water or mud is a serious health risk in the tropics since the open water provides an ideal 
breeding ground for many types of parasite and/or disease carrier. Awareness of the direct links 
between hygiene and water must start at the collection point, otherwise the possible benefits from 
an improved water supply will be lost. 
The construction of a platform (or slab) at the wellhead is an important contribution to the general 
hygiene in a community. In addition to discouraging the accumulation of stagnant water at the 
surface, the slab will help to prevent the contamination of the well through the infiltration of dirty 
water back into the aquifer. 


The following points are important: 
a) The slab surrounding the water point should 


be made as wide as possible from properly 
made reinforced concrete of good quality. 
The water outlet (spout should be placed in 
the centre of the slab, so that it collects the 
spill water, which then can run away thorough 
the drainage channel. 


b) All surfaces should slope towards the drainage channel and the edges of the slab should be 
raised. 


c) The slab should be well reinforced with steel wire, to prevent cracking. Dirty water can pass 
through cracks in a poorly constructed slab and contaminate the well beneath. 


The shape of the slab is not as important as its capacity to drain water away from the well as 
quickly as possible and to ensure wastewater dispersal in a hygienic manner. 
Where possible, the drain can lead to an area of vegetation, such as banana plants or a 
vegetable garden. If this is not an option, a soak-pit can be built or a trough for watering livestock 
can be provided. 
It is important that construction of the slab does not commence until the soil around the well, 
which was disturbed by the construction activities, has had an opportunity to settle properly. 


 
Selection of Platform Type 


Consultation with the community is a must before a decision is taken on the platform layout. 
In the following page you will find the typical platform design used for handpumps installed on 
boreholes. This is an indicative layout that can be modified to suit communities’ needs, which 
may include the following: 


• Facilities for washing clothes, 
• Facility for bathing, 
• Trough for cattle watering, 
• Collection of water for small-scale irrigation etc. 
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Fencing the Water Source 


In addition to constructing a slab, 
it is important to erect a good fence 
around the water point. 
This can be done immediately after 
the construction of the well is finished, 
and should give enough space to 
operate the handpump. 
The advantages of fencing are that it 
serves to define quite clearly, for the 
whole community, the area of the well 
and it keeps animals away from the 
wellhead. 
In some cases, it may be necessary to have a gateway to keep out smaller animals such as dogs 
and goats. 


The fencing can be made of suitable local materials like wood or stones. Problems of replacement 
and repair can be avoided altogether, by using a living hedge as fencing. 
Whatever type of fencing is used, it is important that access by the well users is guaranteed. 


 
 
Disinfecting the Well 


As soon as the curing time is over and the platform is ready for installation of the handpump, the 
well needs to be disinfected with chlorine. 


 
Many of the diseases that are common in the 
communal lands are carried by water, especially 
from unprotected wells, water holes, rivers and 
dams. 
Dysentery, diarrhoea and typhoid can arise as 
a result of drinking water that is infected. 
The disease carrying organisms found in the 
water can be effectively killed by disinfecting 
the water with chlorine. 


 
Therefore it is recommended to disinfect the 
well shortly before the installation of the 
handpump takes place. Proceed as follows: 
• Mix 300 grams of bleaching powder 


thoroughly in 15 litres of water in a bucket 
and pour the solution into the borehole. 


• The required dosage of bleaching powder 
is depending of the amount of water 
stored in the well. 


• It is recommended to use between 150 to 
200 grams of bleaching powder per cubic 
meter water for safe disinfection. 
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Preparation for Handpump Installation 
 
Correct Cylinder Setting 
 
Static Water Level (SWL) 


One of the important factors for the cylinder setting is the surface of the water in a well, which is 
called “Static Water Level” (SWL). The SWL can vary due to seasonal conditions (dry or wet 
seasons) and therefore should be checked and recorded over a period of several years. Such 
records would be important for the decision at what depth the cylinder should be placed. 


 
Dynamic Water Level (DWL) 


Apart from seasonal fluctuations, there are also fluctuations in the well itself because of pumping 
water from the well. In order to check the drop in the water level (draw down) and to find the 
DWL, test pumping on a new borehole should be done by the drilling crew. 
For handpumps, the test pump should be 
set for 1000 litres per hour (maximum) in 
order to see where the DWL is reaching. 
These tests should be continued for 
approximately 2 hours, in order to ensure 
the correct DWL. This figure is another 
important factor for deciding on the best 
setting depth of the handpump cylinder. 
(On marginal holes, pumping rate might 
be reduced to 800 litres/hour.) 


 
Other important factors 


• Any pump intake in a borehole must 
be set above the well screen in fully 
screened well or above any rock 
fissures providing water in an unlined 
well. 
A pump intake above the well screen 
or rock fissures is minimizing the 
turbulent flow of water and therefore 
reduces the pumping of fines and silts. 


• Pumping water with a too high content 
of fines or silt is wearing the surface of 
the pump cylinder and the plunger seals in an unacceptable rate. 


• If a pump cylinder is placed to close to the bottom of a borehole, silt and sand could build-up 
and trap the pump in the hole. 


 
Cylinder setting in Boreholes 


• Check the depth of the DWL and the depth where the well screen starts (information must be 
available from the drilling crew). The start of the well screen should be considerably lower than 
the DWL. If there were a large difference, it would be ideal to place the cylinder approximately 
1 meter above the well screen. 


• Check the SWL regularly, especially during the dry season, in order to avoid that the newly 
installed pump is running dry. Should the cylinder setting depth be critical during the dry 
season, add one length of riser pipe and one pumprod. 
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Tools and Materials required for Installation 
 
Tools and Equipment 


a) Tripod for installing and retrieving the rising main with cylinder, 
b) Chain block for installing and retrieving the rising main with cylinder, 


(or pulley with rope) 
c) Treading stand with vice for cutting and threading of GI riser pipes, 
d) Ratchet pipe threader 2 ¼ “ for threading GI riser pipes, 
e) Die set for M12 thread for threading top rod, 
f) Water dipper (measure tape) for measuring the depth of the borehole and water level, 
g) Hacksaw (with spare blades) for cutting top rod or riser pipes, 
h) Flat file for metal for deburring sharp edges and chamfering prior to threading, 
i) Pipe wrenches (2 off) for fastening or opening GI riser pipe threads, 
j) Hammer (300 grams) for fitting or replacing ball bearings, 
k) Pipe vice A2515 for fixation of riser pipes during installation and retrieval, 
l) Lifting spanner B2535 (3 off) for lifting riser pipes during installation and retrieval, 
m) Pumprod vice A2443 for fixation of pumprods during installation and retrieval, 
n) Connecting tool B2420 for secure installation and retrieval of pumprods, 
o) Pipe clamp A2472 for connecting riser pipes during installation and retrieval, 
p) Bearing mounting A2478 for preparing pump head with ball bearings, 
q) Chain support C2476 for lifting rising main for attachment of chain to pump handle, 
r) Axle punch C2477 for dismantling pump head (dismantling handle axle), 
s) Spanner 19 mm (2 off) for fastening or opening M12 bolts and nuts, 
t) Spanner 17 mm (2 off) for fastening or opening M10 bolts and nuts, 
u) Wire brush for cleaning threads from sand and dust, 


 
Material 


a) Cutting oil for threading of GI riser pipes and top rod, 
b) Heavy duty grease for greasing the chain, 
c) Hemp fibre with grease for sealing GI Riser pipe threads and cylinder cap threads, 


(or sealing fluid with brush) 
d) Emery cloth (sand paper) for cleaning cylinder parts from residue or paint, 
e) Clean cloth for cleaning threaded parts from cutting oil, 
f) Bleaching powder for disinfecting the well, 
g) Bucket with clean water for leakage testing of pump cylinder (and cleaning purposes), 


 
 
Preparation Work prior to Installation 
A) Preparation of “Below Ground Components” 


a) Riser pipes and Pumprods 
Step 1 Clean and check all pipe threads with 


socket for good engagement, 


Step 2 Apply hemp fibre with grease or sealing 
liquid to one threaded end of all pipes 
and attach a socket, 


Step 3 Check all pumprod threads with couplers 
for good engagement, 
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Step 4 Place a number of logs 


near the installation place, 
 
 


Step 5 Lay all prepared pipes and pump rods 
neatly on top of the logs (above the 
ground) and make sure that all threads 
remain clean, 


 
 


b) Assembling of Plunger 
Step 1 
Place Rubber seating Step 2 
to the Upper valve. Attach a Cup seal to the lower part of the Spacer. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 
Attach another Cup seal Introduce the Follower ....place the Upper valve 
at the top of the Spacer. into the Spacer and … on top of the assembly. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 6 
Attach Plunger body Step 7 
and tighten securely. Take Plunger rod and tighten it to the Plunger assembly. 
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c) Assembling of Check valve 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 
Place O-ring to the groove Place Rubber seating to Insert the Check valve 
of the Check valve seat. the Check valve. into the Check valve seat. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 4 
Attach the Cage with Push 
rod and tighten it securely. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


d) Assembling of Cylinder 
Prior to assembling check cleanliness of Cylinder 
liner and clean all threads and prepare them with 
sealing fluid or hemp fibre with grease. 


 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 
Place Sealing ring in the Screw Cylinder pipe with Place Sealing ring in the 
Bottom cap. liner to the Bottom cap. Upper cap. 
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After applying hemp fibres with grease or sealing fluid to the threaded ends of the Cylinder, 
attach a Bottom cap and a Upper cap and fasten the caps tightly (see below). 


 
Step 4 
Attach Bottom cap and Step 5 
Upper cap by hand. Fasten Bottom- and Upper cap securely with pipe wrenches. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


e) Leakage test of Cylinder 
Before the installation of the “down hole components” takes place, check first the assembled 
Cylinder for leakages. Proceed as follows: 


Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 
Connect Plunger assembly Introduce the whole assembly Place Cylinder in a bucket 
to the thread of the Check into the Cylinder assembly. with water and proceed as 
valve assembly. described below. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Additional comments to Step 3: 
• Immerse the suction part of the Cylinder into a bucked filled with clean water, 
• Make sure that the cone of the Check valve is sitting tight in the Bottom cap, 
• Dis-engage the Plunger from the Check valve by turning it “anti clock-wise”, 
• If Plunger is free, operate the protruding Plunger rod up and down, 
• As soon as the Cylinder is filled with water, place it in a vertical position and check for any 


leaks, 
Be aware that a small amount of water is dripping from the outer surface of the Cylinder. Wait 
therefore for some minutes until the Cylinder surface is dry, not to assume any dripping water 
automatically as leakage. 
If there is any leakage, try to tighten Bottom cap and Upper cap or check proper location of 
Check valve, before dismantling the Cylinder for finding the reason of the leakage. 
Once the Cylinder is water tight, the installation of the “down hole components” can start. 
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B) Preparation of “Above Ground Components” 
 


a) Assembling Pump Handle 
 
 
 
 


Step 1 Fit one Ball bearing on the Step 2 Introduce the mounting assembly into 
Bearing mounting assembly.  the Bearing housing of the Handle. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 Introduce the Spacer from the Step 4 Fit the second Ball bearing in the 
other side of Bearing housing. Bearing housing. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 Introduce the Pressure plate onto Step 6 Add M12 nut and screw the Bearings 
the Bearing mounting assembly. fully together (with 19 mm spanners). 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 7 After removing the Bearing mounting assembly, the Pump handle is ready for 
assembling with the Pump head. 
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b) Assembling Pump Head 
 


Step 1 Introduce Pump handle assembly 
into the Pump head assembly, 


 
 
 
 


Step 2 Push the Handle axle through the Axle 
bushes of the Head assembly and the 
Ball bearings of the Handle assembly. 


 
 
 
 


Step 3 Knock the Handle axle gently with Step 4 Push Axle washer over the protruding 
the hammer into the end position. thread and tighten it with an M12 nut. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 If Pump handle is moving smoothly, 
use a second nut as a Check nut Step 6 Fasten the Check nut with two 
to secure the correct position. 19 mm spanners. 
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Handpump Installation Sequences 
A) Installation of “Below Ground Components” 
 


a) Installation of Rising Main 
 


Step 1 After a successful leakage test 
take off the Plunger (leaving the Step 2 Attach Riser pipe to the Upper cap and 
Check valve in the Bottom cap) tighten securely with pipe wrenches. 
and attach the first Riser pipe, 
after the sealing liquid or hemp 
fibres with grease has been 
applied. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 Insert the Riser pipe with Cylinder Step 4 Hold the Riser pipe with Lifting 
into the Pump stand and Casing pipe. spanners and introduce Pipe vice. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 Locate the Pipe vice with 2 bolts Step 6 Lower the Riser pipe (see picture) 
on the Pump stand flange. and tighten the Pipe vice. 
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Step 7 Take the next Riser pipe and Step 8 Take the pipe wrenches to 


attach it to the protruding socket. fasten the connection securely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 9 Grip the Riser pipe with Lifting 
spanners and open the Pipe vice. Step 10 Continue with this procedure 


until all Riser pipes required are 
in place. 
For connecting the Rising main 
pipe to the Water tank, the Socket 
of the last Riser pipe is not required 
and therefore must be removed. 
Check the pipe thread whether the 
sealing liquid or hemp fibre with 
grease must be renewed. 


 
 
 


Step 11 Remove the Socket from the Step 12 Take the Water tank, connect it to the 
last riser pipe and renew sealing. Riser pipe and tighten it by hand only. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 13 Attach a short piece of a Riser Step 14 Grip the protruding pipe end with the 
pipe to the Water tank socket. lifting spanners and remove the 2 bolts. 
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Step 15 Open Pipe vice while the Rising Step 16 Lower the Water tank slowly 


main is held by Lifting spanners. to the Pump stand flange. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 17 Turn spout of Water tank into the Step 18 Remove the short pipe end 
right direction & tighten with 4 bolts. from the Water tank. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Please note: 
As soon as the rising main is too heavy for being handled with the lifting spanners (5 to 10 pipe 
lengths), it is advisable to use a tripod with a chain block or a pulley with rope. In this case a 
pipe clamp needs to be attached to the rising main pipe and connected to the hook of the chain 
block. Lower the rising main with the help of the chain block on the tripod until the height 
required for the next connection is reached! 


On the top of the last riser pipe (in the pipe vice), the water tank will be connected and therefore 
no socket is required. Take off the pre-assembled socket, re-apply hemp fibres and apply 
grease again to the pipe thread. 


Then screw the socket of the water tank to the last pipe end and tighten the connection by 
hand. 


With a short piece of rope attached to the hook of the chain block, the water tank can be held 
securely in position, so that the pipe vice can be opened and taken off. 


The water tank with rising main attached can now be lowered slowly to the flange of the pump 
stand. Make sure that the spout is pointing into the required direction! 


After tightening the water tank properly to the pump stand with 4 x M12 bolts and nuts, the 
installation of the “Above Ground Components” can start. 
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b) Installation of Pumprod 
 


Step 1 Introduce Plunger with Plunger Step 2 Attach Pumprod vice, secure it with 
rod into Water tank & Rising main. 2 bolts and clamp the Plunger rod. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 Attach first Pumprod to the Step 4 Tighten connection securely 
protruding Plunger rod. with 2 spanners. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 Hold Pumprod assy. by hand, 
lower it down and clamp it 
again with the Rod vice. Step 6 Continue this procedure until 


the Plunger is resting in the 
Check valve assembly at the 
end of the Pump cylinder. 
After the Rod vice has been 
taken from the Pump stand 
flange, the set-up is ready for 
the installation of the “Above 
Ground Components”. 
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B) Installation of “Above Ground Components” 
 
 
 


Step 1 
The protruding last Pumprod needs to be 
cut to the exact length, so that the Plunger 
connected is not knocking the Check valve 
or the Cylinder cap during pump operation. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 2 
Use a hacksaw for marking the exact 
length of the last Pumprod (at the top 
face of the Water tank flange). 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 
Lift marked Pumprod for easy cutting 
and fasten it with Rod vice placed 
on the Top flange of the Water tank. 
Take a clean piece of cloth and wrap 
it around the marked rod, in order to 
prevent metal shavings or oil from 
falling into the well (contamination). 


 
 
 
 
 


Step 4 Cut last Pumprod at the mark. Step 5 Remove sharp edges and make a 
large chamfer prior to threading. 
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Step 6 Use little oil for cutting M12 tread 


(approx. 4 cm long). 
As soon as thread is finished, remove 
cloth carefully and clean Pumprod, 
Rod vice and Pump stand flange from 
remaining oil and shavings. Prevent 
shavings from falling into well. Step 7 Insert Third plate assembly. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 8 Rest Third plate on Rod vice and Step 9 Screw the Chain coupler onto 
fix Check nut on threaded Top rod. the threaded Top rod by hand. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 10 Tighten Check nut of Top rod Step 11 Insert Chain support tool below 
with the Chain coupler. the Chain coupler. Hold Third 


plate and remove Rod vice. 
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Step 12 Carefully lower the Third plate Step 13 Hold assembly in position, insert Chain 


to the top of the Water tank and through Head flange. Lower Head on 
ensure that flange holes match. Third plate and check hole positions. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 14 Tighten Pump head, Third plate and 
Water tank with bolts and nuts. 


Step 15 Lift Handle up and attach free end of 
the Chain with M10 bolt, Washer and 
“Nyloc” nut. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 


Step 16 Tighten “Nyloc” nut securely. 
 


Step 17 Lower the Handle and remove 
Chain support tool. 
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Step 18 Lift Pump handle up and apply Step 19 Make sure: 


grease on the Chain. a) That the Pumprod moves up and 
down freely. If it does not, the rods 
might be bent. Check rods. 


b) That the Chain coupler is fully 
engaged on the Top rod and that 
the Lock nut is tight. 


c) That the Axle nut and Lock nut on 
the handle are tight. 


d) That the Handle axle is firm in place. 
e) That the “Nyloc” nut on the Chain 


bolt is tightened fully. 
f) That all 8 flange bolts are tight. 
g) That nothing has been left inside 


the Pump head (tools, cloth etc.). 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 20 Put Front cover in place. Step 21 Tighten the cover bolt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 22 Now the handpump must be operated for first filling of the Rising main pipe. 
Depending on the depth of the Cylinder setting, the Pump handle has to be operated 
for many strokes (as an example: a 30 m Cylinder setting might require 250 to 300 full 
handle strokes for filling the entire Rising main). 


Step 23 As soon as the water is flowing from the spout, pump about 100 additional strokes 
and check whether the water is clean (no oil or dirt). If not clean, pump another 100 
strokes. 


Step 24 When water looks clean, the leakage test and the discharge test must be made 
(see Page 26). 


Step 25 Now is the time for taking water samples for checking the water quality of the water 
point. 


Step 26 If the India Mark III Pump is working as expected, the users must be instructed in 
“Operation and Maintenance” (O&M) of their pump. 


Step 27 Don’t forget to fill the “Installation Card” (please see Annex 3). 
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Performance Testing 
 
a) Leakage Test 


Testing shall start after a continuous flow of water through the spout has been obtained. The 
water shall then be collected in a container or bucket for 40 continuous full strokes of the plunger 
in one minute. Measure the quantity of water collected. Then allow the pump to rest for 30 
minutes. Repeat the test and measure the discharge. The difference between the first and the 
second reading of discharge indicates leakage. If the difference is more than 2 litres, there is an 
un-acceptable leak and the cause should be investigated. 


Another method is to count the number of strokes required before water comes out of the spout 
after stopping operation for 30 minutes. If the number exceeds 10 strokes until water is flowing, it 
is an indication that there is an un-acceptable leak and the cause should be investigated. 


Leakage mostly occurs because of worn rubber components in the cylinder, leaking rising main 
joints or severely corroded riser pipes. 


 
b) Discharge Test 


Testing shall start after a continuous flow of water through the spout has been obtained. The 
water shall then be collected in a container or bucket for 40 continuous full strokes of the plunger 
in approximately one minute. The water collected should be generally not less than 16 litres. 
If the discharge is less then 10 litres for 40 strokes, the area mechanic needs to be called for 
pulling out the rising main pipe and dismantling the cylinder for detecting the reason of the 
leakage. 
Another cause for a low discharge could be a perforated or cracked riser pipe due to severe 
corrosion or a non-tight riser pipe joint. 
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Part 2 Maintenance and Repair 
 
Preventive Maintenance 


Every pump owner, caretaker or the user committee is responsible for preventive maintenance of 
the water point (handpump including surrounding) and therefore is entitled to receive regular 
training from the supplier of the handpump. However, the India Mark II Pump is not a VLOM 
handpump (VLOM = Village Level Operation & Maintenance) and therefore most interventions 
need to be done with the help of an Area Mechanic. 


Preventive maintenance means regular check-up of the handpump at a fixed time interval and 
changing of spare parts before they are fully worn. 
As an example; if the estimated lifetime of a cup seal is one year, the cup seal will be changed 
after a period of one year even if it is still functional. If during a preventive maintenance check a 
check valve leakage is noticed, the caretaker must contact the area mechanic. He should carry 
out repairs in the check valve even though the pump has not broken down. 
Such interventions help in preventing the sudden failure of the pump. 


 
Time Intervals of Preventive Maintenance Interventions 


 
Monthly Checks  (made by the Pump Users) 


• Check all Flange bolts and nuts for tightness (8 off), 
• Check that Handle axle nuts and Chain bolt and “Nyloc” nut are tight, 
• Grease the Chain, 
• Repair holes and cracks on pump platform, 
• Clean drainage and repair cracks, 
• Clean the pump surroundings and repair the fence. 


 
Tree monthly Checks  (made by the Pump Users with assistance of a Pump Mechanic) 


• Check if any fasteners of the pump are missing - if so, add the missing parts. 
• If any unusual noise is noticed, check reason for the same (worn ball bearings or scratching 


of bent pumprods). Contact area mechanic for replacements. 
• Check if the Pump stand is shaky during operation. If yes, the stand is loose in the 


foundation and contamination of the well can take place. Take corrective measures to 
improve the foundation. 


• Check if there is leakage in the pump. If more than 10 strokes are required before water 
flows from the spout, it means the pump is leaking beyond an acceptable limit. This needs 
to be attended to. It may be necessary to replace a Rubber seating, a Sealing ring or attend 
to a leaking joint in the Rising main. For attending to a defect of all “Down Hole 
Components” you need the help of the area mechanic with his special equipment. 
However, a special leakage test can be conducted by the pump users themselves, prior to 
the notification to the area mechanic. 


• Carry out a “Leakage- and Discharge Test” (see Page 26). 
 


Yearly Replacements 
• Dismantle “Above Ground” and “Below Ground Components”. 
• Replace Rubber seatings (Upper valve and Lower valve), Cup seals (2 off) and sealing 


rings (2 off). 
• Replace Ball bearings. 


Please Note: If one of the replaced components is still in good shape, spare it for emergency 
replacement (in case a new spare part is not immediately available). 
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Maintenance & Repair of the India Mark III Pump 
The handpump is like any other mechanical device that needs maintenance to keep it in good 
working condition. It has been observed that the maintenance in community handpumps is very 
often “Breakdown-based”. 
In the absence of preventive maintenance, sudden breakdown of handpumps and disruption in 
water supply do occur. The danger of abrupt breakdown of the pump can be minimized if preventive 
maintenance is carried out. 


The steps involved in maintenance are to: 
a) Understand the cause for a problem and determine the remedy need, 
b) Dismantle the pump as necessary, 
c) Assemble the pump after replacing defective components, 
d) Record details in the “Maintenance card” (see Annex 3). 


 
Diagnosis of Handpump Problems 


To identify the cause of a problem and the remedy needed, please consult the “Trouble Shooting 
Chart (Annex 1). This chart lists general operational problems, their causes and remedies. 


 
Tools required for Handpump Maintenance and Repair 


The basic tools required for handpump maintenance and repair are: 
a) 2 spanners for M12 hexagonal bolts and nuts, C1005 or C1153 (see new Standard), 
b) 2 spanners for M10 hexagonal bolts and nuts, C1137 or C1152 (see new Standard), 
c) 20 litre bucket for discharge test and leaking test, 


These tools are required by the pump users for preventive maintenance and are therefore left 
with the caretaker. All other tools used for maintenance and repair (the same as used for the 
pump installation) are with the area mechanic (see also Page 12). 


 
Materials required for Handpump Maintenance and Repair 


The basic materials required for handpump maintenance and repair are the same as listed for the 
pump installation (see also Page 12). 
Besides that are required: 


a) A small amount of cement, sand and gravel, 
b) Local material to maintain and repair the fence, 
c) Heavy duty grease for the chain assembly. 


 
Spare Parts required for Handpump Maintenance and Repair 


A list of “Fast moving Spare Parts for the India Mark III” is given in Annex 2 (see also 
“Replacement Interval of Wearing Parts” on Page 27). 
A complete list of all India Mark III Pump Spare Parts (including drawing number for ordering) can 
be found in Annex 4. 


 
Safety Precautions 
 


Safety precautions during Handpump Maintenance and Repair 


• Never put fingers in moving parts of the pump (between pump head and handle) as this likely to 
seriously harm your fingers. 


• Always use the right tools for the job to avoid accidents and damage of your tools and spares. 
• Ensure that you communicate with the people you are working with, to ensure that everyone is aware 


of what to do. This avoids accidents during repair. 
• Rising pipes must be held firmly by hand or with rod lifters and clamped securely with the pipe 


clamp, ensuring that pipes do not slip down and cause an accident (i.e. squashing of fingers).
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Dismantling Procedure Sequences 
 


A) Dismantling the “Above Ground Components” 
 


Step 1 Loosen Front cover bolt. Step 2 Remove Front cover from Pump head. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 3 Lower Pump handle, put Chain Step 4 Lift Pump handle to top position and 
support below the Chain assembly. loosen “Nyloc” nut with spanners. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 Remove the “Nyloc” nut from bolt Step 6 Loosen and remove bolts and nuts 
and remove Chain from the Handle. connecting Head and Water tank. 
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Step 7 Lift and remove Head assembly Step 8 Lift Third plate with Pumprod 


(chain passes hole in Head flange). assembly and insert Rod vice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 9 Place Third plate on Rod vice, Step 10 Unscrew check nut and remove 
take off the Chain support and Third plate assembly. 
remove the Chain assembly. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


B) Dismantling the “Below Ground Components” 
 


Step 1 Attach Rod lifter to Top rod, hold Step 2 Lift Pumprod assembly by hand until 
Rod lifter and remove Rod vice. next connection is about 30 cm above 


the Water tank. Introduce Rod vice and 
clamp Pumprod securely in this position. 
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Step 3 Open the connection with two Step 4 Continue this procedure until the 


spanners and remove the rod. Plunger rod with Plunger is removed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 5 Remove all bolts between Water Step 6 Attach a short piece of a Riser 
tank and Pump stand. pipe to the Water tank socket. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 7 Lift Water tank upwards (30 cm) Step 8 Unscrew and remove Water tank 
and introduce and fasten Pipe vice. by turning the Spout by hand. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Step 9 Pull up Rising main with Lifting Step 10 Tighten the Pipe vice, unscrew the 
spanners (Socket 30 cm high). pipe connection and remove pipe. 
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Step 11 Continue with this procedure until 


last pipe with cylinder is retrieved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dismantling the “Below Ground Components” with the help of a Tripod and Chain 
block or Pulley with Rope 


Step 1 Attach Pipe clamp to Riser pipe and connect it with the hook of the Chain block. 
Step 2 Lift chain until tight and then open Pipe vice slowly and remove it. 
Step 3 Lift Rising main pipe until next Socket (about 30 cm above Top flange of Pump stand). 
Step 4 Introduce Pipe vice and secure the Rising main securely. 
Step 5 Remove Pipe clamp and open first Riser pipe with two pipe wrenches. 
Step 6 Remove Top pipe and fasten Pipe clamp on protruding Riser pipe. 
Step 7 Connect Pipe clamp to the hook of the Chain block again. 
Step 8 Continue this procedure until the whole Rising main is dismantled. 
Step 9 The Cylinder can then be removed from the last Riser pipe. 


 
Dismantling the Pump cylinder 


Step 1 Both caps of Cylinder can be unscrewed and the Plunger & Check valve removed. 
Step 2 Plunger & Check valve can also be dismantled to replace worn parts like Cup seals, 


Rubber seatings and O-ring (see also “Preparation of Pump cylinder on Page 13). 
 


Once the defective pump components have been replaced and the pump is re-assembled again, 
explain to the pump users what the problem was and why the break down happened. 
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Maintenance of Pump Surrounding 
Handpumps with platforms offer a good protection, because they seal off the well from external 
sources of contamination. However, even when handpumps are fitted, contaminations can still 
pollute the well through: 
a) Cracked platforms and drainage channels, 
b) Stagnant water near the well, 
c) Animals (and human) excrements too close to the well (no fence), 
d) Waste and other sources of contamination too close to the well. 


It is the important task of the Handpump Caretaker to: 
a) Check the platform for cracks and do the necessary repair, 
b) Eliminate stagnant water by filling the dents and holes with earth, 
c) Maintain the fence around the water point, so that no animals have access, 
d) Keep the surroundings clean and tidy at all times, 
e) Instruct the pump users how to use the pump and how to keep the pump surroundings clean. 


(See also chapter Well Siting and Hygiene Education and Water Supply on Page 7) 
 
Platform Maintenance Tools 


The following tools are recommended for regular maintenance of platforms: 
a) Hammer and chisel for opening cracks and for taking off weathered and bad quality cement, 
b) Bucket - for measuring cement, sand (gravel) and water, 
c) Shovel - for mixing the concrete, 
d) Trowel - for applying the concrete mix. 


 
Instructions for mixing Concrete for Platform Repair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Mixing of concrete 
As measurement can be used a bucket, shovel or trowel, depending on how much concrete is needed. 


1. Fill 1 measurement of cement and pour it on a hard smooth surface preferably on the platform, 
2. Fill 2 measurements of sand pour this onto the cement, 
3. Mix the cement and sand until the mixture is a uniform colour, 
4. Fill 3 measurement of gravel and pour it onto the sand/cement mixture (gravel can be made by 


crushing rock with a hammer), 
5. Turn the mixture over three times, 
6. Form a crater in the middle of the pile and add water in the crater, being careful not to add too 


much water. If you need water you can always add some more later, 
7. Carefully turn the concrete on the side of the crater into the water. Don't let the water spill over or it 


will wash away the cement, 
8. Turn the pile over until it is moist and uniformly mixed with the water; the concrete should be dense 


and just moist, 
9. If the concrete is too dry, make another crater in the middle of the mixture and add a little more 


water, 
10. If the concrete mix is too wet, add more cement, sand and gravel, do not add only cement or sand. 
11. Remember that the Curing time for the concrete is seven (7) days, therefore the platform has to 


be protected for seven days and the new concrete has to be kept wet throughout the seven days in 
order to receive the required strength. 


For more information about constructing platforms for handpumps please consult the two manuals: 
a) Platform for Handpumps on Boreholes and b) Platform for Handpumps on Dug wells. 
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Part 3 Recording of Interventions 
It is advisable to collect and record any data of a well, starting from digging or drilling, platform 
construction, installation of a handpump including all maintenance and repair interventions during 
the lifetime of the handpump and the well (like a “log-book” on a ship). 


Besides Installation and Monitoring details, make the necessary entries of Maintenance and 
Repair in the documents of each pump. The information to be recorded will include date of 
breakdown, date of repair, nature of complaint, parts replaced and kind of repair or any other 
important observations. (see also the Installation Card, the Maintenance Card and the Monitoring 
Card in Annex 3). 
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Annexes 
 
Annex 1 
 
Trouble Shooting 


 


Trouble Possible Causes Remedy Who 
Worn cup-seals Pull out rising main, open cylinder 


and replace all worn cup-seals 
Pump 
mechanic 


Water level dropped 
below cylinder 


Add more riser pipes and 
pumprods 


Pump 
mechanic 


Broken chain Replace chain Pump users
Check valve jammed 
(not closing) 


Pull out rising main, open cylinder, 
check function of check valve and 
make replacements if needed 


Pump 
mechanic 


Pump works easily, 
but no flow of water 


Pumprod disconnected Pull out rising main and join 
disconnected pumprods 


Pump 
mechanic 


Check valve leaking Pull out rising main, open cylinder, 
check leaking of check valve and 
make replacements if needed 


Pump 
mechanic 


Worn sealing rings Pull out rising main, check sealing 
rings and make replacements if 
needed 


Pump 
mechanic 


Worn cup-seals Pull out rising main, open cylinder 
and replace all worn cup-seals 


Pump 
mechanic 


Delayed flow or little 
flow of water 


Damaged rising main 
(leaking pipe threads 
or severe pipe 
corrosion 


Pull out rising main, check all riser 
pipes and make replacements if 
needed 


Pump 
mechanic 


Plunger jammed inside 
cylinder 


Pull out rising main, open cylinder, 
check size of plunger and cylinder 
and replace wrong or defective 
components 


Pump 
mechanic 


Folding of chain 
during down-stroke 


Top rod too long, 
plunger is sitting on top 
of the check valve 


Take off pump head, check 
correct length of pumprod 
assembly and trace top rod if 
needed 


Pump 
mechanic 


Lack of grease on 
chain 


Grease chain Pump user 


Worn ball bearings Replace ball bearings Pump 
mechanic 


Noise during pump 
operation 


Shaky foundation Check foundation and make 
necessary repair 


Pump 
mechanic 


Loose handle axle nuts Tighten handle axle nuts  
Worn or damaged 
spacer 


Replace spacer  


Worn or damaged axle Replace handle axle Pump 
mechanic 


Worn ball bearings Replace ball bearings Pump 
mechanic 


Shaky pump handle 


Bearings loose in 
bearing house 


Replace handle assembly (for 
possible repair) 


Pump 
mechanic 
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Annex 2 
 
 
List of Fast Moving Spare Parts 
 
Below are the fast moving spare parts for the India Mark II Handpump. Preferred number of parts 
available is indicated. As soon as one part is used, the process of obtaining a new replacement 
should be initiated. 
 
For regular maintenance 
• Grease Multi purpose – for greasing chain assembly ………………………………   1 can 
• Grease (and hemp fibres) or sealing compound for riser pipe connections …….   1 can 
 
For head assembly 
• Hexagonal bolt for pump head and water tank - M12 x 40 mm …………………….   8 off 
• Hexagonal nut for pump head, water tank and handle axle - M12 ………………… 18 off 
• Hexagonal bolt for inspection cover  - M12 x 20 mm ………………………………   1 off 
• Washer for inspection cover - to suit M12 bolt ……………………………………….   1 off 
 
For handle assembly 
• Hexagonal bolt for chain assembly – M10 x 40 mm …………………………………   1 off 
• Hexagonal lock nut for chain assembly – M10 (“Nyloc”) ……………………………   1 off 
• Washer for handle axle - drawing C2334 …………………………………………….   1 off 
• Spacer for handle axle – drawing C2332 …………………………………………….   1 off 
• Ball bearing – drawing C1035 …………………………………………………………..   2 off 
 
For cylinder parts 
• Cup seal for plunger assembly – drawing C2359 …………………………………….   1 off 
• Rubber seating – drawing C2360 ………………………………………………………   1 off 
• Rubber seating – drawing C2363 ………………………………………………………   1 off 
• Sealing ring – drawing C2354 ……………………………………………………………   2 off 
 
 
Please note: 


A complete list of all spare parts of the India Mark III Handpump can be found in Annex 4. 
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				Jaffna, 12th September  2013



Further Education Financially Supported by SDC 



SDC may consider to financially support further education for its employees up to a maximum once every two years and only if the courses are directly linked with the respective job (ToRs) so that there is an added value for SDC. 



Transport to and from the courses is not provided by SDC.



A maximum time off work provided by SDC is ten (10) working days per year. Anything beyond will have to be deducted from the vacation entitlement.



Compulsory courses requested by SDC are subject to special case-by-case arrangements. The arrangements are to be concluded at least three (3) weeks prior the beginning of the courses.



Description of the courses intended to be taken

		 B.Sc (Hons) in Information Technology (Final Year)









What is the added value for SDC?

		This course will enable gaining more knowledge from relevant section information technology and project management wise which will full fill better quality and efficient work.









How much time off work is needed to take the courses and when?

		Course duration 9 Months

Weekend classes Saturday and Sundays in Colombo.









Cost for the courses	Financial contributions expected by SDC

		Registration Fee Rs. 30,000/-

Middlesex University  Fee GBP 1,581.00 

Tuition fee Rs. 178,000

		1’200 CHF = 167’964 LKR (ex.rate139.97)









Comments of the direct Superior	Amount, time off,… approved by the Head of Office

		I support Mr.,,,,,,,,, efforts to stay up to date within his domain, which is fast developing.



		167’964 LKR







Annexes (Brochures, Application forms, etc.):





Place, Date and Signature of the Claimant			Name and Surname in Capital Letters



 Jaffna 12.09.2013		               

		SDC Coordination Office • 138/4+5 Kinsey Road • Colombo 8 • Sri Lanka • Phone +94 11 268 83 47 • Fax +94 11 268 83 48 • colombo@sdc.net
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		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		

		

		

		



		CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA


FINAL COMPLETION REPORT FORM 



		1. Beneficiary data (according bank booklet)



		Name

		……..…….……..…………………......………..…..

		Program No

		………………………………………...



		ID

		………………………………………………………..

		Account No

		…………………………………………



		2. Installments received for House Construction

		



		1st installment (100,000/=)                         Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..


2nd installment (120,000/=)                        Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..

3rd installment (150,000/=)                         Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..

4th installment (70,000/=)                           Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..

5th installment (60,000/=)                           Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..


6th installment (50,000/=)                           Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..



		3. Installments received for Well Construction

		



		1st installment (35,000/=)                           Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..


2nd installment (30,000/=)                          Date: ……………………    Signature: ………………………………..



		The house has been completed according to the minimum requirements described in the beneficiary agreement. The beneficiary is aware, that he is fully responsible for adequate maintenance of the house.  The beneficiary confirms that he/she received a well and a fully operational Latrine with septic tank funded by SDC and that he/she fully understands the way of operation and maintaining the septic tank system. The beneficiary is confirming that any annex to the building done with asbestos containing material has not been funded with contribution paid by SDC. The beneficiary is aware, that use of asbestos containing construction material can harm human health and can trigger cancer. The beneficiary is confirming that, by signing this document, no further claims can be made towards SDC.



		G.S.Division : Mulliyan                                                                                              Date   ………………………..


Beneficiary Signature      ……………………………..      SDC Technical Officer Signature …………………….


SDC Project Engineer Signature ………………………    SDC Programme Manager Signature………………….



		This document is done by three copies:


· DS, Vadamaradchy East


· Beneficiary


· SDC





In case of dispute, the English version is applicable





 
 


 


 
 
 


JOB ANNOUNCMENT 
 


The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) is looking for a 
qualified Technical Officer for our Reconstruction Program in Jaffna and 
Killinochchi Districts, and mainly for its Permanent Housing Programs. 
Applicants are welcome to send applications (CV and motivation letter) 
to jaffna@sdc.net until 15th April 2013. Only short listed applicants will 
be contacted. 
 


Job Description 
 
Position Title: Technical Officer Cash for Housing  (CfHJ)/ Infrastructure 


Reconstruction 
Contract Period: May 1st 2013 or at earliest convenience to end 2013. Renewable 


each January, until end 2015. 
Working Station: SDC Filed offices (Chavakacheri, Pallai, Vadamarachchi East, 


Poonary Divisions)  
Reporting lines:  To Project Engineer 
 
 
1. Purpose: 
 


Assist the Project Engineer to supervise and monitor the quality of the construction 
activities and monitor the progress of the reconstruction and rehabilitation of community 
housing and communal facilities according to program’s goals and objectives in Kilinochchi 
District. Advise and mobilize beneficiaries in their effort of reconstruction.  


 
 
2. Specific Duties and Responsibilities: 
 


a) General 
1. Work together with the entire SDC CfHJ project team and to design and implement the 


reconstruction programme in an efficient, cost-effective way. 
2. Assist the Project Engineer in liaising with the beneficiaries, local authorities, 


independent consultants, contractors, suppliers, other (I)NGOs, etc. 
3. Assist with developing (re-)construction projects in a participatory way, including 


assessments and surveys. 
4. Assist with monitoring overall progress against the work plan, and report on constraints 


relating to the quality of the construction/project activities, the non-compliance with 
regulatory aspects, etc. on a daily basis including updates of the corresponding formats 
and tables. 


5. Assist in the preparation of bank payments list to the beneficiaries in accordance to 
instalment scheme. 


6. Keep and maintain all documents and records. 
7. Any other duties agreed upon with the SDC Program Manager. 


 
 


b) Community infrastructure reconstruction 
1. Assist the Project Engineer with the checking of drawings, cost estimates, site layout 


plans, specifications and work plans prepared by the consultant. 







   


2. Assist the Project Engineer to monitor the quality and progress of construction activities 
on a day-to-day basis as per work plan, drawings, specifications and contract 
agreement. 


3. Monitor the quality of workmanship together with the Project Engineer. 
4. Attend progress site meetings and maintain the minutes of the meetings. 


 
 


c) Cash for housing reconstruction program  
1. Supervise participatory house design, assist beneficiaries with the elaboration of 


complete and structurally sound house designs as per the relevant governmental 
guidelines and with the verification of construction suitability parameters such as 
survey plan, plot boundaries and dimensions, house location, soil conditions, 
availability of water and sanitation, etc.  


2. Assist beneficiaries in obtaining required approvals from relevant authorities 
(Disivisional Secretary, Technical Officer, Public Health Inspector, Grana Sevaka, etc.). 


3. Assist with the development and dissemination of appropriate construction guidelines 
to beneficiaries (do’s and don’ts). 


4. Preparation of construction work program per beneficiary as well as overall 
construction program timeframe, including monthly updates. 


5. Assist in the development and signing of construction agreements with each 
beneficiary family. 


6. Monitor and supervise the preliminaries and ongoing construction works, monitoring 
adherence to quality standards (i.e. labour, materials and appropriate cost-effective 
construction methods) and provision of technical advice on a daily basis with special 
attention to important structural milestones (e.g. checking of reinforcement bars prior to 
pouring concrete). 


7. Supervise certification of completion of a particular step under an agreed 5-step 
instalment program for each beneficiary, the updating of beneficiary files and 
compilation of weekly grant status updates and check needs for following week 


 
 
Duties applicable to all: 


1. Work towards the achievement of the SDC goals and objectives in different projects 
through effective managerial and lateral relations and teamwork.  


2. Ensure the understanding of roles, responsibilities, lateral relationships and 
accountabilities, and establish effective working relationships with other colleagues 
within the office and the SDC delegation in Sri Lanka. 


3. Ensure compliance with all SDC health and safety procedures, local security plan, and 
any other regulations and policies. 


4. Perform other work related duties and responsibilities as may be assigned thereby 
keeping the highest level of confidentiality. 


 
 
3. Profile/Personal Specifications: 


o In good mental and physical health 
o Degree in NCT Civil Engineering 
o Experience with planning and implementation/supervision of community housing 


development/building construction projects (minimum 3 years, preferably 5 years) 
o Solid technical knowledge in the field of construction 
o Basic knowledge and understanding of humanitarian principles and of relevant 


humanitarian guidelines, standards and policy issues in post-conflict Sri Lanka 
o Experience working with a humanitarian organization on community housing issues 
o Self-supporting in computers (MS Windows and Office) 
o Computer skills in AutoCAD and MS Project 
o Fluent in English and Tamil, Singhalese 
o Valid driving license for motorbike 
o Sensitivity to diversity and ability to relate to people from all kinds of backgrounds 
o Integrity, reliability and flexibility 
o Ability to work both independently and in a team  
o Initiative and direction, “hands-on” mentality 







   


 
4. Advantages: 


SDC strongly supports ongoing training and education for its staff. It offers a working 
environment in which employees are encouraged to take on responsibilities and are 
offered opportunities to contribute with initiatives.  
As a Donor and Implementing Agency, SDC has limited bureaucracy and facilitates 
decision making at field level.  
SDC will offer you a basic salary of 40,000 LKR, with benefits in addition. 
Female applicants are most welcomed. 
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1. Introduction 


Coinciding with an annual economic growth of more than six percent and an increasing urbanization, the 


generation of solid waste is growing in Sri Lanka. Therefore, waste related problems are occurring more 


often. Examples include floods due to blocked drains and the outbreak of diseases. While the economy 


of Sri Lanka is booming, the local authorities, who are responsible for solid waste management, are not 


able to cope with this increased production of waste. Lack of financial resources for equipment, 


insufficient salaries for workers and a lack of knowledge are the main reasons for this occurrence. 


In the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka, local authorities of the war-affected and disaster-prone districts of 


Batticaloa and Ampara are struggling with these growing solid waste problems and are not able to 


provide appropriate waste management. Neither in the rural villages nor in the semi-urbanized villages 


of Terre des hommes‟ Psychosocial Project is waste management sufficient.  


Within the communities of Tdh‟s Psychosocial Project, the Youth Clubs in particular are worried about 


the manifold and increasing problems which are related to insufficient solid waste management. In 2011, 


some of the Youth Clubs took action and launched their first low-cost solid waste management projects 


in order to improve the situation in their villages.  


This manual is based on these first community based projects. It is meant as an introduction for 


Community Mobilizers and Trainers and other practitioners who would like to work with CBOs in 


order to improve the solid waste management with simple, low-budget projects. Apart from the 


description of the Youth Club projects, you will find basic information on solid waste and solid waste 


management. The aim of this manual is to provide practitioners with the necessary information to set up 


their own community based solid waste management project.  


The author created this manual during her assignment as project assistant for Tdh. The assignment was 


part of the author‟s MAS in development and cooperation of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, 


Zurich. The manual is her work report. 


Lisa Krebs, Batticaloa, November 2011 
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PART 1 General information on solid waste management 
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2. Definition of solid waste and solid waste management 


2.1 What is solid waste? 


The term „waste‟ means any kind of item or material that no longer has a value for a person and 


therefore is discarded. Waste is something very subjective: Something no longer having a value for one 


person does not mean that it is also waste for somebody else. For example old newspaper that is waste 


for one person is of value for a shopkeeper who can use it in order to wrap his goods (Eawag/Sandec 


2008: 4).  


„Solid waste‟ refers to a variety of solid materials and also to some liquid in containers which are 


perceived as useless, spent and worthless. The term does not include water, wastewater, and sludge, 


solid, semi-liquid, liquid or contained gaseous material from industrial, mining or agricultural activities 


(Nemerow et al. 2009: 179). 


2.2 What is solid waste management? 


Solid waste management (swm) refers to all activities dealing with solid waste. It is the term used for the 


collection, treatment and disposal of solid waste generated by a population in an environmentally and 


socially satisfactory manner using the most economical means available (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 2). 


According to the Sphere Project (2011: 117): “Solid waste management is the process of handling and 


disposal of organic and hazardous solid waste which, if unattended appropriately, can pose public health risks to 


the affected population and can have a negative impact on the environment.” 


In Asia, solid waste management typically consists of the following elements (Zurbrügg 2003: 3): 


 household waste generation and storage 


 reuse and recycling on household level (includes 


animal feed and composting) 


 primary waste collection and transport to transfer 


station or community bin 


 management of the transfer station or community 


bin 


 secondary collection and transport to the waste 


disposal site 


 waste disposal in landfills 


On community level, people mostly are involved in the 


first three elements.  


Responsible for the swm on this level are mainly women. 


They are responsible for the household maintenance and 


for cleanliness and directly affected by the waste 


management. Therefore, women have to be considered 


as key community members in each swm project on 


community level (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 13).  Fig. 1: Different elements of swm 


Source: Zurbrügg 2010: 17 
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3. Characteristics of solid waste and solid waste management in Sri Lanka 


Apart from literature on solid waste management in Sri Lanka, the information of this chapter is the 


result of field visits to the villages that are a part of Tdh‟s Psychosocial Project1. The information was 


primarily collected during discussions with the Youth Clubs, with other community members as well as 


with representatives of the local authorities. 


3.1 Solid waste in Sri Lanka 


On average worldwide, one person produces 0.5 kg of garbage per day. That means that in Sri Lanka 


approx. 10,000 tons of waste are generated daily (20 million Sri Lankan people x 0.5kg) but this varies by 


region and level of development. There are differences in the waste generation between countries and 


also between different regions. Generally, waste generation is related to development and urbanization. 


In developed countries the waste per capita is higher than in less developed countries. Also, the waste 


generation in urban areas is higher than in villages. In Sri Lanka, the waste generation per day and capita 


is as follows (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 9)2: 


Large cities Middle cities Small cities 


0.65 – 0.85 kg/day and capita 0.45 – 0.65 kg/day and capita 0.2 – 0.45 kg/day and capita 


Today, the waste generation is increasing in low and middle income countries. Therefore, it is highly 


likely that the waste generation in Sri Lanka today is higher than it was in 2008. Another characteristic 


of waste management in low or middle income countries is that a large amount of waste remains 


uncollected. In 2006, the local authorities of Sri Lanka collected approximately 2‟900 tons of waste per 


day (CEA 2006: 3). In 2008, approximately 25 percent of the total amount of garbage was collected 


(Sandec 2008: 10)3. 


According to the CEA (2006: 3), Sri Lanka still has a very high share of organic waste, i.e. more than 60 


percent is short term biodegradable4. If we take into account also long term biodegradable waste, then 


on average more than 70 percent of the waste is organic. Because of the mainly rural context it is very 


                                                
1 With its Psychosocial Project, Tdh works in two districts of Eastern Sri Lanka: Batticaloa and Ampara. While 


Cheddipalayam, Kalkudah, Kallady, Kaluthavalai, Kaluwankeny, Kirankulam, Puthukudiyruppu and Palayadithona 


belong to the district of Batticaloa, Karativu, Onthachimadam, Periyaneelavanai, Islamabath, Ninthavur, Oluvil and 


Sainthamaruthu belong to the district of Ampara. The eight villages of the district of Batticaloa as well as Karativu, 


Onthachimadam and Periyaneelavanai of the district of Ampara are rural villages. The other villages of the district 


of Ampara are densely populated and can be described as semi-urbanized. Annex 1 contains maps of the two 


districts. An overview of the swm in the villages is provided in Annex II. 
2 Van der Wel and Post (2007: 23) published slightly different numbers: 0.85 kg/day and capita in Colombo, 0.8 


kg/day and capita in other Municipal Councils, 0.6 kg/day and capita for Urban Councils and 0.4 kg/day and capita in 


Pradeshiya Sabha. 
3 Unfortunately, the CEA does not mention the total amount of generated waste. If we consider the 2900 tons of 


waste as 25 percent then the total amount of generated waste per day in Sri Lanka is 11600 tons.  
4 Short term biodegradable refers to organic waste that decomposes within short time such as kitchen waste. 


Coconut husk is an example for long term biodegradable waste. 
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likely that the amount of organic waste in the target area of Tdh‟s Psychosocial Project is even higher5. 


Figure 2 gives an overview of the different types of waste produced in Sri Lanka. 


 
Fig. 2: Share of different types of waste produced in Sri Lanka 


Source: Central Environmental Authority 2006 


3.2 Formal solid waste management  


In Sri Lanka, the Urban and Municipal Councils (UC 


and MC) and the Pradeshiya Sabha6 (PS) are 


responsible for the management of solid waste. These 


local authorities should remove non-industrial solid 


waste and provide proper sites for the dumping of 


solid waste (Perera 2003: 347). The responsibilities are 


written in the Urban and Municipal Ordinances as well as 


in the Pradeshiya Sabha Act (see Annex III).  


In reality, local authorities provide a limited collection 


service for the people. Most local authorities have 


established a schedule for the collection of the waste 


and try to visit each village approximately twice a week. Generally, they also have tractors with open 


trailers to collect the solid waste. Workers collect the garbage which people deposit in front of their 


house and put it in the trailer. However, usually there is no system in place to sort different kinds of 


waste. Therefore, everything is put into the same pile and brought to the dumping site. The Municipal 


Council of Batticaloa has some collection points for plastic, glass, cardboard and paper. People can bring 


their garbage to these collection points. The workers of the MC should empty the collection point from 


time to time. 


                                                
5 For example, the amount of organic waste in Kallady was around 90 percent in 2007. Unfortunately, statistical 


data of the waste composition of the majority of the other target villages is not available. 
6 The Pradeshiya Sabha is the local authority on village level. 
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What in theory seems to be proper solid waste 


management, is in reality very often a not well-


functioning system: Often, local authorities do not 


have enough money to pay the salaries of workers and 


to purchase the equipment for the collection service. 


Therefore, the collection often does not take place 


and the majority of the target villages only have service 


once or twice a month. Usually, people are also not 


informed about the date of waste collection and 


therefore do not deposit the garbage in front of their 


houses. Furthermore, the collection is often only 


available for the households along main roads as 


tractors and trailers are too big for narrow lanes. Apart from an insufficient collection service, the 


treatment of waste also is very rudimentary. As mentioned above, there usually is no sorted collection 


for different waste material. Organic waste, plastic, metal, glass, and even hazardous waste such as 


batteries are collected together. The system with collection points does not function well. Around the 


collection point there is lots of garbage and there is a smell. Engineered landfill sites7 are not yet the 


rule. Often, local authorities have a dumping place which is usually a field without any fundament in 


order to prevent soil contamination or leakage of contaminated water. These so called open dumping 


sites are highly problematic, especially if they are close to settlements. Sometimes, the workers do not 


even bring the waste to these dumping sites but empty their tractors on the beach or somewhere in the 


bush.  


In a few cases, the situation in villages of the district of Ampara is a little bit better. Since 2010, UNOPS 


has been implementing its Environmental Remediation Program (ERP)8. Main emphasis for the ERP 2 


(2011 – 2013) is an integrated solid waste management. Until June 2011, seven engineered landfill sites, 


five composting facilities, one transfer station, and four recycling stores had been built. Tdh‟s target 


villages in the district of Ampara can benefit from these new facilities.  


  


                                                
7 An engineered or sanitary landfill isolates the waste “from the environment until it is rendered innocuous through 


natural biological, chemical and physical processes” (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 26).  
8 The ERP of UNOPS has three components: surface water drainage, environment restoration and solid waste 


management. The first two components were completed during the first phase of the program (2007 to 2010). 


From 2011 to 2013, additional 3 Million of US Dollars are available for ERP 2 resp. solid waste management. The 


focus of ERP 2 lies on institutional development and governance, community awareness and training as well as 


business development and marketing. 
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3.3 Informal solid waste management  


Apart from the collection service of the local authorities, most people use different ways to manage 


solid waste. Traditionally, people either bury, dump or burn their waste in open spaces or in their 


backyards. Nowadays, these practices are not only problematic because they can damage the 


environment, but also because the population is growing, and both the waste generation per capita as 


well as the percentage of non-organic waste is increasing. 


Very few people from one of the target villages know how to make compost. In some villages, as for 


example in Sainthamaruthu, people bury their organic waste and mark the place. After a couple of weeks 


they excavate the decomposed material and use it as fertilizer/soil conditioner. 


People in the Tdh target villages are often 


involved in an informal recycling system: From 


time to time, small traders visit the villages in 


order to buy recyclable goods such as PET-


bottles, old plastic chairs and metal. Usually, 


these traders are specialized in only one 


material. They buy the recyclable goods for a 


small amount of money from the villagers or 


reward children with sweets9. These small 


traders sell the material to bigger traders from 


Colombo. 


3.4 Solid waste management at the national level 


In 1981, the Central Environmental Authority (CEA) was founded under the National Environmental 


Act. The CEA is responsible for the Sri Lanka‟s national strategy for solid waste management and for 


programs and projects on the national level. At the time of writing, the CEA had two national solid 


waste management programs: The Pilisaru Project and the National Post Consumer Plastic Waste 


Management Program (NPCPWMP). The CEA‟s headquarters are in Colombo, but there is also one 


representative of the CEA in each province10. 


3.4.1 The National Strategy for Solid Waste Management 


The main points of CEA‟s national strategy for swm are as follows: 


 Prioritization of waste avoidance over recycling and prioritization of recycling over other forms 


of environmentally sound disposal 


 Reuse of non-avoidable waste as far as possible 


 Maintain the content of hazardous substances in waste at the lowest level possible 


 Guarantee of an environmentally sound residual waste treatment and disposal as basic 


prerequisites for human existence 


                                                
9 For example in Sainthamaruthu people get for one kilo of hard plastic 10 rupees and for one kilo of iron 8 


rupees. 
10 See Annex X for the respective addresses of CEA‟s headquarters and of the CEA representative in the Eastern 


Province. 
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3.4.2 The Pilisaru Project 


The national Pilisaru Project supports local authorities which are responsible for swm. It provides 


technical and financial assistance as well as infrastructural aid. At the time of writing, the CEA was 


working with 70 local authorities. The main components of the Pilisaru Project are: 


 Construction of compost yards 


 Construction of final disposal sites 


 School programs e.g. the collection of paper 


 Training programs for governmental persons as the PHI, workers, supervisors, etc.  


 Provision of subsidized compost bins for home gardening 


 Biogas plants for hospitals 


 Storage/transportation facilities (e.g. tractors with three compartments for organic waste, plastic 


and paper) 


Local governments can request support from the Pilisaru Project. At the time of writing, the Pilisaru 


Project had not yet been implemented in the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka.  


3.4.3 The National Post Consumer Plastic Waste Management Program (NPCPWMP) 


The project has two target groups: schools and local authorities. Its main components are as follows: 


 awareness programs for waste segregation for school children, government officers and NGOs 


 introduction of a bag system for schools and governmental offices 


 construction of recycling plants11 


Like the Pilisaru Project, the NPCPWMP did not exist in the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka at the time of 


writing.  


                                                
11 These facilities are able to shred, crush, melt and pelletize plastic. The pellets are used for new plastic items. So 


far, three recycling plants have been built: in Anuradhapurna, Balagota, and Kurunegala. 
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4. What problems and challenges are related to solid waste? 


Although formal and informal solid waste management exists in each of Tdh‟s target villages in the 


districts of Batticaloa and Ampara it is by far insufficient. Semi-urbanized areas, streets, public places, and 


fields are polluted with garbage. Discarded colourful shopping bags are highly visible. The adverse effects 


of insufficient waste management can be categorized into three risk groups: risks for the environment, 


risks for the public health and risks for the economy. 


4.1 Environmental risks 


Usually, environmental risks are not visible in short 


term and therefore people often are not aware of 


them. Waste and/or insufficient treatment of waste 


can pollute natural resources like water, soil and air.  


If waste is dumped openly, wind can blow it into 


drains, rivers, ponds, and to the sea. The discarded 


waste is not only ugly to look at, but it is also 


dangerous as non-organic waste can release chemicals 


and pollute the water. 


Plastic is a good example of how waste can heavily 


affect the environment. Although plastic will gradually 


break down into small pieces, it will never completely vanish and sometimes animals eat it. For example, 


sea fish swallow small plastic pieces and can even have a stomach full of them without having eaten 


something organic and digestible. 


If waste is dumped on land in an uncontrolled manner, the waste can contaminate surface water and 


groundwater through leakage. Leakage can reduce the fertility of the soil. If waste is blown into drains, it 


can block the sewers and can contribute to flooding, as was the case during the floods in Batticaloa in 


February 2011. 


Air is polluted by burning waste. Highly toxic gases can be released through burning waste. These 


substances foster global warming. Furthermore, anaerobic decomposition of organic waste leads to the 


release of methane, a substance that contributes to climate change. 


4.2 Health risks 


Health impacts12 can occur at all stages of the waste cycle i.e. during generation and storage, recycling 


and reuse, collection and transfer, and during treatment and disposal. Waste related health risks can be 


grouped into three different categories: 


 injuries and exposure to chronic diseases 


 bacterial, viral or parasitic infections 


 indirect creation of endemic conditions for specific waterborne diseases 


                                                
12 The following information is from UNEP 2009, Volume I, Appendix A. 
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Injuries and cuts often occur if waste is dumped openly. For example, sharp items like a shard of glass 


can pose a health risk. If these sharp items are infectious and if people cut themselves with such items, 


bacterial infections like tetanus or viral blood infections such as hepatitis B and C can result. Children 


who play outside or people who are walking barefoot are especially exposed to such risks. Injuries can 


happen on dumping sites if garbage is piled up until the heap is instable and collapses. 


Burning waste can lead to burns and respiratory trauma. Burning plastic can be highly toxic. In Sri Lanka 


people believe that kerosene for cookers can be replaced by plastic bags – a very fatal practice. Chronic 


respiratory diseases as well as eye and skin diseases can result from waste-generated exposure infected 


dust. 


If organic waste does decompose uncontrolled, pathogens will reproduce themselves in an uncontrolled 


manner. Organic waste can attract animals like rodents, dogs, cows, and insects which can transmit 


diseases such as cholera, diarrhea, dysentery or parasitic enteric diseases. These bacteria, viral or 


parasitic enteric diseases can also be a result of the consumption of drinking water or food that was 


contaminated by leakage from waste. 


For example, the creation of endemic conditions for waterborne diseases happens if waste serves as 


containers for water and therefore also as a breeding place for insects. Mosquitoes, which preferably 


breed in such places, can transmit dengue, yellow fever, and malaria. Problematic are for example empty 


coconut shells. 


However, not everybody is exposed in the same way to health risks which occur due to insufficient 


waste management. Especially vulnerable are 


 children under five years, 


 elderly people, 


 people who live close to waste facilities, 


 people who drink water which is contaminated by garbage and 


 scavengers and other people who are working in the waste business. 


4.3 Economic risks 


Economic risks are very closely related to the environmental and health risks mentioned above. If soil is 


contaminated with waste, its fertility will decrease and the harvest of the farmer will drop. If waste is 


dumped in the sea, fish will suffer from toxic remains and hence the fish population will decrease. This in 


turn has an adverse effect on the income of fishermen. Finally, landscapes which are polluted with waste 


are not attractive for tourists. If less tourists come to a place because it is too polluted with waste, 


people depending on tourism will have a lower income. This is already an issue on some of Sri Lanka‟s 


beaches. 
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PART II Ideas for solid waste management projects on 


community level 
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5. The 3R-concept or what I can do in order to reduce garbage 


Usually, if people think about solid waste they think 


about different technical solutions to treat discarded 


waste. In fact, waste management begins much 


earlier; it begins with our pattern of consumption 


and with our choice of what materials we use in our 


daily life. 


The triangle on the left shows us how we can 


significantly reduce the amount of waste: by trying 


to avoid and minimize waste, and by trying to reuse, 


recycle and recover as much material as possible. 


Even if you initially have a lot of waste, you have 


many opportunities to reduce the amount of 


garbage before its final disposal. 


Waste reduction begins with changing our consumption patterns. Before we buy things, we should be 


aware that everything we consume will sooner or later be waste. Therefore, it is good think about the 


following questions: 


 Do I really need this object? Is it possible to get a used one from a family member of friends? Do 


I have an old one, and is it possible to repair it? 


 What is the object made of? Is it made of organic or non-organic material? If it is made of non-


organic material: Is the material recyclable or not? 


 If the item is made of plastic: Is there any alternative? 


 How long is the life time of this object? 


5.1 How can I reduce and reuse waste? 


5.1.1 Shopping 


 Think twice about whether you really need a plastic shopping bag. 


 Use reusable shopping bags or a basket instead of plastic bags the stores offer. Tell the shop 


keeper that you have your own bag. Over time, he may become more aware of the possibility 


to reduce the amount of plastic shopping bags. 


 Buy products which are made from recycled materials whenever possible (especially products 


which you use frequently such as paper). 


 Buy products with little packaging. 


 Buy loose bulk foods (the ones that come in bins or sacks) instead of packaged foods, and use 


your own reusable containers instead of the store's disposable plastic bags. (Make sure you have 


the store weigh your container before you fill them, so you don't get charged for the weight of 


your container in addition to the food.) 


 Buy quality products that last longer instead of cheaper products that will wear out quickly and 


cost you more over the long run.  


 


Avoidance 


Minimization 
R 


Re 


Reuse 


Recycling 


Recovery 


Disposal 
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 Buy concentrated products (like concentrated juice, concentrated laundry detergent, and so 


forth), which come in small containers, instead of buying un-concentrated items, which come in 


large containers.  


 Only buy products that have multiple uses rather than many products which can only be used 


for one thing. 


 If you buy food at a takeaway, bring your own container with you. 


5.1.2 Composting 


 Make a compost basket in your backyard and compost your organic waste (like kitchen waste or 


waste from your garden) to create compost soil, which can be used to fertilize your plants and 


enrich your soil. 


 Leave grass clipping on the land or put it on your compost pile instead of throwing it away. 


5.1.3 Clever choice of material 


 If you have an alternative to plastic, chose the alternative. Plastic is not only very problematic if 


it is discarded, already the production of plastic items is not environmentally sound. 


 Use rechargeable batteries. 


 Use cloth diapers. 


 Use cloth napkins. 


 Use cloth towels such as tea towels instead of paper towels. 


 Use various waste products to create new items (a frame made from old wood, a belt made 


from bottle caps, a blanket made from old clothes, a rug made from old rags, etc). 


5.1.4 Reduction of material 


 Use a water filter instead of buying bottled water. 


 Get your name off of direct marketing lists to reduce the amount of advertising mail you get. 


Call your utility companies, credit card companies, banks, and any other institution you do 


business with and ask them to take you off their mailing lists (or get on their email list instead). 


 Repair or upgrade items instead of throwing them out. 


 Use pencils or re-useable pens instead of disposable pens. 


 Rent or borrow items instead of buying them. 


 Use email or phone calls instead of sending letters, faxes, or paper reports whenever possible.  


 Use the feature on your printer or copier that reduces the size of the document so you can 


print two pages on one side of a sheet of paper (you usually can still read it just fine).  


 When printing things from the internet (such as order confirmations), print them to PDF files by 


using a PDF printer driver instead of printing them out on actual paper. You can just delete 


them when you don't need the document anymore.  


 Give practical gifts rather than items that will just end up as clutter, which will eventually be 


thrown out. Gifts of your own time or services (such as memberships, classes, and theater 


tickets) are even better.  
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 Never write or print on just one side of a paper. If you have paper that is used only on one side, 


use the other side for scratch paper, notes, or printing out pages for your household organizer 


notebook.  


Of course the list of ideas on how to reduce the amount waste is not complete. There are more 


options. Think about new ideas and add them to the list! 


 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


5.2 How can I recycle waste? 


People in Sri Lanka are good at recycling. Old parts of mechanical tools are used for new ones, old 


newspaper is used for wrapping snacks and food, PET-bottles can be used as containers for plants or 


lampshades, etc. Furthermore, traders are interested in recyclable material such as old paper, 


cardboard, PET-bottles, hard plastic, tin, iron, aluminum and glass bottles. Prices are increasing for 


aluminum and hard plastic. Nevertheless, new consumption patterns and the growing amount of plastic 


items threaten traditional recycling techniques. Try to continue with and foster these practices: 


 Collect recyclable goods at home until a trader visits your village. These traders usually are 


interested in glass, metals such as iron and aluminum, hard plastic, cardboard, and paper. 


 If you buy glass bottles, ask the shop keeper whether you can give the bottles back after being 


used. 


 Find out whether there is a recycling centre i.e. a panehikavatha shop in your village. 
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6. Management of organic waste 


As we have seen before, the majority of waste in Sri Lanka is still organic. Like other types of waste, it 


also needs proper management to avoid environmental and health risks. There are three ways of dealing 


with organic waste:  


 feed for animals 


 aerobic degradation such as composting or vermicomposting 


 anaerobic decomposition, i.e. with a biogas plant 


6.1 Backyard composting 


Composting is probably the most well-known treatment for organic waste. It is the natural process of 


decomposition of organic matter into biologically stable humus. Natural microorganisms such as bacteria 


and fungi break down the organic matter into simpler compounds. Later, the material feeds beetles, 


earthworms and soil insects which continue the process and transform the coarse compost material 


into a crumbly soil-like substance. When the insects abandon the compost, they leave stable humus 


which is an excellent soil conditioner. 


There are many different systems which range from very simple, low-cost techniques for a single 


household up to big centralized facilities. The simplest technique in order to improve the management 


of organic waste on household level is the basket compost or jeewa kottuwa13.  


Tdh example 1: How to construct a basket compost or jeewa kottuwa 


First, select a proper place for your basket compost. The place should be neither too close to the house 


(not closer than 10 meters) nor too close to a water source. It shouldn‟t be too sunny or too wet. A 


good place for the construction of a basket compost is in the shadow of a tree. 


The size of the basket depends on the amount of waste to be composted and on the availability of 


space. For an average household, you need land with a diameter of approximately 1.5 meters and 


additional 30 cm of land for the maintenance of the compost pile. 


Equipment 


 24 wooden sticks, each 1.5 meters long, Kilisariya wood is ideal (if you take live sticks for the 


construction and allow them to make new roots, then the system is called jeewa kottuwa) 


 a knife 


 a measuring tape 


 a hoe, a rake or other tools to clear the land 


 thin nylon thread bundle or 30 meters of rope  


Construction 


Clear the land. Mark a circle of land 1.5 meters in diameter. Using two sticks, divide the circle into four 


sections. Then mark 5 holes in each of the 4 sections, so that the perimeter contains 20 holes for 20 


sticks. Take a knife and remove 10 cm of bark from each stick and sharpen the sticks. Put the sticks 


approximately 15 cm deep into the holes, so that they are tightly fixed to the ground. Make sure that 


the sticks are all the same height. Of course, you can vary the size of your basket compost; the 


                                                
13 The following information you also find as leaflet in Annex IV. 
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important thing is that you put a stick into the ground every 15 cm. 


Now, take the rope and tie the sticks together. Start 20 cm above the ground level. Once all sticks have 


nodes and are connected, move up another 20 cm and tie them up once more. Continue until you reach 


the top level. Instead of a rope you can also use green twigs. 


Put a layer of banana leaves on the ground of your 


basket. Now, you can put organic waste into the 


basket. Make sure that you put a layer of brown waste 


(leaves, straw, etc.) after each layer of green waste 


(kitchen waste). Each layer should be approximately 


30 cm thick. On the top of the two layers put some 


cow dung and spray water on top of it. Mixing is not 


required as the structure provides good aeration. If it 


is very hot and sunny, you can cover the top of the 


basket with old cereal bags or fleece. It will prevent 


the loss of moisture. 


The compost will be ready within 10 to 12 weeks. 


Take the fine compost from the bottom of the pile and apply it directly to your crops and plants. 


Of course, the basket compost system is not suitable for semi-urban or urban areas. In densely 


populated areas people can use small metal, plastic or concrete compost bins in order to manage their 


organic waste14. 


6.1.1 What can you put on the compost pile? 


Note that almost any plant or animal waste will decompose. The following organic materials are suitable 


for composting: 


 vegetable and fruit waste 


 garden trash such as leaves, grass, straw, and trimmings 


 sawdust 


 bark 


 kitchen waste 


 food leftovers 


 animal farm manure (cow, sheep, goat, poultry) 


 farm waste such as coconut trash, crop residues such as banana skins, corn skins, husks 


 animal waste such as meat and fish scraps can be used, but may attract dogs, flies and other insects 


Not all organic material will decompose within the same period of time. Some material such as coconut 


shells, wood, bones or industrially “altered” materials such as paper and leather will need much more 


time until they are fully decomposed. 


Be aware that kitchen waste alone is very attractive for flies. Cover kitchen waste with a thin layer of 


dry garden waste or bury it in the centre of the basket. 


                                                


14 Recently, the Agricultural Department of the University of Jaffna has developed a new system, see Kannan 2011. 
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6.1.2 What shouldn‟t be on my compost? 


It is important that you don‟t put any non-organic items on your compost pile. Otherwise you will 


reduce the quality of your compost. Do not put plastic, PET, cans, stones, glass, wax-coated cardboard, 


newspaper with colored ink, waste from domestic cats and dogs, batteries, and medicines into you 


compost basket. Furthermore, it is also not recommended to put fats and cooking oils, diseased plants 


and human feces on the compost. 


6.1.3 What are the key factors to successful composting? 


There are some crucial factors which have to be considered in order to get good compost: 


 Oxygen: Composting is an aerobic process. Microorganisms need enough oxygen to be active in the 


pile. That‟s why your compost basket is open on the side. If you use another composting technique 


such as putting the organic waste on a heap, then you have to turn your waste regularly in order to 


provide enough oxygen. Another simple way of ventilation can be achieved by some structures such 


as perforated pipes or with a triangular bamboo rack. 


 Water: Microorganisms can only take up nutrients for their growth during the liquid phase of the 


material. Therefore, it is important to always have adequate moisture in the pile and to regularly put 


water on the top of the pile. The quantity of water varies according the season. An optimum 


moisture level is reached if the composting material feels damp to the touch, i.e. if a few drops of 


liquid are released while squeezing a handful of material. If you put too much water on the top, you 


block the aeration which can create unpleasant odors. 


 C/N balance: Besides air and water, a specific balance between carbon and nitrogen is a crucial factor 


for good compost. Microorganisms need carbon as a source of energy. In practice, it is advisable to 


start with a mixing ratio of one part of green (like for example vegetable waste, etc.) and one part of 


brown waste (like for example sawdust, bark, etc.). 


 Size and structure: Waste material which has been shredded and chipped or otherwise reduced in 


size will decompose more rapidly. This is especially important for long term biodegradable waste 


such as wood. Smaller pieces have a greater surface to mass ratio, which increases the rate of 


biological decomposition. 


 Temperature: Due to microbial activity, heat is generated in the compost pile. Usually, at the 


beginning of degradation the microbial activity is very high and therefore the temperature within the 


pile increases rapidly. The high temperatures destroy weed seeds, insect larvae and potential 


populations of human pathogens. During the first few days, the temperature should be between 50 


and 55°C, later between 55 and 60°C. A temperature beyond 66°C will reduce the biological activity. 
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Fig. 3: Temperature and processes during composting 


Source: Eawag/Sandec 2006: 99 


Although composting often is described as a simple technique in order to treat organic waste, difficulties 


can occur. In Annex VI you find an overview of the most common problems and some advice how to 


solve them. 


If you really would like to go into details and would like to know more about the quality of your 


compost, you can ask a laboratory for an analysis. The Sri Lankan standards for compost can be found in 


Annex V. 


Key readings 


Practical Action (n.d.): Home composting systems. Technical Brief. URL: 


http://www.janathakshan.com/files/Homecompostingsystems.pdf. 


Eawag/Sandec (2006): Decentralized Composting for Cities of Low- and Middle-Income Countries. A Users‟ 


Manual. URL: http://www.eawag.ch/forschung/sandec/publikationen/swm/dl/decomp_Handbook_loRes.pdf. 


6.2 Vermicomposting 


Vermicomposting is another method of composting. Instead of microorganisms, earthworms and red 


worms are used for the decomposition of the organic waste. The worms break the organic matter 


down in smaller pieces and eat half decomposed material. 


However, vermicomposting needs a lot of space. The organic waste cannot be piled up; instead it has to 


be spread on the ground. Therefore, this method is most suitable for farmers. Furthermore, the worms 


are more sensitive to extreme temperatures and to contamination. Temperature and composition of 


the organic waste have to be observed regularly. On the other hand, the compost has a very high level 


of nutrients and is a perfect soil conditioner. According to Sandec (2008: 20) only little experience with 


this composting method has been made so far, but many projects in centralized or village-scale 


composting systems are ongoing. 
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6.3 Anaerobic digestion with a biogas plant 


Organic decomposition can also occur without air/oxygen. 


Microorganisms which can decompose organic material exist 


naturally. If you put organic matter into a container, it will 


start decomposing immediately, similar to aerobic 


composition. During decomposition, the organic material will 


release different gases, mainly methane. Methane is one of the 


most harmful green house gases and if released into the 


atmosphere, it has a very bad effect on the climate, 


contributing to global warming. However, if this gas is used in 


a controlled way, it can be a very environmentally sound 


source of energy. 


One example for a controlled anaerobic digestion is a biogas 


plant. The biogas plant consists of a drum for the collection 


and fermentation of organic waste as well as human and 


animal excreta. The gas which is produced during the 


digestion can be used as source of energy for gas cookers or 


as fuel for gas generators. One cubic meter of biogas has the 


calorific value of approximately 6kWh. This is an equivalent to about half a liter of diesel oil. The final 


product of the anaerobic digestion, the sludge, can be used as fertilizer (Eawag/Sandec: 2008: 21). 


The technique of biogasification has several environmental and social advantages: 


 Organic waste can be treated in a controlled way, therefore health risks are reduced. 


 Thanks to the environmentally sound waste decomposition, soil, water and air are protected 


from pollution. 


 The organic waste is transformed into a high quality fertilizer. This fertilizer can be either sold 


and/or replace chemical fertilizer. Therefore, it can also be a valuable source of income. 


 As an alternative source of energy, biogas can replace other gas or firewood. By replacing 


firewood, it can also reduce the workload of women who collect firewood. 


On the other hand, setting up the production of biogas has relatively high initial costs15. Furthermore, it 


is a technique best suited to areas where people have enough kitchen waste, animal and/or human 


excreta. In addition, the concept of transforming/using human excreta into/as fertilizer might not be 


culturally accepted. Finally, enough space is needed for the installation of the biogas plant and as well as 


the technical know-how for the construction of the plant. 


Key readings 


Practical Action (2007): Biogas. Technical Brief. URL: http://practicalaction.org/biogas. 


GIZ and ISAT (n.d. a): Biogas Digest. Volume I. Biogas basics. URL: http://www.gtz.de/de/dokumente/en-biogas-volume1.pdf. 


                                                
15 According to HELP-O, a Sri Lankan NGO based in Galle, the initial costs for a biogas plant for a household with 


a volume of 8m3 costs around 125‟000 Sri Lankan rupees. 


Fig. 4: Concept of a biogas plant 


Source: Practical Action 2007: 4 



http://practicalaction.org/biogas

http://www.gtz.de/de/dokumente/en-biogas-volume1.pdf
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7. Management of recyclable goods 


As mentioned in Chapter 6 many different materials can be recycled such as paper, cardboard, different 


metal, and PET bottles. Recycling is a very important practice as it does not only help to reduce the 


amount of waste, but also helps save our natural resources. The latter is very important, as we will need 


much more resources in future due to the growing world population. 


As written in Chapter 3, small traders visit the villages from time to time in order to buy recyclable 


goods. Nevertheless, people often do not collect recyclable items systematically. On the one hand, the 


financial incentive to collect recyclable material is too small; on the other hand, the traders do not visit 


the villages regularly and are not interested in all types of recyclables. These problems could be solved 


with recycling projects at school or with regular collection of recyclable goods at household level. 


Tdh example 2: Recycling Days at  school 


The aim of this project is to find a trader who visits the school on a regular basis in order to buy 


recyclable goods from school children for fixed prizes. These so called ‟Recycling Days‟ take place once 


a month and are announced in advance by the school. At the day of the recycling fair, the trader visits 


the school with his lorry and collects all the recyclable goods. This project is based on the Recycling 


Bank Project of UNOPS which is itself part of the ERP (see chapter 3.2).  


Contact your school to see if the teachers and the principle are interested in holding a Recycling Day. 


Their support is crucial for the success of the project. The project will only work if they support you, 


are positive about the project, and encourage pupils to bring recyclable goods on the Recycling Day. 


Eventually, your school could have an Environmental Committee or Club which could be involved in the 


project. 


Once the teachers have agreed to support you, find a trader who is ready 


to collect the recyclable goods at the school. The CEA has list with 


traders16. Otherwise you can ask at a panehikavatha shop for an address. 


Usually, for the trader, the amount of waste he can collect compared with 


the distance he has to travel is crucial. The higher the number of children 


of a school and the closer the school is to the centre, the easier it is to find 


a trader. Generally, it is not possible to assess the amount of recyclable 


goods children will bring on the Recycling Day. However, you can estimate 


that about half of the students will bring approximately half a kilo of 


recyclable goods each. It is important that you try to stay realistic about the 


total amount of recyclable goods pupils will bring. The project will collapse 


if the trader does not get the expected amount of recyclable goods. 


If you have the support of the teachers and the trader, fix a date for the recycling fair. It is good to give 


the children around two to four weeks to collect recyclable goods.. Ask the trader beforehand about 


the prices for the different recyclable materials. Then, together with the Environmental Committee, 


                                                
16 The list contains the addresses of approximately 200 recyclers in Sri Lanka. For more information and in order 


to get the list, contact the CEA in Colombo (hotline: 011 288 89 99). 
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design a flyer with a short explanation of the project and list the prices for each type of item. Distribute 


this flyer to the school children. 


During the recycling fair itself, it is important to have some support from teachers, older students 


and/or the Environmental Committee. While the trader is weighing the recyclable goods, somebody 


should write down the amount and type of waste each child has brought. It is easier for the trader if he 


can pay the total sum for the recyclable goods to the Environmental Committee or to a teacher. Later, 


the money can be handed over to each child. There also is a possibility to encourage children to open a 


bank account with the help of the Environmental Committee and to later put the money in the bank. 


In order to be a sustainable project, the Recycling Day has to be repeated at regular intervals. Make sure 


that the school is taking over the responsibility for the contact with the trader. Again, the Environmental 


Committee would be ideal to take care of this task. 


If your school is in a more remote area, try to introduce the project to several schools in the same area. 


If the trader can visit several schools at the same day, he may be more interested in your project. 


7.1.1 Projects with the support of the CEA 


Another option for better waste management at school-level is the cooperation with government 


authorities. The NPCPWMP (see Chapter 3.4.3) is planning a school program for the improvement of 


the solid waste management. It is interested in raising the awareness of children and in introducing 


waste segregation at school-level with the establishment of a bag system for food, plastic, paper, and 


glass. 


Another school program is part of the Pilisaru Project (see chapter 3.4.2). Here, the authorities 


encourage school children to collect paper. The CEA will organize the pickup after a certain amount is 


collected. The collector is a private company and will pay money to the schools. If a class has collected 


one ton of waste it will get paint for the classroom as a reward. Usually, several schools have to apply 


together for the participation in this program; otherwise the amount of paper is too small for the 


private company. However, the paper recycling project might be difficult to implement in Eastern Sri 


Lanka, as paper is traditionally recycled as many times as possible and finally too degraded for recycling. 


At the time of writing, the project has not yet started in the Eastern Province.17  


Of course, recycling is not only an issue for schools. A similar recycling project could also be 


implemented within a community, for example under the responsibility of a women‟s association or the 


Rural Development Society (RDS). 


  


                                                
17 For further information regarding the project of the NPCPWMP contact Mr. Sarathkumara (e-mail: 


roshan@cea.lk or phone: 011 286 91 04) and for the Pilisaru Project contact Mr. Fernando (e-mail: jayavi@cea.lk 


or phone: 011 287 24 09). 
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Tdh example 3: Recycling at household level 


In Kaluwankeny, a rural village north of Batticaloa town, people don‟t have 


access to any recycling facilities. Though the share of non-organic waste is 


not yet very high, people are worried about the increasing waste 


generation. Therefore, the Youth Club (YC) would like to improve the 


collection of recyclable goods in the village.  


Since from time to time small-scale traders visit the village in order to buy 


recyclable goods, the YC makes use of this informal service and explains to 


the community the importance of recycling. In order to reach the 


community, the youth organize door-to-door visits, the most effective way 


of communication with people. Always, a small number of YC members is 


responsible for visiting a certain number of households. These small groups 


visit the households, ask them about their practices of waste management, give information about what 


materials are recyclable and show people how to store the items until the traders visit the village. 


Information on how to store the waste is crucial as some practices might have adverse effects18.  


 


Key reading 


Practical Action 2009: Recycling Plastics. Starting a business. Technical Brief. URL: 


http://practicalaction.org/translate-plastic-recycling. 


 


                                                
18 If for example old glass bottles still contain some water, they might become an ideal place for mosquito breeding. 


Therefore, it is important to store them upside down. 
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8. Better waste management at household level 


Each individual has a responsibility regarding their waste and therefore should follow the above 


explained 3R-concept (reuse, recycling, recovery) and segregate his or her waste at the household level. 


Waste segregation means the differentiation between different sorts of waste. Usually, the most basic 


waste separation is the one between organic and non-organic waste. But it is also possible to 


differentiate between kitchen waste, plastic, paper, glass, etc. The decision on how you will segregate 


waste depends on the formal and informal waste management system that is already in place and how 


you have access to this system. 


The following example shows how a first step in direction of a waste segregation at household level has 


been introduced. 


Tdh example 4: Waste segregation at household level 


Sainthamaruthu is a semi-urbanized village with a big population on a narrow strip of land between the 


sea and a lagoon. The problem of insufficient waste management is very visible: Almost all public spaces 


in the village are polluted with waste. People just dispose their garbage in the streets as they don‟t have 


backyards and sometimes they burn the waste. The YC of Sainthamaruthu wanted to change the 


situation with a small project on the household level. The project had the following components: 


 awareness raising sessions for the households 


 distribution of bags  


 door-to-door visits in order to give advice and to do a follow-up 


 cleaning activities 


For the awareness-raising of the community, the YC contacted the Public 


Health Inspector (PHI) in order to ask him for cooperation. Together with 


the PHI, the YC held three awareness sessions in order to explain the 


adverse effects of an insufficient waste management for human and 


environmental health. 


In order to show how the community can improve its waste management, 


the YC organized door-to-door visits to all of Sainthamaruthu‟s 600 


households to discuss how they can reduce their waste, what materials can 


be recycled and how waste can be segregated. To decide how waste would 


be categorized and segregated, the study of existing formal and informal 


waste collection was crucial: So far, the MC of Sainthamaruthu does not 


collect different types of waste separately; it puts all waste in the some pile and later sort between 


organic and non-organic waste at the compost yard in Periyaneelavanai. There are some informal 


traders but they do not collect recyclable goods on a regular basis. Due to these circumstances, the YC 


distributed re-usable bags to the households and explained them how to segregate recyclable items from 


non-recyclable items/waste which has to be collected by the MC. Furthermore, they showed how to dry 


the kitchen waste before putting it into the bag. The households would then use the bags for the 


curbside collection of the workers of the MC. The YC also printed a simple message on the bag in order 
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to show to other people that the households are collecting the waste as well as to animate other people 


to participate.  


Finally, with the support of the community and workers of the MC, the YC cleaned different public 


spaces where people previously dumped their household waste.  


In many Asian countries, it is a practice to put the waste in front of the house. For this primary 


collection, many different containers can be used such as earthen pots, plastic or paper bags, cane or 


reed baskets, concrete brick vats, urns, boxes, or clay jars. Paper bags or baskets allow waste to have 


air, thus promoting decomposition without formation of bad odor (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 13). 


In Sri Lanka, people often use old cereal bags to put the garbage in front of the house. Recently, local 


authorities such as the MC of Batticaloa distributed special re-usable bags for the waste collection. 


Unfortunately, people often use the bag for other purposes than for the waste collection. Therefore, the 


distribution of a bag should be considered carefully. The distribution of non-returnable bags is 


definitively no solution as it is unclear where people will get new bags once the stock is used and this 


can create more plastic trash. Nevertheless, the example from Sainthamaruthu mentioned above was 


supported by Tdh, as the introduction of a bag might function as a symbol for areas where primary 


collection at household level is not yet the practice.  
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9. Waste management at a school 


The following project is an example of taking a first step in order to improve the solid waste 


management of a school. The YC of Periyaneelvanai had two reasons for focusing on schools: 


1. Children are more exposed to waste-related health risks than other groups of people. 


2. Children can change their behavior more easily than adults. Generally, improved waste 


management cannot be achieved with only technical mean; there must also be behaviour change. 


3. Children also pass their learning to adults, who will adopt practices learned from their children 


more readily than from others. 


Tdh example 5: Waste management at the school in Periyaneelavanai 


The school in Periyaneelavanai had almost no waste management: A few cardboard boxes were used as 


dustbins, and behind the school a concrete bin served as a collection point for the waste. However, the 


concrete bin was not used, as it was not accessible for the workers of the MC. Therefore, the YC 


provided the school with a simple waste management which contained the following components: 


 distribution of dustbins 


 renovation of the existing concrete dustbin 


 awareness raising for school children for the importance of waste management and the use of 


dustbins 


The project had the following main activities: 


 meeting with the principle to clarify her interest in 


such a project 


 meeting with the PHI to ask him for support  


 meeting with the local authorities to get more 


information on the collection service and the 


reasons behind the insufficient waste collection  


During these meetings, the principle, the PHI, and the 


responsible person of the MC agreed to support the 


project. Only after all parties had come to an agreement 


were the following steps possible: 


 assessment of the necessary number of dustbins 


 checking prices for dustbins on the market 


 writing of a small project proposal 


 organization of a village coordination meeting in order to inform on the project and to ask for 


support from different CBOs 


 writing a memorandum of understanding for the involved stakeholders 


 approval of the Zonal Director of Education 


Finally, the project was implemented with more or less equal financial support from the school, the 


community, and from Tdh.  
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If you would like to improve the solid waste management at the school in your place, you first have to 


check the following:  


 What kinds of facilities are available at the school? Are there already bins? Is there a collection 


bin? Make a simple sketch of the school and its area and mark the location of available facilities. 


 Check if the school is served by the collection service of the local authorities. If yes, what kind 


of service do they provide? How often do they come? Does the collection take place regularly? 


What kind of waste is being collected? If no, ask why there is no existing collection. 


 Are the principle and the teachers interested in improving the swm at school? 


Note that at a school, it is important to differentiate between at primary collection and a secondary 


collection, as explained below. 


9.1 The primary collection at school 


The primary collection is where children and teachers put their garbage, for example bins in classrooms, 


in toilets, and on the playground. The number of bins depends on the number of children, teachers, and 


classrooms. Furthermore, it depends on the possibilities of segregating the waste. Ideally, each room has 


a dustbin. On the playground, several bigger dustbins should be available. If the children put food 


leftovers into the bins, lids are necessary. Otherwise the leftovers will attract animals. Of course also 


the bins for the toilets need a lid. If your MC or PS is capable of collecting different waste material 


separately, then it makes sense to collect and store the waste separately until the collection of the local 


authorities takes place. Of course, if waste has to be segregated and stored separately, the school will 


need more bins. If there is no waste segregation, then you can put the different types of waste together. 


9.2 The secondary collection at school 


Apart from the dustbins for the primary collection, the school needs a secondary collection point where 


the small bins can be emptied. This collection point must be located at a place which is easily accessible 


for the workers of the local authorities. Furthermore, it should be constructed in a way that makes it 


easy for the community workers to empty the bin. In order to know how big the concrete container 


must be, you have to approximately know the total amount of waste that is produced in the school. In 


Annex VII, you find a simple description on how you can assess the total amount of waste. Once you 


know the total amount and volume of waste that is produced on average per day, you can calculate the 


size of the concrete bin. Of course, do not forget to include into your calculations how many times per 


week or month the MC collects the waste, i.e. the collection point‟s volume also depends on the 


frequency of the collection service. It must be able to hold the total amount of waste deposited between 


collection dates, with no overflow.  


9.3 Sensitization sessions at a school 


Problems of solid waste management are not solved with installation of waste collection points. A 


behavioral change must also be initiated by raising the awareness for the problem and for the reasons 


behind it, and solutions to solve it.  
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Tdh example 6: Sensitization sessions for three age groups 


In order to improve the swm in the schools of Tdh‟s target villages, the organization distributed dustbins 


of different sizes to the schools and improved the networking of the schools with the local authorities. 


Previously, many schools had no waste management as such. Therefore, Tdh raised the awareness of 


children for the importance of swm before starting with 


the project implementation. 


Tdh created three awareness raising sessions, each for 


a certain age group. For children between six and ten 


years, a short picture story was painted in order to 


show them what happens in the school without a waste 


management system, and the benefits of establishing a 


waste management system at school. Students between 


11 and 14 years learned with a role play about the 


positive effects of a swm. The teenagers between 15 


and 18 learned more about the lifecycle of different 


products used in daily life. 


Tdh provided the material for the awareness sessions and organized workshops for members of the YC 


and other CBOs in order to introduce them to the awareness sessions. These community members 


later were responsible for the awareness-raising at the school. 


According to Tdh‟s field experience, usually the MOH or PHI is ready to support the sensitization 


programs. If you plan cooperation with the PHI, make sure that you inform them as early as possible 


about the project. Here are some lessons learnt from the field: 


 If you have the capacity, cooperate with the PHI and do not allow them to do the sensitization 


alone. YCs often have closer relationships with the students than the PHI. This relationship 


makes sensitization more effective. 


 Your sensitization session has to be adjusted to the age of the children. 


 Make your sensitization sessions as interactive as possible. The more active children can be, the 


more they will remember and benefit from your session. Avoid sessions with speeches only. 


Create a joyful session for the children. In Annex IX, you find some ideas for a sensitization 


lesson at school. 


 Give positive messages to the children. Explain them what they can gain if they contribute to the 


waste management. Explain what children can do rather than telling what is forbidden, what they 


should not do etc. 
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10. Community based waste collection 


In some cases, local authorities simply do not have the capacity to provide a proper service and the only 


solution for a quick improvement of waste management is an initiative from CBOs. This is especially the 


case in more densely populated areas. Here, the waste generation and the share of non-organic waste is 


normally higher than in rural areas. Community based waste collection also makes sense where some of 


the practices mentioned above are not practicable. 


Usually, CBOs are involved in the primary collection and transport of waste. As possibilities of primary 


collection were already discussed in Chapter 8 and as people in Sri Lanka are already used to setting out 


waste collection containers, the focus of this chapter lies on primary transport, i.e. the transport of the 


waste from the household to a collection or transfer point or directly to the landfill site. 


10.1 Formation of a waste committee 


There are many examples in South Asia of CBOs which are responsible for collecting, sorting, recycling 


or for the primary transport of garbage (Zhu et al. 2008: 164). Women often are key members of such 


committees. Together with children, they are traditionally responsible for the waste management on the 


household level. However, they often do not have the required knowledge and resources to conduct a 


safe and sound waste management. 


For example, in a district of Karachi, Pakistan, a CBO was formed to improve the waste management for 


400 families. The basic idea was to hire several workers for a daily door-to door collection of the waste 


and to cover their salaries by collecting a small fee each household has to pay monthly. In very narrow 


lanes, the workers collect the waste with wheelbarrows and bring it to specially designated municipal 


bins or to dump sites (Sandec 1999: 4ff.). 


On a volunteer basis, mainly women formed an institutional and financial committee in order to monitor 


and supervise the waste collection. Within a certain area (ward or block), two women of the committee 


are responsible for the supervision of the waste collection as well as for the collection of the user fees. 


10.2 Key information for the formation of a waste collection scheme 


In order to set-up your own community based scheme for an improved swm, you first need a clear 


picture of the situation (Zhu et al. 2008: 164). To achieve this, you should be able to answer the 


following questions: 


 What are the current swm practices? What traditions do exist? Which of these traditions are 


positive and should be encouraged? Which of these are harmful and need changing? 


 Who are the key members of the community? Who has a good reputation and is rooted well 


within the community? What are the roles of these people? How can they contribute to the 


success of the project? What could be some resistance they would have to the project, and how 


would you change this? 


 What resources are available from the local authorities, community leaders, and businesses? 
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If the assessment of the local conditions is done, you can go a step further and think about a concrete 


scheme. In the example from Karachi, the key factors of the primary waste collection scheme are the 


following (Sandec 1999: 5): 


 Area: What is the size of the village or block/ward/etc.? 


 Number of households: How many households belong to the area of intervention? 


 Inhabitants: How many people live in the area of intervention? 


 Average income: What is the average income of these people  important for calculation of fee 


 Roads: Which roads are accessible for the collection of local authorities? Which roads are not 


accessible for the collection? 


 Equipment: What means of transportation are needed? What kind of equipment do the workers 


need (brooms, shovels, gloves, disinfectant soap and agent, overalls, etc.)? 


 Personnel: How many workers are needed for the collection of the waste? 


 Type of service: What kind of collection service should be provided (door-to-door service or 


waste collection at a central point)? 


 Frequency: How often do the workers collect the waste (daily/twice per week/etc.)? 


 Working hours: How many hours per day are necessary per worker in order to provide the 


expected service? 


 Initial costs: What are the costs of transportation and the equipment of the workers? 


 Operation costs (mainly wages for the personnel): How much is the salary per worker and 


month? 


 Collection fee: How much do you have to charge per household to cover the running costs and 


to have some reserve for the maintenance of the means of transportation? How much are the 


households ready to pay for this service? 


 Management: Who is responsible for the management of the waste collection scheme? 


Normally, you should get information regarding the size of the area, the number of households, the 


number of inhabitants and their income at the office of the MC or PS. Sometimes, the local authorities 


also have a village map. If a map is not available, try do draw your own village map (use community 


mapping techniques) and mark already existing bins, collection points, narrow lanes, etc. 


10.3 Means of transportation 


In many developing countries, muscle-powered carts, wagons, different kinds of rickshaws and pushbikes 


are used for the collection of waste. Very often, these means of transport are not expensive and also 


easy to construct and maintain. Furthermore, these small means of transport are adapted to the local 


conditions, for example, they are small enough to have access to narrow roads which cannot be served 


by the big tractors of the local authorities. 


Before choosing a mean of transportation you have to become clear what kind of needs the waste 


collection scheme has. The following questions help to clarify the needs: 


 How long is the total distance to cover in order to collect the waste? How long is the distance 


to the transfer point or the final disposal site? 


 In what kind of conditions are the roads? Are the roads tarred or not? 
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 What is the topography of the area? Is the area hilly or flat? Therefore, you need a means of 


transportation with an engine or without? 


 What is the total amount of waste which has to be transported? What is the total volume? 19 


What is its weight? 


 What financial budget is available? 


 What means of transportation are available in the area and what kind of means of transport are 


accepted by the people? 


10.4 Experiences with community based collection schemes 


The following experiences are from Zurbrügg (Zurbrügg 2010: 17): 


 Collection and transport to the final disposal site is often not realistic due to the distances 


 Often, voluntary services are less sustainable. Sometimes, schemes based on voluntary work 


collapse, when motivated members withdraw from the committee. Therefore, it is especially 


important to make sure, that members who would like to withdraw from the committee pass 


their knowledge to their successors before leaving it. 


 The management structures, roles and tasks, and the financial transparency have to be clearly 


defined. 


 Cooperation with the local authorities is essential, as they are responsible for the secondary 


transport and/or the final disposal of the waste. 


 The technology for the collection and transport has to be adapted to the local context. 


Key readings 


Sandec (1999): Enhancing community motivation and participation in solid waste management. Excerpt out of 


SANDEC News, No. 4. 


Zhu, Da et al. 2008: Improving Municipal Solid Waste Management in India. A Sourcebook for Policy Makers and 


Practitioners. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank. Washington. 


 


                                                
19 See Annex VII for the assessment of the waste volume. 
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11. Information, education and communication 


It is not only the local authorities who are responsible for sufficient solid waste management. A sufficient 


solid waste management system also strongly depends on the willingness and behavior of the community 


members. Very often, people don‟t perceive an insufficient solid waste management as a problem. 


Usually, they haven‟t seen a better swm before and are not aware that the situation could be improved. 


Furthermore, community members are often unaware of the adverse effects on environmental and 


human health if the swm is not sufficient. Therefore, in order to achieve an improved swm, each 


technical or hardware component has to be completed by an information, education and communication 


strategy in order to raise awareness among the community for the importance of a well-functioning 


solid waste management system. 


There are many ways to reach the community and to raise its awareness: 


 use of mass media such as radio or even TV 


 distribution of leaflets to households or specific groups 


 community sessions for specific groups 


 school programs 


 door-to-door visits 


 celebration of recycling days, cleaning days, International Environmental Day, Earth Day, health 


and sanitation days, etc. 


 art competitions in the village/town 


 street plays 


 rallies 


Among these public awareness methods, the most effective is the door-to-door awareness campaign. 


With direct contact, you know that the community members get the right message. In addition, you 


have the chance to distribute brochures, posters or other education materials. Door-to-door visits give 


community members the possibility to ask questions and you will learn more about their perception of 


planned or ongoing activities. By and by, you can build confidence with the community members (Zhu et 


al. 2008: 168). However, be aware that door-to-door visits are time consuming and need a lot of 


personnel resources. 


For the communication with the community, the following is important (Zhu et al. 2008: 164): 


 The messages should be short, simple and clear. 


 The messages should be positive. Try to avoid messages with a ban. 


 Inform people about the positive effects of a clean environment. 


 Inform people that they have the possibility to improve the swm and that they also have 


responsibilities and obligations. Discuss the responsibilities. 


 Define the role of the local authorities. 


 Give people space to ask questions and to discuss. 


 Try to choose an interesting means of communication to reach your community. 
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Cooperation with a school is another very good means of communication. Children are a promising 


target group as it is easy for them to change their behavior and will bring the messages home to their 


families. See Chapter 9.3 for an example from the field and Annex IV for more ideas for sensitization 


activities at school. 


Key reading 


Zhu, Da et al. (2008): Improving Municipal Solid Waste Management in India. A Sourcebook for Policy Makers and 


Practitioners. Washington: The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank. 
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Annex I: District Maps of Batticaloa and Ampara 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 1. Map of Batticaloa district.  


Source: UN OCHA 2006 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     Fig. 2. Map of Ampara district.  


        Source: UN OCHA 2005
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Annex II: Overview of Solid Waste Management in Tdh‟s Target Villages 


GENERAL INFORMATION


village Onthachimadam Peeriyaneelavanai Islamabath Sainthamuruthu Karaitivu Ninthavur Oluvil


district Ampara Ampara Ampara Ampara Ampara Ampara Ampara


DS division Manmunai South Eruvil Pattu Kalmunai tamil Kalmunai muslim Sainthamaruthu Karaitivu Ninthavur Addalachchenai


GS division Onthachimadam North Peeriyaneelavanai 1 Sainthamaruthu 2 Karativu 3 Nintahvur 9 Oluvil 6


number of households 577 271 740 540 148 577 295


inhabitants 1883 934 2726 2570 516 2017 1180


community hindu community muslim community muslim community muslim community hindu community muslim community hindu community


main income activities traditionally juwellery making, 


but as nowadays the gold prize 


is high, people try to find other 


income activities such as 


farming (paddy) and fishing


fishermen, vegetable growers, 


farmers, weavers


fishermen, wage labourers, 


business men


fishermen, paddy cultivation fishermen, paddy cultivation, 


some people have home 


gardens


fishermen, paddy cultivators traditionally fishermen and 


paddy cultivators, due to the 


construction of the new 


harbour fishing is more difficult, 


lack of income possiblities


main waste generators households households households, shops households, shops households households households


responsible for formal swm PS PS MC MC PS PS PS


information on formal swm At the time of the interview the 


collection service was totally 


collapsed due to the lack of 


access to a dumping site. 


The collection takes place along 


the main road. If there is too 


much garbage the PS stops the 


collection.  The PS tried to 


motivate people to do source 


seperation of the garbage and 


distributed 2 different bags. 


The PS has one tractor for the 


collection of the waste. The 


service is limited to the main 


road and does not take place 


regularly. The  MC is not 


interested in organic waste. For 


20 years there was a big 


dumping site behind the 


Mosque.


The PS brings the garbage to 


the new compost yard in 


Karativu. The MC provides 


garbage collection once a week.  


The PS collects the waste every 


day. This service is new, dates 


back to the floods in February 


2011. The PS is only able to do 


this service since people pay 


some taxes for the waste 


collection. 


The PS has a tractor and 4 to 5 


workers. The workers collect 


not only along the main road 


but also in small, narrow roads 


where the tractor has no 


access. 


The PS has one vehicle for the 


collection of the garbage. It is a 


tractor which is specially 


constructed for this purpose. 


The tractor has the capacity to 


collect the garbage from 90 


families per day, that means 


approx. once per week there is 


a collection service available.


The PS is responsible for the 


waste management. The service 


should be available 1 to 2 times 


a week. People have to put their 


garbage in front of their houses. 


The PS has a tractor for the 


waste collection and 3 to 4 


workers. The service of the PS 


covers only the main road. The 


PS should collect every kind of 


waste. Sometimes people cannot 


give glass to the PS.  


Waste management 


facilities


No facilities. The PS brings the waste to the 


transfer station in the village 


and then to the landfill site in 


Addalachenai.


The PS should bring the 


garbage to the new landfill site 


in Addalachanai. But there are 


many illegal dumping sites in 


the wetlands close to the village.


The PS should bring the 


garbage to the new landfill site 


in Addalachanai. 


The MC of Kalmunai is responsible for the collection of the waste. It has new facilities: The 


workers bring the waste to the compost yard in Periyaneelavanai. There the employees seperate 


organic from non-organic waste.  The non-organic waste is brought to the transfer station in 


Karaitivu in order to load it on bigger tractors. Final dumping site is the new engineered landfill 


site in Addalachenai. The MC has a plan for the construction of a second site. The mentioned 


facilities are part of the UNOPS ERP project and are financed by the EU. 
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village Onthachimadam Peeriyaneelavanai Islamabath Sainthamuruthu Karaitivu Ninthavur Oluvil


informal systems Today, people mainly dump and 


burn their waste on their own 


land, i.e. next to their houses. 


Before, people had a kind of 


illegal dumping site. As this land 


was private property people 


had to stop their dumping on 


this land (court case).  


Wealthier people bring their 


waste with a tuctuc to a 


dumping site. 


Usually people have gardens, 


but only a few know a 


traditional compost technique. 


Some people collect plastic at 


places where others dump their 


garbage (no collection on 


household-level).  The income 


made by selling these plastic 


items is very low. For 50 bottles 


people earn only approx. 2 Rs. 


Close to Islamabath is a 


recycling centre. Some people 


bring old plastic items to this 


place and sell it. 


Today people collect PET-


bottles. UNOPS is responsible 


for the collection. But the 


compost yard in Karativu would 


also buy plastic and glass.


Traditionally people burn their 


waste and use the ash as 


fertilizer. Nowadays only a few 


people still use this kind of 


fertilizer. 


Traders visit the village with a 


small vehicle at least once a 


week and collect amongst other 


material hard plastic, metal, 


empty sugar and fertilizer bags.


no informal system existing


challenges, problems People don't have sufficient 


access to a formal swm. The 


collection of garbage doesn't 


take place regularly and people 


don't know when the tractor 


comes. 


On the one hand the PS is not 


able to provide a proper waste 


management, on the other hand 


it appointed an officer in order 


to control the cleanliness of the 


village. 


If at the compost yard is too 


much waste, people are forced 


to dump their waste wherever 


they find some place. People are 


not aware of the relations 


between improper waste 


management and the outbreak 


of dengue. 


Some people use chemical color 


to dye cloth. This color is toxic.


MC's service is not sufficient. As 


people usually live in flats, they 


don't have space, where they 


can store the garbage for one 


week. Specially organic waste 


causes problems. Therefore 


people dump their garbage 


wherever they find some place. 


The capacities of the local 


authorities for the waste 


collection are limited. For 


example they were dumping the 


garbage close to the houses of 


resettled people for a couple of 


months. People are not aware 


of the adverse effects of open 


dumping and burning of solid 


waste. People cannot store their 


garbage for one week. The area 


is very densely populated.


Hence the collection service of 


the PS people use common 


places as dumping sites. The 


reason behind this behaviour is 


the payment for the access to 


the formal waste management 


system. People have to pay 50 


Rs./month, government people 


only 30 Rs. 


The water in Karaitivu is 


polluted due to the open 


dumping.


The PS has a limited capacity 


for the swm. Illegal dumping on 


many different sites is the 


consequence. Furthermore, 


there are problems with waste 


of slaughter houses. A specific 


place for this waste does exist. 


But people have to pay for. 


Therefore, they dump it illegally. 


According to the YC, approx. 


half of the population is aware 


of adverse effects due to 


improper swm. These people 


collect their garbage and use 


the service of the PS. 


In 2011 Oluvil had no 


collection service for 3 months. 


The reason behind were the 


elections of the local 


government. The local 


authorities were too busy. The 


new PS provides a service, but 


not often enough, not regularly 


and only for people who live 


along the main road. People 


need a collection at least two or 


three times per week as they 


don't have any space where 


they can keep the garbage until 


the collection. 


waste mainly organic waste, few 


plastic waste


polythene bags, plastic, organic 


waste


organic waste organic waste polythene, organic waste plastic, waste from slaughter 


houses, organic waste


organic waste, polythene
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GENERAL INFORMATION


village Kalkudah Palaiydithona Kaluwankeny Kallady Puthukudiyirupu Cheddipalayalam Kaluthavalai Kirankulam 


district Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa Batticaloa


DS division Koralai Pattu Koralai Pattu Eravur Pattu Manmunai North Manmunai Pattu Manmunai South Eruvil Pattu Manmunai South Eruvil Pattu Manmunaipattu


GS division Kalkudah Santhiveli North Kaluwankeny 2 Thiruchendoor Puthukudiyirupu North Cheddipalayalam North Kaluthavalai 2 Kirankulam South


number of households 578 480 568 727 500 549 346 478


inhabitants 2592 2375 2423 2308 1700 1996 1298 1211


community hindu community hindu community hindu community hindu community hindu community hindu community hindu community hindu community


main income activities fishermen fishermen, wage labourers fishermen, some farmers fishermen, agriculture, daily 


wage labour


wage labourers, farmers, 


fishermen


farmers (more than half of the 


population) and fishermen, 


some people have gov. jobs


vegetable growers fishermen, daily wage labourers, 


agriculture (home gardens)


main waste generators households households households households households households households households


responsible for formal swm PS PS PS MC PS PS PS PS


information on formal swm The PS is cleaning the 


Pasakudah beach regularly, but 


doesn‟t provide any service for 


the solid waste of the village. 


The PS collects the garbage 


only up to the railway lines. It 


dumps the garbage on land 


close to the village. 


The PS is supposed to collect 


the waste every Thursday along 


the main road. Unfortunately, 


the collection doesn't take place 


regularly. Some of the streets 


are also too narrow for the 


tractor of the PS.  During the 


cleaning days the PS is 


providing bags for plastic.


The MC should collect solid 


waste once a week. It 


distributed 3 different bags 


(glass, plastic, organic waste) for 


the garbage. But according to 


the YC people don't know how 


to seperate different material or 


don't care about it. The waste 


collection on the beach is much 


better, daily waste collection!


Once a week, every Thursday, 


the PS is collecting the garbage 


with a tractor along the main 


road. 


The PS is responsible for the 


waste management. Once a 


week should be a collection 


service along the main road 


(tarred road between Batti and 


Kalmunai). This service is 


neither reliable nor sufficient. 


Waste management 


facilities


The PS dumps the waste in 


Iyankerny. 


The sw is collected by the MC 


of Batticaloa. On a dumping site 


in Thiruparunthurai the 


separation of the waste takes 


places. There is also a new 


compost yard for organic waste, 


but due to technical problems it 


is not yet working properly. But 


it is the idea to sell compost. 


Glass and plastic items can be 


sold to traders from Colombo. 


In Colombo the plastic will be 


powdered and then exported. 


The PS dumps the waste at the 


beach or close to the lagoon. 


The PS should bring the waste 


to the new compost yard in 


Periyaneelvanai. But sometimes 


the workers just dump the 


waste at the beach of 


Kirankulam.


The PS is responsible for 65'000 people from 45 Grama Nildaris. 


They 5 tractors and 10 workers. For the villages they can 


provide a collection service once a week. The households don't 


pay any specific fee for this collection.  


The PS is responsible for the swm of 81'210 people. It has a 


dumping site in Mailakavenchy. Once a week the workers burn 


the waste at the dumping site. The PS has 9 permanent and 6 


casual workers and 4 tractors. The collection should take place 


once a week in the villages. 


In 2009/10 World Vision constructed a compost yard in 


Sandeevanaray. Unfortunately, the PS has no money in order to 


pay the salaries of the eight workers. Therefore, the compost 


yard cannot be used.


There is a dumping site close to the beach of Kaluthavalai. 


INFORMATION ON SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
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village Kalkudah Palaiydithona Kaluwankeny Kallady Puthukudiyirupu Cheddipalayalam Kaluthavalai Kirankulam 


informal systems People collect hard plastic in 


order to sell it and the traders 


sell it to stores where people 


from Colombo buy the items for 


recycling. 


People dump their household 


waste in their backyards or in 


the jungle. According to the 


Youth Club people don't have 


gardens and therefore also don't 


produce compost with their 


organic waste. 


People collect plastic in order 


to sell it.


Some people use cow dung and 


other organic waste in order to 


produce organic fertilizer. 


Approx. 5% of the population 


collects the organic waste in 


order to burn it and to use the 


ash as fertilizer.


There is a private collector for 


thick plastic items and glass. 


Approx. once a week he visits 


the villages (door-to-door 


collection) and buys the items. 


Visit of small traders. Visit of small traders. People sell hard plastic and iron 


to traders. Independently from 


the weight people get for the 


items 5 Rs. 


challenges, problems A swm service for the village 


doesn't exist. People are also 


not aware of the problems 


related to an insufficient swm. 


Waste collection is almost not 


available. The PS itself is 


responsible for illegal - in the 


sense of too close to the 


settlement - dumping of the 


waste.


The swm service is not 


sufficient. On the one hand the 


PS doesn't collect the waste 


regularly, on the other hand 


people don't bring the waste to 


the main road. But according to 


the Youth Club Animator 


people are aware of the adverse 


effects of dumping and burning 


the waste. The YC is 


complaining that people don't 


try to improve the situation. 


Since March 19,  2011 it is 


forbidden to dump garbage in 


backyards. As consequence, 


people burn their garbage. 


The MC doesn't collect weekly 


as it should. Sometimes it 


dumps the waste just 


somewhere "illegally". People 


don't separate between different 


garbage. 


There is no waste collection for 


people who don't live along the 


main road. These families have 


to dump the garbage on their 


land around their houses. 


Before the floods people 


dumped their waste at the 


beach. Due to an awareness 


campaign on dengue fever 


people changed had to change 


their behaviour and now dump 


the garbage at home.


The waste collection service is 


not available for the whole 


village, only for the main roads. 


People just dump the garbage 


somewhere in the surroundings 


and burn it.


The waste collection takes place 


only once or twice a month. 


This is not enough. Therefore, 


people dump their garbage in 


the nearby surroundings. 


Traditionally they dumped it at 


the beach. Now, this is 


forbidden. Although people are 


farmers they don't know how to 


make compost. 


The waste collection is 


insufficient. People don't have 


good access as the main road is 


too far away from the village. 


waste plastic, metal (army camp!), 


organic waste


polythene, organic waste as for 


example palmyrah leaves


polythene, organic waste, glass, 


wood


organic waste, plastic organic waste, only a small 


amount of plastic and polythene


mainly organic waste, some 


plastic and glass


plastic, organic waste "waste from trees", polythene


INFORMATION ON SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT


 


 







   


Annex III: Legislation and Laws on Solid Waste Management 


1. Legislation on solid waste management 


The legislation on solid waste management is written in the following documents: 


 Local Authority Laws 


 National Environmental Act No. 47 of 1980, section 23 


 Police Ordinance No. 16 of 1865, section 68(g) 


 Nuisance Ordinance No. 15 of 1862, sections 2(3) and 2(12) 


2. Local Authority Laws 


The laws on solid waste management for the local authorities are written in the following documents: 


 Municipal Council Ordinance No. 16 of 1947, sections 128, 129, and 130 


 Urban Council Ordinance No. 61 of 1939, sections 118, 119, and 120 


 Pradeshiya Sabha Act No.15 of 1987, sections 93, 94, and 95 


A report on the existing regulatory mechanism and legal framework for swm is available from the CEA 


(CEA 2009).  


Pradeshiya Sabhas Act (No. 15 of 1987) - Sections 93, 94, and 95 


93. “It shall be the duty of the Pradeshiya Sabha of each town, so or as is reasonably practicable, to take all 


necessary measures in every part of the town. 


(a) For properly sweeping and cleaning the streets, including the footways and for collecting and removing all 


street refuse. 


(b) For securing the due removal at proper periods of all house refuse, and the due cleaning and emptying 


at proper periods of all latrines and cesspits and  


(c) For periods of all street refuse, house refuse and nightsoil.” 


94. “All street refuse, house refuse, nightsoil or other similar matter collected by any Pradeshiya Sabha under the 


provisions of this part shall be the property of the Pradeshiya Sabha, and the Pradeshiya Sabha shall have full 


power to sell or dispose of all such matter.”  


95. “Every Pradeshiya Sabha shall from time to time provide places convenient for the proper disposal of all 


street refuse, house refuse, nightsoil and similar matter removed in accordance with the provisions of this part 


and for keeping all vehicles, animals, implements, and other things required for that purpose or any of the 


other purposes of this Act and shall take all such measures and precautions as may be necessary to ensure 


that no such refuse, nightsoil or similar matter removed in accordance with the provisions of this part is 


disposed of in such a way as to cause a nuisance.” 
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Annex IV: Flyer on Backyard Composting 
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Annex V: Composting Standards for Sri Lanka 


The following standards are from the CEA (2006: 24ff.) and from the technical guidelines on solid waste 


management in Sri Lanka (CEA (n.d. a): 18). 


Physical requirements 


Color Brown-grey to dark black 


Keeping properties Not less than 12 months at room temperature 


Moisture Moisture content should be in the range between 50 to 60 percent during the 


composting process. The optimum value appears to be about 55 percent 


Odor Should not have unpleasant odor (sign of bad management) 


Particle size For optimum results the size of solid wastes should be between 25 and 75 mm 


(1 and 3 in) 


Sand content ≥ 10 % 


 


Biological and microbiological requirements 


Should not contain more than 16 viable weed seeds per 1m2.. If properly conducted, it is possible to kill 


all the pathogens, weeds, and seeds during the composting process. To do this, the temperature must 


be maintained between 60 and 70°C. 


 


Nutrient requirements 


pH 6.5 – 8.5 


Organic carbon 20 % by mass min 


Nitrogen 1 % by mass min 


Phosphorus 0.5 % by mass min 


Potassium 1 % by mass min 


Magnesium 0.5 % by mass min 


Calcium 0.7 % by mass min 


Initial carbon to nitrogen ratios (by mass) between 25 and 50 are optimum for aerobic composting. At 


lower ratios, ammonia is given off. Biological activity is also impeded at lower ratios. At higher ratios, 


nitrogen may be a limiting nutrient.  


 


Limits for heavy metals 


Chemical element ppm max. Chemical element ppm max. 


Cd (cadmium) 6.5 – 8.5 Ni (nickel) 0.5 % by mass min 


Cr (chrome) 20 % by mass min Pb (lead) 0.5 % by mass min 


Cu (copper) 1 % by mass min Zn (zinc) 0.7 % by mass min 


Hg (quicksilver) 1 % by mass min   
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Annex VI: Trouble Shooting During Composting 


Backyard Composting: Summary of problems and possible solutions 


Composting is often described as a simple technique in order to treat organic waste. Nevertheless, 


difficulties can occur. This document is a summary of the most frequent compost problems and it gives 


you advice how to solve them (Eawag/Sandec 2006: 66). 


Climatic influences 
hot and humid climate or high 


rainfall season 
 protect your waste from getting soaked, use roofed area for composting 


 cover pile with tarpaulin, composting fleece or old rice bags 


hot and arid climate or 


extended dry season 
 use roof or shadow of a tree to protect your compost from direct sunlight 


 cover pile with tarpaulin, composting fleece or old rice bags in order to 


prevent loss of moisture 


 water more frequently, collect for example rainwater and store it for the dry 


season if possible 


frequent strong winds  check moisture more frequently as evaporation will be increased 


 cover your compost 


Composting parameters 
Nitrogen deficiency 


(high C/N ratio) 
 add manure or urea from cows, chicken, buffalos, goats 


carbon deficiency 


(low C/N ratio) 
 add brown waste such as wood chips, saw dust or dry leaves 


too high temperature (> 70° C) 


during degradation phase 
 turn your pile 


 water pile if necessary 


too low temperature (< 30° C) 


during degradation phase 
 check moisture content, add water if necessary 


 add green material if necessary 


too high moisture content  add saw dust and wood chips for absorbing waste 


 turn your compost in order to improve aeration and leave to dry 


too low moisture content  spread waste and sprinkle water 


bad odor  there is not sufficient oxygen in your compost, turn the pile to improve the 


aeration 


 if the waste is very sticky and compact, mix in coarse material like wood 


chips to increase aeration 


 maybe your compost is too wet, spread it and let it dry 


 avoid composting meat and fish leftovers 


Vectors (animals) 
flies and other insects  if you have food leftovers bury them in the middle of the compost 


 always cover the food leftovers with a thin layer of brown waste cover your 


compost with a two inch layer of coarse compost 


 make sure to receive fresh organic waste, not older than two days 


rodents and other animals such 


as dogs 
 protect your compost with a barrier and fencing 


 cover it with tarpaulin held down by stones 
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Annex VII: Waste Characterization at School 


Waste characterization at school level 


In order to know how many dustbins you need for the primary collection (classrooms, staffrooms, 


toilets, playground, etc.) as well as to know the volume of the secondary collection point (concrete bin), 


you have to assess the volume of the waste you collect in average within a certain period. Therefore, a 


waste characterization is necessary. Apart from the amount of waste, you can also get information on 


the different waste materials of your school. 


The waste characterization has three different stages: preparation of the assessment, collection and 


characterization of the waste and, finally, record of the data. 


1. Preparation of the assessment 


Before you can start with the assessment of the waste, you have to do some preparations. You should 


start with the preparations at least one week before the waste assessment. 


 First, you have to establish a committee or group which is responsible for the waste 


characterization. It is good to have teachers and elderly students as members. The number of 


the members can be adapted to the size of the school. Ideally, the committee has between six 


and 15 members. 


As member of the committee you have the following tasks: 


 Identification of a place for the waste characterization. The place should be spacious (large 


enough for the incoming waste, evaluation and storage of the bags) and it shouldn‟t be sunny. 


 Organization of the necessary equipment for the waste characterization (see below). 


 Drawing of a simple sketch of the school and number each location where waste should be 


collected. 


 Distribution of two bags to each of these locations (classrooms, staffrooms, etc.), one bag for 


organic and one bag for non-organic waste.  


 Information of the students during an assembly about the waste characterization. 


 Definition of the different waste categories such as organic waste, hard plastic, PET, other 


plastic, paper, cardboard, glass, metal, other material. 


 Preparation of a data sheet for the waste characterization (see example on the next page). 


Equipment: 


 a table 


 gloves for the members of the committee 


 two bags for each classroom and other locations where waste has to be collected  


 a few bins for the assessment of the volume of the bins, for example bins with a volume of 


ten liters 


 additional bags for the storage of the waste until it is collected by the local authorities 


 bins/containers with lids for the storage of organic waste 


 a scales 


 data sheets 
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2. Collection and characterization of the garbage 


Ideally, the waste characterization is conducted during five days.  


 At the end of every school day, members of the committee collect the different bags. 


 First, weigh each bag. Write the weight down in the data sheet. 


 Second, open the bag and spread the waste on a table. Separate the garbage according to the 


previously defined categories of waste materials. After that, the material of each category must 


be weighed again. 


 Now you can assess the volume of the waste: Take a bucket from which you know the volume. 


Put the waste into the bucket and count the number of buckets. Once you know the number of 


buckets and its volume, you can calculate the total volume of the garbage of one bag resp. of one 


classroom. 


 After the assessment of the waste, make sure that the waste is stored properly. It is advisable to 


put the organic waste in a container with a lid until it is collected by the local authorities. 


Recyclable goods can be sold after the assessment. 


3. Record of the data 


As mentioned above, all results of your examination should be put together in a data sheet. For each 


room or place in which waste has been collected, bags as well as a data sheet are needed. Below, you 


find an example for a respective data sheet. 


Room no. day 1 day 2 day 3 day 4 day 5 Weekly 


total  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 


Organic waste   


Food waste       


Garden Waste      


Recyclable items  


Hard plastic       


PET bottles      


Paper      


Cardboard      


Glass      


Metal      


Residual waste  


Plastic bags and 


other plastic 


      


Other material      


Total in kg       


Total volume       


First, enter the room number or place. Second, , measure the weight of the different waste materials 


every day. At the end of the weighing procedure, measure the total volume of the waste. At the end of 


the week, you can calculate the total weight and the total volume of waste. Enter this data in the 


respective boxes in the last column on the right. 


If you have a computer, use a spread sheet to enter the waste data. Try to visualize your result with a 


chart. 
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Annex VIII: Waste Quantification 


1. Waste quantification 


Before you start with your own quantification of the solid waste generation in a certain area, make sure 


that you collect all available information on solid waste generation from the local authorities, consultants 


or NGOs. If you are not able to get any statistical information, organize a simple one-week survey for 


the collection of the necessary data: 


 Inform the community about your data collection. 


 In order to get reliable data, you have to collect information on a specific number of 


households20. You can randomly select the households. 


 Distribute bags or containers for the waste collection and a form to the selected households. 


With the form, each household should get an identification number. The same number must be 


written on the distributed bags. The selected households have to fill in their address as well as 


the number of household members into the form. 


 Collect the bags every day. Discard the bag with the waste of the first day. This is to make sure 


that the total waste can be quantified correctly as you don‟t know how many days the waste 


hasn‟t been collected beforehand. Take the bags of the second and the following days and weigh 


their content. Make sure that the weekend is included, as the waste generation during the 


weekend might be different. 


 Now, it is very simple to calculate the average amount of waste per household. Add all the 


measured weights and divide the result by the number of households. If you divide the result 


with the average number of household members, you will get the average waste generation per 


person. 


 Try to cooperate with the local authorities. They might be interested in your data as well and 


can support you for example with the collection of the bags and with the disposal of the waste. 


However, this simple one-week survey will only give you an overview of the waste generation of one 


week. It might be possible that the waste generation is different during another season. If you have 


the possibility, try to repeat the survey during another season (Sandec 2008: 25). In Sri Lanka, it 


might be interesting whether there is a difference between the waste generation during the rainy and 


the dry season. 


  


                                                
20 See ‟2. Calculation of the sample size‟ for the necessary number of households. 
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2. Calculation of the sample size 


In order to ease the assessment of the sample size, Sandec published a table with already calculated 


sample sizes under pre-defined sample errors (Eawag/Sandec 2008: 82). 
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Annex IX: Ideas for Sensitization Sessions at School 


Garbage race 


On the playground, children of a school class or several school classes together participate in a garbage 


parkour. Collect different garbage such as glass bottles, cardboard, plastic packages, styrofoam boxes, 


paper, etc. Every class or group gets the same number of waste items. The children have to bring the 


items as quick as possible to the bin - or to the correct bin if you introduce waste segregation. 


Garbage tournament 


Each class creates a discipline (game with garbage) for others. Each class or team has to do each 


discipline. Some ideas are:  


 garbage race (see above) 


 sack race: use some trash items as challenge 


 play skittles with old PET-bottles which are filled with sand 


 throwing game: throw different garbage from a certain distance to an empty dustbin  


 cardboard tower: within a certain time, construct a tower that is as high as possible with old 


cardboard boxes  


 throwing game with old cans 


Art competition 


Ask your class to make a painting or a sculpture which is related to the topic. Organize an exhibition at 


the school and invite parents to see the paintings or sculptures.  


Littering memorial 


Ask the class to collect different waste that is available at school. The children should create a sculpture 


with this waste. The sculpture can be placed in the middle of the school where it does remind children 


to reduce waste. 


Photo exhibition 


Ask your students to take pictures in order to document the waste management in your village. Discuss 


the pictures with the students. What do they like? What not? How should the village look like? Organize 


an exhibition with the pictures where you also include the comments of the students on their ideas of 


how a clean village should look like. Invite parents, key members of the community such as the PHI, and 


representatives of the local authorities. 


Story telling 


Children have to write a story related to waste. Collect the stories and publish a small booklet or 


organize an evening with parents where children can read their stories and where you have the 


possibility to discuss the swm of your village or the school.  


Cleaning activity 


Organize a cleaning day at the school with your students. Provide equipment like forks, shovels, gloves, 


bags or baskets, etc. Contact your local authorities and ask them to collect the waste. Combine the 


cleaning day with another activity such as an art competition.  
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Annex X: Organizations and Institutions in Sri Lanka with Waste Related Projects 


or Activities 


Central Environmental Authority 


Address: 104, Denzil Kobbekaduwa Mawatha 


 Battaramulla 


Phone: 011 288 89 99 (hotline) and 011 787 72 77/78/79/80 


Website:  http://www.cea.lk 


Central Environmental Authority Eastern Province 


Address: Central Environmental Authority Eastern Provincial Office 


 Priyantha Road 


 Kanthale 


Phone: 026 223 44 88 


E-mail:  cearegt1@sltnet.lk 


Dilmah Conservation 


Dilmah Conservation is part of the famous tea company. It has several programs designed to help make 


indigenous communities sustainable, ecosystem restoration, promoting sustainable agriculture, 


protection of biodiversity and environmental education. On the Kahawatte plantations a solid waste 


program was introduced for the recycling of non-organic waste and composting.  


Website: dilmahconservation.org 


Help-O 


This local NGO Help-O has a longstanding experience in biogas plants on different levels. 


Address: No. 364/18 A 


 Samagi Mawatha, Dandegara 


 Galle 


Phone:  091 438 01 21 


E-mail:  helpgn@wow.lk 


Website: http://helpo-srilanka.org 


National Platform on Integrated Sustainable Waste Management 


This platform is a collective effort for adopting integrated, economically feasible and environmentally 


sound sustainable waste management practices in Sri Lanka. It intends to integrate efforts from 


government institutions, private sector firms and civil society organizations.  


Website : http://waste.efsl.lk 
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National Cleaner Production Centre  


The National Cleaner Production Centre was established by UNIDO in 2002 to assist enterprises to 


adopt cleaner production methods. It has experience in promoting cleaner production and resource 


efficiency in various industrial and non-industrial sectors in Sri Lanka. Integrated solid waste management 


is one of the various topics of the centre. 


Address: No. 251/30, Kirula Road 


 Narahenpita, Colombo 5 


Phone: 011 236 96 01 


E-mail:  www.ncpcsrilanka.org 


Website: contactus@ncpcsrilanka.org 


Practical Action 


The INGO Practical Action has small community based waste management projects such as backyard 


composting and a plastic recycling centre. Lots of technical information is available on its website.  


Address: 5, Lionel Edirisinghe Mawatha 


 Kirulapone , Colombo 5 


E-mail: practicalaction@practicalaction.org.lk  


Website:  http://practicalaction.org/sri-lanka 


University of Sri Jayewaredenepura 


The Department of Forestry and Environment Science at the University of Sri Jayewaredenepura, 


Nugegoda, has a blog with research abstracts on environment, forestry and natural Resources.  


Website:  http://environmentlanka.com/blog 


UNOPS 


Address: Sri Lanka Operations Centre 


 118/5 Nawala Road 


 Narahenpita, Colombo 5 


Phone: 011 250 60 96 


E-mail: lkoc@unops.org 


Website: www.unops.org 


 


 






		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		

		







February 17, 2015



Teacher-in-charge

Preschool

Village



HANDING OVER AND DONATION CERTIFICATE

This is to inform that the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Jaffna is donating following preschool furniture as requested by your organisation for the benefit of the children and use of the preschool.

	

		No

		Detailed Description

		Unit

		Quantity

		Signature



		1

		Shoe Shelve

		Pce

		1

		



		2

		Bag Shelves, 3 row

		Pce

		2

		



		3

		Chairs – Wooden

		Pce

		24

		



		4

		Table – Wooden

		Pce

		4

		





DESCRIPTION OF FURNITURE

		







Programme Manager/Head of Office

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Sri Lanka

		





Ms. ...........................................

NIC No: ....................................

..................................................

..................................................

Mobile: .....................................









		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Programme Office,

18/10, Wyman Road, Jaffna

Sri Lanka
Tel. +94 21 222 4740, Fax  +94 21 222 6280

jaffna@sdc.net
www.swisscoop.lk
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Repair_Damage

		

				CAMERA & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

				RETURN / REPAIR CHECK LIST

		Mission :  SRI LANKA				Destination:				JAFFNA

		Location / Base:				Equipment sent to:

		Person in charge / Responsable:

		Date Returned:

		SDC Asset number (if any) / Reference:

		Type of equipment :

		Trademark :

		Type:

		Serial number:

		Model number:

		Explanation of problem - Remarks :

		A REMPLACER / FOR EXCHANGE:		REF :

				Personal Responsible :						Consignee :

		Name :

		Date :

		Signature :





Incident

		INCIDENT REPORT

		Name :

		NO		DATE		DESCRIPTION		REMARKS		Supervisor Signature		Employee Signature

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5








		SDC FO Jaffna

Absence and Mission 

Request – Report Form



		Request

		



		Name + surname

		



		From date

		

		

		

		to date

		

		

		



		Number of working days

		

		Back in the office

		

		

		  



		Contact address + telephone

		 







		Type of absence

		



		Vacation

		



		Training / seminar / workshop

		



		Sick leave

		



		Special leaves / overtime request

		



		Place + date: Jaffna  

		Signature:	____________________________



		Approval by the direct superior 

		



		Place + date: Jaffna 

		Signature:	____________________________







		Report when back to the office

		



		From date

		dd / mm / yy

		time

		am / pm

		to date

		dd / mm / yy

		time

		am / pm



		Number of working days used

		



		Comments

		



		



		Place + date:	___________________

		Signature:	____________________________



		Approval by 

		



		Place + date:	___________________

		Signature:	____________________________











The original is to be given to the administration within the 3 working days following your return!!!




CASH FOR HOUSING

NORTHERN SRI LANKA

2012



		Name of Beneficiary

		:

		DS Division

		:



		Registration No

		:                

		Name of Village;

		:





		Visitor Log Sheet                                                          House No:



		No.

		Date

		Observations and Instructions

		Name of Visitor

		Signature of Beneficiary



		01.

		

		

		

		



		02.

		

		

		

		



		03.

		

		

		

		



		04.

		

		

		

		



		05.

		

		

		

		



		06.

		

		

		

		



		07.

		

		

		

		



		08.

		

		

		

		



		09.

		

		

		

		



		10.

		

		

		

		



		11.

		

		

		

		



		12.

		

		

		

		



		13.

		

		

		

		



		14.

		

		

		

		



		15.

		

		

		

		



		Visitor Log Sheet



		No.

		Date

		Observations and Instructions

		Name of Visitor

		Signature of Beneficiary



		16.

		

		

		

		



		17.

		

		

		

		



		18.

		

		

		

		



		19.

		

		

		

		



		20.

		

		

		

		



		21.

		

		

		

		



		22.

		

		

		

		



		23.

		

		

		

		



		24.

		

		

		

		



		25.

		

		

		

		



		26.

		

		

		

		



		27.

		

		

		

		



		28.

		

		

		

		



		29.

		

		

		

		



		30.

		

		

		

		



		31.

		

		

		

		



		32.

		

		

		

		






month

		

				Per Diem Statement LKR - National staff in country trips

		Name		T.Mayuran		Month:		April				Year:		2011

						Daily rate		Breakfast		Lunch		Dinner		Total

		Day		Location				20%		40%		40%

		1				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				100

		2				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				70

		3				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0

		4				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		5				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		6				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		7				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		8				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		9				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		10				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		11				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		12				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		13				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		14				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		15				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		16				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		17				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		18				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		19				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		20				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		21				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		22				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		23				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		24				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		25				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		26				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		500.00		500.00

		27				1,250.00		250.00		500.00		500.00		1,250.00

		28				1,250.00		250.00		500.00		500.00		1,250.00

		29				1,250.00		250.00		500.00		500.00		1,250.00

		30				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		31				1,250.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

												LKR		4,250.00

		Place, date		Jaffna, 27/04/2011				Signed:

								by the employee

		Approved:		____________________________



&C&"Arial,Fett"SWISS COOPERATION OFFICE SRI LANKA


&11PerDiem Sheet



Sheet1

		

				Per Diem Statement LKR - National Staff in Country Trips

		Name				Month:						Year:

						Daily rate		Breakfast		Lunch		Dinner		Total

		Day		Location				20%		40%		40%

																		100

				Total								LKR		0.00

		Approved:						Signed:

								by the employee :

		Place, date						Place, date
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I. General instructions for the housing scheme to be implemented through the SDC beneficiaries by Swiss agency for   
Development and Cooperation. 
 


 This is a scheme executed fully by the beneficiaries with the funding assistance from SDC. The SDC will supply funds and technical advises and monitor the 
scheme exclusively. It is the responsibility of the beneficiaries to purchase the materials for the construction works, labourers and other matters. It is also their 
responsibility to complete the construction with required standard within the prescribed time frame. 
 


 In this scheme as per the drawing issued to the beneficiaries  the houses are designed 23 ft long and 21 ½ ft wide, with two rooms, Kitchen, Hall and including a 
chimney of  3 ½ ft long and 2 ½ ft wide. In addition base with squatting pan  for the Toilet and Septic tank also will be constructed. The structure of the toilet 
room should at least be temporarily done and be usable. 


 
 Masonry works for the rooms, Kitchen and Hall to be completed 


 
 Doors and windows will be fitted only for two rooms. At the same time during the construction work, space for doors and windows in the Kitchen and Hall will be 


left open in a required measurement. 
 


 Internal wall plastering and for the two rooms, living area  and Kitchen, outside plastering of the front wall, complete plastering of chimney and the floor works 
for the whole area and plinth plastering for the whole house will be completed. 


 
 The fund Rs. 550,000.00 for the construction of house and toilet for each of the beneficiaries will be given in six stages. As the first stage an advance of Rs.100, 


000.00 for the foundation works, 2nd stage, Rs. 120,000.00 for the wall construction and toilet pit work, 3rd stage Rs. 150,000.00 for Roofing work, completing the 
toilet and chimney, 4th stage Rs. 70,000.00 for plastering work of internal walls, external paltering of the front wall, plastering of the chimney, fixing of door and 
window frames for two rooms,  5th stage Rs. 60,000.00 for  rendering of floor, plastering of the whole plinth area, fixing of door and window sashes, varnishing of 
the sashes and whitewashing of all plastered walls. After all the works are completed according to the given requirements and required quality, the premises and 
the surroundings are cleaned and prepared to livable standards and the family has settled in the house only Rs.50, 000.00 will be paid as the final payment.  


 
 After completing construction work for each of the advances only the next stage advance will be paid.  


 
 If the beneficiaries want, a bigger house exceeding the measurements given in the house plan could be constructed.  In such occasion prior permission for 


changing the house measurements should be obtained from SDC and the additional expenses incurred have to be met by the particular beneficiary. Such 
permission will be granted only after confirming the financial status of the beneficiary and whether he is financially strong enough and have sufficient funds for 
the construction of the proposed house.  


 
 For the beneficiaries who have planned to construct a house more than 500 Sqft instead of advances, the payments will be paid only after completing each 


building stage. 
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 Each beneficiary will be provided with a visitor’s log sheet and expenditure register. All the special instructions will be entered in this note book by the officers 


concerned. This registrar should be maintained carefully until the building works of the house is completed. All expenses incurred in relation to the construction 
works should be recorded in the expenditure register. The recommendation for the next installment will be done only after the inspection of the register.  


 
 In labour work for making concrete blocks, internal masonry works and in his house building the beneficiary must definitely give out his contribution. As a result 


he could save a good sum of money, and out of this money he could construct the house in a better way. Further by working in a group they will be able to use 
much of their efforts/ energy and save the time and involve in the construction works. 


 
 If the beneficiaries already have good quality building materials such as Windows and doors they could use them for the building.  From the money allocated for 


such materials he can complete the other sections of the house.  
 


 The rubbles, foundation stones and sand used for the building should be clean and free of clay. 
 


 For every payment referred to the construction of the house, the beneficiary must use the receipt book which he/she receives, once the contract is signed. 
 
 For any suggestions regarding the building works you may approach the Technical officers. 
 
II. Minimum specifications and building methods for the Housing scheme. 


     The house consists of five main sections. 


1. Foundation 
2. Wall 
3. Roof 
4. Window, Doors 
5. Plastering/Flooring 
6. Chimney/Septic tank 
7. Well 


 
1. Foundation. 


 
Foundation joins the house with the land where it is built. The building works of the house starts from the foundation.  Because the entire weight of the house is 
transferred through this to the land without any impairment and mutilation, this is considered as the major part of the building. It is better to avoid building houses 
in close proximity to big trees. Because the roots of these trees may cut across the foundation in the future and cause cracks 
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The foundations are not same for all the houses. It varies according to the height and width of the building-wall, or quality of the building materials, and the 
condition of the earth where the building is built and the design of the building.  
 
The foundation for the houses to be constructed in this scheme should be excavated   1’-6” deep and 1’-6” wide. That should be excavated to suit the surroundings 
of the walls. After excavating the foundation 3” thick layer of concrete will be laid. The mixture of the Concrete should be 1:3:6(1”).  Ie, 1 box Cement, 3 boxes 
sand and 1” rubble 6 boxes mixed with water is mentioned above. This concrete mixture should be prepared in a clean place and used within 45 minutes of time.  
 
After one day of lying the concrete base the foundation should be built by rubbles 1’- 6” wide and 1’-3” high (to ground level). After that from the ground level 
the foundation should be built 1’ wide and 1’6” high (DPC level) with rubbles of size 6” to 9”. The cement mixture used for this should be 1:5 (Cement: Sand) 
 
After the foundation is built, the upper level should be leveled by cement of ¾” thickness 1:2 (cement: sand) mixture and sand should be spread over two coatings 
of DPC Tar. This DPC will prevent water oozing into within the building. This DPC level may vary according to appearance of land and flooding water levels. 
 
Appropriate soil should be put to fill the foundation area in layers of 6” and be compacted after adding water to it. 
 
The dimensions of Foundation may vary according to the land appearance/earth. The suggestions for this will be issued by the SDC. 
 
It is the responsibility of the beneficiary to protect the exterior foundation from getting damaged by wind and floods. 
 
The foundation of the toilet should also be completed along with these works and a 3” high base concrete mixture of 1: 2 ½ : 5 (1”) has to be dons for the septic 
tank. 
 
 
2. Wall 


 
       The wall may vary from house to house depending on the design of the house, quality of building materials, height of the building, and other properties of the area. 


If the roof is laid on the wall, the wall should be constructed strong to withstand the weight of the roof.  The construction of wall begins once the DPC is 
completed on the foundation.  


 
      The 4” thick bricks required for building of the wall should be casted using Cement and sand in ratio 1:5 or 1:6. If the ratio is 1:5 then 1 basket of cement and 5 


baskets of sand should be added mixed with water  
   
       If the bricks are made of big granules of sand, the mixture should be of 1:6 ratios. Ie, 1 box cement and 6 boxes sand mixed with water. 
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       The prepared bricks should be watered or kept in water for 7 days and strengthened. The mixture required for laying the bricks should be 1:5 (cement: sand) ratio. 
The thickness should be 10mm. 


 
 The side walls of the building should be of minimum 9’ high. 
  


The peak/ridge of the roof should be 5’-6” more than the side walls 
 
 From the DPC level at a height of 6’-6” for the whole length of the wall lintel should be constructed.   
 
 Lintel should be 4”x6”. They should be constructed with two 10mm TOR irons rods at a height of 1 ½” from base kept in parallel and with shatter. The Concrete 


used be 1:2:4(3/4”) mixtures.  
 The beneficiaries should follow the following methods to get maximum strength of the lintels  
  
 a) The holes should be closed to prevent oozing of water from mixture. (Otherwise there will be holes and the strength of the concrete will be reduced) 
 b) The concrete should be made firm/rigid/hard until the air bubbles are sent out.  (Piercing with rod)  
 c) The shatters should be fitted in correct measurement. 
 
 During the wall is constructed at 9 locations  marked  ‘A’ on drawing  at a height  of 8ft from DPC level,  10 mm rod should be kept in the middle of the wall and   


4”x4” and a  height of 1ft concrete 1:2:4(3/4”) must be applied. And when the Beam is kept on the wall, at the above 9 places of the beams, holes should be drilled 
and the 12mm rod should be taken out through the hole and bent above the beam. It is essential to insert the rafters at these 9 places through the 10 mm rod. This 
will ensure that the roof may not be blown away by winds. This construction should be checked by the SDC technical officers and then only the balance Roof 
works should be done.  


 
The block masonry for the toilet septic tank work should be done with 1:5 cement sand mixture. 


 
3. Roof 


 
The house roof is generally made of Tiles and other roofing sheets. Roof made out of asbestos-sheets may be constructed at a low cost. But because this conducts 
much heat and cause for Lung diseases, the construction of roof with asbestos sheets is avoided / prevented.  
 
In this scheme, Roof frame work should be of timber and lay with tiles. The Palmyra or other strong timber may be used.  The timber should be of good quality 
and strong.  
 
The timber used for the Roof work should satisfy the following conditions. 
 a) It should be sawn timber 
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 b) It should be of good class quality 
 c) It should not have been affected by climatic conditions and perished.  
 d) It should not be bent, cracked or feeble.  
Because the timber may get affected by termites easily, it is important to treat two coats of Wooden preservative (Solignam). 
 
Timber of the following measurements should be used 


 Ridge Plate  6” x 2” 
 Wall Plate  4” x 3” 
 Rafters  4” x 2” 
 Reapers   2” x 1” 


   In this scheme estimation is calculated for gable roof, but hip roof is recommended considering the geographical constraints of the area. 


       The ridge plate will be fitted above the middle portion of the gable wall. 


The wall plate will be fitted above the side walls 


The rafters will be fitted between the Ridge plate and wall plate.  


The distance between centers of any two rafters should be 450mm (18”)  


The reapers will be fitted on the rafters. The Distance between centers of any two reapers should be 300mm (12”) 


After laying the tiles, on both sides of the roof each 3”x2” sized 3 straps of    concrete should be fixed.  
The figure marked ‘A’ in the diagram, the reinforced concrete should be kept at least 1’ below from the top of walls. 


The dimension of the concrete slabs of the septic tank should be 2’-6” x 4’-8” and consists of two manholes. 


 


 
 
 


 
4. Window, Door 
 


Window and door frames should be made of concrete or timber.  By using window and doors frames made of mould concrete mixture, it is possible to save a good 
sum of money (60%), and by this saving the other sections of the building could be completed. For this housing scheme, timber such as Mahogany/Neem 
(Magosa) recommended by the Srilanka Timber Corporation of good quality may be used for the timber works such as Windows and Doors. Window will be 
made out of Iron fitted frames. The dimensions for the Window and door should be as follows, and out pass should be fitted very essentially. 
 


 Room doors (02)  : 3’- 0” width,  6’- 6” height 
 Room Windows (02) : 4’ – 0” width,  3’ – 6” height 
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(Measurements of frames are spaces between external sides) 
 
The size of the window for a room should at least be 1/7 of the floor area of the concerned room. 
Except these, spaces should be left out for: 
 Kitchen door 3’ –  0” x 6’- 6” 
 Kitchen Window 3’ – 6” x 3’- 6” 
 Hall door 3’ –  9” x 6’- 6” 
 Hall windows (02) 5’ – 0” x 3’- 6” 


 
All the timber should be treated with one coating of timber preservative and two coating of wood paints. 
Frames should be of 4” x 3” in dimension and the door frames should be buried in a Depth of 2” to 3” in to the ground 


 
5. Plastering/Flooring 


 
    5.1 Floor 
 
     Internal building floor should be 1’-6” higher than the ground level. It is the responsibility of the beneficiary to fill the building floor level with good quality earth. 
 
     The base should be at least 3” thick. This must be made of Concrete. 


       When applying concrete for base, the mixture should be according to 1:2 ½:5 ratio and mixture with 1” aggregate should be used. 
 
 The floor rendering should be 1:3 ratio of cement and sand and of ¾” thick and floating should be done before the rendering dries out.  
  


6.0 Chimney / Septic Tank 
 


6.1 Chimney 
 
 The chimney should be built according to the dimension of 3’-6” x 2’-6”, the concrete slab for the fireplace fixed at 3’ height from DPC, chimney built 12’ high 


from DPC, should be closed with a slab and the water evacuation system made to standards so that water does not seep. The amount of smoke coming into the 
house can be reduced using the recommended double clay stove. These works have to be inspected by SDC technical officers and be approved. 


 
6.2 Septic tank 
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 The dimension of the septic tank must be 7’-8” x 4’-8” with 4’ deep, the third pit’s dimension 2’-4” x 4’ 8” with 2’ deep and consist the three chambers as 
illustrated in the diagram. The first two chamber bases should be concreted 1:2 ½:5 [1”] to a thickness of 3”. The walls of these chambers should be water proofed 
plaster with 1:3 cement (5% Padlo cement – ie: 2.5 kg to a bag of cement) sand mixture. 


 
 A 4” PVC pipe should be installed on the wall partitioning first and second chambers at 2’-2” height from the base. All other PVC connections should be installed 


according to the illustrated diagram, first two tanks filled with water and the lids should be sealed in presence of technical officer. 
 
  


7.0 Well construction 
 
7.1 New well 
 
The internal diameter of the well must be 6’. Ring beam must be made with four 10 mm tor bars and 6 mm mild steel (12” x 9”) and concrete 1:2:4 (1”) mixture 
after the hole is dug for well up to water level. The construction of the walls of the well should be done using curved concrete blocks casted at 1:5 or 1:6 mixtures. 
The block works must be done with 1:5 cement sand ratio. The top rim of the well should be 3’ high from the ground level. Plastering has to be done with 1:3 
cement sand mixture. The outside of the well should be compacted. The water should atleast be drained 2 times and the inner wall cleaned well. The dimension of 
the well apron must be 6’ x 6’ with 3” thick 1:2 ½:5 [1”] concrete. Two pillars have to be erected and pulley for water drawing to be installed on 2” GI pipe or 4” 
x 2” wooden beam interconnecting the pillars. 
 
 7.2 Repair well 
 
The repairs recommended by the SDC technical officer has to be done, cracks rectified and the rim to be raised to 3’ high from the ground level. The water has to 
be drained out twice and the apron, pillars and pulley system has to be completed as described in 7.1. 
 
8.0 Reuse of materials 
 
Material may be reused, but it is necessary to get the approval from the SDC technical officer before using them for construction. 
 


  
III. In the construction works , Expected errors and consequent outcomes and methods to prevent them 


 
No Expected errors Consequent outcomes Solutions to prevent them 
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01 After laying Foundation stones spraying with 
cement-sand mixture and pouring water 


Because the added water mixed with cement and 
goes below no proper joints are made and the 
strength reduces. 


After laying the stone in foundation pit it should 
be built with 1:5 cement; sand mixture 


02 Preparing mixture on land 
Because the dirty sand mixes with Mixture and 
the water being absorbed by earth the quality of 
the mixture reduces 


8’x8’ cement platform or steel plate should be 
used for mixing the mixture. 


03 
Space between the foundation stones and 
rubbles  not being filled with cement mixture 


Foundation/Wall strength will be reduced. Space between the stones should be filled   


04. Height of the foundation in uneven levels 
If the height is too much, the expenses will be 
more, If less rain water may enter. 


As shown in the drawing measurement or 
according to the landscape it should be 
constructed 


05 
Filling with sand immediately after the 
foundation is built 


If filled with sand immediately before the 
foundation becomes strong, cracks may appear 
in the foundation 


It must left for at least 7 days to get strengthen. 


06 Filling the sand for base at the same time Cracks may appear without required tightness. 
The base should be constructed after  pouring 
water on  layers of sand 


07 Dirt are not removed before filling with earth Cracks may occur on base 
While filling with earth the dirt should be 
removed 


08 
Trees are not removed inside and near the 
foundation 


Due to the effect of roots cracks may occur. Damaging trees should be removed. 


09 Not pouring sufficient water for the foundation The strength of the foundation may reduce 
After building the foundation at least for 7 days 
water must be poured on the foundation. 


10 
After making the mixture it is used later than 
45 minutes.  


The strength of the building will be reduced; as 
the mixture begins to lose its quality after the 
chemical changes begins. 


The mixture should be used with 45 minutes of 
preparation of mixture. 


11 Not soaking the bricks when building the bricks  
If they are not soaked, the strength of the joints 
will reduce 


The bricks should be soaked before building 
them 
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12 
Wall being built away from the centre of the 
foundation 


If the weight on the top of the foundation is not 
driven to the centre of the foundation, cracks on 
the foundation may occur  


Wall should be built on centre of the foundation 


13 Wall being built not perpendicular.  Strength of house will be reduced 
For every 3 lines, Spirit-level for horizontal and 
pendulum for perpendicular must be used.  


14 Frames being fitted without Out Pass The frame will be detached out of the wall soon. Out passing should be fitted compulsorily 


15 Not enough watering to the wall. Strength of the wall may reduce. 
Both side of the walls should be covered with 
water retaining materials such as gunny bags  
and pour water regularly. 


16 Existence of space between the frame and lintel. Frames may get damaged 
Linters should be fixed after the Shatters are 
fixed correctly and in proper dimension.  


17 
The frame space for Door and Window are not 
kept according to proper dimension.  


The gap has to be filled in with stones and there 
will be delay in the job.  


The gap should be allowed in required amount. 


18 Lintel rods are fixed exposing them  outside  
The rods may get corrosion and the strength of 
rod will decrease.  


The rods of the lintel should be kept at a height 
of 1 ½” from the bottom and not exposing out 
side.  


19 
Using timber affected by insects, bent and 
immature.  


Roof may get damaged very soon Quality timber should be used. 


20 
The fittings for the timber used for roof not 
done at proper places.  


Roof may get damaged very soon Proper joints should be confirmed. 


21 Gutters are not fixe in proper dimensions 
Wall and timber may get damaged by rain 
water.  Gutters should not be less than 2’-6” 


22 
The slant of the roof is not fitted according to 
proper dimension.  


Rain water may drop inside the house The slanting angle of the roof  should be 
between 250 to 300 


23 
The ridge tiles of the roof not fitted with 
cement. 


Rain water may drop inside the house The ridge tiles of the roof should be fixed with 
cement 
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24 Not fixing cement tapering for the roof Tiles may get thrown away during heavy winds.  Cement tapering should be fixed.  


25 Not applying painting for the timber. 
Timber will get affected by insects and get 
damaged. 


Definitely two coats of timber-painting should 
be applied for all the timber.  


26 Thickness for the plastering is found in excess.  Cracks may occur.  Thickness of the plastering should be in 
required (5/8”) measurement, 


27 Floor is built without water slant.  Water may not get out easily. Necessary water slant should be kept. 


28 Not watering the floor Cracks may appear in Floor plastering After 24 hours the floor is built, water should be 
poured at least for 7 days. 


29 
Polishing cement is applied after few days the 
floor level is made. 


Cracks may appear on the Floor due to less 
joining between the floor and the polishing 
cement.  


Polishing cement should be applied within one 
hour of making the floor. 


30 Storing of material disorderly. Wastage of time / money. Storing of material orderly. 


31 Not fixing anchor bar for wall plate and wall. Roof may be blown away. Properly fixing the anchor bar between wall 
plate and wall. 


32 Improperly constructed chimney. 
Smoke will come into the kitchen and spread 
around within the house. Constructing chimney with proper design. 


33 
Septic tank pipe connection not properly done, 
no plastering. 


Will not work properly and the chambers would 
be filled soon. 


Should be constructed properly according to 
procedure. 


 


Prior approvals of technical officers should be obtained before proceeding with the below mentioned works. 


No. Construction works Note Signature 


01 
Before base concreting for the 
foundation 


  


02 Before laying the plinth beam   


03 Before constructing the wall   
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04 Before laying of lintol   


05 Before fixing the wall plate   


06 Before installing roof tiles   


07 Before floor concreting   


08 
During the plastering of septic 
tank 


  


09 
Before sealing (closing) the 
septic tank 


  


10 During ring beam work (well)   


11 During apron work (well)   


 



















 Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used  Reqrd. Used


I Material Component


1 Cement Bag      39.11      64.46          1.77      32.52      19.30      19.02       176.18 


2 Sand Cube        1.97        4.19          0.10        1.38        0.85        1.02            9.51 


3 Rubble (6'' x 9'') Cube        5.82             -                -               -               -          0.43            6.25 


4 Metal (3/4'') Cube        0.34        2.02             -               -          0.32            2.68 


5 Metal (1'') Cube        0.50               -                  -                 -            0.93        0.38            1.81 


6 D.P.C. Tar Ltr        8.64               -                  -                 -                 -               -              8.64 


7 Tor bar (10mm) No      18.00        21.50                -                 -                 -          7.00          46.50 


8 Tor Bar (12mm) No             -            1.50                -                 -                 -               -              1.50 


9 Mild Steel (6mm) No             -                 -                  -                 -                 -               -                  -   


10 Binding Wire Kg             -            0.50               -                 -          0.25            0.75 


11 Ridge Plate Lft             -                 -            28.00               -                 -               -            28.00 


12 Wall Plate Lft             -                 -            56.00               -                 -               -            56.00 


13 Timber Rafters ( 15') No             -                 -            36.00               -                 -               -            36.00 


14 Timber Reapers Lft             -                 -         986.00               -                 -               -         986.00 


15 Wood Preservative Lft             -                 -            17.08               -                 -               -            17.08 


16 Nails (2'', 4'') Kg             -                 -              4.27               -                 -               -              4.27 


17 Calicut Pattern Tiles No             -                 -      1'068.00               -                 -               -      1'068.00 


18 Ridge Tiles No             -                 -            22.00               -                 -               -            22.00 


19 Door Frame and Sashes No             -                 -                  -                 -            2.00             -              2.00 


20 Window Frame and Sashes No             -                 -                  -                 -            2.00             -              2.00 


21 Lime Kg             -                 -                  -          66.84               -               -            66.84 


22 Blue Kg             -                 -                  -            0.47               -               -              0.47 


23 Yellow Ochre Kg             -                 -                  -            0.47               -               -              0.47 


II Labour Component                -   


1 Carpenter Day          2.00          17.08               -                 -               -            19.08 


2 Mason Day      20.53        30.64            1.08        22.86          6.11        9.54          90.76 


3 Painter Day             -                 -                  -            3.74               -               -              3.74 


4 Labourer Day      42.61        62.47          19.09        38.77        16.11      26.76       205.81 


Name of Beneficiary :


Registration No         :


Quantity Required & Used for
DescriptionS.No Unit Roof Plaster & W.Wash Floor & Opening TotalToilet


Material & Labour Recording Sheet


S.StructureFoundation


Start Date of Program         :


Actual Date of Completion :


CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA 


Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC  
Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna 






First aid kit contents list


· 2 absorbent compress dressings (5 x 9 inches)


· 25 adhesive bandages (assorted sizes)


·  1 adhesive cloth tape (10 yards x 1 inch)


·  5 antibiotic ointment packets (approximately 1 gram)


·  5 antiseptic wipe packets


· 2 packets of aspirin (81 mg each)


· 1 blanket (space blanket)


· 1 breathing barrier (with one-way valve)


· 1 instant cold compress


· 2 pair of non-latex gloves (size: large)


·  2 hydrocortisone ointment packets (approximately 1 gram each)


· Scissors


· 1 roller bandage (3 inches wide)


· 1 roller bandage (4 inches wide)


·  5 sterile gauze pads (3 x 3 inches)


·  5 sterile gauze pads (4 x 4 inches)


·  Oral thermometer (non-mercury/non glass)


· 2 triangular bandages


·  Tweezers


·  First aid instruction booklet



		

		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 

Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		

		





Reference: 





CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION



Well                                                     : (Name of location of well) 

Zone                                                     :Jaffna.



Scope of Work                                     :Construction of Well                                                

                                                          



Mason                                                   (Name of mason)

                                                              (Address of mason)



Contract Reference                             :CP No: …………………



                                                              

Date of Completion                              : (Date)
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David Lloyd Roberts


STAYING ALIVE offers expert advice on 
security to humanitarian volunteers  operating
in conflict zones.


Author David Lloyd Roberts has witnessed
conflict from the viewpoint of both a military 
officer and a humanitarian worker. His book
draws on a unique variety of up-to-date 
experience.


By explaining the different threats to your 
safety, this book lays to rest some of the 
mystique surrounding the subject of field 
security.


Yes, there are dangers, but with some basic
understanding of them they can be avoided or
at least substantially reduced. As the old 
saying goes, “Knowledge dispels fear.”


You are ultimately the guardian of your own
safety and security. The knowledge provided
by this book puts you in a better position to
draw that critical line between the calculated
and the unacceptable risk, a line that you, and
those in your charge, must never cross.
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NOTICE: This book contains a series of guidelines for the safety and security of
staff in the field. It does not cover all situations and the advice given is of a general
nature. The International Committee of the Red Cross therefore declines all
responsibility for cases in which the book’s recommendations do not provide the
best course of action.
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FOREWORD
Security is an important concern for those engaged in humanitarian
action. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is
anxious to give to its staff all possible training and guidance in this
field. That is the purpose of this book by David Lloyd Roberts.


Mr Roberts joined the ICRC in 1993 on a three-month contract.
When he recently retired from full-time duties, the threemonths had
grown to 11 years. Mr Roberts advised the ICRC on practical
security and safety measures for present-day conflicts. Over the
years his extensive military experience and thorough knowledge of
the organization’s working methods have enabled the ICRC to
make considerable progress in this field. He was also involved in
promoting knowledge of the law of armed conflict among armed
forces personnel, as well as remaining ‘‘on call’’ for security
missions.


In 1999 it was suggested that he should write a book specifically
aimed at humanitarian staff working in conflict areas. The book
would deal with the dangers and lay down safety guidelines. More
general matters such as threat assessment, security concepts and
a number of security-management aspects were deliberately not
included so as not to overburden an already dense text. In addition,
the author confined himself to areas in which the ICRC could make
a valuable contribution because of its unique status.


The resulting book, ‘‘Staying Alive’’, has been a great success and
demand for it has prompted the ICRC to ask Mr Roberts to write a
revised and updated edition. The result is here before you. It retains
all the successful elements of the first edition, most importantly its
user-friendly presentation of practical advice. Its wealth of
information is intended as much for the staff of other humanitarian
organizations as for ICRC personnel. A greater awareness of
security-related issues will in some cases help avert incidents and
in most cases lessen their consequences.


The new edition reflects the ever-changing conflict environment in
which humanitarians have to work. It deals with new threats such as
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, and encompasses wider
issues not covered in the first edition such as protection of
humanitarian volunteers under international law and practical life-
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saving first aid. The telecommunications chapter includes advice on
the use of modern equipment such as mobile phones.


I am grateful toDavid Lloyd Roberts and all those other contributors
who have generously given of their time in the production of this
book. I hope it will play an important part in enhancing the safety of
ICRC delegates and other humanitarian staff.


Jakob Kellenberger
ICRC President
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INTRODUCTION
At the outset it is perhaps important to focus on the title and aim of
this book. It is not being written for any specific non-governmental
organization (NGO) or humanitarian organization. Every organiza-
tion has its own particular rules and regulations and the reader will
naturally be expected to implement them. The aim of this book is to
highlight the common features of safety and security that apply or
could apply to us when working in conflict areas. It will attempt to
explain in layman’s terms the dangers we might face and some of
the likely threats to our work.


Through explanation we can hopefully lay to rest some of the
mystique surrounding the subject. Yes, there are dangers, but if
you have a basic understanding of them, they can be avoided, or
certainly dramatically reduced. As the old saying goes, “Knowl-
edge dispels fear.” Since you are ultimately the guardian of your
own safety and security, knowledge also puts you in a better
position to define that important line which it is perhaps too
dangerous for you, and those in your charge, to cross.


Humanitarian workers ---- especially new volunteers ---- are bom-
barded (even before they reach the conflict zone!) with a plethora of
good advice, rules, regulations and check-lists. My aim is certainly
not to burden you further. On the contrary, it is to combine the main
features of these rules in one simple and useful book.


Before going on, I should like to make a few points about terms
used in the title.


GUIDELINES
This is important. These are not rules. Rules will no doubt be issued
by your own organization. For example, “No driving at night in such-
and-such a place,” or “Because of the curfew, be in your house by
such-and-such a time.” These are quite clear and should be
obeyed.


Guidelines, on the other hand, are just that: the best available
advice in a general setting or situation. They should be viewed as
such and not as the definitive answer to every problem. For
example, one might suggest that if caught in the open with artillery
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shells falling very close to you, the best guideline would be to get
out of your vehicle and take cover. However, if 20 metres in front of
you there is a tunnel through a mountain, you would be very wise to
put your foot down and seek its protection! Therefore, please
combine the contents of this book with your own common sense
and judgement.


There are times in this bookwhen guidelinesmight become obvious
rules, e.g. “Do not touch a mine.” In such cases the “Do not” will
be clearly highlighted.


VOLUNTEERS
Remember, you have volunteered for this work.


In conflict there is inherent danger. You owe it to yourself to know
what those dangers are and how to minimize them.


CONFLICT AREAS
The book deals only with conflict areas. The subjects covered are
therefore fairly specific and do not encompass the other wide-
ranging areas of humanitarian work such as disaster relief. It is
nevertheless well to remember that relative calm and tranquillity in
ourmodern world can quickly disintegrate into violence. Also, some
of the topics are relevant in whatever theatre you find yourself:
basic security measures against crime, use of the radio, fire
precautions, etc.


We hope this book will be of some assistance to you in your vital
work of assisting the victims of armed conflict.


LOCALLY RECRUITED STAFF
This book is intended as much for the locally recruited staff of
humanitarian organizations as it is for their expatriate staff.


It is now generally agreed that good security for the individual and
the organization depends on the following interrelated factors:


. how we are perceived and thus whether we are accepted by
the local people;


. our behaviour as individuals;


. our ability to listen, as opposed to preaching, and our ability to
put our message across and project a professional image.
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CHAPTER 1


PERSONAL SECURITY
As mentioned, you have volunteered to work in a conflict zone.
Being sensible, you have given this matter some thought. You have
not approached it lightly. Conflict is dangerous; it is not a game. All
NGOs mention in their staff contracts at some point that the
employee accepts the risks inherent in his or her work. Most will
then ensure through good initial training, briefing and in-country
procedures that you are fully prepared and looked after in the best
possible way.


Given good training and back-up, what can you do to help yourself?


ADJUSTING
Your normal routine and behaviour will have to be adjusted to deal
with your new situation. Fine words... but what do they mean?


Let’s be honest with ourselves and then make the necessary
adjustment. Imagine that you are walking down the main street of
your home town on a wonderfully sunny Saturday morning. You
have the whole weekend to look forward to. Your mind is in neutral,
you are relaxing ---- and why not? Or you are driving home from the
office. The car radio is playing some pleasant music and you are
thinking of your busy day. On routine occasions like this you might
not actually be fully aware of exactly where you are; you are just
wandering around or driving bumper to bumper as you do every
day.


In your new situation, in addition to the fact that free weekends are
rare, you cannot simply behave as you are used to doing.


In your new town or in the field, youmust always be aware of exactly
what is happening around you. You must be alert. You must try to
think ahead, to avoid problems and possible danger. Always know
where you are and where you are going. Getting lost could put you
in danger. Take an interest in the immediate surroundings of the
area through which you are travelling; think about where you might
take shelter or find cover if you need it. This represents quite a big
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change from your normal behaviour and lifestyle. If you make a
conscious effort, it is surprising how quickly you will adjust and, as a
result, be much safer in your new environment.


BE INQUISITIVE
Seek information about your new environment. Ask about the risks
or threats to your security.


In the turmoil of the operation under way, the newcomer is
sometimes not well briefed. Don’t be afraid or embarrassed to ask
questions. Ask your boss, your colleagues, the local staff, local
people and even the armed forces. Get as much information as you
can as it is one of the best ways to safeguard your security.


USE YOUR COMMON SENSE AND JUDGEMENT
If in doubt, don’t press on regardless, relying on good luck! Like
everyone else, you have an important gift: intuition, sometimes
called a “gut feeling”. Why not use it? It is there to tell you that
something is not quite as it should be. It is a sort of safety valve. If
you feel that the threat to a particular mission or field trip is too high,
discuss it with your head of office or with local staff. It is far more
sensible to show moral courage and recommend a postponement
rather than to risk your life and those of your local staff and drivers.


Tomorrow is another day. Reassess the risk and if it really seems
reasonable, then proceed. Heroics are strictly for the movies.
Being a hero might just lead to unfortunate consequences for you
personally and be disastrous for the operation as a whole. It is
sometimes necessary to protect yourself first in order to be able to
protect the victims later.


TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF
Inevitably, at some stage or other, you will suffer from the stress of
working and living in a difficult environment. This is an absolutely
natural reaction. You can help yourself by eating properly, by
getting adequate sleep and bymaking sure you take regular breaks.


These simple guidelines are often ignored: “I don’t need this sort of
advice. I’m perfectly able to look after myself.” You smoke yourself
to death, you hardly eat, you become irritable... but you’re fine,
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right? Beware. You are doing yourself absolutely no good at all.
Your performance will rapidly diminish. You will become a burden to
your colleagues and useless to the people you have come to help.


GROUP SAFETY AND SECURITY
Wewill not dwell long on group safety because this book is aimed at
personal security.


However, unless the group as a whole is conscious of safety and
security matters, the individuals in it will suffer. Team members
should regard safety measures as just another tool of their trade,
something that will benefit the mission as a whole. The leader must
set the example and show that he or she is interested in security
and the safety of the staff.


It is important to identify the threats in your area and to discuss
them as a group. How will you deal with them and how will you
minimize them?


The group must cultivate a system for sharing important security
information: briefings, discussions, incident reporting, etc.


Security is everyone’s concern --- it is very much a state of mind
and very much a matter of common sense.


THE AIM
Make the aim clear at the outset and then look at security factors
that might affect the degree to which you achieve it.


Ask yourself questions such as: “Whom do we intend to assist?
With which parties to the conflict is it essential to establish
relations?” The answers will give you an idea of the risks involved in
achieving your aim and help you plan how to work as safely as
possible.
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CHAPTER 2


THE NATURE OF MODERN CONFLICT
AND THE BROAD RANGE OF CONFLICT
SITUATIONS THAT YOU MIGHT FACE


The range of armed conflict situations in which you might have to
work is extremely broad, complex and confusing. Not only for the
humanitarian volunteer but sometimes also for the warring parties,
who have frequently lost sight of why they were fighting in the first
place! Money, greed, power, drug-trafficking, plain crime, banditry
and extremism have in many cases taken the place of noble ideas
such as the struggle for freedom and self-determination.


Let us try, for our own benefit, to simplify the situation. In terms of
international law, there are three broad categories of conflict which
you might encounter. Superimposed on any of these broad
categories there can be additional threats of violence posed, for
example, by terrorism, extremist ideology, and insurgency.


INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT
An international armed conflict arises when one State uses armed
force against another State or States. The term also applies to all
cases of total or partial military occupation. An international armed
conflict is considered to be over once active hostilities or territorial
occupation have ceased. Despite the scale of such conflicts in the
main, they are relatively simple situations for humanitarians to cope
with. The sides are clearly defined and they even wear different
uniforms. The front lines are well known. The armed forces have a
structured chain of command. It is not too difficult to find a point of
contact through which to notify all sides of your locations and
movements in order to arrange safe passage for relief supplies and
so on. Humanitarian organizations generally adopt a high profile ---
we are predictable and we are visible owing to our emblems.


The parties to the conflict are generally aware of their obligations
under international humanitarian law and will try to meet them, but
of course, there will always be exceptions. All four Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocol I apply to this type of conflict.
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For humanitarians, therefore, the features of international conflicts
are:


. classic humanitarian tasks;


. relatively low level of risk;


. fewer obstacles to our work than in lower-level conflict;


. security primarily based on and strengthened by factors such
as reliable information and a high degree of recognition and
acceptance of the organization.


NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT
Non-international armed conflicts, also known as internal armed
conflicts, take place within the territory of a State and do not involve
the armed forces of any other State. In some cases the State’s
armed forces are used against dissident, rebel or insurgent groups.
In others, there are two ormore armed groups fightingwithin aState,
but not necessarily with the involvement of government troops.
Slightly different provisions of the law apply where the internal
opposition is better organized in terms of command and control of
territory, and therefore able to carry out sustained and concerted
military operations and itself implement the law. But this is the case
only if government forces are involved. In a non-international armed
conflict, each party is bound to apply, as aminimum, the fundamental
humanitarian provisions of international law contained in Article 3
common to all four Geneva Conventions. Those provisions are
developed in and supplemented by Additional Protocol II of 1977.
Both common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II apply with equal
force to all parties to an armed conflict, government and rebels alike.


This situation is now more difficult for the humanitarian volunteer.
The opposing sides are not so well defined; perhaps not all are
wearing uniforms; points of contact on one side --- say the
government’s --- might be excellent, while on the other side ---
perhaps to ensure its own safety and security --- those contact
points might be tenuous to say the least. Arranging a relief convoy,
for example, might take some time as you wait for those
responsible to be contacted and to give their consent.


Generally, the belligerents will have a degree of respect for
humanitarian workers. However, the situation in the world today is
becoming less transparent. Clearly defined front linesmay not even
exist, or they may change very quickly, which can be dangerous for
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us. Large battles may occur, but a more common feature of this
type of conflict is the hit-and-run skirmish in which we can
unwittingly become caught up in the crossfire. The deliberate
targeting of civilians is in many cases more frequent. The full range
of weapons --- from aircraft to mines --- may be used.


For us in such cases:
. The classic humanitarian tasks remain.
. There is a higher level of risk.
. Events are less predictable.
. Contacts may be more difficult to arrange.
. Greater obstacles stand in the way of our work: more


restrictions, more complicated and time-consuming negotia-
tions, more controls and more delays.


. It remains important to obtain reliable information and achieve
recognition and acceptance, but all this becomes more
difficult.


INTERNAL DISTURBANCES AND TENSIONS2


Lower levels of internal violence go by the legal term ‘‘internal
disturbances and tensions’’. The military tend to refer to them as
‘‘internal security operations’’. They are not covered by interna-
tional humanitarian law but by international human rights law and
standards and by the State’s own domestic law.


Features of such situations are typically:
. violent demonstrations and riots;
. mass arrests;
. large numbers of persons detained for security reasons;
. administrative detention for long periods;
. ill-treatment and torture of detainees and keeping them


incommunicado for long periods;
. repressive measures taken against relatives of persons


deprived of their freedom;
. suspension of fundamental judicial guarantees, either de


facto or de jure (proclaiming a state of emergency);


2 The generally accepted definitions of these terms are those put forward by the
ICRC to the first Conference of Government Experts in 1971. See Conference of
Government Experts, documents submitted by the ICRC, Title V, Protection of
Victims of Non-international Armed Conflicts,1971, p.79.
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. large-scale measures restricting personal freedom, such as
exile, assigned residence, displacement;


. allegations of forced disappearances;


. increase in the number of acts of violence (such as
sequestration and hostage taking) which endanger defence-
less persons or spread terror among the civilian population;


. harassment of journalists and lawyers representing detai-
nees and suspects, and of others who may draw attention to
repression;


. allegations of unlawful killings.


Violence can come frommany kinds of groups, ranging from armed
gangs, bandits and militants to violent sections of the civilian
population opposing government forces. The nature of the violence
is difficult to predict. Militias, gangs and even individuals often work
in a ‘‘freelance’’ manner, engaging in constantly shifting alliances.
There may be no clear command structure and it may be very
difficult to negotiate one’s safety or to rely on any guarantees
obtained. There might be little respect for humanitarian workers or
for what they are trying to achieve. Indeed, we can become targets
because there is a misunderstanding about who or what we
represent. These groups might be eager to steal our vehicles,
equipment and supplies. In response to the threat, humanitarians in
such circumstances might adopt a low profile and be much more
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discreet; we might reduce our visibility (e.g. by foregoing the use of
emblems and using unmarked cars); we might vary our routes and
times of travel.


In such situations of anarchy, with a complete breakdown of law
and order, the safety and security of our people becomes an
overriding concern. There is a balance to be struck in such an
environment between the time and effort spent on remaining
secure and what, if anything, we can achieve. It is a balance that
must be constantly borne in mind by those in authority, particularly
heads of office in the field.


The situation of humanitarians in such an environment is
characterized by the following:


. humanitarian work certainly needed, but extremely difficult to
meet that need;


. very high level of risk, perhaps bordering on the unacceptable;


. severely restricted ability to work;


. security based more on technical elements such as active or
passive protection than on actual acceptance by all parties.


ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF MODERN-DAY CONFLICT
The conflict environment in which humanitarians have to operate
has changed considerably in recent years and seems to be in a
state of constant change. Whilst the classic division of conflict into
the above-mentioned three main categories remains valid, many
other factors have come into play, and all have an effect on our
security. In broad terms (because the purpose of this book is not to
get into a highly charged academic or political debate but rather to
focus on personal security), we face the following new features in
modern conflict.


In response to calculated acts of terror committed by extremist
non-State entities, Western States are engaged in a confrontation
of near-global dimensions. That confrontation is ‘‘asymmetric’’ in
nature, it has no clear front lines, a variety of parties are involved
and its impact is not limited to a given geographical area.


Pressures on all actors to choose sides has increased with
declarations such as ‘‘You are either with us or against us.’’ In the
post-9/11 world there is a perception that humanitarianism has
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been ‘‘politicized’’, i.e. used as a smokescreen to further this or
that party’s political agenda. At the same time, certain parties in
certain circumstances have simply rejected it out of hand. Any
abuse of humanitarian action for political ends poses the risk of a
dangerous blurring of the line that separates the core principles of
neutral, independent, impartial humanitarian action, on one side,
from military or foreign policy endeavour, on the other, with the
result that humanitarian staff are sometimes viewed as legitimate
targets by those who identify them with the policies of this or that
belligerent and/or government.


Humanitarian action relies very much on the application of
international law (international humanitarian law and human rights
law). In recent years, that law has been far too often violated and
the effective delivery of humanitarian assistance has come under
increasing pressure. To make matters worse, this situation has
contributed to a more dangerous working environment for
humanitarians.


The security environment in conflict has also changed in recent
years and there are some new and important features of which we
should be aware. These features can be found in any of the levels of
violence we have already covered.Whilst ‘‘being in the wrong place
at the wrong time’’ is, as it has always been, the most probable
security risk in most countries, today we face new challenges. In
particular there is the danger of being targeted by entities whose
radius of action is not limited to a specific geographical theatre. In
other words, humanitarian agencies face global threats. One of the
main current challenges is to incorporate this global reality in our
analysis of the local and regional situation as a means of
consolidating security management. In addition to approaching
the problem through political channels, many organizations have
taken preventive measures (physical changes to their premises,
restrictions and other changes regarding access, sensitive
documents and radio communications, suspicious letters or
parcels, surveillance measures, etc.). Among present-day threats
are car-bombs, improvised explosive devices, booby-trapped
parcels or letters, and suicide bombers. The aim of this section
is not to provide answers to what are very complicated and highly
charged political issues. Rather, it is to draw your attention to
these issues so that you are better able to see how they might
affect your own safety.
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DIRECT TARGETING OF HUMANITARIANS
Are we working in a deteriorating security environment?


Humanitarian work is widely viewed as becoming more dangerous.
There is talk of humanitarians being ‘‘soft targets’’. In fact, statistics
show that the total number of security incidents involving
humanitarian workers is falling. However, the same data reveal a
new and very worrying trend in terms of the nature of the incidents.
There appears to be a rising proportion of serious cases of direct
targeting. So, theremay be fewer incidents, but their seriousness is
increasing. Although this is not entirely new, the proportion,
deliberateness and lethality have all grown sharply in recent years.


Why is this happening? There are a number of reasons. We have
mentioned some of the perception issues above. But there are
other causes. One is that far more NGOs exist today than did just a
decade ago. Therefore, more people are exposed to this risk and
there are consequently likely to be more incidents. Another reason
is the ‘‘global war on terror’’. Unwritten agreements once enabled
humanitarians to operate, but in the new situation these no longer
exist in some parts of the world. As a recent report put it: ‘‘In the
past, armed groups might have seen some advantage in the
presence of humanitarian actors because of their own interest in
protecting and assisting non-combatants in the areas they
controlled. In conflicts where mobile and clandestine extremist
groups control no territory and do not necessarily aspire to control
any, the presence of humanitarians may be perceived as more of a
nuisance than an asset.’’3


Is the security situation as dire as all that or are we humanitarians
overreacting? Whilst the situation in countries such as Afghanistan
and Iraq is bad, elsewhere threats to staff safety remain much as
they did before: crime, road accidents and hazards of war such as
crossfire incidents and mine explosions. The direct targeting
mentioned above is very worrying but not new. Humanitarians
have been targeted before.What is new is the increased number of
these incidents in particular countries.


3 The future of humanitarian action: Implications of Iraq and other recent crises.
Report of an International Mapping Exercise, Feinstein International Famine
Centre, Tufts University, January 2004, p.5.
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Weshould not overreact.We should naturally focus on the reasons
for the deterioration in certain countries since we need to be better
informed about the threat and why it exists in the first place. We
need to get to know better the groups that may target humanitarian
agencies in order to understand their perception of us, their
motivation and the communities with which they interact. We need
to develop newways of networking with all thosewho can influence
the conflict so that we can continue our work and enhance our
acceptability.


THE BLURRING OF ROLES
BETWEEN HUMANITARIANS AND THE MILITARY
In conflict situations, there has long been a customary distinction
between military and non-military domains of endeavour. Recently
however, military forces have increasingly become involved in
traditional humanitarian activities, including aid for the local
population. The conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, for example,
have seen the military assume a major role in certain types of relief.
These military operations for supposedly humanitarian purposes
have eroded the dividing line between humanitarian4 and military
action (or ‘‘space’’),5 a fundamental distinction.


Humanitarians believe this has had a negative impact on their
safety. It has caused confusion regarding their ability to come to the
aid, in an independent, neutral and impartial manner, of people
affected by conflict. Since armed forces are subordinated to a
political mission, they cannot be neutral. However, if humanitarians


4 The latest ECHO study defines scope for humanitarian action (or, as ECHO calls
it, ‘‘humanitarian space’’) as follows: ‘‘the access and freedom for humanitarian
organizations to assess and meet humanitarian needs’’. See Echo Security
Review 2004, p.71, http://europa.eu.int/comm/echo/index_en.htm.
The Inter-Agency Standing Committee Working Group (IASC-WG) makes these
important additional remarks essential to any definition: ‘‘The delivery of
humanitarian assistance to all populations in need must be neutral and impartial
--- it must come without political or military conditions and humanitarian staff must
not take sides in disputes or political positions.’’ See IASC Reference Paper,
Civil-military relations in complex emergencies, 28 June 2004, p.8.


5 Some organizations prefer the term ‘‘humanitarian action’’ as it more accurately
describes the type and scope of humanitarian activities.
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are not perceived as neutral, their impartiality and trustworthiness
will obviously be in doubt. Their access to people in need, as well as
their own security, will be jeopardized. Associating with a military
force in a conflict zone --- however indirectly and unavoidably --- will
imply to some that the agency in question sides with one group
against another. When this association is perceived as having
grown too close, local hostility may result. Examples are the former
Yugoslavia in the 1990s, Somalia in 1993 and, more recently,
Afghanistan and Iraq.


THE ‘‘HEARTS AND MINDS’’ ISSUE
The winning of the population’s ‘‘hearts and minds’’ is very
important to the military and this is closely linked with the blurring
issue. The military need the people. Hearts-and-minds operations
are an ancient tool of war intended to get the population on your
side and to gain intelligence. Humanitarians also need the people,
but for completely different reasons. They need them because they
are their raison d’être. In conflict situations, the people are the
victims and the task of humanitarians is to support and protect
them to the best of their ability. Humanitarians must act impartially
and independently or they will violate their basic principles.


Humanitarians feel that military hearts-and-minds operations,
designed to maximize security, can get blurred together with
humanitarian operations, which aim to save and protect life and
prevent suffering --- this on an impartial basis. Themilitary’s aim is to
secure the support of certain groups because they live in a certain
place and are friendly or potentially so. This strategy might ignore
those who are objectively most in need, but who do not constitute a
priority for military planners. This might well cause jealousy and
resentment between tribes, clans, etc., which could easily rebound
on NGOs operating in the area. Extensive use of military forces to
provide humanitarian aid makes it difficult for opposing parties and
the local population to distinguish between independent humani-
tarian organizations and opposing armies. This can strip aid
workers of their perceived neutrality and they can become targets
for the warring factions. Serious problems can arise when military
personnel deploy in white four-wheel-drive vehicles, wear civilian
clothes and carry weapons. It is hardly surprising if the local people
then confuse themwith humanitarian workers, who --- apart from the
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weapons --- must look very much the same. Further problems occur
when military forces offer aid with ‘‘strings attached’’, for example,
in return for intelligence information.


The problem, therefore, is not so much that the military become
involved in humanitarian activities, as hearts-and-minds operations
are not going to disappear. The problem is when the military link
their ‘‘humanitarian operations’’ to political and military objectives
in a way that gives to the local population the impression that they
are assuming the role of humanitarians.


Most humanitarians understand that the military must occasionally
get involved if they are the only ones able to provide aid, and if that
aid is truly life-saving, such as when military units are the first to
reach a war-affected region or a natural disaster zone. There are a
number of recent examples of this direct involvement: northern Iraq
in April 1991, Kosovo in April 1999 and the Asian tsunami in
December 2004. Themilitary can also play an important --- if not vital
--- role (of which humanitarian organizations are not so capable) in
clearing or establishing supply routes, building bridges and then
ensuring they remain open for humanitarian traffic, demobilizing
warring factions, securing a point of entry such as a port or airport,
clearing minefields to facilitate access to the victims, clearing
unexploded ordnance, and military transport (aircraft and shipping)
to help deliver relief.


Thus, the blurring issue is many-faceted and has important security
implications for us.


INTEGRATED OPERATIONS
Closely linked with the blurring issue is the relatively new and highly
charged debate over ‘‘integrated operations’’. The need for
‘‘coherence’’ is something often heard in this debate. The idea is
to achieve increased efficiency or economies of scale on UN
operations by streamlining the military, political and humanitarian
effort.


Broadly speaking, the military and UN see ‘‘integration’’ as the way
of using humanitarian action to the best possible advantage, i.e.
from a political, military and humanitarian perspective. Those who
support the idea argue that such operations need not impose
restrictions on humanitarian organizations and that within the
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integrated mission framework there is still room for separation
between the military, political, and humanitarian components in a
given scenario.


Humanitarians tend to see the issue in a slightly different light. They
once had their own ‘‘dimension’’ to operate in, but this is being
eroded. This erosion has resulted in a blurring of and confusion
about their task of working in an independent neutral and impartial
way for the benefit of the victims. They believe this has had a
negative impact on their security. For humanitarians, the ‘‘integra-
tion’’ concept represents a worrying example of the merging of
humanitarian and political agendas by suggesting the need for an
overall command-and-control structure that uses humanitarian aid
as ‘‘one tool in the toolbox’’ of conflict management.6


The integrated mission concept is intruding into the humanitarian
dimension and compromising the core principles of impartiality,
neutrality and independence. It is difficult, for example, to see how
integrated operations would fit into the concept of neutrality of
most humanitarian organizations. Humanitarians could hardly
object to being involved in the coordination of a complex operation.
However being subjected to outside command and control is
another matter. The debate goes on!


BANDITRY AND CRIME
Banditry and other crime can occur at any of the levels of conflict
and in any of the situations of armed violence described above.
There will always be those on the fringes of conflict ready to take
advantage of the circumstances. The ever-growing threat they
pose is real and dangerous. Bandits and other criminals are unlikely
to be under any form of control. They might simply be acting out of
self-interest. In this case, expatriate staff are in exactly the same
position as any other foreigners living in the country. The emblem
used by your organization no longer protects you. Perceived
vulnerability increases the risk and the organization must do what it
can to appear a tough target, employing the usual protective
measures such as physical barriers, alarms and guards. Treat


6 HPN Network Paper, A bridge too far: Aid agencies and the military in humanitarian
response, J. Barry with A. Jefferys, ODI 2002, p. 8. Also cited in VENRO Position
Paper, Armed forces as humanitarian aid workers, May 2003, p.7.
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bandits and criminals with the greatest caution.Donot resist if they
attempt to rob you.


CHILD SOLDIERS
It is an unfortunate feature of modern conflicts that more and more
child soldiers are being used by belligerents. International
humanitarian law prohibits recruitment into the armed forces of
children under the age of 15. However, that law is often violated.
These children can pose a considerable threat to humanitarian
workers, particularly when they are trying to impress their superiors
and even more particularly when they are fed a diet of alcohol and
drugs. Treat these child soldiers with the utmost caution and if
possible give them a wide berth.
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CHAPTER 3


PROTECTION AFFORDED
BY INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW


Humanitarians operating in hostile environments do so under the
protection of international law. The aim in this section is not to turn
all humanitarian volunteers into lawyers. Rather it is to draw your
attention to some of the key elements of international humanitarian
law specifically designed to protect you and the victims of armed
conflict. It will also let you know where you can get further
information if you need it.


KNOWING THE LAW
Knowing the lawmight be useful to you in a number of ways. Points
you make to military personnel or other types of armed groups on
application of the law will be much more credible if they are backed
by sound knowledge. It will help you argue your case and so help
you obtain permission for a particular task. Humanitarians should
be in a position to know how the law protects both them and the
victims of armed conflict and when the law is being broken. There
might be times when you have to explain to a soldier what the law
has to say on a particular point. Sometimes it could help you or
those you are trying to assist.


You should be aware that the law has been developed to:
. protect, in time of conflict, persons who do not take part take


part in the hostilities such as:
--- civilians and medical and religious personnel;
--- combatants who have stopped fighting because, for


example, they are wounded or have been captured or
have surrendered;


. limit the violence to what is needed to achieve the military
aim.


This law exists in the form of the Geneva Conventions of 1949,
their Additional Protocols of 1977 and many other related treaties
and conventions. The problem is that although many States in the
world have signed up to some or all of these treaties, far too often
their rules are violated. These violations can directly affect the
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safety of humanitarian workers in the field. Space precludes a
detailed review of all aspects of the relevant law. However, it would
serve you well and enhance your safety to know a little about the
following.


States have the primary responsibility for the security and
protection of humanitarian staff as well as the safety and dignity
of the population under their control.


Under the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols,7


civilians are protected from harm. Additional Protocol I,8 for
example, states that in order to ensure respect for and protection
of the civilian population and civilian property, those fighting must at
all times distinguish between the civilian population and comba-
tants and between civilian property and military objectives. You are
clearly a civilian, so you too are protected.


The Statute of the International Criminal Court9 makes it a war
crime to carry out intentional attacks against the civilian population
or against individual civilians not taking a direct part in hostilities. It
goes on to state that it is also a war crime to intentionally direct
attacks against personnel or equipment, infrastructure, etc.
involved in humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping missions in
accordance with the UN Charter.


In 1999, the Convention on the Safety of the United Nations and
Associated Personnel entered into force.10 However, the Con-
vention is not applicable to humanitarian non-governmental
organizations that do not have implementing or partnership
agreements with the UN and its specialized agencies.


7 Available at www.icrc.org. The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 are intended to
protect the victims of armed conflict. The First Geneva Convention deals with the
wounded and sick in armed forces on land, the Second with the wounded, sick
and shipwrecked at sea, the Third with the treatment of prisoners of war, and the
Fourth with protection for civilians in wartime. Additional Protocol I of 1977 deals
with international armed conflicts. Additional Protocol II deals with non-
international armed conflicts.


8 Additional Protocol I, Article 48. See also Articles 17 and 51.
9 Article 8, 2(b) (i) & (iii) --- War Crimes. For full text, see http://www.un.org/law/


icc/statute/romefra.htm.
10 Available at http:www.un.org/law/cod/safety.htm.
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UN Security Council resolution 1502,11 which was adopted in
2003 following the bombing of the UN compound in Baghdad,
reaffirmed that killing humanitarian aid workers is a war crime. All
UN members have a responsibility to end impunity and bring to
justice those who commit these crimes.


HUMANITARIAN AID
Humanitarians should be aware of the rules relating to humanitarian
aid, in particular the controls that can be applied by the military
and the safety and security provisions obliging the military to
protect humanitarians during delivery of that aid. You should also
understand that the warring parties must allow the free passage of
all consignments of humanitarian aid essential to the survival of the
civilian population, even if destined for the ‘‘enemy’s’’ population.
Examples of such aid are medical and hospital supplies, essential
food, clothing, bedding, materials for shelter, particular items of
food and medicine required for children, expectant mothers and
maternity cases. The armed forces of the warring parties can make
technical arrangements for transport through their territory such as
the routes and timetables for convoys. They can satisfy themselves
that the supplies are exclusively of a humanitarian and impartial
nature (i.e. they could not be used for hostile purposes nor give any
military advantage to an opponent) and that they cannot be diverted
from their intended destination. The relief personnel participating in
such missions are subject to the approval of the party in whose
territory they will carry out their work. The convoys can be
searched. Whilst conducting the relief mission, the humanitarian
organization must take into account the security requirements of
the party in whose territory they are operating. If they do not, the
mission may be terminated. The parties to an armed conflict must
guarantee the safety of humanitarian relief convoys in their territory
and facilitate the rapid distribution of aid.12


It is important to know the responsibilities of an occupying power
under international humanitarian law. An occupying power must fill


11 See full text at http://www.un.org/Docs/sc/unsc_resolutions03.html.
12 Fourth Geneva Convention, Art.23; Additional Protocol I, Art. 69-71; Additional


Protocol II, Art. 18.
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the administrative vacuum and assume special responsibilities for
administering the occupied territory and for meeting the civilian
population’s needs from a humanitarian viewpoint. The Fourth
Geneva Convention specifies the duty of an occupying power to
ensure the adequate provision of food and medical supplies,13 and
the maintenance of public health in the territory that it controls. All
parties to the conflict are obliged to allow the ICRC or any other
impartial humanitarian organization to undertake its own humani-
tarian relief actions (GC IV, Art. 59).


MINES AND EXPLOSIVE REMNANTS OF WAR
Regarding legal protection against the mine threat, it would be
useful to know the main provisions of theOttawa Convention (i.e.
the 1997 Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling,
Production and Transfer of Anti-personnel Mines and on their
Destruction).14 This is considered by many to be a landmark treaty
aimed at eliminating, once and for all, the suffering caused by anti-
personnel mines. The States party to it have undertaken never
under any circumstances:


. to use anti-personnel landmines;


. to develop, produce, acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer
anti-personnel landmines, either directly or indirectly;


. to assist, encourage or induce, in any way, anyone to engage
in any activity prohibited by the Convention.


States must also (within the specific time frame laid down by the
Convention):


. destroy or ensure the destruction of all their stockpiles of
anti-personnel mines;


. clear mined areas under their jurisdiction or control;


. if in a position to do so, provide assistance for the care and
rehabilitation, and social and economic reintegration, of mine
victims and for mine-awareness programmes;


. if in a position to do so, provide assistance for mine clearance
and related activities.


13 Fourth Geneva Convention, Art. 55.
14 The full text can be found on the ICRC’s international humanitarian law website at


http://www.icrc.org/ihl.
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Not all States have yet ratified the Ottawa Convention.15 It would
therefore also be useful to know something about the mine-related
responsibilities of warring parties under an earlier treaty, i.e.Protocol
II (as amended) to the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons. This is particularly important becausewhereas theOttawa
Convention deals with anti-personnel mines, this Protocol lays down
rules for the ongoing problems caused by anti-tank (or anti-vehicle)
mines, booby traps andother devices. In particular, it requires that the
parties to a conflict protect the following from the effects of mines,
booby traps and other devices:


. United Nations peacekeeping forces or observer missions,
and UN humanitarian or fact-finding missions;


. operations of the International Committee of the Red Cross,
of National Red Cross or Red Crescent Societies, of their
International Federation or of similar humanitarian missions;


. any operation by an impartial humanitarian organization.


The degree of protection will depend on the circumstances and the
tactical situation. However, themilitary are required so far as they are
able to take the measures needed to protect a UN force or
humanitarian mission from the effects of mines, booby traps and
other devices in any area under their control. If access to or through
their territory is necessary, they should provide safe passage, that is
unless ongoing hostilitiesmake it impossible. In this case, themilitary
should inform the head of the mission or humanitarian organization of
a safe route, if such information is available. And if information
identifying a safe route is not available, so far as is necessary and
feasible, the military should clear a lane through minefields.


Any information provided to the mission or force is to be treated in
strict confidence by the recipient and not released outside the
force or mission without the express authority of the information-
provider.16


It is worthwhile knowing something about the latest Protocol to the
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, dealing with
unexploded ordnance and abandoned explosive ordnance. Known


15 You can find out exactly which States have ratified a particular treaty by going to
the ICRC website and clicking on ‘‘States party to the various treaties’’.


16 Amended Protocol II to the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons,
Art. 12. Again, for the full text, see the ICRC’s humanitarian law website.
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as the Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War,17 it requires
(among other things) the States party to it to:


. mark and clear, remove or destroy explosive remnants of war
in territory under their control;


. take all feasible precautions to protect the civilian population,
including humanitarian missions and organizations operating
in their territory, from the risks and effects of explosive
remnants of war;


. where feasible, provide information on the location of those
remnants when requested to do so by such organizations.


SAFETY ZONES
Humanitarians and indeed the military should be aware of the law
concerning the establishment of ‘‘safety zones’’ or ‘‘protected
areas’’. These are designed to protect the civilian ormilitary victimsof
conflict from the effects of hostilities. They include such options as
the creation of hospital zones and localities,18 neutralized zones,19


non-defended localities,20 and perhaps the better-known demilitar-
ized zones.21


The law is there to
protect humanitar-
ian workers as well
as the victims of
armed conf l ict .
You must regard
knowledge of the
more relevant as-
pects of the law as
important to your
safety.


17 Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War (Protocol V to the 1980 Convention),
28 November 2003. Again full details can be found on the ICRC website.


18 First Geneva Convention, Art 23.
19 Second Geneva Convention, Art 15
20 Additional Protocol I, Art 59.
21 Additional Protocol I, Art 60.
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CHAPTER 4


THE MAJOR THREATS
TO YOUR SAFETY AND SECURITY


Wewill now look at themajor threats to your safety. They exist at all
the levels of conflict outlined before. It could be argued that the
threat of air attack is most unlikely in low-intensity conflict. However,
you will remember that helicopter gunships were used in Somalia, for
example. Obviously they were not directed at humanitarian workers
but, nevertheless, finding yourself by accident or misfortune in an
area under such attack is clearly dangerous. Therefore, all the threats
outlined below should be taken seriously by you.


We will look at:
. mines, both anti-personnel and anti-tank;
. artillery, mortars and rockets;
. snipers and general gunfire;
. ambushes;
. improvised explosive devices;
. grenades;
. booby traps;
. unexploded military ordnance (ammunition);
. depleted uranium munitions;
. the threat from the air.


THE MINE THREAT
There are two types of mine: anti-personnel and anti-tank.


ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES
Anti-personnel mines (AP
mines) are designed to cause
injury to people rather than to
equipment. They can have a
major psychological effect on a
military opponent. They slow
him down and take a long time
to locate and clear. They might
be laid in conjunction with anti-
tank mines or by themselves.
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To be effective, they are unlikely to be laid as singlemines but rather
in groups. (In the following drawings other familiar objects are
sketched simply to give an idea of scale.)


The pressure mine. You
step on it, or a vehicle drives
over it, and it explodes. It is
generally round in shape, 60-
100 mm in diameter (about the
size of a doughnut or Camem-
bert cheese) and 40-60 mm in
height. Older types are made


of metal but most modern ones are made of plastic, making them
very difficult to detect. They are made to blend into their
surroundings, being green, brown, grey, etc. in colour.


Some exceptions to the classic
pressure mine are as follows.


The wooden or plastic rec-
tangular AP mine. This is
shaped like a pencil box
140 mm long and 30 mm high.


The air-delivered AP mine or “butterfly mine”. This is shaped
much like the “winged” seed of an ash tree. You may have seen


such seeds spiralling down
from a tree in the autumn; they
catch the wind and spread out
over a wide area. The butterfly
mine is shaped in a very similar
way andwith the same intent. It
is dropped from the air and
gently spirals down to earth.
Thousands are dropped at a
time and spread out over a
large area. Normally blue/


green but sometimes in camouflage colours, many are still to be
found in places such as Afghanistan. These mines look unusual and
are attractive to children in particular. Keep well clear of such mines
and never attempt to touch, squeeze or pick one up. If you do, it will
explode.
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The bounding or jumping mine. This can be attached to a trip
wire made of very finemetal or nylon. Youwalk into the wire and it is
pulled taut, thus triggering
the mine. Or you touch the
mine itself and the pressure
triggers it. Once triggered,
themine springs up to about
waist height and then ex-
plodes, spreading frag-
ments in all directions. In
shape it resembles a soup
can. These mines have the
same dark colours as the
other AP mines. They are normally partially covered, with just the
top sticking out of the ground. On the top they have a small spike or
a number of spikes, which if touched set them off.


The fragmentation mine.
Normally linked to a trip
wire, this mine is attached
to a wooden or metal spigot
and placed in the ground so
that the mine remains sta-
tionary about 20 cm above
the surface. Why fragmen-
tation? Because the metal
casing of the mine has
perpendicular grooves in it,
dividing it into neat squares.
The surface thus looks very much like a bar of chocolate divided
into squares. When it explodes, the casing breaks at the weakest
point ---- along the criss-cross of grooves ---- and razor-sharp squares
of metal fly in all directions.


The claymore AP mine.
Though a fragmentation
mine, this is shaped some-
what differently. It is convex
because it is designed to
spread its fragments in a
limited direction, or arc, of
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around 60 degrees. Instead of a casing with chocolate-bar grooves,
small metal balls are packed into explosive and encased in plastic.
The mine (the same colour as the others) sits just above the ground
on its own set of legs. It can be set off by a trip wire or by an electrical
detonation-command wire. This wire stretching away from the AP
mine can run for a considerable distance. The person setting off the
mine waits in safety for his target to appear, touches the wire to a
battery or presses a switch, and off it goes, showering its target with
high-speed metal balls.


ANTI-TANK MINES
Anti-tank mines are designed to disable heavy vehicles. They are
normally laid in fairly large numbers to achieve their aim. Quite often
you will see up to six of them laid across roads or kept at the ready
near road-blocks so that they can be placed across if necessary. In
an active conflict zone you can be fairly sure that mines of this type
will be kept under observation or, as the military say, “covered by
fire”. They are valuable weapons and they are protecting valuable


routes or objectives. The
people who planted them
won’t let the location of
such mines out of their
sight; otherwise, some-
one might come along
and remove them! The
point is this: when in an
active zone never as-
sume that you are not


being observed, even if you can’t see anyone.Donot go too close to
such mines. And, obviously, never, on any account, touch them.
You could get an immediate and highly unwelcome response. In
areas where the fighting is finished, the mines may remain in place
though their guardians are long gone. Nevertheless, you should not
yield to the temptation to interfere with or even touch them.


Some important features of anti-tank mines:
. much larger than anti-personnel mines, with a diameter/


length of up to 300 mm (the size of a dinner plate) and a
height of up to 110 mm;


. square or round in shape;


. made of plastic or metal;
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. coloured the same as AP mines, i.e. dark, camouflaged;


. detonated by the pressure of a heavy vehicle passing over
them (just remember, your vehicle is heavy!);


. occasionally detonated by a tilt rod sticking out from the top
of the mine and sometimes attached to trip wires.


Just as these mines are normally watched, they are also further
protected by surrounding the area with anti-personnel mines ----
another good reason to keep away.


They may have anti-handling devices built into them: touch them
and they go... off!


DEALING WITH THE MINE THREAT
So now we have some idea of what mines are and what they look
like, how should we deal with them?


. Do not touch any mine --- stay well clear of it.


. Do not use your radio, mobile phone or SATCOM in close
proximity (within 100metres) to amine. The radio frequency
you are using might cause the mine to detonate. This applies
to all such devices: booby traps, improvised devices,
unexploded military ordnance, etc.


. If you come across mines, try to leave some indication to
others of their presence. Make sure it is placed at a safe
distance from the mined area. Inform other organizations
and the local people of the mines’ location.


The golden rule is that mines and humanitarian volunteers don’t
mix. We avoid them. But how?


DEALING WITH ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES
Always seek local advice if moving into a new area or one that has
been the scene of recent fighting.


There are numerous sources of advice:
. your colleagues, local staff (especially the drivers);
. local authorities, including the police and military;
. public transport organizations;
. other NGOs and UN personnel;
. check-points;
. hospitals;
. and, especially, the local population.
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Take a guide with you: a local administrator, for example. Ideally
your guide should be in his own vehicle driving in front, so that he is
responsible for you. If he doesn’t want to go, then don’t go yourself!


You should not use a track or road that is new to you unless you are
certain others have used it recently. Try not to be the first vehicle to
take a road in themorning.Wait and see whether locals are using it;
then go. Always wear your seat belt. Avoid driving at night.


Never attempt to move or even touch a mine.


Remember, mines can be attached to trip wires. So don’t even
attempt a closer look.


If you are in the lead vehicle
and you spot mines, stop
immediately and inform the
second vehicle.


If you are unable to stop in
time and find yourself in an
area of anti-personnel
mines, the best plan is to
carefully reverse out, if pos-
sible retracing your tracks.
Your vehicle will give you a
certain amount of protec-


tion. With a team member looking out the rear window and guiding
you, reverse out slowly and carefully.


Donot try to turn your vehicle round.Donot get out of your vehicle.


If a road is obviously blocked by something (for example, a tree or a
vehicle) in a likely mined area, do not be tempted to drive onto the
verge or hard shoulder to get by. It could contain mines. Turn back.


THE MOST DANGEROUS AREAS
IN TERMS OF ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES


Obvious old front-line positions, barricades or defensive positions
are dangerous. These are not difficult to identify. If they were used
by themilitary and have now been discarded, you will see the debris
of battle: empty bullet cases, rubble, and possibly wrecked
buildings nearby. You might notice barbed wire, bunkers or
earthworks. These areas could be infested with mines. They are
easily recognizable and should be avoided at all times.Do not drive
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or walk through such areas. Go back and find an alternative route
(unless, of course, the roads are open and used regularly).


Deserted houses in battle areas. You should not be tempted to
explore them or use them as a place to relieve yourself when
“nature calls”. Such houses may have been used in defence of a
town or village and could be surrounded by anti-personnel mines.


Attractive areas in deserted villages or towns. Mines may
well have been left in places likely to be attractive to the forces sent
to the town to clear them. Such an attractive place could be an


DANGER AREAS FOR ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES


DESERTED HOUSES IN BATTLE AREAS
ATTRACTIVE AREAS IN DESERTED


VILLAGES OR TOWNS


COUNTRY TRACKS GARDENS AND CULTIVATED AREAS
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undamaged house, for example. The mines would not be placed at
the front entrance ---- that would be too obvious ---- but at a side
window perhaps, or by a well, or under a shady tree. Theminemight
be attached by a trip wire to an attractive object. Ask yourself why
such an object is still there! A wise person will leave it alone.


Country tracks. These are very dangerous. Mines could have
been laid some time ago and be very difficult to see. Keep to main
or secondary paved roads.


Gardens and cultivated areas.Mines could well have been laid
to provide protection and early warning for the inhabitants or
defenders. They could also be placed in tempting orchards,
vineyards or vegetable plots.


Beonyourguardagainst “clearedareas”.Themilitarymaydeclarean
area clear of mines, but they cannot be 100% certain. Roads, main
squares, etc. might be clear but it requires an enormous number of
men to physically clear even a small village. In one country I visited,
threeanti-personnelmines (asof the time Iwas there) hadbeen found
in the garden of an NGO house. It had been declared “cleared”.
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Remember, if you identify aminedareaorare informedofone, spread
the information to all interested parties including, obviously, other
humanitarian organizations in your area. Record the information and
mark it on your maps.


DEALING WITH ANTI-TANK MINES
Unfortunately, we cannot say that because they are much bigger
than anti-personnel mines, we can easily identify anti-tank mines
and so avoid them. Such mines are often buried just under the
surface. Mines left in place for some time could be overgrown with
vegetation and very difficult to see. What are the guidelines?


Verify routes beforehand from local sources.


It may seem strange, perhaps, but in some areas (sadly too few)
anti-tank minefields are marked. This has been done by the military
for their own security. Surely this gives the game away to their
opponents? Not really: the mines are still there, they still pose a
risk, they still have to be dealt with. Secrecy is thus not all that
important. Sometimes a minefield is marked out and made to look
real when in fact nothing is there. “Dummy” or “phoney”
minefields, as they are called, are a common ruse of war. So get
to know the signs used to indicate minefields, and simply avoid the
areas. In newly occupied areas, new signs may well have been put
up by the military. This is the case in Sri Lanka, for example. Locally
devised signs are also quite common. Erected by the local
population, they inform others of the danger. In Armenia, red flags
are placed on sticks and held in place by stones on the side of the
road. Once again, local knowledge is important.


If you see anti-tank mines on what appears to be an unmanned
check-point, do not attempt to move them yourself. You can be
absolutely certain that you are being observed. If they want you to
pass, they will come to you. If you wait a short time and no one
appears, you should assume that you are not welcome and turn
back. Always remember that these anti-tank mines could
themselves be surrounded by anti-personnel mines. They could
also have some form of anti-handling device built into them.


Vitally important: do not be tempted to move onto the verge of the
road to bypass obviousmines, to get past some other obstacle or
even to allow another vehicle through. As already mentioned, an
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adjustment is required to your normal behaviour. A natural reaction
at home might well be to pull over on a difficult or narrow road to let
a fellow traveller get by. In mined areas, forget it! You should not be
polite and pull onto the verge. The verges may contain mines. If
necessary, reverse back to a wider area and let the other vehicle
pass. In such an area near Sukhumi, in Abkhazia, I demonstrated to
a delegate the unique etiquette involved. The area was obviously
mined. A large vehicle was approaching us. We simply stopped
towards the side of the tarmac and beckoned him on. He absolutely
refused to go onto the verge. Smiling broadly, he asked us to
reverse up to a wider section of the road and then passed us. He
knew the dangers involved in his area. This is an important
guideline. Indeed, it is a rule for mined areas.


Old front-line areas and trench systems are a major threat. Mines
could be buried in the debris of battle. Avoid such areas
completely.


NO YES
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THE THREAT FROM ARTILLERY,
ROCKETS AND MORTAR FIRE
Let us now look at the threat posed to you in areas where artillery,
mortar and rocket fire might be used. We will very briefly describe
the various weapons.Muchmore important to you is a basic idea of
how they are used. With this knowledge you will then see how best
to minimize the risk.


ARTILLERY
The term “artillery” covers a rather wide range of weapons. For our
purposes it is sufficient to be aware of the following types of
artillery.


Howitzers. These are light,
manoeuvrable weapons
with a calibre of between
76 mm and 105 mm. Howit-
zers can fire at ranges up to
13 km.


Heavy artillery. These
much larger weapons are
normally towed behind
trucks. In some cases the
gun is self-propelled and for
all intents and purposes


looks like a tank. The calibre is from 120 mm to 155 mm. Ranges
extend to 24 km.
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Rocket launchers. These come in small portable varieties, with a
range of 8 km, to much larger self-propelled versions that can fire
to 50 km. Multiple rocket launchers consist of rows of barrels that
can put down very heavy concentrations of fire. Theseweapons are
also called “grads”. They contain rows of launching tubes so as to
saturate an entire area. Often they simply fire single rounds. The
weapon is not accurate. It is very difficult to predict exactly where
the rockets will land.


Anti-aircraft guns. These are mentioned because, though
designed to shoot down aircraft, they can also be used against
targets on the ground.
Owing to the excellent
sights and accuracy of
these weapons, they pose
a very dangerous threat.
Generally they are light and
portable. Some have multi-
ple barrels. Their range is
from 2 km for the smaller
versions and up to 8.5 km
for the larger, towed guns.
The rounds used are from
20 mm to 40 mm in calibre.
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MORTARS
These weapons are gener-
ally much lighter and more
portable than those des-
cribed already.


The most common mortars
are the 80 mm, with a range
of 6 km, and the 120 mm,
with a similar range but
much larger and more effec-
tive shell.


HOW THESE WEAPONS ARE USED
With the exception of the anti-aircraft guns, all the artillery and
mortars are what we call “indirect” fire weapons. They rely for their
effect, and indeed their crews’ safety, on the use of firing positions
far away from their targets, which are often well protected or even
dug in. The shells can be fired over hills and also at considerable
ranges.


It is the indirect nature of artillery that is of paramount importance to
you. By understanding how it is used, you are in a much better
position to comprehend the threat and thereby deal with it. Very
briefly, artillery and mortar fire is used in two ways.


One type of fire is “observed” fire, that is, firing over a long
distance but with observers positioned forward of the guns and
acting as their eyes in the target vicinity. They have radio contact
with the gun positions and basically guide the guns onto the target.


How do they do this? In very much the same way you or I might
guide a friend’s car into a parking lot: “Go left a bit. Go right a bit.
OK, now back up. Whoops, too far. Go forward a bit,” etc. The
artillery observer will first direct the shells onto the right line, i.e. the
line as he sees it from his position to the target. Two ormore rounds
might well be fired, with corrections to the right or left as
appropriate to get “on line”.


Once he has the desired line, or direction, the artillery man must
start correcting along that line to obtain the exact range so that the
shells will hit the target. Since it is not possible to measure
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accurately how far beyond or in front of the target a round lands, a
process of “bracketing” is used. This involves simply beginning
with a long bracket of 400-800metres (two shells separated by that
distance falling beyond and in front of the target respectively), and
then splitting the bracket progressively until a short bracket of
100 metres or a shell on target is obtained.
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Having used these single shells to adjust his fire, the artillery man
fires a number of shells onto the target.


Bear in mind that this process could entail a number of shells
landing before the actual target is reached.


The other type of fire is “predicted” fire, which is much less
accurate. Here the target position is worked out from a map. As
accurate a grid reference as possible is given to the guns. Account
is taken of wind direction, air pressure, etc. The variables are
computed, the sights adjusted and the guns fire. Though less
accurate, this is nevertheless effective if all you really want to do is
harass a town or village. By computing the coordinates for the
centre of the town, you have a good chance of making your shells
land close enough to cause damage and fear.


DEALING WITH THE ARTILLERY
AND MORTAR THREAT


By knowing how it is used, you now already know how to reduce the
risk. Not convinced? Let’s briefly summarize.


If you hear or see artillery fire in your vicinity, remember that it may
simply be the first rounds of a series (observed fire). Or it may just
be inaccurate predicted fire. But do not wait for the next shells
before taking cover or evasive action.


It is most unlikely that you will be the target but you can surely see
that a shell could land on your vehicle, house or office by accident,
simply as part of the adjusting process.


If you are driving in open country, look for good ground cover. A
ditch or small culvert will provide good protection. Always
endeavour to think ahead when travelling in front-line areas:
“Where could I take cover if artillery fire started now?” There is no
time for hesitation. Decide quickly what to do and do it.


If you are in a vehicle, you have two options.


If the fire is effective, that is, if it is very close to you (50-100m), the
best course of action is to get out and take cover off the road. Lie
flat in a ditch or behind the hardest cover available.Do not lie under
your vehicle, for that offers very little protection and the vehicle
itself could be the target.
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If the fire is some distance away and not in your immediate path,
that is, off to the left or right, the best course of action is to drive on
as quickly as you can and clear the area. If the next rounds appear to
be getting closer then, as before, get out and find good hard ground
cover.


If you are in your delegation or house and artillery rounds start
landing on your town or village, the best advice is to take cover
immediately in your safe area or shelter. Why? Because you have
no way of knowing where the next rounds will land. Your building
may not be the eventual target but it could very easily be part of the
adjusting procedure described above. It is not brave to just carry
on working. In fact it is extremely foolhardy. Just go to the shelter
and encourage all others to come with you. In 5-10 minutes it will
be evident whether or not it is safe to return to work. Take note as
well of what local people are doing. If they are running for shelter, do
the same.


THE THREAT FROM SNIPER AND RIFLE FIRE
We will now look at the danger posed by sniper and rifle fire. I have
grouped the two together because our response to the threat
posed by either should generally be much the same. The other
reason is that there is a great deal of confusion between so-called
snipers and ordinary combatants firing their guns. Once again, by
explaining the threat perhaps we can lay to rest some of the
mystique and confusion surrounding the subject and be better able
to cope with it.


I will explain the term sniper, describe the tactics a sniper may use
and then offer advice on how to deal with this very real threat to
your safety.


WHAT IS A SNIPER?


In military terms a sniper is a highly skilled and highly trained
rifleman. Not only is he chosen for his shooting skills, a sniper must
also have a particular temperament to carry out his task.


Essentially he acts independently in areas of extreme risk. He must
be a very cool, self-assured character and an expert at field craft,
camouflage and concealment. His task is normally to make his way
stealthily to front-line or other target positions. He then hides and
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awaits his target. He might have to remain in place for many days.
His training takes about three months. After that he is required to
continuously practise his skills. In military terms he is very much an
expert and tends to be employed only at this one task.


WHAT CAN A SNIPER ACHIEVE?
You could argue that oneman or a small team of snipers is not going
to achieve a great deal in the context of modern warfare. However,
they have two major purposes.


The first is to attack high-value targets such as an enemy
commander known to frequently travel a certain route, or valuable
equipment such as missile launchers (in which case the goal would
be to damage the equipment or kill the driver of the launch vehicle).


Their second purpose is to have a disruptive effect ---- psycholo-
gically and otherwise ---- on their opponents. For obvious reasons
their aim will be to remain concealed for as long as possible. Shots
from nowhere that maim or kill will be extremely disconcerting to an
opponent. In normal circumstances we can see that such highly
trained personnel are not tasked with directly targeting humanitar-
ian workers.


WHAT EQUIPMENT DOES A SNIPER USE?
A true sniper rifle is unlike most of the automatic and semi-
automatic weapons you see at check-points and so on. It is more
like a hunting rifle ---- much longer than an AK-47, for example. A
sniper rifle normally has a telescopic sight. The most up-to-date
sniper rifles are heavy, longweapons. Theymay be combinedwith a
bipod rest at the front and with night-vision sights. They have an
effective range of up to 1,000 m. Some rarer and more specialized
rifles have an effective range of 1,400 m.


The ammunition is also of a highly specialized long-range type. It
Sometimes has armour-piercing and explosive capability.


DEALING WITH THE SNIPER THREAT
Having described the typical sniper, let us now look at how to deal
with the threat he poses to our work. The first and most important
point is that by no means are all snipers the highly skilled individuals
described above. We tend to generalize when describing rifle fire
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against us. Though it is simpler to describe it as sniper fire, in many
cases we are actually talking about a relatively untrained militiaman
firing at us or in our general direction. Whilst real enough, the threat
is by nomeans as great as that from a truly professional sniper. This
is important to remember, for there is a great difference in the ability
of the two to actually cause us harm. This distinction should have a
marked effect on our reaction to them.


You should not be lulled by the foregoing into a false sense of security.
There may well be trained snipers about. The hunter-turned-soldier
also knows exactly how to use his weapon and its sights.


Our first consideration must always be to avoid known sniper
areas.


However, we must accept that even with good prior information
and planningwemight still be confrontedwith such a threat. It would
be very reassuring if we could simply list a string of points on how to
deal with it, but the matter is not that simple. Every situation is
different from every other. For this reason, strict rules might do
more harm than good. Therefore, here are some general guidelines.


You should develop your terrain awareness. This applies equally to
sniper and rifle fire, to artillery, to mortar and to similar threats. It
means being fully aware of your surroundings at all times in areas of
high risk. Train yourself always to be thinking ahead about where
you could take cover or go if you were fired on.With practice, this is
perfectly possible. Try it on your next field trip. Without getting
paranoid, just quietly ask yourself: “What if we were fired on now?
What would my immediate reaction be?” Look around and then say
to yourself: “Well, that would be the best place to go and so that’s
what I would do.” Repeat this a few times per trip until the process
becomes routine.


If you are in a vehicle or out in the open and you come under fire, when
at all possible (when you or your driver can still drive the vehicle),
drive on at the highest possible speed. It is already difficult to hit a
stationary target; the faster it moves, the more difficult it becomes.


If the firing is coming from the front, obviously you should veer left
or right up a side street (in a town) or, if in the countryside, off to the
side and get out, putting the vehicle between you and the source of
firing for added protection and concealment. Reversing or turning
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round is seldom the best course of action. It slows you down and
presents an easier target. If possible, avoid this.


If the driver has been shot or if your vehicle has been immobilized
and you are obviously coming under fire, you have little option but
to dive for cover off the road. Put the vehicle between you and
the sniper and take the first available bit of protection you can find.
You have no time to be choosy. Hard cover ---- a ditch, rocks or a
building ---- is obviously best. This gives you protection from fire and
from view. The next best is cover from view only. It is better than
nothing.


Having found cover, do not be tempted to look up to see what is
going on, or at least not initially. A sniper may have seen where you


went to ground and just be
waiting for you to pop your
head up. Rather, once you
have taken cover, crawl a
few metres one way or the
other while maintaining
your cover. This will con-
ceal your position.


In risky areas forget your
tape deck and your Walk-
man. They make it really
difficult to hear gunfire.
Drive with your window


SOFT COVER HARD COVER
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slightly open, even in the winter, as this makes outside sounds
more audible and provides early warning of trouble.


If you are in a building, stay there! Do not allow yourself to be
curious and look out the window. Lie down or, ideally, crawl to a
place where there are at least two walls between you and the
direction from which the sound of gunfire is coming.


If you can get to your shelter safely, then go there and wait for the
shooting to stop. If you cannot go there safely, place yourself for
maximum protection under a staircase or somewhere in the middle
of the building.


WARNING SHOTS
Shots might be fired close to you to warn you off. We cannot
possibly imagine every scenario, but this has happened to me. We
were approaching a small village to assess the needs of the
inhabitants. As we reached the outskirts we saw mines at the side
of the road. We stopped short of the mines. Almost immediately
shots rang out over our heads. We quickly left the vehicle and took
cover in a house. The shots were very close but not actually aimed
at us. How did we know? Apart from the fact that neither we nor the
vehicle got hit, we could hear that very distinctive “crack” of the
bullet passing overhead. (This “crack”, like the noise made by a
whip, is a clear indication that a bullet is very close to you, close
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enough so that you should not argue the point. Hissing or whining
sounds do represent passing bullets, but they are some distance
from you.) The combination of unmanned mines and the shots fired
gave us the clear message that we were not welcome. There were
no more shots and after 15 minutes we ran to our vehicle and
reversed away from the mines and returned to base. A clear
warning was issued by firing close to us. You should recognize the
combination of signs ---- though they may not always be the same ----
and not press on.


In summary:
. Avoid sniper zones.
. Develop an awareness of cover and use it if needed.
. Always think ahead.
. If attacked, and if at all possible, drive through.
. Be decisive.
. Don’t be curious.
. Learn to recognize warning shots and don’t press on regard-


less of them.


THE AMBUSH THREAT
An ambush is an attack by persons lying in wait in a concealed
position. It is an extremely dangerous, life-threatening situation.
The guidelines given below should be regarded very much as
measures of last resort. Perhaps the first point to consider as a
means of avoiding ambushes is simply this: If there is the threat of
our being deliberately targeted in this way, should we be pushing
our luck by travelling in the first place? If the threat assessment
suggests attacks of this nature, it would be foolhardy to press on
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regardless. In most cases, ambushes are deliberate operations,
carefully planned and coordinated.


DEALING WITH THE AMBUSH THREAT


Our threat assessments might not always be as perfect as we
would wish, so what other precautions can we sensibly take to
reduce the ambush risk?


. Do not travel close to vehicles of the armed or security
forces. They might well be the targets and if you are too
close, you will be caught up in the ensuing gunfight.


. Avoid travelling by night.


. If travel really is absolutely necessary, at least try to go in a
pair of vehicles or in a convoy. It might sound a little callous,
but in a life-or-death situation where travel is vital (for example,
amedical evacuation), if one vehicle is ambushed, at least the
others might stand some chance of survival.


. Whenever travelling it is wise to wear flak jackets and
helmets if they have been issued to your organization.


. If you encounter a deliberate obstacle or a hasty road-block
and you have time to stop, do so and assess the situation. If
you are in doubt, turn back. However, a professional ambush
will be sited in such a way as to preclude this option: at a
sharp bend in the road or just over the brow of a hill, so that
you have no warning.


. Be aware of the ‘‘ground’’, especially in likely ambush country.
Always strive to note possible escape routes by vehicle or on
foot. Ask yourself what would be likely terrain for an ambush.
Here are some examples (remember, those setting the
ambush want to achieve surprise, but they also want to
ensure they have an escape route if things go wrong):
--- sharp bend at the top of a steep hill;
--- rough stretch of road which forces you to slow down;
--- wooded area providing good cover for escape.


REACTING TO AN AMBUSH


If you are caught in a deliberate ambush, it goes without saying that
you are in an extremely dangerous situation. Your options might be
limited to the following:
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. If you are the lead vehicle (the one directly targeted), the only
real option you have is to drive through, if at all possible, as fast
as your vehicle will go, with passengers taking cover by lying
flat. It might be possible to drive off the road to the right or left,
but this will be unlikely if the ambush has been skilfully sited.


. If the driver is hit or the vehicle is immobilized, the remaining
passengers should attempt to ‘‘bomb-burst’’ (scatter) out of
the vehicle in as many directions as possible and keep going
until they are well away from the danger area.


. If you are the second vehicle (i.e. if you are not yet directly
targeted), then you should immediately remove yourself from
the danger area (known as the ‘‘killing zone’’) either by
reversing, turning left or right or simply stopping and allowing
your passengers to get out and scatter away from the danger.


ENCOUNTERING A RECENT AMBUSH
It is possible that you could arrive at the scene of a recent ambush,
for example, one intended to attack security forces or set by
security forces against opposition groups. It goes without saying
that you will not be too welcome on the scene. This too is an
extremely dangerous situation. There is the obvious danger of
being caught up in the crossfire of an ongoing firefight.
Recommendations:


. If possible, stop well short of the incident.


. Reverse out of the area.


. If it is too late to do this, your only real option is to get out of
the vehicle and take cover.


. When the situation has calmed down, indicate your neutrality
as best you can: by obviously surrendering with your hands
up and by indicating your organization’s logo/flag.


. If the situation is less dangerous, that is, if an ambush or
similar incident has obviously just recently taken place and
you arrive on the scene, stop and comply with instructions
given by those in control.


THE THREAT FROM IMPROVISED
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
Improvised explosive devices are essentially “home-made”. The
term covers a range of devices similar to small grenades, anti-
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personnel mines, larger mines of the claymore type made up of
metal fragments and explosive. Some groups simply do not have
the money to buy ready-made equipment. In other cases, importing
military equipment might be very difficult for them. In both cases,
they make their own. In its simplest form, such a device is a stick of
dynamite with some nails taped around it for added impact ---- just
like a firecracker. You simply light the fuse and throw it at your
opponent, his car or his house.


Moving up the scale, we have devices more akin to mines, but
definitely not the same shape or necessarily the same size. There
are small devices with a few ounces of explosive, such as wooden-
cased anti-personnel mines. These are pressure-operated. You
step on the lid of the box, which closes and thus completes an
electrical circuit. The batteries inside them set off the detonator,
followed by the main charge. In many parts of the world we hear of
large bombs, sometimes containing hundreds of kilos of explosive.
The explosive can be something as common as sacks of fertilizer
which, when detonated, create quite a violent explosion. These
large bombs might be placed by the side of the road, under it in a
culvert, in a parked car or in a vehicle being driven by suicide
bombers. Some devices are even hung from the branches of trees
overhanging a road.


DEALING WITH THE THREAT FROM IMPROVISED
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES


Let us now put the threat from these very nasty devices into
perspective. For the smaller anti-personnel mines, the rules are
exactly the same as those covered in the earlier section on that
subject. So we can now turn to the others and look first at why and
how these devices are normally used.


Why? Looking at it from the point of view of the parties to a
conflict, the following question arises. Do they really want to waste
valuable manpower and scarce equipment on directly targeting
humanitarian volunteers? Why bother? They can simply stop your
car or enter your house if they want to convey their sentiments. The
point is that you are most unlikely to be directly targeted by the
larger bombs described above. They have been put in place, with
considerable skill and sometimes weeks of pre-reconnaissance to
determine patterns of movement, in order to directly target their
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opponents in a vulnerable or isolated spot: a culvert under a road
down which the adversary regularly passes in convoy, or in a car
parked opposite a military post or police station in a town.


How? We have mentioned the sort of targets against which these
devices might be used. But how are they triggered? They can be
triggered in many ways. They can be linked to a timing device ----
simply set to go off at a certain time, to match a known event or just
to give time for the person laying the device to get away. They can
be linked to a trip wire stretched across a road or path. More often
they are linked to some form of “command” system, such as an
electric wire stretching hundreds of metres. The person setting off
the device is well out of the way, concealed but with a clear view of
his target area. He waits until the target approaches the right spot
and then detonates the bomb by sending an electric charge from a
battery through the wire to the device. Another detonation method
is an electronic signal. (This is more sophisticated but nevertheless
common in my experience.) In this case there is a small transmitter
in the hands of the bomber and a receiver placed on the device
itself. It is very similar to the equipment used for radio-controlled
model aircraft or cars. Such devices can be purchased in toy or
model shops. The bomber again waits for his target from a
camouflaged position. He sends a radio signal to the receiver,
which sets off the detonator and thus the bomb.


Another “how” that is important to remember is the fact that these
bombs are often set in pairs. The idea is to set one off and then wait
before setting off the second. Why? The reason is that people ----
particularly the adversary ---- will naturally gather at the scene of the
first explosion. Vehicles, troops, etc. will arrive to deal with the
incident. When enough have gathered (and if they are not
professional enough to take precautions), they form an even better
target, and so the second device is set off.


AVOIDING OR MINIMIZING THE DANGER OF IMPROVISED
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES


Let us now see how we can minimize the threat, as we have done
with other weapons.


But first, consider this. Apart from the destruction caused by these
bombs, there is a very important side effect. The death toll from
these devices has not been high only among themilitary or security-
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force targets but also among the civilian population. There are two
reasons for this. Often civilians are in the area when the device is
set off. But more unfortunate than this is the fact that, following an
explosion, the security forces in the near vicinity tend to open fire at
“suspects” and civilians are caught in the crossfire.


Remember, there is no reason why you should face a direct threat
from these devices, especially the larger bombs. The only problem,
therefore, is if you happen to be in the area when one goes off. To
minimize the bad-luck factor, you should take the following
precautions.


Try to distance your vehicle from security-force convoys or even
single security-force vehicles. Just slow down and let them get well
ahead of you. If you are mixed up with the target vehicles or just
behind them, I am afraid the bomber will pay you little regard. He has
his mission and will try his best to complete it.


If you happen to be in the vicinity of an explosion, avoid, at least
initially, your natural impulse to go closer and investigate or assist.
The best advice is to stop, get out of your vehicle and take cover on
the ground or at the side of the road. Why? You know the answer:
to avoid the crossfire referred to above.


Keep down until the situation has stabilized. Then, by all means do
what you can to help the victims. Blindly following an impulse to help
might get you into the middle of a gunfight and cause unnecessary
danger. Turning down a side road is a possibility but it wastes time,
as does trying to reverse away. Remember, you are very exposed
in your four-wheel-drive vehicle. The other argument in favour of
caution in these situations is the danger of a secondary device. If
you go to the scene of a first blast, you expose yourself to the risk
of a second bomb. As I said at the beginning, these are only
guidelines; I cannot tell you not to assist or to get involved. You are
now better aware of the dangers. Each incident will have its own
unique set of circumstances. You must decide.


THE GRENADE THREAT
The grenade iswell known and does not need a lengthy explanation.
Essentially, it is a small bomb thrown by hand or fired from a hand-
held launcher, such as the “rocket-propelled grenade”. The variety
thrown by hand has a built-in fuse delay to provide a degree of
safety to the person throwing. This allows him to take cover before
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it explodes. Rocket-propelled grenades tend to explode on impact,
that is, with no delay. Again, the risk of being directly targeted with
these weapons is small, very much the same as that posed by
improvised explosive devices: bad luck in being in the wrong place
at the wrong time.


AVOIDING GRENADES
If you find yourself near a grenade incident, take the same action as
described above. Get out of your vehicle, take cover and avoid the
possibility of indiscriminate fire.


If a hand grenade is thrown at you, and you are lucky enough to have
seen it coming or hitting the ground, remember that you do have a
very short time before it explodes. The blast from hand grenades
tends to travel upwards and outwards, in shape of an inverted cone.
Therefore, the best action you can take in the brief seconds
available to you is immediately to throw yourself flat on the ground
or into a ditch, or dive behind some form of cover. Do not run for
cover. You have to get down immediately. Shout ‘‘Grenade!’’ to
warn your colleagues of the danger. It is also useful to cover your
ears! Following the explosion, it might bewise to wait aminute or so
to ensure that no more grenades have been thrown. If the grenade
fails to detonate, keep well away from it.
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Grills across a window or a metal chain link fence are useful in
protecting against grenades. Either they will simply bounce back or
they will go off at a safe distance from you.


THE THREAT FROM BOOBY TRAPS
A booby trap is an apparently harmless object designed or adapted
to kill or injure by functioning unexpectedly when a person disturbs
or approaches it or performs an apparently safe act with it (for
example, opening a letter or a door, or picking up an attractive
article lying on the ground). The device is deliberately hidden inside
or disguised as a harmless object.


Withdrawing troops might well place booby traps in all sorts of
places to try and catch out their adversaries. Booby traps might be
left on paths, by wells, in houses or just lying in the open and
attached to an appealing object which a soldier would find it difficult
to resist touching. In Armenia, I recall seeing a rather tempting-
looking trombone lying on a road in a recently deserted town. Many
had passed it by but no one had attempted a tune!


AVOIDING BOOBY TRAPS
Do not explore deserted houses, towns or villages.Sadly, in many
parts of the world today you will see absolute ghost towns. You
should not be tempted to snoop around or use the houses to
“answer the call of nature”.


Do not touch apparently interesting objects lying innocently on
the ground. Just leave them alone.


THE THREAT FROM UNEXPLODED
MILITARY ORDNANCE (UXO)
In conflict areas you are bound to come across all types of military
ordnance (ammunition) that have been used and then failed to work
properly, have been simply discarded by retreating forces or even
have just been dropped or lost by a soldier. Such objects range
from aircraft bombs through artillery shells to grenades and on
down to rifle ammunition. These days ‘‘UXO’’ is also referred to as
‘‘explosive remnants of war’’. All should be treated with extreme
caution. Ammunition that has been fired could be in a very unstable
state. The fuse of a shell or bomb, for example, might simply require
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a little nudge from you to complete its task! A grenade lying on the
ground might need only to be picked up for its safety pin to fall out
and... BANG!


On one occasion, in the relative calm of a regional base, I was asked
by others to check whether the military ammunition that Mr X had in
his office cupboard was really safe. I approached Mr X in a fairly
relaxed manner, not wanting to disclose my source of information
or to appear to be checking up on him. Diplomatically, I therefore
came straight to the point!


“I hear you have something interesting in your cupboard.”


“Oh, you have heard about my excellent chocolates?”


“Well, no, but now I have.”


Putting this useful information temporarily at the back of my mind, I
returned to the point.


“I was actually more interested in the ammunition you are keeping
safe.”


“Oh that. Yes, here it is. Why, is there a problem?”


A problem! The offending article just happened to be a hand
grenade, primed and ready to go. Not only that but the safety pin,
normally splayed at the end for safety until you actually want to use
it, was fully flattened.


“Interesting,” I said nonchalantly, but rather wishing to break into a
run. “Where did you get this from?”


“Oh, a driver brought it to me three months ago and I just didn’t
really know what to do with it so I kept it in my cupboard.”


So this lethal grenade had travelled some 300 km in a driver’s bag,
had lain in a cupboard, and had been shown to and handled by a
number of people. All this when even the slightest jar could have
loosened the safety pin and caused the thing to explode in the
middle of a busy office. I tell the story to show you what some
people are capable of and ask you please not to be so stupid.
Rather, let this true tale illustrate the dangers involved in being
inquisitive about matters and objects that do not concern you.
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UNEXPLODED CLUSTER BOMBS
A particularly nasty form of UXO is the unexploded cluster bomb.
Cluster bombs (CBUs) are small explosive bomblets carried in a
larger canister that opens in mid-air, scattering them over a wide
area. These bomblets can be delivered by aircraft, missile or
artillery. A typical aircraft-delivered cluster bomb currently in use,
the CBU-87, contains 202 such bomblets. They are yellow
cylinders about the size of a soda can --- 20 cm long and 6 cm
across. CBUs are used against tanks, other vehicles and
concentrations of infantry.


The target area covered by the bomblets depends on the spin rate
and canister-opening height (at which the bomblets disperse). A
single bomb might cover an area about 100 by 50 metres with its
bomblets. Because cluster bombs dispersewidely and are difficult to
aim precisely, they are especially dangerous when used near civilian
areas. In addition, they are prone to failure. If the container opens at
the wrong height, if the bomblets do not fuse properly, if trees break
the descent or if they land on soft ground or desert, they might not
detonate on impact. This high ‘‘dud’’ rate (estimated to be 7 to 10 per
cent) results in the bomblets becoming de facto anti-personnel
mines,which can explodeat the slightest touch. The volatility and high
explosive content of these bomblets makes them much more
dangerous than many other type of unexploded ordnance.


A further problem is that children are sometimes attracted to the
bomblets’ bright colours and interesting shapes. Many are
coloured yellow which, for example, was exactly the same as the
yellow food aid parcels dropped during the war in Afghanistan.


These cluster bombs have been used in the wars in Vietnam, Laos
and more recently in the 1991 Gulf war and 2003 Iraq war, and
during the 1999 Kosovo war. The danger zones, broad as they
might be, are pretty well known. Local knowledge will be invaluable
in determining risk areas. Again, as with all UXO, do not be
inquisitive. Leave these things alone. But certainly report and
warn others of any cluster bomb you see.


AVOIDING UNEXPLODED MILITARY ORDNANCE
The objects we are talking about are easily recognizable. There is
no excuse for interfering with them or touching them.
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If you see them, just move away. But do report them to your
colleagues and to all other interested parties.


THE THREAT FROM DEPLETED
URANIUM MUNITIONS
In recent conflicts such as Iraq and Kosovo, depleted uranium (DU)
munitions have been used.22 These are armour-piercing devices
usually fired from tanks, aircraft or helicopters. Themost commonly
used DU munitions are called penetrators and have the size and
shape of a large cigar. They do not explode on impact --- instead they
ignite and burn through the armour. In the process, a very fine
uranium-oxide dust is dispersed. Most of this dust will settle within
50 metres of the point of impact. Therefore, the immediate vicinity
of armoured vehicles and other targets could have high concentra-
tions of uranium-oxide dust. But it is also possible that the dust will
be carried further by the wind.


AVOIDING DEPLETED URANIUM MUNITIONS


As yet, little is known with certainty about effects of breathing,
ingesting or other exposure to DU dust. There have been claims of
a significant increase in certain types of cancers and other health
problems, but these have not been conclusively verified by
experts.23 The best advice is therefore to keep away from any
military target that might possibly have been hit by DU munitions.
Remember: they might well have high concentrations of uranium-
oxide in their immediate vicinity.Do not explore burnt-out tanks or
vehicles. Do not pick up shrapnel, spent rounds or other debris
(such as military equipment). It is advisable to wash your skin and
clothing if you think you might have been contaminated with dust
from such sites.


22 A few websites provide details of where DU has been used in conflict. Websites
containing helpful information are: http://www.unep.ch/balkans/ (UNEP), http://
www.nato.int/du/ (NATO) and US Department of Defense websites regarding
the Gulf and Iraq wars.


23 The possible health effects of exposure toDUhave been compiled byWHOand are
available on their website at http://www.who.int/ionizing_radiation/env/du/en.
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THE THREAT FROM THE AIR
Aerial attack is perhaps the most frightening and most difficult
danger to deal with. It can come in two forms: from “fixed-wing
aircraft” or from helicopters. The real problem is the speed and
therefore the lack of warning. With high-speed jets, the first sign of
trouble might be the deafening roar as the aircraft actually flies over
your position. Even with slower helicopters, when they fly low
following the ground’s contours, their sound is muffled and warning
can be very short. Once again, direct targeting of humanitarian
organizations is most unlikely. Pilots are expensive to train and the
aircraft they fly are extremely valuable. They will be used against
priority military targets and not wasted. So is there a problem?
Unfortunately, yes.


In highly sophisticated air forces, precision bombing and other
attacks are a speciality. The forces involved have the necessary
equipment and, equally important, the training needed to use that
equipment. Often these days we hear of laser-guided bombs, etc.
As we know from the Gulf war, however, even the most advanced
precision weapons are not fool-proof: mistakes are made and
civilians, unfortunately, killed. In the lower levels of conflict there are
simply no such weapons or the training to use them. Aircraft might
drop bombs on a town from high altitude to avoid missiles. The
results on the ground will therefore be entirely indiscriminate.
Often, the bombs used are designed less to destroy precise
military targets than to create terror and panic in the population as a
whole. Examples are incendiary bombs and cluster bombs
containing hundreds of smaller bomblets that scatter and create
extensive damage.


DEALING WITH THE THREAT FROM THE AIR
In areaswhere aircraft or helicopters are in use, the best protection is
a well-constructed shelter, ideally purpose-built and made of
concrete (see section on shelters) or installed in the cellar of a
building. As the Gulf war proved, even the strongest concrete
bunkerswill not protect you fromadirect hit but theywill certainly give
excellent protection from “close calls” and from the effect of blast.


I have said that warning of this type of threat is extremely short.
There are, however, certain signs that have proved useful in my
experience and I offer them to you here.
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The local population are acutely aware of the dangers in areas
which have been attacked already. They develop an uncanny “sixth
sense”, especially the children. They can hear the aircraft well
beforewe do and they run for shelter. You cannot possibly miss this
warning. You should not wait to ask questions: no one will answer
you. Just follow suit and head for the nearest hard shelter.


Warning might also come from the military or civilian authorities.
Air-raid sirens are an obvious case in point. If you are new to an
area, you might not even recognize the official warnings. So ask on
arrival about the threat and what ---- if any ---- warnings are given.
Other signs might be the firing into the air of anti-aircraft guns or
even missiles. You probably won’t see what they are firing at but
they know. Do not waste your time looking up to try and spot the
target, just run for cover.


It has been my experience in a hostile air environment at the lower
levels of conflict that often a small aircraft ---- a “spotter plane” ----
appears a fewminutes before the actual aerial attack. These planes
guide the fighter aircraft onto their target. Again, the local
population know exactly what they signify and take the warning.
You should do exactly the same.
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A further experience, useful in the lower levels of conflict in which
aircraft and training are not very sophisticated, is that pilots will
often first overfly the town or position since they need to identify
their target before they can attack it. Do not wait for their second
pass. Take cover immediately.


Prior notification of your delegation’s position as well as that of your
houses, warehouses, etc. is a very sensible aid to security in these
situations. The parties to the conflict should have your locations
clearly plotted on their operations maps. This certainly should help
you. Pilots are carefully briefed before they carry out their missions.
Your positionswill bemarked on their maps aswell. Attack runs can
be planned to avoid you. Of course, if they don’t know where you
are then you can’t expect them to take you into consideration.
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Marking buildings with your organization’s logo is also important,
but only really as “the icing on the cake”. Detailed prior notification
is the essential thing. A pilot has a lot on his mind when he is
committed to battle, not least dodging missiles and bullets. He
cannot be expected to notice every possible detail. However, a
large, clear sign painted or draped on a roof will certainly help to
confirm his briefing and flight plan regarding your exact location.


We have concentrated on you taking cover. Do not forget your
colleagues.Warn them aswell.Devise some simple word that lets
everyone know the danger. You don’t have time for a detailed
explanation or conversation on the radio. Agree on a single word
and ensure that everyone knows it means “Air attack! Take cover!”
Repeat it three or four times on your way to shelter (e.g. “Hawk!
Hawk! Hawk!”). Radio operators at base should also try their best
to inform other NGOs. You might agree amongst your NGO
community on a common emergency frequency to pass these and
similar messages. With UN forces in the area, an emergency
frequency is common practice.


We have now covered the main threats to our work in some detail.
Remember, we have offered guidelines only on how to deal with
them. Every situation will have its own features. Knowing the details
of the various threats, you should be in a much better position to
recognize the warning signs and therefore minimize the risk they
pose. Hopefully this knowledge has helped dispel a certain amount
of fear of the unknown.
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CHAPTER 5


THE THREAT FROM CHEMICAL,
BIOLOGICAL, RADIOLOGICAL


AND NUCLEAR HAZARDS
It must be stressed at the outset that this subject is among the
most rapidly changing of humanitarian security issues.Organiza-
tions may well have their own detailed procedures for dealing with
these threats. What follows represents (at the time of going to
press) the best available set of guidelines (not rules) from
acknowledged experts in their field.


A BIT OF PERSPECTIVE
It is important to place the threat from chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) hazards in its proper context. You
will already have realized from the rest of this book that conflict
situations feature risks from a wide range of ‘‘conventional’’
hazards. It is possible that the mystique surrounding CBRN issues,
and the dread nature of the use of this type of weapon, can skew
the perception of the real risks involved. Things like road accidents
and threats to personal safety and security are common and must
be the focus of attention in most, if not all, assignments to conflict
areas. History shows that the use of CBRNweapons and agents is
‘‘a low-probability event’’, although when it does occur it is likely to
have a huge impact. So it’s best to be prepared! In addition to the
threat from weapons, we must also be aware of similar threats
arising from industrial accidents.


TYPES OF CBRN THREAT
The types of CBRN threat are indeed many and diverse.


CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS
A wide range of chemical warfare agents are available, and they
tend to be released as aerosols, vapours or gases after being
delivered in missiles, shells or mortar bombs, or dropped from
aircraft. They enter the body through inhalation, ingestion or, in
some cases, absorption through the skin. Whilst some (such as
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nerve agents) are designed to kill rapidly, others are intended to
cause incapacitation or even (for example, riot-control agents) to
cause irritation. Some agents are persistent in nature, sticking to
surfaces (including skin) where they remain active, while releasing
gas into the air, thus causing a prolonged hazard. Those designed
to kill quickly will disperse very rapidly. Most have about the same,
or greater, density as air, so they tend to gather in cellars or low-
lying areas. It is said that some agents are detectable by their smell,
but this method is not fool-proof, and obviously not recommended!


TOXIC INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS
The production and efficient delivery of chemical warfare agents is a
comparatively expensive and sophisticatedmatter, and is therefore
a realistic option only for a relatively small range of users. It would,
however, be simple to use readily available industrial chemicals like
chlorine or phosgene (both of which were effective weapons during
the First World War). There is a huge range of chemicals that could
potentially be misused in this way, so specific detection and
protective measures are difficult to predict and provide.


BIOLOGICAL WARFARE AGENTS
Working in conflict zones is in any case likely to place you at risk from
a range of naturally occurring diseases. But the use of biological
warfare agents is also possible. Again, the production and delivery of
truly weapon-grade biological agents is not quite as simple as some
novels would have you believe! Nevertheless, the possible use of
anthrax spores even by non-State actors should be taken seriously.
Bio-warfare agents are selected to be either contagious (the disease
is caused by person-to-person contact) or non-contagious. An
example of the former is smallpox, of the latter anthrax. Clearly, the
first type is of great concern, since not only those initially infectedwill
fall victim to the agent. Like chemical weapons, these agents can be
delivered by a number of different means. Usually they enter the
body by means of inhalation, although some could be used to
contaminate food and water supplies. Others could even be
delivered by infected insects, such as mosquitoes!


RADIOLOGICAL AND NUCLEAR INCIDENTS
Although it is unlikely that anyone other than weapons-producing
States would acquire nuclear bombs, suitcase-size nuclear and
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radiological devices have occasionally gone missing from military
storage areas. And conventional weapons could be used to attack
nuclear power stations or radioactive waste-storage or -processing
facilities. There is also the potential use of a radiological dispersal
device --- a ‘‘dirty bomb’’. Nuclear devices are, of course, lethal ---
very lethal --- though the effect of radiological devices is not always
necessarily fatal, depending on the type, its size and your distance
from it.


PROTECTING AGAINST THE CBRN THREAT
Reducing the threat from CBRN is a complex matter and involves
use of a number of measures, most of which are not available to
humanitarian staff but rather confined to military and civil defence
units. The nature of the threat means that dealing with it will
probably be beyond the means and resources of most humani-
tarian organizations. They would do well to seek the advice of
skilled professional experts for the necessary training. Without
this training and advice, it is recommended that organizations not
operate in environments where CBRN is a threat. Nevertheless,
there are still some measures that can be taken to reduce the risk
for individuals, especially if they are on the periphery of the
weapon-release zone. The rest of this chapter will concentrate on
those measures. It must be read (like the rest of this book) with
full regard to the policies and procedures of your specific
organization.


ASSESSING THE THREAT
Gauging the likelihood of use and the variety of CBRN weapons
should be part of any pre-deployment risk assessment for any
specific location. Steps can then be taken to reduce that risk. Given
the secrecy surrounding this matter at the international and national
levels, such assessment may be difficult. And surprise attacks are
always possible. This reality should be included in your contingency
planning.


DETECTION
CBRN agents are essentially undetectable by the senses alone
(except for the obvious flash of light and blast from a nuclear
device!). So CBRN incidents can occur without a warning alert or
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immediate detection of a toxic or other hazard. Whilst specialist
detection and survey equipment is available, it tends to be confined
to military and civil defence organizations, it is expensive and
complex, and training and practice are needed to use it and interpret
the results.


Most chemical warfare agents are essentially odourless, and they
may not cause immediately obvious symptoms. In the case of
biological warfare agents, the onset of symptoms may be generic
(e.g. fevers and general illness that could be confused with a wide
range of naturally occurring diseases). In this case, days or weeks
might be needed to detect and confirm the type of disease
outbreak. Sudden outbreaks of unusual disease might be a sign of
bio-warfare, but this is a very specialized area of work.


Radiation is invisible, colourless and tasteless. Indications of
exposure may not be immediately apparent owing to delayed onset
of symptoms.


Indications that a CBRN incident may have occurred include:
. large number of victims;
. victims suffer from nausea, breathing difficulty, convulsions


and disorientation;
. birds and insects drop from the sky;
. unusual dead or dying animals or insects;
. unusual liquid, spray, powder or vapour;
. droplets or oily films on surfaces;
. unexplained odours (bitter almonds, peach kernels, newly


mown hay or green grass);
. unusual or unauthorized spraying in the area;
. smell and signs of explosives or smoke;
. receipt of suspicious mail or packages emitting odours or


containing white powder.


The greater the number of the above-mentioned signs you detect,
the more likely it is that a CBRN incident has taken place. You may
also hear alarm sirens or shouted warnings. In most military forces,
the banging together of metal objects and the simultaneous
shouting of ‘‘Gas! Gas! Gas!’’ is a standard CBRN incident
warning. An even bigger clue is if military personnel in your area
start to put on protective equipment.
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MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES


A number of medical substances can be used to minimize the
effects of some CBRN agents. (However, many of these are
available only to military personnel.) If you are issued with any of
these countermeasures, you must use them only as instructed by
your organization.


A range of vaccinations is available against some bio-warfare
agents. These need to be administered well beforehand if they are
to be effective. (Vaccinations against naturally occurring diseases
should obviously also be taken.) You can also be issued with
antibiotics that you can take if a bio-warfare incident is imminent or
has occurred.


You could be given potassium iodate tablets to take following
certain radiological exposures, but they will not work for all such
incidents.


As far as chemical warfare is concerned, pre-treatment tablets and
auto-injectors are available to help counteract the effects of nerve
agents, but these need careful supervision and training to be safe
and effective.


IMMEDIATE ACTION DRILLS


In situations involving chemical warfare and toxic industrial
chemicals, it is essential to take immediate action in order to
prevent yourself becoming a casualty and thus be able to assist
others. You must:


. Put on your personal protective equipment (see below) if you
have it with you. If you don’t have it, immediately cover your
nose and mouth with a clean cloth soaked in uncontaminated
water.


. Avoid touching other people.


. Remove and discard obviously contaminated clothing.


. Stay clear of any suspected hazards, especially fire, smoke
or vapour clouds.


. Minimize time spent near any suspected source of danger.


. Maximize distance from any suspected source of danger.


. Your evacuation route should take into account wind
direction. Move rapidly upwind from the source, or away
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from any plume of gas or smoke. Be aware that a change in
wind conditions can cause the danger zone to shift.


. If in a vehicle, drive five miles upwind and then reassess the
situation.


. If you are in your CBRN ‘‘safe room’’ and it has not been
breached, then stay there at least until the immediate threat
appears to have passed. Otherwise, evacuate immediately
as set out above.


In the case of a nuclear incident, you must immediately drop to
cover.Do not look at the flash of the explosion, and do not get up
until the blast waves have moved over you (there will be two of
these, with a gap between).


In any situation involving radiation (obviously including the after-
math of a nuclear event), protect yourself according to the following
principles:


. time --- minimize the time spent near the source of radiation;


. distance --- increase distance between you and the source;


. shielding --- place heavymaterial between you and the source.


COMMUNAL PROTECTIVE MEASURES
In Chapters 7 and 8 you will be introduced to the concept of
locating, reinforcing and stocking accommodation that is secure
against a number of threats. You also need to consider specific
requirements if a CBRN threat is suspected. Some of these seem
to contradict previous advice, which underscores the requirement
to assess overt or suspected CBRN threats during your planning
and preparation.


To create a safe room, you must:
. Choose a location (if the expected threat is predominantly


chemical) above ground (actually at the highest possible
level). For situations where the threats are mostly of radiation
or conventional means of warfare, choose a location below
ground level (preferably with thick walls). Glass, concrete,
metal and other dense materials will help shield you from
radiation.


. Select an inner room (as close as possible to the centre of a
building) with the least number of windows and doors and,
ideally, with access to a bathroom.
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. Close and seal all windows and exterior doors with duct tape
and plastic sheeting. Block all keyholes and cracks with
cotton wool or wet rags and tape, using a water-soaked cloth
to seal gaps under doors.


. Shut down air-conditioning vents or flows, fans and central
heating systems.


In addition to theequipment andprocedures discussed inChapters 7
and 8, you must:


. Ensure that you have waterproof clothing, long-sleeved
shirts, long trousers, raincoats, rubber boots and butyl rubber
gloves.


. Ensure that you have several weeks’ supply of water and non-
perishable food in sealed containers.


. Keep important items in sealed plastic bags.


PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Military personnel and civil defence teams are issued with and are
trained to use specialized personal protective equipment. These
tend to consist of at least a combination of respirators with
specifically designed filtration canisters utilizing active carbon and
particulate filters, plus butyl gloves, over-boots and special over-
garments. These may not be available to humanitarian workers.


At theminimum, ‘‘escape rucksacks’’ should be prepared, and they
should at all times be with, or within easy reach of, personnel,
especially during periods of heightened alert. They must contain:


. a waterproof poncho (or adapted plastic bin bag);


. a gas mask;


. butyl gloves;


. chemical detector papers (if you can get them), i.e. papers
that change colour in the presence of some chemical warfare
agents.


Whatever personal protective equipment is available, you don’t
want to be putting it on for the first time when it’s required for the
real thing. To be effective, and for you to have confidence in its use,
you must:


. Practise --- against the clock --- putting on and taking off your
personal protective equipment. If it is to be effective, your
respirator must be on within nine seconds of a warning being
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received. Once it’s on, shout ‘‘Gas! Gas! Gas!’’. This will not
only warn your colleagues of the incident but also clear any
gas from inside your respirator. By the way, if you have a
beard (or even a couple of days unshaved growth) your
respirator will be breached and let in agent.


. If at all possible, put on and take off your personal protective
equipment together with another person. This way you can
help each other ensure that you have a perfect fit and
decontaminate each other, if necessary.


DECONTAMINATION
In the event of a known or suspected chemical or radiological
incident, you should decontaminate yourself before entering the
safe room. To be effective, this requires planning (so that
appropriate equipment/chemicals are in place) and practice.


For decontamination you must have:
. a shower (or a shower bag is fine), soap (ideally liquid soap), a


sponge or soft brush, and bleach;
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. a clean change of clothing (kept in plastic bags) for each
person;


. plastic rubbish bags and labels for contaminated clothing.


To decontaminate yourself or colleagues, you must:
. Immediately wipe your face and repeatedly flush eyes using


large amounts of clean water.
. Remove all contaminated clothing carefully so as not to


spread any particles onto your face or skin. Place it in a plastic
bag and seal it.


. Use a ‘‘rinse-wipe-rinse’’ method: wash the entire body from
top to toe, including hair, with a mild body-soap solution and a
secure water source. If possible use cold water to minimize
evaporation of the agent.


. If water is scarce, sprinkle talcum powder or even flour on the
affected skin area, wait 30 seconds, then brush it off with a
rag or gauze pad, using butyl rubber gloves if possible.


. In extremis, rub dry earth to absorb the contaminant, or take
clothes off and roll around in the dirt, then wash and change
clothing if possible.


. Put on clean clothing.


. Destroy heavily contaminated clothing by incinerating it.
Items with minimal contamination can be washed in hot
water.
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CHAPTER 6


ADDITIONAL AIDS
TO YOUR SAFETY AND SECURITY


In this section we will move away from the details of particular
weapons and take a look at some broader issues that have an
impact on your security.


How should we deal with the local factions, the armed forces and
the peoplewe areworkingwith?What is their view of us? In a similar
vein, I will offer some guidelines for dealing with the inevitable road-
blocks and check-points you will encounter. Planning your field
work is important from a security viewpoint. I will give you some
advice on how to use this important tool and then end with some
thoughts on the best ways to respond to incidents and how to
report correctly on them.


HOW ARE WE VIEWED BY THE ARMED FORCES
AND SECURITY FORCES, LOCAL FACTIONS
AND THE LOCAL POPULATION?
HOW DO THEY BEHAVE TOWARDS US?


“O wad [would] some power the giftie gie us
To see ourselves as others see us.”


Robert Burns


How we are viewed is a very broad subject to cover in a few
paragraphs. Moreover, every country naturally has its own unique
characteristics. All we can do is to try to encapsulate common
themes and attitudes based on experience and close observation
of how we tend to behave and people’s reaction to our behaviour.


Having been on mission in most of the present conflict zones, my
honest opinion is that there is great respect for the work of
humanitarian organizations. To be blunt, and perhaps a bit cynical,
one could say ---- bearing in mind the risks we take, and the places
we go ---- that if this respect did not exist, we and organizations like
us would have suffered much higher losses.
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There have indeed been tragic incidents in recent years ---- some a
result of poor security practices, others no doubt the result of direct
targeting. But it is important to keep these matters in proportion.
Violent shooting and related incidents are commonplace in our
larger home cities. Such incidents relating to humanitarian
volunteers are thankfully much rarer.


Generally speaking, people respect those who are trying to help
them. But it is important to realize that there are certain areas of the
world where the behaviour described below simply does not apply.
Your organization will brief you on such specific areas and the risks
involved. The civilian population understand that the assistance you
provide is often vital to their survival. They need your help and
respect you for offering it. As for the military and other armed
groups, this respect runs even deeper. Because they know so well
the risks you are taking, they often have a special respect bordering
on admiration ---- if not incredulity ---- at your courage in aiding them
and their people, though they might seldom show this openly.


Let us look more closely at both the military and civilian perspective
on our work.


THE VIEW OF THE PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER
Most soldiers in organized armed forces (professional soldiers, in
other words) have a degree of self-respect that inhibits them from
attacking unarmed and unthreatening targets. One can, of course,
argue that there have been countless examples of attacks on
unarmed civilians. This is true, but in the soldier’s view they are
simply the enemy: “They have attacked my people so I will attack
theirs.”


In a number of war-torn countries, the soldiers have grown up in a
world where bravery in the face of lethal danger is commonplace.
They respect such courage in both their comrades and their
adversary, and in humanitarian workers as well.


In no way could you be considered an enemy and in many ways you
will be considered a friend. Soldiers will look upon the lone
humanitarian vehicle venturing into their war zone as an act of
extreme bravery, and respect its occupants accordingly. To injure
or kill such people would be unseemly to them. And it would be
unlikely to gain them much respect from their comrades or
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superiors; on the contrary, it would be viewed as humiliating and
degrading.


Soldiers do have a basic sense of right and wrong, of honour. In
their minds, there is nobility in fighting and possibly dying for their
country or their particular cause. There is equal honour and nobility
in showing compassion for their defeated foe or for those actively
assisting the victims. In many parts of the world, religion reinforces
these traits.


Firing in front of a vehicle or close to people on foot might, on the
other hand, prove amusing sport and be fun to relate over the camp
fire at night! This perhaps explains many a “close shave” that some
of us have had in various conflict zones.


COMPLICATIONS FACING THE SOLDIER IN THE CONFLICT ZONE


In the mid- and low-intensity levels of conflict described earlier, the
armed forces and other armed groups involved are usually
remarkably disorganized. They simply do not have the equipment
or training to operate with true efficiency.


It is worth remembering that the conflicts in many countries involve
relatively new armies or newly formed armed groups. Theymaywell
have the outward trappings of efficiency (uniforms, new weapons,
etc.) but the soldiers are essentially inexperienced, and so are their


DELEGATE EXPRESSING
HIS HAPPINESS


SOLDIER EXPRESSING
HIS HAPPINESS
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commanders. It often amounts virtually to a medieval type of
warfare albeit fought with modern weapons: throughout a large
area, small militias or simple gangs are fighting under very loose
control from above. Any “unit” can do more or less what it wants
and independent war-lords follow their own agendas, which usually
amount to controlling their own areas and getting rich. Their
allegiance to the overall strategic plan of the larger grouping is
tenuous, to say the least. Alliances might well shift on an almost
daily basis, depending on what personal or very local gains can be
achieved.


“So what has all this got to do with me?” I hear you ask.


Well, it is quite important because it explains one of the difficult
aspects of modern conflict which you must unfortunately deal with
and therefore have to understand.


It explains, for example, why promises made or detailed notifica-
tions signed by military headquarters may not be respected on the
ground. This has a direct impact on your operations and should be
carefully considered. In practical terms it means that prior
agreements are bound to be unreliable. The military might simply
not have the procedures in place or the means of communication
needed to guarantee that the necessary messages or orders get
through. At the end of the day it is the soldier in charge of the check-
point who decideswhether you pass or not. Despite all your efforts,
all your careful planning, he might not have been informed of your
mission.


Recently I experienced a good example of this lack of command,
control and communication. A large relief convoy had been
meticulously planned. The delegation was assured by all parties
that a front-line crossing was definitely approved and that a cease-
fire had been arranged. Unfortunately, one mortar section on a hill
above the crossing point had not received themessage and fired on
us. The next day the party concerned accepted full responsibility for
the message not getting through.


How do we deal with this exasperating state of affairs? There is no
straightforward or fool-proof answer. To begin with, of course, you
should plan thoroughly, notify the relevant authorities and seek the
necessary agreements ---- all this well in advance. This can only help
the process of communication and provides a much better chance
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of the soldier on the ground cooperating, because he is the one
who really matters. Secondly, double-check that your request has
actually been forwarded. Keep phoning, keep talking, be a
nuisance. It is a tedious process but a necessary one given the
problems faced by the military. A hastily laid plan in this type of
conflict is simply foolhardy. Commanders will not have time to react
and those on the ground will have no idea what you are doing. It is
these “gung-ho/Rambo” operations that result in failure or security
incidents. Avoid them by optimizing and understanding your
relationship with the military; you will do much to help both them
and yourself, and ultimately the victims you are trying to assist.


NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS


While I believe that the above description of soldiers ---- and their
view of us ---- is accurate, there will unfortunately always be
exceptions. A drunken soldier may open fire. Combine the drink
with drugs and you have a real problem. A soldier may have a
particular grudge against your organization or another. He may feel
that you are helping his enemy or that you were not quick enough in
providing medical aid to his village; you sacked his brother, who
was your security guard, etc., etc. It is by no means easy for you to
please everyone all the time. You should not forget that individual
combatants may also be thoroughly confused as to who or what
you are. They see many NGOs and many logos and it is easy to mix
them up. Therefore, the sins or omissions of other organizations
might well end up affecting you!


And then some people are just completely out of control. For
example, ground transport is in short supply, so your all-terrain
vehicle is an extremely attractive item. Hijacking is a distinct
possibility although it does not necessarily go hand in hand with
injury to the occupants. These so-called bandits or “uncontrolled
elements” exist; they are the perilous exceptions. Some can be
avoided by means of common sense; the risks can be reduced. If a
particular gang favours a particular village or locality, avoid driving
through it.Donot prolong a discussionwith a drunken soldier as it
is almost guaranteed to end in disaster! You are bound to say
something by mistake that will upset or offend him. He may very
well want to talk, but try to offer some pleasantry or a cigarette, and
then drive on, ideally in a crouched position!
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PRIVATE SECURITY COMPANIES


Private security companies are assuming greater prominence in
modern conflict. One now hears expressions like ‘‘the privatization
of war’’. These companies can be contracted to carry out a variety
of tasks, for example, actual military operations, security at key
installations and other guard duties, intelligence-gathering, training
of military or police personnel and logistics.


Humanitarian organizations are increasingly turning to private
security firms for such services as armed guards, or ‘‘close
protection’’ (CP) as it is increasingly known, to enhance their
security or simply to be able to continue their work.


It should be understood that using these services can blur an
organization’s image, with confusion in the minds of the
belligerents, who might well be trying to distinguish between
combatants and civilians, in particular humanitarian organizations.
A possible source of additional problems and severe embarrass-
ment is that armed-protection staff are normally retired military or
police personnel. They might well lack the cultural sensitivity
needed for humanitarian work and they might be ill at ease working
alongside civilians. Clearly, you need to have confidence in the CP
teams you employ. A cross-line operation involving armed escorts
might well lead to an unwanted gunfight simply because your
escorts are misidentified as a threat or, worse, because ---
unbeknownst to you --- they do indeed belong to the other side.
(This was a particular problem in Somalia.) The fact that the
military sometimes drive around in civilian clothes and white four-
wheel-drive vehicles adds to the confusion of roles between
NGOs and the military, and affects the security of humanitarian
workers.


The use of armed guards and CP must be considered with care by
humanitarian organizations. In some cases their use can actually
increase the threat rather than diminishing it. They can certainly
confuse our intended message of neutrality and impartiality. You
will have to accept that whatever instructions you issue to them,
armed guards and close protection teams will undoubtedly have
their own ideas about when to open fire. This could cause you
problems. Account should also be taken of the loyalty of armed
guards, i.e. from whom they ultimately take their orders.
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Pragmatism is required: there will be circumstances in which
private security agents will be needed. But if their use is not very
carefully planned and controlled, things can go wrong. We must
have clear procedures for the selection of the best and most
reliable security company. We must ensure that they are
acceptable to the local community. Procedures for working
together should be addressed before deployment. So, why not
arrange joint training with these teams? In this way both you and
they will have a much better understanding of each other and how
you should operate together.


MILITARY PROTECTION


In some circumstances, humanitarian organizations might rely on
the protection of military forces rather than private security
companies. And in some circumstances, using military protection
to deliver aid may not present any immediate danger for a
humanitarian organization. Over the longer term, however, such
collaboration with military authorities may prove detrimental as it
can weaken the core humanitarian principles of neutrality,
impartiality and independence. At the outset of the war in the
former Yugoslavia in the early 1990s, humanitarian organizations
thought nothing of accepting military protection for their convoys.
But as the situation developed and the UN came to be viewed by
some as a party to the conflict and convoyswere then attacked, the
humanitarians changed their minds.


PROMOTING YOUR ORGANIZATION


I have highlighted the anarchic nature of modern conflicts and
described security and safety in terms of a relationship. We must
try to understand and develop our relationship with the military and
indeed the civilian population in order to reduce the threat to our
security.


Active promotion, or advertising, is an important tool in this, by
which I mean telling people who we are and what we are doing
for them. Believe it or not, few will know any of this. It is your
duty to explain, whenever you can, just what you represent. You
can do this at check-points, in villages, over a cup of tea or in
formal briefings. It all helps spread the word and makes your job
safer.
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WEAPONS IN YOUR VEHICLE
It goes without saying that you will not be armed. But this also
means never allowing armed soldiers into your vehicle. It is easy
to write that this should never be allowed; it is sometimes less easy
to achieve it in the heat of a tense, chaotic situation on the ground.
The first lesson that any soldier is taught is that his weapon is his
best friend and he should never be parted from it. It is useful to
remember this when you are telling them that they cannot enter
your vehicle or your buildings with their guns. Accepting this rule is
really quite difficult for them. But it is vital wherever possible to
apply this principle. Otherwise, youwill simply be viewed as an arms
conveyor, siding with whomever. You will immediately lose your
neutral and impartial position. And it can be dangerous in a more
immediate time-frame: you take some armed men in your vehicle,
you encounter their adversaries, and there you are in themiddle of a
gunfight ---- definitely not a good idea. If you remain firm and explain
why, you will be respected.


Once, just as we were driving up to a check-point, a severe gun
battle erupted. Before our eyes a soldier was hit. Here we were, a
humanitarian vehicle on the spot to assist the victim. So far, so
good. The other soldiers immediately dragged their wounded
comrade to our vehicle and with little discussion everyone
understood that our task was to turn back and take him to the
local hospital. The real problem then emerged. Some of his buddies
naturally wanted to come with him, to protect him and administer
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first aid. This was fine except that they also insisted on bringing their
guns. This was hardly the ideal time or place for lengthy
explanations about weapons in our vehicles. Feelings were running
high and tempers were, as you might expect, at breaking point. But
believe it or not (and sometimes in retrospect I have trouble
believing it myself), they concurred. The wounded soldier and one
comrade got into the vehicle unarmed, and off we went to the
hospital. It can work even in the most difficult circumstances. And it
results from knowledge of and respect for the way we work.
Advertising our role beforehand must have played a part in this
case. They knew us and our working methods.


However, if guns are turned on you in this situation, frankly you have
little option but to comply. If you don’t, the least that will happen is
that your vehicle will be commandeered as a necessity of war. It is
also worth considering in these situations whether the road you will
take, even with a wounded and unarmed soldier on board, is in fact
clear of any of his opponents. If not, youwill not only endanger his life
but also place yourself in a dangerous and embarrassing position.


WARNINGS OR OBSTRUCTION?


Sometimes it is very difficult to distinguish between warnings and
obstruction. If you are warned by the armed forces not to go to a
certain area or complete a certain task, it puts you in a difficult
position. They might simply want to ensure that you do not take
supplies to their enemies. On the other hand, it might represent
genuine advice for your protection. The effect on your operations is
much the same in either case. You should think twice before
pressing on. Deliberately ignoring warnings or advice is not
sensible unless you have a very good feel for the situation and
the parties concerned. If they are determined that you should not
proceed, they will stop you somehow ---- if not on the spot, then
possibly later, with obvious risks for your safety. The advice may
well be based on their knowledge of an impending operation and
they do not want you harmed or in the way.


On balance, my advice would be to take this sort of advice or
warning, turn back and reassess the situation the next day. Did an
incident take place along the proposed route? Was there indeed a
threat? If the answer is “yes”, well and good. If the warning was
nonsense meant simply to prevent your work, protest to the
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authorities at the highest possible level. And next time, you should
not be so easily dissuaded.


THE CIVILIAN OUTLOOK


Many of the points made above regarding relationships and
advertising apply just as much to your dealings with civilians. The
dividing line between combatants and non-combatants is a little
blurred these days: the camel boy may be armed to the teeth. In
general terms, however, the civilian population will respect you.
You are their lifeline and you are putting yourself at risk to help
them. They realize this and will not wish to bite the hand that feeds
them. They are, however, in a desperate situation; basic survival
needs sometimes take precedence and can put you in danger. Your
vehicles, your property and your warehouses are valuable and
might well be targeted by civilians simply to survive. You should not
expect them to have much of an idea as to what you represent or
what you can do for them. Many will simply regard you as doctors.
Once again, explain and advertise your role and function. It will help
a great deal.


Try to blend as much as possible with local culture and traditions.
Beware of taboos about fraternizing with the opposite sex. It could
get you into severe trouble or cause acute embarrassment.


You might have attention thrust upon you by attractive members of
the opposite sex, whether you welcome this attention or not. Is this
because of your charm and good looks? Or is it because you
represent a life-line, a way out? Or is it perhaps a way for some
group or other to obtain information about your activities? Just be
aware of the possible reasons and think about these very personal
matters carefully. You could actually be putting yourself and your
colleagues at risk.


Get to know as much as you can about the local people.
Remember, they were once proud and self-sufficient but are now
likely to be dejected and desperate. You should neither impose your
culture on them nor be condescending or arrogant. Be polite. You
should not rush; take time to explain and listen. You are important to
them because of what you represent, not necessarily because of
your individual qualities. Try not to get carried away with your own
importance. It annoys people and humiliates them even more.
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Dress down, not up. I don’t
mean that you have to be
scruffy. But if one is dirt-
poor, it is a bit trying to have
to deal with people who
wear Versace sunglasses,
Hermes scarves and Cash-
mere sweaters! It will not
endear you to them. (But if
nothing else, it will make
you a suitable target for
theft.) A plastic watch, a
simple sweater or shirt,
some slacks and strong
shoes are all that you re-
quire. Leave the rest for
your return to Geneva, Lon-
don or wherever. They will
be more appreciated there.


Try not to make the dividing line between you and them more
obvious than necessary. Remember, you have a generator; they
don’t even have a candle. Sure, you need the generator for your
own sanity, for your radios and basic comforts. No problem; but is it
necessary to have it on all night when the rest of your town is in
darkness? Have the occasional party by all means, but do turn
down your hi-fi. It is not necessary for the whole town to hear it. Be
discreet about your supplies of alcohol, cigarettes, chocolate and
other goodies! Their presence should not be more obvious than it
has to be. I am not suggesting that you live like a hermit or suffer as
those you are supporting. That would be completely counter-
productive. You need some comfort and relaxation in order to carry
on with your work. Just keep things in proportion, and try not to
show off. If you do, you will be noticed. Respect for youwill diminish
and the less scrupulous members of the population will soon
ensure that your goodies are shared out more fairly!


CHECK-POINTS/ROAD-BLOCKS
Check-points and road-blocks mean the same thing: a manned
position on the road designed tomonitor and control movement in a
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particular area. Sometimes they are more akin to toll booths set up
by local gangs to extort money from passing civilians. When you
move into a new area you can certainly expect to be stopped at
these control points. As you develop your work and gain credibility
with the group manning the barrier, you might well be allowed to
pass unchecked. Never rely on this, however, and always be
prepared to stop if asked to.


Some check-points are well constructed and established for long-
term use: sandbagged bunkers, a tent or rest area for the men, a
clearly visible and raisable barrier across the road. They might well
have mines placed across the road for added security. In other
cases you might simply encounter a tree or even a branch drawn
across the road, with one or two men plying their new-found,
lucrative trade as toll collectors.


So how do we deal with check-points and road-blocks?


As you approach a check-point, slow down, lower the volume of
your radio speaker and make no transmissions. Using your radio
could raise suspicion and you can do without it for a few minutes.
Tape decks, etc. should also be turned off.


Obey any signs or instructions to pull in or stop.


Be polite, friendly and confident. Wind down the window and say
hello in the local language. You should not exaggerate or start
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“flapping”, talking too much, offering cigarettes, etc. This might
suggest that you are afraid and could be exploited by the soldiers.


Show your ID card if requested. Explain in a friendly way, if asked,
where you are going. Prepare a short summary of your
organization’s work. If you are new to the area, try a little
promotion. But keep it short! Be relaxed if they insist on checking
your vehicle. They have the right to do this and you should have
nothing to hide.


Do not be in a rush to continue your journey. Be prepared to chat
with the soldiers. Youmight also usefully request information on the
route ahead or your eventual destination.


Try to imagine yourself in the soldier’s position. He is probably
extremely bored. You might be one of the few passers-by he has
seen all day. You will certainly be of great interest to him. He might
never have seen anything quite like you before! We are not talking
here of your looks and charm but the fact that you come from a
different country and culture. He might just want to chat to you, to
try out his few words of your language ---- or, if you are English, for
example, to ask how Manchester United is getting on. It’s amazing
how many know of this football team. (My apologies to Barcelona
or Juventus fans.) So be prepared to spend some time talking to
him. It can do nothing but good.


Avoid temptation by ensuring that there are no attractive items
such as sweets, chewing gum and cigarettes on your dashboard. If
they are in evidence, you should not be surprised if you are asked
for one. One will then become many as the other soldiers appear
out of nowhere, and for the rest of your day you will be able to
contemplate the virtues of being a non-smoker! Temptation might
also come in the form of clothing or other items that you are
conveying in your vehicle. Here you must be firm and refuse to give
anything. Explain that they are for your own use or the use of the
victims. Avoid wearing expensive watches and take off your sun
glasses. Ray-Bans are much-sought-after prizes!


Ask your field officer or driver to help you with any detailed
conversations.


At night, dip your headlights well in advance of the check-point.
Nothing annoys a soldier more than being blinded by headlights and
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losing his night vision. On arrival, change to side lights. Switch on
your inside light so he can easily see who is in the vehicle and that
you pose no threat. Ensure that any light mounted on top or at the
back of your vehicle to illuminate your flag or logo is turned on. But
you must, as a rule rather than a guideline, always try to avoid
driving at night.


At new or improvised road-blocks run by free agents rather than
clearly military personnel, it might beworthwhile stopping well short
of the block itself if you possibly can. Just wait for a while and see
what is going on. Is other traffic passing through the road-block?
How are the occupants of the vehicles being treated as they pass
through? Wait for an oncoming vehicle (i.e. one that has passed
through the road-block) and ask the occupants’ advice on whether
it is safe to proceed yourself. Always ask your local staff/drivers for
their opinion. In this way you will get a much better idea of whether it
is safe to proceed. If not, then at least you are sufficiently out of
harm’s way to turn back. This technique was used by us in Somalia,
wheremany improvised road-blockswere set up. Normally manned
by two or three armedmen, their aim was simply to rob passers-by.


PLANNING, BRIEFING AND DEBRIEFING
Wewill now look at another important tool of our trade that is often
used improperly or not at all. We will look at planning and describe
how it can help you.


There is always time to plan a field trip. Planning is really a matter of
self-discipline. It is also a matter of professionalism and common
sense. If you have not taken the time and made the small effort
involved to plan properly, how on earth are you to lead your team
safely and properly? How is the rest of your office to knowwhat you
are intending to do? How can your ideas be moulded into a
coordinated team plan? They cannot. If you do not plan
conscientiously, the office very quickly turns into a human beehive.
In the morning everyone is very busy “buzzing” around like bees in
a hive that has been disturbed.


I am sure that you have seen this happen. We all look frightfully
important, we are all in a rush to get out and about. “Don’t disturb
me, I have to get out by 8 o’clock! See you tonight, goodbye.” But
we don’t really have a clue what the day will bring or how we should
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tackle it. Our local staff and drivers look upon this scene of frenzy
with faint amusement, wondering where we might lead them next. I
have witnessed this “humanitarian” phenomenon on a number of
occasions. Sometimes it has led to more than one group ending up
in exactly the same place at the same time.What a complete waste
of effort! So let’s take a look at how to avoid the busy-bee
syndrome.


There are several good reasons for planning a mission:
. as a matter of self-discipline, to check that you have


considered all aspects of the situation;
. to ensure the success of your mission;
. as a means of ensuring that your team members are fully


aware of what is intended;
. to ensure the team’s safety;
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. as a way of improving coordination with other delegates’
missions;


. to inform other offices when plans affect them, and to give
them time to notify the people in their own areas.


HOW TO PLAN


There are certain features common to any plan. You can refine and
develop them to suit your own style and needs. We suggest that
you always consider the following.


The aim. The aim is the essential starting point. Define your aim as
precisely as possible. You should not confuse it by stating two
separate aims or a string of secondary aims. This is dangerous, and
can lead to a weak or confusing plan, and hence to the failure of
your mission. Every one of us has probably been guilty of this at
some time in our lives. Our excuse is that we are being “flexible”
and responding to immediate needs. The real reason is that we did
not plan properly in the first place. If we had, we would have
accurately assessed a problem area and taken it into account or
made sure that we avoided it. So define your aim and stick to it.


Dangers involved (the threat). I strongly recommend that you
make the dangers involved the second factor in your plan. Give the
matter careful consideration and you may decide at an early stage
that it is simply too hazardous to proceed.


Time and distance. Next, do a simple calculation of the time you
need to accomplish your task. Is there enough time to do
everything? If not, scale your plan down now, rather than wasting
everyone’s time with unnecessary notification and causing yourself
embarrassment. (Ask yourself questions such as: “At what time
should my party leave? When will we return? Will we make it home
by nightfall? Do I need to arrange an overnight stop in a safe area?”)
If appropriate, remember to adjust your timing to winter conditions.


Administration and logistics. Decide how many people you will
need in the party. Notify them ahead of time.


Allow for spare fuel, food and water. If it is going to be a long day,
you should ensure that your party is prepared.


Prepare the materials needed for the task (leaflets, letters, forms,
medical equipment, etc.).
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Confirm your requirement for vehicles.


Coordination. Here you concentrate on matters that touch
directly on your mission.


You must know who to notify and when. Assess the time required
to ensure that all parties are duly informed.


Are your colleagues aware of the mission? You might be able to
accomplish some important task for them while on your mission.
But you should not be pressured into a double aim.


Is the head of office fully informed of all mission details? Has he or
she given the green light to proceed?


Are other offices aware of your plan, insofar as it affects them (for
example, a cross-line mission into another area)?


Communications.Have any of your colleagues been to the same
area before? If so, ask them where the best places are to establish
radio communications. Should you detour slightly to high ground at
point X to ensure contact? Are all your radios checked andworking?
How will you communicate in an emergency?


BRIEFING


You have nowmade your plan and, having considered every factor,
you should be confident that it will succeed. The next important
step is to fully brief your team. You must find the time for this.
Ideally, you should do it the day before so that everyone has time to
prepare ---- your driver, field officer, other colleagues in your party.
They will appreciate this early warning. It will give them confidence
in the mission and also in you.


The briefing need not take long: 10 minutes should be enough. You
might take this opportunity to delegate tasks to others, such as
checking vehicles, radios, fuel and first-aid kits.


DEBRIEFING


There remains one important facet of planning to be dealt with. It is
the debriefing. At the end of a mission it is always useful to get your
group together for a debriefing. The purpose is simply to pick up any
suggestions for the future, to say “Well done!” and to point out any
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problems so that they are not encountered again. (It should also
help you in drawing up your field trip report.)


As with the briefing, 10 minutes will be more than enough. If
everyone is tired you may want to do the debriefing first thing the
next day.


The 7 Ps. Hopefully you can see that planning is a very necessary
part of your work, and that it is neither magic nor a difficult science
but a very simple and logical tool. Its purpose is to assist you in your
important task. Learn to use this tool. In a matter of weeks it will
become second nature to you.
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If you are feeling lazy or find yourself slipping into the dreaded
busy-bee syndrome, just pause in flight for one second and recite
the following “7 Ps” to bring you back to earth.


SECURITY-INCIDENT REPORTS AND STATISTICS
We humanitarians are not very good at reporting security incidents
and even worse at collecting and sharing information on them with
others. Our efforts to collect the relevant data are often erratic and
uncoordinated. We frequently have no clear idea of what exactly
constitutes a security incident and how to classify such events. Nor
is there a precise definition of who is a humanitarian worker and
who isn’t. Often, security incidents and safety-related incidents
(car crashes, health- and hygiene-related mishaps, etc.) get mixed
up, which leads to further confusion. As a result, important lessons
--- lessons that could save lives in future --- are lost. Without good
reporting and a cross-flow of information, it is difficult to build up a
clear picture of the threat in any given country. Because of poor
incident reporting, we are often forced to work in the dark and
therefore take unnecessary risks.


PROBLEMS DEMANDING ATTENTION
There is a need to define a security incident as clearly as possible if
useful statistics are to be produced and new trends become
apparent. For example, a near miss can be just as important as an
actual incident causing injury or death since the intention of the
perpetrator is the same. Very few agencies actually analyse near
misses. Indeed, very often the lucky escapees do not even report


8 Prior


8 Preparation &


8 Planning


8 Prevent


8 Pathetically (you might wish
to substitute your own P-word here!)


8 Poor


8 Performance!!!
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the incident for fear of embarrassment or the extra work involved in
filling in an incident report. ‘‘It’s too much hassle and nothing
actually happened to us, so let’s just forget about it.’’


It is one thing to be accidentally caught in crossfire, say, or have a
shell land near an NGO’s office. It is a far different thing to be
directly targeted or ambushed by an armed group. The former is
probably sheer bad luck. The latter is probably perfectly intentional.
The consequences of a deliberate attack are obviously far more
serious and could prompt an agency to withdraw from a country.
There may be important aspects of such an incident that would
benefit others if they were made known. Questions such as the
following should be asked: ‘‘Was the incident carefully planned?
Were we the intended target or were we just in the wrong place at
the wrong time?’’ The answers make a huge difference. Without a
proper report, valuable information about a possible threat to
security is invariably lost.


For obvious reasons, incident reports should be shared between
colleagues. They should also be shared amongst other agencies
in-country. In reality, they hardly ever are. The excuses given for
this range from work pressure to insufficient expertise in security
analysis to avoiding embarrassment for the organization and on to
a desire to preserve confidentiality and not be seen as attempting
to gather intelligence. Coming from humanitarians, this lack of
concern about the safety of their fellow workers is difficult to
understand. It would appear to be simple common sense to share
such information in a conflict zone. Even if the motive were simply
utilitarian (‘‘If I scratch your back, you might scratch mine!’’), one
would have thought this sharing would be commonplace. In fact, it
hardly ever takes place. Valuable threat or risk information is thus
lost and the same mistakes are likely to be repeated time after
time.


It is of great importance to analyse incidents. Having each incident
analysed by experts will probably give a much better picture of
threat or risk than simply adding up the number of incidents in a
country. Ignoring obvious threat indicators is unprofessional and
should not be tolerated in any organization. Coordinating and
ensuring cross-flow of information on security incidents and
statistics is an area demanding much improvement in the
humanitarian community.
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INCIDENT REPORTING
Incidents may occur in your area and you may be directly involved.
This section gives guidance on how to react. Many organizations
have their own detailed formats for incident reporting. If this is the
case in your organization, you should use them. If not, you might
find this section of some use.


There are really two steps involved. The first is the immediate
reaction, the second the follow-up report. The basic idea with both
is to convey the required information quickly and efficiently to those
who need it or might be in a position to offer help.


Again this is a matter of self-discipline: the situation might be tense
and it is easy to forget important details. A simple format helps you to
report the essential information in such trying situations. It also saves
valuable time because you automatically focus on the all-important
aspects and there is no need for follow-up queries and questions.
This can save lives. Let’s now look at both types of report.


THE IMMEDIATE REPORT
You should try to immediately inform your delegation and any other
colleagues in radio contact.


Keep to the essentials:
. Who was involved?
. When did the incident happen?
. Where did it happen?
. What happened (describe type of incident, any injuries, etc.)?
. Future intentions: what do you now intend doing and do you


require assistance?


Thus, in a very short and sharp format you have given all the
immediate information you can. Others can now react and you can
get on with handling the problem without interminable follow-up
radio chatter that simply wastes time.


FOLLOW-UP REPORTS
You might well be requested later to write a more detailed report. If
no format exists, try the following. Its aim again is to focus on the
main points, to give the correct information to those who need it
and to spare you time-consuming clarification.
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Suggested format:
. Date and time (of incident).
. Location.
. Type of mission (relief, medical, etc.).
. Personnel involved from delegation (full name and post held


by each, including local staff).
. Others involved (military, UN, other armed groups, etc.).
. Injuries to members of your team.
. Vehicle damage.
. Other damage or losses.
. Description of incident (short summary of what happened, a


sketch map or diagram).
. Follow-up or ongoing action related to the incident.
. Lessons learnt.
. Comments of head of delegation/office.


The last two points rarely appear in any incident report. This is a pity
because valuable lessons that can be shared with others in the
organization or with other organizations are lost as a result.


As already pointed out, the lessons drawn at headquarters
combined with the comments of head of delegation/office might
well benefit others. It is very important for us all to learn the results
of investigations into major incidents so that mistakes are not
repeated. Often, however, these investigations and their outcome
are shrouded in secrecy, which is not necessarily helpful.
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CHAPTER 7


PASSIVE-PROTECTION IDEAS
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND SECURITY


We will now look at additional ways in which you can improve your
safety. These are often termed passive-protection measures or, if
you prefer, preventive measures.


Wewill study ways of protecting your buildings and their occupants
with shelters and blast walls, the criteria you might use in choosing
your buildings, and commonly used passive-protection equipment
(helmets, flak jackets, etc.) We will end the section with some
practical hints on vehicles and driving, plus a couple of words on
personal possessions.


PROTECTING YOURSELF AND YOUR BUILDINGS
The aim here is to suggest ways to furnish simple protection in your
offices and houses against the effects of artillery, mortars, sniper
fire and explosive devices generally.


I will attempt throughout to be pragmatic. In some countries it may
be extremely difficult to obtain the necessary materials to build
shelters. So I will propose alternatives, for example, to sandbags
and even to sand itself. Through ingenuity and common sense you
can improve on protection even when the “correct” materials are
not available.
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No shelter that we can build will guarantee protection against a
direct hit from a heavy weapon such as an artillery shell. Recent
conflicts have demonstrated that even the hardest, purpose-built
shelters can be destroyed with precision weapons. However, they
do afford excellent protection against smaller weapons such as
rifles and grenades and against large nearby explosions and the
effects of blast.


MATERIALS AND TOOLS
The tools and materials mentioned below might not be required
immediately. However, it would be sensible to ensure that you have
at least some essential passive-protection supplies pre-positioned
in case the situation deteriorates rapidly and supplies cannot get
through.


Sandbags. The basic requirement is the sandbag. The sandbag
can vary tremendously both in size and the type of material used to
make it. The old-fashioned jute bag is in my opinion still the best. It
has been made for the job and normally has been impregnated with
a preservative tomake it last by withstanding bacteria, fungi and the
extremes of climate. As to size, small is better than big: 60 cm long
and 30 cm wide is ideal. You might be tempted to opt for large
sacks as they would seem to make the job easier. But these are
muchmore difficult to lay properly and, as pointed out below, do not
really allow you to construct a good strong wall or shelter. If jute is
not available, alternatives are plastic and polythene. These are
usable but generally are not as good as jute. They rot quickly when
exposed to sunlight and also tend to split open.


Wood. Wooden planks and even small tree trunks are extremely
valuable in building shelters. They can be used to strengthen roofs.
If placed across windows, planks provide excellent (if not overly
pretty) protection against the effects of blast, and help obscure the
sniper’s vision.


Shovels. Two or three sturdy shovels will be required by your
working party.


String. I mention this seemingly minor item with profound
conviction, having had to build many shelters in the former
Yugoslavia without it! The string is required to tie the necks or
“chokes” of the sandbags. As you can imagine, doing without it is a
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real problem. Some purpose-made sandbags come with the
necessary string attached.


Sandbag alternatives. Sandbags will not always be available.
Even if they can be ordered, you may need some interim solution.
Here your initiative and ingenuity will be required.


Receptacles such as boxes, baskets, sacks and oil drums can be
filled with earth or rubble and used instead of sandbags as an
energy-absorbing medium.


Strips of sod or turf cut from grassland can also be used inmuch the
same way as sandbags. The strips should be laid grass-to-grass
and soil-to-soil, except for the top layer which should be laid with
the grass uppermost. Split timber pickets may be driven vertically
through the sod strips at intervals to hold them in position and to
strengthen the wall.


Apart from these simple items, all you then need is an enthusiastic
working party to complete the task.


How to fill sandbags. Strange as it may sound, people quite
enjoy the novel task of filling sandbags ---- at least at the beginning!
Your aim here should be to organize an efficient system for the
workers, or indeed your colleagues if local manpower is not
available.


I suggest:
. one person actually filling sandbags;
. two holding and tying the bags as they are filled;
. two laying the sandbags;
. a carrying party as required (depending on the distance from


the place where they are filled to where they are laid).


A party of five plus the carrying party can, when employed in this
way, lay 60 sandbags in one hour, which should equal 2m2 of
sandbag-wall protection.


A simple device can help. A nail should be driven into the lower end
of a tilted sheet of corrugated iron. The sandbag may hang on the
nail while sand is running into the bag.


In this way, two people can quite easily fill about 60 sandbags in one
hour.
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BASIC SANDBAG CONSTRUCTION
Whether you are building a simple wall or an entire shelter, there are
some basic rules that you must follow.


These rules will ensure that the construction is strong and that it
will indeed protect you. Taking short-cuts or simply ignoring these
rules may appear attractive, but if you proceed without them you
are wasting your time and putting lives at risk.


Basic rules:
. Do not overfill the sandbags. Fill them to three-quarters full


and tie the necks.
. Lay the sandbags in horizontal layers, the way a mason lays


bricks (so that they overlap in each successive layer to
achieve much greater strength). The first layer consists of
sandbags laid head-on called “headers”. In the second layer,
the sandbags are laid lengthways along the wall and are
called “stretchers”. Thus you continue, with layers com-
posed alternately of headers and stretchers.


. Stagger the joints in adjacent layers. A wall so constructed is
said to be “correctly bonded”.


. To prevent them from bursting, lay the sandbags so that
neither the necks nor the seams are on the outer face of the
wall.


. Tuck in the unfilled end of each bag as you lay it.
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HOW TO LAY SANDBAGS TO BUILD BLAST WALLS AND SHELTERS
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. Most important: shape each bag as it is laid in such a way as
to make absolutely certain that it is compact. This is done by
beating it with a board or shovel.


. Regardless of whether you are making a wall or shelter, it will
last much longer if cement is used at some stage. Cement
can be mixed with the material used to fill the bags in ratios of
1 part to 10 parts of dry earth, or 1 part to 6 parts of a sand-
gravel mix. The mixture sets as the bag absorbs moisture.
Alternatively, filled bags may be dipped in a cement-water
slurry.


Corners. Building the corners (if necessary on a wall, but more
likely on a shelter) is particularly important. If they are not
constructed properly, the whole shelter will be weakened. The
rules are really very simple and are illustrated in the diagrams.


BLAST WALLS, SHELTERS AND OTHER IDEAS
Building blast walls and shelters and creating additional protection
for yourself may appear unnecessary, time-consuming and not in
keeping with the ideals and ethos of your organization. However, in


BUILDING CORNERS ON BLAST WALLS AND SHELTERS
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certain parts of the world in which we now live and work, it is a sad
fact that suchmeasures are necessary. Artillery andmortar fire on a
town or city can be indiscriminate, as we have seen. Even if you are
not the actual target, the threat will still exist. If you live and work in
such areas, it is your duty to protect yourself and your staff as
effectively as you can. I will now offer some guidelines on how to
achieve this.


BLAST WALLS


Blast walls are required when there is the threat of artillery, mortar
or even sniper fire. Built correctly, they provide you with protection
against the effects of shell blast. They will also stop a sniper’s
bullet.


Examples of where you might use these walls:
. at the entrances to delegation buildings, either inside or out;
. to provide safe cover on the way to a shelter (it is pretty


pointless having a marvellous shelter if you remain exposed
while heading for it);


. against windows (normally, this type of wall needs to be
further supported by planks of wood to hold the bags firmly in
place);


. at the entrances to shelters;


. to provide protection for fuel, generators, the radio room or
even vital and fragile medical stores;


. to protect your guards working outside;


. warehouses and hospital wards (you can create sandbagged
“bays” in warehouses or even hospital wards, the purpose
being to limit the effect of any explosion to one area, thereby
sparing the rest).


Construction. To build a blast wall, simply follow the diagrams.
Regarding the proper height, I suggest that you always try to build
them to just above head height. This will protect people standing or
working in the office from unexpected blasts. The same applies to
blocking windows. When it comes to building walls to protect your
route to the shelter, you can afford to make them a lot lower and
thus save time. It is no problem running to a shelter in a crouched
position or even crawling!
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SHELTERS
If you are setting up an office or looking for staff accommodation in
an area where there is a security threat, the best advice is to find a
building with a cellar or some other underground facility such as a
garage. These are by far the best shelters. Access will be simple
from your work area or bedroom. You may need to improve the
facility with blast walls on the windows or a low wall to get safely to
it. If you do not have such a facility, there is no alternative to actually
building a shelter.


Youmight well have to strengthen the roof of a cellar or other room.
This can be done with strong wooden beams or logs as shown. In
addition, exposed walls must be protected with sandbags.


Sandbagged shelters.When building shelters, the best advice is
to think carefully about where to put them, otherwise you waste
time and energy. Use your initiative and if a partial shelter already
exists, simply improve it. Other important points to consider before
you start building are as follows.


BUILDING SANDBAGGED SHELTERS AND BLAST WALLS


Two layers of sandbags
across roof


Wooden planks across
roof to support sandbags


Spaces left in top wall
layer for logs to form roof
support


Angled blast wall
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The shelter must be readily accessible. It is pointless if you have to
run 100 metres to your shelter in the middle of the night.


Construct the shelter in the building or house, if space permits. If
not, then build it adjacent to an outside door.


Always try to have two entry points in case one becomes blocked.


Avoid the temptation to build a palace. Small is beautiful when it
comes to shelters. Large shelters are a waste of time. What’s
more, the bigger you make them, the weaker they become.
Consider how many people need to use the shelter, then make it
just big enough for all to squeeze in, with just a little additional room,
or make a number of smaller shelters.


If you are using local staff to build the shelter, make sure you brief
them carefully first. If you do not, you may have a big surprise when
you return later! I suggest you take time to mark out on the ground
the size you want and even draw a diagram for them.


Construction. The diagrams show the essential details of building
a shelter. By all means build a shelter against a wall if this is
possible. It will save time. If you do not consider the wall strong
enough, strengthen it with a layer of sandbags. The important
points about shelters are as follows.


In construction, aim to be not too large and not too high.


Place wood across the roof to give it strength. Metal sheets or
metal poles will do just as well.


It is advisable to place two layers of sandbags on the roof.


Ensure that the entry point is protected by creating an angled blast
wall.


Items to be included in the shelters. Once you have built or
found a suitable shelter, it is worth considering the following items
to be placed inside or built into them.


For large office shelters:


. spare coaxial cables linked to the shelter to enable you to
continue using your radios;


. spare antennas stored in the shelter (your main ones may be
destroyed);
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. emergency power (either a cable link to your generator or a
small auxiliary generator installed in the shelter);


. an emergency string of lights to link to your generator;


. heaters;


. bedding, food, water, candles, torches, chemical toilet;


. picks and shovels (you may have to dig your way out!);


. spare fuel;


. medical kit;


. fire extinguishers;


. chairs, benches;


. the keys to the shelter (does everyone know where they are?).


Having created your shelter, do not start using it as a storeroom
and gradually fill it up, or block the entry route with stored items.
You might need it quickly and unexpectedly.


For small shelters:


. torch or candles;


. food and a bottle of water;


. sleeping bag;


. a portable radio (if you have been issued with one, don’t
forget to take it with you);


. chairs or a bench.


OTHER IDEAS FOR PASSIVE PROTECTION
There are many other innovative ways of providing protection. A
few practical ideas are listed here.


Tape. Rolls of transparent polythene sticky tape, sometimes
referred to as “3M paper”, can be very helpful. This tape is used to
provide additional protection against blast. The sticky polythene is
placed on glass windows and doors, completely covering them.
Being clear, it hardly affects vision through the glass. In the event of
an explosion, instead of the whole window shattering and causing
injury to people and damage to valuable equipment, all that occurs
is a small hole. It is ideal for the windows of your houses as well as
your office. Despite the obvious benefits of this form of passive
protection, it sometimes meets with the most violent objections,
especially from the ladies: “But you will spoil the view! It looks
awful!” I understand the aesthetic point of the argument, but surely
it is better to spoil a pretty view than a pretty face. Shattering glass
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can kill or maim. Many lives have been saved already by this simple
measure, so please use it. A further tip, to avoid the frequent
formation of bubbles as you put on the polythene, is to first wet the
glass with a weak soapy solution. In this way you can move the
“paper” around on the glass to get it in exactly the right position
and smooth out any bubbles or creases with a cloth. 3M-type
material will not stick to frosted glass.


Using 3M paper can save your life. It is strongly recommended
for use in all your premises.


If these transparent rolls are not available or you are waiting for it to
arrive, the second-best course of action is to use ordinary cellotape
(“scotch tape”) or sticky paper. Criss-cross the window with the
tape. This is not as effective as 3M: it only partially reduces the
shattering effect. The glass not covered by tape will still shatter into
hefty and dangerous pieces.


Net curtains. Heavy net curtains are a great help against blast.
They have the effect of soaking up the shock and blast effects. If
you have them, then ensure that they are closed at times of high
risk. In fact, any curtains ---- the heavier the material, the better ----
reduce blast effect.
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Shutters. Many houses throughout the world have wooden
window shutters. These can be a great help in reducing the effects
of blast. If you have them, ensure that they are closed during
periods of high risk.


Wooden planks.When nailed to or simply laid against windows,
these provide simple and excellent protection against the effects of
blast. (But they will not stop shrapnel ---- that is, bomb, mine, shell or
grenade fragments ---- or a sniper’s bullet.)


Air-raid shelters. We will not dwell on the subject of air-raid
shelters for the simple reason that they are firmly in the realm of
construction experts. They should ideally be dug underground and
constructed of reinforced concrete. If the threat of air raids exists or
is likely to exist, hire a construction engineer to do the work.


Passive protection in the form of shelters and blast walls is now
unfortunately a requirement on many of our missions. I trust that
this section has helped to explain how you can better protect
yourself, your team, your buildings and your houses.


Now that you have gone to the trouble of installing your protection,
there is some final advice. Please remember to arrange a practice
drill so that everyone knows where the shelters are. And don’t


Protection thicknesses. Indicated here are general protection
thicknesses (in centimetres) against small arms firing and blast
fragments.


Note that these thicknesses are good only against sporadic fire.
Protection against continuous firing would require double the
thicknesses indicated.
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forget new arrivals: ensure that they know where to go in an
emergency.


Happy building! I hope you never have to use your shelters. But
better safe than sorry!


BUILDING SELECTION
If you aremoving into a new area, it might well be your responsibility
to select suitable buildings for your office, houses, warehouse, etc.
The temptation might well be to choose something pretty, with a
good view, in the centre of town for easy access to markets, etc.
Fine, no one is saying you must live like hermits. But just consider
why you are there. It is a conflict zone.


The battle might be miles away today but it could come to your
doorstep tomorrow. Many office sites have turned out badly; they
were poor choices in the first place, based on false criteria. I have
visited locations that have been severely battered by the
surrounding conflict. The buildings originally chosen had excellent
views, but little attention had been paid to safety and protection.
The staff had therefore suffered unduly when the battle suddenly
came closer. One outstanding example was an office chosen to
overlook the sea. A similar building just behind it, with no view but a
purpose-built nuclear shelter, was rejected as ‘‘not as nice”! When
a battle began to rage in that particular town, the other building was
no longer available. The staff survived, but would they not have
been more secure in the less aesthetically pleasing building?


So let’s look at a few guidelines for building selection. Not all things
recommended will be available or possible. But try to match as
many as you can.


You should consider:
. the threat to the town or village;
. the condition of the building, required repairs, etc.;
. where you could take shelter;
. radio reception and possibilities for fax, phone and other


modes of communication;
. difficulties in gaining access for your staff and members of


the local population wishing to visit you;
. evacuation possibilities;
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. the degree to which the site is already sheltered, such as in a
valley and not on top of a hill, etc. (Does it have a perimeter
wall? Is it secure?);


. fire hazards;


. access to water and electricity;


. proximity of military installations and similar sites (to be
avoided as they could become targets);


. similar vulnerable points or likely military objectives: power
stations, water works, government buildings, police stations,
chemical works, etc.;


. the availability of secure parking;


. whether there is a threat from suicide car-bombers (Is the
building vulnerable from adjoining roads? Can separation
from roads or the car-park be achieved with barriers?);


. where best to set up your reception point (This should be
outside the main building in a place where visitors can be
carefully checked, ideally with the aid of a metal detector.
Steps should be taken to ensure that women visitors are
searched by female staff.).


The choice might be yours alone. In many cases, however, it will be
a decision taken by the head of office in conjunction with the
administrator and, ideally, a construction specialist.


PERSONAL PASSIVE-PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
Personal passive-protection equipment means gear that you might
be issued with by your organization for your protection, such as flak
jackets, helmets and armoured vehicles.


The following points should be made at the outset.


Do not allow any of this equipment to give you a false sense of
security. It should be regarded as enhancing security, not
guaranteeing it.


Not all organizations use such equipment. This is not because they
are indifferent to the well-being or safety of their staff. It is simply
because it is not always required. Having to resort to such
sophisticated and radical means of protection indicates a very
serious security environment, one that you should probably not be
working in anyway. Rather than issue such equipment, your
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organization might well simply order you to withdraw, or certainly to
limit your activities on certain days or in certain areas.


None of the equipment mentioned below will make you immune to
the full range of threats you might face. Possessing an armoured
vehicle does notmean you have a “tank” that can drive through any
danger. Your equipment might well have been issued as a
precaution for the unexpected, as a form of contingency planning
for a serious deterioration in the situation. It remains your
responsibility always to carefully assess the threat to a particular
mission or field trip. Having done this, you are then in a position to
decide what particular items of such equipment you should take
with you and use. Personally, I have strong reservations regarding
such equipment except as a sensible precaution, that is the “might
happen” situation rather than the “will happen” one. Soldiers use it,
but they are required to operate on the front line in battle.
Humanitarian workers are not soldiers. If they are operating in such
high-threat areas, they have crossed that dividing line between
calculated risk and the unacceptable.


In other words, you should have the equipment with you. And if the
situations warrants it, use it.


The level of protection offered by the different types of equipment
varies considerably. Basically, you pay your money and you make
your choice. If an organization buys such equipment, it should make
clear to its people in layman’s terms just howmuch it is designed to
protect. The equipment purchasers in your organization also have a
responsibility to know just what it is they are buying and just what it
is they want to use it for. The market is becoming increasingly
complex, as I discovered when given the task of procuring a large
supply of ballistic (bullet-proof) jackets. Each year new designs and
new materials come onto the market. Then there is the cost: these
items do not come cheaply. You must know your subject or find an
independent expert who does. We will attempt here to indicate in
general terms what level of protection each item can achieve.


THE FLAK JACKET


We have seen the flak jacket used in a number of operations,
particularly in the former Yugoslavia. It provides a low level of
protection for the chest, back and neck, being designed to protect
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these parts of the body against the effects of blast, shrapnel and
splinters of glass, wood, etc. It is not designed to stop a bullet.


It is comfortable and light to wear and should be used in conjunction
with a helmet.


THE BALLISTIC JACKET


Ballistic (bullet-proof) jackets offer varying levels of protection. The
best can give protection against all known rifle and pistol rounds up
to 7.62 mm. They are expensive. They too are designed only to
protect certain parts of the body. Additional neck and groin
protection options are available. The resistance offered by the
basic jacket, which in itself can provide blast protection, is
enhanced by ballistic plates front and back, and by side plates.
They can come with a large front pocket for your ID cards and first-
aid pressure bandages. With the high level of protection comes
weight: some 12 kg. At first you will find them very difficult to wear
but you will soon become accustomed to them. Some can be
bought with so-called “trauma” plates. These give further
protection against the effects of shock from a bullet strike and
reduce bruising to the body. There are men’s and ladies’ versions.
Make sure that you order the correct type, or the ladies might feel
they are wearing a rather ancient type of corset!
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When and how to wear the ballistic jacket:
. The ballistic jacket is used only to reduce the risks to


delegates, local staff and convoy drivers working in areas of
high risk: snipers, operations close to front lines, cross-line
missions, etc.


. The back and front collar options, which can be opened and
closed, give added protection to your neck and throat.


. Always wear the jacket with a helmet for head protection.


. Always check to make sure that the ballistic plates are in
place. They can be easily removed. One plate is normally
curved and should be placed in the front compartment of the
jacket. The jacket and indeed all these safety items are very
expensive. You will need to take care of them as best you
can. They are extremely attractive items for thieves and
soldiers, who can sell or use them to their own advantage.


THE HELMET
Helmets are designed to protect the most vulnerable part of the
body against blast and shrapnel. They are not normally designed to
stop a direct hit from a bullet.


When and how to wear the helmet:
. The helmet is worn in high-risk areas where flak and ballistic


jackets are used.
. Always ensure that the neck strap is securely fastened. A jolt


will otherwise send the helmet flying off your head just when
you need it most.


. The helmet takes time to put on and fasten, so don’t wait until
it is too late.


. Open the windows of your vehicle a little when wearing the
helmet. It restricts your hearing and, with thewindows shut as
well, you might not hear the warning sounds of danger.


. The helmet provides excellent protection against unexpected
jolts or accidents in vehicles. Sudden swerves or stops might
send you or your passengers flying inside a vehicle, causing
head injuries if they are not protected.


ARMOURED VEHICLES
Armoured vehicles are usually of the 464 (four-wheel-drive) type.
All vehicles (for example, the cabin of a convoy truck) can be
protected with armour if required. Here again there are many
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different levels of protection available. The higher the degree of
protection, the greater (normally) the weight of your vehicle. The
added weight resulting from these higher levels of protection might
even require special driving skills because of the handling
peculiarities this creates. Practise driving the armoured vehicle or
get a specialist driver for it. It takes time to get used to it.


The armour plating can provide good protection against rifle fire,
blast from shells, anti-personnel mines and, to a more limited
degree, the blast effect of other mines. Again, just because you
have such a vehicle available, do not treat it as your personal
go-anywhere tank. It can and will protect you against the less
powerful threats, but you should not expect it to protect you against
everything. In other words, be sensible. If the risks are high, turn
back. An armoured vehicle is not normally designed to withstand
the larger sniper bullets or a direct hit from an artillery round or
mortar round. Do ask what level of protection your vehicle gives
you. Procurers know what you want and, more importantly, they
know what you are getting.


Armoured vehicles should be used for vital missions in high-risk
areas and when entering an unknown but possibly high-risk area for
the first time. They should normally be used in vehicle pairs for
added security, especially in the event of a breakdown. If conditions
warrant the use of armoured vehicles, they also require that you
wear your helmet and flak or ballistic jacket for added protection.


Likewise, if the situation calls for the use of protective equipment,
you should also ensure that a first-aid kit is always carried in your
vehicle and seek training in its use. Always carry two compression
bandages with you. They are small, simple, easy-to-carry purpose-
built pads which can be quickly applied to wounds to stop bleeding
and thus save lives. Ask your medical department or field nurse for
them (you can also make them yourself).


OTHER FORMS OF VEHICLE PROTECTION


Ballistic-protective blankets, or ‘‘mine blankets’’, are designed as
an economical way of providing someminimal protection in vehicles
not equipped with the armour described above. These blankets ---
made from the same type of material used for ballistic jackets --- are
laid on the floor of the vehicle. They are quite heavy (almost six kilos
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per square metre). The blankets augment the protection offered by
the vehicle’s floor against small fragments projected by grenades,
unexploded ordnance or anti-personnel mines. However, you
should not let these new passive-protection aids give you a false
sense of security. They will not protect you or your vehicle against
anti-tank mines.


Sandbags can be laid on the floor of vehicles to provide added
protection against the mine threat. They are effective against blast
and fragments from anti-personnel mines but should only be
expected to reduce the blast effect of anti-tank mines. In other
words, don’t expect full protection. Sandbags naturally bring with
them the penalty of added weight and decreased vehicle stability.


Passive-protection equipment will enhance your safety. At the end
of the day, however, your best protection is your own common
sense and judgement. If the threat is acute, do not rely on this
equipment to guarantee your safety. It could give you a false
sense of security. It is far better to show moral courage and turn
back from a situation than to risk your life and those of your local
staff. Tomorrow is another day. Then you can reassess the risk and,
if it is reasonable, proceed.


VEHICLES AND DRIVING
In this chapter on passive-protection ideas for your safety and
security, you may find it strange to encounter the topic of vehicles
and driving. Well, the sad fact is that there are far too many road
accidents during field missions. These accidents can certainly be
reduced through the sensible application of some basic guidelines.


It is once again very much a matter of adjustment. Roads may well
exist, but in name only! They can be in a sorry state, cratered and full
of potholes from shelling. Forget road signs, for they have long
gone. So take a map. And forget other traffic. You will normally be
the only road user, with the exception perhaps of the odd military
vehicle. There are few passers-by to render assistance if you break
down or run out of fuel. You are no longer driving your GTi at your
normal high speed down a very familiar route. You will be driving a
strange, large vehicle that demands different skills, and driving it
down “roads” that may be completely new to you. So what are the
guidelines?
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FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
The vehicles that I have seen used by humanitarian volunteers have
for the most part been excellent: large 464 models, specially
manufactured for reliability and for coping with rough terrain. But for
most of us they are different from the vehicles to which we are
accustomed. They are essentially high and heavy.


As good as these vehicles are, please remember that they do
require some understanding and practice in driving. In your initial
training (if you were lucky) you might have been able to practise on
one of these vehicles, but it would have been a very brief practice
indeed. You should not be self-conscious or act over-confident when
you arrive in your field location. If you are unsure about driving such
vehicles (as most of us are when new), ask questions and practise
in the area around your office before venturing into the field.


It is surprising how often you need four-wheel-drive capability. Do
you know how to obtain it? “Yes, of course: you merely press the
four-wheel-drive button on the dashboard and off you go.” Wrong!
OK, you do press the button. Then you place the gear lever in the
correct slot. Thismay be true on some vehicles but not all. On some
you have to do all this and then get out and switch a knob on each
tyre hub to the four-wheel mode. I was once caught out on this in a
very tricky situation. I had not bothered to find out how the four-
wheel system worked in a certain vehicle and certainly nobody told
me. I thought they were just like military vehicles, so no problem ---- a
stupid mistake. Find out how your system works; practise it, and
ensure that all your team members know it as well.


Remember, your vehicle’s tyres are subjected to very rough
treatment. You do not always drive the same vehicle. You are not
always aware of howmuch life remains in each tyre. It could beworn
and on the verge of a blow-out, which could be fatal at high speed.


Of course you know how to get a tyre changed. You take it to your
local garage and it is done for you instantly; or you call the
motorway emergency service and they are there in minutes. I won’t
belabour the point. Find out how to change your vehicle’s tyres.
Practise it with your team just so that you all know what to do and
how to do it. You might well need to change a tyre quickly; practice
will help. Do not rely on the tyre-changing tools to be where they
should be. It is almost a natural law governing humanitarian vehicles
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that the tools disappear! Check the tools before every field trip.
Check the vehicle’s jack and practise using it. I once saw a whole
fleet of vehicles that had the wrong type of jack. They were too
short and would not reach the axle even when fully extended. The
only way of operating them was in conjunction with a thick wooden
block placed underneath them to give the required height.
Obviously it was a good idea to find a suitable piece of wood and
always take it with you.


If you might need snow chains, find out how to put them on. It is not
as easy as you may think.


As with the vehicle jacks, always check to make sure that your tool
box is complete. Is everything there? Is it unlocked or do you have
the key? Once I visited an office that had excellent tool boxes in
each vehicle. But I can vouch only for the boxes since each was
locked, and not one person knew where the keys were! It was
excellent security, but counter-productive.


Without wishing to sound like someone with a Rambo complex, I
nevertheless suggest that you practise someof the vehicle drills that
you might hope to master, and do so before an incident occurs. For
example, practise with your team a quick reaction to a rifle or artillery
threat, taking cover, etc. Set the scene on a field trip in a nice, calm
area. Then practise it. You might all repeat the drill from time to time.
It is just an idea. I would certainly do it, but it’s entirely up to you.


So much for vehicle guidelines. Now let us look at a short vehicle
check-list that you or your driver might find useful.


Vehicle check-list:
. tyres (what condition are they in and do they have sufficient


air pressure?);
. oil, coolant, fuel;
. tools (all in place, including the wheel jack?);
. spare fan belt, extra fuel in cans if required, spare tyre


(properly inflated?);
. passive-protection kit if required (helmet, flak jacket);
. drinking water;
. spare/emergency food;
. first-aid kit;
. sleeping bag or blankets (always worth taking in cold climates


or for first aid);
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. flashlight;


. map;


. vehicle logo/flag (if your organization has one);


. lights (including lights to illuminate your logo/flag);


. documents required by local authorities, for example, log,
registration and insurance papers.


DRIVING


Tall vehicles are inherently unstable at high speed. They are not
sports cars designed to “hug” the ground when cornering. Always
drive at safe speeds andwithin your capabilities ---- and those of your
vehicle. I have been far more frightened by the driving of colleagues
than by any of the other dangers referred to in this book. The
highest speed that I would recommend in a 4 x 4 vehicle on an
excellent road is 80 km per hour. Anything higher brings an
adrenalin buzz that you do not need.


On one occasion I rode with a colleague who reached 120 km per
hour! And we were in fairly hostile territory. To his amazement, I
asked him to stop and let me walk home, which I considered slightly
less risky than continuing at such a ridiculous speed. “But we have
a meeting at the office in 15 minutes! We’ll be late,” he explained. I
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replied, “If you drive like this, the only meeting that you are heading
for is one with your maker.” He slowed down, and we still made the
meeting! Such hurry is just not worth it. Drive within your limits and
those of the vehicle.


Do not drive at night if you can possibly avoid it. The condition of
the roads is unknown and the enhanced opportunity for others to
stop you and do you harm is simply too great. If you have no choice
but to drive at night, draw attention to yourself by lighting up your
organization’s flag or logo.


In high-risk areas, always consider carefully the possibility of driving
in pairs of vehicles. A lone vehicle is a very tempting target for the
unscrupulous. Two vehicles give added security. If one breaks
down or is damaged, you can all get safely home in the other. It is
not always easy to adhere to this policy since it naturally uses up
valuable transport. With good planning and selection of tasks,
however, it can be achieved.


PERSONAL EFFECTS
Wewill not dwell too long on personal effects. But there are several
suggestions that might enhance your personal security.


Earlier I mentioned dress, suggesting dressing down so as not to
attract unwarranted attention or to annoy, or indeed to tempt
thieves. By “dressing down” I don’t mean a pair of split or frayed
jeans and a loud or suggestive T-shirt. I do mean cotton slacks,
some pleasantly neat-looking shirts, dresses, etc. You have to set
a sensible standard, but you do not need to go to extremes. You
might well need a suit or sports jacket and tie, and ladies may need
a more elegant dress for meetings with officials.


Also, be very careful about buying military-looking items, such as
army-type boots, an olive-drab fatigue jacket and so on. They are
attractive to those you might meet. They could also raise
unnecessary suspicion. You should not buy ex-military equipment
for yourself either. I met one chap who had invested heavily in his
own flak jacket because he thought it was better than that bought
by the organization. Again, this could single you out for special
attention or simply prompt suspicion. By the way, such clothes
won’t go down well with your colleagues; you simply appear odd!
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You need a cheap plastic watch. A “genuine imitation”, on sale
everywhere, is also good enough. A Rolex or Cartier is better left at
home unless you have good insurance. It is just too tempting at a
check-point or similar close encounter.


A Swiss army knife or ---- the newest craze ---- a “Leatherman super
tool” (same idea: all in one) are excellent items to take with you. I
have had three removed by friendly souvenir hunters but they are
not too expensive to replace. Avoid military-looking knives.


Good shoes, strong trainers or light walking boots (of which there
are many now on the market) are almost essential for day-to-day
work. For meetings you will need something a little more formal.


Water-proof clothing is necessary almost throughout the world.
You might be going to the tropics but you should not forget the
monsoon. The “Barbour” type of oiled jacket looks good and is
water-proof.


You will need some items of personal equipment for rest and
relaxation, such as a Walkman CD player or a short-wave radio,
DVD, MP3 player, etc. The choice of these items is naturally
entirely up to you. They are relatively cheap, so even if they
disappear ---- and many do ---- it’s no problem.


Your laptop and your mobile phone are key tools for your work. It is
always useful to include a set of universal adaptors for your electrical
and phone/e-mail connections. A surge protector or a plug
incorporating this function is useful in countries where the power
supply is erratic as it could prevent damage to your equipment.


A good-quality flashlight/torch (preferably with a rechargeable
battery) can prove invaluable.


Carry cash with you but in no great quantity. Thus, if you are
relieved of it, you have not lost toomuch. If you tell a “mugger” that
you have nothing, you will probably not be believed, and then you
risk being subjected at the very least to a search.


Most organizations have insurance policies for personal posses-
sions. Of course, it is your duty to inform the insurance authorities
promptly of any losses. It is also useful to get some form of
corroboration from your head of delegation or a colleague. Report
any losses as they occur; don’t wait till the end of a mission. If your
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organization does not provide such insurance, you would be well
advised to seek independent cover. It could be costly.


A WORD ON CAMERAS


It might be very tempting to take your camera or camcorder on
mission. It’s natural to want to keep mementos of people and
places you visit. It’s also quite natural to want to send such
mementos home to keep your family and friends in the picture.
Beware! Such completely innocent activities could lead you into
grave danger, since you could be accused of spying, seeking
military information, etc. It’s just not worth the risk.


My advice is definitely not to take your cameras on field
missions. Keep them in your house or firm base for use there or
on vacation, but not in the field itself. Even if you are using a camera
for themost innocuous purpose, this fact could be used against you
by anyone wishing to cause you or your organization trouble. Most
mobile phones today incorporate a camera and some are capable
of recording short video clips. The above therefore applies here as
well. Even if you did not intend to use the camera or video facility,
the simple fact that you were carrying it could be used against you.
Sorry, but my strong advice is to leave any mobile phone with a
camera function at your firm base.
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CHAPTER 8


MANAGEMENT ASPECTS
OF SAFETY AND SECURITY


Let us now turn to some aspects of security that you should
consider as a manager or a head of office/delegation. Remember,
we are concentrating on security, not the whole range of your
responsibilities.


Wewill look at the role of the head, with some ideas for contingency
planning and your responsibilities in that area as well as your
responsibilities in relation to fire precautions, a matter often
completely overlooked.


THE ROLE OF HEAD OF OFFICE/DELEGATION
A manager can have a large staff, say 30 expatriates and 200-300
local staff, or even larger. On the other hand, you might be sent as
the only expatriate to an office with any number of local staff. The
guidelines set out below apply equally well to both ends of the
spectrum.


BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
In terms of security and safety, you might wish to consider the
following.


The security threat to your staff in your area. Identify
dangerous groups (military, rebels, guerrillas, etc.). Find out what
specific weapons (outlined earlier) are being used and ensure that
your staff are aware of ways to reduce the risks. The threat from
common criminals should also be considered. Regular briefings and
the sharing of information on the security situation are most
important.


Themission.Whomdo you intend to assist (type of victim, type of
project and location)?With which parties to the conflict is it essential
for you to establish correct relations in order to achieve your aim?


Personal safety of your staff. Consider security for equipment
and buildings such as offices, houses, warehouses and garages.
Should shelters be considered? If you build obvious sandbagged
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shelters or improve a cellar, will that “raise eyebrows” locally?
There are times when such action canmake the locals and even the
military uneasy. Do you know something they don’t?! You do not
want to create panic or raise suspicion. It is an important point to
consider. You might order sandbags, 3M paper, etc. but then
simply store them. If the situation deteriorates, you will have them
readily available.


Fire safety. I can say without fear of contradiction that most heads
forget the importance of fire safety. In a large office you might
delegate this and other aspects to your administrator or deputy.
But youmight well have to take the first step.Wewill cover themain
points concerning fire precautions later in this chapter.


Contingency planning for the unexpected. Quite clearly,
contingency planning is your responsibility as the boss. This
concerns not just how you will evacuate in a deteriorating situation
but also suchmatters asmedical evacuation of staff and building up
reserves for a period of high risk (see later section). You might, for
example, ensure that you have an adequate supply in your stores of
3M paper, sandbags and the tools to fill them.


Vehicles and driving safety.You should lay down rules based on
the guidelines set out earlier: night driving, speed, maintenance,
checks on spares, tools, etc. Ensure that new arrivals are given
driver training. You should not expect them to ask or to be
conversant with your particular vehicles.


Conduct of your staff on and off duty. The conduct element
naturally includes your local staff and we have covered many
aspects already. Ill-considered behaviour can have a dramatic
impact on your safety and security. You must translate the
guidelines into the rules that you want. Set the standard and the
example and insist that those rules be obeyed. This is a small
paragraph but one of the most important aspects of your job in
terms of both security and general leadership.


Security instructions. You will need to draft security instructions
for your team if these do not already exist. Even if they do, check
them to ensure that they reflect exactly what you want.


Health supervision. Do you really have to bother about super-
vising staff health? Well, unfortunately, yes. Or you might delegate
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this matter to a doctor or nurse on your staff. If you do not regularly
check and insist on high standards, you can quickly lose a whole
team to any manner of strange and unpleasant gastro-intestinal
problem.


STRESS MANAGEMENT
Stressed-out colleagues are a security risk to themselves and to
others. I will not dwell long on this as far more qualified experts have
written on the subject. It is now an area that most humanitarian
organizations take very seriously. Experts sitting in the tranquillity of
Geneva or New York are, however, not a whole lot of use to you as
the boss in the field. You should take their advice and the guidelines
they lay down but, at the end of the day, a great deal of stress
management and preventive measures in particular rely on your
management and leadership. What sort of practical measures am I
talking about?


Your leadership and management are vital to reducing stress. The
keys are concern for, and understanding of, your staff and their
problems. Always be ready to listen. You should not be afraid to
give advice or to chide someone if he or she does something
wrong. It shows that you care for them. Enforce good security rules
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and procedures. Ensure good briefings and the sharing of
information.


Days off are important. You might feel it necessary to work every
day of the week until midnight. If you do this, you are not setting a
good example. Others will also stay because they feel they must.
The whole team soon becomes extremely tired and stressed. Insist
on keeping a leave book. Ensure that your staff take regular breaks
and do the same yourself. You are not indispensable. Delegate
tasks and take rest.


You are responsible for the welfare of your staff. You can reduce
stressful and annoying aspects of life by having the right ideas and
pressing for improvements. Can your delegates phone home when
they want to? If not, why? How can you arrange it? Contact with
home and loved ones can do a great deal to reduce stress. Can
they send and receive mail in a reasonable amount of time? If not,
how can you improve the situation? Can you arrange for goodies
like cigarettes, drinks, soap, magazines, videos, etc. to be brought
in? Not all these things are possible, but with some thought and
effort, each and every situation can be improved.


Many features of stress can be relieved by good leadership and
management. The experts will certainly guide you and it is your duty
to study their advice. But you are the one who can do most to
anticipate stress and prevent it from reaching unacceptable levels.
Do your utmost to recognize the first small sparks of stress and
extinguish them before they burst into flame and “burn out” your
precious staff. Further information can be obtained from the
booklet by Barthold Bierens de Haan, Coping with stress,
published by the ICRC.


CONTINGENCY/EVACUATION PLANS
Here we are talking about outline planning for the “What if...?” In
the very busy day-to-day life of an organization in the field, this
important aspect of safety and security is frequently forgotten.
Attitudes such as “It’s so far in the future,” or “It will never happen
to us,” tend to prevail. It may indeed never happen, but if it does and
you have planned for it then you and your team will be in a far better
position to cope. The plans need not be detailed (indeed, detail
might be counter-productive). Situations never turn out quite as we
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imagine them. Outline planning, where we consider the main or
common factors, nevertheless remains a valid and useful tool for
dealing with the unforeseen.


You might well have these plans issued to you by your
organization’s headquarters. They will naturally be very general,
dealing as theymust with a broad range of operations world-wide. It
will be necessary for you to add some substance to these outline
plans to make them relevant to your particular set of circum-
stances.


We cannot attempt here to deal with every possible contingency.
But by dealing with three important ones, we can illustrate the way
to go about such planning and the sort of factors you might wish to
consider.


We will therefore look at plans for:
. a prolonged stay in a hostile environment;
. a partial evacuation;
. a complete evacuation.


When drawing up such plans, it is important to consider “trigger” ----
or decision ---- points that will initiate their implementation. The
reason for this is that, in the event, both you and your organization
will have a reasonable idea of what is expected of you and how you
might well react. These triggers could be important since the
situation may deteriorate rapidly, perhaps in a matter of hours.
Radio communication may be impossible. There could be
tremendous pressure on the head of office or delegation. Pre-
planning, prior discussion and agreement between you and your
headquarters regarding trigger points will facilitate the decision-
making process. It should ensure that if it is impossible to consult
headquarters, the right decisions will be made.


Let’s now look at the outline-planning factors for our three
scenarios. Perhaps I should point out that these plans are based
on a real situation, although I will disguise the time and place. The
factors considered are based on that situation. Thus, not all will
necessarily be relevant to your planning.


The aim is to illustrate how simple it is to do some contingency
planning. There is nothing mystical about it. It is simply a matter of
common sense and will take an hour or so of your time. Once
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written, the plans can be put in your bottom drawer. You can add to
them when you have a new idea or you can rapidly amend them if
the situation changes.


PLANNING FOR A PROLONGED STAY


Let us look at a typical scenario. The town in which you are based
comes under heavy attack. You received little warning and
evacuation is impossible. There is now no option but to remain
and make the best of it until the situation has calmed down.


To plan for this type of rapidly deteriorating situation, you might
consider the following.


Aim. The aim here would be to provide passive protection for your
team over a period of two weeks in a deteriorating situation.


Use of cellars. A prolonged attack on the town will at times
require the team to move down to the cellar for greater protection.
Space will be limited as it is likely that other people from the town
will have the same idea. Space for vehicles will be a problem. You
should plan for at least one vehicle to be parked below in order to
give yourself some mobility and assist with communications.
Alternatively, you might designate one cellar for personnel and the
other for two vehicles.


Alternative antennas. It would be prudent today to order two
more HF and VHF antennas as well as coaxial cables in case the
present ones are destroyed. Plans for the routing of the cables to
the cellar should be made and the cables laid now.


Radio.Decide nowwhat radio equipment shouldmove to the cellar
and include SATCOM.


Food, medical supplies, water, cooking utensils. Obtain and
store necessary reserve items for a quick move below.


Bedding. Store sleeping bags in the office close to the cellar.


Batteries, candles, generator. Store an adequate supply of
batteries and candles and include spare fuel for the generator.
Remember wet batteries for radio back-up.


Heating. Store three or four heaters plus fuel for them.
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Protection. Build a sandbagged blast wall at the entrance to the
cellar. Use empty oil drums partially filled with soil for the entrance
to the vehicle cellar so that they are easier to roll aside if required.


Lighting.Rig up a string of bulbs onwire to attach to the generator.


Pallets.Move some spare wooden pallets from the warehouse to
the cellar to raise the floor level in case of heavy rain.


Note that you should perhaps multiply all items mentioned above
(including food, medical supplies, etc.) as much as possible in case
numerous others take refuge with you.


PLANNING FOR EVACUATION


You might consider two levels of planning here: partial evacuation
and complete evacuation (withdrawal).


This is a rather contentious area for a number of reasons, as I
discovered when involved in the real thing. Some organizations will
not wish to withdraw at all. They are there to serve the victims and
there they will stay. The ethos and traditions of an organization are
important. It is not for me to suggest that you must pack up and go
at the slightest hint of danger. However, even profoundly held
convictions and traditions sometimes have to adjust to the harsh
realities of life. Some form of contingency planning for a worst-case
scenario is therefore always prudent.


Another real problem on the ground could be that no one in your
team will wish to withdraw. You will have the hardest of jobs
persuading people to be included in a partial withdrawal, for
example. Everyone will have an excellent argument for staying and
no one wants to desert colleagues. This situation will constitute a
real test of your leadership. Sometimes a partial withdrawal makes
a great deal of sense. You are not seen as deserting the victims in
their hour of need; you retain your credibility and uphold your
organization’s traditions. At the same time, you reduce the risks by
reducing your number. By means of sensible planning, you retain
the key staff that can still actually achieve something. The others,
whose work is now impossible, leave. This helps you as they are
out of harm’s way and you do not have to find work, food or shelter
for them. They can always return very quickly once the situation has
stabilized.
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PARTIAL EVACUATION


A possible scenario might be as follows. Partial evacuation is now
necessary as the collapse of the town is imminent. Field work will
now be impossible, though limited assistance to the town’s
population might continue.


The following planning factors might be considered.


Aim. The aim here would be to evacuate elements of the staff,
leaving a core of expertise in place.


Assumption.Assume that evacuation could still take place by air if
the airport is intact and secure. Otherwise, it will have to be by road.


Personnel.Decide now on the numbers and names of those to be
evacuated. In order to spare yourself the arguments outlined
above, you might wish to keep the list confidential. There is also a
good case, I suppose, for making it clear at an early stage who will
go. It will certainly save you valuable time when the situation might
have grownmore tense!Will your list include local staff?Will they in
fact want to go?


Trigger point.Discuss the trigger point beforehandwith your main
office or headquarters. Agree with them on the trigger point for a
partial withdrawal, such as when a full attack on the town is
imminent. Should it come to that, there may simply be no time for
lengthy discussions. Your radio antenna might have been
destroyed, for example. Delay could be dangerous. Prior agree-
ment will give you the confidence to implement your plan. If your
headquarters knows the plan, they will have a pretty good ideawhat
you are doing even if they can’t speak to you. They should give you
as much prior assistance as possible to enable you to implement
your pre-arranged plan should the occasion arise.


Liaison. In some situations you might well need to establish a
close liaison with the UN or the military in order to get up-to-date
information on the situation, for protection, for information on the
local people, evacuees, etc. Youmight need to arrange rendezvous
points for military guides, fix the timing, organize extra transport.
You might well decide to appoint a team member as your liaison
officer with the UN or the military.
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Personal belongings.What kit will your people be able to take? It
is likely to be very little. The rest should be packed and stored.


FULL EVACUATION
Here the scenario might be as follows. The situation is so grave that
your work is now impossible. Your lives are being put at
unnecessary risk. The military have asked you to leave for your
own safety.


In addition to the factors already considered for a partial
evacuation, you should now also consider the following.


Aim. The aim here would be to evacuate all remaining personnel.


Assumption. Assume that the airport is now out of service.
Evacuation by air is therefore most unlikely. You will have to move
by road. You must assume that the parties to the conflict will allow
safe passage.


Transport. Do you possess enough vehicles for everyone? Is
there sufficient fuel?


Negotiations/clearance. You will have to carefully inform the
parties involved and arrange safe passage with them.


Sensitive material. Have all sensitive material destroyed before
leaving.


Food. Is there sufficient food for everyone during the journey?


Money. You will need ready cash for the unforeseen!


FIRE PRECAUTIONS
This section is included under the general heading of management
because it is very often forgotten completely. The loss of a
warehouse or office through fire could jeopardize your work. Let us
list some simple guidelines that youmight use in your own situation.


Do you have sufficient fire extinguishers? The number naturally
depends very much on the size of the office or warehouse. In a
small, two-storey house, for example, it would be sensible to have
two on each floor and a separate one for the kitchen. Ensure that
they are not all placed together but spread out. Check when they
were last refilled (each should have an attached label indicating
this). They should be serviced or refilled once a year. Does
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everyone know how to operate the fire extinguishers? Use an old
one and demonstrate every now and again, perhaps when you
organize a fire drill.


If fire extinguishers are unobtainable, use fire buckets, some filled
with sand, the otherswith water. Place them in accessible positions
on each floor.


Do you have an alternative or emergency exit? Can it be used? Is it
blocked or locked? Is it easy to find the key in an emergency? Can
those on the upper floors escape? Is there an outside fire escape?
Should you get ladders (possibly folding ladders) to be put out in an
emergency?


Do you have a fire evacuation plan or drill? Does everyone know
what it is? Have you ever practised it?


Do you have an alarm system, or even a bell or a piece of metal
hanging up with a hammer to bang it?


Should you order smoke alarms? They are cheap enough and
battery-operated.
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Is the warehouse fire-proof? Have you separated dangerous and
inflammable stores from the rest? Can you find a separate storage
facility for these dangerous items?


Would it be useful to put up some posters to make people more
aware of fire danger?


Simple precautions can prevent a fire from turning into a disaster.
Check to make sure that you have good fire-fighting equipment and
that you know how to use it, and organize fire drills at least every six
months.
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CHAPTER 9


SPECIAL SITUATIONS
Here we will deal with situations that are perhaps less common but
with which humanitarian volunteers have been faced in the past.


We will look at two eventualities: being caught in a state of siege (a
situation where you might not actually be a hostage but never-
theless find yourself cut off in a hostile environment) and actually
being a hostage. We will look at survival guidelines for both.


A STATE OF SIEGE
The following scenario is based on a situation I faced in 1995. Our
town was being attacked. We faced threats from all manner of
weapons, from aircraft to artillery. No effective work was possible.
Our office was on the outskirts of the town but all our houses were
in the town centre. Plans to evacuate non-essential personnel had
been made but the battle moved so quickly that no evacuation was
possible. Here are some examples of how we dealt with this rather
difficult situation.


All staff were moved from the town to the office and all personal
possessions ---- and as many beds as possible ---- were brought with
them.


Reserves of food andwater were already stored in the office but we
bought up as much as we could locally as well.


There were shelters at the office and each staff member was
assigned to a specific shelter so that everyone could move to them
quickly and without confusion. In the event, we spent a great deal of
time in those shelters.


Personnel from other organizations joined us as their offices were
in the town. We therefore had to meet their needs as well. Our
numbers almost doubled. Some local staff, frightened of staying in
the town, also had to be accommodated.


As the battle for the town began in earnest, elements of those
defending it began to fall back. As they did so, our office became
the focus of their attention. Although we were not personally
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attacked, everything we possessed except personal clothing and
two radios were taken by them. The looting lasted for three days. In
all we were in a state of siege for 10 days.


It was out of the question for us to actively prevent the looting.
Trying to do so would have put us in greater danger. An attempt
was made to persuade the looters to stop, but they proceeded on
the grounds of military necessity and we gradually lost all our
important vehicles and equipment.


ENDURING A STATE OF SIEGE
Avoid heroics. Try by all means to persuade looters to leave
important items for your use. (This worked for us to the extent that
two radios were left with us.) But you should not push too hard
because in a tense and dangerous situation you might be harmed.
Keep very calm; losing your temper will achieve nothing and could
place you in great danger.


Create, as best you can, a “safe area” within your office. This is an
area where everyone can gather during looting, for example. Keep
out of the way and let them take what they want. Barricade your
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safe area as best you can. You can certainly try to have them agree
that this area should be left alone.


Assign one or two people only to the task of dealing with those who
forcibly enter your office. It is a very trying and dangerous task. The
head of office will obviously assume this role but might need some
help. Choose those who can cope, who will not over-react and who
have an air of authority. It is hopeless and dangerous for everyone
to become involved. Just keep the others out of theway and ensure
that they maintain as low a profile as possible.


Inform the team members of what is going on. They will be
frightened but a regular flow of information will enable you to explain
and to alleviate a great deal of apprehension and fear. If you as the
boss are too tied up in dealing with the intruders, name another to
carry out this very important briefing task.


Insist that any alcohol be simply thrown away. It is too dangerous in
these situations for someone to get drunk. He may create a
situation that places him and others in danger.


You may well have to assign members of your staff to act as cooks
and perform other domestic chores. The local staff might simply not
be there.


Create distractions to take people’s mind off immediate events.
You could perhaps form a team to work on an evacuation plan. A
guitarist and a sing-song can be a useful distraction.


As a precaution, before any unwelcome visitors appear, hide an
amount of cash on the premises. It must be very well concealed; if
found, it could cause additional problems. As the situation stabilizes
you will need it simply to buy food.


Be calm and keep strictly to the facts in briefing your headquarters
by radio or SATCOM. Neither play down nor exaggerate the
situation. Officers at your headquartersmust have themost reliable
information on the basis of which they, in turn, may be able to
negotiate and resolve the situation.


HOSTAGE SURVIVAL
Whole books have been written about the taking of hostages and
the best way of behaving as a victim or as someone responsible for
dealingwith the crisis. Happily, I have never been taken hostage so I
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have relied here on expert documents and personal recollections of
those who have. This section gives a very brief summary of their
advice in case of abduction.


The immediate and possibly themost difficult problem for someone
taken hostage is the fear of not knowing what is to follow. You
should therefore be aware of the problems and conditions that
might have to be faced immediately following capture, and in the
longer term, as well as of the steps that will be taken to secure your
release and of the attitude you should adopt in that regard.


ABDUCTION


The time of actual abduction is themost dangerous. The kidnappers
are nervous, the victim does not always realize what is happening
and the situation can very easily get out of hand. You should remain
as calm and composed as possible, particularly when being
transported to the kidnappers’ hideout. Talking to the kidnappers
is recommended, provided this does not make them even more
nervous.


An important rule to be followed by anyone subjected to an
abduction attempt is that escape must not be considered.
Heroism may lead to death at the hands of a nervous and
inexperienced member of the kidnapping group.


POST-CAPTURE


The post-capture period is likely to be difficult and unpleasant,
particularly in contrast to the comfortable conditions in which the
average victim normally has been living.


Post-capture shock is a major physiological and psychological
problem. Capture, when completely unexpected, results in severe
trauma brought about by the total change of situation. In such
circumstances, the victim’s entire world is thrown into chaos and
confusion: the captors assume a position of superiority and
dominance, and the hostage experiences deep depression.


It is important for the victim to recognize this situation and accept
that he or she must obey any order given, and then to take steps to
restore a sense of self-esteem and personal dignity at the earliest
opportunity.
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HEALTH
No matter who the captors are, and however primitive the living
conditions are, a conscious effort must be made to maintain your
physical and mental health. In this connection it is important to note
the following.


Physical health is more likely to bemaintained by eating all food that
is offered rather than refusing to accept it, however unattractive or
repulsive it may be. A regular routine of exercises should also be
carried out, even if you are confined to a cell.


Mental health is maintained by identifying and sticking to a system
of your own personal values. Keep your mind active by whatever
means may suit you. A conscious effort is needed in this respect.
Some prisoners have spent long periods composing music in their
heads, writing poetry, thinking of back pay, or designing the ideal
house. It is healthy to focus suchmental activity on the future, when
you will again be free. If writing materials or books are available,
these can be of considerable assistance. A great deal can be
achieved by mental activity alone.


Maintaining self-discipline is essential in order to overcome the
effects of the immediate environment and the inactivity imposed by
it. A strict schedule should be observed and standards of tidiness
and cleanliness upheld.


THE RELATIONSHIP WITH CAPTORS
Not all advantages are on the side of the abductors. It is important
to remember that, for them, the hostage represents a valuable
propaganda weapon and possible insurance against attack by
security forces. The hostage is also their means of obtaining what
they demand. A dead hostage is worthless to them.


When several people are kidnapped, it is essential to appoint one
person to speak for the group, in order to present a common front
and to give the kidnappers no opportunity for playing the hostages
off against each other.


A situation can develop in which victim and captors both see
themselves as sharing the same problems. The result is the growth
of mutual sympathy and identity of outlook, known as the
“Stockholm syndrome”, so named after a case in which hostages
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held by criminals for six days in a bank vault surrounded by security
forces found themselves regarding the police as their enemies and
the criminals as their protectors!


NEGOTIATION
Negotiating the release of a hostage is a matter for your
organization’s headquarters. It is extremely important to realize
that action is being taken and that the hostage should not interfere
with this process. Hostages should above all not allow themselves
to be convinced, as certain kidnappers might try to do, that they
have been abandoned by the outside world. Except in some special
cases, you should not negotiate your own release, nor discusswhat
action may be taken by your organization. Such discussions would
probably only serve to compromise the ongoing negotiations.


Another stress factor is anxiety about one’s family, and it is
therefore important that your organization concern itself very
seriously and closely with any hostage’s family members, providing
them with every possible support.


RELEASE
A further period of high risk may occur when release approaches.
There may be a rise in tension amongst the guards. When the time
for release comes, you will have to proceed with great care.


Specifically:
. Pay very close attention to the orders that your captors give


you.
. Obey these orders immediately.
. Don’t make sudden or unexpected moves.
. Stay alert; if things go wrong, you may have to make a run for


it.
. Be prepared for delays and disappointments.


HOSTAGE SURVIVAL CHECK-LIST
Do:


. remain calm; if capture is inevitable, accept it and follow
orders;


. recognize the fact that you are now a captive and mentally
accept your change of circumstances;
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. give your captors details of any medical treatment you have
been receiving;


. accept and eat food that is given to you, even if it is
unpalatable;


. prepare mentally for a long wait, perhaps many months,
before your release;


. adopt a realistic attitude of discreet scepticism towards
information passed on to you by your captors;


. systematically occupy your mind with constructive and
positive thoughts;


. plan a daily programme of activity, including daily physical
exercise, and adhere to it;


. try to keep an accurate record of time, even if your watch is
taken away from you;


. take advantage of any comforts or privileges offered to you
by your captors, like books, newspapers or access to the
radio; ask for them;


. keep as clean as circumstances permit; ask for adequate
washing and toilet facilities;


. develop, if possible, a good rapport with your captors and try
to earn their respect; undertake a bit of advertising, telling
them about the work of your organization;


. beware of the possible temptation to and risks involved in
permitting yourself to identify with their cause.


Do not:
. antagonize your captors unnecessarily ---- they have you in


their power;
. permit yourself to be drawn into conversations about


controversial subjects such as politics and religious beliefs;
. allow yourself to become either over-depressed or over-


optimistic;
. commit physical violence or verbal aggression;
. attempt to escape;
. allow yourself to become convinced that you have been


abandoned by your organization or by your family.
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CHAPTER 10


FIRST AID
Serious injury is amajor threat in conflict and post-conflict situations
inwhich humanitarian staff work. Knowing how to handle an incident
resulting in casualties --- that is, knowing simple first-aid principles ---
can save lives, even when you have only basic equipment.


It is important to realize that first aid is a practical skill. To be
effective requires practical training and at least some equipment.
When you have read this section, you should reflect onwhether you
are adequately prepared. To fail to plan for dealing with a serious
injury is to plan to fail when the day comes.


THREATS
The types of injury encountered will be different depending on
whether you are working in a conflict zone or a non-conflict
environment. In the latter, ‘‘blunt’’ (force-of-impact) trauma from
road accidents and from falls predominate. In this case, it is
paramount to prevent injury in the first place. The commonest
cause of death following a road accident is a head injury, about
which you can do very little without speedy access to advanced
medical treatment. Nevertheless, there are critical actions you can
take to save life and prevent further injury.


Injuries in conflict zones are dominated by ‘‘penetrating’’ trauma
(stab wounds, gunshot, fragments produced by an explosion),
burns and blast injuries (mines, military munitions, improvised
explosive devices). Mines and unexploded munitions remain a
threat long after the conflict is over. Anti-personnel mines are
typically designed to blow off a foot. By contrast, a cluster bomblet
that is picked up by an inquisitive child will result in upper limb and
face injuries. For your own safety, it is critical that you be aware of
the danger from mines and booby traps and how to avoid them.


Studies of war injuries conclude that bleeding accounts for 50% of
deaths and the commonest cause of avoidable death is bleeding
from wounds on limbs. This is preventable if you follow the simple
rules set out below. For patients who are unresponsive, simple
manoeuvres to keep the airway open may prevent death and
sustain the casualty until advanced aid is available.
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Whether you are working in a conflict zone, helping in a natural
disaster or providing aid to a refugee population, the greatest threat
to the casualty is time. The ‘‘golden hour’’ following injury
represents the best opportunity for intervention to save the
critically wounded. An evacuation plan is therefore essential if
you don’t want to be too late in dealing with injuries (including those
to your own staff).


INJURY PATTERNS
Injury patterns following amotor-vehicle crash can be predicted by
considering themechanics of injury. For example, there are patterns
consistent with head-on, side-impact and rollover crashes that vary
according to whether a seat belt is worn. Seat belts have greatly
reduced head and face injuries (impact with dashboard/wind-
screen) and chest injuries (impact with the steering wheel).


Following an explosion, most injuries sustained are from frag-
ments, which are either part of the ‘‘bomb’’ or debris propelled by
the explosion (glass, stones, wood, etc.). For those close to an
explosion, injurymay result from the blast wave (a wave of pressure
that compresses air-filled cavities in the human body and can result
in severe bleeding into the lungs, bowel perforation and rupture of
the eardrum), the blast wind (the whoosh of air that follows behind
the blast wave and can rip off limbs), burns, and crush injuries from
collapsing buildings.


The severity of injury from gunshot depends on the path taken by
the bullet (clearly it is more serious if it passes through your head
than through your foot) and the energy that is transferred (a rifle
bullet has more energy to give up than a pistol bullet). ‘‘High-
energy-transfer’’ wounds can cause serious damage some
distance around the trajectory of the bullet in the body.


Body armour (the ‘‘bulletproof vest’’) undoubtedly saves lives and
has greatly reduced the proportion of torso injuries in conflict. If you
are at high risk and have been given a bulletproof vest, wear it.


SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
Any incident involving casualties can be approached in the same
systematic manner --- control then ACT (Assess, Communicate,
Triage):
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. First take charge --- use the people you have as effectively as
possible.


. Look to see whether there is any further danger and, if
necessary, move survivors (both injured and uninjured) to a
place of safety.


. Get help by whatever means you can (radio, mobile phone,
driver, runner). The information you need to convey is your
Exact location, the Type of incident, the Hazards, the Access
(is the road blocked?), the Number of casualties and the
Emergency response you require (this spells ETHANE).


. Then sort casualties into groups in order of priority for
treatment (this is triage): they will need to be re-sorted later
into priorities for evacuation. A simple system, known as the
‘‘triage sieve’’, can be used by any trained first-aider:
--- Those with difficulty breathing or significant bleeding


(external and internal) have top priority for treatment. By
contrast, the ‘‘walking wounded’’ have the lowest
priority.24


--- Where resources are limited, difficult decisions may have
to be made regarding how much treatment is given to
someone who cannot be saved.


TREATMENT
The treatment of the seriously injured casualty can also be
approached systematically, following the ABC (airway-breathing-
circulation) approach.


AIRWAY, BREATHING AND CIRCULATION
In the case of an unresponsive casualty, the first priority is to
ensure that the airway (the air passage to the lungs) is open. If it is
obstructed by a foreign body (food, pieces of denture, blood clot),
try to remove the object with your fingers. Then lift the casualty’s
chin up so that the jaw is perpendicular to the ground. This position
will prevent the tongue from blocking the airway. If there is blunt
trauma or you have other reason to suspect a spinal injury, make
sure that the head is held straight (nose in line with breastbone) to
prevent further damage. Any unresponsive casualty who is


24 Triage in Advanced Life Support Group (2002) Major incident medical manage-
ment and support, London, BMJ Publishing.
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breathing unassisted should be carefully rolled onto his side (the
‘‘recovery position’’) and stabilized in this position by flexing his
upper knee and placing it on the ground in front of the other leg.
Then his chin should be gently tipped back to keep the airway
open. This position will prevent him from asphyxiating if he vomits.


The second priority is to check for breathing difficulties (a feeling of
‘‘shortness of breath’’ or a breathing rate over 20 or less than 10
per minute in an adult). Although there is nothing you can do about
this (unless you have special training), you will at least be able to
identify those who have a high priority for evacuation.


Circulation is assessed by measuring the pulse rate. If the pulse is
fast (more than 100/minute in an adult) following injury, you should
assume significant bleeding externally and/or internally. Your
priority is to stop any visible bleeding. Most bleeding will stop if
pressure is applied (for example, by means of a dressing) and the
affected limb is elevated. With life-threatening bleeding from a limb
that cannot be controlled by pressure and elevation, it is acceptable
to improvise a tourniquet as a last resort (i.e. tightening a belt or
other material around the limb above the wound and thus stopping
the flow of blood). If you see massive bleeding as you approach the
casualty, get someone to press on the wound with a dressing while
you quickly assess the airway and breathing.


BROKEN BONES AND BURNS
Bleeding and pain from broken bones can be reduced with splints.
You can improvise a splint from items of clothing (scarves, belt,
folded blanket) and rigid materials (a piece of wood, for example).
An injured leg can be splinted with the other leg, if it is uninjured.


Relief of pain from burns can be obtained by pouring cold (clean)
water on them for 10 to 15 minutes. However, this should be
avoided in cases of extensive burns as it will cause the casualty’s
body temperature to drop. Thin plastic wrap (of the type used for
sandwiches) is a simple and effective dressing, but do not wrap the
burn tightly. Do not use this material to cover the face. Do not
cover chemical burns at all.


Finally, consider whether the casualty is suffering from cold
(remove wet clothing, dry him and cover him with blankets) or heat
(remove/loosen clothing, spray with water and fan him).
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CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUSCITATION
When the patient stops breathing and the heart stops beating,
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) (or ‘‘basic life support’’) is a
useful skill to have! However, it is only one link in a necessary chain
of events that involves access to a defibrillator (to deliver an electric
shock to the heart) and more advanced treatment. If you are in a
remote situation without easy access to more advanced medical
support, the reality is that the patient will probably not survive. In
these circumstances, resuscitation (artificial respiration and
external cardiac compression) should be discontinued after a
maximum of 20 minutes.


EQUIPMENT
The basic equipment you will need to provide effective first aid is
shown in the table below.


Equipment Comment


Scissors To cut clothing


Large ‘‘field dressings’’ Minimum of 2, for bleeding
wounds


Triangular bandages
(squares of cloth 70-100 cm
each side, folded corner-to-
corner to form triangles)


Minimum of 2, for splinting


Synthetic gloves For protection against
blood-borne disease


Pocket mask or face-shield Optional, to assist with
providing CPR


Tourniquet Optional (can be improvised,
but commercial tourniquet is
advisable)


Note that training is required to use this equipment safely and
effectively.
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CHAPTER 11


HEALTH ON MISSION
When you are in a conflict zone it is extremely important to be as
healthy as possible. After all, you have volunteered to help others ---
not to be a burden and require help yourself! This chapter is not just
about rare and scary diseases that can kill you in a few hours; it is
about some simple precautions to minimize the chances that your
body will start to ache, overheat or seriously distract you from the
important work you have to do.


These suggestions may seem obvious. Unfortunately many
humanitarian workers don’t bother, often because they are
deployed at short notice, have other priorities, or adopt a macho
attitude and assume they are immune tomosquitoes, microbes and
accidents.


Here is a simple list of what to do before going on mission.


IMMUNIZATION
Get all vaccinations that youmight need before you become eligible
for field duty. You may not have time once the phone rings telling
you to be at destination X in 48 hours. If you are on an emergency
roster or there is a good chance you will be deployed, make sure
you are up to date before that phone call.


You must always be covered for hepatitis A and B, typhoid,
diphtheria, tetanus and poliomyelitis.


For most missions you should also be covered for rabies.


Other diseases you are well advised to think about ahead of time
are:


. yellow fever --- present in much of sub-Saharan Africa and
much of Central and South America (vaccination is compul-
sory for all ICRC staff headed for any field assignment);


. meningitis --- the ‘‘meningitis belt’’ spans much of Central,
East and West Africa, and some other regions;


. Japanese encephalitis --- a risk in South and South-East Asia;
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. cholera (a good oral cholera vaccine exists and is perhaps a
wise precaution for most war zones, natural disasters or
chronic complex emergencies).


But this list is by no means exhaustive. Get expert advice as early
as possible on places where you could be posted (useful websites
listed at end of chapter).


KITS, SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
Most organizations will ensure you are equipped with adequate
first-aid kits. Some organizations advise you to purchase them
yourself. If you are not issued with the necessary equipment, you
should take the following with you:


. Malaria prevention. The most important items are: insecti-
cide-treatedmosquito nets (permethrin is commonly used for
this), DEET-based insect repellent, malaria-prevention ta-
blets, a standby treatment kit.
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. Diarrhoea treatment. Take at least a few packets of oral re-
hydration salts, loperamide (Imodium) tablets and a course
of ciprofloxacin tablets 250 mg or 500 mg. Also take water-
purification tablets to help avoid drinking contaminated
water.


. Blood-borne diseases prevention. A kit containing syringes,
sterile needles and other basic supplies is essential for
everyone travelling to a developing country. If you are
travelling extensively by road or light aircraft in areas where
hepatitis B and HIV are common and local blood supplies
unreliable (for example, Saharan and sub-Saharan Africa),
consider taking a kit containing intravenous fluids.


. Commonly used medicines. A general kit is a wise
precaution if you risk going far from good health care and if
local supplies are erratic or untrustworthy. It should include
any broad-spectrum antibiotics recommended by your
medical experts, along with a careful explanation of when ---
and when not --- to use them.


Other essentials before your mission:
. You must have comprehensive, up-to-date travel-health


insurance.
. If you have any significant health problems (diabetes, high


blood pressure, recurrent or serious depression or anxiety,
etc.) and/or you have not had a medical check-up in the past
12 months, you should arrange to have this done by a
physician experienced in travel medicine as early as possible
(compulsory for ICRC staff before leaving for a mission).


. If you have any history of severe allergy (anaphylaxis), take
with you two epinephrine (adrenalin) self-injection kits, so as
to ensure that one is always available.


. If you suffer from asthma attacks, take two sets of inhalers,
thus ensuring that one is always available.


. If you regularly takemedication, take adequate supplies and a
list of these medicines (with dosages and frequency) signed
and stamped by your doctor.


. You should have immediate access to post-exposure
prophylaxis for HIV, along with clear instructions for use, if
you are giving any hands-on health care in areas where HIV/
AIDS is common.
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TREATING INFECTIONS, PARASITES AND BITES
Infections, parasites and bites can turn nasty, so proper treatment
is important.


MALARIA
As the old saying goes, ‘‘An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.’’ This certainly applies to malaria.


If you are in a malarial zone, this is an essential list:
. Take your malaria-prevention tablets (‘‘chemo-prophylaxis’’).
. Use a DEET-based insect repellent.
. Sleep under an insecticide-treated mosquito net.
. Keep skin covered as much as possible beginning an hour


before dusk.
. Take a standby treatment kit.


Even if you take all these precautions, you may still get malaria, so
whenever you travel more than eight hours from good medical
care, take your malaria standby treatment kit with you. If you
develop a fever, sweats and chills, a bad headache or other
symptoms which could be malaria, have the test done as soon as
possible by a reliable doctor or laboratory. If this is not possible, or
if you don’t trust the result, or if the correct treatment is not
available, self-treat within 8-12 hours of your symptoms starting. In
all cases you should put yourself under the care of a trusted doctor
or other health worker as soon as possible. Malaria kills more
people than war.


DENGUE FEVER
This is another mosquito-borne illness which can lay you out with
amazing speed. The Aedes mosquito, which spreads this severe
flu-like illness, tends to bite during the day, especially two hours
before sunset. Dengue is common in both urban and rural areas of
South America, the Caribbean and many Pacific islands, South and
South-East Asia and parts of East Africa. Typical symptoms are
high fever, severe headache, muscle and back pain, and feeling
seriously ill. See a doctor, get a blood test (including a blood slide to
rule out malaria), then rest, drink plenty of fluids and be patient.
There is no cure available, but expert health care can be life-saving if
(rare) complications set in.
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VIRAL HAEMORRHAGIC FEVERS
Lassa fever, ebola and marburg are the best known of these rare
afflictions. There are regularly cases of lassa in rural areas of West
Africa. Most viral haemorrhagic fevers are spread by close contact
with infectious cases, some by mosquitoes or ticks. If you are
deployed in areas where known outbreaks are occurring, get
specialist advice. There are no effective cures, and prevention in
the case of lassa, ebola and marburg consists in avoiding contact
with infectious cases.


PNEUMONIA AND RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS
These are especially common at times of stress, tiredness and
overcrowding. The symptoms are usually obvious: cough, shortness
of breath, fever and sometimes pain on deep breathing. These
symptoms mean you should seek good medical advice as soon as
possible. Timely treatment with effective antibiotics usually shortens
these illnesses: goodchoices are amoxycillin 500mgor co-amoxiclav
(Augmentin) 625 mg every eight hours for seven days or, if you are
allergic to penicillin, erythromycin 500mg four times a day for seven
days. If you are deployed in a country where flu, including avian flu, or
SARS is a known risk, follow any official guidelines carefully.


SKIN AND WOUND INFECTIONS
In hot climates, even small cuts, grazes, bites and other wounds can
quickly get infected. Use an antiseptic cream or powder such as
Cicatrin (neomycin/bacitracin). Cellulitis --- hot, red skin spreading
outwards from an infection or upwards from the feet and toes --- can
come on extremely rapidly. Start a high-dose antibiotic at once
under medical supervision; for example, take amoxycillin 500 mg
every eight hours or, if you are allergic to penicillin, erythromycin
500 mg four times daily. Any antibiotic should be taken for at least
seven days. Always get good medical advice before acting. Self-
treat only if medical advice is not possible.


BITES FROM DOGS AND OTHER ANIMALS
Clean bites scrupulously with soap and water. Get them seen by a
doctor or other trusted health worker. These bites often become
infected and in principle you should start a course of antibiotics
even if no infection is obvious. The wound should not usually be
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stitched, but allowed to heal over naturally. Make sure you have
been immunized against tetanus. (That means a primary course of
three injections in the past and a booster every 10 years.) If this is
not the case, you will need a tetanus booster without delay. In
addition, I hope you will have been immunized against rabies. (That
means a primary course of three injections in the past and boosters
regularly every three years.) If your rabies immunization is out of
date or you are not sure, you will need to obtain human rabies
immunoglobulin (HRIG) as rapidly as possible. HRIG can be hard to
obtain, even in some capital cities, which is one reason why it is
recommended that every humanitarian worker be up to date with
rabies injections. Then all you will need are a further two injections
of the same or equivalent vaccine you received before you left. The
first dose must be given as soon as possible, the second between
three and seven days later.


ACUTE DIARRHOEA
Acute diarrhoea may not be life-threatening but, as we all know, it
can be completely incapacitating. Maintain your fluid levels: drink at
least one glass per visit to the toilet, or use oral rehydration packets
or make up your own (eight level teaspoons of sugar plus one level
teaspoon of salt to one litre of cleanwater). Use your diarrhoea kit or
otherwise get hold of loperamide (Imodium or Arret) and take two,
then one every four hours if the diarrhoea seriously persists.
However, don’t use this in the case of dysentery (bloody diarrhoea).
Loperamide blocks but does not cure. Consider taking 500 mg of
ciprofloxacin, or ‘‘cipro’’, as a single dose. This is an antibiotic which
cures the majority of cases of traveller’s diarrhoea. If your
symptoms are severe and persistent, or if you have dysentery
(i.e. blood and fever), take ‘‘cipro’’ 500 mg every day for three days.
See a doctor if you are getting less and less well, have persistent
vomiting, or pass bloody stools. You can prevent a lot of diarrhoea
by avoiding salads, always eating food that is still hot from being
cooked and making sure that anything you drink comes from a
reliable bottled supply or, in the case of water and other beverages,
has been either boiled or sterilized by iodine or chlorine tablets.


FEVERS
A high body temperature in the tropics (e.g. 39oC or over) should
always be taken seriously, especially if you are in a malarious area
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or have come from one in the past few weeks. You should always
see a doctor if a fever persists or is worsening. It helps to be aware
of some important causes of fever. These include: meningitis
(severe headache, stiff neck, often a rash that does not fade when
you touch it); acute bilharzia or katayama fever (fever often
accompanied by wheezing and itching 20 or more days after
swimming in an area where bilharzia is common, such as Lake
Malawi); kidney infection or pyelonephritis (aching in the loin, often
with nausea and shivering, usually with frequent urination that
creates a burning sensation); typhoid (progressive fever and feeling
increasingly ill --- with no response to malaria treatment --- usually
accompanied by diarrhoea, sometimes by coughing and some-
times by a faint rash); blood poisoning (alternate shivering and
sweating, often in the presence of an infected bite or other skin
infection like a boil, or warm infected feet or legs). Heat stroke also
gives a high temperature.


CLIMATIC EXTREMES
Altitude sickness, hypothermia and and heat stroke can be
dangerous.


TOO HIGH


Beware of altitude sickness, which can set in at any height above
2,500-3,000 metres. If climbing or travelling to heights above this,
try to take one or two days first to get acclimatized. Above 3,000
metres, try to sleep each night only 300 metres higher than the one
before. Maintain your fluid levels. Consider taking acetazolamide
(Diamox) to prevent or help treat the symptoms of altitude
sickness. If you become short of breath while at rest, develop a
persistent cough, experience an unrelieved pounding headache or
feel drowsy, get down to a lower altitude as quickly as possible.


TOO COLD
Hypothermia can quickly set in with any combination of cold
weather, high elevation, strong wind and being wet. To prevent,
wear several layers of loose-fitting clothing, with the outer layer
waterproof, and cover head, neck and hands. Set up a ‘‘buddy
system’’ so that individuals can look after one another. Danger
signs are feeling intense cold, shivering, drowsiness or confusion. If
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this happens to you or your companion, warm up without delay by
having warm sweet drinks, sharing warmth in a sleeping bag, or
having a bath with water up to 40oC.Check for signs of frostbite (an
aching or numbness, often in the hands or feet with the skin feeling
rock-hard and looking very pale or purplish). Do not drink alcohol.


TOO HOT
Working in high temperatures bringswith it the risk of heat stroke or
sunstroke. This is when your body’s cooling mechanism (including
your ability to perspire) breaks down. Your body temperature is at
or above about 39oC, you feel hot and dry, your pulse rate goes up
and you may feel sick and confused. Get into a cool place at once,
drink cold drinks if you are able, get sponged down, fanned or have
cold water poured onto your body to evaporate away the heat. Get
medical help, as this can be an emergency.


AVOIDING ACCIDENTS
Accidents happen, but most can be avoided.


ROAD ACCIDENTS
Road accidents, perhaps more accurately termed ‘‘road avoid-
ables’’, are more likely to see you return home in a body bag than
any other non-conflict-related cause. Heed the following tips
alongside the earlier advice on 464s:


. Never drive after drinking and/or taking psychotropic
(‘‘recreational’’) drugs.


. Make time to have a good sleep before a long journey if you
are to be at the wheel.


. If possible, drive with a companion and share the driving.


. Avoid driving at night.


. Keep to a sensible speed, even if the President or Chief of
Staff is waiting for you at your destination.


. Always wear safety belts in the back and front seats even for
the shortest journeys.


. Try to ensure any vehicle you use is well maintained and
regularly serviced.


. Select and train any drivers you use with care and
thoroughness.
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. Keep a first-aid kit, leather gloves and a torch with spare
batteries in the vehicle.


. Wear a crash helmet if riding on a motorbike.


If you are injured in an accident in a developing country, refuse a
blood transfusion except in life-threatening situations.


These rules are obvious but all too easy to brush aside when other
things seem more important.


Having survived the tarmac, mud and potholes on mission, take
care during times of leisure.


SWIMMING
Do not drink alcohol then swim or dive.At the seaside be aware of
dangerous currents and undertow, areas known to have poisonous
sea creatures, crocodiles or sharks. Stay within your depth unless
you are a strong swimmer. Use life jackets for off-shore water
sports or when using inflatable craft. Never run along the side of a
slippery pool; never dive into cloudy water or into a part of the
pool whose depth you have not checked out.


HOME AND WORK
When you first move into a house or start working in a new
environment, use your initiative and common sense to look out for
any hazards. For example: exposed electric wiring; areas where it is
easy to slip or fall; hazards from unlabelled bottles or substances;
containers handy for water storage which may have contained
pesticides or may be breeding-grounds for mosquitoes. Be aware
of fire hazards: open stoves, open fires or cooking pans and the use
of charcoal fires without adequate ventilation (asphyxiation
danger).


During your rest and recreation, do not lean against a hotel
balcony, especially after drinking! Some may be less well built
than your body. Binge drinking is amultiple-risk factor, with dangers
ranging from killing yourself --- or your friends --- in a road accident to
contracting HIV because you forgot to take the necessary
precautions.


Finally, if by the end of your mission (or after it’s over) you feel more
stressed out than you expect, get some personal debriefing or
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counselling. This is not being a wimp, its being sensible. It may also
get you back to the front line quicker --- but only after a decent
holiday as well. Sensible aid workers don’t start a mission
exhausted or with unresolved stress from the one before.


I will finish this section not by saying good luck, but take care.


USEFUL WEBSITES
www.fco.gov.uk/travel
British Foreign & Commonwealth Office travel website.


www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk
An excellent UK health service travel-health website.


www.cdc.gov/travel
Official US travel-health website.


www.interhealth.org.uk
The InterHealth website has useful information and a travel-health
supply catalogue with on-line ordering.


www.tropimed.com
Tropimed offers up-to-date information on travel medicine (with
ICRC password and client no).


www.safetravel.ch
A Swiss French-language website with health tips for travellers.
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CHAPTER 12


TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Although earlier in my life I specialized in radio for two years, I know
full well that if I make this section too technical, you will not read it. I
promise that it will be non-technical and very brief!


So you have arrived in the field full of enthusiasm and ready to go.
Just as with your strange new 464, you might also have had some
basic instruction in the use of radios. This normally consists of how
to turn it on and off ---- which of course is pretty vital! If you had the
necessary time in your training, you might also have been told how
to get the best out of the radios you possess. Being bombarded
with so much information on so many subjects in such a short
period, however, you might just have missed the significance of
some of these points about radio communication.


First some general remarks:
. An organization should regard good communications proce-


dures backed up by good and reliable equipment as an aid to
security. Though it will not in itself ensure security, if you can
communicate efficiently with your base or others in the field
about security incidents or threats, then obviously your
security is much enhanced.


. Before you use any form of communications equipment, it is
wise to think before you speak. If it helps, jot down the key
points you wish to cover in your message. This will save time
and ensure clarity. There is nothing worse than someone
getting on the radio and rambling on for what seems an
eternity to end up saying something very simple. Always
remember that someone might need to send an urgent life-
or-death message, and this is impossible while you are
clogging up the airways!


. Small mobile radios, SATCOM (satellite communications
system) equipment and cellular phones are attractive and
expensive items. Beware of thieves. Secure or hide your
equipment if possible.


. Be aware that nothing you say on any form of communications
system you are likely to be issuedwith is in anyway secure. It is
wise to assume that someone is listening to your transmission.
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Again, think before you speak, and if the matter is sensitive,
don’t transmit, or at least be aware of the consequences.


Now let us look at the main types of communication equipment
that you might encounter. Two are radios in our accepted sense
of the word: VHF (very high frequency) and HF (high frequency).
Then we have SATCOM or the satellite phone. We will also look,
from a security point of view, at mobile phones and use of the
internet.


I will not deal with individual makes or types.We are concerned only
with the general guidelines on the use of each type. Let’s look at
each in turn.


VHF RADIO
The VHF radio is the basic set that you will use in the field on a daily
basis. It is a key piece of equipment in ensuring your safety. It is
extremely easy to use. It is also very easy to abuse, and when you
do that you fail to get the best out of it.


THE KEY TO VHF


VHF radio waves travel in straight lines. Just imagine for a moment
you are looking from your vehicle to your office in the distance
through a set of binoculars. The radio wave from your set is
following verymuch the same line of sight. If you can see your office,
you can bet that you will be able to communicate with it. If there is a
forest or mountain in the way, you cannot see your office; likewise,
the radio waves travelling in “line of sight” cannot get through.


Obstacles such as trees, forests, houses and pylons impose a
difficult path for VHF radio waves. Obstacles either absorb the
waves completely or deflect them. If you want to improve
communication, find your way to high ground and send your
message froma point where there are no such obstacles in theway.


Distance is naturally an important factor. As your VHF wave is
broadcast outward from the antenna, it spreads out like ripples of
water on a pond after you drop a stone into it. The further away from
you the signal travels, the weaker it becomes. Some sets are more
powerful than others. You can experiment as you get to know your
area and thus the distance over which you can communicate.
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RADIO ANTENNAS
It is important always to ensure that your radio antenna is vertical.
Why?Well, think of the pond again. The drawing shows in layman’s
terms what I mean.


You see that the waves are travelling in a plane horizontal to the
antenna. If it is sloping backwards, you are sending excellent
signals to Mars, perhaps, but not to your office!


Just look the next time you are
in the field and see how many
of your vehicles have very
aerodynamic sloped-back aer-
ials. They look cool but they do
not make for a very cool
transmission. All antennas
must be vertical. NO YES
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The same
n a t u r a l l y
applies to
t h e VHF
an tennas
on your of-
f i c e . En -
sure that
they are up-
right and,
r e t u r n i ng
once again
to points
made earlier, ensure that they are on the highest part of the roof
and not obscured by anything else up there. Place the antenna
outside and not in the roof space inside (attic). I once saw one such
antenna placed under a roof that happened to be made of
corrugated iron. The VHF waves were immediately hindered, of
course: the metal roof ensured that they were reflected and
bounced around very nicely inside, while not actually leaving the
building! “These radios are useless!” was the cry, until the next day
when the antenna was moved outside and for the first time it was
possible to communicate over vast distances.


DEAD SPOTS


“Now he is getting technical,” I hear you moan. Not at all! Dead
spots are a common feature of VHF. Because radio waves are
deflected off in a different direction by obstacles in their path, there
are times when excellent communication suddenly ceases and you
hear nothing, or the message is completely distorted or broken up.
You try and try again but there is no improvement. All that has
happened is that you or the set with which you are in contact has
changed position in such a way that there is now an obstacle
between you. In short, you are in one of those infamous dead spots:
radio waves are being deflected or weakened by obstacles
somewhere in your vicinity and are just missing you.


The solution is simply to move away slightly and try again. You will
be amazed to see that sometimes only a few feet will make a
dramatic difference.


NO NO YES
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Overhead wires or pylons. The electricity generated from
overhead wires or pylons causes them to act as radiating antennas
themselves and will affect your transmissions and your reception
too; both will be distorted. So justmove away from thewires and try
to send your message again.


Radios in the house. Just a reminder: if you are required to take a
radio home at night for emergency use, place it next to your bed and
not in the hallway. You will simply not hear it if it is so far away.
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HF RADIO
There is not a great deal to say about HF sets. Why? Because,
unlike the VHF sets from which you can obtain better results
through correct use, the HF transmission is very much in the hands
of the gods. It is designed for longer-range communication and
works by sending its signal skyward until it bounces off the
electrically charged ionosphere and back to earth far away.


The space between the point of transmission and the place where
the signal returns to earth is an area in which reception is all but
impossible. Known as the “skip distance”, this area is virtually dead
space as far as your communications are concerned.


The clarity of your signal will depend on a number of factors, again
almost all of them out of your control.


Natural phenomena such as sun spots have a marked effect on HF
radio signals. There is nothing you can do about these spots. The
frequency assigned to you might work well at one time of the day
and then be virtually useless at another. It might be better by day
than by night, but again this is largely out of your control.
Sometimes you will be told to use different frequencies at different
times of the day to overcome these problems. If you have a
mechanism on your HF set with which to tune your antenna, always
do so. Ask how this should be done. This operation matches your
set to the aerial and will give you much better communication.
When the antenna is not tuned, you cannot communicate, the
reason being that the transmitter is virtually disabled, and reception
is virtually impossible.
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HF sets can be frustrating because of the above-mentioned
problems. You should not worry too much because, as we have
said, the problems are largely out of your control. “Try, try, and try
again!” is the best advice I can give you. If you cannot get through,
use other fixed or mobile radio stations, which can relay your
message.


SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
SATCOMs are simple to use. They work by bouncing their signals
off a satellite and back down to a ground receiver or a relay station,
which can then retransmit. The area on the ground where you can
obtain good communications from your SATCOM is known as the
‘‘footprint’’. Remember, just because a particular make of
SATCOM operated wonderfully on your last mission does not
mean it will be ideal in another part of the world. The ‘‘footprint’’
might be completely different. So take the advice of your
communications experts when they are issuing your equipment.
They know what will work and what you require.


The most important feature of the SATCOM is guaranteed long-
range communication. However, for short-range work the VHF sets
are still the most economical and useful option. In addition, you
need to be aware that with the increasing use of satellite phones in
troubled regions, simultaneous communications can overload the
capacity of the satellite channels. Therefore, satellite communica-
tion should not be considered as a complete security network unto
itself, but rather as a supplement to the HF and VHF networks.
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The modern SATCOM sometimes incorporates an automatically
transmitted GPS (global positioning system). In other words,
anyone monitoring your transmission will be able to establish your
exact geographical position. Be aware that this capability could
pose a security risk for you. The parties you deal with may accuse
you of revealing details of their location. In areas where such
sensitivities exist, the SATCOM might better be left back at your
base.


Remember, with the SATCOM, only point-to-point communication
is possible --- you cannot transmit to a number of receivers
simultaneously.


MOBILE PHONES
Mobile phones are now most humanitarian volunteers’ favourite
way of communicating. There are very good reasons for this: they
are simple to use and you can get through without the problems
associated with VHF and HF. With GSM (global system for mobile
communications) systems, you can obtain broad international
coverage for your mobile. Access to e-mail through your phone is
another attraction.


Despite all the good points, the use of mobile phones presents
certain disadvantages. Costs in some regions can be high,
especially for international calls. The coverage might be good in
some areas, particularly in cities, and poor or non-existent in the
countryside. You might have to purchase a new SIM card or phone
for use in some countries if your system is not compatible with local
ones.


In addition, there are a number of security-related aspects that you
should take into account:


. In a disaster-hit or war-torn area, the mobile phone network
might have been destroyed or damaged. In this case, no
mobile phone communication will be available or, at best, it
will be unreliable.


. In times of crisis, a mobile phone system might well become
overloaded with too many users and it might be impossible to
make calls.


. The local authorities can control the mobile phone system.
They might decide to turn it off.
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. The local authorities can listen in to any conversation. (As
with all other forms of communication you are likely to use,
mobile phone conversations should always be regarded as
insecure.)


. The phones themselves are attractive items for a thief.


. The new and attractive selling points of mobile phones (the
camera and video-recording capabilities) could get you into
trouble. As mentioned in the section on cameras, the mere
presence of these built-in features could cause your
intentions to be misunderstood. Their presence could be
deliberately used against you. Essentially, we are talking
about potential spying gadgets. Avoid this by using simple
mobile phones without the new ‘‘gismos’’.


. When you speak on a VHF radio net, all your colleagues
within range can hear what you are saying. This is called an
‘‘all-informed radio net’’. However, when you speak on a
mobile phone, it is normally a simple one-to-one conversa-
tion. As you can imagine, this might also have security
implications (e.g. if there has been an incident and you are
trying to inform others or tell them of an area to avoid).


THE INTERNET AND COMPUTERS
These days we all use the internet and other computer networks to
communicate with friends or indeed with our organizations. All of us
know the advantages of the system. From a security point of view, I
wish only to highlight the following dangers in its use:


. Like all the systems mentioned above, it is not secure.


. Beware of using the internet to communicate directly with
your organization on operational matters from home. You
might inadvertently be cutting across or short-circuiting the
chain of command, and that could have security implications.
Better to work through the accepted chain so that all are
aware of what is going on.


. Your computer is vulnerable to unscrupulous thieves. They
might simply steal it. But they might be more sophisticated:
when you are not around, they could easily download vast
amounts of information in almost no time by plugging in a
small USB key (these things now have a huge capacity). Lock
your room or lock your portable computer awaywhen you are
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not using it. If you use a USB key to back up your hard disc,
give it the same security attention as the hard disc.


THE PHONETIC ALPHABET
The phonetic alphabet is a generally accepted way of conveying
important information when transmission conditions are difficult or
if you have to spell a difficult place name or person’s name. By all
means use your own versions of the alphabet if you wish --- it can be
very amusing for others and probably does no harm as long as all
those involved understand it. However, if you want to use the
standard version, here it is:


A: Alpha


B: Bravo


C: Charlie


D: Delta


E: Echo


F: Foxtrot


G: Golf


H: Hotel


I: India


J: Juliet


K: Kilo


L: Lima


M: Mike


N: November


O: Oscar


P: Papa


Q: Quebec


R: Romeo


S: Sierra


T: Tango


U: Uniform


V: Victor


W: Whiskey


X: X-Ray


Y: Yankee


Z: Zulu
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MISSION


The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)


is an impartial, neutral and independent organization whose


exclusively humanitarian mission is to protect the lives and


dignity of victims of war and internal violence and to provide


them with assistance. It directs and coordinates the


international relief activities conducted by the Movement in


situations of conflict. It also endeavours to prevent suffering


by promoting and strengthening humanitarian law and


universal humanitarian principles. Established in 1863, the


ICRC is at the origin of the International Red Cross and Red


Crescent Movement.







David Lloyd Roberts


STAYING ALIVE offers expert advice on 
security to humanitarian volunteers  operating
in conflict zones.


Author David Lloyd Roberts has witnessed
conflict from the viewpoint of both a military 
officer and a humanitarian worker. His book
draws on a unique variety of up-to-date 
experience.


By explaining the different threats to your 
safety, this book lays to rest some of the 
mystique surrounding the subject of field 
security.


Yes, there are dangers, but with some basic
understanding of them they can be avoided or
at least substantially reduced. As the old 
saying goes, “Knowledge dispels fear.”


You are ultimately the guardian of your own
safety and security. The knowledge provided
by this book puts you in a better position to
draw that critical line between the calculated
and the unacceptable risk, a line that you, and
those in your charge, must never cross.
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		Village name:             



		Financial planning and monitoring tool

		

		

		



		Name of Beneficiary 

		 



		Beneficiary Number

		 



		

		

		

		



		SDC Housing expenses calculator         NEW HOUSE



		

		

		

		



		Minimal requirements

		quantity

		Total LKR

		ref SDC



		standard house with minimal requirements

		 

		 

		800,000



		new toilet and septic tank

		 

		 

		87,000



		repair of existing toilet (soakage pit)

		 

		 

		60,000



		Total cost minimal requirements

		 

		 

		



		

		

		

		



		Optional expenses

		quantity

		Total LKR

		



		additional living area in sqft (for new houses)

		 

		 

		1600/sqft



		full external plastering

		 

		 

		34,000



		full sashes

		 

		 

		50,000



		Level ceiling

		 

		 

		250/sqft



		Floor tile

		 

		 

		245/sqft



		1

		 

		 

		



		2

		 

		 

		



		Total optional expenses

		 

		 

		



		

		

		

		



		Reductions of costs

		quantity

		Total LKR

		



		labor contribution mason works

		 

		 

		-100,000



		own sand contribution

		 

		 

		-20,000



		1

		 

		 

		



		2

		 

		 

		



		3

		 

		 

		



		4

		 

		 

		



		Total cost reductions

		 

		 

		



		

		

		

		



		Total costs 

		 

		



		

		

		

		



		SDC contribution

		quantity

		Total LKR

		



		new house

		 

		 

		550000



		Total contribution SDC

		 

		 

		



		









		

		

		



		Own contribution

		 

		



		

		

		

		



		Sources of own funds

		Interest

		Total LKR

		



		Assets/ savings

		 

		 

		



		Pawning of jewellery

		 

		 

		



		Bank loan

		 

		 

		



		Private loan

		 

		 

		



		 

		 

		 

		



		total own funds

		 

		 

		







Example:
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		Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC 


Swiss Cooperation Programme Office Jaffna







		CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA

Fund Request Form



		1. Beneficiary data (according bank booklet)



		Name

		……..…….……..…………………......………..…..

		Program no

		………………………………………...



		ID

		………………………………………………………..

		Account no

		…………………………………………



		2. Installments received (to be signed by beneficiary) 

		3. Fund request



		1st installment (100,000.-)

2nd installment (120,000.-)

3rd installment (150,000.-)

4th installment (70,000.-)

5th installment (60,000.-)        



		Date: …………..Signature: ………….

Date: …………..Signature: ………….


Date: …………..Signature: ………….


Date: …………..Signature: ………….


Date: …………..Signature: ………….




		I request the release of the next instalment as I have completed the stage according to the agreement signed by me

Instalment. No.: ……………..……..


Date: …………………………………


Signature: ……………………………






		4. Work progress and technical recommendation by SDC staff



		

		Found.

		Walls

		Roof

		Door / Wind.

		Floor

		Inner plaster

		Outer plaster

		Paint.

		Wiring

		Toilet

		Water



		Not started

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Ongoing

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Complete

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		□ Signboard fixed                   



		5. Next installment 


    recommended

		□ Yes

		□ No

		I have inspected the beneficiary’s house construction for the above stage of construction and certify that it has been built in accordance to GoSL standards. I also have seen beneficiary’s bank booklet and confirm the payment received by SDC.

Remarks: …………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………


Date: ……….……………Signature: ………………………..





		6. All relevant Photos received 




		□ Yes     □ No         Remarks: ……………………………………………………………………

		



		7. SDC Program Manager’s Approval




		□ Yes

		□ No

		Date: ……….…………



		Signature: ……………………………………
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Technical construction guide 


Rainwater harvesting systems in  
school and preschool reconstruction 2010-2015  


Northern Sri Lanka 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Rainwater-harvesting systems 
As an integral part of the infrastructure reconstruction 
programme, SDC introduced individual rainwater catchment 
systems in schools / preschools using either tanks or 
rainwater intrusion systems 


 


Coordination / Sustainability 
 


Practical technical informations 
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Description of different systems 


 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Rainwater Catchment System Thaduvankoddy School
 
The school is situated in a remote, arid and  sandy zone 5 
kilometres east of Elephantpass. Monsoon climate, main 
rainy season is November to January, but 
Thadduvankoddy usually only receives little rain even 
during rainy season. The village is located at sea level, 
the groundwater is saline and the population has no 
access to fresh water.  
 
The basic setup of the system is similar to the 
Maravanpulo harvesting system. (Gutter, pre-flush, 
collection tank, treatment sump, distribution system). The 
main difference is the volume; it is four times bigger than 
in Maravanpulo.  
Following adaptions were introduced: 
 Wide concrete rain gutters are constructed in order 


to ease cleaning and handle huge amounts of water 
during heavy rainfall. 


 Improved accessibility to the valves to operate the 
pre-flush system. 


 The distribution tank is placed directly on the 
treatment sump 


 
Technical components: 
 Two catchment tanks of 120’000 litres capacity each 
 Manually operated pre-flush system. The water is 


collected via concrete gutters along the north and 
west wing of the school.  


 Combined distribution tower: Treatment sump in the 
bottom and distribution tank on the top.  


 4 taps for water distribution. Water for washing and 
cleaning purpose is distributed via an overhead tank 
and a separate distribution system. 


Rainwater catchment system of Maravampulo school 
 
The school is situated in an arid sandy zone in 
Maravanpulo, 15 kilometres east of Jaffna. Monsoon 
climate, main rainy season is November to January, long 
dry periods, some heavy rainfalls during the year. 
The school is surrounded by rainwater paddy fields. Due to 
lack of fresh water no irrigation system can be installed. 
Maravanpulo is located at sea level. Only a few common 
wells provide freshwater in the area, most of the wells are 
salty with a salinity level of more than 2500 micro siemens. 
Saline water is usually used for cooking and washing 
purposes.  
 
To distribute drinking water to the students, a rainwater 
catchment has been installed using the surface of the roof 
of the north wing of the school. A 600 hl catchment tank 
has the capacity to serve 2 litres per day for 240 students 
depending on the rain pattern. According to the calculation, 
in the month of August, the tank should be empty, the 
system can be cleaned and maintenance work can be 
carried out.  
 
Technical components: 
 One catchment tank of 600 hl volume.  
 Manually operated pre-flush system.  
 The water is collected via gutters of the roof of the 


northern wing of the school.  
 Treatment sump of 1.2 hl for chlorination.  
 Two-chamber water tank for distribution: One 


compartment contains the treated rainwater for 
drinking purposes and the other one contains saline 
water for cleaning, cooking and washing. 


Rainwater catchment system for preschools 
 
Pumpkin shaped harvesting tanks are easy to build and 
relatively cheap in construction costs. Trained local 
masons have the capacity to build it and the system is 
widely known in Sri Lanka. 
In collaboration with the “Lanka Rain Water Harvesting 
Forum” LRWHF, three smaller harvesting systems of 
8000 litres each were attached to selected preschools 
in very dry areas with saline ground water.  
 
The project included the training of 10 local masons in 
the construction of the system. The pumpkin shaped 
ferro cement design is very common is Sri Lanka, long-
lasting, maintenance-friendly, is of a good cost-benefit 
ratio and can be built with locally available material. 
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Description of different gutter types 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Maravampulo school       Tadduvankoddy school                                    Korakankaddu Preschool 
  
 


 


Roof as rainwater collector 
The roof surface is used to collect the rainwater. As big 
amounts of rainwater falls in a short period of time, big 
size aluminium rain gutters were installed. 
 


 


Aluminium gutter 
In preschools with smaller roofs aluminium rain gutters are 
installed. 


Concrete Gutter 
In very arid places the size of the gutter is wide to collect as 
much water as possible during periods of heavy rainfall. To 
ease access for cleaning purpose the gutter is constructed 
in reinforced concrete which would even sustain a person.  
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Pre-flush systems 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Tadduvankoddy school     Tadduvankoddy school                Korakankaddu Preschool 
  


 
 


Pre-flush systems with valves 
Before the water enters the storage tank it is flowing into 
vertical flushing pipes with outlet valves. The valves remain 
open until the roof is cleaned of dust and leaves and the 
water is clear. Only then the valves are closed and the water 
is filling the tank. 


 
Manually operated pre flush in chamber with opening to 
access valves 
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Tanks and treatment sump 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
  Maravampulo school      Alenkerny Preschool                Maravampulo school 


 
 


 


Storage tanks 
The storage tanks constructed in reinforced concrete and 
covered with a slab to avoid pollution of the water. Overflows 
indicate when the tank is full. 


Treatment sump 
The treatment sump for chlorination is filled by gravity 
flow. The volume (e.g. Maravampulo 1200l) corresponds 
with the overhead tank compartment. This eases the 
calculation of the amount of chlorine to be added. 


 


Pumpkin shaped catchment system for preschools 
Pumpkin shaped harvesting tanks are easy to build and 
relatively cheap in construction costs. Trained local 
masons can build it and the system is widely known in Sri 
Lanka. 
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Water distribution 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


   Maravampulo school      Maravampulo school                Tadduvankoddy school  


 
 
 


Distribution systems in schools 
Overhead tank with pump house. The drinking water is 
pumped into the tank in order to be distributed to all the 
water points. In areas with salty ground water, two 
compartments are in place (e.g. Maravampulo).  
- 1 for the fresh rain water (drinking water) 
- 1 for the salty well water (washing and cleaning purpose) 


 
- Dishwashing station with saline water  
- Drinking water tab with fresh water 


 
When the school was constructed there was no electricity 
available. Manually operated distribution system with 2 
manual pumps (1 as a backup) is in place to pump the 
water from the treatment tank to the overhead tank. Today 
electricity is available and an electrical pump is installed. 
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Rain water infusion 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


    Kilali school       Sinnapallaverankaddu preschool              Ithavil school  


 
 


Infusion trench 
Ground water recharge is the practice of enhancing the 
natural process of water infiltration into the ground. In areas, 
where the well water is of drinking water quality and water is 
available all over the year, rain water intrusion systems are 
in place instead of more costly harvesting sytems. 
The rain water is collected from the roof of the main building 
and channelled into infusion trenches.


Simple infusion trench 
An infusion trench ideally is located in the proximity of a 
well. Simple trenches are in place were ever not a big 
amount of water in a short period of time is expected. 


Concrete lining in form of a circle 
Through infusion trenches the rain water is channeled 
away from the buildings. Flooding close to buildings and 
washed out foundations as a consequence can be 
avoided. 
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Calculations 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 


Basis of calculation of a Harvesting System 
Amount of captured water: 
 
For the amount of water you can capture per month you have 
to consider the area of your roof, the average annual rainfall 
at your location and the runoff coefficient of the Pumpkin 
shaped catchment system for preschools 
 surface. Since there is only one rainy season, but very dry 
periods in Sri Lanka it’s preferable to calculate with the 
monthly amount of rainfall.  
 
1. Monthly amount of rainfall. Usually this information can 
be found in the internet. The amount of liters of rainwater per 
square meter is needed 
 
2. Surface of roof. If your roof is angled you will need to 
‘project’ the surface to the horizontal to correctly estimate the 
amount of rain that falls on the roof. For a sloped roof you will 
need to know the roof angle. The roof area is calculated as 
following: 
Roof surface area (m2) = roof length (m) x roof width (m) 
x sine of the angle (in degrees) 
 


Volume of tank 
 
As there are long dry periods in Northern Sri Lanka, the 
usually used formulas are not adapted to calculate the 
volume of the tank. The best is to establish a list to 
compare the monthly water supply in comparison with the 
monthly need. 
For calculations in areas with frequent rainfall formulas 
can easily be found in the internet. 
 


 


3. Type of roofing material (calculation of the “Run off 
Coefficient”) 
Tiles = 0.8 – 0.9 
Corrugated Iron sheets = 0.7 – 0.9 
Concrete = 0.6 – 0.8 
 
Formula:  
Supply (litres per month) = rainfall (mm/month) x area 
(m2) x runoff coefficient 
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Water treatment 


 
 
 


 
 
                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 


Chlorination system 
To assure drinking water quality, the water should be 
treated accordingly. Beside the safe handling of the 
production and the use of chlorine, the operational costs 
should be very small.   
Worldwide calcium hypochlorite (HTH) is used for 
chlorination purposes of medical facilities, wells and 
swimming pools. This product is very aggressive, needs to 
be stored properly and it is not recommended for the use in 
schools. In addition, the price is very high.  
The use of bleach (sodium hypochlorite) could be an 
alternative, as the handling is less problematic, but as well 
costs are involved. 
A low cost solution for chlorine production (sodium 
hypochlorite) is offered by “Antenna Wata”. The Mini-WATA 
produces a sodium hypochlorite solution by electrolyzing 
salt water. All is needed are clear water, salt and electricity 
to use the Mini-WATA. Water is chlorinated by adding a 
dose of sodium hypochlorite to potentially contaminated 
water, thereby destroying at least 99% of pathogenic 
microorganisms in approximately 30 minutes. The sodium 
hypochlorite solution with a 0.6% concentration of active 
chlorine (6 g/L) can be easily be used for water treatment or 
disinfection purposes. 
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Sustainability / Maintenance / Coordination  


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 


Sustainability 
‐ Mason training: 10 local masons received training and 
know now how to build the pumpkin shaped harvesting 
system 
- Training in chlorination and maintenance 


Maintenance 
RWH Systems have to be maintained on a regular basis. 
This might be perceived as an additional burden for the 
administration of the schools and preschool. The creation of 
ownership and the development of a maintenance manual 
and schedule are most important. 
 
‐ School- and preschool administration have to be included 
from the beginning of the planning phase. The principal has 
to take the lead.  
‐ Ownership is the keyword of success. 
‐ The science teachers should be included in the progress in 
order to explain the students the purpose and operation of 
the system. 
‐ During the weekly construction meetings, the principal and 
relevant teachers have to be invited as well. 
‐ A maintenance schedule has to be developed and training 
carried out. Additional tools and spare parts have to be 
supplied. 
‐ A complete set of drawings and photos have to be handed 
over to the authorities and the principal. 
‐  A group of students are designated to establish 
documentation on the construction progress. The report is 
displayed on the green board or even in a blog online. 
‐ Overall, it is an added value for the school.  
‐  Chlorination needs additional theoretical and practical 
training. 
 


Coordination 
‐ Coordination with stake holders (Government / NGOS 
/ CBOs) 
‐ Organizing weekly meeting with the participation of all 
stakeholders. 
‐ Sharing completion certificates and agreements with 
the authorities. 
- Solving construction related problems during the 
meetings 
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Partners 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Government partners 
- Ministry of Education 
- Early childhood development secretary 
- Pradeysha Shaba 
- Divisional Secretary 
 
 


Partners in the village 
- ECD Committee (Parents society) 
- Parents society in schools 
- Principal and teachers, students 


Other Partners 
- LRWHF (Lanka Rain Water Harvesting Forum) 


 


The introduction of rainwater harvesting at common 
buildings is now discussed in Sri Lanka as a country-
wide standard. 
 


Rain water has a value especially in very arid contexts. 
The introduction of rainwater harvesting systems 
should become a standard at common buildings. 
The measures taken have to be adequate and can be of 
a very simple nature. 
The system has to be maintenance friendly. 
Besides using the rainwater as a valuable source for 
drinking water the washing out of foundations can be 
avoided through channeling the rain water and leading 
it away from the building. 
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Executive Summary 
 


This is the final report on the work of a project part funded by the Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation (SDC) and Terre des hommes (Tdh) and delivered on the ground by Tdh in two Districts 
of the Northern region (Killinochi and Jaffna) between August 2013 and July 2015. The report is 
based on the findings of an internal review of the project’s success in meeting its expected final 
results and indicators. These findings are supplemented, and in very large part validated, by those of 
an external evaluation of the project, joint funded by SDC and Tdh and implemented by a national 
consulting company, CEPA.  
 
The project had 4 expected outcomes: 1, Preschools are adequately equipped to provide a safe child-
friendly learning environment; 2, Preschool teachers are better trained to offer quality early 
childhood education; 3, ECDC Committees are actively supporting the Early Childhood Development 
Centres to ensure a child-friendly and protective learning environment and 4, Preschool coordinators 
are better skilled to ensure that ‘Starting Right’ standards are implemented and maintained. We are 
pleased to report that all four final results were achieved. Thanks to this success, 492 children, 47 
teachers, 10 coordinators, 25 ECCDC and 842 parents benefited from the project. Further, the project 
leaves behind stronger support networks for the early childhood development centres, an improved 
and more child friendly diploma training programme for teachers which has improved their teaching 
in schools, stronger management systems within the preschools and a monitoring tool by which 
teachers are able to measure progress in reaching the government’s Starting Right Guidelines’ for 
preschools.  
 
The preschool programme responded appropriately to the post-war preschool context, enabled a 
quality, child friendly and protective environment for ECD of children of the returning communities in 
the conflict affected Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts and is considered a model programme by the 
government officials engaged in ECCD work in the Northern Province.  
 
The software component of the project implemented by Tdh ensured that the preschools are well 
resourced with child friendly play and learning materials, the teachers are trained to deliver 
participative teaching and communities have been capacitated to manage preschools and ECD work 
in the area. Tdh linked the community with various government officials including the Family Health 
Workers, Protection Officers, Child Development officers so that ECDC’s ECD work on education, 
health, child rights and child protection can be sustained. 
 
The hardware component of the project implemented by SDC provided a secure and ventilated 
preschool for children of resettling communities in Jaffna and Kilinochchi Districts. It also contributed 
to durable resettlement, normalcy and communal harmony and spirit amongst the resettling 
population.  
 
Factors such as the inadequate salary of teachers, irregular monthly fee payments by parents and 
pressure to teach reading and writing at preschools for children about to graduate to primary school, 
the varying levels of performance amongst ECDCs, the lack of formal linkages amongst ECDCs and a 
lack of adequate investment by the central government in the ECCD sector, may have a bearing on 
the long-term performance of the supported preschools.  
 
The report begins with a review of the project’s success in implementing the agreed activities. It then 
examines the constraints faced by the project and reviews the project’s progress in achieving each of 
the four outcomes. Finally, the report measures the project’s success by examining the indicators 
and outcomes in the original logical framework.  
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1. A review of progress in delivering the activities 


 


Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


Start-up activities.  Orientation and induction 


 Initial assessments and 
mapping 


 KAP survey 


 Coordination and planning 
meetings 


 


 


 The project was launched at the community level through an induction programme, which enabled 
us to secure the support of community members.  


 Besides starting the community mobilisation process and establishing a relationship of trust, 
particularly with the preschool teachers and the parents, relevant government officers were 
oriented about the project in order to gain their support and establish a good foundation for the 
rolling out of the project.  


 Initial assessments took place, with the field team gathering information about the preschools and 
their functioning, the Early Childhood Care and Development (ECCD) committee status and 
members, the teachers’ and ECCD coordinators’ details, the number of registered children, to 
mention but a few.  


 Discussions were held with the main project stakeholders such as the Swiss Development 
Cooperation (SDC), the Early Childhood Development Unit (ECCDU) of the Ministry of Education 
(MoE) as well as Aruthal Sri Lanka to discuss areas of collaboration and the scope of work and to 
avoid duplication. 


 A knowledge, attitude and practices (KAP) survey was carried out targeting preschool teachers and 
parents. The report was completed in March 2014 and the conclusions taken into consideration in 
the design and content of the awareness raising and training activities. 


Outcome 1:  


 
Preschools are 
adequately 
equipped to provide 
a safe child-friendly 
learning 
environment. 


 Meetings and discussions 
with relevant government 
officers and follow up 


 Distribution of children’s 
kits and books 


 Risk and resource mapping 
exercise 


 Awareness raising activities 


 Drawing competition 


 Cultural event, Olympic 
game sports meets, 


 Meetings were conducted with the ECCDU of the Northern Province in order to recruit 12 
preschool teachers and 3 ECCD coordinators in order to meet the standard set by the Starting Right 
Guidelines in the targeted preschools. 


 The assessment for the preschool materials was completed in consultation with the ECCDU. 
Children’s kits (including shoes, bags and hygiene kit) and Aruthal books (pre-writing, early 
mathematics and Tamil) were distributed to 459 children. Thirty eight per cent of the money (LKR 
91, 000) for Aruthal books was contributed by the parents and the rest was covered by Tdh.  


 Cleaning items and age appropriate learning material which included 26 kinds of items, were 
provided to the 25 preschools. The teachers were coached on how to use the materials for the 
learning purposes. In particular, the learning materials provided considerable excitement to the 
children and enhanced their learning as they were able to play and learn with different objects. 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


exhibitions, children’s day  
activities  


 Making the preschool 
environment child-friendly 


 Training government field 
staff, parents, communities 
and teachers on ECCD 


 Linkages with MoH and 
probation department  


Since the materials were expensive and the ECCDC may be unable to replace them in future, the 
project engaged community and ECCDCs to identify local artists to contribute to ECCD activities by, 
for example, using local resources to make musical instruments from coconut shells and animals 
made from sea shells.  


 Parents and ECCDC members were supported to conduct a risk and resource mapping exercise in 
the preschools and this exercise was reviewed every 6 months during the project period. This 
resulted in the development and review of 25 action plans. ECCD committees organized village 
level consultation meetings with relevant village level government officials, CBOs (RDS, WRDS and 
Fishermen’s Committees) and parents in order to identify the resources available locally. As a 
result, the ECCD committees followed up with the activities defined in the action plan to reduce 
the risk factors in the preschool environment. As a result of the mobilisation work, Shramadana 
(volunteer) activities were regularly carried out by the teachers and the parents in 25 preschools, 
including cleaning and fencing, building of temporary kitchens, construction of shoe racks and bag 
hangers and the planting of trees. Additionally, teachers were encouraged to display children’s 
work, making the preschool environment more child-friendly. They have also created learning 
corners. Parents’ corners, water corners or math corners for example can now be found in the 
schools.  


 Welcoming events, cultural events, preschool week, sports events, exhibitions, children’s days, 
children’s markets and tree planting programmes were successfully organised by the committees 
in consultation with parents, community, children and coordinators. The project coached the 
committee members to take the lead in the planning and organisation of the events and establish 
links with government and community resources. All these events – except during preschool week 
-were conducted at least twice in the 25 preschools during the project period with a total 
participation of over 5,000 people. These events were very popular and successful in promoting 
the idea of exercise as recreation and fun. Importantly, these events provided an opportunity to 
promote messages around child protection and the importance of ECCD through banners, leaflets, 
speeches from Child Rights Promoting Officers and Probation Officers. Children were active 
participants in these events, and parents highly appreciated them.  


 Awareness-raising programmes for the community and parents on topics such as the importance 
of preschool, child protection or ‘How to make your child ready for preschool’ were successfully 
organised together with the committees. Attendance varied between 800 and 900 persons. In 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


addition, three street dramas conducted by the Divisional Secretariat of Vadamaratchi East were 
sponsored and facilitated by Tdh with the objective of raising awareness on child protection, the 
elimination of child labour and other form of child abuse.  


 Teachers were helped to create learning corners in the preschools. As a result, sand corners, 
parents’ corners, math corners, water corners and prayer corners can now be found in the 
preschools. In parallel, teachers were encouraged to display the children’s work in the preschool, 
making the preschool environment more child-friendly. 


 A drawing competition for parents, under the subject of ‘Children’s 5 Development Domains’, and 
for youth under ‘Child Protection’ was conducted in the 25 villages. The objective was to raise the 
awareness of the importance of ECCD and child protection and to provide an opportunity to 
parents and youth to compete and show their talents. All the drawings were exhibited in the 
preschools during the Children’s Day celebration, and the best three drawing were selected for a 
prize.  


 Training on ‘preschool systems and the Starting Rights Guidelines’ was conducted by Terre des 
hommes (Tdh) for government field staff working under 5 divisional secretariat in Jaffna and 
Kilinochchi districts. 160 field staffs including the Economic Development Officer, the Samurdhi 
Officer, Midwives, the Public Health Officer and the Grama Niladhari (Village head) participated in 
the training. The aim was to raise awareness of the importance of preschool education and link 
attendees with preschool committees for collaborative actions. Example: The Samurdhi officer 
encourages and involves his / her beneficiaries to clean the preschool environment with the 
preschool parents. 


 Training on child protection was conducted by Tdh for child focus government officers such as the 
Child Rights Protection Officers (CRPO), Probation Officers (PO) and NCPA officers. The training also 
served to improve the likelihood of collaboration between the officers and the ECCDC.  


 Monthly visits of the Medical Officer (MoH) to preschool are now a regular activity following Tdh’s 
lobbying and encouragement. The 25 preschools were visited by the MoH midwives who checked 
children’s physical development, health and hygiene practices. They also conducted an awareness-
raising on ‘the prevention of dengue, safe water, dental care and self-hygiene’. 


Outcome 2:  


 


Preschool teachers 


 Diploma course for 
preschool teachers 


 On the job coaching  


 Recognising the varying level of qualification and training experience of the existing preschool 
teachers, a selection panel comprising the ECCD unit, the Assistant Directors of Education (ADEs) of 
ECCD and Tdh defined common selection criteria. As a result, 47 teachers were identified to 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


are better trained to 
offer quality early 
childhood 
education. 


 Additional trainings on 
topics such as child 
protection including 
corporal punishment and 
child rights, first aid, the 
importance of ECCD, 
movement, games and 
sports, starting rights 
guideline, Olympic themes 
and games, hygiene and 
standard administrative 
forms.    specific topics such 
as child protection, first aid, 
art and craft, Movement 
Games and Sports, hygiene  


 


undertake the 10 month Diploma Course. This included 7 teachers from outside Tdh’s working 
locations at the request of the Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC). During the 
selection process it emerged that some teachers lacked the basic 3 Advanced Level qualifications 
for admission to the Diploma Course. Nine teachers also did not have the minimum 5 Ordinary 
Levels, whilst some teachers had lost records of their qualifications because of the extended 
conflict in the Northern Province. The ECCD unit agreed to include 9 teachers without the 
minimum 5 ‘O’ Levels, provided they passed a literacy test conducted by Aruthal, a training 
institute and government licensed training provider for preschool teachers. These teachers 
attended extra classes to attain the necessary ‘O’ level qualifications. It was also stipulated that 
even though the teachers might pass the Diploma in Early Education, this would not be awarded 
unless they also passed the minimum 5 ‘O’ Levels.  


 A review of available trainings for early education revealed a sector with varying levels and quality 
of curricula and methods. Aruthal was identified as having developed a comprehensive curriculum 
covering key aspects of early years teaching practices. Following discussions on the content and 
agreement on the delivery plan of the Diploma Course, an MoU was signed with Aruthal. The 
Diploma Course was planned to be delivered at weekends, over 10 months, in two semesters. It 
was inaugurated in November 2013 and its curriculum included modules on philosophy and 
principles of early education, teaching methodology, elements of psychosocial theory, health and 
nutrition, language development, education technology, child rights and child protection, lesson 
planning, music and dance, early mathematical experience and classroom management. The 
assessment process included a practice observation, one in each semester, by the training institute 
as well as end of semester examinations to successfully qualify for the Diploma. Monitoring tools 
to capture course attendance and content as well as quality of teaching were developed by Tdh. 
Regular monitoring visits were carried out, along with unannounced visits by Tdh staff. The 
Diploma Course was finally completed in June 2013. All 47 teachers successfully passed their final 
exams in August 2014 including 36 merit passes. In parallel, the 9 teachers who lacked qualification 
without the minimum 5 ‘O’ Levels: all passed in their subject and qualified.  


 Alongside the Diploma Course, the preschool teachers received further training on the importance 
of ECCD, the use of standard administrative forms, art and crafts, Starting Right Guidelines (SRG), 
child protection and child rights, and movement, games and sports. All trainings were provided by 
Tdh resource persons. The art and craft training provided many ideas to carry out creative activities 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


with children using local materials. In carrying out their work, the preschool teachers could count 
on the support of ECCD coordinators who had also been trained by the project.  


 The teachers were trained on a ‘Preschool Olympics Theme’, with the aim of learning and creating 
games for preschool children to play and learn about the Olympic Games.  Teachers coached the 
children in preschool Olympic Games two times a week and the games are now included in the 
preschool sports meet happing every year. This was linked to sports activities in the area, itself the 
result of another Tdh project. Tdh tries, wherever possible, to link its activities in an integrated 
fashion to achieve synergy and the best possible outcomes.  


 36 preschool teachers attended first aid training which was commissioned by Tdh and delivered by 
the Sri Lankan Red Cross. Furthermore, Tdh distributed first aid boxes to the 25 preschools. 


 All the teachers were supported through on the job coaching and helped with applying the Starting 
Right Guideline standards. 


 Tdh distributed bicycles donated by SDC to the preschools. This reduced transportation issues and 
also enabled the preschool teachers, coordinators and members from ECCDC to perform their 
duties of caring for preschool education and routine visits to children and their parents. The 
committees responsible for management and maintenance of the bicycle.   


Outcome 3:  


 


ECDC Committees 
are actively 
supporting the Early 
Childhood 
Development 
Centres to ensure a 
child-friendly and 
protective learning 
environment. 
 


 Awareness raising on the 
importance of early 
childhood development and 
ECCD committees 


 Restructuring the 
Committee 


 Capacity building for ECCD 
Committee members 


 Follow up on the action 
plan development and 
implementation 


 Special events 


 Linkages with government 
and non-government actors 
and services  


 Twenty five ECCD Committees (275 members) were reformed in coordination with the ECCD unit 
and the Zonal Department of Education in March 2014 and January 2015 after the annual general 
meeting. This was based on the new ECCD Constitution that was produced by Tdh and endorsed by 
the ECCD Unit. Mobilisation activities such as refresher sessions on the importance of preschool 
and information about the purpose of the committee and its circular were carried out before the 
reformation and the appointment of new members. The committees were thereafter trained on 
their mandate and the ECCD’s constitution, which explained the structure, their role and 
responsibilities, the SRGs, risk resource mapping, developing an action plan, financial management 
of the ECCDs, the importance of the ECCD committee and child rights and child protection.  As part 
of this process, Tdh helped each ECCDC to develop the preschool’s Mission and Vision as well as 
developing its own letter head, rubber stamp and flag. In addition, the members were trained on 
team building, leadership, positive thinking, communication and conflict resolution, and this 
increased their personal and social skills. The members were provided with on the job coaching 
and support from the Community Trainers (CTs) in order to strengthen their knowledge and skills. 


 Tdh supported the ECCD committees in conducting their monthly meetings, writing minutes, and 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


 Exposure visits following up the action plan development and implementation. Similarly, Tdh conducted 140 
monthly parents meetings and used these to further raise their awareness about the importance of 
early childhood development, children’s development domains, and the importance of parents’ 
participation. 


 180 home visits and considerable discussion were made by Tdh Community Trainers in order to 
mobilise the regular function of the ECCD committees and empower them to mobilise the parents. 
210 home visits were made by the committees. They investigated the causes of pupils’ frequent 
absence from preschools and found ways to assist them to regularly attend class and maintain 
good levels of attendance; visits also encouraged the parents to attend ECCD meetings and other 
activities. Also, the committee conducted regular monthly meetings with parents and involved 
them in preschool activities. This resulted in regular attendance of children and parents 
volunteering their time to maintain the ECCD and help in the organisation of ECCDC events. It also 
led to an increased attendance of parents in monthly meetings with teachers to discuss their 
child’s progress and resulted in an increase in the parents’ participation in ECCD activities.  


 The ECCDC were helped to mobilize government and non-governmental resources through 
conducting a resource mapping exercise, which resulted in the development of an action plan 
focused on community based ECCD in their villages. The ECCDC actively implemented and followed 
up the activities defined in the action plan. As a result, the ECCDCs identified government and non-
government sources of funding from a range of actors including community based organisations 
such as the Rural Development Society, the Women’s Rural Development Society, the Fishermen’s 
Society and Civil Protection Committees, and also the private sector. The committee members 
detailed who would be approached, when and how, and were successful in winning financial and 
material support from the identified sources. For example ECCDCs received grants of almost 
11,000 Swiss Francs from government agencies, from private donations, and from remittances 
from friends and family members overseas. The committee members were also mobilised to target 
public places and important individuals in the town areas in order to raise funds by promoting the 
importance of community based preschool education.  


 Tdh organised 'learning and exposure' visits for ECCD management committees to meet model 
schools management committees in Jaffna and Kilinochchi districts aiming to share their own 
experiences and benefit from the experiences of others and also motivating the members. 220 
members from 25 ECCDCs took part in this activity. These visits furthered the committee members’ 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


understanding of their own potential as they learned about one another’s activities and 
achievements. At the same time, 60 board members from 15 ECCDC supported by World Vision 
visited our preschools with the similar objective.  


 12 ECCD committees organised an outdoor trip for their preschool children to visit some important 
places in Kilinochchi and Jaffna districts. It was a positive experience for all the children and 
parents. Tdh ensured the children’s safeguarding during the trip. 


 Tdh developed a Handbook of Administrative Forms aimed at supporting and providing guidance 
to the committees for the effective administrative management of the preschools. This manual 
was officially launched in March 2015. The committee members were coached on how to use the 
manual and practice the standard formats.  


 All the preschools committees were mobilised to accomplish painting attractive pictures on the 
preschools wall. The paints were donated by SDC, and the pictures were drawn by local artist 
identified by the committees.  


 The findings of the Knowledge, Attitude and Practices (KAP) survey were shared with 126 
committee members, coordinators and ADEs. 


 A visibility board stating the importance of ECCDC and their role and responsibilities is in place in 
all the preschool premises.       


Outcome 4:  


 


Preschool 
coordinators are 
better skilled to 
ensure that 
‘Starting Right’ 
standards are 
implemented and 
maintained. 


Capacity building of 
Coordinators and  Assistant 
Directors of Education ECCD 


 As a first step, Tdh supported the ECCD Unit to recruit 12 preschool teachers and 3 ECCD 
Coordinators in order to meet the standard set by the SRG in the targeted preschools. Thereafter, 
2 two days of training were organised for the ECCD Coordinators and the Assistant Directors of 
Education, ECCD. Training topics included the Starting Right Guidelines, developing an ECCD 
constitution, conflict resolution and non-violent communication. During these trainings, the job 
descriptions for both positions (Coordinator and Assistant Director) were developed and approved 
by the Unit. Tdh also designed a standard monitoring tool to assist the Coordinators in their work 
of supporting the preschools in complying with the Starting Right Guidelines. The tool was finalised 
during the training and is now used by the Coordinators of the Northern Province during their 
monthly visits to the preschools. In the field, the 10 Coordinators’ capacity was further 
strengthened by regular one to one coaching.  


 Based on the review of the existing formats and tools in relation to preschool administration and 
the Starting Rights Guidelines, a manual on Standard Preschool Administrative Formats was 
developed by Tdh in collaboration with the director of the ECCD Unit, the Assistant Director of 
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Outcomes  Activities Progress 
 


ECCD (ADE) and the preschool coordinators. It was applied after an official launch in all the 
preschools of the Northern Province followed by a Training of Trainers (TOT) training of the 
coordinators 


 Tdh provided the teachers with specific trainings on topics such as art and crafts, SRG, child 
protection - including corporal punishment and alternatives and child rights - movement, games 
and sports, first aid, and the importance of ECCD. As a result of these training, the teachers gained 
an improved understanding of child protection and ECCD, and established good links with the 
relevant officers from the government, and are more confident in providing first aid to the children 
in need. 


 Tdh facilitated meeting between parents, ECCDC members, coordinators and relevant government 
official such as and Child Rights Promoting Officers, Midwives, Public Health Inspectors (PHI),  
Economic Development Officers and Samurdhi Officers. The meeting was led by the coordinators 
and aimed to improve children’s developmental activities and increase relationships and 
collaboration among the actors. As a result, the teachers reported an increased support of 
preschool coordinators in discussions about child development and child protection with parents 
and an increase in the maintenance of development and health records. These three activities 
enabled early detection of problems with the child’s health and development. More visits were 
made by preschool coordinators together with the health officer and Child Rights Promoting 
Officer to the preschools. This was an important change as Preschool coordinators monitor the 
implementation of the SRG and provide technical support. This mechanism ensured the standards 
were consistently being met. More, visits of Health Officers were an important resource for 
teachers; teachers and coordinators shared the child’s health record and minor health issues were 
resolved quickly. Regular monitoring facilitated the mobilisation of health services where 
necessary. 


 







2. Constraints and challenges that affected project implementation (some are common 
across the projects).  


 


 One of the main challenges faced by the project was the increasing trend for preschool teachers 
to be employed and paid by the Civil Security Department (CSD), part of the Sri Lankan military. 
There remain significant financial incentives: whereas the Ministry of Education pays 3,000 LKR 
(22 CHF) per month, the CSD will pay 30,000 LKR (148 CHF). It is difficult for individuals to resist 
this.  
 


 In return, there is an unstated assumption that teachers will report to the CSD on community 
matters that may interest them. A Civil Affairs Office (CAO) is established by the military in each 
village. An officer from the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) is attached with this CAO. 
The teachers attached to the CSD (through their salaries) are in this way they are linked with the 
CID. This is one example of military’s infiltration of public life.  
 


 Tdh lobbied the ECCD Unit to take the lead in addressing the teachers’ salary issue and restore 
Ministry employment of the teachers. We are pleased to note that The Northern Provincial 
Council increased the teachers’ salaries by 1,000 LKR from April 2015 as a temporary solution. 
Furthermore, in January 2015, a statute regarding the strengthening of the ECCD system in the 
Northern Province - including increasing teachers’ salaries – was recommended by the ECCD unit 
and certified by the Honourable Governor of the Province. We still await the final approval from 
the Provincial Council. If and when approved, the salary of the teachers will be increased from 
3,000.00 to 6,000 LKR. However, at the national level a long term solution has yet to be found 
though the GoSL is in the process of developing a national action policy for the ECCD. 
 


 Another main challenge encountered by the management committees was fundraising. The fund 
rising plan, developed by the committees did not work well until February 2015 in many 
locations due to the monsoon and floods and unseasonal employment (fishing, cultivation / 
agriculture) which kept the committee members busy. Finally, this issue was managed through 
two new approaches. First, we made an individual review of the existing plan of each committee 
and found what went well and what did not work so well and developed alternative strategies 
from our findings. For example we introduced external funding opportunities through the 
preschool week, which included activities such as selling lottery tickets and flags and sending 
grant request letters to shops and business people and children and parents markets. By this 
activity, the members were motivated and raised a good amount of money. Another example 
was the creation by 4 preschools of a Facebook presence designed to reach and raise money 
from people living abroad. Also, at the government level, Tdh facilitated a direct meeting 
between the officers from Zonal Education and the ECCD unit and well-wishers (shop owners and 
businessmen) and managed to win some assistance from them. For example, seven preschools 
received electricity connections, three preschools were fenced with stone walls and donations of 
exercise books and drink bottles were made. However, for some locations such Poonakary, a 
village in a remote rural area, this proved to be too ambitious.  
 


 Unannounced monitoring visits by Tdh in October 2014 revealed shortfalls in the quality of 
teaching methods of the Diploma classes. Since the resource persons from Aruthal are mostly 
school teachers, they used lecturing teaching methods rather than interactive teaching methods. 
Furthermore, the curriculum of the course was found to be mostly theoretical, with very little 
practical exercise to guide or support the teachers how to teach children in an engaging manner. 
These shortfalls were discussed with Aruthal, the partner institution, and the following actions 
were agreed for January 2015: (1), Conduct a review on the curriculum and focus more on 
practical and in-service teaching; (2), Train the resource persons on interactive teaching methods 
and a non-formal education methodology. However, these actions were not implemented as 
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planned as Aruthal was not prepared and busy with a quality assessment of ECCD centres in the 
Northern Province and also completing the on-going diploma course. Therefore it was agreed 
that Aruthal would follow the actions in January 2016. Moreover, the capacity of Aruthal was 
strengthened in order to fulfil Tdh requirements in terms of reporting. Tdh also provided 
technical support to Aruthal in the development of its own Child Protection Policy. However, this 
policy has not been applied so far due to what we perceive to be a lack of interest and capacity 
of Aruthal in the field of Child Protection.  
 


 Social issues such as the application of a caste and hierarchical systems influenced the proper 
functioning of some management committees. This was addressed through common events such 
as meetings and the delegation of responsibility among the committee members in organising 
and coordinating activities. We also found that providing meals in the preschools on a rotational 
basis also helped bring people together and increased the coordination between parents. 
Furthermore, we trained the members on team building, leadership and conflict resolution. The 
training really helped to change the attitudes of some members of the committee who we found 
difficult to manage earlier.  


 


3. Progress in achieving the outcomes 
 
Tdh is pleased to report that the project made a significant impact and was in almost every regard a 
success, as defined by its attainment of its expected results and indicators. Thanks to this success, 
492 children, 47 teachers, 10 coordinators, 25 ECCDC and 842 parents benefited from the project.   
 
The significant impact of the project was verified by the findings of a Knowledge Transfer / 
Capitalisation review of the project commissioned by Tdh and SDC. This exercise was led by a team 
from the Centre for Poverty Analysis (CEPA), which is a local NGO. The findings are very positive in 
terms of impact and sustainability. 
 
There were four final expected outcomes.  


 
Final Outcome 1: Preschools are adequately equipped to provide a safe child-friendly learning 
environment. 
 
The result was met. The post KAP survey findings reveal that the preschool environments are child-
friendly and encourage a sense of joy, safety, love and acceptance among the children. Parents, 
teachers and community members are more engaged in the work of the preschools and working 
better together for their success.  The survey also finds an increase in the levels of knowledge, as well 
as positive shifts in attitudes and an increased application of good practice among the parents and 
teachers, particularly in relation to their involvement in the ECCDC, children’s school attendance, 
child protection and water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) practices. 
 
Preschool compounds are more attractive, have been cleaned and made safe with traditional fences, 
the result of the structural and process factors1 that were built into the preschools, while the 
interiors are liberally decorated with arts and crafts created by the children and the teachers. 
Cleaning items, children’s kits and age appropriate learning material were provided and are much 
appreciated. In particular, the learning materials provided considerable excitement to the children 
and enhanced their learning as they were able to play and learn with different objects. All children 


                                            
1 Espinosa L M (2002). High Quality Preschool: Why We Need it and What it Looks Like. National Institute of Early Education Research, 
Preschool Policy Matters, Issue 1. Preschool programmes are typically rated on two dimensions of quality—process and structure. The 
interactions, activities, materials, learning opportunities, and health and safety routines are observed and rated as a measure of process 
quality. The second dimension, structural quality, includes the size of each group of children, the adult-child ratio, and the education and 
training of the teachers and staff.  
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whom we met mentioned that they like the school, pictures and playing with toys. The participative 
teaching methods adopted by the preschool teachers ensure that there is communication 
throughout the day and play based activities keep the attention of preschools students on classroom 
activities. The preschool also provide various corners including for creativity, mathematics, sand and 
dressing that stimulates the varying interests of different children. The class sizes were maintained 
within the ratio of 20 students per teacher, with at least two teachers per school. This ensured that 
the teacher paid sufficient attention to each individual child’s requirements and development needs. 
The result is seen in over 85 percent attendance amongst children between the ages of 4 and 5 
whilst, the attendance rates of 3 years old children ranged between 70 to 80 percent. However 
parents are mindful of the absence of their children from school. The fact that parents inform 
teachers of the absence of their child is an indication of the importance that community places on 
preschool education.  
 
However, in the preschools close to urban areas Tdh found that parents pressure teachers to teach 
reading and writing because of external requirements such as entrance examinations for primary 
schools. In addition, as some of non-Tdh supported preschools are teaching literacy and numeracy, 
our preschool teachers’ own desire to ensure that their children are not left behind in primary 
schools resulted in them teaching reading and writing to 5 year old children in their last terms. 
According to the Sri Lankan education system, entrance primary school is not subject to examination 
results. As a consequence of this, children traditionally learned to read and write in the first year of 
primary school. Tdh advocated for adherence to the rule of non-tested admission to primary school 
so that preschools could focus on creative learning rather than formal education. The ECCD 
provincial forum and the ECCD Unit pressed this argument to the Northern Ministry of Education but, 
regrettably, this was not taken seriously by the Ministry and has not been followed up or monitored 
by the Unit. 
 
Hygiene habits and nutrition practices improved in the preschools and ensured the good health of 
the children. It was found, too, that children insist on following the same hygiene practices at home. 
The link between preschools and the MoH was strengthened. The children benefited from the 
regular monthly health clinics conducted by the MoH and were provided with supplementary food. 
Overall, 90% of the children always drink safe water in the preschools and at home.  
 
At the end of the project, 91% of the parents and teachers are aware of the importance of the ECCD, 
and believed that preschool education is beneficial for the child’s development. Greater awareness 
of child protection has been created among the wider community. Links between the relevant 
government child protection officials and ECCDC were improved. Awareness about child protection 
duty bearers’ responsibilities and the need to report protection concerns improved significantly 
while the number of child protection cases dropped significantly across all categories. It is possible 
that this indicates a reduction in abusive practices. According to the KAP survey finding, the corporal 
punishment category (12.2%, n=6), which featured as the highest number of cases the respondents 
knew or had heard about in the baseline survey dropped significantly with 22.2% of teachers 
reporting no knowledge of such cases compared to the 10.2% reported in the base line survey.  
 
The ECCDCs are well aware of the government’s available resources and feel confident to contact 
them as and when required.  
 
Overall, the ECCD committees have shown ownership of the issue of early childhood care and 
development. The project worked at empowering the ECCD committees to mobilise parents. This 
resulted in parents volunteering their time to maintain the ECCD and help in the organisation of 
ECDC events. It also led to an increased attendance of parents in monthly meetings with teachers to 
discuss their child’s progress. Overall, the financial contribution of parents increased over the course 
of the project. Almost 12,000 Swiss Francs was contributed by parents from January 2014 to July 
2015.  
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In one word, the preschools are considered and described as model preschools by the ECCD Unit, 
Assistant Directors of the ECCD and coordinators, and are visited by various actors including local 
and international NGOs to learn from our success.  
 
Final Outcome 2: Preschool teachers are better trained to offer quality early childhood education. 


 
The result was met. A Diploma Course in early education was launched in November 2013 for 47 
preschools teachers. All 47 teachers successfully passed their final exams in August 2014 including 
36 merit passes. In parallel, an institution was identified to conduct the Ordinary Level (O/L) back up 
class for the 9 teachers who lacked a qualification in mathematics: all got a pass in the subject. 


 
At the preschool level, significant improvements were observed in teachers’ knowledge, attitudes 
and practices. Teaching became more structured through lesson plans. In the baseline survey the 
preschool teachers were mainly aware of the physical development area 67.3%/n=33). Interestingly, 
not a single teacher was able to name all five developmental domains. In the post project survey all 
teachers named all 5 developments and had an increased knowledge about them, which is 
significant as it supports the teachers to ensure that lessons plans reflect the promotion of 
children’s development in these areas. Furthermore, in the base line survey only 4% (n=2) of the 
interviewed teachers were fully aware of the Starting Right Guidelines. This finding resulted in the 
project team training the teachers on the SRG to ensure that the standards were met. This was 
done through one to one coaching and support by the Tdh team and by the training of the ECCD 
committee members on the SRG. Success is reflected in the post survey findings which show a 
significant increase in the number of teachers reporting awareness of the SRG. This awareness 
about the standards was also translated into practice. More interactive teaching was also observed, 
with an improved balance between indoor and outdoor activities. Learning corners were established 
in each preschool and children were encouraged to express themselves through free play. Thanks to 
the provision of considerable learning material to preschools and training on using the materials 
and creating new games, the teachers created various new games and developed children’s skills 
though play. In addition, the teachers are more creative in using local and waste material and 
developing their own resources for play activities.  


 
The teachers are also assisted to carry out their administrative tasks which led to a significant 
improvement in the quality of the documentation such as lesson plans and children’s records. 
Noticeable changes were observed in the children as they began to display better social skills, 
increased concentration during class and improved participation. For example, children could share 
information about parents, family members and relatives and they are not fearful of adults close to 
the family or school and know about cultural and traditional events, get along well with other 
children and adults, work in small group with one or two children and take care of younger 
students. 
 
Further, the teachers have an improved understanding of child protection, and have established 
good links with the relevant officers from the government, and feel more confident to provide first 
aid to the children in need.  


 
Final Outcome 3: Early Child Development Committees are actively supporting the Early Childhood 
Development Centres to ensure a child-friendly and protective learning environment for children. 


 
The result was met. The project successfully empowered 25 ECCD committees to fulfil their 
mandates. Each committee was either reactivated or reenergised and reconstituted. Their 
leadership was strengthened through training and support from Tdh and their management was 
improved. Further, the committees increased their knowledge of their funding entitlements, 
developed relationships with duty bearers within divisional and districts as well as parents and 
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community based and non-governmental organisation. There is now a far greater understanding of 
both entitlement and responsibility on the part of the ECCD committees’ management, a much 
better engagement of the committees with the parents and community, and a range of stakeholder 
and duty bearers such as the Medical Office of Health, the Municipal Council, the Divisional 
Secretariat and with hospitals, education services, the Ceylon Electricity Board and with Probation 
departments. Each ECCDC developed their preschool’s Mission and Vision statements and 
displayed them in preschools. They also developed their own letter heads, rubber stamp and flags. 


 
The project was also able to change the perception of what it means to be a member of the 
preschool management committee. It is no longer seen as a burden but rather as an honour, a way 
of contributing to the development and future of the children in the community. Participation in the 
management committee has increased, and members display leadership and greater initiative. 
Thanks to the development of the administrative manual and its common forms, the ECCDCs 
improved management effectiveness through the systematisation of information.  For example, the 
committees now conduct monthly meetings regularly and maintain proper and structured meeting 
minutes, during which they follow up on the action points from the previous month and as defined 
in their action plan. Most of the actions planned in 2014 and 2015 were successfully achieved by the 
committees. They also agreed the monthly fee, in consultation with the parents, who are collecting 
the fee regularly. Where a family is not able to pay, the committee may take the lead in discussing 
the issue with the parents to find a solution. For example the committee linked vulnerable families 
with livelihood supports and 10 families benefited from a Tdh livelihood support project. Moreover, 
the committees improved their organisational abilities, illustrated by their arranging for the special 
events such as Volunteering Day, Sports Meets, Children’s Day and cultural events.  


 
The KAP survey report shows positive shifts in parents’ and committee members’ knowledge about 
child development, child rights and protection. In the post project survey all the parents and 
committee members were able to name at least four of the developmental domains with significant 
increases in awareness about emotional, social and moral development, areas that were 
recommended for special attention in the baseline survey. During the project cycle the ECCD 
committees reported 51 child protection cases to the duty bearers and Tdh, and these were 
followed up and ensured an appropriate response by the Probation Officer and Child Rights 
Promoting Officer.  


 
Parents’ involvement in the preschools was improved, measured by their contribution money, 
providing or preparing meals and their increased attendance at preschool related meetings, and 
their support to the preschools through volunteer services, contributing fees and meals and 
participation in training. According to the KAP survey report, the number of parents reporting full 
support to the ECCDC rose from 38.6% to 83.77%. This is an impressive increase. The overall 
coordination between teachers, ECCDC members and parents was observed to be excellent. 


  


Thanks to the consistent fund raising activities facilitated by Tdh, the ECCD committees were able to 
collect 22,335 Swiss Francs (LKR 3,082,256) from various actors. This includes 11,578 Swiss Francs 
(LKR 1,597,746) from parents and community contributions, 9,062 Swiss Francs from government (9 
ECCDC received financial support from the government ranging from 36 to 3,623 Swiss Francs) and 
1,695 Swiss Francs (LKR 233,900) from private donations and from remittances from friends and 
family members overseas. This money was mainly used for electricity connections, wall paintings 
with pictures, fencing and special events. The level of contribution reflects the integration and 
increasing role of the ECCDC members in their communities and the appreciation of community 
members and government officers towards the efforts carried out by committee members to 
improve the ECCD in their villages. It is to note that 4 preschools have created a Facebook presence 
to reach people living abroad to raise funds. Furthermore, this activity substantially improved the 
relationship between ECCDC members and government officers and other key actors at the 
community level, although further mobilisation is needed to secure their long-term involvement. 
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Final Outcome 4: Preschool coordinators are better skilled to ensure that ‘Starting Right’ standards 
are implemented and maintained. 


 
The outcome was met. Tdh supported the ECCDU in recruiting 12 preschool teachers and 3 ECCD 
Coordinators in order to meet the standard set by the SRG in the targeted preschools. Thanks to the 
development of job descriptions for Coordinators and Assistant Directors of ECCD by Tdh in 
collaboration with the ECCD unit, the Coordinators and ADEs are now clear about their roles and 
responsibilities and better skilled at carrying out their duties. Tdh designed - and the ECCD Unit 
approved - a set of monitoring tools that helped the Coordinators in their work of supporting the 
preschools in complying with the Starting Right Guidelines. The tool is now used by all the 
Coordinators of the Northern Province during their monthly visits to the preschools. In the field, the 
Coordinators’ capacity is strengthened by regular one to one coaching. Collaboration between 
Coordinators and the committees, the teachers and the relevant government officers has widely 
improved. The Coordinators make occasional visits to preschools to attend meetings, special events, 
guide teachers and exchange information. The teachers are also aware of the role of Coordinators 
and services available from the Ministry of Education and they maintain regular contact. This 
improved collaboration contributes to increased teachers’ capacity and the quality of services. 
Finally, the project’s main achievements also include the development of the manual of standard 
administrative forms for management committees and coordinators, which was applied after an 
official launch in all the preschools of the Northern Province followed by a ToT training to the 
Coordinators. The manual was developed in accordance with the intentions and requirements set 
by the Starting Right Guidelines. 


 


4. Learning points (common to the projects) 
 
 We find that only when early childhood development is included within the Ministry of Education 


mainstream is it likely to receive the attention (including planning, staffing, goal setting, 
monitoring and financing) that it deserves. ECCD remains an underappreciated resource to the 
people of Sri Lanka, though there are signs that this is changing for the better.  


 The role of the military in ECCD, particularly their de facto employment of teachers, is insidious, 
being corrosive to community development. We find that a common system of employing and 
paying teachers under a Ministry of Education mandate is the best solution.  


 It is important to lobby for joint planning between government including MoE, the Probation 
Department, the MoH, the National Child Protection Authority (NCPA), the Samurdhi and 
Community Based Organisations (CBO) and NGOs to improve wider community level 
understanding and participation of the project for increased coordination and sustainability of 
the preschools. To achieve this, it is important to reactivate the existing formal divisional and 
Zonal ECCD forums. This forum will enable the ECCD actors to introduce their projects and 
identify possible collaboration with others. A mapping exercise can be done by this forum to 
understand who is doing what and their contact details. Furthermore, a pool of resource person 
can be identified to develop and deliver standard trainings on ECCD across the districts.    


 Research could be carried out to assist in improving ECCD work and the sector’s performance. 
For instance there is lack of research in Sri Lanka related to the impact of preschool education on 
educational achievement in later classes, and the evidence used to justify preschools in Sri Lanka, 
largely comes from outside of Sri Lanka.  


 Links between ECCD committee and existing child protection systems need to be strengthened in 
order to improve coordination and to plan common actions. Tdh is playing a part to promote 
this. Earlier, we conducted training to the committees alone, and explained to them the work of 
the government and the role of the officers. Later, Tdh arranged the involvement of the 
Probation Officer (PO) and / or the Chid Rights Promoting Officer (CRPO) as a co-trainer. This 
builds better understanding and relationships and coordination between all parties.  
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 We note the ECCD committee parents / members whose members we trained and whose 
capacity we built, will leave the committee when their own children leave for primary school. We 
must avoid beginning all over again when parents leave – in short, this system is unsustainable. 
As a strategy to address this gap, we have trained the teachers, Coordinators and field level 
government staff (GN, Samurdhi Officer, midwife, etc.) on the constitution of ECCD committee, 
encouraging community members with good education qualification to participate in the ECCD 
activities, and training and supporting the new committee members on their management and 
function. We must also give thought to allowing and encouraging parents to stay on the 
committee even when their own child has left the preschool.  


 There is an advantage in visiting other centres to exchange knowledge and learn lessons.  


 The community can engage ECCD Committees to identify local artists to contribute to ECCD 
activities by, for example, using local resources to make musical instruments from coconut shells 
and animals made from sea shells.  


 The handing over to the incoming ECCD Committee and provision of requisite knowledge to the 
incoming Committee be included in the in the Action Plan of each preschool.  


 Capacity building at community level remains central to realisation of the project goals 


 The handing over and provision of the necessary knowledge to the incoming ECCD Committee 
members should be included in the Action Plan of each preschool. 


 A standard training manual can be developed by the ECCD unit and rolled out through training 
the coordinators to train preschools teachers and the ECCD management committees. 


 
Soosaithasan Arulanantham (Thashan) and Geoff Cordell  
July 2015 
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Project success measured against the logical framework 
 
Intervention logic Indicators Indicator’s measurement by end 


of the project 
Remarks 


Aim 
 
Improved preschool 
education, safety and 
protection of 500 war 
affected children through 
capacity building of early 
childhood development 
centres and strengthening 
of community based child 
protection mechanisms 


 
 
No indicators were identified at 
this level in the project proposal.  


  
 
The project achieved its success and improved preschool education, 
safety and protection of 492 war affected children 
 
 


Final Outcome  1 
 
Preschools are adequately 
equipped to provide a safe 
child-friendly learning 
environment. 
 


 
 
25 preschool environments 
reflect standards of ‘Starting 
Right’ guidelines for furnishing 
and learning materials. 


 
 
Met. The 25 preschool 
environments have become child-
friendly, with the active 
participation of the parents, the 
teachers and the community 
members.  


 
 
25 preschools are fully equipped with play and learning materials. 
Preschools compounds have been attractive, cleaned and made safe 
with traditional fences. 
 
St. Mary’s preschool was replaced by Vettukaddu Luxmi preschool in 
January 2015.  


Final Outcome 2 
 
Preschool teachers are 
better trained to offer 
quality early childhood 
education  


 
 
At least 45 preschool teachers 
pursuing and successfully 
completing the ECDC Diploma 
course. 


 
 
Met. 47 teachers successfully 
passed their final ECCD 
examination and graduated.   
 


 
 
The Diploma Course was delivered at weekends, over 10 months, in two 
semesters. Its curriculum included modules on philosophy and the 
principles of early education, teaching methodology, elements of 
psychosocial theory, health and nutrition, language development, 
education technology, child rights and child protection, lesson planning, 
music and dance, early mathematical experience and classroom 
management. 


At least 45 teachers demonstrate 
increased knowledge of child 
rights and child protection   


Met. All the teachers have more 
knowledge on child rights and 
child protection.    


Overall KAP survey results show that messages about child rights and 
child protection, including those promoting alternatives to corporal 
punishment and raising knowledge levels child abuse, were successful in 
shifting some teachers’ beliefs. This was achieved through training on 
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Intervention logic Indicators Indicator’s measurement by end 
of the project 


Remarks 


child rights and child protection including alternatives to corporal 
punishment and child protection awareness raising activities. It resulted 
in teachers reporting significantly improved knowledge about the duties 
and responsibilities of the government’s duty bearers. In the post 
project survey a higher number of teachers reported awareness of the 
National Child Protection Authority, Child rights Protection Officers, 
police, and the Grama Niladhari.  


At least 45 teachers demonstrate 
positive changes in terms of 
knowledge, attitude and 
practices in the way childcare 
providers work with children. 


Met. Teachers’ behaviour and 
practices, in terms of teaching 
methods or communication and 
interpersonal skills, were 
improved. Teachers gained 
confidence, improved their 
capacity and are therefore able 
to offer an improved quality of 
early education. 


According to the post KAP survey, positive shifts are reported in 
attitudes about learning through play based activities, reporting child 
abuse and WASH. Behavioural change is seen in improved teaching 
practices, particularly in the development of lesson plans and learning 
corners reflecting the promotion of a child’s growth in the five 
developmental domains. The most significant improvement was in 
awareness about the Starting Right Guidelines (SRG). These guidelines 
provide the framework for minimum standards for Early Childhood 
Development Centres and teaching practices and the project’s success 
in working with teachers to implement them was a major achievement. 
In summary, the post KAP survey report finds that the project was 
effective in facilitating significant positive change in the knowledge, 
attitudes and practices of stakeholders that were identified in the 
baseline survey and that this has improved the learning environment for 
children attending preschool.  


500 children will benefit from 
play based and interactive 
education by end of the project 
period. 


Met. 492 children benefitted 
from play based and interactive 
education.  


All teachers were trained on play based and interactive education and 
provided with the necessary materials to conduct various activities for 
children. New games were created by using local resources for play 
based activities. 


500 children display greater 
social skills by end of the project 
period. 


Met. 492 children have improved 
social skills and demonstrate 
them in a variety of ways within 
and outside the school 
environment.  


A child development record was developed and introduced through 
‘training The purpose of this record is to record quarterly the 
development of individual children - including social skills - and identify 
difficulties or areas where the child needs additional support. It enables 
the monitoring of each child’s progress in order to ensure the child is 
provided with the support and stimulation s/he needs for developing 
their skills. Regarding social skills, we found that children could share 
information about parents, family members, and relatives. They are not 
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Intervention logic Indicators Indicator’s measurement by end 
of the project 


Remarks 


fearful of adults close to the family or school and know about special, 
culture and traditional events , get along  well with other children and 
adults, work in small group with one or two children and take care of 
younger children. 


Final Outcome 3  
 
Early Child Development 
Committees are actively 
supporting the Early 
Childhood Development 
Centres to ensure a child-
friendly and protective 
learning environment for 
children 


350 households contributing to 
CDC fees and meals by end of the 
project period. 


Met. 400 households contributed 
fees and 492 households 
contributed meals.  


Parents’ financial contribution increased in the last six month of the 
project compared to the previous months. Almost 12,000 Swiss Francs 
was contributed by parents from January 2014 to July 2015. Also poor 
families were identified and linked with livelihood actors and 10 families 
were supported through a Tdh livelihood project.  


25 ECDC Committees created / 
reactivated by the end of the 
project.  


Met. 25 ECCD committees 
created.  


The project successfully empowered 25 ECCD committees to fulfil their 
mandates. Each committee was either reactivated or reconstituted. 
Their leadership was strengthened through training and support from 
Tdh and their management was improved. Further, the committees 
increased their knowledge of their funding entitlements, developed 
relationships with duty bearers.  


50% of mothers/fathers more 
involved in the education of their 
children 


Met. More than 80% of mothers / 
fathers are more involved in the 
education of their children.  


According to the KAP survey report, the number of parents reporting 
full support to the ECCDC rose from 38.6% to 83.77%. This is an 
impressive increase in the number of parents interested and actively 
involved in supporting the ECCDC to fulfil its responsibilities. The overall 
coordination between teachers, ECCDC members and parents was 
observed to be excellent. Mostly mothers are actively involved in 
preschool activities such as participating in ECCD committee activities, 
trainings, meetings, voluntary activities organising special events and 
contributing fees and meals. 


25 ECDC committees indicate 
clear links and agreements with 
local protection actors and 
support systems 


Met. 25 committees are linked 
with local protection and health 
actors. 


ECDC committees are aware of the protection and health systems and 
available resources at community and government level. Child 
protection cases are identified and referred to the probation 
department. Midwives and Public Health Inspectors attend the 
preschools. More visits were made by preschool coordinators together 
with the health officer (Midwife) and Child Rights Promoting Officer to 
the preschools. The health officer visits were an important resource for 
teachers. Teachers and coordinators shared the child’s health record 
and minor health issues resolved quickly and regular monitoring 
facilitated the mobilisation of health services where necessary. The 
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Intervention logic Indicators Indicator’s measurement by end 
of the project 


Remarks 


children benefited from the regular monthly health clinics conducted by 
the MoH and are being provided with supplementary food. 


50% of identified protection 
cases are referred by the 
community to duty bearers.  


Met. 51 cases referred identified 
and referred to Probation 
Department. 


The cases are classified into the following four categories:  physical 
abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse or neglect. The CP data base 
notes that of the 61 cases, 70% were classified as neglect (particularly 
school drop outs and children with no birth certificate and poor caring), 
28% were cases of physical abuse and 12% were medical issues. No 
sexual abuse cases were reported. All the cases were followed up and 
ensured an appropriate response by the Probation Officer and Child 
Rights Promoting Officer.  


25 ECDC committees 
demonstrate greater  autonomy 
in organising fund raising 
activities 


Met. All ECCDC received financial 
support from parents and 
community members, (12, 000 
Swiss Francs), private donations 
and from remittances from 
friends and family members 
overseas (1,700 Swiss Francs). 
Nine ECCDCs received financial 
support from the government, 
ranging from 36 to 3, 623 Swiss 
Francs. 
 
   


A fund rising plan was developed, implemented and individually 
reviewed by the committees to discover what went well and what did 
go well and to find alternative strategies. One such alternative strategy, 
for example, was the development of external funding opportunities 
through the ‘Preschool Week’. Through this activity, the members were 
motivated and raised good money. At the same time, meetings with 
government officers from the Zonal Education and the ECCD Unit and 
with well-wishers such as shop owners and business people were 
arranged which resulted in donations. Money raised in this way was 
used to pay for electricity connections to seven preschools, the stone 
perimeter fencing of three preschools exercise books and drink bottles. 
However, for some locations like Poonakary, it was too ambitious to 
expect them to fundraise since they are from a remote village location 
and most of the committee members are uneducated.  


25 ECDC committees have an 
action plan for running their 
ECDC at the end of the project. 


Met. 24 ECCD committees 
developed action plans for 2014 
and 2015.  
 


Committees were mobilised to identify resources. Based on a resource 
mapping exercise an action plan was developed. 24 ECCD committees 
adhered to it and achieved most of the planned activities in 2014 
(except fund raising targets). They enjoyed an improved relationship 
and collaboration with ECCD unit and CBOs. The 2015 plan is being 
implemented successfully. Most of the plan is already achieved 
including fund raising.  


Final Outcome 4 
Preschool Coordinators are 
better skilled to ensure that 


10 preschool coordinators 
demonstrate increased  
knowledge and skills  in carrying 


Met. 10 ECCD coordinators are 
now clear about their role and 
responsibilities and better skilled 


The tool is now used by all the Coordinators of the Northern Province 
during their monthly visits to the preschools. In the field, our 10 
coordinators’ capacity was strengthened by regular one to one 
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Intervention logic Indicators Indicator’s measurement by end 
of the project 


Remarks 


‘Starting Right’ standards 
are implemented and 
maintained. 


out their role and responsibilities to carry out their duties. coaching. Collaboration between coordinators and the committees, the 
teachers and the relevant government officers has widely improved. A 
manual of standard administrative forms for management committees 
and coordinators was developed and being practice in the province 
followed by a ToT training. 


 


 


 






Sheet1

		

		Name of Beneficiary :								CASH FOR HOUSING PROJECT NORTHERN SRI LANKA																Start Date of Program         :

		Registration No         :								Material & Labour Recording Sheet																Actual Date of Completion :

		S.No		Description		Unit		Quantity Required & Used for

								Foundation				S.Structure				Roof				Plaster & W.Wash				Floor & Opening				Toilet				Total

								Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used		Reqrd.		Used

		I		Material Component

		1		Cement		Bag		39.11				64.46				1.77				32.52				19.30				19.02				176.18

		2		Sand		Cube		1.97				4.19				0.10				1.38				0.85				1.02				9.51

		3		Rubble (6'' x 9'')		Cube		5.82				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				0.43				6.25

		4		Metal (3/4'')		Cube		0.34				2.02								- 0				- 0				0.32				2.68

		5		Metal (1'')		Cube		0.50				- 0				- 0				- 0				0.93				0.38				1.81

		6		D.P.C. Tar		Ltr		8.64				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				8.64

		7		Tor bar (10mm)		No		18.00				21.50				- 0				- 0				- 0				7.00				46.50

		8		Tor Bar (12mm)		No		- 0				1.50				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				1.50

		9		Mild Steel (6mm)		No		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0

		10		Binding Wire		Kg		- 0				0.50								- 0				- 0				0.25				0.75

		11		Ridge Plate		Lft		- 0				- 0				28.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				28.00

		12		Wall Plate		Lft		- 0				- 0				56.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				56.00

		13		Timber Rafters ( 15')		No		- 0				- 0				36.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				36.00

		14		Timber Reapers		Lft		- 0				- 0				986.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				986.00

		15		Wood Preservative		Lft		- 0				- 0				17.08				- 0				- 0				- 0				17.08

		16		Nails (2'', 4'')		Kg		- 0				- 0				4.27				- 0				- 0				- 0				4.27

		17		Calicut Pattern Tiles		No		- 0				- 0				1,068.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				1,068.00

		18		Ridge Tiles		No		- 0				- 0				22.00				- 0				- 0				- 0				22.00

		19		Door Frame and Sashes		No		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				2.00				- 0				2.00

		20		Window Frame and Sashes		No		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				2.00				- 0				2.00

		21		Lime		Kg		- 0				- 0				- 0				66.84				- 0				- 0				66.84

		22		Blue		Kg		- 0				- 0				- 0				0.47				- 0				- 0				0.47

		23		Yellow Ochre		Kg		- 0				- 0				- 0				0.47				- 0				- 0				0.47

		II		Labour Component																												- 0

		1		Carpenter		Day						2.00				17.08				- 0				- 0				- 0				19.08

		2		Mason		Day		20.53				30.64				1.08				22.86				6.11				9.54				90.76

		3		Painter		Day		- 0				- 0				- 0				3.74				- 0				- 0				3.74

		4		Labourer		Day		42.61				62.47				19.09				38.77				16.11				26.76				205.81
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		SDC Jaffna

		Travelling & Accomodation Claim

		Name :

		Period of Visit :

		Description		Dates		No. Of Days		Accommodation		Travel		Total

		Total										- 0
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OFF-AUGUST, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		AUGUST, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		12.08.2015		2933						83.115		7,895.92		17,245.82		95

		24.08.2015		49431						98.42		9,349.90				95

												- 0				95

												- 0

		06.08.2015		2468						95.04		9,028.80		18,980.81		95

		24.08.2015		49413						104.758		9,952.01				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

		03.08.2015		49757						63.668		6,048.46		25,722.30		95

		07.08.2015		2607						30.31		2,879.45				95

		21.08.2015		49334						64.895		6,165.03				95

		28.06.2015		49724						68.805		6,536.48				95

		31.08.2015		49967						43.083		4,092.88				95

												- 0

												- 0

		03.08.2015		49758						42.735		4,059.83		22,997.98		95

		07.08.2015		2735						66.235		6,292.33				95

		14.08.2015		3094						46.668		4,433.46				95

		21.08.2015		49288						38.871		3,692.75				95

		26.08.2015		49536						47.575		4,519.63				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

												- 0		- 0		90

												- 0				90

												- 0				117

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

		06.08.2015		2487						44		4,840.00		20,138.03		110

		18.08.2015		3598						43.055		4,736.05				110

		24.08.2015		49459						53.01		5,831.10				110

		26.08.2015		49500						43.008		4,730.88				110

												- 0				110

												- 0				110

		06.08.2015		2479						75		7,125.00		18,892.18		95

		12.08.2015		2980						69		6,555.00				95

		27.08.2015		49649						54.865		5,212.18				95

												- 0				95

												- 0				95

		03.08.2015		49644						13.578		1,588.63		4,879.95		117

		11.08.2015		2817						13.108		1,533.64				117

		24.08.2015		49409						15.023		1,757.69				117

												- 0				157.6

		21.08.2015		49293						13.05		1,526.85		3,127.18		117

		29.08.2015		49805						13.678		1,600.33				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				162.6

												- 0				162.6

		11.08.2015		2839						10.56		1,235.52		2,246.98		117

		11.08.2015		2838						8.645		1,011.46				117

																117

												- 0				117

												- 0		- 0		117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

		06.08.2015		2498						5.983		700.01		700.01		117

		07.08.2015		2859						14		1,638.00		1,638.00		117

												- 0		- 0		117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

		10.08.2015		2681						13.419		1,570.02		1,570.02		117

		25.08.2015		257						13.667		1,599.04		1,599.04		117

												- 0		- 0		117

		03.08.2015		49692						12.14		1,420.38		3,973.09		117

		11.08.2015		2815						11.558		1,352.29				117

		20.08.2015		49232						10.26		1,200.42				117

												- 0				117

		11.08.2015		2813						14.38		1,682.46		3,061.66		117

		25.08.2015								11.788		1,379.20				117

												- 0				117

		18.08.2015		3396						4.225		494.32		994.38		117

		21.08.2015		49286						4.274		500.06				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0		- 0		117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

												- 0				117

		26.08.2015		49578						11		1,287.00		1,287.00		117

												- 0				117

		10.08.2015		2846						10.938		1,279.75		2,879.72		117

		25.08.2015		49471						13.675		1,599.98				117

												- 0				117

		12.08.2015		2782						40		3,800.00		3,800.00		95

												155,734.15		155,734.15
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PLK_AUGUST, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		AUGUST, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		05.08.2015		9344		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00		4,560.00		120

		12.08.2015		9359		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00				120

		25.08.2015		9384		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		8		960.00				120

		27.08.2015		9392		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00				120

		27.08.2015		9392		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		- 0

		03.08.2015		9335		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00		2,460.00		120

		10.08.2015		9350		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

		12.08.2015		9361		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

		20.08.2015		9374		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

		27.08.2015		9391		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

		31.08.2015		9397		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0		- 0		120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				120

		03.08.2015		9337		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,440.00		4,680.00		120

		12.08.2015		9356		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,200.00				120

		25.08.2015		9382		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		5		600.00				120

		28.08.2015		9394		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,440.00				120

						Arunkumar						- 0				120

		18.08.2015		9365		Raveendran		NP XR 1179		5		600.00		600.00		120

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				120

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				120

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				120

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0		- 0		120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

																120

		04.08.2015		9342		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,200.00		1,200.00		120

						Nishanthan		NP WU 1941				- 0				120

						Nishanthan		NP WU 1941				- 0				120

						Santhalingham		NP WU 1952				- 0				120

		03.08.2015		9341		A. R. Janes		NP WL 8826		2		240.00		240.00		120

												- 0				120

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				120

		03.08.2015		9338		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,200.00		4,800.00		120

		12.08.2015		9357		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,800.00				120

		27.08.2015		9390		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,800.00				120

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0		1,440.00		120

		26.08.2015		9389		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,440.00				120

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				120

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				120

										166.5		19,980.00		19,980.00
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Pallai_August, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		August, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0		- 0		117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

		04.08.2015		34790		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00		2,340.00		117

		25.08.2015		46333		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00				117

						T. Sujeevan		NP XR 5878				- 0				117

						Arunkumar		NP WN 6681				- 0		- 0		117

						Ravindren		NP WN 6669				- 0		- 0		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

		03.08.2015		34708		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.51		410.67		2,308.76		117

		06.08.2015		45677		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.61		422.37				117

		18.08.2015		2259		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.203		491.75				117

		24.08.2015				T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.16		486.72				117

		31.08.2015		46552		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.25		497.25				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		07.08.2015		45725		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.313		387.62		2,047.73		117

		12.08.2015		45850		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.83		448.11				117

		22.08.2015		46229		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.108		480.64				117

		24.08.2015		48294		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.683		430.91				117

		26.08.2015		46376		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		2.568		300.46				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0		- 0		117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganthini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

		03.08.2015		34719		Kowshika		NP BAF 4330		3.553		415.70		961.27		117

		31.08.2015		46555		Kowshika		NP BAF 4330		4.663		545.57				117

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		03.08.2015		34713		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.068		1,411.96		5,735.22		117

		10.08.2015		45781		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.02		1,406.34				117

		19.08.2015		46110		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.858		1,387.39				117

		26.08.2015		46364		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		13.073		1,529.54				117

		03.08.2015		34717		M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		10.005		1,170.59		1,170.59		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

		03.08.2015		34718		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.33		506.61		985.14		117

		12.08.2015		45848		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.09		478.53				117

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												15,548.72		15,548.72
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Pallai_JULY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JULY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		03.07.2015		33463		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		8.02		938.34		1,764.36		117

		21.07.2015		34159		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		7.06		826.02				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

		13.07.2015		33799		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00		2,340.00		117

		23.07.2015		34238		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8829		10		1,170.00				117

						T. Sujeevan		NP XR 5878				- 0				117

						Arunkumar		NP WN 6681				- 0		- 0		117

						Ravindren		NP WN 6669				- 0		- 0		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

		06.07.2015		33557		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.245		496.67		2,287.47		117

		10.07.2015		33698		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.178		488.83				117

		15.07.2015		33889		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.868		452.56				117

		21.07.2015		34122		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.77		441.09				117

		27.07.2015		34406		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.49		408.33				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		03.07.2015		33411		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.505		410.09		3,041.53		117

		06.07.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.113		481.22				117

		09.07.2015		33652		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.65		427.05				117

		13.07.2015		33791		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.45		403.65				117

		21.07.2015		34149		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.08		477.36				117

		28.07.2015		34455		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.77		441.09				117

		31.07.2015		34619		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.428		401.08				117

		02.07.2015		33377		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		2.983		349.01		2,871.65		117

		06.07.2015		33546		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		3.38		395.46				117

		09.07.2015		33661		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		3.898		456.07				117

		14.07.2015		33846		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		3.665		428.81				117

		20.07.2015		34075		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		3.718		435.01				117

		23.07.2015		34211		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		4.025		470.93				117

		24.07.2015		34275		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		2.875		336.38				117

		03.07.2015		33416		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.73		1,372.41		4,444.01		117

		13.07.2015		33798		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		13.938		1,630.75				117

		23.07.2015		34241		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.315		1,440.86				117

		06.07.2015		33545		M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		11.445		1,339.07		1,339.07		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

		17.07.2015		33979		UDU Generator		Generator		5		585.00		585.00		117

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												18,673.08		18,673.08
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PLK_JULY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JULY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		07.07.2015		8732		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00		3,480.00		120

		17.07.2015		9303		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		9		1,080.00				120

		28.07.2015		9323		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00				120

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0

		03.07.2015		8726		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00		1,860.00		120

		09.07.2015		8740		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

		15.07.2015		8745		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

		21.07.2015		9324		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

		28.07.2015		9325		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0		- 0		120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				120

		09.07.2015		8736		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		11		1,320.00		3,720.00		120

		17.07.2015		9303		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,200.00				120

		28.07.2015		9320		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,200.00				120

																120

						Arunkumar						- 0				120

		09.07.2015		8738		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		10		1,200.00		3,840.00		120

		20.07.2015		9306		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		5		600.00				120

		24.07.2015		9317		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		5		600.00				120

		29.07.2015		9328		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		12		1,440.00				120

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				120

		07.07.2015		8731		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		15		1,800.00		1,800.00		120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				120

																120

		06.07.2015		8730		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		4		480.00		2,880.00		120

		16.07.2015		8748		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,200.00				120

		22.07.2015		9310		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,200.00				120

						Santhalingham		NP WU 1952				- 0				120

						A. R. Janes		NP WL 8826				- 0				120

												- 0				120

		30.07.2015		9329		Suganthini		NP BBE 9543		4		480.00		480.00		120

		08.07.2015		8735		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		11		1,320.00		3,720.00		120

		15.07.2015		8747		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,200.00				120

		30.07.2015		9833		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,200.00				120

		09.07.2015		8737		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,440.00		4,320.00		120

		21.07.2015		9307		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,440.00				120

		30.07.2015		9331		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,440.00				120

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				120

												26,100.00		26,100.00
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OFF-JULY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JULY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		15.07.2015		2273		NTR		DP KB 2938		122.34		11,622.30		24,376.34		95

		28.07.2015		662		NTR		DP KB 2938		83.473		7,929.93				95

		31.07.2015		49566		NTR		DP KB 2938		50.78		4,824.10				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		24.07.2015		382		JK		DP KC 5554		106.336		10,101.92		24,247.42		95

		16.07.2015		2325		JK		DP KC 5554		148.9		14,145.50				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

		06.07.2015		1603		PTK		DP KP 3944		60.68		5,764.60		32,238.54		95

		10.07.2015		2092		PTK		DP KP 3944		60.51		5,748.45				95

		16.07.2015		10		PTK		DP KP 3944		70.548		6,702.06				95

		22.07.2015		215		PTK		DP KP 3944		67.045		6,369.28				95

		29.07.2015		850		PTK		DP KP 3944		80.57		7,654.15				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		07.07.2015		1681		SRI		DP KP 3946		49.88		4,738.60		24,757.95		95

		10.07.2015		1908		SRI		DP KP 3946		56.38		5,356.10				95

		22.07.2015		262		SRI		DP KP 3946		74.365		7,064.67				95

		24.07.2015		693		SRI		DP KP 3946		33.22		3,155.90				95

		28.07.2015		856		SRI		DP KP 3946		46.765		4,442.68				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						NTR		DP PB 0415				- 0		12,074.72		90

		16.07.2015		4		SRI		DP PB 0415		38.88		3,499.20				90

		30.07.2015		753		SRI		DP PB 0415		73.295		8,575.52				117

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

		07.07.2015		1829		Suba		DP KU 6121		41.253		4,537.83		26,009.28		110

		13.07.2015		2057		Suba		DP KU 6121		36.138		3,975.18				110

		22.07.2015		214		Suba		DP KU 6121		65.013		7,151.43				110

		24.07.2015		310		Suba		DP KU 6121		39.044		4,294.84				110

		31.07.2015		49467		Suba		DP KU 6121		55		6,050.00				110

						Suba		DP KU 6121				- 0				110

		03.07.2015		1344		THAYA		DP PB 0235		65.225		6,196.37		26,134.98		95

		16.07.2015		2398		THAYA		DP PB 0235		72.88		6,923.60				95

		23.07.2015		385		THAYA		DP PB 0235		68		6,460.00				95

		30.07.2015		740		THAYA		DP PB 0235		69		6,555.00				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

		13.07.2015		2055		MRO		NP BAF 0721		14.6		1,708.20		1,708.20		117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		03.07.2015		1342		Shanthalingham		NP WU 1952		12.285		1,437.35		4,247.69		117

		13.07.2015		1943		Shanthalingham		NP WU 1952		12.01		1,405.17				117

		22.07.2015		211		Shanthalingham		NP WU 1952		12.01		1,405.17				117

						Shanthalingham		NP WU 1952				- 0				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WU 1952				- 0				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WU 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WU 1952				- 0				162.6

		02.07.2015		1454		Sathees		NP WL 8829		14.303		1,673.45		4,850.94		117

		14.07.2015		2375		Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		12.583		1,472.21				117

																117

		30.07.2015		1023		Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		14.575		1,705.27				117

						Aravinthan		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		117

						Aravinthan		NP XR 5878				- 0				117

						Aravinthan		NP XR 5878				- 0				117

						Generator		Diesel				- 0		- 0		95

						Grage		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		59

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0		- 0		117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

		13.07.2015		1918		Nagaruban		NP WL 8834		13.162		1,539.95		1,539.95		117

		24.07.2015		296		Nagaruban		NP WL 8834		12.05		1,409.85		1,409.85		117

		27.07.2015		576		Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		13.248		1,550.02		1,550.02		117

		27.07.2015		709		Janees		NP WL 8826		10.688		1,250.50		1,250.50		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

		14.07.2015		2203		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.618		1,710.31		2,980.11		117

		24.07.2015		562		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		10.853		1,269.80				117

						Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				117

		10.07.2015		1898		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.72		435.24		1,409.03		117

		14.07.2015		2105		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.658		427.99				117

		20.07.2015		145		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.665		545.81				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		05.07.2015		1568		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.448		520.42		1,956.59		117

		10.07.2015		1899		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.24		496.08				117

		14.07.2015		2101		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.09		478.53				117

		20.07.2015		197		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.945		461.57				117

						Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				117

						Nanthakumar		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		117

						Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				117

		14.07.2015		2676		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		14.382991453		1,682.81		3,183.34		117

		27.07.2015		551		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		12.825		1,500.52				117

						Sathees		NP BAF 0738				- 0				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												195,925.41		195,925.41
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Pallai_JUNE, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		Jun-15

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		08.06.2015		32414		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.055		1,059.44		2,128.00		117

		18.06.2015		32822		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.133		1,068.56				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

		05.06.2015		32296		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00		3,510.00		117

		22.06.2015		32955		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8829		10		1,170.00				117

		26.06.2015		33138		T. Sujeevan		NP XR 5878		10		1,170.00				117

		29.06.2015		33221		Arunkumar		NP WN 6681		10.61		1,241.37		1,241.37		117

		30.06.2015		33272		Ravindren		NP WN 6669		11.203		1,310.75		1,310.75		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

		05.06.2015		32282		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.72		435.24		2,320.46		117

		11.06.2015		32501		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.75		438.75				117

		17.06.2015		32737		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.37		511.29				117

		28.06.2015		32973		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.043		473.03				117

		30.06.2015		33267		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.95		462.15				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		01.06.2015		32143		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.103		480.05		1,850.47		117

		10.06.2015		32473		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.12		482.04				117

		17.06.2015		32745		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.78		442.26				117

		22.06.2015		32934		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.813		446.12				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0		- 0		117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0		- 0		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												12,361.05		12,361.05
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PLK_JUNE, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JUNE, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		03.07.2015		7719		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		11		1,320.00		3,720.00		120

		10.06.2015		7734		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00				120

		19.06.2015		8701		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,200.00				120

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0

		01.06.2015		7715		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00		1,560.00		120

		09.06.2015		7731		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		420.00				120

		15.06.2015		7742		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

		24.06.2015		8712		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		360.00				120

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				120

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				120

		18.06.2015		7748		Jude		NP WL 8834		5		600.00		1,800.00		120

		25.06.2015		8715		Jude		NP WL 8834		10		1,200.00				120

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				120

		01.06.2015		7716		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,440.00		2,640.00		120

		22.06.2015		8705		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,200.00				120

						Arunkumar		NP WL 6681				- 0				120

																120

						Arunkumar						- 0				120

		01.06.2015		7717		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		2		240.00		4,440.00		120

		04.06.2015		7725		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		5		600.00				120

		08.06.2015		7727		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		10		1,200.00				120

		18.06.2015		7747		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		5		600.00				120

		22.06.2015		8706		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,800.00				120

		03.06.2015		7723		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		11		1,320.00		5,760.00		120

		10.06.2015		7733		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,440.00				120

		16.06.2015		7745		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,440.00				120

		25.06.2015		8714		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		13		1,560.00				120

																120

		11.06.2015		7739		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,200.00		2,400.00		120

		22.06.2015		8709		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,200.00				120

						Nishanthan		NP WU 1941				- 0				120

		19.06.2015		7750		Santhalingham		NP WU 1952		10		1,200.00		2,400.00		120

		24.06.2015		8714		A. R. Janes		NP WL 8826		10		1,200.00				120

						Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175				- 0				120

		24.06.2015		8711		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,800.00		1,800.00		120

						Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175				- 0				120

						Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175				- 0				120

		10.06.2015		7732		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,440.00		4,320.00		120

		17.06.2015		7746		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		14		1,680.00				120

		25.06.2015		8716		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		10		1,200.00				120

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				120

												30,840.00		30,840.00
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OFF-JUNE, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JUNE, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		18.06.2015		9669		NTR		DP KB 2938		88.768		8,432.96		15,626.36		95

		29.06.2015		10573		NTR		DP KB 2938		75.72		7,193.40				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		17.06.2015		9747		JK		DP KC 5554		113.033		10,738.14		20,707.53		95

		30.06.2015		10781		JK		DP KC 5554		104.941		9,969.40				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

		04.06.2015		8933		PTK		DP KP 3944		66.265		6,295.18		25,676.22		95

		12.06.2015		9413		PTK		DP KP 3944		65.673		6,238.94				95

		19.06.2015		9897		PTK		DP KP 3944		66.02		6,271.90				95

		26.06.2015		10414		PTK		DP KP 3944		72.318		6,870.21				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		05.06.2015		9027		SRI		DP KP 3946		53.763		5,107.49		38,985.72		95

		09.06.2015		9095		SRI		DP KP 3946		55.68		5,289.60				95

		12.06.2015		9113		SRI		DP KP 3946		60.616		5,758.52				95

		16.06.2015		9707		SRI		DP KP 3946		37.474		3,560.03				95

		18.06.2015		9831		SRI		DP KP 3946		43.399		4,122.91				95

		23.06.2015		10048		SRI		DP KP 3946		41.865		3,977.18				95

		24.06.2015		10314		SRI		DP KP 3946		66.139		6,283.21				95

		30.06.2015		10736		SRI		DP KP 3946		51.44		4,886.80				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

		29.06.2015		10569		NTR		DP PB 0415		62.9		5,661.00		5,661.00		90

						Suba		DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

		05.06.2015		8839		Suba		DP KU 6121		43.825		4,820.75		21,812.56		110

		16.06.2015		9709		Suba		DP KU 6121		63		6,930.00				110

		25.06.2015		10257		Suba		DP KU 6121		51.918		5,710.98				110

		30.06.2015				Suba		DP KU 6121		39.553		4,350.83				110

						Suba		DP KU 6121				- 0				110

						Suba		DP KU 6121				- 0				110

		05.06.2015		8745		THAYA		DP PB 0235		65		6,175.00		24,888.77		95

		11.06.2015		9281		THAYA		DP PB 0235		65.785		6,249.58				95

		19.06.2015		9922		THAYA		DP PB 0235		66.189		6,287.95				95

		26.06.2015		10633		THAYA		DP PB 0235		65.013		6,176.24				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

		12.06.2015		9279		MRO		NP BAF 0721		13.723		1,605.59		1,605.59		117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		05.06.2015		8940		Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952		14.95		1,749.15		3,430.44		117

		25.06.2015		10305		Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952		14.37		1,681.29				117

						Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952				- 0				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		15.06.2015				Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		14.633		1,712.06		3,116.06		117

		25.06.2015		10218		Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		12		1,404.00				117

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				117

		09.06.2015		9192		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		12		1,404.00		3,840.29		117

		16.06.2015		9678		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		10		1,170.00				117

		25.06.2015		10238		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		10.823		1,266.29				117

						Generator		Diesel				- 0		- 0		95

						Grage		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		59

		03.06.2015		8675		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.605		1,357.79		5,691.23		117

		10.06.2015		9095		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.363		1,446.47				117

		17.06.2015		9823		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.185		1,425.65				117

		23.06.2015		10139		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.49		1,461.33				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0		- 0		117

		17.06.2015		9826		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,170.00		1,170.00		117

		15.06.2015		9603		Janees		NP WL 8826		11.113		1,300.22		2,531.06		117

		30.06.2015		10679		Janees		NP WL 8826		10.52		1,230.84				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

		03.06.2015		8730		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		9.813		1,148.12		4,189.30		117

		15.06.2015				Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.768		1,727.86				117

		25.06.2015		10340		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		11.225		1,313.33				117

		09.06.2015		9188		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.31		504.27		1,830.47		117

		15.06.2015		9537		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.588		536.80				117

		23.06.2015		10046		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.239		378.96				117

		26.06.2015		10235		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.508		410.44				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		01.06.2015		8621		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.44		519.48		2,551.42		117

		04.06.2015		8688		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.413		399.32				117

		15.06.2015		9538		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.963		580.67				117

		18.06.2015		9775		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.858		451.39				117

		29.06.2015		10545		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		5.133		600.56				117

						Nanthakumar		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		117

						Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				117

		10.06.2015		10278		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		12.817		1,499.59		3,080.26		117

		24.06.2015		9033		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		13.51		1,580.67				117

						Sathees		NP BAF 0738				- 0				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												186,394.27		186,394.27
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PLK_MAY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		MAY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		08.05.2015		7668		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		7		819.00		2,106.00		117

		21.05.2015		7695		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		11		1,287.00				117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

		06.05.2015		7665		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50		1,111.50		117

		15.05.2015		7684		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		351.00				117

		21.05.2015		7697		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		351.00				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				117

		15.05.2015		7686		Jude		NP WL 8834		12		1,404.00		2,574.00		117

		29.05.2015		7714		Jude		NP WL 8834		10		1,170.00				117

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				117

		05.05.2015		7661		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00		3,861.00		117

		12.05.2015		7677		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,404.00				117

		21.05.2015		7694		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		11		1,287.00				117

																117

						Arunkumar						- 0				117

		05.05.2015		7664		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		12		1,404.00		1,872.00		117

		18.05.2015		7689		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		4		468.00				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				117

		06.05.2015		7666		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,404.00		2,340.00		117

		15.05.2015		7682		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		5		585.00				117

																117

		21.05.2015		7699		V. Nagaruban		NP WL 8829		3		351.00				117

																117

		08.05.2015		7667		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00		3,978.00		117

		18.05.2015		7692		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00				117

		25.05.2015		7703		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		14		1,638.00				117

		12.05.2015		7675		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00		4,329.00		117

		18.05.2015		7691		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,170.00				117

		27.05.2015		7709		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		12		1,404.00				117

		12.05.2015		7680		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00		3,744.00		117

		25.05.2015		7701		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		10		1,170.00				117

		29.05.2015		7713		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		10		1,170.00				117

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				117

												25,915.50		25,915.50
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OFF-MAY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		MAY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		14.05.2015		7458		NTR		DP KB 2938		108.748		10,331.06		19,621.59		95

		29.05.2015		8462		NTR		DP KB 2938		97.795		9,290.53				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		18.05.2015		7533		JK		DP KC 5554		137.018		13,016.71		23,470.51		95

		28.05.2015		8364		JK		DP KC 5554		110.04		10,453.80				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

		05.05.2015		6809		PTK		DP KP 3944		51.163		4,860.49		25,401.67		95

		12.05.2015		7269		PTK		DP KP 3944		67.66		6,427.70				95

		18.05.2015		7719		PTK		DP KP 3944		74.435		7,071.33				95

		27.05.2015		8098		PTK		DP KP 3944		74.128		7,042.16				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		05.05.2015		6953		SRI		DP KP 3946		65.025		6,177.38		33,201.46		95

		12.05.2015		7278		SRI		DP KP 3946		46.543		4,421.59				95

		15.05.2015		7564		SRI		DP KP 3946		64.238		6,102.61				95

		21.05.2015		7796		SRI		DP KP 3946		41.275		3,921.13				95

		25.05.2015		8013		SRI		DP KP 3946		40.628		3,859.66				95

		27.05.2015		8037		SRI		DP KP 3946		61.5		5,842.50				95

		29.05.2015		8677		SRI		DP KP 3946		30.28		2,876.60				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

		27.05.2015		8263		NTR		DP PB 0415		39.965		3,596.85		3,596.85		90

						Suba		DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

								DP PB 0415				- 0				95

		01.05.2015		6455		Suba		DP KU 6121		40		4,400.00		28,153.73		110

		08.05.2015		7006		Suba		DP KU 6121		42		4,620.00				110

		18.05.2015		7722		Suba		DP KU 6121		44.49		4,893.90				110

		22.05.2015		7785		Suba		DP KU 6121		38.185		4,200.35				110

		29.05.2015		8465		Suba		DP KU 6121		40.9		4,499.00				110

		13.05.2015		8750		Suba		DP KU 6121		50.368		5,540.48				110

		13.05.2015		7314		THAYA		DP PB 0235		70		6,650.00		13,548.24		95

		22.05.2015		7805		THAYA		DP PB 0235		72.613		6,898.24				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

		11.05.2015		7202		MRO		NP BAF 0721		14.278		1,670.53		3,347.49		117

		26.05.2015		8185		MRO		NP BAF 0721		14.333		1,676.96				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		13.05.2015		7315		Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952		13.453		1,574.00		4,994.85		117

		21.05.2015		7654		Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952		14.698		1,719.67				117

		28.05.2015		8326		Shanthalingham		NP WL 1952		14.54		1,701.18				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		05.05.2015		6635		Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		14.423		1,687.49		3,087.75		117

		09.05.2015		7037		Shanthalingham		NP WL 8829		11.968		1,400.26				117

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				117

		12.05.2015		7268		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		10.256		1,199.95		3,890.95		117

		21.05.2015		7711		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		13		1,521.00				117

		28.05.2015		8124		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		10		1,170.00				117

		14.05.2015		7371		Generator		Diesel		80		7,600.00		7,600.00		95

						Grage		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		59

		02.05.2015		6487		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.843		1,385.63		5,929.09		117

		08.05.2015		6957		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		13.76		1,609.92				117

		19.05.2015		7548		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.263		1,434.77				117

		26.05.2015		8183		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.81		1,498.77				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

		22.05.2015		7697		Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12.815		1,499.36		1,499.36		117

		24.05.2015		8180		Raveendren		NP WN 6669		14.015		1,639.76		1,639.76		117

		04.05.2015		6609		Janees		NP WL 8826		12.783		1,495.61		5,809.28		117

		11.05.2015		7162		Janees		NP WL 8826		13.623		1,593.89				117

		18.05.2015		7605		Janees		NP WL 8826		13.683		1,600.91				117

		27.05.2015		8081		Janees		NP WL 8826		9.563		1,118.87				117

		12.05.2015		7291		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		9.4		1,099.80		2,840.76		117

		22.05.2015		7946		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.88		1,740.96				117

						Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				117

		08.05.2015		7110		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.223		494.09		1,543.93		117

		13.05.2015		7210		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.103		480.05				117

		25.05.2015		8090		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.87		569.79				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		06.05.2015		6821		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.283		501.11		2,031.35		117

		13.05.2015		7317		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.693		549.08				117

		18.05.2015		7569		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.588		536.80				117

		11.05.2015		7150		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.798		444.37				117

						Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				117

		18.05.2015		7638		Nanthakumar		NP BAF 0734		12		1,404.00		1,404.00		117

						Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				117

		08.05.2015		639		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		12.916		1,511.17		3,138.41		117

		26.05.2015		8117		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		13.908		1,627.24				117

						Sathees		NP BAF 0738				- 0				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												195,751.01		195,751.01
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Pallai_MAY, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		May-15

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		06.05.2015		31134		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.145		1,069.97		4,326.43		117

		12.05.2015		31317		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.005		1,053.59				117

		20.05.2015		31621		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9		1,053.00				117

		28.05.2015				T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.828		1,149.88				117

		18.05.2015		31550		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00		2,596.00		117

		15.05.2015		31479		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8829		12.188		1,426.00				117

						T. Sujeevan		NP XR 5878				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0		- 0		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				162.6

		01.05.2015		30950		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.59		420.03		2,195.27		117

		08.05.2015		31079		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.535		413.60				117

		18.05.2015		31556		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.34		390.78				117

		22.05.2015		31699		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.065		475.61				117

		28.05.2015		31950		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.233		495.26				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		06.05.2015		31101		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.403		515.15		2,362.00		117

		11.05.2015		31277		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.19		490.23				117

		14.05.2015		31406		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.53		413.01				117

		21.05.2015		31651		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.76		439.92				117

		27.05.2015		31889		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.305		503.68				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0		- 0		117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

		13.05.2015		31372		M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		12.028		1,407.28		1,407.28		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												12,886.97		12,886.96		162.6
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PLK_April, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		April, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		07.04.2015		7014		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,170.00		3,217.50		117

		21.04.2015		7436		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		8		936.00				117

		29.04.2015		7651		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		9.5		1,111.50				117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

		01.04.2015		5699		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50		2,223.00		117

		06.04.2015		7407		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		10.04.2015		7421		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		2		234.00				117

		20.04.2015		7426		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		22.04.2015		7440		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		351.00				117

		29.04.2015		7447		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		06.04.2015		7411		Jude		NP WL 8834		12		1,404.00		3,159.00		117

		21.04.2015		7430		Jude		NP WL 8834		10		1,170.00				117

		30.04.2015		7660		Jude		NP WL 8834		5		585.00				117

		07.04.2015		7413		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,404.00		3,744.00		117

		20.04.2015		7425		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00				117

		27.04.2015		7445		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00				117

						Arunkumar		NP WL 6681				- 0				117

						Arunkumar		5692				- 0				117

		20.04.2015		7424		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,755.00		1,755.00		117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				117

		15.04.2015		7423		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		13		1,521.00		3,510.00		117

		21.04.2015		7435		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,404.00				117

		30.04.2015		7656		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		5		585.00				117

		01.04.2015		5697		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00		3,510.00		117

		10.04.2015		7419		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00				117

		21.04.2015		7437		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00				117

		09.04.2015		7418		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,170.00		2,925.00		117

		22.04.2015		7441		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00				117

						Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175				- 0				117

		07.04.2015		7415		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00		4,212.00		117

		20.04.2015		7427		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00				117

		30.04.2015		7655		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00				117

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				117

												28,255.50		28,255.50
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OFF-April, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		April, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		09.04.2015		26621		NTR		DP KB 2938		78.898		7,495.31		22,860.90		95

		23.04.2015		27413		NTR		DP KB 2938		95.558		9,078.01				95

		30.04.2015		6398		NTR		DP KB 2938		66.185		6,287.58				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		20.04.2015		27043		JK		DP KC 5554		103.685		9,850.08		16,125.78		95

		30.04.2015		6341		JK		DP KC 5554		66.06		6,275.70				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

		02.04.2015		26125		PTK		DP KP 3944		29.937		2,844.02		26,313.67		95						3.42

		15.04.2015		26783		PTK		DP KP 3944		52.073		4,946.94				95						3.008

		20.04.2015		27044		PTK		DP KP 3944		69.693		6,620.84				95						2.985

		24.04.2015		27419		PTK		DP KP 3944		59.038		5,608.61				95						3.24

		30.04.2015		6493		PTK		DP KP 3944		66.245		6,293.28				95						2.95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		06.04.2015		26456		SRI		DP KP 3946		48.615		4,618.43		27,857.04		95						3.238

		10.04.2015		26674		SRI		DP KP 3946		68.343		6,492.59				95						3.24

		17.04.2015		26863		SRI		DP KP 3946		51.369		4,880.06				95						22.081

		22.04.2015		27132		SRI		DP KP 3946		33.92		3,222.40				95

		24.04.015		27455		SRI		DP KP 3946		52.59		4,996.05				95

		29.04.2015		6541		SRI		DP KP 3946		38.395		3,647.53				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

		27.04.2015		6185		Thaya		DP PB 0415		63.289		5,696.01		5,696.01		90

						Suba		DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118.6

		10.05.2015		7875		Suba		DP KU 6121		52.73		5,800.30		30,676.25		110

		15.04.2015		27052		Suba		DP KU 6121		49.805		5,478.55				110

		21.04.2015		27866		Suba		DP KU 6121		81		8,910.00				110

		24.04.2015		27394		Suba		DP KU 6121		52.71		5,798.10				110

		28.04.2015		6216		Suba		DP KU 6121		42.63		4,689.30				110

						Suba		DP KU 6121				- 0				110

		06.04.2015		26463		THAYA		DP PB 0235		79.025		7,507.38		21,019.04		95

		17.04.2015		26980		THAYA		DP PB 0235		67		6,365.00				95

		30.04.2015		6367		THAYA		DP PB 0235		75.228		7,146.66				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				95

		08.04.2015		22024		MRO		NP BAF 0721		14.4		1,684.80		3,208.14		117

		22.04.2015		27144		MRO		NP BAF 0721		13.02		1,523.34				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		02.04.2015		25977		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.68		1,717.56		6,818.29		117

		09.04.2015		26580		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.003		1,638.35				117

		21.04.2015		27222		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		15.05		1,760.85				117

		27.04.2015		6129		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.543		1,701.53				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		01.04.2015		20066		Nanthakumar		NP WL 8829		12		1,404.00		1,404.00		117

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				117

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				117

		02.04.2015		25999		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		9.423		1,102.49		1,102.49		117

		16.04.2015		27163		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		10.69		1,250.73		1,250.73		117

		29.04.2015		6223		Aravinthan		NP XR 5878		11.445		1,339.07		1,339.07		117

		07.04.2015		26490		Generator		Diesel		60		5,700.00		5,700.00		95

		23.04.2015		27375		Grage		Kerosene		5		295.00		295.00		59

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0		- 0		117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Suganthini		BBE 9543				- 0		- 0		117

						Sivani		BBE 9555				- 0		- 0		117

		09.04.2015		26579		Janees		NP WL 8826		8.545		999.77		999.77		117

		21.04.2015		27223		Janees		NP WL 8826		8.978		1,050.43		1,050.43		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0		- 0		117

		02.04.2015		25847		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		9.01		1,054.17		4,406.45		117

		16.04.2015		26759		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		13.932		1,630.04				117

		28.04.2015		6127		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.72		1,722.24				117

		06.04.2015		26418		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.58		535.86		2,475.72		117

		09.04.2015		26815		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.443		519.83				117

		17.04.2015		26947		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.148		485.32				117

		23.04.2015		27286		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.05		473.85				117

		29.04.2015		6318		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.939		460.86				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		21.04.2015		27096		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.84		449.28		1,751.96		117

		24.04.2015		27393		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.073		476.54				117

		28.04.2015		6230		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.848		450.22				117

		30.04.2015		6251		Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.213		375.92				117

						Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				117

		30.04.2015		6357		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		14.363		1,680.47		1,680.47		117

						Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				117

		10.04.2015		26669		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		12.99		1,519.83		3,259.97		117

		22.04.2015		27177		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		14.873		1,740.14				117

						Sathees		NP BAF 0738				- 0				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												187,291.16		187,291.16
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Pallai_APR, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		April, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		06.04.2015		30021		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.825		1,149.52		3,466.71		117

		21.04.2015		30474		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.78		1,144.26				117

		27.04.2015		30776		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		10.025		1,172.93				117

		09.04.2015		30140		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10.538		1,232.95		3,572.95		117

		29.04.2015		30857		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00				117

		22.04.2015		30522		T. Sujeevan		NP XR 5878		10		1,170.00				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0		- 0		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				162.6

		08.04.2015		30080		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.383		512.81		877.27		117

		16.04.2015		39325		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.115		364.46				117

						P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				117

						P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				117

		01.04.2015		29821		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.235		495.50		2,355.56		117

		07.04.2015		30041		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.368		394.06				117

		15.04.2015		30278		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.59		537.03				117

		20.04.2015		30423		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.61		422.37				117

		27.04.2015		30745		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.33		506.61				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		16.04.2015		30309		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.318		388.21		1,263.72		117

		21.04.2015		30472		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.19		373.23				117

		27.04.2015		30741		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.293		502.28				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				157.6

		07.04.2015		30056		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.678		1,366.33		4,333.56		117

		17.04.2015		30359		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		13.113		1,534.22				117

		24.04.2015		39646		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.248		1,433.02				117

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 0738				- 0		- 0		117

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 738				- 0				117

												- 0				162.6

												- 0		- 0		95

												- 0				95

												- 0				157

												- 0				157

												- 0				157.6

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0		- 0		117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				150

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0		- 0		150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0		- 0		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						Jeyanthan		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		157.6

						Janees		NP XR 5878				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												15,869.76		15,869.76		162.6
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PLK_MAR, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		MARCH, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		09.03.2015		6997		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		11		1,287.00		2,223.00		117

		23.03.2015		5678		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		8		936.00				117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

		06.03.2015		6984		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		351.00		2,398.50		117

		09.03.2015		6998		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		16.03.2015		5662		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		18.03.2015		5667		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		20.03.2015		5672		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		26.03.2015		5685		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		06.03.2015		6989		Jude		NP WL 8834		10		1,170.00		2,457.00		117

		20.03.2015		5673		Jude		NP WL 8834		11		1,287.00				117

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				173

		06.03.2015		6985		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00		6,201.00		117

		09.03.2015		6992		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		12		1,404.00				117

		16.03.2015		5660		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		11		1,287.00				117

		23.03.2015		5676		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00				117

		30.03.2015		5692		Arunkumar		5692		10		1,170.00				117

		02.03.2015		6980		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,755.00		5,265.00		117

		13.03.2015		5657		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		5		585.00				117

		17.03.2015		5665		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		10		1,170.00				117

		26.03.2015		5684		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,755.00				117

		06.03.2015		6988		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		14		1,638.00		4,797.00		117

		17.03.2015		5663		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,404.00				117

		30.03.2015		5694		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		15		1,755.00				117

		12.03.2015		5656		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00		2,340.00		117

		23.03.2015		5682		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00				117

						Nishanthan		NP WU 1941				- 0				117

		06.03.2015		6983		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00		5,031.00		117

		17.03.2015		5664		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		13		1,521.00				117

		26.03.2015		5687		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00				117

		10.03.2015		7000		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		14		1,638.00		5,850.00		117

		16.03.2015		5659		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00				117

		23.03.2015		5679		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00				117

		30.03.2015		5693		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		12		1,404.00				117

												36,562.50		36,562.50
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Pallai_MAR, 2015 

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		March, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		10.03.2015		28918		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		10.02		1,172.34		2,342.93		117

		24.03.2015		29488		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		10.005		1,170.59				117

						T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948				- 0				117

		09.03.2015		28864		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		11.87		1,388.79		3,728.79		117

		18.03.2015		29202		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00				117

		25.03.2015		29509		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10		1,170.00				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0		- 0		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				162.6

		02.03.2015		26588		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.02		470.34		1,913.07		117

		11.03.2015		28925		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.47		522.99				117

		17.03.2015		29152		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.423		400.49				117

		30.03.2015		29731		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.438		519.25				117

		05.03.2015		28723		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.445		520.07		2,306.77		117

		10.03.2015		29045		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.45		520.65				117

		16.03.2015		29115		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.355		392.54				117

		22.03.2015		29393		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.963		463.67				117

		25.03.2015		29561		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.503		409.85				117

						T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208				- 0				117

		13.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		2.998		350.77		2,335.55		117

		16.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.698		432.67				117

		18.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		2.815		329.36				117

		24.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.548		415.12				117

		27.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		2.993		350.18				117

		30.03.2015				S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.91		457.47				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				157.6

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0		- 0		117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				157.6

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 0738				- 0		- 0		117

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 738				- 0				117

												- 0				162.6

						Sri		DP KP 3946				- 0		- 0		95

						Sri		DP KU 6121				- 0				95

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157.6

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0		- 0		117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				150

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0		- 0		150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		31.03.2015				M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		13.763		1,610.27		1,610.27		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						Jeyanthan		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		157.6

						Janees		NP XR 5878				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												14,237.38		14,237.38		162.6
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OFF-MAR, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		March, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		12.03.2015				NTR		DP KB 2938		101.558		9,648.01		24,953.46		95

		27.03.2015		25400		NTR		DP KB 2938		115.645		10,986.28				95

		31.03.2015		25704		NTR		DP KB 2938		45.465		4,319.18				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		04.03.2015		17742		JK		DP KC 5554		102.013		9,691.24		29,005.97		95

		17.03.2015		24779		JK		DP KC 5554		100.465		9,544.18				95

		31.03.2015		25630		JK		DP KC 5554		102.848		9,770.56				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

		03.03.2015		17641		PTK		DP KP 3944		57.96		5,506.20		30,600.55		95

		12.03.2015		24450		PTK		DP KP 3944		67.288		6,392.36				95

		17.03.2015		24744		PTK		DP KP 3944		68.5950526316		6,516.53				95

		24.03.2015		25255		PTK		DP KP 3944		64.475		6,125.12				95

		31.03.2015		25618		PTK		DP KP 3944		63.793		6,060.34				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		03.03.2015		17730		SRI		DP KP 3946		52.708		5,007.26		35,236.83		95

		06.03.2015		24028		SRI		DP KP 3946		56.765		5,392.68				95

		10.03.2015		24252		SRI		DP KP 3946		42.775		4,063.63				95

		16.03.2015		24683		SRI		DP KP 3946		49.665		4,718.18				95

		20.03.2015				SRI		DP KP 3946		38.65		3,671.75				95

		24.03.2015		25261		SRI		DP KP 3946		41.57		3,949.15				95

		27.03.2015		25609		SRI		DP KP 3946		45.068		4,281.46				95

		30.03.2015		25469		SRI		DP KP 3946		43.713		4,152.74				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

		17.03.2015		24737		Thaya		DP PB 0415		52		4,680.00		9,821.52		90

		30.03.2015		25657		Suba		DP PB 0415		57.128		5,141.52				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118.6

		09.03.2015		4795		Suba		DP KU 6121		76.68		8,434.80		29,467.68		110

		12.03.2015		24347		Suba		DP KU 6121		53.43		5,877.30				110

		17.03.2015		24753		Suba		DP KU 6121		48.825		5,370.75				110

		24.03.2015		25287		Suba		DP KU 6121		58.5		6,435.00				110

		31.03.2015		25345		Suba		DP KU 6121		30.453		3,349.83				110

						Suba		DP KU 6121				- 0				110

		02.03.2015		17530		THAYA		DP PB 0235		75.505		7,172.97		31,496.97		95

		06.03.2015		24029		THAYA		DP PB 0235		65.863		6,256.99				95

		16.03.2015		24622		THAYA		DP PB 0235		59.008		5,605.76				95

		23.03.2015		25135		THAYA		DP PB 0235		58.645		5,571.28				95

		30.03.2015		25868		THAYA		DP PB 0235		72.526		6,889.97				95

		19.03.2015		25011		MRO		NP BAF 0721		15.043		1,760.03		1,760.03		117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		05.03.2015		17769		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		12.785		1,495.85		6,395.34		117

		11.03.2015		24329		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		12.62		1,476.54				117

		18.03.2015		24792		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.743		1,724.93				117

		26.03.2015		25539		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.513		1,698.02				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		02.03.2015		17514		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		10.015		1,171.76		4,172.57		117

		09.03.2015		24380		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		12.83		1,501.11				117

		18.03.2015		24829		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		12.818		1,499.71				117

		26.03.2015		25435		PLK Office-Standby		NP XR 5878		14.11		1,650.87		1,650.87		117

						Nanthkumar		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		117

		29.03.2015		25849		W40 Oil		for Schools		2		1,360.00		1,360.00		680

		02.03.2015		17460		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.493		1,344.68		6,348.42		117

		10.03.2015		24260		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.026		1,290.04				117

		17.03.2015				Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.74		1,373.58				117

		24.03.2015				Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		9.403		1,100.15				117

		31.03.2015				Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		10.598		1,239.97				117

		10.03.2015		24222		Suganthini		BBE 9543		4.01		469.17		469.17		117

		31.03.2015		25619		Sivani		BBE 9555		4.765		557.51		557.51		117

		17.03.2015		24706		Janees		NP WL 8826		13.253		1,550.60		1,550.60		117

		24.03.2015				Janees		NP WL 8826		11.258		1,317.19		1,317.19		117

		06.03.2015		24031		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		11.013		1,288.52		1,288.52		117

		23.03.2015		25205		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		12.73		1,489.41		1,489.41		117

		03.03.2015		17603		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.123		482.39		2,354.51		117

		09.03.2015		24373		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.563		533.87				117

		13.03.2015		24409		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.845		449.87				117

		19.03.2015		25455		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.933		460.16				117

		26.03.2015		24864		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.66		428.22				117

		12.03.2015		24239		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		12.025		1,406.93		2,693.93		117

		31.03.2015		25879		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		11		1,287.00				117

		12.03.2015		24313		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		14.315		1,674.86		2,931.44		117

		25.03.2015		25356		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		10.74		1,256.58				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												226,922.46		226,922.47
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PLK_FEB, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		FEBRUARY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		17.02.2015		6957		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		11		1,287.00		1,872.00		117

		24.02.2015		6972		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		5		585.00				117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

		06.02.2015		6585		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50		1,228.50		117

		17.02.2015		6958		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

		26.02.2015		6973		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				165

		11.02.2015		6594		Jude		NP WL 8834		12		1,404.00		1,404.00		117

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				158

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				173

		09.06.2015		6586		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00		2,340.00		117

		16.02.2015		6951		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,170.00				117

						Arunkumar		NP WL 6681				- 0				117

		09.02.2015		6588		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,755.00		3,510.00		117

		16.02.2015		6952		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		1,755.00				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				158

		16.02.2015		6954		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		14		1,638.00		3,276.00		117

		23.02.2015		6968		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		14		1,638.00				117

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				165

		11.02.2015		6591		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		10		1,170.00		4,212.00		117

		16.02.2015		6955		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		12		1,404.00				117

		26.02.2015		6975		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		14		1,638.00				117

		11.02.2015		6593		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00		3,510.00		117

		19.02.2015		6959		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		5		585.00				117

		23.02.2015		6967		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		10		1,170.00				117

		03.02.2015		6581		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		14		1,638.00		5,499.00		117

		13.02.2015		6598		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		10		1,170.00				117

		19.02.2015		6965		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		10		1,170.00				117

		26.02.2015		6974		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		13		1,521.00				117

												26,851.50		26,851.50
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Pallai_FEB, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		February,  2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		02.02.2015		27500		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.403		1,100.15		3,489.06		117

		16.02.2015		28034		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		11.003		1,287.35				117

		26.02.2015		28437		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		9.415		1,101.55				117

		10.02.2015		27787		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		11.63		1,360.71		2,621.97		117

		25.02.2015		28416		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		10.78		1,261.26				117

						T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815				- 0				162.6

		17.02.2015				Janees		NP WL 8826		12.69		1,484.73		1,484.73		117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				162.6

		03.02.2015		27559		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.853		450.80		1,877.15		117

		11.02.2015		27820		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.093		478.88				117

		17.02.2015		28082		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.108		480.64				117

		24.02.2015		28346		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.99		466.83				117

		05.02.2015		27600		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.36		393.12		2,546.39		117

		10.02.2015		27785		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.333		389.96				117

		13.02.2015		27916		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.61		422.37				117

		19.02.2015		28147		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.225		494.32				117

		24.02.2015		28345		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.333		389.96				117

		27.02.2015		28481		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.903		456.65				117

		03.02.2015		27555		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.488		408.10		1,647.24		117

		10.02.2015		27784		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.3		386.10				117

		24.02.2015		28340		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.583		419.21				117

		27.02.2015		28505		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.708		433.84				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				150

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				157.6

		03.02.2015		27567		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		10.8015		1,263.78		2,561.89		117

		18.02.2015		28119		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.095		1,298.12				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				157.6

		03.02.2015		27508		K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 0738		12.925		1,512.23		3,033.23		117

		19.02.2015		28144		K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 738		13		1,521.00				117

												- 0				162.6

		03.02.2015				Sri		DP KP 3946		63.58		6,040.10		10,533.41		95

		11.02.2015				Sri		DP KU 6121		47.298		4,493.31				95

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157.6

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0		- 0		117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				150

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0		- 0		150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		27.02.2015		28484		M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		12.468		1,458.76		1,458.76		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						Jeyanthan		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		157.6

						Janees		NP XR 5878				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												31,253.82		31,253.82		162.6
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OFF-FEB, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		February, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		12.02.2015		16515		NTR		DP KB 2938		111.455		10,588.23		18,454.23		95

		25.02.2015		17294		NTR		DP KB 2938		82.8		7,866.00				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		05.02.2015		15978		JK		DP KC 5554		116		11,020.00		29,644.09		95

		17.02.2015		16695		JK		DP KC 5554		121.883		11,578.89				95

		25.02.2015		4383		JK		DP KC 5554		74.16		7,045.20				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

		05.02.2015		16065		PTK		DP KP 3944		63.435		6,026.33		26,171.55		95

		12.02.2015		16518		PTK		DP KP 3944		71.195		6,763.53				95

		20.02.2015		16826		PTK		DP KP 3944		72.415		6,879.43				95

		25.02.2015		17288		PTK		DP KP 3944		68.445		6,502.28				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		06.02.2015		16012		SRI		DP KP 3946		46.743		4,440.59		25,919.51		95

		12.02.2015		16341		SRI		DP KP 3946		49.263		4,679.99				95

		13.02.2015		16428		SRI		DP KP 3946		42.036		3,993.42				95

		16.02.2015				SRI		DP KP 3946		45		4,275.00				95

		20.02.2015		16952		SRI		DP KP 3946		40.93		3,888.35				95

		23.02.2015		17085		SRI		DP KP 3946		48.865		4,642.18				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

						SRI		DP KP 3946				- 0				95

		10.02.2015		16127		PTK		DP PB 0415		62		5,580.00		14,778.90		90

		13.02.2015		16426		NTR		DP PB 0415		38.21		3,438.90				90

		27.02.2015		17399		JK		DP PB 0415		64		5,760.00				90

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118

								DP PB 0415				- 0				118.6

		02.02.2015		15680		Suba		DP KU 6121		41.013		4,511.43		31,976.89		110

		05.02.2015		15974		Suba		DP KU 6121		41.01		4,511.10				110

		12.02.2015		16386		Suba		DP KU 6121		44.098		4,850.78				110

		16.02.2015		16571		Suba		DP KU 6121		62.77		6,904.70				110

		24.02.2015				Suba		DP KU 6121		60		6,600.00				110

		27.02.2015		4448		Suba		DP KU 6121		41.808		4,598.88				110

		02.02.2015		15758		THAYA		DP PB 0235		50.02		4,751.90		26,330.96		95

		08.02.2015		16106		THAYA		DP PB 0235		45.053		4,280.04				95

		12.02.2015		16164		THAYA		DP PB 0235		63.805		6,061.48				95

		18.02.2015		16768		THAYA		DP PB 0235		56.527		5,370.07				95

		25.02.2015		4384		THAYA		DP PB 0235		61.763		5,867.49				95

		23.02.2015		17061		MRO		NP BAF 0721		12.65		1,480.05		1,480.05		117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		03.02.2015		15813		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		10.708		1,252.84		6,111.38		117

		11.02.2015		16537		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.183		1,659.41				117

		20.02.2015		17764		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.87		1,739.79				117

		26.02.2015		17381		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		12.473		1,459.34				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		09.02.2015		3756		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		10.255		1,199.84		2,369.84		117

		16.02.2015		16536		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		10		1,170.00				117

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				150

		02.02.2015		15914		Nanthkumar		NP XR 5878		10		1,170.00		1,170.00		117

		20.02.2015		17053		Nanthkumar		NP XR 5878		12.21		1,428.57		1,428.57		117

						Sharmila		NP XR 1208				- 0		- 0		150

		12.02.2015		16514		Kerosene - for board				22		1,298.00		2,095.00		59

		12.02.2015		16516		Petrol for board				1		117.00				117

		12.02.2015		16516		Oil for board				1		680.00				680

						Generator		Standby				- 0		- 0		150

						Generator		Office / GH				- 0		- 0		111

		03.02.2015		15777		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.6		1,708.20		1,708.20		117

		20.02.2015		16910		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		14.03		1,641.51		1,641.51		117

		06.02.2015		15987		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4		468.00		1,849.30		117

		12.02.2015				Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.84		449.28				117

		17.02.2015		17543		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.948		461.92				117

		24.02.2015				Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.018		470.11				117

						Kowshi		NP BAF 4330				- 0				117

		10.02.2015		16436		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		11.733		1,372.76		2,687.26		117

		25.02.2015		17253		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		11.235		1,314.50				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												195,817.23		195,817.23
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OFF-JAN, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		January, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		06.01.2015		22211		NTR		DP KB 2938		80.25		8,907.75		29,314.23		111

		23.01.2015		23242		NTR		DP KB 2938		102.855		9,771.23				95

		30.01.2015		23710		NTR		DP KB 2938		111.95		10,635.25				95

						NTR		DP KB 2938				- 0

		14.01.2015		22748		JK		DP KC 5554		148.018		16,430.00		29,433.88		111

		27.01.2015		23448		JK		DP KC 5554		136.883		13,003.89				95

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				118.6

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

						JK		DP KC 5554				- 0				121.6

		02.01.2015		21608		PTK		DP KP 3944		60.943		6,764.67		35,468.24		111

		06.01.2015		22254		PTK		DP KP 3944		69.165		7,677.32				111

		19.01.2015		22917		PTK		DP KP 3944		68.643		7,619.37				111

		23.01.2015		23536		PTK		DP KP 3944		64.575		6,134.63				95

		30.01.2015		23851		PTK		DP KP 3944		76.55		7,272.25				95

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

						PTK		DP KP 3944				- 0

		02.01.2015		15812		SRI		DP KP 3946		69.843		7,752.57		57,683.51		111

		04.01.2015		15949		SRI		DP KP 3946		68.54		7,607.94				111

		05.01.2015		15962		SRI		DP KP 3946		56.316		6,251.08				111

		06.01.2015		16166		SRI		DP KP 3946		44.7		4,961.70				111

		14.01.2015		16021		SRI		DP KP 3946		76.023		8,438.55				111

		20.01.2015		16165		SRI		DP KP 3946		74.653		8,286.48				111

		22.01.2015		16033		SRI		DP KP 3946		42.295		4,018.03				95

		28.01.2015		16093		SRI		DP KP 3946		56.913		5,406.74				95

		30.01.2015		15963		SRI		DP KP 3946		52.215		4,960.43				95

		05.01.2015		22409		THAYA		DP PB 0235		67		8,911.00		18,776.24		133

		03.01.2015		21788		THAYA		DP PB 0235		47.408		5,262.29				111

		20.01.2015		229984		THAYA		DP PB 0235		41.468		4,602.95				111

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				118

						THAYA		DP PB 0235				- 0				118.6

		05.01.2015		22250		Suba		DP KU 6121		63.285		8,416.90		34,107.66		133

		12.01.2015		22492		Suba		DP KU 6121		43.57		5,794.81				133

		19.01.2015		22911		Suba		DP KU 6121		62.935		8,370.36				133

		21.01.2015		23118		Suba		DP KU 6121		44.23		5,882.59				133

		28.01.2015		23703		Suba		DP KU 6121		51.3		5,643.00				110

		29.01.2015		23966		THAYA		WP DP 0415		70		6,300.00		13,675.50		90

		31.01.2015		23050		THAYA		WP DP 0415		81.95		7,375.50				90

						THAYA		WP DP 0415				- 0				137.6

						THAYA		WP DP 0415				- 0				137.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0		1,670.18		150

		28.01.2015		23634		MRO		NP BAF 0721		14.275		1,670.18				117

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		13.01.2015		22672		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		14.658		2,198.70		3,999.68		150

		21.01.2015		23061		Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952		15.393		1,800.98				117

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				150

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

						Sathiyalingam		NP WL 1952				- 0				162.6

		20.01.2015		22990		Aravinthan		NP WL 8829		9.665		1,449.75		1,449.75		150

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				150

						Aravinthan		NP WL 8829				- 0				150

		03.01.2015		21797		Sathees		NP XR 5878		12.325		1,848.75		1,848.75		150

		09.01.2015		21702		Sathees		NP BAF 0738		10.173		1,525.95		1,525.95		150

		05.01.2015		21897		Sharmila		NP XR 1208		4.445		666.75		666.75		150

		12.01.2015		22496		Kerosene - for board				22		1,782.00		2,352.00		81

		12.01.2015		22495		Petrol for board				1		150.00				150

		12.01.2015		22495		Oil for board				1		420.00				420

						Generator		Standby				- 0		- 0		150

						Generator		Office / GH				- 0		- 0		111

		05.01.2015		21971		Kunalan		NP XR 5883		10		1,500.00		1,500.00		150

		16.01.2015				Kunalan		NP XR 5883		9.523		1,428.45		1,428.45		150

		05.01.2015		15935		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.515		677.25		2,770.25		150

		12.01.2015		22434		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		4.62		693.00				150

		19.01.2015		22921		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.63		544.50				150

		26.01.2015		23476		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.805		445.19				117

		30.01.2015		23754		Kowshi		NP BAF 4330		3.507		410.32				117

		05.01.2015		21972		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		10.027		1,504.05		3,033.59		150

		23.01.2015		23228		Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734		13.073		1,529.54				117

						Generator - Training		Kerosene				- 0		- 0		106.6

												240,704.60		240,704.60
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PLK_JAN, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		JANUARY, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT

		26.01.2015		6567		J. Anton		NP BAM 410		10		1,170.00		1,170.00		117

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				158

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

						J. Anton		NP BAM 410				- 0				165

		05.01.2015		6534		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3		474.00		2,108.00		158

		14.01.2015		6551		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		553.00				158

		22.01.2015		6565		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		437.50				125

		28.01.2015		6571		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		2		234.00				117

		30.01.2015		6578		Sivarani		NP BBE 9555		3.5		409.50				117

						Sivarani		NP BBE 9555				- 0				165

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0		- 0		165

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				158

						Jude		NP WL 8834				- 0				173

		12.01.2015		6540		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		11		1,738.00		4,509.00		158

		23.01.2015		6562		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		10		1,250.00				125

		29.01.2015		6572		Arunkumar		NP WL 6681		13		1,521.00				117

		13.01.2015		6546		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		15		2,370.00		4,008.00		158

		29.01.2015		6577		Raveendran		NP WU 6669		14		1,638.00				117

						Raveendran		NP WU 6669				- 0				158

		12.01.2015		6543		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,896.00		3,300.00		158

		29.01.2015		6566		V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937		12		1,404.00				117

						V. Nagaruban		NP WU 1937				- 0				165

		12.01.2015		6543		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		12		1,896.00		3,396.00		158

		23.01.2015		6566		Nishanthan		NP WU 1941		12		1,500.00				125

						Nishanthan		NP WU 1941				- 0				165

		12.01.2015		6544		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		12		1,896.00		3,651.00		158

		29.01.2015		6576		Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175		15		1,755.00				117

						Suseenthiran		NP XR 1175				- 0				165

		12.01.2015		6541		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		13		2,054.00		4,108.00		158

		22.01.2015		6559		Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179		13		2,054.00				158

						Nanthakumar		NP XR 1179				- 0				158

												26,250.00		26,250.00
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Pallai_JAN, 2015

		SDC Jaffna, Sri Lanka

		Fuel Vouchers, Follow-up

		Month:		January, 2015

		DATE		VOUCHER/ INVOICE #		DRIVER		VEHICLE  NUMBER		LITERS		AMOUNT		TOTAL

		12.01.2015		26779		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		10.883		1,632.45		2,921.79		150

		22.01.2015		27131		T. Jeyapaskaran		NP WU 1948		11.02		1,289.34				117

		14.01.2015		26869		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		9.013		1,351.95		2,481.59		150

		29.01.2015		27363		T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815		9.655		1,129.64				117

						T. Sujeevan		NP WL 8815				- 0				162.6

		05.01.2015		26586		Janees		NP WL 8826		14.005		2,100.75		3,701.90		150

		28.01.2015		27333		Janees		NP WL 8826		13.685		1,601.15				117

						Janees		NP WL 8826				- 0				162.6

		06.01.2015		26626		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.668		700.20		1,778.97		150

		19.01.2015		26989		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		3.713		556.95				150

		26.01.2015		27245		P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314		4.46		521.82				117

						P. Tharshini		NP BAF 4314				- 0				162.6

		12.01.2015		26780		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.205		630.75		2,212.72		150

		19.01.2015		26984		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		3.528		529.20				150

		26.01.2015		27234		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.513		528.02				117

		30.01.2015		27400		T. Sarmila		NP XR 1208		4.485		524.75				117

		16.01.2015		26908		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		2.928		439.20		1,483.46		150

		21.01.2015		27092		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		3.713		556.95				150

		29.01.2015		27385		S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216		4.165		487.31				117

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				150

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				150

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						S. Vasuki		NP XR 1216				- 0				162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0		- 0		162.6

						A. Jeyanthan		NP BAF 0734				- 0				157.6

		06.01.2015		26634		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		12.66		1,899.00		3,214.08		150

		26.01.2015		27250		Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224		11.24		1,315.08				117

						Krishnamenan		NP XR 1224				- 0				157.6

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 0738				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. S. Quintus		NP BAF 738				- 0				157.6														1475

												- 0				162.6														125

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0		- 0		157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				150														70

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157														50.4

						Kowshika		NP BAF 4330				- 0				157.6

		03.02.2015		20587		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		3.4188		400.00		2,278.55		117

		09.02.2015		46530		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.74		320.58				117

		12.02.2015		21189		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.564		299.99				117

		16.02.2015		21485		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.051		239.97				117

		17.02.2015		62987		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.564		299.99				117

		23.02.2015		21972		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.975		348.08				117

		25.02.2015		22161		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		2.137		250.03				117

		26.02.2015		22291		Suganhini		NP BBE 9543		1.025		119.92				117

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				150

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

						Suganhini		NP BBE 9543				- 0				157

		05.01.2015		26587		MRO		NP BAF 0721		12.503		1,875.45		1,875.45		150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				150

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

						MRO		NP BAF 0721				- 0				157.6

		27.01.2015		2012		M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871		13.357		1,562.77		1,562.77		117

						M. Sivasubramaniyam		NP XR 5871				- 0				162.6

						Jeyanthan		NP XR 5878				- 0		- 0		157.6

						Janees		NP XR 5878				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		157

						MRO		BAF 721				- 0				157

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0		- 0		157.6

						K. Kunalan		NP XR 5883				- 0				162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		162.6

						UDU Generator		Generator				- 0		- 0		680

						Jaffna Office - Garage		Vehicle Main				- 0		- 0		106.6

												23,511.26		23,511.26		162.6
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